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PREFACE

This publication is a compilation of the papers prepared for the Space
Shuttle Technical Conference held at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space

Center, Houston, Texas, June 28-30, 1983. The purpose of this conference

was to provide an archival publication for the retrospective presentation
and documentation of the key scientific and engineering achievements of the

Space Shuttle Program following the attainment of full operational status by
the National Space Transportation System.

To provide technical disciplinary focus, the conference was organized around

10 technical topic areas: (I) Integrated Avionics, (2) Guidance,
Navigation, and Control, (3) Aerodynamics, (4) Structures, (5) Life Support,
Environmental Control, and Crew Station, (6) Ground Operations, (7)

Propulsion and Power, (8) Communications, and Tracking, (9) Mechanisms and

Mechanical Systems, and (10) Thermal and _ontamination Environments and

Protection Systems.

The papers in each technical topic which were presented over the 3-day
Conference period provide a historical overview of the key technical

problems and challenges which were met and overcome during the development

phase of the.Space Shuttle Program. Taken as a whole, these papers provide
a valuable archival reference to the magnitude and scope of this major
national achievement.

Because of the large volume of material prepared for the conference, this

publication is divided into two parts.

This publication was prepared through the efforts of the staff of the

Technical Information Branch, Management Services Division, Johnson Space
Center.
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FOREWORD

The achievement of operational status of the National Space Transportation

System represented a historic accomplishment for the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA), its contractors, and for the United States.

To recognize this accomplishment, NASA organize4 a technical conference fo-
cusing on the design and development phase of the Space Shuttle Program.

The purpose of the conference was to permit a presentation by key members of

the NASA-Industry-Department of Defense team of the outstanding achievements

of the program. Toward this end, the conference theme "The Space Shuttle

Program: From Challenge to Achievement" was selected.

To provide a comprehensive and balanced program for the conference, the Con-

ference Organizing Committee selected 10 broad, technical topic areas for

which papers were invited from individuals who played key technical roles in
the success of the design and developmen: program. An extraordinarily fine

selection of 91 papers was submitted for the conference representing the

contributions of 6 NASA field centers, the Department of Defense, 2 univer-

sities, and 27 industrial organizations. Over the 3-day period of June 28-

30, 1983, these papers were presented at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

in a format of multiple, parallel technical sessions, fully satisfying the

"Achievement" portion of the conference theme.

The "Challenge" aspect of the conference theme was provided by Lieutenant

General James A. Abra_amson, NASA Associate Administrator for Space Flight,

who presented the conference keynote address; and by Dr. Maxime A. Faget,

President of Space Industries Incorporated and former DirectoP of Engineer-

ing and Development at the Johnson Space Center, who organized and moderated

the discussions of a panel of distinguished government and industry execu-

tives who presided over the early days of the program. Excellent retrospec-

tive presentations were also made by Dr. Glynn S. Lunney, Manager of the Na-

tional Space Transportation System Program, and by Donald K. (Deke) Slayto_,
President and Vice Chairman of Space Services _corporated of America and

former NASA astronaut and management official. The complementary combina-
tion of technical papers, addresses, and panel discussions provided a satis-

fying, synergistic package for the more than 1200 conference attendees.

As former Manager of the Orbiter Project, it was my privilege to serve as

General Chairman of the Space Shuttle Technical Conference and to recognize

and honor the team of men and women responsible for this historic accom-

plishment.

I am grateful for the help and support of the other members of the Con-

ference Organizing Committee: Elwood W. Land, Jr. (NASA Headquarters);
James E. Kingsbury (Marshall Space Flight Center); and Peter A. Minderman

(Kennedy Space Center); and to Norman H. Chaffee (Johnson Space Center) who
served as Conference Arrangements Chairman.

Aaron Cohen

General Chairman
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PROPULSIONAND POWER SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE

Joseph G. Thibodaux, Jr.*
NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas 77058

The Space Shuttle has its roots in a number of studies and programs dating back to the early
1940's. The first of these was the A-tO, a V-2 derivative proposed as a winged hypersonic glide
bomber capable of reaching the east coast of the United States when launched from Germany. After
World War II, similar studieswere conducted in the United States as secret Air Force programs named
ROBO and Brass Bell. These studiesevolved into the Dynasoar program of the mid 1950's. Dynasoar
went through various phases and missions. By 1957, Dynasoar was proposed as { manned orbiting vehi-
cle capable of reuse after landing. A conference of National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
(NACA) experts in all of the aeronautical research disciplines was convened at the NAC._ Ames Research
Laboratory in October 1957 to review the feasibility of such a program. This group concluded that al-
though there were many difficult engineering research and development problems to be solved, there
were no fundamental reasons why such a vehicle could not be successfully developed. Dynasoar, for
various reasons, was not immediately funded. It was later revived on a smaller scale and then can-
celed.

The NASA manned and unmanned space program had i_tsbeginnings at that conference even though

NASA was not formed until a year later. There were serious discussions between various factions at
the conference on the desirability of basing a manned orbital vehicle on the supersonic and h_q)er-
sonic research airplane technology being developed at Edwards Air Force Base or on ballistic missile

launch vehicle and reentry technology. There were also serious discussions about starting an all-
solid-propellant launch vehicle to compete with the Vanguard Program.

The ballistic missile launch vehicle and reentry technolo_ approach was studied in detail by a

small group of engineers a{ the Pilotless Aircraft Research Division of the NACA Langley Research Cen-
ter for the y_ar following the conference. The same group did detailed studies and planning on a
four-stage solid-propellant vehicle capable of placing small satellites in orbit. These studies were
thorough enough to become the basis for Project Mercury and the Scout missile with the creation of
NASA in October 1958. Project Mercury was successful, cost effective, and completed on a relatively

short schedule because it bypassed all of the different engineering research and development problems
associated with Dynasoar and utilized existing ballistic missile launch vehicle and reentry technol-

ogy. The Scout program was successful because it was based on 15 years of small solid-propellant
launchvehicle technology developed at Wallops Island.

Unmanned space operations used liquid-propellantlaunch vehicles such as Redstone, Thor, Atlas,
and Titan, and their uprated derivatives. These launch vehicles had been rendered surplus by the in-
troduction of smaller solid-propellant s_tems such as Pershing, Polaris, and Minuteman. The smaller

solid-propellant systems were not capable of launching large satellites or manned vehicles into -
orbit. The number of surplus large liquid-propellant launch vehicles was limited, and there were no
active production lines or programs to replace them. The Saturn V production line was shut down
before completion of the Apollo Program. In the early1970's, the future of manned and unmanned

space programs looked bleak. _r

While the Apollo Program was winding down_, some of the sa_ engineers who started Project
Mercury along with veterans of Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo missions began an in-house study of a reus-
able manned operationalvehicle which could handle all the foreseen manned and unmanned space launch
requirements. The vehiclewas, in essence, a large upgraded version of Dynasoar with a different
mission. Many things had happened since the Dynasoar proposal of'1957. Mercury, Gemini, Saturn,
Apollo, X-15, manned reentry body •research programs, and new ballistic missile systems had spawned
advances in structures, materials, fabrication, processing, propulsion, aerod_amics, avionics,

communications, guidance and navigation, and other technologies not available to Dynasoar in 1957. A
reusable spacecraftdid not seem so difficult any more. The initial reaction was to recover every-
thing possible and to design both the booster and the orbiter around existing Saturn-Apollo technol-
ogy. The vehicle was sized to accommodate the largest existing known payloads of the time.

Evolution from the original vehicle size and configuration to the present Shuttle w_c not easy.
The number of different concepts, configurations, designs, payload weights and volumes, and opera-
tional requirements was unlimited, and everyone in the government and industry aerospace business had
a legitimatereason for wanting a specific vehicle size and configurationto be selected. There were
serious differences in philosophy regarding the cost effectiveness of using existing technology as

opposed to tying the success of the program to promising, new, sophisticated but unproven technology.

*Retired.
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Propulsion and power subsystems usually constitute 85 to 90 percent of the weight and volume of
the entire system and have a profound effect on the overall launch vehicle size and configuration.
Programmatic requirements and factors also have a significant effect on the overall propulsion system
design and configuration. Some of these factors and requirements are shown in figure 1. The program
requirements will generally be responsible for sizing the propulsion and power systems and establish-
ing minimum system requirements. The program factors affect the selection of the configuration and
have a strong influence on component design. The interaction between these factors is so complex
that it defies any logical explanation or comment, and the success of the Shuttle is the result of
hundreds of wise technical and management decisions that would have challenged Solomon.

When the Shuttle requirements were better defined and management decisions were made concern-
ing the relative importance of some of the factors, the process of selecting one of the various
configurations, design concepts, and system components from the many available options was started.
Some of the •ore serious configuration options are presented in figure 2. Each of these was the sub-
ject of extensive contractor and government studies. The configuration option selected is enclosed
by a rectangle.

Single stage to orbit is the goal or ideal of every space vehicle designer. Unfortunately, ex-
tremely low structural and subsystem weight fractions are required to keep the vehlcle size manage-
able, and predictable high propulsion system performance is required. Very small percentage of
weight growth or reduction in propulsion system perfomaqce in the course of vehicle development
could result in negative payload margins. Commitment to a single-stage-to-orbit concept did not ap-
pear worth the risk. The integral propellant tank would result in a very large orbiter, and there
was no experience in recovery of eggshell tanks reentering from orbital activities over a dispersed
area. A recoverable drop-tank option is a possibility for future operations.

When boosting an aerodynamic vehicle with a large lifting surface in one plane, tandem booster
arrangements produce extremely high structural bending loads and high control-moment requirements.
Experience in launching many airplane configurations at Wallops Island in the 1950's showed that
piggyback arrangements with parallel staging could alleviate this problem. Parallel staging of mall
solid-propellant launch vehicles was also developed at Wallops Island in the lgSO's and successfully
applied to the Delta and Titan programs on a much larger scale. An as_etric pigg_Voack configura-
tion with large lifting surfaces tn one plane and dual propulsion systems located above and below the
center of gravity having different and varying thrust levels with large shifts in the vertical center
of gravity is a control system nightmare.

A serious proposal was •ade to locate the Space Shuttle main engines (SSME's) aft on the exter-
nal tank and to transport the engines into an empty payload bay using permanently attached mechanical
arms. Such an arrangement could, it was reasoned, more easily track the center of gravity shifts as
propellant was expended, reduce the overall required control authority, and possibly use a fixed-
nozzle solid rocket booster (SRB).

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

• PAYLOAD WEIGHT

• PAYLOAD VOLUME

• ORBIT ALTITUDE AND INCLINATION
4

• ON ORBIT OPERATIONS

PROGRAM FACTORS

• TRAFFIC MODELS

• REUSABILITY AND REFURBISHMENT

• MAINTAINABILITY

• GROUND OPERATIONS

• TURNAROUND

• PRODUCTION COSTS

• OPERATIONS COST

• MANUFACTURING, TEST AND LAUNCH SITES

• SCHEDULE

FIGURE I.- PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS AND PROGRAM
FACTORS.

• NUMBER OF STAGES

• SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT

• PR()PELLANT TANK

• INTEGRAL WITH ORBITER

• IEXTERNAL - NON-REGOVERABLEI

• EXTERNAL- RECOVERABLE

• BOOSTER ORBITER ARRANGEMENT

• TANDEM STAGING

• IPARALLEL STAGING (PIGGYBACK)I

• ORBITER MAIN ENGINE LOCATION

• AFT ON ORBITER

• AFT ON EXTERNAL TANK (SWING ENGINE)

FIGURE 2.- CONFIGURATION OPTIONS.
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Many of the reasonable propulsion and power system options considered are presented in figures
3 to 8 without comment. The selected options generally used existing military or Saturn-Apollo tech-
nology except where these systems would not permit reuse or where the system or component performance
could not be easily upgraded to Shuttle requirements. Some of the reasons which led to selection of
a specific design or concept and factors which contributed to successful development and operation of
the system in a cost-effective manner are discussed in other papers in this session. Each reader can
determine whether he thinks the selected approaches were cost effective and were indeed the best
choice. No Justification for the choices is necessary as the success of the program to date provides

confirmation that options selected are adequate.

Some of the work is still unfinished. The Shuttle must yet demonstrate the originalqy ad-

vertised payload capability and turnaround time. Costs per launch must be reduced. There is lit-
tle or no growth available in the existing propulsion and power systems without major redesign.
There are, however, many system design features to take care of problems with low probability of oc-
currence and areas of excessive'redundancy and design margins which have been Incorporated into the
program at the expense of payloads.

For the first time, there will be a mall fleet of operational vehicles which will fly many mis-
sions and provide the necessary operational experience and a data base to eliminate the difference be-

tween real and imagined performance and design requirements. The existence of this data base alone
should result in substantial increases in payload capability. This data base will also provide infor-
mation to eliminate unnecessary design complexity, design margins, redundancy, and excessive estimate
of propellant requirements for enhanced versions of the Shuttle and future space transportation
systems.

• LIQUID PROPELLANT

• LOX'H2

• LOX-HYDROCARBON

• EARTH STORABLE

• FLYBACK - REUSABLE

• BIG DUMB BOOSTER

• ISOLID PROPELLANT [

• NONRECOVERABLE

• IRECOVERABLEI

• CASE
• MONOLITHIC

• L_,_C_LT__
• Fb- TCl
• FILAMENT WOUND

FIGURE 3.- BOOSTER OPTIONS.

• ORBITER MAIN ENGINE (SSME) _r

• J-2, J2-S
• NEW HIGH PRESSURE GAS GENERATOR _

• [HIQH PRESSURE STAGED COMBUSTIONI

• AEROSPIKE

• ORBITAL MANEUVERING ENGINE

• RL-10
• LOX-HYDROCARBON

• IEARTH STORABLEI
- COOLING

• ABLATION

TVC
• NONE
• LIQUID INJECTION

• IGIMBALLED NOZZLEI

THRUST TERMINATION

• YES

PROPELLANT

• HTPB

• OTHER

FIGURE 3.- CONCLUDED.

• MOUNTING

• INTEGRAL WITH VEHICLE

• IEXTERNAL POD MOUNTI

• PROPELLANT ACQUISITION

• GRAVITY-THRUST SETTLING

• ICAPILLARY SCREENS I

FIGURE 5.- ORBITER MANEUVERING SYSTEM OPTIONS.

- FEED SYSTEM

• PUMP FED

FIGURE 4.- ORBITER PROPULSION OPTIONS.
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• PROPELLANT
• GASEOUSO2"H2
• LOX-LH2

• LOX-HYDROCARBON

• IEARTH STORABLE]
• MONOPROPELLANT

• INSTALLATION

• FIXED

• IREMOVABLE POD OR MODULE{

• TANKS
• BLADDERS

• OTHER POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT

• ICAPILLARY SCREENS I

• VALVES

• SOLENOID

• ILINE PRESSURE ACTUATED]

FIGURE 6.- REACTIOIq CONTROL SYSTEM OPTIONS.

(1) HYDROGEN-OXYGEN

(2) EARTH STORABLE BIPROPELLANT

(3) LOX-HYDROCARBON

(4) [MONOPROPELLANT I

• POWER (SPEED) CONTROL

(1) PRESSURE MODULATION

(2) I PULSE MODULATION I

• PYROTECHNIC SYSTEMS

• NO

FIGURE 7.- AUXILIARY POWER UNIT OPTIONS.

(1) TURBINE - ALTERNATOR

(2) BATTERIES

(3)(FUELCELLS)
-
- ACIDIC

(4) SOLAR CELLS

• REACTANT STORAGE SYSTEM

• tSUPERCRITICAL STORAGE I

• SUBCRITICAL STORAGE

FIGURE 8.- ELECTRICAL POWER OPTIONS.

Another reason for presenting the various propulsion and power system options without comment is
that the issues are not yet settled. In the past years, numerous studies of enhanced or next genera-
tion space transportation systems were based on many of the options originally rejected, as well as
on such new propulsion concepts as the dual fueled engine. Remembering that it was 15 years between
the Dynasoar of 1957 and the Shuttle, and that 10 years have already elapsed since the Shuttle design
concepts converged, it is not unreasonable to assume that new information or technology is or will be
available which would result in selection of an entirely n_ concept or design, or one originally
rejected, when future Space Transportation System_(STS) programs are undertaken. The propulsion and
power systems used technology from Department of Defense (IX)D) programs, Saturn, Apollo, end some
developed concurrently with the Shuttle. The success of the Shuttle program to date speaks for It-
self. Unfortunately, with the introduction of solid-propellant rockets into the ballistic missile
program, recent emphasis on cruise missiles, and assignment of responsibility for all space transpor-
tation to NASA, DOD is no longer funding the large liquid-propellant technology programs which have
benefited NASA in the past.

Lack of funding of new technology, cancellation of old launch vehicle programs, ar,dno new
production in sight threatens the existence of old line companies capable of developing and man-
_acturlng the propulsion systems required for future space transportation systems. If new tech-
nology programs with substantial funding are not forthcoming soon, there may not be a single

surviving company capable of conducting new technology and develo_ent and production programs
required to support the Space Transportation System. The responsibility is now _A'S and the

future of propulsion and power technology rests solely in the hands of NASA management.
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ABSTRACT"

The integration of some of the unique design features of the Shuttle elements into a cryogenic
propellant management system is described. The implementation and verification of the design/opera-
t-lonal changes resulting from design deficiencies and/or element incompatibilities encountered subse,
quent to the critical design reviews are emphasized. Major topics include subsystem designs to provide
liquid oxygen (LO2) tank pressure stabilization, L02 facility vent for ice prevention, liquid hydrogen
(LH2) feedllne high point bleed, pogo suppression on the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), LOl low
level cutoff, Orbiter/engine propellant dump, and LO2 main feedllne helium injection for geyser
prevention.

INTRODUCTION

America's Space Shuttle program challenged the cryogenic propulsion dtsctplfnes to extend the
single launch Saturn-Apollo technology into a multllaunch space vehicle. Soma of the parametric
studies that were conducted to define the features of a reusable cryogenic propulsion system are
summarized in reference I. The design of each Space Shuttle element (SSME, Orbiter, External Tank
(El'),and ground support faclllties) was influenced by the reusability requirements and by the program
goal of low cost per flight. The design and development of the ET cryogenic components and subsystems
are presented in references 2, 3, and 4. The challenge to the engineers/deslgners of the Cryogenic
Propellant Management System was to assure functional and operational compatibility of the Interfaclng
elements. A primary emphasis was to resolve design deficiencies or to implement requirement changes
encountered in the development process. The implementation of many of the changes encountered was
accomplished by (1) utilizing software and control functions in lieu of hardware redesign and (2)
extending the function of existing components. _ These approaches were selected in order to minimize
impact to the program schedule and the cost objectives.

J

CRYOGENIC PROPELLANT MANAGEMENTOVERVIEW

The design and operation of the CryogenicPropellant Management System are to provide L02 and LH2
propellants at conditions that are compatible wlth the requirements/capablllties of the interfacing

subsystem. The facility and vehicle propellant conditions are controlled during the prelaunch opera-
tions to preclude unde.flned loads from being imposed on the elements and to assure that the englne
prestart requirements are achieved. Ascent performance requires that (1) the nominal usable propellant

mass be 1,345,000 pounds ± 0.5] of lO 2 and 226,000 pounds ± 0.65% of LH2 and (2) the residual propel-
lants in the Orbiter and engine be dumped after SSME cutoff.

The LH2 propellant delivery system shown In Figure 1 consists of main tankage wlth level control
sensors and dual-function vent/relief valve, an internal "siphon" feedllne, ET/Orblter disconnect,
Orbiter manifold and feedllnes to the three SSME's, flll and drain llne. LHp reclrculatlon and hloh

point bleed subsystem, and the SSME's. Propellant Is loaded at hlgh flow rates through the fill and
drain line which connects the LH2 ground servicing facility to the manifold. The low flow rates for
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topping and replenish are routed from the fill and drain line through the recirculation return line to

the LH2 tank, bypassing the Orbiter/ET feedline. The SSME LH 2 preconditioning is accomplished by
recirculation pumps mounted on the Orbiter manifold. Each pump forces LH 2 around the prevalve, through
the feedline and engine. Downstream of the engine, the recirculation flow joins the replenish flow in
the recirculation return line. The recirculation pumps are powered by electric motors operated with
ground power, since their function is completed prior to llft-off.

LHp liauid level control during replenish utilizes the duty Cycle (percent-wet) of the ET point
(warm wire) sensors as the input to the facility Launch Processor System (LPS). The LPS adjusts the
position of a ground control valve to provide makeup fluid to compensate for boiloff losses. This
system :..ainta:nsthe propellant level within ± Z inches (± 0.1%) of the desired level. The balance of
the loading accuracy error budget is a11ocated to propellant density and ET dimensional uncertainties.

The LO2 propellant delivery system shown in Figure 2 consists of main tankage with level control
sensors and dual-function vent/relief valve, ET feedline (with accompanying antigeyser line on vehicles
I-4), ET/Orbiter disconnect, Orbiter manifold and feedlines to each of the three SSME's, and the SSME's

which contain the LO 2 bleed system and pogo suppressor system. L02 is loaded through the fill and
drain line which connects the manifold to the L02 ground servicing facility. During periods of low
flow rate into the ET (slow fill.to Z%, topping from gB to 100%, and replenish at 100%), subcooled

liquid is maintained in the LOz main feedline by using the thermal pumping of the 4-inch diameter anti-
geyser line to circulate liquid from the tank down the main feedline and back up the antigeyser line.
Subcooled liquid in the ET's main feedline is essenti_l to preclude LOz geysering (the formation of

gaseous oxygen (GO2) vapor pockets in the feedline which expand rapidly, expelling liquid from the
feedline into the tank, leading to a sudden and damaging refill "water-hammer"). Helium is injected

into the aft elbow of the antigeyser line to assure flow circulation. Throughout the loading and
replenish operations, L02 is bled through the SSME turbopumps and then overboard through the engine/
Orbiter bleed system.

- LO2 liquid level control during replenish is similar to LH2 level control. The LO? replenish
system must make up the boiloff losses and provide the bleed flow required for SSME thePmal condition-

ing. The LO2 level is maintained within ± 3 inches (± 0.15%) of the desired level. The balance of the
loading accuracy error budget is allocated _o propellant density and ET dimensional uncertainties.

DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION OF DESIGN

An integrated system approach to the development and operation of the Cryogenic Propellant Manage-
ment System is illustrated by Figure 3, which contains subsystem requirements that were changed subse-
quent to element critical design reviews (CDR's). These requirement changes were the most cost
effective/timely solutions to problems or element incompatibilities encountered during the development

process. The subsystem designs to provide L02 tank pressure stabilization, LO2 facility vent for ice
prevention, LH2 feedline high point bleed, pogo suppression on the SSME, L02 low level cutoff,
Orbiter/engine propellant dump, and LO 2 main feedline helium injection for geyser prevention will be
discussed.
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L02 TANK PRESSURE STABILIZATION

A design goal of the ET program was a free-standing unpressurized structure. However, the for-

ward ogive of the LO2 tank of the ground vlbrat_on_test article buckled while being filled with liquid.
Subsequent analyses and testing of the structural test article defined a pressure requirement of 1.7

psig to preclude buckling of the forward ogive for liquid levels above 2%. The methods to satisfy the
pressure requirement without major impact on other subsystems were developed on the Main Propulsion
Test Article (MPTA), a flight hardware test facility used to verify the •performance of the integrated

cryogenic propulsion system. The initial approach to meet the pressure requirement was based on
increasing the vent flow resistance with a corresponding increase in ullage pressure and liquid satura-
tion temperature. A 2.75-inch diameter orifice in each of the two 5.5-inch diameter vent ducts (down-
stream of the vent/relief valve) maintained the ullage pressure above l.? psig when the tank was loaded

at approximately 5000 _allons-per-minute. The orifices would not maintain adequate tank pressure
during replenish or fill at KSC flow rates of 14DO gpm. Therefore, the ET vent valve capability to
control ullage pressure during loading and replenish was evaluated.

The use of the vent/relief valve for pressure control was complicated by the design that placed
the valve control functions on the facility. However, tank pressure control by vent valve cycling was

accomplished by experimentally determining acceptable control limits and modifying the LPS software to
provide the valve control functions. Narrow range pressure transducers were added to the tank and
used by LPS to determine when to close the valve. During loading, LPS closes the valve at 2.2 psig
and opens t_e valve at 8 psig. The 2.2 psig limit accounts for system reaction time and instrumentation
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errors such that the minimum ullage pressure is > 1.7 psig. The 8 psig upper limit allows time for the
LPS to identify a valve failed closed and then p_rform alternate procedures which will maintain the

ullage pressure below 17 pslg, the maximum pressure that would not put a pressure cycle on the tank.
During replenish, the valve is closed at 2.2 pslg and opened 3 minutes later. The time limit ensures
consistency of cycles for any replenish flow rate. The lightweight tank (LWT) design (ET-7 and subs)
includes additional structure (250 pounds) to eliminate the pressure stabilization requirements for
levels above 98%.

The vent valve cycling to provide tank pressure stabilization makes the ground control function
critical for structural integrity. The LPS monitoring, control logic, and corrective actions must be
able to compensate for component failures and off-nomlnal operating conditions. In addition to
increasing the quantity and critlcallty of the software, two design changes were required. Specifically,
the helium vent valve closure actuation flow was separated from the helium injection flow to the anti-
geyser line (originally the design had hellum inject off whenever the vent valve was actuated closed),

and the gaseous nitrogen (GN2) auxiliary pressurization flow rate was increased so that the auxiliary
system could maintain the u11age pressure during an emergency drain wlth the vent valve failed open.

LO2 F_CILITY VENT FOR ICE PREVENTION

The ET LO2 tank and protuberances were unlnsulated in the initial design concept. During the
development of the Orbiter reentry thermal protection system, it became apparent that ice/frost falling
off the ET due to lift-off vibrations could damage the tiles and endanger the Orbiter during reentry.
The requirement to eliminate ice/frost formation on t_e ET was imposed Just prior to the CDR. The

design changes incorporated to satisfy thls _equirement included: (l) ground controlled, heated purges
for the intertank compartment, nose cone cavity, and pressurization 11nes; (2) insulation on the ET

acreage and small protuberances; and (3) electrlcal heaters under Insulation on large protuberances.
_The addition of insulation to the L02 tank reduced the heat input to the cryogen such that one of the
two vent valves was eliminated from each tank.

A test program to assess the effectiveness of ET deslgn changes for Ice/frost prevention deter-
mined that the GO2 vent louvers would accumulate Ice. The resulting requirement to preclude Ice/frost
on vent louvers was unique, i.e., prior launch vehtcles exhausted GO2 directly into the atmosphere.
Hodfftcations to provide a hard disconnect umbilical for the GO2 vent similar to that used for gaseous
hydrogen (GH2) would have been extensive. Therefore, a faciltty GO2 vent hood was selected to remove
the vent gases from the tank with an inflatable dock seal (Figure 4) to provide a soft "footprint" on
the ET insulation surface.

The vent hood has a dock seal for each of the vent louvers. These seals are attached in a
retractable vent hood tip assembly mounted on a service arm off the launch pad fixed service structure.
The dock seals are inflatable Hercultte cloth with an LO2 compatible beta cloth liner. The dock seals
are inflated to 0.5 psig and are used to duct the vent gases from the louvers to a pair of exhaust
ducts that remove the gases from the immediate vtcfntty of the L02 tank. A GN2 purge in the vent hood
volume, external to the dock seals, eliminates the accumulation of hazardous gases. A separate GN2
flow purge (25 l b/mtn) through the dock seals provides thermal conditioning of the flexible material_
thus ensuring no leakage under the dock seal "footprint" on the tank surface.

The design verification testing of this system, presented in reference 5, utilized a complete LO2
tank vent system and nose cone assembly to as§ure realistic system performance. The test conditions

for tank pressures, vent temperatures, and flow ra¢es were derived from the MPTA. The LO2 tank
pressure range during operation varied from 22 to 2.2 pslg with vent temperatures ranging from ambient
to -220°F. Subsequent to a dock seal failure during the initial test series, testing revealed velocity
pressures resulting from the nonsymmetrtcal flow downstream of the 2.7S-Inch orifices in the vent mani-
fold. Experfmental evaluJtton of the tank vent system showed that the 2.7S-inch orifices in the two
ET vent ducts should be removed and the vent valve stroke changed from 2.6 to 1.1 inches. These
changes substantially reduced velocity pressures at the louvers as shown in Figure 5. Testing with two
pairs of service arm ducts (12-fn OD X 62-it long and 24-in OD X 27-it long) showed that duct size was
a significant factor t n reducing the pressure spike in the dock seal plenum when the vent valve was
opened, i.e., the forces required for acceleration of the residual gases in the facility ducts produced
substantial pressures in the dock seal plenums. The 24-tnch diameter by 27-foot long ducts were
selected for the Pad 3gA launch facility.

The changes to the tank vent system and factltty ducttng, in conjunction with component optimiza-

tions, i.e., bungte sizes, dock seal sizes, and internal pressure, resulted in a functional LO2 vent
hood system that prevents tce accumulation on the L02 tank due to GO2 venting. The design also pro-
vtdes reconnect capability to the tank t f required by a countdown recycle and minimizes possible
damage to the tank Insulation. The dock seals are deflated prior to service arm retraction and the
b_ngte cords retract the seals from the tank surface approximately 2 1/2 minutes prior to launch. If
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reconnect of the vent hood to the tank is required, the service arm is moved back over the tank, the
vent hood is lowered, and the dock seals are tn_ated.

LH2 FEEDLINE HIGH POINT BLEED SYSTEM

The LH2 propellant feed system of the Shuttle elements (Figure l) resulted in an inverted U-tube
design that traps the warmer propellant flowing upwards from the tank bottom and collects it at the
high point of the Orblter 17-inch feedline. Integrated system analysis showed that the stratified fuel
would vaporize, forming a large pocket of hydrogen vapor in the feedline during tank replenish. This
vapor volume would grow, cavitating the recirculation pumps and resulting in cessation of engine
thermal conditioning and violation of the SSME start requiren_nt. Analysis indicated that the
hydrogen bubble in the feedline would not recondense during tank prepressurization, resulting in bubble
ingestion by the SSME's during start or mainstage operation with potentially catastrophic results.
Therefore, a high point bleed system was added to prevent vapor accumulation in the hydrogen feed
manifold.

The system consists of a 3/4-inch insulated line cenneCted to the Orbiter disconnect with a high
point bleed valve approximately 2 feet downstream of the inlet and a disconnect valve at the Orbiter/

facility interface. An.orifice in the facility llne limited the bleed flow rate. Extensive high
point bleed system testing on MPTA resulted in removal mf the flow-limiting orifice in the facility.
Bleedline performance was sensitive to the facility vent line back-pressure due to the low pressure
head available (2.B psi) to expel the hydrogen vapor. Therefore, a separate facility vent line was
provided for the high point bleed system. The MPTA data showed that the high point bleed system
should be chilled and operational prior to the start of the recirculation pump in order to ensure
normal pump performance. The prelaunch operation of the bleed system is continued until the recircula-
tion pumps are turned off to assure bubble free operation at engine start. System performance is

mcmitored by the LH2 feed manifold disconnect temperature and the high point bleed temperatures in the
Orbiter and facility line. A manifold disconnect temperature less than 45aR indicates a vapor free
feedline when the tank is unpressurized.

The high point bleed system also helps to reprime the recirculation pumps after a recirculatlon
flow interrupt resulting from power failure to the pumps or test sequence recycling. A further use of

the high point bleed system being considered is the removal of trapped LH2 feedline residuals (70 pounds)
following an aborted mission with a return to launch site (RTLS). This function could be accomplished
by connecting a facility line to the bleedline disconnect, pressurizing the feedline through the on-
board feedline repressurization system, and allowing the liquid residual to be expelled through the

high point bleed system.

POGD SUPPRESSION ON SSME

Longitudinal vehicle instability due to closed-loop coupling of the structural, propellant
delivery, and engine subsystems (commonly called pogo) was encountered on Thor, Titan II, and Saturn
vehicles during development flights. The remedial solutions that provided vehicle stability were feed-
line accumulators. Spring/piston and contained gas accumulators were used on the Titan II program and
overflow gas (helium) accumulators were utilized on the Saturn S-IC and S-II stages. The emphasis from

early in the design phase of the Space Shuttle program was to ensure vehicle stability by the inclusion
of an engine mounted accumulator in the liquid o_ygen system. The primary concern with an engine
accumulator mounted upstream of the high pressure oxidizer turbopump (HPOTP) was the overflow of a non-
condensible gas (helium) from the accumulator, resulting in pump cavitation and overspeed. The design
goal was an accumulator that could be pressurized with oxygen, a condensible gas. To make this goal a
reality required (1) a solution to the problem of accumulator ullage collapse caused by heat and mass
transfer at the liquid/gas interface and {2) the integration of the pogo system with the engine helium
and oxygen pressurization subsystems and the Orbiter propellant feed subsystem.

The initial engine mounted pogo accumulator used a blanket of floating Teflon balls to separate
the liquid/gas interface_ and a pleated Dutch twill screen in the neck of the accumulator prevented
the Teflon balls from entering the HPOTP. The structural integrity and reliability of a pleated Dutch
twill screen and the problems with batch testing Teflon material for LO2 compatibility necessitated a
design improvement. Tests with turning vanes to inhibit the turbulent _ow in place of the pleated
Dutch twill screen and the Teflon balls were marginally successful, i.e., some accumulators collapsed

during engine tests due to spraying of LO2 into the GO2 ullage. The addition of parallel perforated
splash plates above the turning vane, shown in Figure 6, resulted in a semiquiescient liquid/gas
surface and :uccessful accumulator performance at all SSME power levels. Accumulator ullage collapse

during the SSME start transient was precluded by helium charges prior to engine start and at 2.4 seconds

after start command: Ullage collapse subsequent to SSME shutdown command was prevented by a helium
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post-charge initiated at cutoff command. The post-charge was subsequently extended and used in the

in-fllght shutdown sequence as described in the LO2 low level cutoff section of this paper.

The pogo suppression system is shown schematically in Figure 7. The LO2 normally closed bleed
valve and the normally open recirculation isolation valve (RIV) are powered from a common pneumatic
source to assure that the RIV is closed during the prestart period when the SSME is being thermally
conditioned with LO2 flow through the bleed system. This also assures that the valves are in the
proper positions for the SSME start, i.e., bleed valve closed and RIV open. The Orbiter pogo recircu-
lation valves change the flow path from overboard LO2 bleed to GOZ recirculation at SSME start. The
Orbiter pogo recirculatton valves and SSME bleed valves are launch commit criteria monitored by the
LPS. The accumulator brecharge pressure is an SSME parameter verified by the SSME controller during
start. During engine operation, the accumulator GO2/LO2 overflow is routed to the Orbiter through the
engine bleedline. This dual use of the bleedline minimized engine weight and interface connections.
In the Orbiter, the overflow is routed to the feed manifold near the ET/Orbiter disconnect to maximize
the time available for the GO2 to collapse before entering the low pressure oxidizer turbopump (LPOTP).

The SSME mounted pogo suppressor has been tested extenslvely to verify functional and dynamic
characteristics (reference 6). Pump subsystem tests defined the accumulator diffuser and thermal

barrier configuration. Single engine tests defined: (1) the helium precharge and post-cutoff charging
times; (2) pressurant flow rate/engine power level relationship; and (3) the baffle configuration to

assure an adequate thermal barrier for all operating conditions. The integrated system tests refined
the precharge and post-charge times and verified the overall vehicle performance.

L02 LOW LEVEL CUTOFF

A low level cutoff (LLCO) system is needed to satisfy the minimum $$ME LO2 net positive suction
pressure (NPSP) requirement and to preclude the catastrophic consequences of an LO2 depletion shutdown.
The uniqueness of the LO2 feedline design, which is over 100 feet long containing 15,00O pounds of LO2,
resulted in the engine cutoff (ECO) sensors being mounted in the Orbiter feedline to reduce the LO2
residual dispersion at LLCO, and to make the ECO sensors reusable along with the signal conditioner
electronics. ECO sensors mounted in the Orbiter feedline had to be reliable and able to quickly
respond to the fast-moving liquid interface. A warm wire ECO sensor design was selected because of
fast response, simple electronic design, light weight, and similarity to the ET liquid level control
sensors.

The generation and propagation of cavitation bubbles within the feed system and their effect on

ECO sensor performance had to be determined experimentally because of the complex routing of the LO2
feedline. A series of full scale LO2 flow tests were performed. Although the ECO sensors performed
normal_y in the tests, a pressure dropout recorded prior to ECO dry indication showed NPSP requirements

would not be satisfied. The presence of a large concentration of bubbles was also photographed at the
simulated SSME inlet. The concern relative to the pressure dropout and the vapor volume in conjunction

with Orbiter location inability to support the MPTA tests due _ I-G limitations resulted in the ECO
sensors being moved to the vertical portion of the ET feedltne. The pressure dropout phenomenon was
later identified as a facility data problem, and the bubble concentration was determined by single_SME
tests to be acceptable. However, the ET location for ECO sensors was retained for the development
flights because of increased LO2 NPSP requirements and to obtain fltght performance data.

The ECO system currently incorporates three timers that are entered into the Orbiter General
Purpose Computer in order to minimize the L02 resldual. The timer values correspond to a normal
mission shutdown of three engines from minimum, power level (MPL), two engines from MPL for an RTLS
abort, and two engines from full power level for an abort once-around. The timer values were deter-

mined from terminal drain tests with correction for flight acceleration rate and predicted thrust
angle. For $TS-12 and subsequent i_ights, the ECO sensors will be mounted in the original Orbiter
design location.

The original SSME NPSP requirement was only defined for mainstage operation with the engines
accepting the self-generated shutdown NPSP transient. During engine development, tests and analyses
indicated a potentially catastrophic overspeeding of the oxidizer turbopumps due to inadequate NPSP
during an in-flight shutdown. This condition is a result of the vehicle acceleration transient and
the $$ME fuel flow transient. The $$M_ staged combustion cycle (Figure 8) routes the LH2 propellant
flows thrQugh the prebur_ers and turbines prior to entering the maln combustion chamber. The fuel-
rlch engine shutdown (to prevent turbine and main injector damage due to high combustion temperatures)
is accomplished by a main fuel valve closure profile that allows fuel flow to continue to the pre-
burners for approximately 5.5 seconds. A helium purge initiated 1.8 seconds into the cutoff transient
to purge the oxygen trapped downstream of the preburner oxldlzer valves results in power being
reapplied to the high pressure pumps as this oxygen combusts with the incoming fuel. The rapid decay
in available NPSP due to loss of vehicle acceleration could result in pump cavitation as po_er is
reapplied to the HPOTP.
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Three potential solutions to this problem were: {1) a preburner fuel valve added to the engine to
stop fuel flow to the preburners, precluding combustion when the oxygen is purged out; (2) a purge
pressure increase from 750 psi to 2000 psi to allow the oxyge_ to be purged earlier tn the cutoff
sequence when NPSP is higher; or (3) the NPSP level could be increased during shutdown by pressurizing
the engine inlet. The third option was selected as the most cost effective and timely solution. The
SSME L02 inlet pressurization would be accomplished by closing the existing prevalves located in the
Orbiter feedline earlier during engine shutdown, and pressurizing the engine and feedline with the pogo
accumulator helium supply.

The Orbiter pneumatically operated prevalves were not designed to close rapidly. For thts concep.
to work, the prevalves had to be closed prior to the start of the preburner purge. If the prevalves
closed too soon, the prevalves would starve the engine of LO2 flow, resulting in a more severe pump
cavitation and overspend problem. If the prevalves closed too late, feedline pressurization would be
delayed, resulting in possible damage to the HPOTP.

A ground test program was utfltzed to demonstrate the use of the prevalves and the pogo suppressor
pressurization system to prevent turbopump overspeed during cutoff. The tests were devtsed to stmulate
worst case flight NPSP and prevalve clostng response ranges. A single engine stand was modified by
installing a long vertical feedltne from the LO2 tank to the horizontal plane of the engine inlet. The
LPOTP was rotated 90 degrees on its discharge flange and a flight Orbiter feedline and prevalve were
installed horizontally between facility feedltne and th_ LPOTP inlet. This configuration allowed the
LO_ lt quid level to be drained very low in the vertical feedline, simulating the engine NPSP decay in-
flight, without starving the engine. The ability of the engine to cut off safely for all prevalve
closure tolerances was demonstrated. The first test series qualified the engine cutoff sequence for
STS-] by demonstrating the engine's ability to shut down safely with a transient NPSP of l O psi at ECO
to 2.0 psi at prevalve closure. After the STS-1 flight, a second test series was conducted to qualify
the shutdown sequence for low level shutdown and shutdown from rated power level. The engine test
strand was reconfigured for thts series of tests by adding a separate feedline vent system. This allowed
the vertical feedline to be drained much lower before engine cutoff whtle maintaining the required main-
stage NPSP with the tank pressurization system. The valve at the tank bottom and the feedline vent
valve were sequenced during the shutdown transient to simulate the in-flight NPSP decay because the
feedline volumewas muchsmaller than the tank. The incorporation of prevalve sequencingand an
extended pogo accumulator post-charge into the SSME shutdown were effective in preventing HPOTPover-
speed for worst case flight conditions. The test also demonstrated that the engine could shut down
safely in-f]ight with a minimum of 80 pounds of LO2 upstream of the LPOTP t nlel_

ORBITER/ENGINE PROPELLANT DUMP

The cryogenic subsystems of the reusable Space Shuttle Orbiter are a fixed part of the orbital and
reentry vehicle. The liquid propellants trapped in the SSME's and feedlines at main engine cutoff {I_CO)
must be dumped to (1) reduce system weight for on-orbit and reentry operations and (2) minimize the
hazards associated with venting combustible propellants during post-landing operations. The original
concept was to dump both propellants through the SSHE's with helium pressurization provided to accel-
erate the dump. The propellants were to be dumped in series. The LOZ residual (4500 pounds) was to
be dumped first because of its higher temperature and greater mass, followed by the LH2 residual (300
pounds) dump. The 300-second dump was to be accomplished_uring OMS-1 burn to provide impulse to the

Orbiter, reducing the Orbital Kaneuvering Systompropellant requirement by approximately 130 pounds.

The concept was changed because of a potential HPOTP overspend problem during LH2 dump. The
potential overspeed results from the SSME staged combustion design where all the LH Z propellant flows
through both preburners and turbines before going into the main combustion chamber. With the engine
LO2 system empty, the hydrogen dump flow would accelerate the unloaded oxygen pump to catastrophic
speeds. Since an alternate LH2 dump path requirement was identified late in the program (May ]g80),

the solution was to use existing Orbiter components to preclude impacting initial Shuttle launch date.
Both the LH2 fill and drain system and the recircu]ation/replenish system, shown in Figure 9, were used
with only software changes to perform the on-orbit dump function. This modified dump concept el_owed
a shorter dump sequence'by slmultaneously dumping the LOz and LH2. The LH2 dump time is minimized by a
short (B-second) dump through the 8-1nch inboard and outboard fill and drain valve. This is followed
by a ll4-second dump that allows the LH 2 residual to be expelled from the 12-inch Orbiter feedlines,

and the SSME'$ through the LH2 replenish valve and the outboard fill and drain valve. The LH2 component
of impulse was no longer usable for vehicle delta V since the LH2 dump flow is routed out the side of
the Orbiter.

Extensive analytical modeling of LH2 two-phase flow to vacuum was required to define the dump
period and to deter_nine if solld hydrogen formation could inhibit the dump system capabillty. The
perfo1_ance analysis of the L02 and LH2 dump systems was important because the flight characteristics
could not be determined by sea level tests due to l-G and ambient pressure limitations. Sea level
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tests of the LO2 and LH 2 dump systems were performed on a single SSME test stand and on the MPTA to
verify the software sequences and component responses.

The L02 and LH2 dump systems performance analysis, using the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation for
two-phase flow, agrees with Flight data. The correlation between the reconstructed L02 dump thrust and
flow rate histories and analytical predictions is presented in Figure I0. The L02 dump thrust was
determined from accelerometer data by converting the measured acceleration rates to total vehicle

thrust and subtracting the effects of the Orbital Maneuvering Engine. The LO2 dump flow rate was
verified two ways: (I) the reconstructed dump thrust was divided by the calculated Isp and (2) dump

flow was calculated from the helium pressurization flow race. The LO2 dump flow rate reconstruction
from flight data indicated approximately llO0 pounds remained at the end of dump. The high L02
residual, due to loss of helium pressurant which tunnels through the liquid core under the low-G envi-

ronment, is vented to space as a result of normal leakage through the engine HPOTP seals and during
feedline vacuum inerting. Table l summarizes the predicted and reconstructed L02 dump performances
for the development flights.

The LH 2 dump prediction also agrees well with the flight data. Flight data analysis was based on
using temperature data to indicate when the liquid interface passed the transducer locations. The

predicted and measured dump times for the first SSME to complete dump (engine number 3) are shown
below:

i

Predicted Measured
STS-1 71 seconds 60 seconds
STS-2 52 seconds 47 seconds
STS-3 " 52 seconds 56 seconds
STS-4 52 seconds 52 seconds

Following the STS-I flight, a 30-second vent of the LH 2 feedline was added to the ET separation
sequence (MECO + lO seconds) in order to protect the system if a relief valve failed. This vent
resulted in a reduced post-shutdown pressure rise in the Orbiter feedlines due to heat soakback. The

30-second vent reduced the predicted LH 2 dump time by Ig seconds. The only change to the LO2 and LH2
dump sequences, subsequent to the development flights, was to reduce the feedllne pressurization period
by 18 seconds to save 5 pounds of helium.

The current on-orbit dump sequence presented in Figure II cannot be used during an RTLS abort
because aerodynamic drag on the Orbiter settles the liquid away from the SSME's and from the LH 2 fill
and drain line_ A separate LH 2 dump system, from the Orbiter feedline disconnect to the vehicle
exterior, dumps the residuals during an RTLS abort. The LH2 dump, initiated 15 seconds after ET
separation wlth the opening of the RTLS dump valves and manifold repressurizatlon valve, removes

approximately 230 pounds of hydrogen. Seventy pounds of the LH2 In the Orbiter feedllnes cannot be
dumped due to vehicle attitude. An Orbiter LO2 RTLS dump system is not required since the LO2 residual
is not hazardous and its effect on the vehicle center of gravity is acceptable. For an RTLS abort, the
SSME main oxidizer valves are opened to remove 1280 pounds of the LO2 residuals from the SSME.

L02 MAIN FEEDLINE HELIUM INJECTION

Concurrent with the development program for the Shuttle elements, there was continuous emphasis on

performance improvement. One objective was a _eight and cost reduction of the ET. The changes imple-
mented on the LWT included deletion of the LO2 aptlgeyser llne, which resulted in weight and cost
reductions of 700 pounds and $I13,000 per _ight, respectively. The major problems with antigeyser
line deletion were geyser prevention, increased SSME LO2 prestart temperature, and tank liquid level
control.

The development activities for the main feedllne helium injection system, summarized in Figure 12,
were necessary to resolve design incompatibilities with the Shuttle elements. Geyser prevention was
accomplished by using main feedline helium injection and facility flow control. Successful geyser
prevention depends on lhe LPS to monitor the feedline conditions and to take corrective action. Feed-

line temperature redlines are established to assure subcooled propellant for each phase of loading.
For a redline exceedence, the LPS initiates a stop flow and changes the facility flow direction to
remove the warm propellant from the vehicle. Extensive testing on the MPTA: (1) defined the LPS
control requirements and redllnes; (2) evaluated procedural and design changes; and (3) demonstrated
adequacy of corrective actions. Experience has shown that the characteristics of all components must
be well defined for proper operation of this configuration. For example, STS-5 loading was satisfac-
torily accomplished with Mobile Launch Platform No. I (MLP-I). STS-6 loading with the identical LPS
sequence using MLP-2 encountered two stop flows and a nondamaging geyser during the slow fill to 2%

operation. This condition resulted from a difference in the flow characteristics of two facility
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replenish control valves for the same positio, setting. Subsequent to STS-6, additional parameters are
being controlled at the facility/Orbiter interface to preclude a reoccurrence of this situation.

Deletion of the antige_er line resulted in increased LO2 feed system temperatures that were
incompatible with the SSNE prestart requireQmnt. An SSME test facility was _dtfied to experimentally
evaluate the impact of the higher temperature. The test results allowed the SSME preburner pump dis-
charge temperature requirement to be changed from 178"R to 183.5°R, eliminating the temperature
incompatibility.

The use of main feedline helium injection changed the flow profiles in t:le tank, resulting in the
inability of the level control sensors to define the liquid level. A special test series on MPTA
defined the reorientation and baffTingof the sensors necessary to regain the level control function.

CONCLUSION 'i

The government/contractor team has met the challenge to develop a cryogenic propellant manage_nt
system that integrated the design features of the Shuttle elements. The _ights of the Space Shuttle
Columbia and Challenger portray the success of these efforts. Future emphasis will be on the aul_-
tion of the prelaunch operations, integration/activation of the Western Test Range, and perfor_nce
improvc_nents that increase vehicle payload. These pe_formnce improvL,,ents include: (1)removing the
LOZ tank pressure stabilization require_nt for liquid levels above 98% (for increased propellant
density); (2) reducing the ullage volume (for higher loading levels and shorter drain-back time); and
(3) reducing the liquid residuals at engine cutoff. These improvements can result in an additional
increase in the Shuttle capability by about 1500 pounds.
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ABSTRACT

The operating requirements established by NASA for the SSME were considerably more demandlng than

those for earlier rocket engines used in the military launch vehicles or Apollo program. The SSME, in

order to achieve the high performance, low weight, long life, reusable objectives, embodied technical

demands far in excess of its predecessor rocket engines.

The requirements dictated the use of high combustion pressure and the staged combustion cycle

which maximizes performance through total use of all p_opellants in the main combustion process. This

approach presented a myriad of technical challenges for maximization of performance within attainable

state-of-the-art capabilities for operating pressures, operating temperatures and rotating machinery
efficiencies. Controlling uniformity of the high pressure turbomachinery turbine temperature environ-

ment was a key challenge for thrust level and llfe capability demanding innovative engineering. New

approaches in the design of the components were necessary to acco_odate the _ndtiple use, m/n_

maintenance objectives. Included were the use of llne replaceable units to facilitate field maintenance,

automatic checkout and internal inspection capabilities.

INTRODUCTION

The National Program to develop a Space Shuttle and replace the "one-shot" expendable rocket

vehicles with a reusable Space Transportation System promises to be a turning point in liquid propellant

rocket engine history.

The requirements for reuse with a minimmn refurbishment and turnaround cycle introduced stage

requirements such as reusable reentry thermal protection, wing surfaces and landing gears. These

features, and others, contributed to a relatively high hardware welght when compared to non-reusable

systems. In addition, reentry and landing flight characteristics put a premlu_ on high engine thrust-

to-weight and small engine envelopes. As a result the search for performance for the Shuttle Syst_,

i.e., more payload delivered to orbit at reduced cost, focused main engine performance requir_nts on

increases in specific impulse, thrust-to-weight and thrust-to-engine exit area. Engine operational

requirements consistent with reusable, low-cost transportation, included long life end low maintenance

to reduce recurring cost and minimum development program to reduce non-recurrlng cost.

THE CHALLENGE

It can readily be seen that the search for performance can be pursued along two directions, more

specific impulse and lower rocket engine weight.

The early history of the application of liquid propellant rockets has seen the succession of more

energetic propellant combinations. The use of hydrogen/oxygen for the propellants of the Space Shuttle

Main Engine (SSME) represents a propellant choice near the peak of readily available chemical propellant

combinations. This succession of more energetic propellants has been accompanied by a drive to reduce

rocket engine weight necessary to achieve a given installed performance level. Figure 1 shows that

increased thrust-to-welght is accomplished by increasing the ratio of engine thrust to nozzle exit area.

Increasing the engine thrust per unit exit area also has the effect of reducing the nozzle exit area at

a given thrust, thereby reducing vehicle drag associated with the attendant base area.

Usin E this relationship and the theoretical performance characteristics shown in Figure .2 which

are representative of L_/LO 2, one can con,truer Figure 3 which displays the path necessary re achieve

improvements in installed performance.

Figure 3 shows that to increase specific impulse at a given thrust-to-_eight, or to increase

thrust-to-weight at a given specific impulse, or to increase both requires an increase in the combustion

pressure. This combustion pressure increase can be traced in the LO2/LH 2 family of engines where
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capability has progressed from the RL-IO at 400 psi_, through the J-2 at 632 pe_ and tim J-2S at 1200

psi• to the current develop_ant of the SSME at 3000 psi•. The J-2 and J-2S combustion pressures noted

• boys result from these engines using the gas saner•tot power cycle. In this cycle • small portion of
the incoming propellant is used to power the turbopumps which feed propellant to the main thrust

chamber, instead of producing thrust. If these engines had used the staged combustion or preburner

cycle, in which all of the fuel powers the turbopumps before being used in the main thrust chamber, like
the RL-10 end SSME, the coabuetion pressure would be close to that shown in the Figure.

These increases in combustion pre•sure have bean acco_pllshed thr¢ tsh i_prov-.---ts in co_ponent

technology, improved materials, higher speed and head rise pumps, higher turbine inlet temperatures,

end i=proved cooling technlq_es for higher heat fluxes to naa_ but • few. To place the SSME challanses
in perspective It is appropriate to co, pare • few key operating characteristics to those of prior

systems.

Increased combustion pressures require increased power to feed the propellants to the combustlon

chamber. The generation of these high power levels suet e_plo 7 • highly efficient working cycle to
,Linlmlze, or preferably avoid any performance loss. The wall developed gas saner•for cycle, which

served adequately for _ost prior engines, is shown in a simplified schematic in Figure 4 aloe 8 with the
more efficient preburner cycle. Also shown is • comparison of the specific impulse and the lower value

which results from the inefficient utilization of the _urbine exhaust Sues in producing thrust. On

the other hand, the preburner cycle requires considerably higher pump discharge pressures, as shown in

Figure 5, to acco-,-_date the pressure drop which occur s in the turbines.

The need for very high pump discharge p_'eseures must be mot by increased head risen from the

individual pump stages to minimize the number of stages and pump weight, l_peller tip speeds, as shown

on Figure 6, increased substantially. T, parallel, the focus on alnlmm weight pushed the deslgn
sophistication end speed, as shown in Figure 7, beyond levels than in use.

High chamber pressure has • significant impact on combustion chamber cooling. Gas side heat

transfer coefficients increase with chamber pressure to approximately the 0.8 power. These high film

coefficients increase the heat flux, as shown in Figure 8, which must be accomodated by the coolie s
system to meet the los S life requirements.

One of the prime characteristics of the Space Shuttle, and consequently the SSME, is design for

reusability and los8 life with _tni_um maintenance. These requirements must be achieved despite the

extreme physical environments imposed upon the ensine components and the demand that the hardware be

fully utilized" to Just short of the point where safety and performance are lwpaired.

Basic to this concept of ran•ability is the extension of design llfe typically required for

expandable enEines -- i0 starts and 3600 sac which is sufficient for acceptance tests and the single

flisht -- to that required for the SSME- 55 s_arts and 27000 sac which should be sufficlant for 50 to

55 missions after acceptance tests. Field maintenance with minimum between flight activity required

advances relative to prior rocket engine experience and practices. Examples include the identification

end design of line replaceable units that are interchangeable trlthout system recallbratlon, establishing

and verifying effective inspection and automatic checkout procedures to facilitate the short turnaround

goals of the Shuttle system, and integration of development experience, field maintenance records and

flight data analysis to extend the time between component replacements and engine overhaul.

Equally ambitious to the technical challenges outlined above was the programatic challenge to

accomplish the design, development and certific_tlon with the utilization of resources substantially

lees than required in previous, comparable development programs. A _eaeure of the resources is repre-

sented by the engine test programs shown in Figure 9. As can be seen the projected number of tests and

development engines were reduced by e_ 40_.

TBE ENGINE

The SSME primary flow schematic is shown in Figure 10 end briefly described as follows:

The fuel flow enters the ensine at the low-pressure turbopu_ inlet and pressure is increased to

meet hi,h-pressure pump inlet requirements. After the fuel leaves the hish-preseure pump, the flow is

divided and distributed to provide: praburner fuel, ucesle coolant, main coabustion chamber coolant.

low-pressure turbine drive Sas and hot gas _anifold coolant.

The oxidizer flow enters the angina et the low-pressure turbopu=p inlet. The low-pressure oxidizer

pump increases the pressure to meet hlgh pressure ptmp inlet raquire_auts. From the hlgh pressure pump

discharge, the majority of the oxidizer is fed to the main injector. The remaining oxidizer is

increased to preburner inlet pressure by the high-pressure boost st•Be of the oxidizer pump. Liquid

oxygen from the hish pressure pump discharge ie used to drive the low pressure oxidizer turbine.
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Individual preburners are used to supply power for the high pressure fuel and oxidizer turblnes.

Preburners provide the flexlb111t7 to adjust the power split bet_ween the two high pressure turbines by

the control of valves which 8overu the oxidizer flow co the preburners.

The maJorit 7 of the high pressure fuel is used in the turbine drive system. The remainder is used

to cool components and power the low pressure fuel turbopump. A portion of r.he oxidizer flow also

used in the preburuars; the re._ainder is routed directly to the main combustion chaaber. The propel-

lasts co_usted in the preburners power the high pressure turbopumps and are then routed to the lain

combustion chamber.

In the main combustion chamber, the gases from the preburnera are burned with t_e propellants.

The major engine physical arrangement, Fi_tre 11, provides for a central structural Immber called

the powerhead wherein are located the main injector and respective fuel and oxidizer preburuere. The

_a_u combustion chamber and the two high pressure turboptmps "plug in" and are bolted to the powerhead.

CONSTRAINING DESIGN CONSXDERATIGNS

The significant sysCel development challenges can be grouped around r_he central issue of hoe Co

develop sufficient curbomachinery horsepower co nmeC C_ high pressure performance delmnds and mainCa_

turbine operating temperature both transient and sCandy scats withIn 14re l_miC pract_.alicy.

In the preburner cycle hydrogen flow availabili_y and pressure schedule are the prime design con-

siderations. Ik_like most prior operational systems which use a small percentage (IOZ) of the engine

fuel flow to drive high pressure ratio turbines the SSHE preburner cycle seeks to use IOOZ of the

engine fuel flow to drive low pressure ratio turbines. In Figure 5 this directly dictates the pumping

system required head, and therefore, the system pressure schedule.

The available power to produce these conditions is in turn limited by turboaachlnery efficiency,
turbine flowrate and turbine temperature. In very simplified terms the re_LaCionsh_p can he represented

by the following:

- Turboptmp Efficiency

T - Turbine Gas Temperature

P = Chamber Pressure
C

PD = Pump Discharge Pressure

p = Density

MR = Mixture Ratio

/

/

y - Specific Rest Ratio.

Figure 12 illustrates the premi,-_ paid to maximize curbomachinery efficiency and design for high tem-

perature operation. Taken all together the relationship between pressure (weight) and curbomachinery

efficiency at a fixed structural temperature limit are depicted in Figure 13 by parametric solution of

the above equation.
./

DEVELOPMENT

To drive the three stage centrifugal high pressure fuel curbopu_p with a demonstrated pump

efficiency between 7A and 78 percent a max_u_ first stage turbine blade metal temperature of 1960

degrees R was selected or a gas temperature of approxi_aCely 2000 E. The ,_aterial properties for the
Mar-M-2_6-DS blades are shown in Figure 1_ which for steady state stresses would provide essentially

infinite life at 1960 degrees E.

SSM_ development testing at full thrust exhibited erosion of the first stake turbine blade platform

leading edges with accelerating damage test-to-test and high maintenance. This precipitated the
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re_oval of the turbopumps for replacement of the first stage blades. In addition, a number of blades
exhibited transverse Ieadiug edge high cycle fatigue cracks above _he blade root giving rise to concern
for blade failure.

As a consequence a specially instrumented turbopump, Figure 1_, was fabricated with circumferential

inlet blade O.D. and I.D. temperature tharmocouples. Testing wlth the special instruments revealed the

problem to be both start transient and steady state mainstage oriented. Hot gas temperature spikes

approaching 4000 degrees E were recorded as the preburner ignited. In addition, a radial temperature
distribution was confirmed in which the inner core gases approach 3000 degreen • with the outer diameter

gases near 1900 degrees E, Figure 16. The ,nner core gases by stream tube analysis would be the ones

aggravating the blade root erosion problem as illustrated in Figure 17.

DESIGN INNOVATION

The Fuel Preburuar is a fuel cooled, double walled chamber producing energy to drive the High

Pressure Fuel Turbopu_p. The injector is a concentric alm_nt with 264 elements and three baffles to

aid stability. The praburner is ignltad by an au_mnced spark igniter (ASI) which is a smell central

combustion chamber wlth two spark igniters. The injector has a single pair of impinging oxidizer

orifices eurrotmded tangantlally by eight hydrogen orifices. The injection flow pattern creates an

oxldlzer-rich condition at the spark iEnltars for ignition. An oxldizer-rich core surrounded by fuel

provides a high mixture ratio torch to ignite the preb_rner.

The resolution of the blade erosion challenge was approached in two ways. First the preburner

face hot gas temperature distribution was modified to reduce the inner core temperature by raising the

outer diameter temperature in a region where a higher allowable blade temperature can ba tolerated,

Figure 17. This assumes the blade stress to be a linear function of height. This was accomplished by

enlarging the preburuer baffle center coolant holes, providing a 20% increase in center core cooling,

Figure 18. In addition, the preburner injector face coolant holes were modified by enlarging 132

existing holes and adding 36 holes in the inner zones of the injector face, Figure 19.

These modifications resulted in the reprogr=-m--d temperature distribution shown in Figure 20 and

a varified blade temperature distribution shown in Figure 21.

The second innovation addressed the ignition temperature spike. The ignition of the preburuer

is accomplished by regulation of the oxidizer flow t_ the preburner by the inlet valve. The resulting
temperature at ignition directly correlates to the oxidizer accumulated up to the point of ignition.

The SSME onboard control system provides the flexibility to adjust the scheduling of the engine control
valves.

As a result a notch was added Co the preburnar oxidizer control opening, Figure 22. The notch was

progra"m'ed to limit oxidizer flow at the time of ignition but subsequently increase flow at a time of

higher fuel flow availabiliC_ in order to not affect the total start time integrated oxidizer flow.

The effect of the modification on the resulting temperature transient is shown in Figure 22. This

and the above modification were successful in adjusting the design on a simple but innovative basis to

produce the desired environment. Since the modification, test and flight hardware have shown a marked

improvement in observed erosion and cracking, thereby, significantly reducing required and projected

m=intena_ce.

I

EEUSABILITY r LIFE AND MAINTENANCE

The pracedin E was Just one example of many innovative concepts essential in the SSME daslgu to

_eet the reneable Shuttle llfe challenge. Each component that experiences cyclic loading during opera-

clan was designed to have a minimum high cycle latinise life of at least I0 times the number of cycles

it will experience during service llfe. All components were designed to have a minimum low-cycle

fatigue life of at least four times service life. A factor of 4 was also maintained on the tlme to

rupture to account for creep effects. For those components experiencing both high end low cycle fatigue

a generalized llfe equation is used to assess the accumulative damage capability versus time and thrust
level.

The SSME has matured to a current lO-flight capability with a safety factor of 2. Testing will

seek Co keep pace with operational use and extend the operational life goal co 55 starts and 27,000 sac

with a factor of 2, Figure 23. The testing will define components not capable of full life and spares

requirements will be adjusted accordingly. The redesign of short-life components will be undertaken

only if clearly economical to the program.
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Test results w_ll also betels part of the mechanized ¢nformacion system developed to track critical

hardware for operational exposure and life-lCm_CCuS conditions. The system provides fingertip ¢nforma-

Cion with respect to component rm_aining available life by a system of interactive computer tezwinals

located at key user sites.

As a consequence nearly all SSME components were designed as Line Replaceable Shits (LEU's) to
accommodate field maintenance for the operational phase of the progrma. Turbopumps, valves, ducts,

instrumencatiou, igniters, nozzle and controller are considered normal LEU's. After uumufscture or

refurbishment, the performance characteristics of selected l_U's 4a deteratnod by spacLLI "green run"

tests. With the operat_u$ characteristics known, any LIU component can be replaced in the field and the

pertinent controller software can be updated to reflect the new LIU component characteristics; assuring

proper operation of the engine. Removed components are recycled _hrough a depot maintenance program
and made available as spares for future changeouts.

The high pressure turbopumps have the most demandCug field maintenance requ_ements. The fuel pump

turbine end sections must be inspected every other flCsht, and blade replacement is a_ndatory after

eight flights. The oxidizer pump turbine end sections mast be inspected and turbine blades replaced

every eight flights. Current development testing is being focused on th4me areas to euctond life and

reduce operational maintenance.

Internal visual inspection of critical parts rep]jaces the engine d£gassm_ly method used in past

programs for routine inspection of parts. Routine maintenance Casks include automatic checkout,

external inspection of engine hardware, turbomachinery torque checks end "life" inspections with inter-

nal inspection of key components using borescopes. Borescope ports. Figure 24, have been included in

the design to permit internal visual inspection, by simply removing a ping end inserting the boreacope.
Routine use of the fibrous optic devices developed by the medical field is now co.on practice for

SSM_. Figure 25. These borescopes can be connected to still or TV cameras to record life daCe, Figure

36.

Maintenance data end flight data together are analyzed to determine £f corrective maintemance or

component replacement is required. Since corrective maintenance represents ¢he largest single expendi-
ture of time and resources during the turnaround cycle, full utLllzation of the service 14_e available

in each component is a necessary goal.

CONCLUSION

The quest for high performance, low weight end all envelopes through the use of more energetic

propellants and increased combustion pressure has recorded a h_h lewsl of rafinMmnt _L_h Cbe oucc_s-

ful certification and flight of the SSMZ on Coltmbia and ChaZlenSer.

The next objective is to increase the operating life and reusability of these engines through

repeated engine testing to extend the demonstrated basic ten fl£ght usage. During this tast:Lns, l:Lfe

limits for specific LEU'o will be determined and maintenance procedures will be developed to assure

satisfactory flight pcrformancc. Should any new problm relaC:Lus Co life occur in rJ_e IProtmd testa.

they can then be defined and solutions developed to avoid similar problm in flight. Minor desiKu

i_qDrove_ents will be made to life-lim/tlng parts.

As z companion effort, s product izprovem_nt study will address the complete engine in terms of

design margins and ultimate life potential. NASA's supporting research and technology (SRT) program
will continue to seek means to improve the life and reliability of launch vehicle engines such as the

SSME. It includes for example work Co increase the life of the turbine blades in the hiSh-pressure

pump and of heavily loaded bearlnss.

The Space Shuttle will be the backbone of this nation'8 space transportation for tbe remainder of

this century and beyond. Use of the SSME should extend well into the next century. Other potential

new vehicles will undoubtedly draw on the existing SSME capabilities. Through the planned i=provemencs,

and possibly uprated thrust, the SSME should maet the national requirements for launch-vehicle propul-

sion to space for decades.
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SS_4E Propallant Flow Schenea_ic.

I Reproduced frombest available =opy.
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SOLID ROCKET MOTOR CERTIFICATION TO MEET SPACE SHUTTLE REQUIREMENTS:

FROM CHALLENGE TO ACHIEVEMENT

John O. Mtller, National Aeronautics and Sp_ce Administration
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, AL and

Joe C. Kilminster, Morton Thiokol, Inc., Brigham City, UT

ABSTRACT

The Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) for the Space Shuttle was by contract requirement, a state-of-the art
motor design to the maximum extent possible,

There were three design requirements for which there was no exlstlng sol Id rocket motor experience.
These were: the requirement for a unique thrust-tlme trace to meet unique Space Shuttle requirements,

the requlrement for 20 uses of thetPrinclpall hardware, and the requirement for a moveable nozzle with
an 80 omniaxial vectoring capabil y.

These three unique requirements are discussed and the solutions presented.

DESCRIPTION

THRUST-TIME TRACE

The development of the solid rocket motor thrust-time trace requirements and certification will be
discussed.

Requi rement

- Establishment of the SRM thrust-time characteristic was based upon a residual force requirement
derived from Shuttle system flight synthesis (Flgure I ).
accelerate the Shuttle vehicle along a flight path ,j
after subtracting the thrust of the SSME's.
Associated with thls requirement was a vehicle
liftoff thrust to weight ratio of 1.5, a maximum _
vehicle dynamic pressure of 650 psf, and a vehicle _ *J
maximum acceleration limit of 3g. The specifica- $-

tion of SRM residual force requirements ehabled ",

the SRM contractor to conduct design trade studies _ ..

which culminated in the definition of a thrust-
time history meeting system requirements. The
results of these studies led to a more conventional |

definition of SRM thrust-time history requirements i o,
(Figure 2) which are currently included in the SRM
Contract End Item specification.

Analytical Destgn Approach o

o

The large size of the SRM, combined with a
limited number of development tests (4), precluded
a "cut-and-try" approach to curve shape tailo_ng.
Rather, analytical assessments of the various
mechanisms that can affect curve shape had to be
made. Results of these assessments were then used

as guidelines in establishing reasonable Contract
End Item (CEI) specification limits on the nominal

/
J

f

Residual force is the force required to

f_

N|mDLM_ _ OATA J /

/

*0 ZO _ 41} I1@

I

TIME (m_c)

lm

NON|_.LATUR_

FI_ . _cwum _ po_ LI_

. _ AU._WMaUE _'I_U lml. g_

FIGURE I. Sm PERFGgL_C( RE_IRENEN;$

thrust trace shape. They also were used for contingency planning in the mandrel procurement, wherein
enough flexibility was built into the initial mandrel configuration to counteract the most probable
extremes in curve shape. The first two static tests (DN-I and DM-2) showed that the actual curve

shape, while containi_ig some variations, was sufficiently close to the origlnal prediction to preclude
major mandrel modification.

It was determined that the payload performance of the system was quite sensitive to the SRM thrust

trace shape. In order to achieve sufficient control of the trace shape, Rockwell International (RIg
and NASA decided to delineate requirements on the nominal thrust-time shape and also impose impulse

gate requirements at ZO seconds and 60 seconds through which the impulse-time performance must pass.

The basic predictability limits that apply to the thrust-tlme curve shape of a solid rocket motor
were analyzed based on previous large motor history. Results of this analysis were used to generate
the envelope requirements within which the nominal thrust must flt and the impulse gate requirements
on nominal performance (Figure Z).
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Htstortc data were examined to determine

the nature of the significant factors whtch
contribute to predlctablllty of solid motor

ball istlc performance. Examination was _ _-
limited to those factors that contribute to

predictability of thrust-time curve shape
m

and thus affect the mandrel design. Easily _ ,.countered factors such as the propellant burn
rate were not considered, since a minor tatlor- "
Ing of the propellant formulatlon can easlly |

modify the burning rate in accordance with a o
) 1

change in target rate. These changes can be
Implemented at any time in the program.

One of the most widely recognized
factors that is not entirely predictable and
which affects curve shape is erosive burn-
tng. Examination of large motor data,
particularly Titan seven-segment data,
indicated that large motor erosive burntng
did not significantly affect ballistic
performance. It was concluded that l lmltln.l
the Shuttle port mass velocitles to levels
at or below those experienced by the Titan ."

NOMINAl. IlilllJIJI RIOUIRIltlNT1101 IJ.-ll¢

@RlOlCT_mlLl1"_ I _/_ ¢iI "J" Ii__ I_(n mJllJ_ (MIN)_ ¢I = KI$|C

.-- -- / / '1 -r 'i _ pro. 111.?i °1_, ,2. io lie

• 0 :10 40 10 10 I0Cl 120

8UIliN TIME |i1[¢:|

NOTII: A) t . I IGNITION TIMI
I) THI NOMINAL* THRUST*TIMI CURVl OF THI

OUALIIIIID IRM MUlT PiLL WlYHIN THI

PRIDICTAIIklTY INVII_OPI AND II FUR_IR

f CONI'TRAIN! rj IY TM! TO'rAI. IMPULJI
RIOUIRIMINTi

F_UIt| 2. SRI I_q[N/kL P[IIFO_iANCE _t[(_ J|R_qENT$ (VACUUM. _OF}

seven-segment motors would preclude or mlnJmtze erosive burninq.

- Early in thts literature search, a peculiar factor affecting curve shape was recognized. In

many motors, both large and stoat1, the actual trace shapes were more '*humped" than the theoretlcal
traces. Generally, actual traces are Initially lower than the theoretical, higher tn the mtddle of
burn, and lower again near the end of web time. This phenomenon was given the acronym BARF--Surnlng
Anomaly Rate Factor.

BARF was found tn almost all of the 156 tn. motors. It was also found tn all the AeroJet 250 tn.
motors and apparently in the Titan seven-segment motor to a small degree. However, BARF did not occur
In the Titan Ill C/D (five-segment motor). It Is also found in many smaller motors, a notable

example being the 5 in. clrcular perforation motor (5 In. CP) used by Thlokol for burn rate evaluation.
A similar phenomenon is found in the Super BATES motor.

Based upon the frequency of occurrence of EARF in large motors, tt was decided that the BARF
phenomenon was a distinct possibility tn the Shuttle SP_ and that planning for the mandrel fabrication
should include the flexibility 1:o counter tt, should it occur.

The other parameters which were considered potentially significant to a degree that could affect
mandrel design were predictability of Isp and nozzle throat erosion. It should be pointed out that
the Isp loss prediction technique was, at the time, in a relatively early stage of development. Since
then, the model has been improved such that the prediction of delivered Isp is well within I%.

From the standpoint of mandrel design, a-1owIsp is far more of a problem than a high Isp because
the constraint Imposed by the maximum design pressure, used in the hardware design, precluded any
tncrease tn mass flow rate during the first 20'seconds without an increase in throat area. Any
Increase tn throat area was precluded by hardware/schedule constraints. Thus the ability to recover
from _he effects of low Isp impacts was considered in this analysis.

It should be noted that a 1% predictability deqrad_tton was being tm_osed uOOn a baseltnm
nomtnal vacuum Isp prediction of 262.2 seconds, whtch was itself felt to be slightly conservative
stnce, at that time, the Isp loss prediction technique indicated the Isp would be slightly higher.
The philosophy of introducing a small degree of conservatism into the prediction of Isp was suggested
by MSFC.

The nomtnal basel tne vacuum specific impulse was conservatively predicted to be 262.2 seconds.
The throat erosion rate was assume_ to be 0.008 tps; and accuracy of throat erosion predictability
was assumed to be _+ 15%, based upon Judgment of experienced nozzle designers.

It was assumed that Zsp, BARF and throat erosion rate were Independent variables. This led to a
statistical approach tn the analysis wheretn each effect was treated as an independent variable, and
its effect was assessed Independently. Impact of EARF on thrust performance is presented tn Figure 3.
The one percent low Isp would result in a uniform one percent thrust reduction throughout operation.
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Effect of throat erosion rate variation (+ 15%)
proved to be mtntmal ; at no ttme dtd the _.hrust
deviation exceed 0.25% of nominal.

Since a mandrel modification after the flrst_.

static test was allowed for in the pla_l_,
analytical grain design modifications were
undertaken to counteract the effects of the

assumed BAI)F and low Isp.

C_re was taken in the analytical redesign
phase to limit the mandrel changes, since any
mandrel modification ts a relatively expensive,
long lead time effort. Give, thts constraint,
it was impossible to completely counteract
these effects end small residual impulse
deviations remained at the various gates is
well as small residual deviations in the thrust-
ttme curve shapes. The total residual thrust

)

qP
I N N N 41 N m Yl U N

\
\

tW m

and impulse deviations at the various times were

three components. These residual deviations then fo ed-t •
limits, although more information was needed to completely quantify the ltmlts.

Figure 4 presents the basic grain design. No design modifications were necessary 1:o counteract
low Isp or to counteract BARF.

At this point, information was not avail- -- : .___. - _- ! _"

limits on impulse gates and the thrust envelope.
This was because the grain design modifications

were to be made only after one motor firing and .. I: _ "-

there was a distinct possibility that It would rm"_a,._a .,mDm.Tm.,,

not be a nominal motor, due to normal ballistic _ _performance reproducibility, Further, the /
accuracy of the data acquisition system
(_+0.5%) Impact on these uncertainties needed "_"

The potential dispersion that a particular
motor could have from the nominal performance
of a population was estimated by reviewing
Stage I Minuteman data. A population of 23
motors was examined to determine the coeffl- FIGURE 4. BASIC GRAIN Dr_IGN
ctent of variation in impulse yielded at 38%
of web burn. This variation, when multiplied ""
by an appropriate K factor, was assumed to represent the maximum limit that the DM-1 1repulse could be
dispersed from the true population nominal at 20 seconds (17.8% of web burn) and 60 seconds (53.3% of
burn)with a 90% confidence and 99% probability. The resulting dispersion was 1.55%. This also ts a
reasonable estimate for the instantaneous thrust dispersion at any time.

The assessment of impulse reproducibility at a ftxed percent web burn was made to factor out the
effect of burn rate, since predictability of nominal burn rate was not a pertinent variable in this
study.

The totdl potential.dispersion In impulse values at 20 and 60 seconds and in the thrust time curve
were then estimated by ruot-sum-squartng the residual components due to BARF, Isp predictability,
throat erosion rate predictability, normal motor reproducibility, and instrumentation accuracy.
Tables I and II .present the value of each component and the total (RSS) value, respectively, for
impulse gates and thrust-time curve, and compare these estimates to those finally selected for the
eel specification.
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20 ISO.03

60 161.74

AC_t On Tt_ 291.07

Tam.[ !

POTENTIAl. 0(V|ArloN FgoN PI_DICTE0 INIq/LsI' AT 20 SEC, 00 SECo _AD ACTION TIH(

F_temtlal 0evlit_n Frm NUICt/ k_elel

SARF ]sp Th_4t (ros Iota IMtrvm_tottN Ilewe4vclbtl lty (l_S)

0.611 1.017 0.0S 0.S0 1._ • 2.0

0.178 0.4_ 0.I_ 0._0 I.S2_ ° 1.7

0.070 0.872 0.130 O.SO 0.0 * 1.0

f_lK tod C[l

S_| f|cit_OR L|ltt
About Pwulati(m ""

-;.0 (_wl_)

• 3.0, -I .0

-1.0 _alntmm

TML[ II

PgTERTIN. Ok'VIATION Fi|0M PIIF.OICTIrO THNUST AT VMIOUS TIN[

NOmt n41 Due to
Time Pr_dtcted Oue to Due to OMe to

_L_ V_¢uem ThruSt (lil) ILAIIF LOv [Sp 1_rOaf. [ml(m IIMit_totlon

1 2.849,000 *0.663 -0.710 0.0 _ 0.S

10 ).O_S,000 ,1.0_S -0._ 0.0_ I t 0.5

29 3,1S7,000 -0._4 -1.017 0.10 _ O.S

30 2.729,000 +0.465 _.504 0.13 _ 0.S

40 2.453,000 -0.487 *5.992 0.17 t 0.S

SO 2,259.000 -0.436 "1.19S 0.21 t 0.S

2,32S 000 -0.233 -I.831 0._5 _ 0.S

70 2._S,000 -0.321 -1._2 0.ZS t 0.S

80 2.$23.0_ -0.542 -2.324 0.ZS _ 0.S

)0 2,330,000 -1,428 -2, SON O.Zi _ O,S

I00 2,131,0_ *1.243 -2._2 0.26 _ 0.5

110 1.001.000 ,1.2_B -2.3_ 0._ _ O.S

120 41&,000 -3.2_19 -i. 331 0._i _ 0.$

Potential Oevtatto_ From Prmll_tl_ N0mI_I Thm_s_a P_r_t xem_l

0re to Motor
ftmwoduclbl 1try

I.S

1.S

I.$

1.S

1.S

1.5

1.S

1.5

!.S

I.S

I.S

1.0

1.S

kiectid C[I

Spat| f t¢ltton Llllt

Tot4l _t Popullttcm lamina1.

_ _.______0!______

1.9 3,0

2.1 3.0

1.1 3.0

4.0 3.0

6.2 3.0

2.0 3.0

2.4 3.0

2.7 3.0

2.9 3.0

3.4 3.0

3.5 3.0

3.| -3.1 ,3.0

7.3 47.6 _4.6

T_tR_ul_

Data from the ftrst l_vo stattc test ftrtngs were analyzed and, based upon these data, the following
observations wife drawn.

1. No erostve burning was observed.
2. The BARF phenomenon did not occur.
3. Vacuum delivered speclftc 1repulse was about 265 seconds, based upon expended propellant

wet gh1:.
4. Durtng the ftrst 6 seconds, flow conditions tn the star reglon produced head-to-aft end -

stagnation pressure drops tn excess of theoretical one-dimensions1 predictions. The flow fteld In the
star regton appears to offer the most reasonable explana1;ton for thts phenomenon. The f_o_ tn the
valleys at the aft end of the star, where the valley_ end (Ftgure 4), must be dtrected radially
tnward towards a central core of axtal flow. -At the star/CP transition, thls core must be constrained
to the die, hater of the CP. Zf throughout the star the flow ts conta|ned _tthtn approxlmte_y thts
dtame1;er, the effective port area for extol flow ts considerably less than the star cross*sectional
port area. The resulting pressure drops, due to axtal velocity, _ould be of the magnitude observed.
Thts effect|re port area then gradually Increases unttl around 6 seconds, when the full port area of
the star ts ut11 tzed for axtal flo_ and measured pressure drops are In good agreement wtth theoretical
pred tcttons.

S|nce there was such excellent agreement between the predicted curve shape made with the analyti-
cal model and 1;est data, no major mandrel modification from the DM-1 configuration was requtred to
sattsfy nomtnal curve shape and 1repulse gate requtrmenta. Ftgure S compares the pro_ected ftnal
fltght motor configuration thrust-time performance with the CEI thrust requirements, and Table 1]I
compares the pro_ected 20 and 60 second 1repulse values wtth specification requirements. As can be
seen, the nomtnal thrust performance wtll essentially satisfy the requtrments tn all areas.
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SOLID ROCKET MOTOR CASE u

The overall design philosophy for the ,j
Solid Rocket Motor case was to develop a
simpl e, rugged and effective design based

upon the use of proven techniques and f,
concepts. Major emphasis was placed on - u
reusability and performance reproduci-
bll ity. _ lJ

Each motor case consists of 11 tndtvt-_ IJ
dual case segments that are assembled
into casting segments prior to propellant u
loading. The casttng segments consist
of two interchangeable center segments ,4
and forward and aft segments. There are
four deliverable casting segments per m
SRM.

The intent here is to discuss those

criteria, testing and certification require-
ments affecting the reusabllity of the SRM case.

Design Requirements

The design requirements for the Space Shuttle T_,
SRM case were evolved from three major sources:
those specified by the contracting organization(NASA),
those sel f-imposed by the motor manufacturer

(Thiokol) and those which inherently exist due to
fabrication, processing and transportation limits. _ti_ T*m

\
\

el m II tel

11im iiwi¢)

Film! |. 114-3 ilel_ |Nllll_y PII[DICTIOit

TML[ III

FLlrd_r _10T011 Sm I_PUL3[ COI_AR[I) wITH

CEI AIEOUIRIB_ENTS NOMINAL. iO*F

C[I I_ut_ lm,_|se PPletct._ lmm_lse

(mb-s_) _m_secj

SS.a3 .... 61.20

ti0.12 I_.H IW.81

Z88. It .... Z93.63

It is not within the scope of this paper to list
all requirements, but rather to list only the requirements Which were considered to be the ma_or

drivers in the evolution of the current case design.

Basic Strength/Toughness/Elongation

Minimum ultimate tensile strength - 195 ksi
Minimum tensile yeild strength - 180 ksl
Typical fracture toughness • go ksl"V':_,

Minimum elongation - 8%
Minimum reduction in area • 25%

General Safety Factors

Before SRM separation
Yield factor of safety - l.lO
Ultimate factor of safety - 1.40 -

After SRM separation "

Yield factor of safety - 1.10"
Ultimate factor of safety • 1.25"

Safety Factors for Pressures

Before SRB separation
Yield pressure - 1.2 x limit pressure
Ultimate pressure - 1.40 x limit pressure

After SRB separ_Ytion (water recovery, etc.)
Yield pressure - I.ID* limit pressure
Ultimate pressure - 1.25" x limit pressure

* This is-a design goal only for water impact loads.

The SRM case and its components must be capable of reuse following recovery and retrieval after
submersion in sea water for up to seven days (168 hrs.) The SRM case and its components must meet the
refurbishment and reuse cycle that supports the Space Shuttle System turnaround time from lift-off to
lift-off.

tee
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Des t_n Descrtptton

The basel ine SRM case design uttl tzes D6AC material with minimum yield and ultimate strengths of

180,000 psi and 195,000 psi, respectively.

D6AC was selected as the baseline material primarily for strength, high fracture toughness, cost,
and schedule credibility. The matertal has been used broadly in SRM applications, and its use has
resulted in a successful case program.

The baseline design has a cylindrical wall minimum thickness of 0.477 in. and a maximum expected
operating pressure (MEOP) of 936 psJg. The minimum burst pressure ts predicted to be 1,310 psJg,
providing a 1.4 safety factor. The proof test pressure for each segment is 1,123 psJg.

Figure 6 shows the case design schematically, wttll the basic dimensional data.

The segmented concept consists of nine

cylindrical segments, plus a forward and
an aft segment. Clevis type mechanical
Joints allow for a completely weld-
free case assmebly.

Segment Joint _:esting

The segment joint, which is utilized
to connect each segment to the adjacent
segment(s), is in the form of a tang and
clevis (Figure 7). This general type of
joint has been used successfully on both
IZ0 and 156 in. diameter test cases and on
the Titan II! SI_. However, the man-
rating and reusability requirements of the
Space Shuttle SRM case created a need for
additional design features and further
testi ng.

Initially, the general structural
behavior of the joint was assessed tn a
bench test program. In this program,

strength, fatigue, corrosive effects, and

selected menu facturt ng anomal I es were
assessed through the use of full scale
tension sections of the segment Joint.

A total of 10 tests were conducted which

included combinations of: nominal, over-
sized holes, flawed, missing pins, abnor-

mally low toughness and highly corroded
specimens. A summary of the results
obtained Is presented In Table IV. All
testing was highly successful and
resulted In predicted factors of safety
well above the required l .4 value.

"=

pO_tWAItlD • JOt_lr AI_ACH II_IFENER RING AIrlr Y

@@O@@
F|GLI[ 6. SIN CAS(

I

F_4/ll_E 7. SF,.4_4_mT _IIT HTAIL

Reusabtl It@

Technological excellence is requtred to develop a highly reliable SRM booster on the basis of the
multiple reuse concept. Fracture control ts an important area of technology that demands close
attention.

The need for a comprehensive, well controlled fracture control program ts the underlying theme in
all case design, fabrication, inspection and refurbishment egfor_ that relate to case reuse. Accord-
tngly, a program was developed that integrates checks and controls Into the cas_ design fabrication
procedure to insure that the case wtll completely fulft11 the cycltc[ reuse) mission requirements.

There are basically t_o methods of insuring that a crtttcal flaw does not exist in destgn hqrdware.
It must be precluded by nondestructive inspection ND! techniques, or the hardware must be demonstrated
by proof testing prior to use. The requtrments of the Space Shuttle program are such that both
techniques are employed.
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TAIL( IV

SOPmRY OF JOINT T£STS

Fit Iurt Factor

lest Load of

NO, 1)_t lest (106 Ib) Safety CYC 1as

I S Pin - homtnal llvrst 1.04 2.23 ---

2 S PtA - Itamul Ikarst 1.00 2.27 ---

3 S Pin - Immlmll Cyclic and Iburst 1.01 2.17 240

6 S Pin - 0_wsise hole Ilvrst 1.00 2.1S ---

(0.010 _n. |lrq_ dta)

S 4 Pta - I1_1ul liurst 0.80 2.15 " ---

? S Pin - ksktml CYClic _nd hrst 1.025 2.20 160

(0.060 in+ wll
thickness - DSJV:)

4 S Pin - 1st FIe Cyclic and But'st 0.80 1.72 160

10.050 dram - t e

Jemelers Ftle)

8 5 Pt_ - 2nd FI_ Cyclic and I_rst O.OSS 1.83 150

(O.OSO _.m - £Pm)

9 5 Ptm - LOw I_IC - Cyclic and Burst 0.OZS 1,77 1

F|W (0.050 _ -

Emma)

10 5 Pin - Corrosion Cyclic and iUrSt 1.025 2.20 240

limerks

Pin AM c|evls am fat|vre.

atn and clevis am fal|m'e.

After cyclitqq, no pin umete(I and

miaOr hole eIlm94ti(wt. Clevis
am fai iv_e.

Clevis Imles mrtml failure.

CTevts am spread.

SGKt_ 4t4 mot se_re_ Pin

liendtm| and clevis hole mrtq

flitlvre.

Io bush_M defo_utlo_ aftAr cycling.
Clevis am failure.

NO CriCk 9rowl_h. NOtCh fat |_ "

bet_ tang holes at _ I_.

Crack beta_m tang holes 41 685 K

on burst cycle. Ik_st OS$ K,

Crack hotween holes it 453 [ 4urtmj

1st cycle at tAmP from.

Clevis Fa IIm-e.

4 Pin Joint

Ultimmte • |.4 Limit - $23,¢X)0 15

S Ptn JOint

Limit LNd • 4_.000 lb (l_zilmu Fltlht LOad)

18"; Proof • 515,000 lip

UItlmte • 1.40 Limit - 653,000 Ib

The first requirement stipulates that the largest flaw which can escape detection with specified
NDI will not grow to critical size through 20 uses of the case. One use of the case encompasses all
events associated wtth t1_ use as it proceeds through the fabrication, loading, launch, recovery,
refurbishment and proof test sequence. Compliance to this requirement is demonstrated through the
application of principles of linear fracture mechanics.

The second requirement for the SRM case associated wlth fracture mechanlcs/flaw growth principles
requires that the case be proof tested prior to flight to a load level which will screen out (by case
failure) all existing flaws which are critical for flight, or would become critical If the flaw were

allowed to grow (theoretically) through four missions. One mission is defined as one motor operating
(pressure) cycle plus one water impact sequence.

MOVABLE NOZZLE WITH _ OMNIAXIAL VECTOR CAPABILITY

The Solid Rocket Motor nozzle is a convergent-divergent moveable design containing an aft pivot

point flexible bearing as the glmbal mechanism (Figures 8 and g). The nozzle is partially submerged
%o minimize erosive conditions in i:heaft end of the motor and to fit within envelope length limita-

tions. The nozzle provides attach points for the thrust vector control (TVC) actuators, an attachment
structure to mate with the motor aft closure, a capabillty for jettisoning a part of the aft exit cone
after burnout to reduce water impact damage to the nozzle flexible bearing.

TVC for the Space'Shuttle SRM is obtained by omniaxls vectoring of the nozzle. The vector require-

ments of the system, the impact of multiple reuse on the components, and the unique problems
associated with a large flexible bearing are discussed. The subscale bearing development program
is also presented.

Requirements

Omniaxial requirements for the SRM nozzles are shown in Figure 10. The 7.I deg of nozzle vector-

ing required in the vehicle's pitch and yaw axes decreases to 5 dng in the 45 deg plane between the
pitch and yaw axes. By locating the actuators in this 45 deg plane, they could be designed with a
stroke equivalent to 5 deg, yet, when operated in unison, provide the total 7.1 deg required in the
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pitch and yaw planes. The flexible
bearing which permits the movement
of the nozzle was designed for a
maximum omnlaxlal nozzle vectoring
of + 8 deg; thus, allowance of 0,_
deg-was incorporated In the design
to allow for geometric mlsallgnment
and actuator overtravel. Require-
ments for the nozzle bearing are
tabulated on Table V.

The requirement was placed upon
the nozzle flextble bearing elasto_er
that it be reused nine times. The

reuse requirement was a significant
driver In the design of the nozzle
flexible bearing. Components were
designed so that they would withstand
the high loads encountered at the time of
water impact.

Flexible Bearing Desfgn

The flexible bearing consists of
alternate lamina of natural rubber elasto-
met and steel shims between a forward and
aft end rtnq (Ftqure ll). Ten metal shims
and 11 layers of elastomer are vulcanized

CAMI_.

CLOTH

_,u_. mI _mm "% _ I \ .....
1110 _l _ CLOTH

mI BOOt

FIll! I, llOZZL! FI _NL_

1
to each other and the end rings. The elasto_er
provides the flexibility that permits the
nozzle to vector. The flexible bearing _.m
is designed to be used I0 times without _ _u_mcLoTH
replacing the elastoeer pads. After each
flight the flexible bearing ts disassembled
from the nozzle and placed tn a test
fixture, where extensive tests are conducted
to insure its integrity prior to reuse
in another nozzle. Calculations and
subscale test data show that the
elastomer wlll be suitable for a mini-

mum of lO uses. Should the testing
between fl Ights indicate that the bear-

ing elastomer has been damaged during
a fllght or recovery operation, the

bearing can be dlsassembl ed by cutting
it apart and the metal parts can
be refurbished and reused. The parts
can then be cleaned and the bearing
remolded wlth new elastomer pads.
Experience In the flight program has
shown that bearing reuse is feasible
and a bearing in STS-7 has been used
three times in static tests as well

as on STS-2 flight.

The flexible bearing ts the
largest ever built for a fllght
program. While the design concepts
were state-of-the-art, it was deemed

advisable to conduct a development
program to assure that the bearing could

FIGUR| 1. lOZ)l[ [lit COl( AS$_L¥
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..... be reused as required and to obtain perforlmnce characteristics
such as torque, various spring constants, and the center of rota-
tion when vectored. The development program consisted of fabrica-
ting three subscal e bearings approximately one-quarter size
(Figure 12) and three full size prototype bearings. Two of the
three subscale bearings were, in fact, true geometric subscales
designed by scaling all of the dimensions to approximately one-
quarter the size of the full size bearing. The other subscale
was of the same general size as the first two, but had only two

- metal shims and three elastomer pads, whose thicknesses were not
scaled down but were the same as on the full scale bearing. The
true subscale lO-shim bearings were fabricated and tested and
provided data which, when scaled up to full size,indicated that
the performance of the bearing would be acceptable. The bearings
have also been vectored through duty cycles equivalent to the
actual flight service (plus acceptance testing) that would be
experienced in l O flights. These data tndtcated that the fatigue
characteristics of elastomer are adequate for the 10 uses
required.

TML( v

NOZZLE BEARING DES]GN REOU)RE1MENTS

Qlmntextel Vector C_wlbtltty .-B

k_l;_wl_r StJll LOlmd 103.424 Ib

PlIH of AcMtOr

10_ll U_e Reclut_mnts

Joori_ [le$t_mmr lO times

_mt'oty Fectors
Prior to After

Structure 1.4 Ultlm_e l.ZS Ultlm_

l(oepms_r_e Vessel l.l Yield l.l Yield

Pmiu_ V_$oi 1.2 Yield 1.2 Yield

The major problems in the development of the 'rl_., j |

full size flex bearing werethe complexity of the I- -" _mwemm-_ _,_
mold (Figure 13) necessary to fabricate the bear- iing and the requirement to uniformly heat the
rubber to the 300 F temperature without over-

heating the rubber next to the heating elements, i_ _ma_LE_'

Several of the early bearings experienced uneven

heating and the subsequent lack of vulcanization 8
between the rubber pads and metal shims. A very
severe test has been developed where the flex euDmo _-
bearing is longitudinally stretched two inches
and inspected for unbonds. This test has shown
that while several of the early bearings lacked _,_,e-)
areas of vulcanization and had to be disassembled FOIIWAMD|NOMIIMG1JB7
and rebuilt, the more recent bearings have all been _ms _._

properly vulcanized. A_ mNeN,a _
_oLm

The two-shim subscale bearing was primrlly T_

designed to provide processing data to confirm
that thick pads of elastomer could be manufactured mmr _. rLrxzmLEmEA_)_crosssrc_O_

that would have the desired _( x_o_
fatigue characteristics. Some
performance data were also
obtained with this bearing.

As mentioned, three proto- _
type flexible bearings were also
included in the development

program. These bearings were _/
fabricated and extensively m
tested to confirm that perform-
ance was within specifications .....

and that the fatigue life of the
elastomer in the flexible bearing rs_u_(lZ. SUB$CAL[F_EXIBL[mEARI_OEIAILS
environment meets the minimum
10-use criteria. These three bearings also provided repeatability data and confirmed that the

abbreviated acceptance:tests to be conducted on each bearing prior to use are adequate to insure that
it is suitable for reuse.

CONCLUS I0NS

There have been four development motor tests and three qualification motor tests in the basic SRM

development program. There have been six DDT&E (twelve instrumenteg SRM's) flights.

All pressure-time traces for the development, qualification and flight test motors in the DDT&E
program, (less STS-6, data not yet available) when corrected to standard burn rate, pressure and
propellant mean bulk temperature have fallen well within the predictability limets established in the

CEI specification (Figure 14).
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42 motor case components used In stattc flrtngs during the development program have been reused
tn fltght. DDT&E flight sfx had 4 motor case components reused from DDT&E fllgh*, one.

A nozzle flexible beartng has been reused three t_mes durtng the DDT&E program. Four nozzle
flexible bearings have been reused tn the DDT&E fltght program, and one of the nozzle flextb]e bear-
tngs tn STS-6 was reused from DDT&E #11ght one. It was nearly 5 years old. in all cases the
demonstrated torque has been less than the ltmtts established tn the CE! specification.
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DZBRXS COh'rROL DESIC_ ACHI_S OF THE BOOSTER SEPARATION MOTORS

Gerald W. Sul.th

Karshall Space FI£Kht Center
_ntsv_le, Alabana

Charles A. Chase

United Technologies Corporation, Che_tcal Systems D£v£8_n

Sunn_ale, Cel£forn:l.e

ABSTRACT

The stringent debris control requireme_te _osed on the des£Kn of the Space Shuttle booster separa-

tion motor are described ales S with the ver££_.ation program _plemented to ensure compliAuce v£th debris

control objectives. The pr_ncipal areas emphasized in the des£Kn and development of the Booster Separa-
tiou Motor (BSI_) talkative to debris control ware the propellant formu_tl_n and nozzle closures which

protect the motors from eerodyuan_c hasten S and moisture. A description of the motor desiKn require-

ments, the propellant form_et£on end ver&ftc_ttlon program, and the nozzle closures design and verifica-

tion are presm_ted.
(f

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle solid rocket booster separation wyste_m is desl_aed to ensure Bale separation of
each of the Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs) from the External Tank (ET) without danag_n$ or reconr_cting

the Shuttle Orbiter/ET during or after separation. Eight solid BS_s, four motmtnd 4_ the S_B nose

frustr_ and four mounted externally on the aft sk.trt (Fig. 1), provide the _J_ulse and mementos

required to move each SRB radially outward from the ET. As the SRBs move outward from the ZT, the

slightly downward thrust vector of the SS_ (Fig. 2) causes the orbiter to be exposed to the exhaust

pluRe of the forward BS_.

J

__ilrF SlPAeATION 14070111 |4)

Figure 1. BSM Locations.

Fieure 2. Co_uter Simulation of SRB

Separation Sequence.

SRB separation nom&ually occurs at a flight t_e of 124 sac, an altitude of approx_nately 1A0,000

ft, end a math ntuber o_:4.5. The initial conditions for separation (dyuamic pressure, Imgle of attack,

sideslip ansle, and bed7 angular rite8) _-_1 be different for each flight depending on ascent w_uds,

ar_oepheric conditions, SRB thrust ta_.loff _48match, flight control 87stem status, and SS14E operating
status. A set of design initial conditions 'was defined whlch reflected a co_oeite of nominal end

malfunction flight conditions and provided the basis for sizing the system. The BSM thrust and total

_npulee requ£re_mteware derivnd from these de8ien initial conditions (_able 1).

DESIGN D_'V_,.S FOR DEBRIS CONTROL

Flume exposure tests of Orbiter and ET Thermal Protection System (TFS) materials c_nducted at the

Air Force Arnold _n$£near£ng Deve_opuent Center indicted that even short-term exposure af
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TABLE 1. BS_ PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN REQU_$

pERFORMANCE

Thrust level (max), lbf 29,000

Web action c_e •ver•ge thru•t (m_n), lbf 18,500

Web action t_me £_pulee (_tn), lb-sec 14,000

A¢Ciou c_ne _,.pulse (rain), lb-sec 15,000

Web •ctlon time (max), sac 0.8

TEniCion incerval to 752 max thrusc, msec 30 to 100

Time to thrust equal to or greater than

web •ccion average thrust (max), msec 200

Time from end of web accion time (E_AT)

to 50Z of pressure ac EWAT. msec 100

ilax_ pressure •t EllA.T, psi 2,000

Propellant bulk cemperacure, "F 30 to 120

I

DESIGN

Weight (max), lb " 154

I,_ugch (max), in. " :34.6

Dinmecer (max) in. 12.88

Nozzle cant •ngle, degrees 20

Propellant st•bility •ddltives (max) Z 2

Propellant burning race addIcives (max) _ I

mat•rials co the solid rocluat motor exhaust pl_me resulted in extensive material damage. TPS materials

exposed co exhaust plumes in a manner thac simulated the •nciclpaced flighc condiclons relative to

sep•r•cion distance and exposure time experienced racher sisniflcant erosion •nd particle debris damage.

The Orbiter insulatlon, consisting of rigidized silica fiber felt wich • thin borosillcate glass co•ring,

is designed for multiple reuses, •nd repl•cemanC of the TPS tiles is • costly process. Aluminum oxide

parClcles and debris from sources such ae igniter t•pe. i_nlter propellanc, and nozzle materi•ls eroded
and fr•ccured the TPS coating to the extent thac similar erosion during flight would require repl•cemanc

of Che TPS.

The sansicivit7 of oh• Orbiter/ET ITS to

exhaust plume debris resulted in relocation of che

BSMs ou the SEB and • reduced ,_ocor burning time

requirement. The forward BSMs were moved from the
SRB forward sk/rcs Co the nose fruecum and ori•nted

• s shown in Figure 3. This loc•tion •nd orlenta-

tion, combined with a maxi_m burning cime require-

m_nt of 0.8 sac, minimizes exposure of the TPS I:o

the plt_ during normal •eper•tlon conditions. Ix

• similar manner, the eft BSHs were moved co the

SRB aft skirt and the nozzle canted 20 deg to

eliminace pl_ impingement on lower surfaces of
the Orbiter. Since Che TPS can be exposed Co the

mocor exhausc pl,-_s for short periods in off-

nominal or aborC separations, &dditional design

conscraints were imposed on the BSM Co minimize the

amount of damage.

I l_llllllll_rl I1_1tl

_' ',0 _ • _

Figure 3. Shuttle Separation System.

PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

The BSMperformance requir_nts reflect an emphasis on control of exhaust debris. The require-

manCs Chac motor burning time shall not exceed 0.8 sec end chat cailoff pressure shall decay co 50_

within lO_msec were established Co cerminaCe che motor burning time and collapse the exhaust plume

before the Orbiter could intereecc the mocor plume boundary. In addition, che contoured nozzle is

designed Co minimize the expansion of che gaseous and parcicula_e plume at E_AT and during tailoff.
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Control of exhaust debris is reflected in the design requirements for the igniter, nozzle, nozzle

closures, and propellant. The nozzle and igniter were designed to preclude the generation of debris thus

limiting the types of materials and coatings that could be used. Propellant particulate debris is con-

trolled by limitin 8 the amount of burning rate and stability additives to i and 2%, respectively. A

similar constraint is imposed on the igniter propellant. Additionally, the igniter design was modified

to eliminate the ejection of unburned igniter and boost charse particulates. The igniter design

features a booster charge retainer with mylar sheet to contain the charge during handling and shipping

and a radially perforated igniter case to ensure complete burning of the booster charge and igniter
propellants before exiting the nozzle.

PROPELLANT FORMULATION

The selection of 1% and 2% limitations on the burn rate and stability additives represented a

compromise between minimizing particulate debris and ensuring adequate combustion stability margin.

Rigorous combustion stability requirements were imposed on the motor design and the development program

to ensure stable operation of the motor. Two propellant formulations were selected for initial develop-

went testing, the baseline propellant containing 2X aluminum powder and an alternate containing e mix

of aluminum and alumina. The baseline propellant selected for the BSM is an 86Z solids/2Z alu_Lnu_

HTPB propellant with formulation and key properties as shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. UTP - 19,048 BSM PROPELLANT

FORMULATION

Hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene binder, % 14.0

Iron oxide catalyst, Z 0.25

Aluminum powder, Z 2.00

Ar_onium perchlorate, Z 83.75

PROPERTIES

Theoretical specific impulse, sec 250

Theoretical density, 1b/in. 3 0.0614

Burning rate at 1500 psia/70°F, in./sec 0.8

Pressure exponent 0._5

Tensile strength at 70"F, psi 200

Elongation at 70*F, % 40

End of mix viscosity (140°F), kps 5

Pot-llfe, hr 20

Autoignitlon temperature, "F
4

10 sec 685

30 sec 570

60 min , 420

Combust£on stability was a major consideration in the design of the BSH since propellants with low

solid particles in the exhaust tend to produce chamber pressure oscillations. The evaluation of com-

bustion stability included (i) a preliminary stability evaluation based on an analysis of interactions

between combustion and flowfield and (2) pulse tests in prototype and development motors to determine

experimentally the stability of the motor. The stability of pressure disturbances of small amplitude

is balanced between _he combustion processes that supply energy to the disturbance and other processes

that remove energy (i.e., nozzle, flow turning, and particulate damping). The evaluation of the

mechanisms contributing to motor stability were evaluated using a combination of analytical techniques

for particle and nozzle losses and flow turning and experimental data for pressure coupled response

using T-burner results. The T-burner characterization program was conducted using the baseline pro-

pellant formulation. The tests were run at 1350 psla using the pulse-varlable area method which had

been used extensively for testing highly aluminized propellants. Cylindrical Eralns were used with area

ratio variations from 2.67 to 6.67 and frequency variations from 480 to 900 hz. One series of tests was

conducted with the grains preheated to approximately 130°F. The test results revealed a low response

function for combustion driving indicating a reduced susceptibility towards instability in the motor.
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The uncertainties involved in completely defining and characterizing che mechanisms affecting motor

scabili_y necessitated full-scale motor pulse tests. Four prototype and several development motors

were pulsed ac a 5Z overpressure a_ 200 and &O0 msec after ignition co demonstrate sCabiliCy throughout

web burn time. The resales of these Cases, which revealed a highly damped response Co _he overpressure.

verified the scabllit_ of the propellanc-_ocor combination over a wide frequency range in both the axial
and transverse modes.

NOZZLE ENVIRONMENTAL COVER

The BSMs have Chair nozzle exlC cones exposed Co Che acmospherlc ele_encs chac exlsc ac the

Kennedy Space facility as well as the environments of launch. In order co preclude the ability of chess

environments fro,. affecting the condiCion of components within Che motor (such as, _he propellanc grain

and 18alter) i_ was necessary Co provide a nozzle closure. This closure had _o saclsfy che following

basic requlremsn_s :

1. Provide a humidity seal for the motor for a time period of 6 months on the launch pad.

2. _e hermetic (no leaks) when the closure is subjected Co s differential pressure of _ psi.

3. Pro_ecc the BSMs from all launch and ascent thermal and acoustic environmenCs.

4. Open completely during the iKniclon _renelenC r_ime.

5. Do aoC produce any debris during ascenc, separation, or booster re-entry chac could possibly

impact the Shuttle Orbiter.

The latter requirement is parClcularly challenging for the nozzle closure of Che ESMs mounted wi_h-

in _he nose cone of the Solid Rocke_ BoosCere (SEEs). The locaClon of Che forward and af_ moun_ed BSMs

is shown in Figure i. From Figure 2 i_ can be scan _ha_ _he SRB no_e cones are mounted forward of the

Orbiter. Also, in order co obtain Che ou_ward and downward movement of the SEEs relaclve co Orbiter,

ic is necessary for chase forward BSMs co have chelr nozzles polnced upward and inward _oward the

Orbiter. This creates a siEnlflcanc problem in cha_ any portion of che nozzle closure _hac mlghc be

ejected during booster separaclon could severely damage the Orbicer and poCenClally cause less of the

mission. Thus, a major requiremenc imposed on _he forward BSMs is Cha_ _he nozzle environmental closure

noc only seal che motor from ou_slde elements, open almost instantaneously during me,or ignition , bu_

cha_ upon opening the nozzle closure muse remain attached _o _he BSM and noC allow any solid ejecca.

Figures I and 2 show Chac the aft moun_ed BSMs are located afc of _he Orbiter wi_h their nozzles directed

aft of _he Orbiter; Therefore, nozzle closure debris from these motors is acceptable s_hce ic poses no

_hreac _o the Orbiter.

FORWARD BSM NOZZLE CLOSURE

A debris-free nozzle closure posed a unique design problem. Many propulsion systems have nozzle

closures buC they are simply ejected upon motor i_nlclon. Therefore, no daca/experlence base existed -

upon which _he BSM program could draw information. Numerous concepts were evaluated including various

kevlar reinforced rubber closures chac were configured Co pecal open and then slide forward co avoid

ablation of che pe_als by the BSM exhaus_ plume. This sysCem had promising features buc introduced

potential hermetic sealing problems, aeroheacing concerns, and possible flight dynamics interactions

chac would be difficult Co simalace in ground _es_ing.

After further evaluacion of pocenCial approaches Ic was decided co design and ceec a rigid metal

cover chaC could be made co hinge open during me,or iEniclon as shown in Figure 4. Mocor iEnlClon was

required Co open the closure because _hle nozzle cover concept was retroflexed re the existing booster

separation system and no addicional ordnance devices were Co be considered. The resulting primary

design requirements for Cha forward mounted BSMs nozzle closure were:

1. Protect the BSM from ascent aerohmecing (1600°E).

2. Induce no modificeCions or eddicious co cha existing electrical or ordnance systems.

3. No solid eJecCa can emanate from che closure during all phases of booster flight from launch

through water impact.

_. Nozzle closure muse survive che eerod_mic hmecing, acoustic, vibration, and shock environ-

manes of the booster from launch _hrough water impact.

5. Nozzle closure muec open solely from _he _npe_na provided by motor ignition.

6. Nozzle closures caunoC interfere wiCh either the closures or exhaust plumes of adjacent ESMs

(Fig. 5).
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The hinged cover _t open a mtnCmum of 145 ° in order to avoid ¢nterference with the Bin4
exhaust plum (Fig. 6).

The hinged cover must open a maximum of 180 ° in order to avoid ¢lpactCug the skCn of the SR]B
nose fairing.

SRB J

skin

- r ¸, _/:. ,

f

J
/ \

_ 7

145° _ /- Plume boundary \
_ _ / Pc = 2,000 psia (MEOP)

,/_Pimb = 0.:7 p:ia

180°i OpenIng pOsItIOn _'_ BSM exit cone_

, Maximum opening position _- Hinge point Frangible link "_.

Fisure 6. _orward BSM Nozzle Closure Allowable Op,_Cng Angles.

The primary design challenge for the hLuged cover was to determine how the large a_o,m¢ of ro_a-
tional energy could be absorbed in time to stop the cover between the angular posit£on of 1_5 and 180
des. Extensive study of the problem resulted in the use of a h:Luge-p_n (axis of rotation) thac would
twist during cover rotation. This _wisting action allowed absorption of a siEniflcant portion of the
rotational energy. To absorb the remaining energy_ a cantilevered secondary stop was incorporated
which could accurately limit rotational travel to a _axlmum of 180 deg. To prevent lpringback to an

angle less than 145 des, a ratchet engagement device was uaed_
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The metal hinged cover, shown in Figure 7, consists of s structurally reinforced disc supported a_

t_o points 180 deg apart. At one point, a hinge pin undergoes torsional plastic strain during opera-

tion. A_ _he second point, 180 deg from the hinge pin, the disc is held closed by a stainless steel

frangible link. At a given 18nition pressure, the frangible link will break and the cover will swing

open. During che opening process, _he hinge pin will deform torsionally and absorb _he accumulated

rotational energy of the cover. At 151 de E the cover engages a locking ratchet, than finally co_es to

res_ and locks at about 166 deg. A_ 155 dee the cover engages a deformable secondary s_op (Fig. 8).

Between 155 deg and 180 deg the cover energy is, _herefore, being absorbed by bo_h _he _orsion pin and

_he secondary s_op.

Locking

key '_

Torsion

pin

spring Leak check

0

Lateral . '

Strongbeck

Frangible
link

Thermal

shield

Torsion pin

block with

ratchet

Seconder

stop

Figure 7. Exploded View of

/ AI_I_ tmg

\ /
" BSM ex, core

Figure 8. Open. Cover Immediately Before

Secondary Stop Engagement.

Locating pin

Forward BSN Nozzle Closure.

The cover place is spinTfor_ed from a fla_ shee_

of 321 stainless s_eel. The s_ronghack and lateral

support s_ruc_ure, also 321 scainless s_eel, ar_

spot welded _o _he cover plebe. The subassembly is

me_ed to _he a_ac_ment ring by aligning [he holes

and _he keyway in _he s_ongback _abs _o _hose in _he

_orsion pin block, then inserting _he _orsion pi_.

Afler _he cover is properly positioned, _he _ors_on

pin (304L s_ainless s_eel) is welded _o _he bosses

on _he s_rongback _abs. The frangible link is

a_achad _o _he cover and the entire assembly is

bolted _o a.flange on _he exi_ cone. Figure 9 shows
_he cover assembled _o _he exi_ cone.

Major Casks for _he hinged cover aeroheating

shield were co demonstrate _ha_ the rotational

energy given _o _he cover could be absorbed by _he

hinge pin vie plastic _oreional deformation wi_hou_

resul_anC fracture of _he pin. Additional objectives were _o demonscra¢e repea_able performance, large

margins of safe_y, and zero debris during opera,ion.

The frangible link was designed co fail during Ignition. The torsion pin was sized co allow the

cover _o swing open _o an angle grea_er _han 145 dee (_o clear _he expanded plume) but less than 180

deg (_o avoid i_pac_ing _he SEB skin).

A series of componen_ bench _es_s were performed to charac_erlze the _orsion pin and secondary stop

energy absorption a_ the predicted high s_rain races. A laboratory fixture was designed and buil_

which could be preset _o i=par_ _he required alounc of _orslonal work to a flywheel simulating one-half
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Figure 9. Ringed Cover Assembled to BSM Exit Coue.

,of the mass properties of the hlnsed cover. The flywheel was restrained by a single torsion pin specl-

men slmulating one-half of the hinged cover torsion pin and was set to contact a secondary stop specimen

after approximately 145 dee roraatlon.

Twenty-five torsion pins and four secondary stop specimens were tested. The results demonstrated

repeatable performance in that all the input energy was absorbed and the flywheel came to rest within

the position range of 145 deg to 180 deg required for hinged cover operation. Twist angles of approxi-

mately 1,000 de8 were required to fracture the torsion pin.

From the above results, component sizing data were @enerated to support a prototype hinged cover

design. Three teats were conducted in which the hinged cover was assembled to an empty BSM motor case

powered with only an igniter. The cover was tested also during two BSM motor firing tests. All tests

were successful in that the cover opened to the predicted angles, no debris was ejected, and no physlca7

degradation of hardware was observed.

Fifty-seven empty case tests and three motor firings were conducted on the hinsed cover to evolve

critical component dimensions, demonstrate repeatability, and verify large margins of safety. Vibra-

tion, structural, and leakage tests also were performed. The development tests and their objectives

are given in Table 3.

TABLE 3. TEST O_IVE.S SUGARY

Test Category

Component sizing

Repeatability

Margin Test

Vibration

Structural

Leakage

-" Objective

Verify soundness o_ c_rrent design

Establish dimensions for critical components

Demonstrate repeatable dynamic operaticu

Demonstrate survivability under all single point failure modes

Verify cover remains intact under full ascent vibration spectrum

Verify cover remains closed with frangible link omitted

Verify cover remains intact and open during reentr_

Verify integrity of ratchet pawl under simulated reentry loads

Verify large margins in critical design areas

Verify integrity of environment seal

Empty case tests consisted of a BSM, motor assembly with an igniter, and an epoxy filler to simu-

late propellant volume. It was determined that the same initiator system as would be used in flight

was required to yield representative test results.

used to provide the required frequency response.

exit cone.

Both Tabor and Eistler pressure transducers were
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The frangible llnk, torsion pin, and secondary stops were critical components requiring final

design definition. Since these components were all functionally interrelated, many iterations ware

required for final sizing. To assist in this effort, NASA/MSFC-developed dynamics computer programs

were used,

Initial hardware was sized from static test results, then incorporated into a cover assembly and

tested. H_gh speed photographic records were analyzed to determine the cover position versus t_8.

These results were combined with the pressure data and the initial test condltlona and input to a com-

puter curve-fit program to determ_e the ratio of motor pressure to pressure air_:lL_lt the cover (P/Pc)

• nd the cover dynamics. The values of P/Pc' cover mass properties, and initial desi_n/performancs con-

ditions were input to a dynasts program. The output of this proKram wes compared to the observed

dynamics of the cover and _he value of the open_ pressure was adjusted unt_l predicted and eCt_Lsl

test results agreed. ,'

Component reslzing is simulated by changing the initial design conditions and inputting these new

values to the dynamics program. The output will determine the hardware dimensions for subsequent tests.

Figures i0 and ii show I typical cover (test 2-15) in the pretest and posttest conditions. In the test,

the final opening &ngle was 168 de E.

6

Figure i0. PretestCondltlon of Typical

Hinged Cover Test.

Figure II. Post-Test Condition of Typical

Hinged Cover Test.

A series of margin tests were conducted to verify that single point failure modes would not result

in catastrophic failure. The results clearly demonstrated the cover's ability to survive under extreme

test conditions. Vibration tests were conducted with the cover assembly attached to a BSM exit cone

and successfully demonstrated large margins of safety. A series of structural tests were performed to

verify large margins of safety during ascent and cover operation. Leakage tests with G_ 2 verified the
integrity of the environmental seal to 4 psi,

The design shown in FigUre 7 has been incorporated into all flight BS_ s_ste_8. To date, six

Shuttle launches have been completed. All BSEs have performed as designed. Figure 12 shows the hinged

cover properly intact after the recovery of one of these flights.
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Figure 12. BSM flanged Covers on Nole Cone _f itecovered Shuttle )oolt;er After Yl_lht.

AFT BSI_ NOZZI_ CLOS_

A_ prev$ouzly ,_entioned, she aft ,_ted )_ do not have a nozzle cover debris r_qu_ent z_._
their nozzles are directed avay fro_ _he direct£on of the Orbiter. The dem_ o£ th_z cover z_ply

involves cla_piug an 1100 ser_es almz_n,_ d£z¢ over the end of the nozzle. The d£zc haz • c£ro_eren-
c_al notch co provide a clean rupture. The design is zho_ _n _isure 13. F£_ares 1_ and 1S zhov ch_
closure pretezt and pozttezt. A_I reefs vere_tmi:emzful and the desd4_n haz been d_corporzted for £1d_ht.
Figure 16 shovs the aft =stinted BSMa rich cheer covers cle=rly ejected after d_n:LCion in fl:Ll_t on board
the Shuttle SB_8.

-COrk. 25 in. _eet

- -_ - "-"-':_-"--" "-'4::

Figure 13, Af_ Mounted BSM Nozzle Closure Confisuration (After Proof Test).
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F:f.sure 14. A._C Mounted B_l lqo_z.l.e CZosu_e - P=ece8_:.

F:l._ze 15. ._t: Moun_:ed BSM Nozzle Closure - PosC-Tes_:.
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Figure 16. Aft Mounted BSI_ After RecoverT From Flight.

CONCLUSION"

The seven successful flights of the Space'Shuttle Transportation System (STS) have verified the

design of the BSM relative to control of debris that would be dam_Ing to _ Orbiter. Post flight

inspectlo_s have not revealed any OrSiter TPS dam_e resultlng from BSM opereLion. The flight pro-

Er-_ has validated the BSM dosi_ approach =_d the extensive development and certiflce_ion test

progrsm that was implemented to ensure debris free operation.
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ORBITAL MANEUVERING SYSTEM DESIGN EVOLUTION

C. Gibson and C. Humphries

NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas 77058

ABSTRACT

NASA and industry Shuttle conflguration studies conducted in 1969 and 1970 basellned a liquid
oxygen/liquid hydrogen (LO2/LH 2) orbital maneuvering system (OMS), for a series of 15 O00-pound to
25 O00-pound payload class vehicles. Although the initial OMS guidelines were limited and general
in nature, they established the basic architecture for future trade studies. Multiflight reuse,
fail-operational�fail-safe redundancy, and a 10-year/1OO-mission life were required. The propellant
tanks were sized for a 2000-ft/sec delta velocity, which included a 1500-ft/se_ on-orbit requirement.

In 1970, conceptual design studies were conducted for a 50 O00-pound, 15- by 60-foot payload bay
Orbiter. To minimize overall vehicle length and reduce subsystem develol_nt costs, the (]MSbaseline
was changed to Earth-storable nitrogen tetroxide/Aerozine-50 propellants using a single Apollo lunar
module (LM) descent engine. In 1971, several Shuttle configurations using external maln propulsion
system propellant tanks were studied. In a continuing effort to reduce Orbiter length andweight,
trade-off studies were conducted using the Apollo LM ascent engine end new 5000- and 6000-pound
hypergolic-propellant engines. Because of increased'interest in an Earth-storable-propellant DMS sys-
tem, engine technology contracts were initiated in 1972 to investigate chamber cooling, injector de-
sign, and combustion stability concepts. The results _f these and system storable-propellant studies
provided critical design data that later proved to significantly reduce the mainstream development ef-
fort.

In 1972, the Rockwell International Company was awarded the Orbiter Shuttle contract and they
selected the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) to design and develop the (IMS pods. The

initial configuration contained a wedge in the OMS pod envelope for a separate reaction control sys-
tem (RCS) pod. The forward end of the pod interfaced with a nose fairing that was part of the

Orbiter payload bay doors. The OMS propellant tanks employed an acquisition system but did not have
an RCS feed requirement; the pod skin was of conventional aluminum aircraft construction. Configura-
tion trade studies and design evolution continued after the MDAC contract was awarded. The most sig-

nificant change was integration of the RCS module into the OMS pod structure. This concept reduced
cost and weight and allowed easier interconnection of the OMS and RCS systems. The integrated pod
was also redesigned to allow elimination of the payload bay nose fairing, and the structural ma-

terial was changed to graphite epoxy. In 1974, the Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company was selected as
the OMS engine contractor. The baseline engine incorporated a platelet injector, acoustic cavities
for stability, a fuel regeneratively cooled combustion chamber, a pneumatic-operated quad redundant
ball valve, and an all-columbium nozzle.

The current OMS consists of two identical pods that use nitrogen tetroxide (/frO) and monomethyl-

hydrazine (MMH) propellants to provide 1000 ft/sec of delta velocity for a payload of 65 000 pounds.
Major systems are pressurant-gas storage and control, propellant storage supply and quantity measure_

ment, and the rocket engine, which includes a bipropellant valve, an injector/thrust chamber, and
a nozzle. The subsystem provides orbit insertion, circularization, and on-orbit and deorbit capa-
bility for the Shuttle Orbiter.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In-house Space Shuttle configuration studies conducted at the NASA Lysdon B. Johnson Space Cen-
ter in early 1970 addressed the concerns of the lack of convergence of requirements, the high develop-
ment and total program cost, the high technical risk, and the long development time associated with
previous studies. A revised set of guidelines and constraints was developed and continually modified
during the study. The payload weight was established as between 10 000 and 15 000 pounds; a resizing
of the vehicle resulted in a 1S-foot-dlameter by 30-foot-long payload bay. Extensive examination was
made of all current spacecraft and aircraft hardware to minimize cost of new developments and to re-
duce technical risks. Where no existing system could satisfy vehicle requirements, a new system de-
velopment was considered assuming 1970-71 state of the art. The Orbiter was designed for a life of
100 missions, or 10 years combined storage and operations. To obtain reuse, limited refurbishment
was permitted, where practical. This refurbishment was accepted at the expense of slightly higher

flight operational costs. A general redundanc_ philosophy of fail operational/fail safe was estab-
lished for the orbital maneuvering system (OMS). The liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen (LO2/LH2) orbital
maneuvering system had propellant tankage sized for ZOOO-ft/sec delta velocity, with payload quoted

at a propellant loading giving 15.00ft/sec. Additional propellant for missions requiring in excess
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of 1500-ft/sec delta velocity was provided by offloading payload. The on-orbit engines and the main

engines were not required to operate simultaneously.

Late in 1970, studies were continued to refine the OMS for Orbiter vehicles of alternate config-
urations. The airframe, avionics, crew station, and propulsion subsystems were evaluated, and a pre-

liminary design was developed for a series of 009-I configurations. The OMS is shown in figures I
and Z. The tanks were sized for 22 000 pounds of usable propellant. With a 5-percent allowance for

residuals and ullage, the resulting volumes were 1206 cubic feet for the LH2 tanks and 261 cubic feet

for the LO2 tank. The LO 2 tanks were located on each side of the LH2 tank. The propellant tanks in-
cluded interior baffling and structure, propellant retention devices, and gaging systems. Two gim-
baled RLIOA3-3 engines mounted to a thrust bulkhead integral with the fuselage structure were
instalqed at the forward end of the Orbiter and were forward firing. The feedline to the reaction

control system (RCS) used LO2/LH 2 drawn from the OMS tanks; the RCS gas generator was connected to
the OMS engine feedline downstream of the shutoff valve. The OMS tanks were pressurized by the OMS
engines, by the main propellant tanks, or by the gas-generating device for the RCS }ystem. A forward
umbilical plate contained the OMS LH2 and LO2 fill valves; the umbilical panel was located on the
left side of the Orbiter. Each OMS tank was vented through 1-inch-outside-diameter lines overboard

through a redundant vent valve located on the aft fuselage structure.

Configurations ranging from long slender fuselages to short stubby fuselages, and various fuse-
lage taper ratios, tank arrangements, and payload access schemes were tnvesttg.ated, tn the.012 series
of vehicles. The payload weighed 50 000 pounds and the.payload bay was _b Teet Olame_er oy OU Tent
long. All of the configurations were generated by varying the type and location of the main propel-
lant tanks as well as the DMS. Internal volume constraints and concerns regarding the complexity of

the 02/H2 (3MSand RCS led to consideration of storable hypergolic propellants (nitrogen tetroxide
(NTO)/Aerozine-50) as used in the Apollo lunar module (LM) and command and service modules. The tank-

age was sized for a delta velocity of 2000 ft/sec with a specific impulse (lap) of 310 seconds with
a 1:6 mixture ratio and contained 31 300 pounds of usable propellant. Single LM engines were also

investigated. The 013 series of Orbiter configurations (fig. 3) was generated to investigate the
possibilities of forcing the vehicle center of pressure aft by means of an arrowhead type of fuse-
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FIGURE I.- ORBITER CONFIGURATION OOg.
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]age. Four configurations were generated by varying length, diameters, and fineness ratios of the fn-
Jectton tanks, as well as, tn the case of Orbiter configuration 013-1, the locatton of the cre, com-
partment. The (3MS propellants were storable, hypergoltc {NTO/Aerozine-50), and sized for a delta ve-

locity of 2000 ft/sec at an Isp of 310 seconds. The OMS tankage was loaded to provide a delta veloc-
Ity of 1395 ft/sec.

Zn 1971, a sertes of Orbtter configurations ustng external matn probulston system propellant
tanks was evaluated. Results of these VEhtcle studtes showed that smaller Shuttle Orbtte_s _tth ex-
ternal, expendable matn engtne tankage _ould provtde a more cost-effectivE approach compared to the
large vehicles used to generate previous baseltne reclutrements. The Orbiter wetght reduction re-
sultlng frem thts change enabled a significant reduction of OMS 1repulse requirements. Thts effect,
together with a dectston to allow scheduled OMS refurbishment, stimulated further consideration of
Earl:h-storable propellant system. For the smaller, lighter Orbiter wtth external math tanks, suffi-
cient internal volume for an oxygen/hydrogen OMS was a significant penalty; higher density storable
propellants were also _ttracttvE from thts standpoint. To be consistent with Orbiter Shuttle philoso-
phy at that time, only exfsttng engines were considered. Earller trade studies indicated an OMS
using the LN ascent engine would provide the ltghtest system wetght of the Eerth-storable-propellant
configurationS. However, because of engine burn-ttmo considerations, the Agena and the LM descent
engtne were also considered. The maximum engtne mission-duty-cycle ftrtn 0 duratton of the LI_ ascent
engine (500 seconds) combtned _th tts relal:tvEly lo_ thrust (3500 pounds) dtctated the need for the
three engtnes to Beet the 1550-second burn-time reClUtrement associated with the lSOO-ft/sec de_ta-
veloctty maneuvering capability. The U4 ascent engine had demonstrated mission-duty-cycle f_ring du-
rations as high as 900 seconds, but a detailed thrust chamber thermal analysis substantiated wtth hot
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firings would be required to Justify using only three engines for a ZOOO-ftlsecdelta-velocltycapa-
bility.

Major perceived disadvantages of the storable-propellantsystem were the higher maintenance re-
quirements resulting from the corrosive nature of the propellants and personnel exposure concerns
resulting from propellant toxicity. These considerationswere addressed by incorporatingthe []MS
(and the RCS) into modular pods that could be readily removedfrom the Orbiter. Thus, OMS mainte-
nance or refurbishment could be decoupled from Orbiter turnaround activities.

The 040C orbital maneuvering system (fig. 4) had two propulsion l_}ds,each self-containedand ca-
pable of producing 5D_Yt/sec delta velocity for i_ on-orbit vehicleweight of 250 000 pounds, which
included 65 000 pounds payload. The engine for each pod had the capabilityof using propellantfrom"
a storage system located in the payload bay and/or propellantsfrom the other pod. Using auxiliary
propellanttankage in the payload bay, the OMS would produce a total of Z500 ft/sec delta velocity.
The baseline:enginewas a new 5000-pound-thrust,reusable, Earth-storable-propellantengine. This
change was based on the following reasons.

1. The thrust-to-weightratio (T/W) was marginal using the LM ascent engine (LMAE) and left no
tolerance for vehicle weight growth.
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2. The burn time for the LMAE to perform the total delta-veloclty requirement was 2800 seconds

for each engine; this duration dictated a new ablative chamber.

3. The burn time for the LR descent engine (LMDE) to perform the total delta-veloclty require-

ment was 995 seconds for each engine, an indication of marginal engine capability to perform an
engine-out deorblt burn without chamber modifications.

4. The refurbishment cost of the LMAE and LMDE made building a new reusable engine cost effec-
ti re.

5. The new 0MS engine allowed for vehlcle and requirement growths.
#

Figure 5 is a schematic of one of the two 0tiS pods. Each pod consisted of a pressurization sys-
tem, a propellant storage and feed system, a liquid-propellant rocket engine, and the structure. The
system used hypergolic propellants of NT0/Aerozine-50 and was pressure fed. The propellants were
pressurized by gaseous ambient-temperature helium supplied by one tank per pod. The module was
assembled, tested, checked out, installed, and removed independent of other vehicle systems. The de-
sign goal for the OMS was 15 hours llfe (100 missions) wlth maintenance-free operation for 1 year.

ENGINE CRITICAL ISSUE INVESTIGATIONS

During the post-Apollo period, several NASA technology contracts were conducted to resolve key
technical issues associated with development of the orbital maneuvering engine (0ME). The first of
these contracts had a program objective of lap, roving the Apollo service propulsion system (5P$)
bipropellant valve. The SP5 valve had two major p_oblems: margtnal life cycle characteristics
(i.e., excessive leakage after cycling) and complicated assembly and repair procedures. The ortginal
scope of work consisted of design, fabrication, and test of one preprototype valve assembly. Primary
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emphasis was placed on improved leak rates and assembly procedures. The results were ultlmately used

to design the OMS valve.

Two contracts were awarded to investigate reusable thrust chamber concepts for determining the

optimum configuration for OMS application. The primary objective of these program was to evaluate
and determine the feasibility of reusable thrust ch_Bbers with storable propellants. The program
provided basic engine data to potential vehicle contractors to assist them in evaluating and se-
lecting various OME configurations. One contract was diFected toward investigation of a fuel regen-
eratively cooled thrust chamber. The analyses_nd .tests conducted during the program led to the gen-
eral conclusion that a regeneratively cooled NTO/monomethylhydrazine (MMH) engine could provide a

lightweight, stable, reusable propulsion system with high performance. The propellant and cooling
method analyses led to the conclusion that a regeneratively cooled NTO/MMH engine was the preferred
concept of various candidates studied based on considerations of performance, weight, develoment
risk, cost, safety, maintainability, llfe, and reliability. It was concl_ded from results of sub-

scale injector tests that the like-doublet injector would produce higher and more stable performance
than injectors using either unlike-doublet or triplet elements. Full-scale injector test programs
demonstrated that a like-doublet injector provided safe, stable operation with moderately high perfor-
mance. The injector could be stabilized with an acoustic cavity having a gradual contoured entrance.
Results of the thrust chamber cooling tests using electrically heated tubes and channels led to the
conclusion that regenerative cooling at design and off-design conditions could be accomplished with
reasonable design parameters and factors of safety. Data obtained with simple round-tube tests were
used to define steady-state safety factors for chambers having channel wall construction. The engine

could be started safely when the chamber was hot from a previous firing or from exhaust plume Im-
plngement from other engines. The chamber could also tolerate large continuous helium bubbles in the
fuel, but the safety factor was degraded by the presence of frothlike propellant. A flight-weight
thrust chamber was fabricated and safe operation was demonstrated at nominal and anticipated off-

design conditions. It was shown that the thrust chamber and the injector could survive a fuel deple-
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tJon condition and that the engine was stable in the blowdo_n mode to approximately 70 psia chamber
pressure. Propellant saturation did not significantly affect either the performance or the heat-
transfer characteristics of the engine. Performance tests demonstrated an Isp of 317 seconds wtth an
OME-stzeal nozzle.

The second thrust chamber design study emphasized an insulated columbiom chamber. The insulated
columbium thrust chamber was tested to prove the capabtllty both of fabrication and of the fuel ftlm
cooling to limit the chamber wall temperature to 2400o F. Several lengths of chamber _ere tested and
a final performance of slightly more than 310 seconds Iso was accomplished. Subsequent interest in
the colu_bfum chamber concept was reduced as further stuStes of the regeneratlvely cooled chamber
indicated that cyclic requirements and htgh performance using the regenerattvely cooled chamber could
be achieved.

Injector destgns combined with acoustic cavity concepts Were investigated by several companies.
Acoustic cavities, used either Independently or in conjunction with baffles, had been demonstrated
as an effective method of suppressing acoustic modes of combustion instability tn rocket engines. In
propulsion applications with requirements for both long-duration firings and reusability, cavities
had an advantage over baffles because they were easier to cool and, therefore, less subject to fail-
ure from either burnout or thermal cycling. Acoustic cavities, therefore, were particularly attrac-
tive for use in the orbital maneuvering engine. Extensive tests had been made with _4 ascent-
engine-type hardware, an unbaffled tn_ector, and the _NTO/Aeroztne-50 propellant combination. Dynamic
stability was demonstrated with a relatively wide range of cavity configurations. Moreover, analyt-
Ical design techniques had been developed for the dest<jn of cavities. Nevertheless, the stability
of an engine with or without acoustic cavities could not be predicted analyticallywith confidence.
As the regeneratlvelycooled engine concept advanced, data from extensive testing with LMAE-type
hardware were available to aid In the design of cavities for the OME case, but all of these tests
had been made with ambient-temperaturepropellants and wlth operating condltlons near those of the
LHAE. A principal concern was the effect of the high fuel temperatureassociated with regenerative
cooling. Therefore, technologyprograms were begun to evaluate the effectiveness of acoustic cav-
itles under conditions closer to those of the OH6. The results from these programs clearly indicated
that dynamic stability could be ensured in regeneratlvelycooled OMS engines through the use of acous-
tic cavities. Stable operation was demonstratedwith a range of cavity configurations, an indication
that a moderate stabilitymargin could be obtained. Further, adequate suppressionwas demonstrated
with doubly tuned cavity configurationsthat prevented occurrence of the first and third tangential
modes and the first radial mode. All three of these modes were encounteredwhen insufficientsup-
pression was provided.

The OM6 platelet injector program was undertakento evaluate a platelet face injector as a means
of obta(nlng additional design margin and lower cost. The program was conducted in three phases. The
first phase consisted of evaluating single injector elements; it involved visual flow studies, mixing
experimentsuslng propellant slmulants, and hot firings to assess combustionefficiency, chamber wall
compatibility,and injector face temperatures. In the second phase, subscale units producing 600
pounds thrust Were used to further evaluate orifice patterns chosen on the basis of unlelement
testing. Full-scale testing of selected patterns at 600 pounds thrust was performed in the third -
phase. Performance,heat transfer, and combustion stability Were evaluated over the anticipated
range of OMS operating conditions. Among these conditions were the effects of combustlon stability
on acoustic cavity configuration, includingcavity depth, open area, and inlet contour.

INITIAL SUBSYSTEM_EQUIREMEN13DEFINITION

As the Shuttle configurationbecame more defined In 19711,so did the OMS requirements end chal-
lenge that had to be met. An accurate evaluation and comparison of candidate OMS configurations
required a consistent and Well-defined set of requirements. The requirementsthat evolved Were that
the Shuttle system should; as a design ob_ectlve, have a service life of I0 years and be capable of
low-cost refurbishmentand maintenancefor I00 missions. The OMS turnaround time from landing and re-
turn to launch readiness was less than 160 worklng hours, covering a span of 14 calendar days for any,
mission. The OMS had to be capable of launch readiness from a standby condltlon within 2 hours and
hold in a standby status for 24 hours.

The Space Shuttle was planned to accompllsha wide variety of missions. The reference mission
(satellitedellvery/retrievalto a lO0-nautlcal-elleclrculer orbit) for the Shuttle was used in con-
junction with other requlrementsto size the OMS. The spacecraft was launched from the NASA John F.
Kennedy Space Center due east and required a payload capabllll:yof 65 000 pounds with the Orbiter ve-
hicle. The Orbiter was inserted into a 50- by lO0-nautlcal-mlleorbit; clrcularlzatlonat apogee
required an OHS delta velocity of 90 ft/sec. The Orbiter remained on station for approximately 6
days and, in this tlmespan, 12 orbit maintenance burns were required to retain the lO0-nautlcal-eile
parking orbit; each burn required a 4.S-ft/sec velocity increment. Before satellite retrieval, a
32-ft/sec OMS burn was required for terminal phase initiation. The crossrange capability of the
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delta wing Orbiter eliminated the need for predeorbit phasing, and, at the appropriate time, the Or-
biter deorbited and returned to the launch site. The OMS also provided the 250-ft/sec deorbit burn.

The anticipated on-orbit and descent OMS requirement was 37? ft/sec (neglecting the orbit maintenance
burns), but a total delta-velocity capability of 1000 ft/sec was provided.

The required thrust of the OMS was principally determined by vehicle orbital maneuver and abort
requirements. The orbital maneuvers performed by the OMS ranged from small velocity corrections to
relatively large maneuvers such as plane changes and retrograde firings. From the standpoint of
defining thrust requirements, the smaller maneuvers were more efficiently performed at a low thrust
level, but low thrust increased the burn time and, consequently, the impu.se required for large veloc-
ity corrections. Since the latter consideration was more significant for the Shuttle vehicle, a
thrust level of approximately 6000 pounds was determined to he a reasonable nominal value with 4000
pounds as the lower limit.

The propulsion functions that the {)MShad to perform set the design requirements, e.g., total im-
pulse, thrust level, burn time, etc. However, the system designed to meet these requirements was
strongly influenced by interpretation of the Shuttle reliability criterion. Two factors were of pre-

dominant importance: the number of engines and the propellant available for maneuvering and deorblt.
Based on Apollo experience, the use of two OMS engines in conjunction with other component redundancy
represented an acceptable level of safety and was a ground rule for system design. This rule meant
that thesystem was designed for full mission capabillt_,after an engine failure, and, thus, defini-
tion of the thrust level and the total impulse was based on operation of a single engine for all mis-
sion functions. Systems using a common propellant supply inherently have the capability to use all
the system impulse through either of the two {)MSengines. However, modular-type (pod) systems, using
separate propellant and pressurant supplies for each engine, would effectively he reduced to half the
system impulse capability in the event of an engine failure unless each module was designed for full
system capacity. Design of the separate modules with full capacity resulted in an excessive weight
penalty. Since engine failures were entirely possible at times when the propellant remaining in one
module was insufficient for retrograde firing, the capability to transfer propellant to the opera-
tional engine was necessary for crew survival. Hence, for the modular system, a requirement was that
the OMS be designed for the capability to expend all propellant through either engine. The effect of
this requirement was to dictate dry, isolated propellant interconnects between modules to achieve mln-
imum weight. The interconnects allowed propellant supply components to be only doubly redundant and
still provide the Shuttle with fail-operational�fail-safe OMS capability.

TRADE STUDIES AND DESIGN APPROACHES

After selection of the Rockwell International Company as the Space Shuttle prime contractor, the
OMS was changed from an internal installation to a separate module mounted on the aft sides of the

Orbiter and projecting into the fuselage, as shown in figure 6. After selection of the McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) to build the pod, the configuration became shoulder mounted be-
cause of aerodynamic considerations. This configuration had the pod extending to the payload bay,
and required a fairing on the payload bay doors.

Figures 7 and 8 identify major component parts for the MDAC configuration. Helium pressurant
for propellant tank pressurization and for flight purge of the rocket engine assembly was contained
in a single) composite aluminum bottle. From the bottle, the pressurant flow divided into two
branches; each branch supplied helium to a pressua'Ization panel containing series-parallel regula-

tors, regulator isolation solenoid valves, quad redundant check valves, and a solenoid valve. The
components were arranoed so that redundant components were isolated from each other and were not

subjected to identical dynamic environments. Primary and secondary relief mechanisms at the outlet
of each pressurization panel protected the propellant tanks against an overpressure condition. Man-
ual selector valves allowed independent checkout of the regulators without pressure cycling the pro-
pellant tanks. The propellant tanks were made of annealed titanium. Each contained point sensors
for measuring propellant quantity (when the propellant was settled) and a refillable trap propellant
acquisition assembly to assure gas-free propellant delivery to the rocket engine. A propellant line
and quad redundant valve assembly on each tank provided the capability for rapid propellant dump dur-
ing a launch abort. The engine was regeneratively cooled. Pneumatic two-position valves in the
engine feedlines provided engine isolation and purge. Complete servicing or safing of the engine,
propellant, and pressurant assemblies was accomplished from a ground servicing panel in the pod base

heat shield. The pods were constructed of conventional aluminum, with emphasis on low cost and ease
of field inspection and maintenance. The pod was attached to the Orbiter at four points with shear
pins and threaded fasteners to provide quick mate and demate capability.

The cargo bay kit employed the same components and pressurization panels as the pods. It
contained as many as six propellant tanks mounted on an all-aluminum structure for a maximum addi-
tional delta-velocity capability of 1500 ft/sec. Propellant was transferred to the pod by vehicle-
mounted transfer lines, which joined the engine feedlines upstream of the engine isolation purge
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valves. Normally closed valves in the pod kept the vehicle-mounted transfer lines dry, unless the

lines were needed for feed from cargo bay tankage or for crossfeed between pods.

Several trade studies performed and different design approaches investigated early in the pro-

gram resulted in significant changes. Through design studies, it was found that both cost and weight
would be saved with a common integrated structure for the OMS and the reaction control system. This

change, combined with selection of RCS NTO/MMH propellants, resulted in initiation of trade studies -
to investigate several degrees of integration between the two propulsion systems. The design study
included common propellant tanks, clustered RCS engines for the OMS, and an interconnect system by
which the RCS used OMS propellants. The interconnect system was baselined because of cost, weight,

and low development risk considerations.

With the decision to interconnect the RCS _nd OMS propellant tanks, design requirements for the

OMS acquisition and gaging system changed. A refillable trap was no longer adequate to supply propel-
lant to the RCS. The basic requirement imposed on the OMS acquisition system was a capability to sup-
ply 1000 pounds of propellant to the RCS while maintalnlng a capability to restart the OMS 10 times.
The design that evolved was a comparl]aentalized refillable trap as showe in figure g. As a result of
this change in the acquisition system, it was desirable to monitor propellant quantity in the lower
compar1:eent. Therefore, the gaging system was redesigned from point sensors to a capacitance probe.
The OMS pod and later OMS/RCS pods were fabricated using aluminum and conventional aircraft construc-
tion. When it was recognized that a large weight savings could be accomplished by using a graphite
epoxy skin similsr to that being used for the payload bay doors, a design change was made to reduce
each pod weight by 250 pounds.

Initially, the OMS and the RCS were considered as separate systems with redundancy requirements
for fall operational/fat1 safe. After the ONS/RCS interconnect lines were incorporated, the criteria
for the OMS were reduced to a fail-safe condition. This change resulted in removal of the third• regu-
lation leg of the pressurization system. It was later found to be cost and weight effective to have

a common regulation source for both oxidizer and fuel. This configuration further reduced the
regulated flow path from separate to coupled propellant tanks and allowed closer control of mixture
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ratio with e common pressure source. To assist in preventing the migration of vapor from the
oxidizer tank to the fuel tank, parallel solenoid valves were installed upstream of the check valves
on the oxidizer side. The initial design had a valve to purge the engines before reentry following
the deorbtt burn. The valve was later determined to not be required and was removed. During return
to launch site (RTLS) abort, it is required to dump propellant in the []MS tanks to an acceptable
level for landing. The configuration at the beginning of the program used quad redundant valves for

propellant dump. Thts configuration was later changed to series valves with the ground rule modifica-
tion that RTLS operation would not consider additional failures. Subsequent analysis indicated that
the dump could be accomplished through the OMS and RCS engines by use of the interconnect, and the
separate dump system was deleted. The final OMS design is shown pictorially in figure 10 End schemat-
ically in figure 11.

The OMS engine is illustrated schematically in figure 12. The design drivers were llfe, enve-

lope, applied environment, specific impulse, combustion stability, reusability, and propellant inlet
feed pressure. A single, overriding consideration was that no single-point failure would result in a
safety hazard to ground or flight personnel. The basic design concepts were direct applications of
predevelopment technology activities. The key requirement was long life and this influenced design
of the acousticalTy stabilized, flat-face, photo-etched injector; the regeneratively cooled, slotted
combustion chamber; End the redundant ball valve. The engine nozzle area ratio was 55:1, which effi-
ciently used the allocated envelope length but only 44 inches of the 50-inch envelope diameter. The
resulting configuration reduced weight because the nozzle skirt was smaller. The engine used e fuel
inlet Lotus-mounted gtmbal ring which was selected on the basis of cost, weight, stiffness, and main-
tainability considerations. The side-mounted, series redundant propellant valve reduced feedltne
length, and engine length, End allowed for shock mounting to modulate engine input. Filters were
contained at the inlets of the feedlines for ease of access. Static leakage was controlled by
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redundant seals at all flanges and interconnectingfluid Joints. Inlet llne routing to the engine
was through propellant lines located In the same plane as the glmbal ring and chamber throat. Mainte:
nance, installation,and servicingwere simplified by designing the engine as a line replaceableunit
{LRU) and mounting it on the inlet manifold-mountedglmbal ring. Large tolerance stackups were also
eliminated and thrust alinement was simplified.

The development injectors were designed to be mechanicallyJoined to a fuel manifold acoustic
cavity assembly, which simulated the forward end of the regeneratlvelycooled thrust chamber. This
design allowed stability assessmentof the flight configurationto be accomplishedwith uncooled
v_rkhorse thrust chambers. Removal of the injector flange enabledwelding of the s_ injectors di-
rectly to the regeneratlvelycooled chamber, The X-doublet injector developed under a technology con-
tract was later replaced by a like-on-likepattern composed of eight _oto-etched platelets but in
all other respects identical. The basic reason for the change was the inability to reproduce the X-
doublet injector. This discrepancy became obvious when the first llke-on-llkein:lectorwas tested
and found to have Impair_ stability characteristics. An exhaustive inspection of both In)ectors
disclosed a slight variation In platelet flatness In the technology injector that resulted in minor
stream variations. Because of the subtle nature of differences between the two tn_ectors, tt was al-
most impossible to define all of the effects. As a consequence, the like-on-like pattern (fig. 13)
was selected 'for the baseline engine.

The combustion chamber, shown In figure 14, was regeneratlvelycooled by fuel flowing in a sin-
gle pass through no_ubular coolant channels. Its design was based on regeneratlvelycooled thrust
chambers fabricated on technology contracts. The design conflgurailon was similar to that of the
Space Shuttle main engine chamber. The chamber was constructedfrom a stainless steel liner with
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rectangular coolant channels enclosed with an electroformed nickel shell. Because the elect_oformed

shell and the liner were independently capable of withstanding the structural loads, the criticality

of the interface bond was removed. The upper chamber was cylindrical with a contraction ratio of

1:9. The distance from the injection plane to the throat is 15.g inches. The thrust chamber assem-

bly extends to a 6:1 area ratio, where the nozzle extension was attached by means of a bolted _oint.

The chamber contained 120 longitudinal, milled, rectangular-shaped passages. The cooling channels

had constant widths but varied in depth to provide an optimum configuration for cooling effective-

ness, chamber life, and engine performance. The combustion chamber was composed of three main parts:

a stainless steel liner, an electroformed nickel shell, and an aft flange and fuel inlet manifold as-

sembly. The liner was fabricated from 304L stainless steel, selected because of its adequate

strength properties at operating temperature, chemical compatibility with the combustion environment,

and superior machining and electron beam ([B) w_Iding characteristics. The chamber structural design

was based on life cycle requirements; mechanical loads such as pressure, thrust, and aerodynamic

loading on the nozzle; fabricability; and weight. The main structural consideration for the stainless

steel liner was thermal fatigue due to temperature gradient and channel pressure. The nickel outer

shell thickness was governed principally by the moment along the length of the chamber resulting from

aerodynamic loading on the nozzle.

The nozzle extension (fig. 15) was radiation cooled and was constructed entirely of columbium

commensurate with experience gained in the Apollo Program. The nozzle extended from the regen-

eratively cooled interface to an area ratio of 55:1. The aft section was reinforced by three ex-

ternal stiffeners to p_ovide for the large external pressure loads encountered by the nozzle during

ascent. The entire surface of the nozzle was constructed of three parts: a flange, a forward sec-

tion, and an aft. section. The mounting flange consisted of a bolt ring made from a forging and a

tapered section which could either be made from a forging or spun. This tapered region provided a

transition from the 0.100-inch-thick flange to the 0.050-inch-thick forward nozzle section. The for-

ward and aft sections were made from two panels each; the aft section was 0.030 inch thick. The

panels were butt-welded to form two cones; the cones were welded circumferentially to each other at

the flange region. This assembly was bulge-formed to the final configuration, and the stiffening
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rings were attached by welding. The oxidation barrier diffusion operation was done after all
machining was completed. The nozzle extension also underwent some minor design changes as a result
of the development program. As previously nmtloned, the original design included three stiffening

rings located approximately st the midpoint of the nozzle. Changes in both the magnitude and the lo-
cation of aerodynamic loading combined with changes to the expected aerodynamic noise level dictated
the current design with a single flange at the nozzle exit. Wlth the exception of mino_ changes in
shell thickness and in number of circund_erentlal welds, the nozzle and the manufacturing process are

identical to those proposed.

A basic design consideration for the biprope_lant valve (figs. 16 and 17) was the elimination or
the reduction of problems that occurred with the Apollo quad redundant valves. The selection was ac-

complished first by subjective trade-offs, to narrow the nulld:w_rof candidates, and then by quantita-
tive comparisons to evaluate major candidates. A basic design premise was requirement of a modular-

type valve as a cost-effective approach, not only for maintenance and servicing but also for fabrica-
tion and test. Primary reasons for this selection were the potential for low-risk attainment of

operating requiren_ts and credible, substantiated costs. One fuel and one oxidizer valve were
mechanically linked, with each of four linked pairs driven through a rack and pinion assembly by a
piston actuator. Opening force was produced by pneumatic pressure, which was controlled by a close-
coupled, three-way solenoid valve located at each actuator. Closing force was provided by nested,
counterwound, helical compression springs. The three-way solenoid valves were included in the
actuator module of the valve assembly to reduce fluid volumes and actuation delay times. Actuation

gas control was achieved by a pneumatic pack. The pneumatic pack included a gas storage tank, a
two-way solenoid valve, a pressure regulator, a pressure relief valve, related fflters, and access
ports for servicing and instrumentation. In addition to selection of the basic subcomponent parts of
the valve assembly, there were options regarding the physical arrangement of these subcomponents rela-
tive to the engine. The primary aspect of the assembly design was modularlzatton. The capability to
preassemble subassemblies and install and remove the_ without disturbing other parts of the valve was
the key to a cost-effective program. This capability would reduce fabrication problems, ,educe devel-
opment time, and allow servicing and maintenance goals to be met with lower inventory. The quad
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redundant bipropellant valve was subsequently changed to a series redundant valve in the interest of

weight and complexity. The quad redundant concept is advantageous from the standpoint of a failure

to open because parallel flow paths are provided; however, the added complexity is not desirable from

the standpoint of the added leak paths. Upon reevaluation of the quad redundant concept, it was de-

cided that series redundancy was appropriate to the OMS system because, unlike the Apollo SPS engine,

the OMS engines were redundant to each other and the tankage and propellant supply lines could be -

configured to provide complete functional redundancy in the event of a failed-closed condition. In

addition, it was determined that the most probable cause of failure of the bipropellant valve to open

was a failure of one of the solenoid control valves which control the flow of gaseous nlt_ogen (ON 2)
(the actuation gas) to the valve actuators. Consequently, all solenoid valves include dual coils to

provide redundancy. Finally, a second GN 2 storage tank was added immediately downstream of the pres-

sure isolation valve. This tank provides sufflci_nt GN 2 to open the bipropellant valve once even if
the pressure isolation valve fails to open.

CONCLUSIONS

The most significant lesson learned from the OMS program was the advantage of developing criti-

cal technology before initiating full-scale hardware designs. The successful completion of pre-

development studies undoubtedly reduced total contracted costs and minimized schedule delays that

had been experienced in previous propulsion programs.
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DESIGN EVOLUTION OF THE ORBITER
REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM,
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N/LSALyndon B. Oohnson Space Center
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ABSTRACT

The challenges of Space Shuttle Orbiter reaction control subsystem development began with selec-
tion of the propellant for the subsystem. Various concepts were evaluated before the current Earth-
storable, bipropellant combination was selected. Once that task was accomplished, additional chal-
lenges of designing the system to satisfy the wide range of requirements dictated by operating en-
vironments, reusability, and long life were met. Verification of system adequacy was achieved by
means of a combination of analysis and test. The studies, the design efforts, and the test and anal-
ysis techniques employed in meeting the challenges are described in _his paper.

INTROD_T_ON

The requirements for the Space Shuttle Orbiter reaction control subsystem (RCS) were replete

with challenges; however, four requirements had the greatest impact on system development: (2) a
fail-operatlonal/fail-safe design, (2) 10 :fears of life, (3) a 100-mission reuse capability, and

(4) the capability for operation both in orbit and during reentry. The requirement of a fail-
operational/fail-safe design not only introduced the complexity of additional hardware but, perhaps
more importantly, introduced a complex, critical redundancy management (RM) system. The calendar
life and reuse requirements posed problems in material selection and material compatibility and in
ground handling and turnaround procedures, as well as classical wearout problem. The requirement
for both on-orbit and entry operation complicated propellant-tank acquisition system design.

Because requirements did not identify the need for a specific propellant or propellant Combina-
tion, an early issue that had to be resolved was that of selecting propellants. The ultimate propel-
)ant selection had a significant impact on the four requirements identified previously.

In subsequent sections of this paper, the most significant challenges incurred in development of

the Orbiter RCS are identified and the manner in which those challenges were met in the ultimate cer-
tification of the system for operational flight is described.

PROPELLANT SELECTION

One of the first major issues to be resolved concerning the Space Shuttle Orbiter RCS was that
of selecting the propellant(s) to be used. Early in the program definition phase, oxygen (O2) and
hydrogen (H2) were baselined as the reactants for all propulsion and power systems. This choice was
made for a number of reasons. As a propellant combination, 02-H 2 provides high specific impulse.
Logistics are simplified and less costly with a single propellant combination for all vehicle propul-
sion systems. The exhaust products are noncor_fosive, and the propellants are relatively clean and
nontoxic - all attributes desired in a reusable system. As a result of the oxygen�hydrogen baselin-
ing, all early technology work addressed improving the technology posture of 02-H 2 systems. This
improvement was necessary because 02-H 2 systems were far from state of the art when used for reac-
tion control purposes. As the component technology and systems study programs progressed, the

weight advantage thought to exist with 02-H2 propellant systems gradually diminished. The heavy
accumulators (two per system) in combination with redundant turbopumps {six per system) and heat
exchangers (six per System) offset the weight advantage afforded by the better performance in the

total impulse range being considered. Because system dry weight was high, the 02-H2 systems also
added to the vehicle landing weight penalty.

A further .factor that became more and more apparent as technology work progressed was that the
oxygen-hydrogen systems would be very expensive to develop and build as well as extremely complex
systems to operate. The complexity generated real concerns with respect to the reliability of the
overall system. When it became clear that the weight of the 02-H2 system would be no better than
that of a monopropellant system (fig. I), the baseline was changed to a monopropellant hydrazine sys-
tem to reduce cost and complexity. The monopropellant system baseline was retained through the award
of the Orbiter prime contract. As the Orbiter design evolved and the total impulse requirement
approached 2 million pound-seconds, performance again became a more important factor anoWthe trade
swung in favor of the bipropellant (monomethyl hydrazine (MMH) and nitrogen tetroxide (NTO)) systems,
which were still lighter and much cheaper and simpler than 02-H2 systems. Another factor being con-
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sldered at the time was the potential for integration of the RCS with the orbital maneuvering sys-
tem (OM$), which also used the MMH/NTO propellant combination. This propellant combination ulti-
mately was selected because of the favorable weight trade-off, the reasonable development cost, and -
the minimal development risk.

COMPONENTDEVELOPMENTCHALLENGES

During the course of readying each component for flight, a distinct set of development and certi-
fication problems arose. Some were the result of well-defined, but rigid requirements. Others were
the result of ill-defined or changing requirements; still others were the result of being unable to
readily demonstrate satisfaction of requirements. Some of the more significant challenges encounter-
ed during the development of the Orbiter RCS components are described next.

SHUTTLE ORBITER RCS PROPELLANT TANKS

For a number of reasons, Orbiter Program management selected a tank concept employing a screen
propellant acquisition device (PAD), which is used to acquire and deliver gas-free liquid to the
thrusters. In previous spacecraft, a Teflon membrane was used to separate the propellant from the
pressurant. However, Teflon membranes rupture after relatively few expulstve cycles and, therefore,
would be unsuitable for lOO-mtsston life. No elastomeric membranes that are sufficiently compatible
with the RC$ propellants to assure a 10-_eer life have been developed. For these reasons, and be-
cause of its weight advantage over the be]lows-ty_e tanks, a screen tank was chosen to provide gas-
free liquid outflow. See figures 2 and 3 for the forward and aft configuration tanks, respectively.
This device works by using the surface tension of the liquid to form a barrier to the pressurant gas.
The PAD is made up of channels which are covered with a very finely woven stainless steel mesh, or
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FIGURE 2.- FORWARDTANK. FIGURE 3.- AFT TANK.

screen. Contact with liquid wets the screen, and the surface tension of the liquid prevents the pas-

sage of gas. The strength of the liquid barrier is finite, and the pressure differential at which

gas will be forced through the wetted screen is called the bubble point. When the bubble point is

exceeded, the screen is said to "break down," or to transfer gas. However, if the pressure differ-

mnce is less than the bubble point, gas cannot penetrate the liquid barrier and only liquid will be

pulled through into the channels. Therefore, the goal in designing the tank is to minimize the pres-

sure loss while maximizing the amount of propellant expelled, or expulsion efficiency. The pressure

loss is made up of two major components: the flow loss, due to viscous los_., turning loss, entrance

loss, etc., and the hydrostatic head loss (fig. 4). The latter is a function of the acceleration to

which the tank is subjected. The flow losses depend on the puddle size. As the volume of propellant

decreases, the screen surface area in contact with the puddle decreases; thus, to supply the same vol-

ume flow rate, the velocity must be greater and, therefore, the pressure differential must be greater.
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_PTR : TURNING LOSSES

_PvL : VELOCITY LOSS

*%PE = ENTRANCE LOSS

FIGURE 4.- TANK PRESSURE LOSSES.
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The greatest flow losses occur with the smallest puddle. The expulsion efficiency of a tank is

defined as the smallest residual at which the flow and hydrostatic head-pressure losses, combined,
are equal to the bubble point of the screen. Because the tank is designed to work primarily in a
low-g environment, the hydrostatic head-pressure term is small. However, any gro,nd testing has to
be performed _n a one-g environment, and the hydrostatic head-pressure loss very quickly becomes the
dominant term and, therefore, the tank performance cannot be directly determined or demonstrated in
ground tests. This problem was the greatest engineering challenge encountered in the tank develop-
ment program.

To get around this problem, sophisticated math models were developed to characterize the on-
orbit perfo_,nance of the tank. The math models were developed using ground test of subassemblies
in which flow losses o_ each device in the PAD were measured.

In early 1980, testing at the system level revealed a serious deficiency in the math models. In

addition to the steady-state pressure drops, a transient-pressure drop, due to thruster pulsinq, was
discovered. This loss had not been considered in previous analyses and was unexpected. An addition-
al analysis indicated that when combinations of thrusters were commanded simultaneously, the pressure

drop associated with the opening of the thruster valves was being transmitted through the supply lines
to the tank. There, the analysis showed, the pressure drops were high enough, with more than three
thrusters pulsing, to cause gas ingestion and momentary screen breakdo_. Because of the transient
problem, gas could be fed out to the thruster and perhaps cause a thruster to misfire and be de-
selected during a critical mission phase. To avoid this possibility, the number of thrusters which
could be simultaneously commanded per system was constrained to three thrusters for all mission phases
except entry and return to landing site (RTLS) abort. _ For entry, the acceleration vector causes the
propellant to cover the outlet; therefore, np transient problem is encountered. The RTLS case, how-
ever, still required seven thrusters. To satisfy this requirement, it was necessary to "overfill"

the aft RCS tanks. Overfill means that the tanks are loaded completely full leaving no ullage volume;
therefore, the upper compartment screens are entirely wet and the risk of gas ingestion is almost

-eliminated. However, overfill entailed a lengthy list of operational proble_ and procedures and it
was viewed as a temporary solution to the transient problem.

Shortly after the problem was discovered, an intensive effort was initiated to quantify the tran-
sient problem. Again, because the tank performance could not be defined by direct test in a one-g en-
vironment, an advanced transient-pressure math model was developed. It was then correlated with pre-
liminary test data obtained by the contractor from tests on a tank in one g using a test fluid and
simulated thruster valves. A more detailed model-validation test plan was then developed using a
tank that was specially instrumented with highly sensitive pressure transducers, and a test entitled
"0V-I02 Aft RCS Tank On-Orbit Performance Test" was run. This test provided pressure transient data

from an actual system. The tests were run in the worst case attitude and, because of the large hydro-
static head-pressure loss, with a large residual puddle. The math model predictions for one-g opera-
tion agreed fairly closely with the test results, and the model was then used to predict the expul-
sion efficiency of the tanks for on-orbit conditions. A conservative safety factor was included in
the predicted on-orbit performance to account for test uncertainties.

The "on-orbit" tests, along with the math model, indicated that the abort duct in the aft RCS -
tank was the device most affected by start transients in the upper compartment and also was the de-
vice that determined the entry expulsion efficiency. Because the abort dump for which it was
designed had been eliminated, it was decided to remove this abort duct from the OV-Ogg tank. With

this change, the updated math model indicated _hat the upper compartment would not be sensitive to
on-orbit pressure transients after the screens are initially wetted. To test this prediction, and
also to test the 0V-099 modification tank, a nefftest concept was proposed. (See flg. 5.) A way had
bean found to minimize the test uncertainty due to hydrostatic head-pressure loss and to simulate the
worst case "terminal" puddle in a one-g environment. By wrapping the screen channels with Teflon

tape, leaving a small area uncovered at the bottom of the tank and the aft entry collector uncovered,
a simulated Iow-g expulsion test could be run. With the collector as a high point, and with liquid
filled until the level is just below it, thrusters are fired. Because only a small screen area is

exposed to propellant flow, the steady-state and transient losses are maximized, Because the height
below the collector is small, the hydrostatic head-pressure loss is minimized and thus on-orbit condi-
tions are simulated. • The initial results indicated that the tank was performing better than the math

model predictions. The math model developed for the forward tanks indicated that the start t{ansients
were not as severe as in the aft system. Therefore, no redesign of the forward RCS (FRCS) tank was

required. As mentioned earlier, during the first flight, as well as on all subsequent flights, the
digital autopilot (PAP) was constrained to firing a maximum of three thrusters simultaneously. A
study by the tank contractor, employing the latest model, indicates that a four-thruster capability
can be attained on normally filled aft tanks. A flve-thruster capability could be achieved on an

overfill ed aft 0V-099 tank; however, because of the problems associated with overfill, this capabil-
ity will not be pursued. The only major roadblock to deleting overfill is the RTLS, in which the
OAF can command as many as seven thrusters simultaneously. Additional analysis performed for RTLS
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FIGURE 5.- PRESSURE DROPS.WIT11 MASKED SCREEN.

using avionic simulations has shown that no significant quantities of gas ape Ingested. Therefore,
overfill will be eliminated by S'1'3-8.

With the conclusion of this study, and the 0V-099 performance testing, the RC$ tank performance
certification will be complete.

THRUSTERS

One of the major challenges in the Orbiter RCS deveTopment was design of the primary thruster.
The thrust size was almost an order of magnitude larger than that used on previous manned spacecraft
reaction control systems. The large thrust size coupled with a need for 38 primary thrusters made
weight a prime consideration in component design. Because early technology work had sholm that a
hydraulically operated valve was considerably lighter than a conventional solenoid valve for a Shut-
tle Orbiter-size engine, that concept was chosen for use on the primary thruster (fig. 6). The new
concept introduced new problems. The valve relied on pressure imbalances established by a pilot
poppet to provide the necessary opening force. These valve-actuating pressure imbalances could also
be created by transient-pressure waves generated by other thruster or isolation valve operation with-

in the system. These inadvertent, momentary valve openings were demonstrated to be safe in flight
but unacceptable for ground operation. Furthermore, it was discovered that gas entrapped in recesses
of the valve could slow down both opening and closing valve response and also increase the tendency
for the valve to "bounce" with pressure transients. To minimize the possibility of valve "bounce"
during ground operations, Isolation valve operation was procedurally limited to cases in which the
pressure differential across the valve was below 25 psid. To accommodate the slowed valve response
with the presence of gas in the valve, the minimum thruster firing time was increased from 40 to 80
milliseconds, which was still satisfactory for control purposes.

An ongoing problem that has a potential for considerable downstream program impact is the ten-
dency of some primary thruster valves to leak when subjected to low temperature. The problem was
first discovered when liquid was observed to be dripping from the system-level test article engines
during a cold environment test. Additional testing at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC)
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FIGURE 6.- CROSSSECTIONOF PRIMARY THRUSTER VALVE.

revealed that one out of three valves leaked when chilled from ambient temperatureto 300 F. Further-
more, the leakagebecame progressivelyworse with increased cycling. Preliminarycorrective action
in the form of a 40°-F screening test was introduced to eliminate "cold leakers." Continued investi-
gation of the problem indicated that the TFE Teflon underwent a marked change in thermal expansion
rate in the 650- to 77O-F temperaturerange. Because machining, done as a part of seat fabrication,
was accomplishedIn thls temperaturerange, some parts had insufficientseat material exposed at re-
duced temperature. The flat-seat, non-temperature-compensatingdesign made the unit very sensitive
to temperaturechanges. Therefore, to further reduce susceptibilityto cold leakage, two actions, in
addition to the screening, were implemented. First, the Teflon ts machined at 320 F to ensure unt-
form dimensions wtth adequate seat material exposed at reduced temperstures. Second, the thruster
heater set points have been ratsed to maintain valve temperature above 60o F. Even with these ac-
tions Implemented,there have been instances of cold leakage when heater power had to be turned off
during ferry flight operations. Whether the incidence of cold leakage increases as valve seat wear
occurs with use still remains to be seen and will determine whether additional work is required.

Another environment-Induced development problem involved the requirement for the valve to be ca-
pable of withstanding salt fog exposure. Care was exhibited in selecting materials for the valve,
and all those selected (Inconel 718, Custom 455, and A-286) ,ere individually compatible with salt
fog. However, when all the factors and matertal_ were assembled, a galvanic crevice corrosion on the
Custom 455 occurred. The completed series of ingredients that resulted in the corrosion was the
stacking of the three valve materials against eithtr of the thruster materials, titanium or
columbium, plus the additton of a propellent-soaked crevice around the valve seat, and lastly, the
electrolyte, sodium chloride. Severe and rapid pitting occurred on the valve poppet (Custom 455),
and leakage ensued. Results of materlal testing confirmed the four-materialproblem and suggested a
material change as a corrective action. Because the failure occurred late in the production process,
the first flight units had already been manufactured and shipped. This situation dictated consider-
ing an immediate corrective action for existing hardware and implementingthe material change for
future replacements. The Immedlatecorrective action was to keep the thrusters sealed against mois-
ture and salt air Intruslonby keeping plugs and desslcant protection in place at all times when on
the ground. To date, thts approach has been satisfactory, and the long-term solution has not been
putsued.

Another subtle material problem occurred in the fabrication of the injectors. During weterflow
tests of the injectors for the 0V-102 thrusters, water was observed to be externally leaking from the
injector adjacent to the acoustic cavtttes (fig. 7). No confirmed cause for the cracking was deter-
mined; however, an ultrasonic screening test was invented to Isolate the cracked injectors. The
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FIGURE 7.- INOECTOR CROSS SECTION.

screening test was imposed at several stages in the manufacturing process tn hopes of determining the
cause. During the manufacture of the 0V-103 hardware, the problem reoccurred and the screenSng test
paid off. With some good metallurgical investigative efforts, it was determined that the columbtum
was cracking because of hot salt stress corrosion and that fluoride salt exposure, teB_)erature, and
stress all had to be present for cracking to occur. The fluoride salt was a residue from an inade-
quate rinse of a chemical etch used in preparation for welding. The problem was solved by eliminat-
ing the use of the etchant after reaching a certain stage of the injector fabrication process.

One of the latest chelleoges encountered in the development of the Space Shuttle RCS thrusters
was a premature failure of the dislliclde coating on the vernier engines (fig. 8). Coating failures
were first experienced in the component qualification program and later on the flight hardware. Fail-
ures occurred over quite a range of burn tim. At first, it was thought to be a single generic prob-
lem with the coating itself, but as testing and investigation progressed, tt was shown to be a multi-
faceted problem. The qualification engine coating spelled after 80 000 seconds of burn time, where-
as two of the 0V-102 engines developed coating defects at about 10 000 seconds of burn time. Thus,
it was theorized that not only burn time but thermal cycllng as well was critical. The qualifica-
tion and flight hardware both had approximately equal thermal cycles. This theory was negated

when one engine spelled at 10 thermal cycles amd others ware spell-free after more than 800 thermal
cycles. Evidence pointing to one potential cause was revealed during an inspection of the 0v-og9
engines perform,_d to document their condition before their first flight. Two of the engines were
found to have defects, wlth nothing more than acceptance-test burn time. Examination of the ground-
support throat plugs revealed that metallic fingers on the plug had broken and dislodged pieces
from the new engine coating. These throat plugs were abandoned and new ones designed to preclude
high loads being put into the coating. It was now obvious that the coating could have been and
probably was mechanically damaged in some of the failures, but this mechanism did not explain all
of them. Samples tested at the JSC White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) in a special coating test
that had never been e;posed to any throat plugs developed coating defects. Further investigation
determined that poor quality control in manufacture of the combustion chamber was probably contribu-

ting to the early wearout. Ridges, undercuts, and meared material were found in the chamber before
coating. Coating over these imperfections was producing weak areas, which, when cycled, were causing
coating pinholes or spalllng to occur. Combustion chamber machining was subsequently revised to con-
trol intersecting cuts, aM the finishing cut now is made in one direction in a single pass. Use of
this new technique minimizes smearing and ridging. Chemical milling was implemented before coating
to further remove any smears and ridges remaining from machining and to remove any contaminants buried
in the surface. Testing to verify the improved manufacturing process is underway.
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A/C ROTORISOLATION VALVES

An interestingsubsystem Interfre issue that arose on the flight vehicle Involves the RCS A/C
motor isolationvalves and their controlcircuitry. The RCS isolationvalves are ball valves that
are driven by high-speed alternating-currentmotors {fig. 9). The response of the ball is slow, ap-
proximately I second for full travel in either direction, but the motor is rotating at 80(i)0rpm. The
gear reduction is large, and large inertia force in the gear train is partly removed by a friction
brake upon stopping. The valve was built with mlcroswlt_es for terminatingpower at the end of
valve travel. The original design accommodatedthe large inertiaby removing power from the motor
before the mechanism came to rest. By this means, the ball and gear train could "coast down" before
impacting the friction energy absorber. The absorber was designed to marginally handle the anticl-
pat_ inertia load. The valves cycled without problems when operated individuallyand had in fact
completed developmenttesting and part of qualification life testing withoutmishap. However, when
used in the vehicle, the oxidizer and fuel isolationvalves were actuated as pairs. Power was left
on until the slowest of the two valves completed its cycle. _I_ mode of operation drove the qear
train of the fastest valve hard into the energy absorber and left stall torque on the motor until
the slower valve completed travel and power was shut off. The added momentum of the gear train as a
result of powered impact with the energy absorber caused the absorber to recoil and produce a sudden
inelasticreaction load into the gear train. Repeated cycling of the paired valves could cause the
nylon teeth of the thl_-stage planetary gear to strip and, thus, disable the valve. The first in-
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FIGURE 9.- A/C MOTORVALVE CROSS SECTION.

dication of this problem occurred when the OV-IOZ forward module RCS was checked out at the NASA
John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC). The valves were being cycled with a 2-second timing circuit,
and it was noticed that the microswitch feedbacks were intermittent. On closer investigation, it
was discovered that power in excess of 1.15 seconds could cause intermittent open/close indications
because the gear train would backlash enough to cause an open circuit to occur on the microswitch.
Further investigatlon'indicated that the vehicle wiring would leave power on for greater than 1.15
seconds and, therefore, could cause intermittent indications. Driving a valve beyond the mlcroswltch
turnoff signal was known as a "hard cycle." Testing on the A/C motor valve was begun to pursue the
effects of ;hard cycling" on "paired" valves. It was discovered that the rellable llfe of the valve
was no more than several cycles. Work was initiated on redesigning the gear train to accoamodate the
larger loads. The resultant product was a new, all-motal gear train incorporating a magnetic brake
in the motor and a different, and significantly better, energy absorber for the inertia load, de-
signed to sustain the full inertia load plus motor stall torque driving into the stop. Certifica-
tion testing of the new valve verified that the new configuration could achieve the requl_ full
iDO-mission life in the hard-cycle mode.
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RCS SYSTEM-LEVEL DEVELOPMENT AND CERTIFICATION

A major challenge with any liquid propulsion system such as the Space Shuttle RCS is to verify
that all the components combined as a system operate as a unit during all expected operating modes
and that the interaction between components will not cause problems. A second significant activity

required on a system-level test article is the development and verification of all ground checkout

and servicing procedures necessary for a multiuse vehicle. To ensure that these goals were met and
also to verify system structural integrity, a major ground test program was performed on the RCS

(fig. 10). This ground test program included the following major elements.

FRCS and ARCS Breadboard Development Test-I°

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

FRCS and ARCS Development Tests

FRCS and ARCS Qualification Tests

FRCS Thruster Installation Tests

ARCS Pressure Panel Tests

FRCS and ARCS Vibroacoustic Tests

The major objectives of these test programs were as follows.

I. FRCS and ARCS Breadboard Development-Test - Provide early system data to support the anal-

ysis and design efforts and to evaluate servicing and checkout procedures. Simulated propellants
were used in this test.

FIGURE 10.- TYPICAL SYSTEM TEST ARTICLE (FRCS).
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2. FRCSand ARCS Development Tests - Conduct 12 test series on the FRCS and 11 test series on
the ARCS at WSTF to verify RCS design, including evaluation of steady-state and transient performance
under all operating conditions, and develop and evaluate servicing and checkout procedures. This was
the first actual system hot-fire testing on complete FRCS and ARCS test articles.

3. FRCS and ARCS Qualification Tests - Conduct sufficient test series on the FRCS and ARCS to
certify the system for development and operational flights. These tests were divided into Oual I
(STS-1), Qual II (operational flights), and Qual Ill (0V-099 and subsequent modifications). Thirteen
test series were performed on the FRCS and 15 on the ARCS with each series approxlmately equivalent
to one mission.

4. FRCS Thruster Installation Tests - Provide data for thermal and structural certification of
the complex RCS thruster installation. The firing tests were performed at simulated altitude at
WSTF, and the vibroacoustlc tests were performed at Rockwell International (RI).

5. 'ARCS Pressure Panel Tests - Certify the RCS helium pressurization system for simulated se-

ries regulator failures including relief system limit testing.

6. FRCS and ARCS Vibroecoustic Tests - Provide data to certify FRCS and ARCS primary and second-
ary structure, components, and tubing forthe acoustic environments experienced during ascent. The
FRCS test was conducted at RI and the ARCS at 3SC. ,,

Numerous challenges resulted from the problems discovered during the ground test programs
listed. Some of the major challenges and the eventual technical solutions are discussed next.

The breadboard test program revealed t_o major problems requiring resolution.

1. Servicing procedures resulted in prupellant residual entrapment in the helium pressurization
lines. Subsequent activation of the system by opening the fast-response helium isolation valves
produced pressure surges that would sometimes rupture the burst disk in the helium relief system.
This problem was solved procedurally for the 0V-102 vehicle by implementing a series of pressure
cycles called "breathing cycles" which cleared the liquid from the helium lines. For OV-Ogg and sub-
sequent vehlcles, the problem was solved by a change in the helium syste_ plumblng to add a separate,
dedicated propellant vent line.

2. The ARCS breadboard test revealed that certain combinations of engine firings produced p_es-

sure transients in the propellant feed system in excess of the design limits. The pulse characteris-
tics were also erratic under these conditions. As a result of this finding and parallel findings
from the development testing at WS'rF, the minimum pulse on/off duration and frequency were changed
from an initial value of 0.040 second on/O.040 second off with a maximum frequency of 12.5 hertz to
0.080 second on/O.080 second off with a maximum frequency of 6.25 hertz. This change resulted in
more propellant usage in some cases but eliminated the pressure transient concern and resulted in

much more repeatable pulse performance with the corresponding reduced risk of engine pressure spikes
and erroneous deselections by the Shuttle RM system. This change was a major step in improving the
reliability of the RCS.

Challenges resulting from RCS system-level development and qualification testing were numerous.
Some of the major challenges involved engine valve problems, servicing and activation problems,
propellant-tank checkout, propellant-tank surge_flow evaluation, and subsystem life certification.
The first major challenge occurred very early in development testing and involved engine/system
incompatibilities. The initial plan was to fill the RCS tanks wlth propellant and the manifolds with
low-pressure gas. During system activation, the propellant isolation valves were opened and the gas
was compressed; these actions left large gas bubbles in the RCS feed system and engine valves. As
discussed in another section of this report, the primary engine valve operation is adversely affected
by gas entrapment. During initial FRCS system-level testing, major problems occurred including
missed pulses, failure of valves to close between pulses, long ignition delays, cold flows of one pro-
pellant due to oxidizer and fuel valve mismatch, and valve bounce due to system pressure transients.
This inefficient operation also caused concern for potential hard-start (spike) problems resulting
from residue accumulation in the combustion chambers. The following plan was implemented to solve

these problems.

I. Change the loading procedure to a vacuum-fill process to eliminate gas bubbles.

2. Perform bench tests on the thruster valves to map performance characteristics as a function

of gas entrapment/fl_, static and dynamic pressure, propellant saturation, etc.

3. Install linear variable differential transformers on some thruster valves on the FRCS and

ARCS test articles to determine effects of gas bubbles, saturated propellants, and system pressure
transients.
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4. Change minimum pulse on and off times from 0.040 second to 0.(380 second.

5. Run system-level tests with vacuum-filled manifolds and saturated propellants to verify ade-
quacy of modification.

6. Perform single engine pulse tests at altitude simulating conditions seen in step 5 to deter-
mine whether oxidizer and fuel residuals cause problems at altitude.

This program was successful in characterizing the valve and valve/system interactions. The test
program also revealed that the corrective actions of vacuum filling and changing the minimum pulse
time were adequate to allow the thruster valve to be used for flight without major valve or _ystem de-
sign changes.

Problems of engine valve leakage at cold temperatures and low pressure and engine valve bounce
caused by upstream isolation valve or quick-disconnect cycles were also discovere(_ in system-level
testing. These problems were solved by procedural controls and are discussed more fully in the sec-
tion entitled "Thrusters."

Checkout of the RCS propellant-tank surface-tension acquisition screens proved to be another
major challenge. For the screens to perfom properly in fllght, there must not be any holes in the
screen that will cause a reduction of the bubble-point pressure. It is desirable to have a technique
that allows contingency and periodic checkout of the screens during operations without removing the
propellant tanks or using fluids other than the propellants. The basic process proposed for this
checkout involves filling the tanks wlth propellants, dradnlng them without drying the propellant
from the screens, and then determining the bubb)e point (pressure at which gas penetrates the wet
screen surface) through the special checkout ports provided for this purpose. This process proved to
be fairly easy to implement for the fuel tank because of the low vapor pressure of MMH. Implementing
the process for the oxidizer tank, however, proved to be a very difficult task because of the high
vapor pressure of NTO. All initial atteaKots to check out screens on the system level with oxidizer
proved to be unsuccessful because the screens dried out. This challenge was met by implementing a

special test program on the tank alone with simulated system-level checkout access plumbing and
valves. This approach allowed for experimentation wlth thermal control, tank orientation, and propel-

lant saturation level of the nitrogen gas introduced into the tank. This approach finally revealed
the key controls that must be used to allow checkout with oxidizer. The most important parameter

requiring control is the saturation level of the gas. The incoming pressurant gas {nitrogen) must be
saturated with propellant. Second, the incoming gas must be at the same temperature as, or warmer
than, the tank, and third, the tank pressure should be in the 60- to 70-psl range. The concept was
then proven on system-level tests, and currentplans are to implement it for the operational phase of

the program at KSC.

Test effort on the system level caused the development of some very effective techniques for
evaluating the complex surface-tenslon acquisition devices. The use of X-rays was found to be very
effective in determining the locations of propellants in the tank for evaluating performance, loadlng
and drain procedures, and potential acquisition device gross damage. Elaborate instrumentation con-
cepts were also developed to evaluate surge-flow pressure dlfferentlals in the tank. These were used
to evaluate pressure differentials for high flow rates into and out of the tank associated with
crossfeed/interconnect operations and propellant manifold repressurlzation. High-response piezoelec-
tric instrumentation was also used to determine differential pressures across the screens to evaluate

engine start transient effects tn the tank.

Another challenge associated with systom-leve) testing involved life certification for 10 years
and 100 missions. Obviously, a 10-year/lOO-mission life test would be very expensive. Therefore,
the concept used was to certify the individual components in bench-type environments for 100 missions
of cycle life and vibration exposure and to run short, 90-day screening tests for propellant compati-
bility. The components and the system were then tested in a development program representing II to
13 missions over an approximately g-month period. This test was followed by a qualification test pro-
gram representing 13 to IS missions spread over a 3-year period. Including other special tests, the
qualification hardware was exposed to 4 to 5 years of operation. All operations on the systems were
designed to be representative of actual Space Shuttle servicing, flight, and repair procedures. The
acoustic test articles were exposed to a full lO0-mlsslon or more equivalent exposure in a short time
period except for the FRCS module, which was exposed for only I0 missions and analyzed for the re-
malnlng gO missions. All failures or problems were analyzed for any life-llmiting indications,
and, if a life limit was indicated, it was so noted and identified as limited-life hardware. The
described approach was then used for lO-year/lOO-mlsslon certification wlth any exceptions being
noted.

The ARCS vlbroacoustlc test revealed a problem very late in the certification program that
required extensive effort to solve. Initial testing on an ARCS pod structure revealed that vibration

levels on individual comonents and zones In the pod were higher than had been previously predicted
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and were higher than the levels used for component certification. This pod was originally equipped
with "mass simulated," nonfunctional components with the idea that the levels would be equal to or
less than the levels used in component tests. Therefore, component tests could be used for certifica-
tion. Since the levels were higher, a decision was made to use the vtbroacousttc pod for component
certification. This decision required a last minute change to install functional components in the
pod and complete the component and system certification in this manner. Since the levels were higher
in the ARCS, test results could also be used to certify the FRC5 components for 100 missions. The
FRCS had only been tested for 10 missions as a system.

RCS INTERFACES

The Orbiter RCS is the most complex RCS ever designed. To use it effectively requires major RCS
interfaces with avionics/software, wiring, instrumentation, thermal control, and structures sub-
systems. A major challenge in the RCS design was to ensure that compatible interfaces exist within
these areas. Although difficult interface challenges existed in each of the areas, perhaps the most
difficult was the RCS/avionics/software interface. Only this interface will be dlscussc_J here. Prin-
cipal functions performed in the Shuttle avionics/software for the RCS are redundancy management,
quantity monitoring, RCS crossfeed sequencing, OMS-to-RCS interconnect sequencing and gaging, FRCS
propellant dump, trickle-current testing, and system monitoring and annunciation functions. All
these functions required extensive exchange of lnforl_tlon between subsystems to ensure that the soft-
ware and the avionics hardware were compatible wtth the RCS hardware in terms of timing, .sequencing,
limit sensing, redundancy requirements, etc. The most complex avionics/software interface is the
area of redundancy management. The purpose of the RM system is to monitor the 44 RCS engines, an-
nunciate and isolate failures, and reconfigure the system to maintain vehicle control during all mis-
sion phases. This function is necessary to effectively maintain the RCS fail-operatlonal/fail-safe

redundancy. The major elements of the final system design are as follows.

1. Fail-off detection - compares computer fire command with engine chambe_ pressure feedback to
determine whether engine has fired. If no response occurs in an appropriate time, the engine is de-
clared failed-off, annunciated to the crew, and taken out of the available Jet table tn the computers.

2. Fail-on detection - compares jet driver output with computer fire c_and to determine
whether an engine is firing with no command. If a failed-on engine is detected, it is annunciated
to the crow so that the appropriate manifold may be isolated to prevent excessive propellant loss.

3. Valve leak detection - monitors engine fuel and oxidizer injector temperatures to determine
whether engine valve leakage is occurring. If the temperature of the oxidizer injector tube is below
300 F or of the fuel is below 20 0 F because of rapid propellant evaporation, a leak is indicated.
For a leak indication, the problem is annunciated to the crew and the engine is taken out of the
available jet table. The crew may then manually close the appropriate isolation valves If propellent
loss is excessive.

4. Manifold status monitor - monitors RCS manifold isolation valve positions to determine
whether valves are open or closed. If the valve are closed, the engine on that manifold are
removed from the available jet table.

5. Jet fault limit monitor - limits number of Jets which may be automatically removed from the
available jet table in response to failure indications. This function is designed to ensure that the
RM system will not automatically remove engines to levels at which insufficient control authority
exists.

All RM functions may be overridden by the crew in all phases except for ascent, for which only
limited override capability is available. To date, this system has been very effective in detecting
RCS engine problems and managing RCS redundancy in flight.

The other major avionics/software interface are now briefly described. Quantity monitoring

uses RCS helium and propellant-tank pressure and teq_erature measurements to calculate and display
the RCS propellant status at all times using the pressure/volume/ten_erature relationship to deter-
mine the quantity of helium gas that has been transferred from the helium tank to the propellant
tank. The RCS crossfeed sequence provide automatic sequencing of 28 RCS/04S valve to feed RCS en-
gines in both aft pods from the RCS propellant tanks in a single pod. The sequence will also recon-
figure to normal feed and is operational only in ascent and entry phases. The OMS-to-RCS intercon-

nect sequencing and gaging perform the OMS/RCS valve sequencing required to feed OMS propellants to
RC$ engines during abort dumps and to reconftgure to normal feed after the dump is completed. During
on-orbit operations of normal missions, the OMS-to-RCS interconnect sequence initiates OMS-Lo-RCS
gaging and automatically pressurizes the OMS tanks as required. The on-orbtt valve sequencing is a
manual operation. The FRCS propellant dump sequence provides capability for the crew to dump the
FRCS propellant through opposing Y-axis engines for center-of-gravity control. The trickle-current
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test is used to check the electrlcal circuits that provide voltage to fire the RCS engines. Various
RCS pressures and temperatures are ltmtt sensed, displayed, and annunciated by the avionic/software
interface to alert the crew of potential RCS problems.

OPERATIONS

Operations challenges for the RCS can be divided into two major categories: ground operations
and flight operations. More emphasis is placed on ground operations because most major operations
challenges have occurred in that area. As an introduction to ground operations, the basic opera-
tional concept for the RCS and the OMS is described.

i

The basic design concept for the hypergolic systems with their toxic, flammable propellants is
to include the systems in modules or pods that can be removed from the Shuttle Orbiter and taken to
a dedicated maintenance facility for hazardous repair or checkout operations. This facility is
called the Hypergolic Maintenance Facility (HMF). By performing hazardous operations in the HMF, the
work can be done in parallel with other Orbiter work and, thus, valuable turnaround time between
flights can be saved. The HMF is also used to perform lengthy checkout operations, whether hazardous
or not, to save serial turnaround time. The modules or pods are also provided with access panels and
numerous plumbing access connections to enable performance of most checkout functions in the Orbiter
Processing Facility (OPF) without removal from the vehicle. The decision on whether to perform re-
pair or checkout In the OPF or the HMF is usually based on access and turnaround time considerations.

Development of ground checkout philosophy has been.a major challenge for a reusable system that

contains highly corrosive propellants, is used on a continuous basis in flight, and has considerable
redundancy. The general philosophy that has t_een developed is as follows. A complete electrical and
mechanical checkout on the FRCS module and the ARCS pods is performed by the manufacturer before the
units are delivered to be installed on the Orbiter. The interfacing Orbiter electrical and instrumen-
tation wiring is also checked out using module and pod simulators before the actual hardware is In-
stalled. The most critlcal components and the system plumbing integrity are checked again in the
HMF before final installation on the Orbiter. After the module and pods are installed for the first

Orbiter flight, the electrical components are checked for proper end-to-end channellzation where pos-
sible by actual physical response, e.g., flow, pressure, or temperature response. The system is then
loaded with propellents and helium on the launch pad. During the actual flight, the system pressures,
temperatures, quantities, and valve positions are monitored closely for any indication of malfunction.
Special procedures are also used to get as much component functional data as is reasonably possible
by changing from one operational component to a redundant component during each misston; this is done
with regulator paths, heaters, end engines. Special hot-fire tests are also performed to check out
engines that might not normally be used. Use of this technique verifies the functional capability of
as many components as possible to reduce ground checkout requirements. After the Orbiter lands, com-
ponent checkout is performed on a very limited number of components every flight based on their crit-
icality and whether they can be checked out in flight. Most components are only checked out on a
5- or lO-mtsston basis to screen for unexpected deterioration. The system plumbing is leak checked
by monitoring for pressure decay at normal turnaround pressures after every flight. The engine cham-
ber and nozzle coating is also inspected for defects after every flight. By using the described ap--
proach, the turnaround time is minimized without excessive sacrifice in reliability.

One of the first major challenges encountered in ac'cualoperations was the need to provide rain

protection for some of the Orbiter engines after the protective structure was moved away and the pro-
tective ground covers were r_._oved from the RCS engines. The requirement was to protect the three

upward-facing engines and eight of the left side engines from rainwater accumulation on the launch
pad. The upflring engine covers had to prevent water accumulation that could freeze in the injector
passages during ascent. The slde-flring engine covers had to prevent water from accumulating in the
bottom of the chamber and to protect the chamber pressure-senslng ports. Freezing of accumulated

water during ascent could block the sensing port and cause the engine to be declared "failed off"
when it was first used. The original design concept was to install Teflon plugs in the engine throats

(side-firing) and a combination Teflon plug tied to a Teflon plate that covered the nozzle exit
(upfiring). This concept added vehicle weight, required special procedures to eject the plugs in
flight, and had the rlsk of accidental ejection In ascent that could damage tiles. The second con-
cept evaluated involved Teflon sheets that were glued to the nozzle exits and pulled off by lanyards
when the crew access structure was retracted, This concept was considered to be unnecessarily com-
plex and did not provide protection all the way to launch or for all the engines. The ftnal solution
was a novel approach of using ordinary plastic-coated freezer paper cut to fit the extt plane of the
nozzle and glued in place (fig. 11). Tests proved this concept would provide a reliable seal under
all expected rain and wind conditions. Wtnd-tonnel tests revealed that the covers could blow off in
ascent before Mach 1. The covers were, therefore, very low cost, simple, and added no significant
we ight.
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FIGURE 11.- PAPER ENGINE ODVER.

The next major operational challenge involved RCS engine valve leakage problems during ground
turnaround. Following the first orbital flight of the Shuttle, the FRCS module and the ARCS pods
were removed for inspection and checkout. A test was performed to evaluate the capability to evacu-

ate the manifolds after they had been drained of propellent but not completely dried. Following this
test, four RCS engine oxidizer valves developed high gas-leak rates. This leakage caused great con-
cern because the leak rate was high enough to indicate that the valves might leak liquid. To under-
stand the problem, one of the engines was removed for f_i'lure analysis. This failure analysls, in
combination with the analysis perforu_d on another engine removed for a different reason, revealed
the causes for the leakages. The valves had l_w Teflon seal height and some nitrate deposits in the
seal area. The drying of the oxidizer system by evacuation caused Teflon shrinkage, which, in combina-
tion with the nitrates, caused leakage. It was expected that rewetting the seal wlth liquid oxidizer
would swell the seal and dissolve the nitrates and, therefore, prevent liquid leakage. Experience
has shown that this does happen. The KSC turnaround procedures were changed to preclude drying the

RCS manifolds by evacuation unless they are to he refilled immediately with liquid. The problem of
oxidizer valve gas leakage during turnaround has not recurred.

Prevention of iron nitrate contamination in the RCS oxidizer proved to be another operational

challenge. Storage of oxidizer in tanks and plumbing that contain iron has been found to cause iron
contamination in the propellant. This contamination can form a nitrate that can precipitate and
cause valve leakage, filter blockage, interference in sliding fits, etc. Several RCS component fa_l-
ures were related to this problem; the most prominent one was the failure of a ground-half quick dis-
connect to close resulting in an oxidizer spill on the launch pad Just before STS-2. A program was
implemented at wS'rF to determine the parameters that cause iron nitrate formation and then to Imple-

ment procedures to prevent their form_Ion in Shuttle propellants. This program resulted in under-
standing the relationship between iron, water, and nitric oxide content and nitrate formation.

Also, production and storage controls and filtration techniques to remove the iron were develol)ed.
With the implementation of these controls, the iron nitrate problem appears to have been solved.
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Another major operational challenge was development of the best procedures for ferry flight of
the Orbiter RCS after a mission. Because of the initial concern for engine valve leakage at cold tem-
peratures and propellant slosh effects on tank screens, the RCS propellants were drained at the land-
ing site before ferry flight. Following STS-2, the drain operation had two valve sequencing errors
that subjected the RCS propellant tanks to potentially damaging surge flows. These errors were attri-
buted to the remote location of the drain site and the difficulty of communications bet)_een the drain
site and KSC, where the systems data were available. Consequently, the operations site (KSC) recom-

mended that the propellant not be drained before ferry flight. This recommendation was accomplished
after STS-3 by turning the RCS thruster heaters and FRCS area heaters on through a special hookup to
the carrier airplane. The carrier airplane was also instrumented with a special accelerometer to
monitor for excessive slosh loads on the RCS tanks. A recognized risk was taken that 15 to 25 per-
cent of the RCS thruster valves might leak as much as 10 cmJ/hr of liquid propellant during ferry
flight even with the heaters on. This approach has been successful on all ferry flights from S"FS-3
to the present with only minor leakage occurring in a few engines. D_aging slosh loads have never
been encountered.

The incidents that occurred during draining at the landing site created another major operations
challenge. There was concern that the RCS tank screens and/or internal bulkhead structure might have
been damaged by the surge flow into the tanks. Since the RCS tank checkout procedures by bubble-
point technique had not been fully developed at that time and no ground-suI)port equipment (GSE) was
available to perform in-place tank checkout, the only way to check the tanks was to remove them and

send them to the manufacturer for checkout. This action would have been a major impact to the pro-
gram schedule and to hardware deliveries for subsequent vehicles. To avoid this impact, a decision

was made to attempt to duplicate the surge incidents on the ARCS test system at WSTF and then to
check out the test tanks to determine whether damage o_curred. This resulting test program required
a meticulous duplication of all the procedures that had been performed on the systems at the landing
site. This duplication was particularly challenging since data were not available during some pe-
riods at the landing site and the crossfeed plumbing and the GSE were different at WSTF than on the
Orbiter. The test program was successfully completed, and results indicated that the tanks on the ve-
hicle were not damaged. This testing resulted in saving about 2 months on the Shuttle schedule, since
the tests at WSTF were run in parallel with the other Orbiter operations and no checkout times were
required for the tanks.

The next major operations challenge occurred after STS-3o when the Shuttle Orbiter landed at
White Sands, New MexiCo. Just after landing, high winds blew gypsum sand into the RCS engines before
they could be covered. This event caused concern that the injector orifices could be blocked and
thus cause unstable combustion and/or improper cooling of the combustion chamber walls. Results of
bench tests revealed that the gypsum would migrate into the passages of the injector, particularly on

the upfiring engines, where the gypsum accumulated on the injector face. Results of bench tests also
revealed that the gypsum would harden and cake when exposed to propellants or water such as seen in
ferry flight (cold leakage and moisture from the air). To solve this problem, a plan was implemented
to remove and replace all nine of the upfiring engines and to remove three horizontal-firing engines.

The three horizontal-firing engines were inspected and test fired to ensure that no detrimental ef-
fects were seen. Data from these three engines were then used to clear the other horizontal engines
for flight.

A general program goal during the operational phase has been to Improve/reduce turnaround
time and operations. The RCS program has been very successful in this area to date, and additional

reductions are expected in the near future. Major turnaround improvements to date include the
fo 11owl ng. --"

1. Deleted screen drying requirement - 16,hours.

2. Developed computer program to track nitric oxide content in oxidizer and thus deleted re-

quirement for postflight oxidizer s(uaples - 8 hours.

3. Deleted requirement to drain and refill tanks and manifolds between flights - 2 to 3 days.

Turnaround improvements in work include the following.

I. Delete overfill requirement on the ARCS propellant tanks - I to 2 days.

2. Improve loading procedures - 8 hours.

These improvements have been achieved primarily by implementing special programs on the test articles
at WS'FF to ensure that the changes are acceptable. The testing has also been supplemented by anal-
ysis efforts in some cases.
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Numerous problems or challenges and their solutions have been identified in this paper. The so-
lutions to the problems have produced satisf_tory operational hardware. The real achievement in com-
pleting the development program, however, was not in the final hardware ttself but in what was learned
to make that hardware possible. Those real achievements on this program must become the routine work-
ing tools for the next major effort so that the creative engineers of tomorrow may spend thetr time
constructively in dealing with tomorrow's challenges.

s
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SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER AUXILIARY POWER UNIT
DEVELOPMENTCHALLENGES

Renee Lance and Dwayne Weary
NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas 77058

ABSTRACT

When the flying spacecraft was approved for development, a power unlt for the hydraulic system
had to be developed. Unllke other systems on the Orbiter, there was no precedent in earlier space-
craft for a hydraulic system nor for the power unlt to drive the hydraulic pumps. The only proto-
types available were alrplarm auxiliary power units, which were not required to operate In the severe
environments of a spacecraft nor to have the longevity of an Orbiter hydraulic power unit. The chal-
lenge was to build a hydraulic power unit which could operate in _ or 3g, in a vacuum or at sea-
level pressure, and at -65 o F or 225 o F, _Ich would be capable of restarting nile hot, and which
would be capable of sustaining the hydraulic loads for the life of the Orbiter. This paper describes

the challenges of building such a machine and the manner in which they were met.

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the problems assoclated with providing power to aerodynamic control sur-
face and other functions, such as steering and braking, for a vehicle intended to function as both
a spacecraft and an aircraft. The approach selected to accomplish these tasks for the Space Shuttle
Orbiter Program was to use a conventional hydraulic system and thereby to establish conventional air-
craft hydraulic system technology as the foundation of the Orbiter system. This approach minimized

the technology development requirements except for the power supply unit. Developing a power supply
unit to drive the hydraulic pumps thus became one of the major challenges for the Space Shuttle
Orbiter P_rm.

The basic approach to providing hydraulic power for the Orbiter was to use a small, hlgh-speed,
monopropellant-fueled turbine power unit to drive a conventional alrcraft-t)_e hydraulic pump. Al-

though a misnomer, the power unit was labeled an auxiliary power unit (APU) because of Its similarity
to conventional aircraft emergency power units, t_adltlonally called APU's. Here, in the name, much
of the similarity ends. The stringent requlrements imposed on the Orbiter APU quickly made thls ma-
chine different from existing aircraft APU's.

REQUIREMENTS

Basically, the Orbiter APU's were required to operate in temperature environments of -540 C

(-650 F) to 107o C (2250 F), in acceleration environments of Og (on orbit), 3.3g (boost), and 1.5g -
(landing shock), and in pressure environments of sea level to space vacuum. The units were required
to operate for 92 minutes each mission at power levels from 8 to 148 horsepower. A minimum of two re-
starts was required during each mission. In addition, t_e APU's were to be used for the 100-misslon

life of the Orbiter. A breakdown of APU design requirements Is shown In table 1. During the ascent,
descent, and landing portions of a mission, reliance is placed on the Orbiter hydraulic system (fig.
I) for critical flight control functions. These, functions include providing power for the Orbiter

control surfaces {rudder/speedbrake, body flap, and elevon actuation systems), main engine glmballng
and propellant control during ascent, landing gear deplo)_ment, and steering and braking during land-
ing. Operations occur during launch/ascent, on-orbit checkout, reentry/descent, and landlng/rollout.

Operational effectiveness of the APU is predicated on reliable, failure-free operation during
each flight, on mission life (reusability), and on serviceability between flights (turnaround).
Achieving these elements was the challenge presented to the _U development team consisting of
the NASA L)mdon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC), RocJcwell International, Sundstrand Corporation,
and the Sundstrand subcontractors.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Orbiter vehtcle uses three complete APU subsystems and three hydraulic systems. The APU's,
Including their fuel system, are isolated from each other. Pressure-actuated cross-links are pro-
vided between the hydraulic systems so that in case of a failure in a single APU or hydraulic system,
the remaining two system can accommodate the total hydraulic load.
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TABLE1.- ORBITERAPU DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Parameter Requirement

Basic

:_..... / ŗ

Design

Provide shaft power for ) hydrault_ pumps to operate aerodynamic
control surfaces, main engine thrust vector control, Batn engine
valves, landing gear, brakes, and steering

3 independent APU subsystems; ltqutd hydraztne fuel supply, filter,
valve, APUo controller, lubrication system, thermal management,
cooling provisions

Operation i
Power, hp

Nominal (normal
speed) ....... 134

Maximum (high
speed) ....... 148

Life between scheduled
maintenance, hr .... 20 Y

Starts ......... Prelaunch, hold, checkout, contingency checkout, and reentry
Thermal control ..... Maintain fuel, lubrication oil, and water temperature at 45o to

150 o F (7o to 65o C); control fuel system soakback to <200° F
(<g3o C)

Tank capacity, nominal,
lb (kg) ........ 350 (158.8)

Duty cycle, mtn
Nominal ........ g2
Abort once around . , . 120

Environmental
Temperature, oF (°C)

Min._prelaunch .... 0 (-18)
Min. on-orbit ..... -65 (-54)

Min. atmospheric
flight ....... -40 i-40)

Max. reentry
soakback ...... 225 (107)

Acceleration, g
Boost ......... 3.3
Orbit ......... 0
Landing shock ..... 1.5

Vibration, grms
Level A

X-axis ....... 8.2
Y-axis ....... 4.1 _:
Z-axls ....... 4.1

Level B
X-axis ....... 5.3
Y-axis ....... 2.6
Z-axis ....... 2.6

Pressure ........ Sea-level to space vacuum
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The APU's are hydrazine fueled, turbine driven, and restartable a multiple of times. Power is
delivered to the hydraulic pump through a lubricated zero-g, all-attltude gearbox. The units have a
thermal control:system to prevent both freezing of the fuel during periods of low-temperature environ-
mental exposure and overheating during heat soakback following operation and shutdown. An electronic
controllerprovides all of the functions to check out key APU status parameters before launch, con-
trol during operation (startup, speed control, shutdown, redundancy management), and thermal manage-
ment before and after operation.

A functional schematic of the APU subsystem is presented i_ figure 2. Figure 3 shows the APU

configuration. The Orbiter installation is shown in figure 4, in which the locations of the fuel
feed system, the fuel tankage, the water cooling system, and the water tankage are indicated.
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FIGURE1.- ORBITERHYDRAULICSYSTEMSCHEMATIC.

Monopropellant-grade hwdraztne fuel ts supplled to the tnlet of the fuel pump at pressures rang-
trig from 80 psia (5.5bars) to 370 psta (24.5"bars). The fuel pump Increases the •pressure to approxi-
mately 1500 psta (103 bars). The htgh-pressure_uel ts dtrected through the gas generator valve mod-
ule (GGVM) to thegas generator (GG). The GG catalytically decomposes the fuel tnto gas at a tempera-
ture of 1700o F (g27 o C) and at a nominal pressure of 1260 ps|a (86.5 bars); the gas is then directed
through a t_-stage, superson|c reentry tu_otne. After work ts extracted by the turbine, the gas is
used to cool the gas generator by flowing over |t before exiting the APU.

Once turbtne operating speed ts achieved, |t |s contro11"ed wtthtn +8 percent by the GGVM, the
electronic controller, and speed sensors. Three redundant speed sensor_ mounted at the turbine shaft
provtde the electronic controller with polsed speed stgnals. The primary nomtnal turbine operating
speed ts 75 000 rpm. If the primary speed control mode fails, a secondary speed control mode of
81 000 rpm is activated automatically. This secondary mode may also be selected manually tn the
event the APU ts requtred to have greater load-carrying capacity. Should the secondary speed control
mode fat1, a backup (part of the prtmary ctrcutt) contrel mode of 83 000 rpm is activated automati-
cally. If both primary and secondary control modes are tnoperat|ve, automatic shutdown occurs at
93 000 rpm.

The power from the turbtne shaft ts tranmlttted to the hydraulic puap, the fuel pump, and the lu-
brication pump through the gearbox. The gearbox destge features piston accumulators that function as
variable-capacity otl reservoirs and gearcase walls that closely confonl to the gears. These features
enable the lubrication system to functton tn any attttude and tn zero g (ref. 1). Componentdescrip-
tion and pe_fomance may be obtained through references 2 and 3.
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FIGURE 2.- AUXILIARY POWER UNIT SUBSYST[N SCHEMATIC.

EARLY DESIGN PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Early in the APU development program, several significant technology issues arose. Key among

these were problems with fuel pump life and performance, turbine wheel blade and shroud cracking,

gas generator life and hot-restart capability, control valve seat/poppet llfe and valve perfomance,

gearbox accumulator performance, turbine shaft seal leakage, lubrication oll silting, gearbox perfor-

mance at low ullage pressures, exhaust turblne_contalnment housing life (cracking), turbine overspeed

containment, and controller manufacturing. In the paragraphs to follow, these problem areas are de-
scribed and the solutlons or actions taken discussed.

FUELPUMP

Because of the very poor lubrictty properties of hydrazine, galltng of the fuel pump gears was

an early problem that significantly limited pump life. The approach taken to resolve this problem

was to reduce the pitch velocity, to design the gear teeth to minimize sliding contact between the

gears, and to use a gear material less sensitive to galling. This change was accomplished by using

a very hard material and many small teeth rather than a few large ones. The resultant deslgn was a

16-pitch, 17-tooth gear made from M2 tool steel. This design is in use today and effectively pro-

vides unllmlted fuel pump life (fig. S).

Poor performance (volumetric efficiency) was another problem characteristic of the early fuel

pump. This problem was found to be associated wtth dimensional tnstabtllty of the graphite sleeve

bearings, which permitted internal leakage. The solution was found in the area of clever manufactur-

ing processes rather than in the primary matertal selection. By partly machining the bearings, then

soaking them in hydrazinebefore ftnal machining, reasonable dimensional stability was achieved.

Thts process was augmented by the use of O-ring seals between the bearing-face ends and the cover

plate (body). These changes improved the basic pump performance to such an extent that a controlled
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FIGt_E 3.- AUXILIARY POWER UNIT _LY.

leak (drilled passage from the htgh-prossure stde of the pump to the low-pressure side) ts now used
to match (lmmr) the output pressure to levels requtred by the gas generator design.

Durtng development testing, fuel pump drtve-sheft seal leakage problem resulted tn several de-

stgn tteratlons of the bellows tn the seal. These changes were not successful, and after a bellows

fatlure during an Approach and Landing Test (ALT) fltght, the bellows-type shaft seal was replaced

wtth a seal that uses an O-rtng tn place of' tJ)e bellows to seal between the carboe-face seal holder

and the seal case. No further problems wtth masstve fuel leakage due to seal failures have been expe-

rienced. A disassembled fuel pump ts shown tn _'igure 6.

TURB'_NE_.IEEL

The APU tm'b|ne _heel ts a 5-1/4-1nch-dtameter, impulse-type turbtne ustng a blade tip shroud
(ftg. 7). Early problem wtth the wheel tncluded blade root cracks (fig. 8), shroud cracks, Inade-
quate welds between the blade ttps and the shroud (ftg. 9), and blade trailing-edge cracks at the
blade ttps. The trailing-edge cracks propagated to the potnt at whtch' pieces of the blades would

•break off. The comb|nation of blade root cracks and shroud cracks led to at least one tnstance of
loss of a blade end a portton of the shroud durtng APU operation (ftg. 10). The trafltng-edge crack-
ing was found to be caused by aerodynamically tnduced fattgue acttng on the very thtn (O.OOS tnch)
tratllng edge near the ttp of the blade. Analysts mulls indicated that thts part of the blade
could be removed with a seal1 450 chamfer at the blade ttp wtthout significant effect on perfomance.
Testtng later vertfted thls as an acceptable solutlon for the problm.

The blade root cracktng was resolved by carefully controlling the blade root co.roer radiuses.

Stress caused by sharp radtuses was found to cause the cracktn(,I. Careful destgn and dtmensfona7

control of the electrochemical-machining (ECH-_-tooltng successfully resolved thts prob-]em. The

shroud cracktng situation was found to be related to both matertal selectlon and the weldtng process.
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FIGURE 4.- AUXILIARY POWER I_IITSUBSYSTEM INSTALLATIONDESCRIPTION.

FIGURE 5.- APU FUEL PUMP GEARS, 17 TOOTH/16 PITCH.

FIGURE6.- APUFUEL PUMP.
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FIGURE 8.- AIRFOIL ROOT CRACKS AFTER 28 HOURS IN
APU 102.

FIGURE 7.- TURBINE WHEEL.
r

p

CRACK SCHEMATIC BBIORE FAILURE

ViEW 0¢: INSET AREA (ABOVE)
SHOWN _ FAILURE --

FIGURE 9.- METALLO6RAPHIC SAMPLE OF EB-WELDED
JOINT RANDOMLYSELECTED. ARROWSDENOTE UNWELDED

AREA IN CENTER OF JOINT (14X). "

FIGURE I0.- SHROUD CRACK. TOP: SCHEMATIC BEFORE

FAILURE. BOTTOM: VIEW OF INSET AREA (ABOVE)
SHOWN AFTER FAILURE.

Increased strength md Weldablltty characteristics Were achieved by changing the shroud material from
Hasteloy X to Inconel 625. Then, a very precisely controlled electron-beam (EB) weld procedure was
developed to ensure full penetration weld across the chord of the blades without overheating the
shroud. These actions eltmtneted the shroud crack problem.

GAS GENERATOR VALVE MODULE

Development of a reliable va1_ (flg. 11) to control the fuel flow into the APU gas generator

proved to be one of the most challenging tasks of the /_U program. The valve Is required to "pulse"
fuel into the 66 at frequencies of 1 to 3 hertz. Leakage requirements were stringent for both safety
and efficiency reasons. In addition, the valve ts exposed to slgntflcant pressure fluctuations (80
to 1500 psta per cycle) and must provide htgh response, yet have htgh reverse-cracklng capability to
seal agatnst the 66 pressure at valve closing.

The primary problem wtth the valve centered around leakage and limited life due to wear and
failure (breakage) of the tungsten carbide valve seat. Considerable effort was invested in redesign
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FIGURE 11.- CURRENT VALVE _NFIGURATIOfl.
FIGURE 12.- APU SUBSYSTEM GGVMREDESIGNED SEAT

AND MANIFOLD.

of the seat, in stress analysis, and in developing man_acturing processes. Thts effort resulted tn
an intricate seat design with concentric, dual-sealing surfaces and redesigned internal flow passages
(fig. 12). The seat was diamond slurry honed as part of the manufacturing process to remove the re-
cast layer left by the electrodtscharge machining (EDM). Thts recast layer ts a source of stress
risers (cracks) and was considered one of the prtmary factors causing seat fatlure. The machining
and manufacturing process turned out :r be almost an art, and all seats and poppet asselbltes were
manufactured in a mall, one-man shop.

Key lessons learned during the o_,'elopmnt of the RGVI_ include the following.

1. The tungsten carbide seat matertal Is sensitive to many solvents and other fluids. Leaching
of the binder motertal can significantly reduce strength and initiate intergranular cracking.

2. The seat configuration (internal corners, interfaces, etc.) caused residual internal stress
that greatly affected the cracking characteristics.

3. The condition of the seat matertal surface significantly affected the cracking characteris-
tics. The Irregular, porous, cracked recast layer left after the EDM process was directly related to
seat cracking.

4. Seat wear characteristics (life) were directly related to comcentrtctty between the seat and
the poppet, to seat-land width, to seat-poppet impact velocity, to closing spring force (reverse-
cracking pressure), to poppet self-alinement design features, and to overall seat-poppet alinement
established during the valve assembly process.

5. The use of damping oil in the valve armature area reduced rebound and was effective tn re-
ducing seat wear and seat_land edge chipping problems. "

GAS GENERATOR

A key component of the APU is the gas generator. The GG receives hydrezine from the 6G_ tn
short controlled pulses. The fuel ts lnJeclaed (flows) redtally into a Shell 405 catalyst bed, where
It is decomposed into hydrogen, nitrogen, and ammonia. The resultant gas mixture leaves the bed at
approximately 1200 psta and 1700 o F. The perfomance and the useful life of the GG are measured by
the stability of the decomposition process. Pressure fluctuattons-T_ug_ess_-of greater than il0
percent of the steady-state level, pressure sptkes (pulse spiking) of 2000 psta, or three consecutive
pulses greater than 1900 psta indicate that the GG is no longer serviceable.

Key design features developed to extend useful 6G ltfe centered around the fuel injector and the
catalyst bed. The size, the shape, the distribution, and the retention scheme for the catalyst gran-
ules were factors race|ring significant development effort. The final design used had concentric, cy-
lindrical beds separated by a cylindrical divider (ftgs. 13 and 14). The inner bed was packed wtth
14- to 18-mesh catalyst retained within a unique metal foam. The outer bed dtd not contain the metal
foam. The technique used to pack the bed was found to be critical to good performance. This ts an
a_-life operation consisting of pouring, shaking, tapping, and, in general, handworking the proper
amount of catalyst into the bed. Because of the subjective nature of the operation, it has been, and
still is, a basic concern in the manufacturing process.
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FIGURE 13.- MIN-MOD GAS GENERATOR - BASELINE.

FIGURE 14.- APU GAS GENERATOR.

Injector design was also a critical element of GG performance. The current design consists of
a core body with shaped fuel distribution channels feeding four injector panels. The injector panels
are made from a sintered metal mesh material called Rigimesh (fig. 14). These panels produce uniform
radial and axial distribution of fuel being fed radially into the catalyst bed. Design of the in-
jector to produce uniform fuel distribution was a key element in extending GG llfe.

Another primary driver relative to GG bed llfe was vibration. Each piece of the G6 was care-
fully analyzed and designed to minimize vibration within the G6. Specifically, the unit and its com-
ponents were designed such that their natural frequencies did not tune with the APU or the hydraulic
pump characteristic frequency. In some early configurations, resonances discerned at the 600-hertz
pump frequency and at the 1250-hertz turbine frequency resulted in very early GG performance deterio-
ration (roughness) due to mechanical breakup of the catalyst. The catalyst breakup caused bed voids,
which allowed small accumulations of fuel to decompose violently and cause pressure roughness.

Thermal control within the GG was another area of significant concern. Overheating of the in-

jector assembly during soakback after APU shutdown caused damage to the GG, damage to GGVM seals, de-
composition of residual fuel in the injector upstream of the injector Rigimesh panels, and damage to
the panels themselves (fig. 15). Early corrective actions included using a copper heat shunt between
the injector and the GGVM mounting plate to dissipate some of the heat in the injector, and decreas-
ing the thermal mass of the injector such that the incoming fuel could better cool the injector.

Even though these changes resolved the thermal concerns about the operating APU, it was found
that if the APU restarted before the injector cooled to less than 4000 to 4500 F, the fuel would
thermally decompose behind the injector panels and cause damage to the injector and would even feed

back upstream to damage the GGVM. Limited hot-restart capability was finally achieved by adding an
active water cooling system to the 6G to be used o_ly for hot restarts. This system injects water
into a cavity within the injector. The steam thus generated is vented overboard (fig. 16). Use of
this system enables restarts at any time after the cooling process, which requires a Z10-second
delay, is completed.

HYDRAZINE

:/+:;_,:,,+-+! In addition to the hot-restart problems dlscussed previously, the thermal instability of hydra-
_:W, _J,/:; zine also caused major problems with the APU fuel feed system (66VM and fuel pump). After APU shut-

• ++'+.;!PY:. ' :::{i
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down, soakbacktem#eratures of 2750 F and higher were causing excessive fuel decomposition within the
GGVM and the fuel pump. Although the process was low order and did not damage the hardware, it did
produce gas bubbles in the fuel system. After an "explosion" severely damaged a GGVM during an APU
test (fig. 17), subsequent testing and analysis revealed the potential for adiabatically compressing
hot gas bubbles within the 66VM and thereby increasing the temperature of the fuel vapor in the bub-
ble to the point at which detonations occurred. This situation was controlled by limiting the maxi-
mum soakback temperatures in the fuel feed system (2000 _) to minimize bubble formation and, by the
same action, eliminating any APU starts when fuel feed system temperatures were higher than 2000 F.
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FIGURE 15.- APU GG IN,lECTOR FAILURE.

•.,. _ _-:

FIGURE 16.- GAS GENERATOR.

FIGURE 17.- GGVM DETONATION DAMAGE. FIGURE 18.- ORBITER APU COOLING REGIONS.

The rue) f}ump and r_VM temperatures were controlled by use of an active water cooling system that
sprays water externally onto the components (fig. 18).

During the course of the APU development, the sensitivity of hydrazine to decomposition has been
a continual concern. Critical elements involved are.temperature, materials in contact wlth the fuel,
and purity of the fuel; High-purity hydrazine in contact with certain materials decomposes at sign4f-
icant rates at fairly low temperatures. Contamination-within the feed system is always a concern and
has the potential of causing detonations..-Rust in any form is a catalyst and causes great concern.

A series of tests at the JSC WhiteSands Test Facility (WST_) is being performed to define the
compatibility of hydraztne with various materials and to define the sensitivity of hydrazine to the
adiabatic-cont_resston phenomenon. In addition, the effects of shock-wave propagation through the
fuel and its vapor are being _nvestigated. Th_s work ts being done to gain a better understanding of
hydrazine in its application as a fuel and to ensure that, for use in the APU's, there are adequate
safety margins relative to temperature limitations, to material compatibility, to shock and compres-
sion phenomena, and to the composition and chemical control of the fuel.
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The APUgearbox is required to reduce the 75 O00-rl_n turbine shaft speed to the hydraulic pump
speed of 3700 rp_. It also drives the fuel pump and the lubrication oil pu_. Develo$_nent chal-
lenges were associated with the oil accumulators (required to control the oil-gas ratio in the gear-
box), operation at low gearbox pressure, shaft sealing, and lubrication oil contamination. The oil
accumulators in the gearbox control the quantity of oil in the lubrication circuit. To maintain
proper lubrication otl flow and pressure, the ratio between oil and gas (void volume) must be con-
trolled. Excessive oil causes churning and oil overheating, whereas insufficient oll causes inade-
quate oli flow. The original accumulatorswere pistons, sealed wlth an elastomerlcdiaphragm (Bel-
Iofram, fig. Ig). Failures of the diaphragm were common because of wear, scuffing, and folding as
the pistons moved. The end resultswere contamination of the lubricationoil, leaks between the oil
and gas side of the accumulators, and occasionallyoll flow restrictionswhen a damaged diaphragm
blocked the accumulatoroil outlet passage. This problem was resolved by replaclng the diaphragm
with piston-ring-typeseals made of Teflon.

During the developmenttest program, it was determined that if the pressure within the gearbox
was less than approximatelyI psia, the oil pump was incapable of functioning in a satisfactoryman-
ner (i.e., low pressure could develop on orbit because of seal leakage). The problem was primarily
due to low net positive suction heed (NPSH) pressure at the pump, but because the system is a closed
loop which is not completely filled, voids could also form at the pump inlet. It, therefore,became
necessary to provide a fluid (gas or oil) for the pdmp to displace to assure presence of oil at the
inlet. This problem was resolved by adding a gaseous nitrogen pressurizationsystem which guarantees
a minimum of 4 to 7 psla in the gearbox at startup and during operation {fig. 20).

Shaft seal deslgn was also one of the slgnlflcant technical developmentchallenges, especially
the turbine shaft seal. When operating at high speeds and high temperatures, leakage was a con-
tinulng problem. Acceptable performancewas finally achieved by using a hand-lapped,carbon-face
seal with special provisions to ensure high face loading and stable rotational dynamics. Special
lubricationoll cooling was also required for satisfactoryperformance.

Leakage of the turbine exhaust products through the turbine shaft seal caused another unusual
secondary problem. The ammonia In the exhaust gases reacted with a particular additive in the lubri-
cation oil to produce a silt that was plugging the oil filter and adversely affecting lubrication sys-
tem performance. Once the additive was identified,a new oll was selected and the silting problem re-
solved. *"

The gearbox shaft seal at the fuel pump interface (bellows-t_pecarbon-faceseal) coupled with
the shaft seal on the fuel pump posed problems that have not been solved (fig. 21). Slight leaks
through•these seals result In contaminationof the lubricationoll with hydrazine. The reaction of
the hydrazine wlth the lubricationoll produces contamination in the gearbox composed of a waxy,
long-chainpolymer (hydrazide) and a salt (pentaerythrltol). The search for a hydrazlne-tolerant
oil is still in progress. Because free hydrazine in ZTOO F oll is dangerous because of the poten-
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FIGURE 20.- APU LUBRICATION SYSTEM.

FIGURE 19.- GEARBOX.
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tlal for detonation of the hydrazine, the most promising approach has been to add scavenging agents

•to the oil. However, this method has tended to cause some incompatibility problems between the
oils and certain metals within the APU. Efforts in this area continue.

TURBINE HOUSINGS

Early in the development test program, it was discovered •that the SteI11te turbine containment
housings and exhaust housings were cracking because of thermal cycling stresses (figs. 22 to 24).

r-p-

,o.++j o,...

FIGURE 21.- APU FU_ PUMP.

SEAL

FIGURE 22.- GAS TURBINE MODULE.

/

FIGURE 24.- CRACK AT 250 VENT, APU EXHAUST HOUS-
ING.

FIGURE 23.- TYPICAL EXHAUST HOUSING CRACKS.
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Analysts ,esults showed that the nomal themal cycles associated wtth starting and stopping the APU
were causing stresses that exceeded the elastic limtts of the Stelltte. These cracks would develop
within as ltttle as 5 hours of APUoperation. However, they were tn noncritical areas and never ad-
versely affected APUoperation. The housings were qualified for 20 hours of operation wtth cracks.
Part of the rationale used to support qualification with the cracks was that several cracked housings
were used for more than 40 hours and two for more than 70 hours without any problems. The cracks
wee a concern, however; if the cracks _ere to continue to grow, housing failure would be theoreti-
cally possible. For this reason, a housing material change has always been htgh on the list of poten°
tial APUproduct tmrovement items. Sundstrand has fabricated housings using Udtmet LX. Early devel-
opment testing indicates that this material change could eliminate the cracking problem.

TURBIt_ FAILURE CONTAINMENT

The basic APUwas designed with a turbtne wheel radial containment ring "anda blade ttp seal and
rub ring to safely control failures of the high-speed assembly (fig. 25). The honeycombseal and rub
ring was designed to dissipate rotational energy of a failing turbine _heel. The containment rtng
was intended to then keep any fragments of a wheel that was breaking up from leaving the APUenve-
lope. Overspeed failure tests showed that speeds of greater than 155 percent (of 72 000 rpm) were
required to destroy the turbine wheel. At these speeds, the contatmmnt features of the APUwere in-
capable of totally containing wheel frag_ts. Typt,cal overspeed tests resulted in damagedAPU fuel
ltnes, damagedhousings, broken containment rtngs, and the escape of several wheel fragments wtth suf-
ficient energy to dent test cell facility lines and equipment (figs. 26 and 27).

Attempts to lmrove the APUcontainment capability were made by redesigning the rub-ring fea-
tures and strengthening the containment ring. Both size and material changes were considered in at-
tarots to redesign the containment ring. Wlthtn reasonable_estgn practices, these attempts were not
successful. Contatnmmnt rings capable of containing 155-pe_ent speed ruptures were not practical be-
cause of stze, weight, and configuration considerations. In the end, no physical changes were made
to the APU relative to containment..

The approach finally taken to address this issue was to provide safety features that would allow
operation within the existing degree of containment. An overspeed safety circuit ts used to automati-
cally shut down an APU at 93 000 rpm (1Z9 + 1 percent). Additionally, this overspeed signal is used
to close the fuel tank Isolation valve to _tntmize any potential loss of fuel because of line damage
on the APU. To provide further Insurance against wheel failure, stringent flaw-detection inspections
were imposed. With these controls, results of fracture=mechanics analysts showed the theoretical
life to be many (approximately 10) times the lO0-mtsston requtrmnt.

FIGURE 25.- CONTAINMENTRING.
FIGURE 26.- TURBINEOVERSPEEDTEST.
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COWrROLLER

The crtttcal problem areas associated wtth the developeent of the APU electronic controller
(ftg. 28) were basically not tn destgn. There were sol destgn Iterations associated with reductng
the complexity of the untt, primarily tn the built-tn test equtlment (BITE) circuits, and some
changes were made to provide redundancy for the htgher stressed components. However, the significant
challenges were assoc|ated wtth manufacturing. Bastc deficiencies tn manufacturing procedures, equip-
ment, specifications, and technician skill caused problm tn being able to repeatedly butld high-
qualtty hardware. Developemnt of proper wave soldering techniques and procedures was also required.
Once adequaLe specifications, manufacturing procedures, and qualft¥ control procedures were _ftten,-
and the technicians were properly tratned, the controller bec_ a very reliable and trouble-free
component.

The only problem encountered in quali._tcatJon was stress corrosion on the rtvets in the control-
ler frame. This problem was resolved by Installing the rtvets wtth a wet coat of Super Korpon patnt.

Although not an tntegra| part of the controller, there was a mnufecturtng problem wtth the mag-
netic pickup untts (MPU's) that feed the APU-speed signal to the controller. I)urtng assambly, tt was
necessary to braze a O.OO2-tnch lead wtre from the MPU cotl to a 20°gage output wtre. Thts operation
went through several Iterations. At one point, a spectal holding fixture was used to posttlon the
wtres durtng brazing. Zn the end, however, the most reliable Joints were those done by hand by a
sktlled technician.

TEST FAC.I'L]'T|ES

Specialized facilities were required to test the MPU tn all attitudes and environments that the
AP_-would encounter during flight. The lnte_ated Test Arttcle (ITA) but]t to simulate the entire
J_°U subsystem included proper ltne lengths and routtng and all the components tn the APU subsystem.
Capabilities of the ITA included turn|ng the subsystem from launch to landing attitudes, temperature
variations from -18 ° C (0 ° F) to 5Z° C (128 0 F), and exhaust pressures from sea level to 100 mmHg
(50 000 feet). The ITA dtd not tnclude a vacuum envtronmont around the APU. Thts test facility was
used to prove the APU subsystem could operate tn vartous attitudes and prelaunch temperatures, to size
the heaters for prelaunch environments, and to exercise the vehicle-servicing ground-support equipment.

FIGURE 28.- ORBITER APU CONTROLLER.

FIGURE 27.- TURBINE WHEEL FRAGMENTS.
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To test the APU _n a vacuum environment, a vacuum chamber at the 3SO Themochem_cal Test Area
(TT_) (f_g. _g) _as used. The _rA vacuum chmher xas capable of pressure conditioning from mbtent
pressure to 0.365 mmHg (180 000 feet) _tth a nonoperattng APU or 2.49 imltg (130 000 feet) _tth an
operating APU and of temperature conditioning from -54 o C (-65 ° F) to 107 ° C (225 ° F). Th|s factl_ty
was used to prove that the APU could operate _n a vacuum environment at the temperatures expected _n
space and, also, that the design of the heaters was adequate for on-orbtt conditions. Test|ng tn th_s
chamber defined the cooldo_m rate of the _°U and sho_ed that the APU could not be shut down and re-
started for an abort once a_ound _thout perfomtng an actively cooled hot restart. Testtng tn th_s
chamber also revealed the problem of adiabatic compression of bubbles at htgh temperature.by _htch
an _PU was destroyed after an attempted hot start.

To test the capability of the gearbox to function in zero g, a KC-13S ai'rcraft was used to
.fly Kaplerian parabolas while the onboard gearbox was operating. ..

None of the testing fact_ttfes used was a perfect simulation of the operating envfronmnts of
the _PU, but the'facilities were sufficient to 1so|ate and correct p_oblem in the destgn of the _PU.
The full test of the _U wtth the veh|cle hydraulic system and correct environments was perfomed dur-
tng the _pproach and Landtng Test and the Orbtl_l Fltght Test (OFT) Programs.

I

FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

The _PU was tested fn f11ght for the ftrst ttme du_|ng ALT for three captive/active flights and
f_ve free flights. In a11 f]_ghts, the APU was proved capable of handling flight loads (ref. 4).

Several problems were encountered during ALT. Ftrst, durtng a groundtest, an _U gearbox was
fmp_operly serviced _tth an excessive quanttty of o|] caustng an overtemperature of the gearbox.
That prob]em was solved b_ a more accurate tool for ae_surtng ullage volum tn the gearcase. Durtng

FIGURE 29.- aSC THERMAL VACUUM TEST.
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captive/activefltght 1, APU 1 developed a fuel leak whtch was large enough to be observed by a chase
plane. Subsequent investigation showed that the bellows of the fuel pu=l) seal was highly stressed tn
that it was exposed to dynamic pressures from tank pressure to 68 atmospheres (1000 pst). Because of
the high stresses, the bellows design was abandoned and replaced with an elastemeric seal. No fail-
ures have occurred with the elastumeric seal design.

The exhaust-gas temperature (EGT) transducer was troublesome throughout the ALT flights and did
not perform well in the extreme temperatures of the exhaust-gas environment. The crew was trained to
shut down the APU upon indication of an exhaust-gas overtemperature. During capttv-/acttve flight 3,
APU 1 was shut down because of the EST transducer fatlure and erroneous indication of an overtempera-
ture. After that incident, the crews were instructed to confirm the exhaust-gas overtemperature on
a backup EGT instrument before taking action to shut doom the APU. The EGT transducer was tackwelded
to the exhaust duct, where the de]icate leads were not adequately protected from vibration, and break-
age of the leads caused the overtemperature indication. Following ALT, the EGT was changed to a probe
which screwed into the exhaust duct and the leads were better protected.

The first Space Transportation System orbttal flights (STS-1 to STS-4) proved the design concept
of the _U for performance in zero g, vacuum, and extreme temperatures. These flights proved that
the APU was well capable of handling the hydraulic loads in the extrem environments of space (ref. 4).

During STS-1, both APU 2 gas generator heaters failed. The heaters shared a common case, in
which argon gas acted as a heat-transfer medium. A crack in a weld allowed the argon gas to escape.
Long-term operation of the heaters caused overheating of the wire and subsequent failure of both
heaters. During the qualification tests, the heaters passed an evacuated test. It was not a long-
term, steady-state test, but consisted of many heater actuations, _ich was believed to be the worst
case. After the flight, an inspection procedure was developed for all heater cases in which the

-heater was placed in a vacuum chamber and the resistance measured during the heatup cycle. If there
was a leak in the case, the heater wire would get hotter and consequent]y have a higher resistance.
For long-term redesign, as part of the improved APU program, the heater will be redesigned to have
separate cases for each of the redundant heaters and the watt density will be lowered.

Also during STS-1, there was an indication of bubbles trapped in the fuel feedltne as revealed
by the gas generator pressures. This condition introduces the potential for the adiabatic compres-
sion of hydrazine discussed earlier. As a result of ground testing, a water system had been added
to cool the GGVM and the pump after shutdown to prevent the decomposition of hydraztne. Also, care
had been taken to service the flight system so as to prevent the trapping of bubbles in the feedltne.
Therefore, the appearance of bubbles on STS-1 was surprising. Tests run on the ITA indicated that
bubbles could sttl] be tn the feedltne from servicing; therefore, for STS-2, even more care was taken
with servicing. During STS-2, bubbles were again evident in the APU 1 gas generator trace, and,
after that mission, the APU was removed for investigation. The results of that investigation showed
that significant decomposition of the fuel could take place at lower temperatures during a long expo-
sure period. Servicing on the vehicle occurred several months before the actual flight. Also, it
was determined that the fuel pump filter could act as a surface-tension device in trapping bubbles
for some time before being flushed through the gas generator. These two results were convincing that
the APU would have to operate with bubbles. A require,_nt was instftuted that the APU should not be
started unless the fuel feed system temperature was less than 200 o F. This limit was backed up with
APU and adiabatic-compression testing. Work is continding on a filter that will not trap a bubble
but allow it to be purged through the gas generator during startup before the first high compression
occurs.

During the STS-2 prelaunch period, APU's 1 and 3 had high lubrication oil outlet pressure, an In-
dication that the lubrication oil filter was plugged and that the gearbox was operating on the relief
valve around the filter. The filter was determined to be contaminated with pentaerythrftol, a com-
pound formed when hydrazine fuel penetrates the gearbox. The gearboxes were flushed, and elaborate
turnaround procedures were developed for keeping hydrazine out of the gearbox. Between every mis-
sion, the gearbox is flushed with lubrication oil and the filter replaced. The seal cavity drain
(the common drain between the fuel pump and the gearbox) is flushed with alcohol to prevent a buildup
of the waxy contaminant. The seal cavity drain pressure is maintained below the gearbox pressure to
keep the driving force away from the gearbox. All of these procedures are time consuming, and none
is totally successful. The APU 3 filter plugged again on STS-4. Work is continuing on redesigning
the seal cavity drain and developing a compatible lubrication oil. Other minor problems on the APU
during OFT included drain relief-valve leaks, "fuzz" leaks of the servicing quick-disconnect fit-
tings, and a mtsthreaded fitting in the APU 1 GGVM/fuel pump water cooling line.

IMPROVED APU

The APU was developed under schedule constraints; consequently, as problems arose, modifications
were made that were not necessarily optimum. The goal of the improved APU program is to optimally de-
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FIGURE 30.- IMPROVED APU.

sign the APU for durability and for performance, and to solve the flight and development problems.
The design goal is for a 7S-hour life, a passively cooled valve and pump, exhaust and containment
housings that do not crack, a fuel pump filter that does not trap bubbles, and a redesigned seal cav-
ity that prevents hydrazine from penetrating the gearbox (fig. 30). Development tests are already un-
derway, and if implementation is approved by Orbiter management, the redesigned APU could be on the
Orblter by early 1987.

SUMMARY

The kPU suitability for orbital flight, durability, and reusability have been demonstrated dur-

I_ OFT flights. More than 862 hours of AP, operation (29.3 hours in OFT vehicle) and 1574 startsstarts tn vehicle) have been accumulated with 100 percent success.

Enhancements have been identified to extend life to 75 hours (50 missions), to reduce weight
(150 pounds (68 kilograms) per vehicle), to improve the lubrication system, and to reduce turnaround -
time. These enhancements are directed toward significantly reduced life-cycle cost, turnaround, and
weight, and increased reliability, maintainability, and operatlonal effectiveness.

The perfomance of the APU system has botl_'proved the effectiveness of the APU development pro-
gram and revealed the areas in _htch additional efforts could be effective. The necessity for a thor-
ough development program with adequate test hardware, test programs, and design support and analysts
has been emphatically shown. Where shortcuts have been taken, problems have often developed late tn
the program wtth significant adverse lmpects. Timely and thorough development effort has been Invalu-
able in guaranteeing safe, reliable, operationally effective system.
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THE SOLID ROcKEr BOOSTEE AUXILIAEY POWER UNIT -- MEETING THE CHALLENGE

Robert W. lhaghes

Structures end Propulsion Laboratory

Marshall Space Flight Center. Alabama

_rEACT

The thrust vector control systems of the eolid rocket boosters are turblne-powered, electrically

controlled hydraulic systems which function through hydraulic actuators to gimbal the nozzles of the

solid rocket boosters and provide vehicle steering for the Space Shuttle. Turbine power for the thrust

vector control systems is provided through hydraslne ifueled auxiliary power units Which drive the

hydraulic pumps.

The solid rocket booster auxiliary power unit resulted from trade studies which indicated sig-

nificant advantages would result if an existing engine could be found to meet; the program goal of 20

missions reusability and adapted to meet the seawater environments associated with ocean landings.

During its maturation, the eux:Lliary power unit undarvent mmy design iterations and provided its flight

worthiness through full qualification programs both as • component and as part of the thrust vector

control system. More significant, the auxiliary powert, unlt has successfully completed slx Shuttle

missions.

THE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER CHALLENGE

The challenge associated with the development of the Solid Rocket Rooster (SRB) Auxiliary Power

_it (APU) was to develop a low cost reusable APU, compatible with an "operational" SEB. This challenge,

as conceived, was to be one of adaptation more than innovation. As it turned out, the SRB APU

development had elements of both.

During the technical trade studies to eelect a SEB thrust vector control (TVC) system, several

alternatives for providing hydraulic power were evaluated. A key factor in _he choice of the final

TVC system was the Orbiter APU development program, then in progress at Sundstrand Aviation. This

program was implemented under contract srlrh Rockwell International Corporation and Johnson Space

Center. The Orbiter APU design requirements very closely approximated or exceeded the ascent phase

performance needed by the SR3 and was physically compatible with the SRB concept I (Table I). _ecause

of this comparability in requirements and physical compatibility, the Orbiter APU was selected as the

basic power element for the SEB. With this selection came the expectation of reduced development costs

and early hardware availabilitT.

This paper deals with the challenge in adaptation of the Orbiter APU to meet the SRB need.

TABLE I. APU OPERATIONAL REQ_S

PARAMETER

Horsepo.er Shaft (HP)

Operation/Mission (Mtn)

Missions (Mtn)

Total Operating Time (Hr)

Useful Life (Hr)

Cold 6as Checkout

All Attitude Operation

Zero £ Operation

Redundant Control

ORBITER $RB
m

135/151 135/148

82 2.4

40 20

50 2

250 10

tie Yes

Yes Iio

Yes No

Yes Yes
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SRB AND ORBITER
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Although the Orbiter APU is used as the basic power element for the SRB APU and both fly on the

same Shuttle vehicle, the APUs are, in fact, quite different. These differences range from _he obvious

to the barely detectable and are the factors which make the SRB APU of interest.

In order to understand the development challenge of _he SRB APU it helps to have a basic under-

standln E of the differences between the Orbiter and the SEB missions and the environments these missions

induce (FIE. i).

The Orblter mission requires the APUs to be functlonal during all phases of operatlon (Table II).

Orbiter APUe star_ about 5 mln prior to llft-off end operate continuously throughout ascent into Orbital

insertion before they are shutdown. In preparation for de-orblt and reentry the APUs are restarted and

operate _hroughout atmospheric maneuvering _o a runway landing. Total APU operating time for each

Orbiter APU is about 82 mln.

In co_parlson, the SEB APUs are started approximately 25 sac before llft-off and function on17

during.the-ascent phase of the mission terminating at SRB separation 161 sec later (Table II). From

separation a_ approxlma£ely 200,000 ft altitude, _he remainin_ 6 min of the SI_ fllght mission consist-

ing of a_mospheric reentry, parachute slowed descent, and ocean splashdown are performed with nonfunc-

tional AFUs. Once in the water, _he SRB mission becomes one of survival. From SI_ splashdown at

91 ft/sec to SEB removal from the ocean at dockside, the APUs are sub,acted to various comblnations of

seawater immersions and water pressures for 7 days during SRB recovery and retrieval.

Complicating the SRB APU situation is i_s installation. Where the Orbiter APU is installed in an

aircraft type compartment offering protection from aerodynamic, vibration, and thermal extremes, during

all phases of operation, the SR3 APU is located in the aft skirt section of the SR3 next to the engine

where protection is available only during ascent (Fi&. 2).

Figure i. SRB Mission Sequence.
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TABLE TI. AIPU M_SSION COMPARISON -- SRB VERSUS ORBZTE]_

APUOPERATION ORBITER SRB

PRELAUNCH YES YES

BOOST YES YES

ORBITAL YES NO

REENTRY YES NO

LANDING YES NO

POSTLANDING YES NO

TOIALTIME 4200 Seconds 161 Seconds

8111AFT IO(16TIEM ASlY ; ;

_M_ [XNAUBT

_T

FJ4p_re 2. _ _C _mt_ and Ju:t_tore.

Table lIl shove the uaJor environmental d£ffereuces between the SR3 and the Orbiter APUs. The main

differences were 1. the vibration and landing loads, and 1. the mvater pressures and _mersions. It

was obvlous the Orbiter AJPU was not deslBned for the SR_ severe cond£tions, and modifications would be

necessary, The maJori_ of the SRB APU developmental effort was expended in these areas.

In th_ developmental phase of the SRB program, the decision to use the Orbiter APU proved most

valuable since test hardware for modification became available without long lead t_Ns.

Modif+ications made to create the SR3 APU may be categori_ed in fou_ bas£c ways:

a. Eltmtnat:Lon of unneeded featuru

b. harden:Lug of e_ist£ng co_c_ent8
c. R_du_tio_ of production/replacement costs

d. _le_entetion of servic_ng and checkout aide.
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TABLE Ill. _IRONMENTAL COM_ARISON

ENVI RONMENT ORBITER SRB.

VIBRATION

LIFT-OFF 18.1 grus 21.7 gnns

BOOST 18.1 gins 32.0 grins

REENTRY 5.7 grins 47.0 gems

LANDIN6 LOADS 1.5 g (93ti/S) 40 g (140M/S) Axtal lateral

ACC£LERATIOII (ASC£11T) 3.3 g 3.3 g

MATER IMPACT PRESSURE None 120 pst

MATER I_aSI0_ PRESSURE None ' 57 pst

SALT MATER IMMERSION None " 4 to 7 days

ZERO G Yes No

VACULIH Yes No

An example of a _odlfica_ion for each of the cacegorles is presented. To facillcace underscandlns

Chase examples, a basic descrlpcion of Che APU Is necesaarT.

DESCEIPTION OF THE APU

The SRB APU is a monopropellanc hydrazine-fueled gas turbine engine used Co drive a variable dis-
placemenc hydraulic pump (FIE. 3). The APU features a gear type fuel pump, driven chr_ough the APU

speed reduction g_arbox, in a bootstrapping mode, _o p_ovide high pressure hydrazine fuel co a catalytic

Cype hydrazine gas generator. Flow of fuel Co Che gas generator i8 controlled by the gas generator

valve module (GGVM), which contains two control valves in a 8eriez confl_uration. Im the gas generator,

the hydrazine is decomposed co create hot gas for driving Che reentry type turbine, turning the gearbox,
and driving the hTdraulic pump. Speed control of the turbine is accomplished through a pulse counting,

logic circuit called the controller. The controller iszuas open or close signals co the GGVM Co control

fuel flow in response co elecCrical pulses generated by the turbine. The controller can control APU

speed ac 100 percent speed (72,000 rpm) for normal control; aC 110 percent speed (79,200 rpm) for
redundant TVC o_ere_ion; or ac _12 percent speed (80,6A0 rpm) for redundan_ Incarnal APU concrol. The

100 percenc and I10 percent couCrol modes operate chs priory control valve of the GGVM and Che 112
parcan_ control mode operates the secondary control valve of che GGVM.

ELD_INATZON OF UNNEEDED FEATURES

The bear example of how "slimlnaClon of unneeded equipment" was used in the developmanc of the

SEB APU is fo_md in the gearbox., _-

The 0rbiCer gearbox, a8 ic was developed, had an Intricate externally attached lubrlcaclon oll

cooling loop; excernally a_eched oll accumulator; and an externally attached gearbox pressurlza_ion

sys_aN Co _uppor_ _ong duration and on-orbi_ operaclon8 in zero G and vacuum environments (Fig. _).

_f necessary for the SRB, Chese feaCure8 would have _eanc addlcional complication of the TVC system

and addiCional welghc and volt_e in _he arc sklrc. In addition, the projected effor_ co design _he

ex_ernally wounced components _o meec _he vibration and wacer entry loads; _o selec_ materials which

would survive in the corrosive seawaCer environment; and co flighc qualify Chase components would also

have been expensive.

The solution Co Ohm problavas obvious. Eliminate as m_n7 components as possible. Through

analysis of APU operecioual rimes and _he hearing loads induced, lC appeared co be feasible co tailor

the SRB APU operational prof41e co sceyw_Chin the 300*Y chermal limit of the gearbox without the external

components. The results of this analysis were confirmed by a series of cases duplioacins expected worse

case APU opera,ions. Wi_h _hls veriflcaciou, the coolant loop, _he accumulator, and the pressurization
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87stem were alimiuated. An advantage in this alimingtion was the fact that the components iu question

ware all bolted on externally so that t_eir re-oval did not significantly alter the design of the basic

gearbox.

RhRDENIHG OF COMPONENTS

Hardening, as used in this paper, is leant to describe efforts to improve the resistance of the

Orbiter AFU co_ponents _o damage and make _ sui_ble for SEB.

The largest example of hardenln_ 18 the SRB AFU vlbration isolation system.

In all erases, the vlbrat_ loads _tIPICt_I for SEB APE exceeded those expected for Orbiter. This

exceedance caused concern for the operabili_y and life of several APU components such as the gas

generator and the fuel pump. To preclude having to redesign these components, a vibration isolation
8yOtan was developed fog the APU (FIgs. 5. 6, and 7). The 878tem consisted of three individually tuned

vlbrat_n d=_w/ng uounts attached be_en the AI_ at its mount_ lugs and the pr_mar 7 lounting struc-
ture. The result was attenuation of the vibration loads input to the SEB APU to levels well below those

for a hard mounted AFU and, i u some cases, below those experienced by the Orbiter (Table IV).
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Figure 5. Isolation Mount M-3.
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Figure 6. Isolation Mount M-2.
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Figure 7. Isolation Mount M-I.

TABLE IV. APU VIBRATION ISOLATION SYST_4

INPUTS TO SRS AP02

HAROI_OUNTEO ISOLATED
(G R_S) (G ReS)

x (AXLS)

LIFT-OFF 21.7 5.3

BOOST 32.0 7.8

REENTRY 41.5 10.0

Y (AXIS)

LI FT-OFF 21.0 11.0

BOOST 31._ I 6.0

REENTRY 47.0 18.5

z (AXZS)

LI_-OFF

BOOST

REENTRY

16.9 5.8

2(.0 5.7

Z8.1 8.8
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_EDUCED _OMPLEXITY

This category of modification is mentioned separately, because it covers circumstances where SEB

made changes to the Orbiter APU primarily to achieve slEnificant cost advantages. The gas generator

valve module is presented as s good example.

The Orbiter gas generator valve module (GCVM) is a complex component utilising many sophisticated

production and operational techniques (Fig. 8). The design incorporated features like welded actuator

torque tubes, torque motors, and metal to metal scats. These features were necessary in the Orbit r to
meet the demands of reduced fuel consuzption; prolonged cycle life; and elevated operating temperatures.

Associated with these features were high development and tmit coats.

In evaluating GGVM requlremnts, the SRB realized that its needs were far exceeded by the Orbiter
GGVM. Coupled with hlah Orbiter development and unit coats, this realization lead the SRB to investigate

the availability of a less sophisticated CCVM to meat the SEB needs. The resultin E SR3 GGVM was a

direct actuating, poppet type, solenoid valve module with elastoleric type seats (Fig. 8). This unit

was produced at approximately one quarter of the unit cost of the Orbiter CGVM. This savings was con-

siderable when multiplied by the projected 400 SRB APU unit buys, and an attrition rate as high as

12 percent.

If

OF POOR _:..,;;,:-.-

ORB ITER BOOS TER
HYDRAULIC RESEARCH l_ RO'L"r_

- H'Y'DI_ULIC RESEARCH v,._qo'l_A

0RBITEE 3.2 POUNDS MAXIM_4
BOOSTER 2.5 POURD$ MAXIMUM WIT_ SWITCheS

CONSTRUCTION FLEXURZ TUBE, HARD SEA-"_ ELIDING SPOOL, SOFT SEATS

LIFE 1.5 x 106 CYCLES EST_JLT_ 130,000 CYCLES

REFURB ISHABILITY LOW H3'GH

Fi&_re 8_ Comparlson of Gas Generator Valve Modules.
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PROCESS STREAMLINING

The Shuttle program had a very ambitious operational schedule projected to be as high as one flight
par mouth. This high rate of actlvlty made it mandatory for the SRB to £ncorporate all practlca_ con-

venlences which would decrease the n_bers of in-flow operations and reduce the total operatlona_ turn-

around tL_es. Several streamlining features were developed for the SRB APU8 to accomplish this. One
of these will be discussed.

The moat successful streamlinin S aodtfication undertaken for the SRB APU was the cold gas turbine

spin (Fig. 9). This feature was added in the reentry no=zle block of the SEB turbine to prqvide an easy

nethod to rotate the APU turbine without a full hot-fire operation or disassembly of _heTVC'syscem.

Some of the advantages of this are: easy checkout of the APU ac speeds up co 76 percent of full opera-

clonal speed; easy checkout of the SRB TVC system at demands up Co 26 horsepower; easy servicing of the

hydraulic system; and easy fuel system servicing. The coral TVC system C_me sav£ngs realized through
the incorporaclon of cold gas spin Is measured in days (approxlmacely 6 days/mlsalon). This is siK-
nlflcanC when co_pared co an operaclonal turnaround t_ne measured in weeks.

The examples presented were intended Co explain the challenge presented in developing the SRB APU

froa the Orbiter APU and Co demonstrate how the SRB APU became a unique entity in _he answering of _h_8

challenge. OCher examples of how the challenge has been met are found in _he following:

a. SRB controller

b. SRB fuel pump

c. SRB fuel system

d. SRB gearbox
e. SRB turbine

f. SRB gas generator

g. SRB electrical system.

Figure 9. SRB CN 2 Spin Nozzle.
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TBE SCORE C4RD/RUULTS

To evaluate how well a challenge has beau met, a score in eo-_e form uust be kept. Table V givea
• an £ndic_itinn of the score.

TABLE V. SRB APU OP]_/LTIOIIAL SCORE

ST..SS SUCCESSFULAPU ASCENT/OPERATION RECOVEREDAPU'S APU DAMAGE

1 4 11 201{

3 4 q IOZ

4 4 ' SRB'S LOST IOOZ

5 4 4 3Z

6 4 4 lZ

To date, 811 APUs recovered have been slated for re_rn to service. It should be noted that all

&PUs from STS-5 aud STS-6 could have been reused without off-line repair.

A second challause was to reduce development cost. In this, the program can again be declared

successful. The cost for develop=eriC of the SRB APU resulted in • program sav£nss of approx_ueately

50 percent over the costs anticipated for • totally new develop=est. Th_.• •evLugs can be attributed

al=ost totally to the decision to use the Orbiter APU as a basis for development.

_ULT NO_

The challenge of the SI3 cont_ues and will ,mtLl the damsi;e colemm on the score card reads 0 and
hardware turnaround becoaes rout:ins,

_.fforts to improve the _EU continue _th the ob.lact£_ls of:

a. Reducing preparetinn, urv£c:Lug, and turnaround titres.

b. Reduc_q_ costs.

c. Improving rel:L_b:Lll_y.

Toward this end, the SRB £s presently purSu_ig _tJor product improvement programs with a priuary

focus on the development of 8 low cost SRB gas generator, the meet expensive component of the APU. A

40 percent reduction in APU unit costs :L8 a 8o8.l for this effort.

Also in work is Lhe development of an unpunped fuel stere= for the SR_ APU. This effort will have

significant J_pacts on APU reliability, servicing, preparation, turnaround, and cost.

CONCLUS IONS

An overall assessment of the SRB APU program lead• to •everal i_portant conclusions.

a. The challenge to use the basic Orbiter APU as the design basis for the SEB APU has been met

an_ has produced positive dividends in cost and echedule.

b. The present SRB APU has been highly successful end has met the challenge of SRB APU reuiab:Llt=y.

c. The APU problems encotmtered during Shuttle operations pose a new challenge wanting real
solutions which are coat effective and timely.

d. The challenge to bring an SEB APU into operational status has been met and future challenKes

are in the categor 7 of product i_rovements.
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SPACE SHUTTLE ELECTRICAL POWERGENERATIO_

REACTANT SUPPLY SYSTID,q

William E. Simon
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas 77058

ABSTRACT

A review of the design philosophy and development experience of fuel cell power generation and
cryogenic reactant supply systems is presented, beginning with the state of technology at the conclu-
sion of the Apollo Program. Technology advancements span a period of 10 years from tnttial defini-
tion phase to the most recent Space Transportation System (STS) flights. The development program
encompassed prototype, verification, and qualification hardware, as well as post-STS-1 design
improvements. The review is concentrated on the problems encountered, the scientific and engineering
approaches employed to meet the technological challenges, and the results obtained. HaJor technology
barriers are discussed, and the evolving'technology development pathsare traced from their concep-
tual beginnings to the fully man-rated systems which are now an integral part of the Shuttle vehtcle.

Minimal energy requirements of the earliest spacecraft permitted the use of batteries for
electrical power. However, for longer, higher power missions with energy require,ants in the hun-
dreds of ktlowatthours, the fuel cell has obvious performance and weight advantages which enhance
payload carrying capability. During the past 20 years, this potential for better perfomance and
reduced weight has spurred electrochemical technology toward substantial increases in current denstty
(amperes per square fopt) and life, with concurrent decreases in specific weight (pounds per
kilowatt) (ref. I) as shown in figure 1. At the same time, increasing fuel cell reactant storage re-
quirements for longer missions and higher energy production rates created a corresponding need fop
improved performance in reactant cryogenic storage. This need provided the driving force for the de-
velomeht of more sophisticated cryogenic storage techniques (ref. 2). Additionally, the practical
application of these systems in advanced spacecraft was contingent upon the availability of necessary
component technology for controlling fluid pressures and temperatures, for regulating heat- and
mess-transfer processes, and for measuring fluid quantities. These growing requirements motivated
significant advances in component technology in both the fuel cell and the cryogenics areas.

One of the most interesting combinations of these technologies is the Space Shuttle fuel cell
and reactant supply system, which is the power workhorse and sole primary electrical power source for
the Orbiter vehicle (refs. 3 to S). This system is a highly efficient power generating system that
produces electrical power by the electrochemical conversion of hydrogen (H 2) and oxygen (02) to
potable water. Additionally, the reactant supply system provides breathing oxygen for the crew.
This fuel cell and cryogenic system represents a major technological advance over that used for the
Apollo missions. The fuel cells used in the Orbiter Columbia's original flights are 50 pounds light-
er than and deliver as much as eight times as much power as the Apollo powerplants. A weight compari-
son to a battery system would indicate that today's advjnced batteries would weigh about 10 times as
much for the same amount of energy, and weight of the most readily available, or "off-the-shelf,"
batteries would be as much as 25 times greater than that of this fuel cell/cryogenic system combina-
tion. The subsequent addition (effective for the ninth Space Transportation System flight (STS-g)) of
a third substack of cells to each Orbiter powerplant further improves the specific weight picture and
assures a lifetime 10 times greater than that of the Apollo powerplant. The Shuttle reactant storage
tanks are essentially scaled-up. Apollo-type tanks, but they are far superior to the Apollo tanks in

that they contain significantly improved insulation and support schemes. Moreover, the reusability of
the tanks and the technical challenges thereby presented are particularly important for this paper

(ref. 6).

Accordingly, in_thts report, the status of the fuel cell and cryogenic technologies at the con-
clusion of the Apollo Program ts summarized, and the predeveloment technology activity which contri-
buted substantially toward the formation of a firm technology basis for the Space Shuttle Program is
discussed. Relevant technology issues are investigated, and the most significant tnnovaticms are
noted. The manner in which the lessons learned from /Koollo and pre-Shuttle technology programs were
directly _lle_l to the Shuttle _veloment program Is shown. Finally, major achievements in the
test and evaluation programs supporting Orbiter development are discussed, and flight experiences

are described.
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. BACKGROUND

STATEOFTECHNOLOGYATAPOLLOPROGRAMCONCLUSION

The end of the Apollo Program mm'ked the achievement of significant milestones _n the deveiop-

ment htstory of fuel _11 po_er and o-yogentc reactant supply system. The flight-proven Apollo sys-

tem could generate electrical enorgy at the rate of approximately 2 kilowatts for 14 days, with an

avatlab]e peak po_er of more than 4 kl]o_atts for ]trotted pertods of ttme, _ht]e supplying potable

water and metabollc oxygen for a crew of three. Thts system consisted of three fuel cell po_erplants

of the Bacon cell technology, w_th accompanying superc_fttcally stored hydrogen and oxygen reactants.
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In the early 1960's when it was chosen for Apollo, the technology state of this fuel cell con-
cept was extremely low, and many developmental difficulties were encountered from the beginning of
the program (ref. 7). Although many of these problems were solved, some were merely "fixed" using
workaround techniques because of the pressing schedule. This approach resulted in many inherent
system design difficulties and features which made the fuel cell sensitive to operator error and
necessitated the use of more cowqolicated operational procedures than desired.

Initially, problems were encountered with pressure sealing in the 50OO-F potassium hydroxide
(KOH) environment. Also, a lightweight, Iong-llfe pump and water removal system which would oper-
ate satisfactorily in a 60-psi, 2OOO-F wet-hydrogen environment was needed. A highly reliable low-
power coolant p_,apwhich could function well in a thermal vacuum environment at temperatures from
-40 0 F to 140 0 F also had to be developed.

Contamination and corrosion In fluid flow loops with critical hardware tolerances were serious

problee_ for many spacecraft systems and the fuel cell was no exception, as evidenced by sluggish
valves and pumq_s failing to start. These difficulties were overcome mainly by imoroved servicing and
operational procedures; material or design changes (or both) were made when there was no other means
of dealing with the problem. Other problems with valves, accumulators, cell separation, and internal
cell shorting were met and dealt with during the component development, production, and ground test
phases of the program. As the production phase of the program was begun, a new set of problems
evolved. Careful attention was needed in areas of process control, servicing, spares production, and
traceability to ensure reliable flight-quallfled hardwerre.

Although the actual Apollo space flights were relatively free of fuel cell failures, two classic
fuel cell problems discovered in flight are worthy of note. The first involved air end particulate
contamination trapped in the coolant system in the normal-gravity servicing environment. In low- or
null-gravity conditions, the gas and particles freely migrated through the fluid loop and resulted
in coolant pump cavitation and reduced thermal control capability. Improved servicing procedures
precluded recurrence of the problem in later flights. The second problem involved condenser exit
temperature oscillations occurring first in lunar orbit and found to be caused by a low-gravity,
two-phase flow instability manifested only under certain powerplant operating conditions. Complex
mathematical models and extensive in-house testing were required to characterize the instability
and to quantify the operating conditions at which it occurred, so that valve schedule changes
could be devised to accommodate this idiosyncracy of the system (ref. 8).

At the end of the Apollo Program, a much improved cryogeniLreactant storage system over the on_
originally conceived was seen, partly because of the Apollo 13 oxygen tank failure (ref. 9). Although
low-gravity, two-phase fluid handling problem were avoided through the use of supercritical storage,
development proble_ occurred early in the Apollo Program with insulation, heaters, pressure vessels,
fans, and other components (ref. 10). These difficulties were resolved largely through design modi-
fications and changes in hardware suppliers, and through tighter control of manufacturing orocesses,
techniques, and quality. Other problems that developed during the flight phase required some rede-

sign and requalification of flight hardware, but, overall, the state of technology in supercritical
cryogenic storage supply dewars was advanced significantly during the Apollo years.

In the area of dewar insulation, significant design innovations involving multilayer insulation
schemes with an embedded vapor-cooled shield were introduced during Apollo. Early insulation schemes
were completely load-bearing, but excessive heat leak led _ the use of semi-load-bearing insulation
straps encircling the hydrogen pressure vessel and contacting the pressure vessel at specific points
where the load is transmitted to a girth ring.

Apollo heater design schemes started with an original static heater concept and settled on a fan
and heater combination which reduced system weight and minimized fluid stratification. After the
Apollo 13 incident, the fans were deleted from the oxgen tanks, and the performance of the resulting
static fluid heaters depended to a large extent on the effective gravity level.

Early pressure-vessel problems with the hydrogen tanks involved vessel failures due to room-
temperature creep in the titanium alloy (5 AI-2.5 Sn), titanium hydride formation, and resultant
spalling which caused vent-disconnect weld failures, and to problems encountered in the electron-beam
welding process. Resolution of these problems was accomplished by changes in materials and fabrica-
tion processes, and by improved weld specifications and quality control, including the use of a
borescope for weld inspection.

Major advances in the technology of other cryogenic components were seen by the end of Apollo.
Included were significant improvements in fan motor design and the development of better vacuum
potting techniques for the vac-ion pump package to prevent electromagnetic interference (EMI) and co-
rona effects.
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Three significant failures associated wlth the cryogenic storage system during Apollo had an im-
pact on the technology base. These were failure of the automatic pressure control system in a hydro-
gen tank (Apollo g); loss of vacuum in a hydrogen tank annulus, detected during loading (Apollo 12);
and, of course, the Apollo 13 incident in which an oxygen tank failed in translunar flight. Through
a diligent effort on the part of the Apollo team, a successful recovery from each of these failures
was affected. Thus, at the end of the Apollo Program, significant technological improvements were

seen in cryogenic system design, particularly in pressure-vessel fabrication and welding, bimetallic
Joints, vapor-cooled shields in high-performance insulation, vacuum acquisition and retention, EMI

control, and metallurgical techniques.

In addition to the numerous system hardware technology advances, much progress was made in the
development of analytical modeling techniques for electrical power and cryogenic storage Systems
(refs. 11 to 14). Also, certain advances in electronics technology were ready for application
in future power systems. Collectively, these achievements constituted a firm technology base
from which the Space Shuttle development program could begin.

RELEVANT TECHNOLOGYPROGRAMSPRECEDING SHUTTLE

Although the Apollo system was satisfactory for its intended use, it nonetheless left much to
be desired as a means of power generation for future spacecraft. Even as far back as the days of
Apollo, the NASA Lyndon B. 3ohnson Space Center (3SC); wtth awareness of the limitations of the
Apollo fuel cell design, initiated technology development programs using NASA Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology (OAST) funding with both the A11ts-Chalmers Manufacturing Company and the
General Electric Company (GE). At that time, Allis-Chalmers was advancing the alkaline capillary
matrix concept, which held the promise not only of longer life but also of alleviating the severe
operational constraints experienced wtth the Apollo design. General Electric, on the other hand,
was continuing development on an early version of the acid solid polymer electrolyte fSPE) fuel
cell. The Allts-Chalmers concept was ultimately selected to he developed for the Orbital Workshop
in the NASA Apollo Applications Program (AAP) and for the U.S. Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory
(MOt). Later, the MOL program was canceled, and the Orbttal Workshop concept was restructured and
renamed Skylab. At this point, for economic reasons, a programmatic decision was made to use exist-
tng Apollo fuel cells for Skylab. These two events led to the curtailment of all Allts-Chalmers fuel
cell activities. The Power System Division (PSI))of United Technologies Corporation, in recognition
of the Apollo design limitations, had also been developing the alkaline capillary matrix technology,
which has become its mainstay for the Shuttle fuel cell. Meanwhile, a technological breakthrough
Involvlog reactant prehumidification in the GE fuel cell made it a viable option for the projected
Shuttle Orbiter power_system.

During this same time period, the Bendix Company had been chosen to build cryogenic storage
tanks for the Orbital Workshop and the Garrett AiResearch Corporation was selected to provide tank-

age for the MOt. However, cancellatlon of both these programs halted this effort before any signifl-
cant technology advancements were realized.

By the close of the decade, although technological progress had been achieved in both fuel cell_
and cryogenic storage, much of it was fragmented and affected heavily by programmatic decisions
outside the realm of these technologies. It was thus recognized in early 1970 that for the Space
Shuttle, additional technology improvements would be required. For this reason, 3SC initiated a com-
petitive procurement activity with United Technologies Corporation and GE aimed at upgrading the
state of hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells for Shuttle needs (ref. 15). Additionally, two technology
programs for advancing the state of the art in cryogenic oxygen and hydrogen storage vessels were
begun by 3SC with the Beech Aircraft Corporation, Boulder Division: the Oxygen Thermal Test Article
(OTTA) and the Hydrogen Thermal Test Arttcle (HTTA) programs (refs. 16 and 17). At this time in the
early Shuttle conceptual definition, a cryogenic orbttal maneuvering system (0MS) was being considered;
therefore, the vessels were sized for both {)MS propellants and power reactants, as well as for meta-
bolic oxygen. These programs brought about such improvements as silver-plated H-film insulation, S-
91ass support straps, and a refined vapor-cooled shield. Concurrently with these fuel cell and cryo-
genic technology programs, _SC also Initiated a cryogenic supply system optimization study, one of
the principal objectives of which was to investigate the feasibility of a totally integrated cryo-
genic fluid storage and supply system for the Orbiter that would provide fluids for propulsion, power
generation, and life support (ref. 18). After selection of the present solid rocket booster/external
tank coabinatton in lieu of the all-cryogenic Shuttle, this acttvtty was reoriented to a cryogenic
cooling study. Perhaps the most useful result of thts work was the establishment of a comprehensive
data base for cryogenic system component design. This information was used extensively in the design
and development phase of the Shuttle reactant supply system.
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.TRANSITION T0 THE SHUTTLE ERA

GREATER DEMANDSTHAN APOLLO

With the 1-efocusing of "thespace program to near-Earth orbit followlng the lunar exploration
phase, plans emerged for larger crews and increased activities with experiments and other flight
hardware. Thus, electrical power require_ents increased by more than an order of magnitude over the
modest levels of previous programs and produced greater demands for hlgh-perfo_mance power generation
systems. With the emphasis on. economy, this objective could only be attained through extended life
and reusability. -The concept of reusability required hlgh operational tolerance and flexibility to
achieve acceptable turnaround rates at launch and landing sites. Furthermore, to optimize total

vehicle design, plans were laid for an increase in system integration for the Shuttle compared to pre-
vious spacecraft. Taken all together, these increased demands pointed up the requirement for a
quantum ju_o in technology over that of the Apollo Program. Fortunately, .these needs had been
recognized earlier by fuel cell and cryogenic storage technologists and by the NASA OAST, and technol-
ogy development in both areas had been evolutionary, building up from modest levels beqlnning Just
after the Apollo design was frozen in the early sixties to the coml)etitive technology programs of the
seventies resulting in the selection of the present Shuttle system. Through these programs, major
technological barriers were overcome and the fuel cell and cryogenic storage system was placed in the

enviable position of being one of the few systems truly ready, from a technology standpoint, for the
development program. The development effort was _eduded to solving englneerlng problems, though not
at all insignificant, for which.'no major scientific breakthroughs were required. This state of tech-

nological preparedness earned for..the.power generation and reactant storage system the distinction of
being the only subsystem .which reached.the end of the originally defined Shuttle development program

on schedule and within the allocated budget (ref. 19).

LESSONS LEARNED FROM PREVIOUS PROGRAMS

The completion of JSC's comq)etltive fuel cell technology programs in Ig73 marked the end of a
decade of significant accomplishments in fuel cells and cryogenic storage, and It was a time for re-
flection by the technical conmunity on the successes .and failures of these programs during that brief
period before the Shuttle development program began. In retrospect, two things were clear to the
fuel cell and cryogenics experts who were to .be involved in the Orbiter project: (1) the features
of a power generation and reactant storage system that were to be avoided in the Orbiter design were
known from the Apollo Program and (2) technical risks in the development program could be minimized
by using certain techniques and ideas which had evolved from the technology programs. Most unwork-
able methods had by this time been elimi,nated, and feasible techniques had been found, for the most
part, to achieve the Orbiter goals of increased llfe, higher power, improved operational flexlbillty,

and lower specific weight and _olume.

Two fuel cell approaches Were successful: the PSD fuel cell, with its improved alkaline electro-
lyte matrix, and the GE fuel cell, with its acid solid polymer electrolyte and hydrogen prehumldlfier.
Both of these concepts had undergone significant improvements during the com_etitive technology pro-
gram, and engineering models of each had been subjected to a 5000-hour test program, with small
stacks (four to six cells) and other components accumulating more than 10 OOO operating hours.

Cryogenics specialists had reached a-similjm plateau in the development of reactant storage and
supply systems, and although it was generally felt that the basic technology (supercritica] cryogenic
storage) would be adequate for the Shuttle, it was also agreed that certain improvements over the
Apollo technology would be required to satisfy higher power levels, a different vibration environ-

ment, and requirements for increased operational flexibility and safety. High on the list of needed
improvements was a better method of loading the reactant tanks because of significant loading prob-
lem wlth the Apollo tanks and the larger fluid quantities to be handled on the Shuttle. Consequent-

ly, a clear need was established for greatly improved ground-support equipment (GSE) and operations.

The Apollo 13 incident had led to improved static heater pressurization systems, and much had
been learned about low-gravity thermal stratification and its effects in the oxygen tanks on later
Apollo flights. Insulation and pressure-vessel mounting improvements had been made as a result of
the OTTA and HTTA technology programs, and techniques were available to avoid the compressive, loed-

bearing insulation scheme of Apollo. A simplified vapor-cooled shield which further increased the
thermal efficiency of the hydrogen vessel hadbeen developed. Progress in electronics virtually as-
sured electrical control and protectiveclrcuitry for the reactant storage and supply system that was

greatly improved compared to the previous electromechanical pressure-swltch system.

When the technology and flight programs for the development of fuel cell and cryogenic reactan¢
storage systems in the years preceding the Shuttle are reviewed, it is clear that the availability of
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the technology ts attributable to the failures as well as the successes encountered tn these program,

and to the penetrating tnslght and attention to detail on the part of the technical specialists 4,-
valved. Although fundtng was modest tn these areas compared to other system tn the Shuttle program,

the combine,tun of talented manpower, In-house test capability, and well-planned technology programs

was responsible for the "ready" technolo_ state of these systems at the start of the Shuttle devel-

opment program. A composite summary of these technoloo_y and development program 4s shown t, figure 2.
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FIGUREZ.- FUEL CELLANDCRYOGENICRF.ACTANTSTORAGEDEVELOPHENTAND TECHNOLOGYPROGRAMS.

THE OEVE_4ENT PROGRAM

TEST ANO E_AtUAT_Oa

Unltke electrfcal power system develoment 4n the Apollo Program, whtch was rlchly endowed wlth

supporting analytical activity, the principal develoment channel In Shuttle fuel cell and c_yoqen4c
system development was tts test progrma. However. because of the Increased emphasts on economy 4,
the Shuttle program, the approach taken 4n the development phase for both the fuel cell and the cryo-

genic storage system !ncluded a mtntmum test program _hlch would satfsfy program re(lutrements. Thts

test program consisted of element and ¢omonent supp14or tests, thermal vacuum tests, vibreecousttcs

tests, and checkout tests In the Orbtter, _rtth ftnal Integrated system checkouts In the horizontal

flight test. the fltght read4ness flrtngs, and the operational f11ght test program (S13-1 to $T3-4).

Vary early tn the developmant program, cell test work at the NASALe_ts Research Center resulted
tn a change from the ortgtnal platinum-palladium catalyst to the geld catalyst now used tn al1 cells.

Thts change provtded Increased efficiency and thereby a stgetftcant system _e4ght decrease, stnce two
powerplant substacks could than be used tnstead of the three originally requtred for each t'uel cell

power pl ant.
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Early develoment fuel cell units of the compact capillary matrix type were the PCaB-! and the
PCOB-4. Tests of the PcaB-1 led to many changes In the proposed Shuttle design, including the
innovative dual-feed oxygen system and Noryl end plates. The PCaB-1 test program emhaetzed the need
for alined nubbins end other flow fteld changes.

Other tests performed at JSC also provided" direction for the development pro_em. One examle
is the investigation of the cold cathode activation procedure, found to be beneficial through
early PSI) testing, whereby the cells were starved of oxygen after shutdo_m by supplytngan inert
gas to the cathode, with hydrogen on the anode, _hlle applying a load to the system. This procedure
nrevented the O.S-millivolt per cell unrecoverable voltage losses associated with conventional
shutdown procedures and enabled accurate perfomance predictions, thus reducing the rate of pert'ormence
degradation of the powerplant. Thts is one of the reasons the flight powerplants have performed
better than originally predicted from the qualification test results.

In addition to the designated quallflcatlo'n powerplants and development units, two developmental
powerplants and some component hardware were purchased by _ for special tests and evaluations to
complement the mainstream develoment program. The _A fuel cell was a $_ttle prototype unlt
consisting of one flight-configured, _:cell electrical generating stack and a nonfllght accessory sec-
tion. Dis l_werplant was tested at the _C ll_rmchemlcal Test Facility, primarily to I_,OVlde In-
sight into long-term thermal vacuum environment pe_omance and degradation characteristics early in
the Shuttle development proFam (ref. 20). It successfully ran for 5000 hours at a simulated Shuttle
average load of 4.5 kilowatts, wlth an average loss of less than I volt over this time period. In ad-
•dltlon to detemlnl_ degradation characteristics, test engineers mapped the operating characteris-
tics of the powerplant for the full range of Shuttle conditions and evaluated power-up capabilities,
transient load responses, purge requirements, and diagnostic techniques. Procedures for starting
and stopping the powerplant were also developed and verified in this program.

Another development powerplant, X708, was tested at _C in 1978 (ref. _1) to evaluate a fully

flight-configured Orbiter powerplant over various operating regimes at sea-level pressure and in a
the,el vacuum environment. Although there were minor differences, the stack was essentially identi-
cal to the present Shuttle fuel cell stack and consisted of two 32-cell, power-producing stacks elec-
trically connected in parallel. The IxMwerplant arrived at JSC having approximately 2000 equivalent
hours of operation, and approximately 1000 equivalent hours were added in the course of the tests.

Such things as the effects of long periods of open circuit, postlanding cool_, end short-term
high power levels were evaluated. These tests conflmed operation within specification limits for
the sea-level and vacuum tests and were extremely useful in thermal mapping of the coolant loop

during the cooldovm, high power, and open-clrcuit tests.

Other fuel cell tests were _rf_ at _C on its FC-40 fluid breadboard test loop. An example
is the investigation peffom_ to develop techniques and procedures for removing dissolved gas from
the fuel cell coolant fluid before vacuum filling the coolant system.

Although devel®m_ problems in the fuel cell program could wall be classified as "system
level" and "component level," it is perhaps more meaningful in this paper to discuss in some detail
the three most important problem areas from the standpoint of meeting and solving the challenges of
system development. The first important area was a water removal problem first evidenced in 1975 by
hydrogen pump seize-up during vibration testing of a pow@_lant simulator. A failure investigation
revealed impeller interference within the housing, as wall as contamination inside the pump. Conse-

quently, the hydrogen pump was redesigned to Include a circulating filter, increased clearances, and
a larger diameter impeller to maintain existing pumping capacity despite the larger clearances. The
redesigned pump-separator unit successfully completed vibration and other tests, and it was not until
the next j_ar, when attitude position testing on development powerplant X707 began, that further
problems arose. Surge and stall problems occurred in the _g_-hand launch attitude tests. Investi-

gation revealed that impeller rim purging during startup would eliminate surge and stall during rl_t-
hand position starts and operation. This revelation led to the _ird-generatlon production pump,
which incorporated two purge ports in the impeller rim. Tests on this design revealed that purging
did not solve the surge and stall problem in the rlg_-hand position during startup, and out of
this series of additional problems arose a fourth-generation, self-aspirated pump. Unfortunately,
this design did not eliminate the surge and stall problems. It was also determined during Pump
testing that condenser backflo, was sometimes experienced during certaln expected launch acceleration
loads (-Z). The fuel cell specification was then changed to incorporate expected launch and landing
accelerations, and a condenser backflow investigation was initiated. This investigation resulted,
in 1978, in further pump development activity in which i0 design changes Were made and, subsequently,

in a fifth-generation pump. The condenser backflo* investigation also precipitated other changes in
the condenser inlet header and the condenser aspirator pickup points. The result of these changes

was the designation of "left-hand" and "rl_t-hand" ix_werplants, according to their position, and
resultant orientation, in the vehicle. Aspirator suction tube kits Were fabricated for field con-

version from the "right-hand" to the "left-hand" configuration. The redesigned condenser and fifth-
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generation hydrogen pump succe=sfully completed all attitude tests as well as a 2000-hour qualifi-
cation test. In fabricating the redesigned condenser, it was observed that inadequate deburrlng
before the welding process left metal "burrs" inside the condenser which could have led to serious

contamination proble_ in the flow system had this problem not been corrected by tightening quality
control procedures. This quality problem is considered minor in comparison to the other problems

associated with the water removal system.

The second important fuel cell development problem occurred in the process of plating the
magnesium separator plates which provide the flow channels for the reactant gases and the coolant.
Magnesium was chosen for the plates because of Its lighter weight, and it was used in the fabrication
of the hydrogen and oxygen plates as well as the coolant plates. To isolate the magnesium from
water in the stack to prevent corrosion, it was necessary to cover these plates with a thin _.5 mil)
layer of nickel. Then, to preserve electrical conductivity and to provide oxidation protection for
the nickel, a layer of gold 0.2 mil in thickness was electroplated onto the nlckel coating. The
magnesium plates were first dipped in a zincate solution to promote adhesion Of an intervening layer
of copper, which was required by the industry-standard process to facilitate adhesion of the nickel

coating. The problem involved plating defects in the nickel layer, and was ultimately found to be
caused by insufficient process control and quality checks. Flow distribution requirements necessi-
tated the use of a complex waffle-pattern plate geometry, which contributed to the formation of tiny
blisters on the plate surface. These blisters were the result of a coating system breakdown which

exposed the magnesium. The industry-standard process, although well established for other applica-
tions, was found to be inadequate for this specific application. To complicate matters, two vendor
changes occurred in the manufacture of the finished plates during this time period. An investiga-
tion was then conducted which resulted In a better unl)erstanding of quality issues and requirements
in plate production and in improvement of v_sual and X-ray standards. After process control was
tightened, the improved inspection techniques helped in reducing scrap rates.

- The third fuel cell problem of major import involved an abnormally high performance degradation
in the qualification unit. The specification requirement for a fuel cell powerplant dictates a volt-
age regulation between 27.5 volts and 32.5 volts at the fuel cell terminals for loads between 2 kilo-

watts and 12 kilowatts. This specification applies in either a power-up or a power-do_ direction,
as well as in steady state, over a period of 2000 hours when the average load on the powerplant is

4.5 kilowatts. The qualification power profile is sho_ in figure 3(a), and these loads were to be
repeated for the qualification test until the powerplant had been operated for the required 2000
hours. At abproximate]y 600 hours into the test, the powerplant fell below the 27.S-volt minimum re-

quirement during a 2-kilowatt to 12-kilowatt power-up transient as shown in figure 3(b). This figure
also shows performance losses at various steady-state power levels. It was decided at that point to
continue the test for the purpose of certifying the powerplant accessory section for the required
2000 hours, and this was acconplished. The powerplant accumulated 2061 hours, with 53 starts, before

teardown and analysis began. Meanwhile, because of this problem, production powerplants could only
be considered qualified for 6OO hours, or the equivalent of about four Shuttle flights. An exhaustive
investigation was launched into the manufacturing history and build characteristics of the cell and

into multicell _ g and powerplant operational differences to find the cause of the premature perfor-
mance degradation. The historical data search revealed that the performance decay was a function of
numerous extensive powerplant load variations, start/stop cycles, and extended operation between -

cycles Additionally, the anode (H2 electrode) was suspected, since its voltage decay was worse than
that of the cathode at high power levels. The post-test teardown confirmed this suspicion, since

white calcium silicate deposits were found on the anode surface and were Judged to be a primary
cont_butor to anode performance degradation. _ Examination of used, new, and virgin electrolyte

matrix material (asbestos) showed significant quantities of calcium (as much as several percent)
in the asbestos material. Tests indicated that the calcium deposit transferred to the anode, where
it inhibited the hydrophobicity of the anode. Without hydrophobicity, the catalyst reactant sites
become excessively wetted by electrolyte, which masks reactant from the catalyst area and causes a
decrease-in performance. Cathode (02 electrode) performance was essentially unchanged from initial
conditions, although the occurrence of small (10 mY/cell) positive and negative shifts caused per-
formance changes from one start to the next (cathode activation losses). After the matrix material

was found to be the source of the calcium deposits, it was theorized that electrolyte volume changes
(i.e., a washing effect of electrolyte back and forth In the electrolyte reservoir plate (ERP} as
a result of load changes and start cycles) provided the mechanism for calcium deposition. At this
point, a plan of action was initiated to develop methods for calcium removal. Adding cells to the
stack and even changing fuel cell vendors were options discussed. Tests on a two-cell stack using
new cells to investigate the high Initla] performance degradation and the effects of startup and
shutdown were initiated by JSC.

Approximately I year of intensive effort on the part of JSC, its prime contractor, Rockwell In-
ternational, and the fuel cell manufacturer, the United Technologies Corporation PSD, was required to
solve this problem, and the solution came In the form of two processes. The first, an electrode
floccing process, consisted of adding a floccing agent to the colloidal dispersion of catalyst agent
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used to coat the surface of the electrodes. Use of the floccing agent produced an electrode of more
uniform consistency,thereby minimizing cell-to-cellperformancevariations. The floccing process
was already in use in the PSD fuel cell developed for the U.S. Navy and in the NASA Lewis Research
Center fuel cells, and it was incorporatedas a no-cost improvementin the Orbiter program. The
other process, that of leaching the asbestos matrix material to r_ove calciu_ impurities, invo)ved
reacting the calcium in the mat_x with an organic acid and rinsing away the soluble reaction prod-
uct. Figure_4 is a comparison of original qualification powerplant performance with later perfor-
mance obtained after incorporationof the floccing and leaching processes. Here, individualcell
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performance is plotted at various loads for both powerplants. Although operating time is insuf-
ficient to accurately evaluate these cell process changes, NASA expects powerplant life to reach

the 2000-hour goal with the present two-stack configuration. This powerplant is literally being
qualified in flight, and all units currently are at or above predicted voltage levels. One power-
plant has accumulated approximately 800 hours of flight operation with no noticeable degradation.

A further change later in the development program to a three-stack powerplant configuration was
implemented in response to increased power requirements for the Orbiter. This change provides two
avenues for additional operational flexibility, namely, longer life (NASA predicts more than 4000
hours) at a design average power level of 4.5 kilowatts or higher load capability (15-kilowatt peak
per powerplant) for Shuttle missions. Figure 5 is a comparison of the two- and three-substack

configurations for various steady-state powerplant loads.

Other fuel cell development problems, although significant, are considered relatively minor
in comparison to the three Just described in terms of impact to the program. These less important
problems are listed below the major ones in table 1. The problems, the time of occurrence, the
causes, and the corrective actions taken are shown.

Cryogenic storage devel®ment testing was accomplished for the most part at the Beech Aircraft
Corporation, Boulder Division, where two test units, a dynamic model and a thermal test article, were
extensively utilized. The dynamic unit was used in the development of the girth ring, the support
straps, and the pressure vessel and to solve fill and vent ltne problems. The thermal test article
was important in understanding the thermal-acoustic oscillation phenomenon and in the development
of calibration procedures for the capacitance quantity gage inside the tanks. These test units are
still in use today and have been used at _C for reltef valve and fill and vent line testing.
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Engineering improvements in cryogenics were needed in four areas: tank pressurization, inner
vessel suspension, protective electrical circuitry, and GSE. The Apollo 13 incident had led to

improved static heater pressurization systems, and although internal and external pressurization
methods were being considered for the Shuttle, the general consensus was to maintain the internal
scheme used on Apollo but to use no fans in either the Shu_ttle hydrogen or the Shuttle oxygen tank.

Although the static internal pressurization technique had been flight-proven in the redesigned oxygen
tanks used on later Apollo and subsequent flights, the reactant flow demands of the Shuttle system

were approximately seven times greater than those of A_oollo, and the increase caused a sharply higher
localized heat influx at the heater probes. For exan_le, the maximum heat input to the single heater

probe in the redesigned Apollo oxygen tank was 150 watts. In the Shuttle oxygen tank, maximum heat
input is 1000 watts. For this reason, the heater element configuration was changed and two heater
probes are used in each tank as opposed to the single Apollo probe. The major unknown factors in the
pressurization area at the beginning of the tank development program were the degree of thermal strat-
ification expected in these larger tanks and the effects of stratification on system performance.
These unknowns were later quantified and understood in the course of the development and flight test

programs.

In remembrance of the problems encountered in the Apollo pressure-vessel suspension system, Shut-

tle designers IJsed the increased knowledge gained in the OTTA and HI-FAtechnology progr_ by
choosing filament-wound S-glass support straps and using them in a tensile-loaded configuration, as
opposed to the Apollo comresslve load-bearing insulation scheme. This choice eliminated not only me-
chanical problems caused by internal vessel rotation but also localized high-heat-leak areas through
the comressed insulation. Here again, the technology programs were rewarding in providing an

increased leveJ of intelligence for Shuttle development.
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/i   i i iiiil¸!I TABLE 1.- pRORLEM5 ENCOUNTERED IN ORBITER FUEL CELL D(YELOPM[NT PROGRM4

P_b1_ Time frame Cause Correct twect ton

M&utor

Watt" removal system

It2 pum $tall

Right-hand 11_1¢h _ttlt_e

$till

1975 Lo_ lmelle_ clearance,

contmtnatton in pu_

1976-78 Water _11dup tn pump

Ptm

STS-2 f_1 cell fallu_

Nic_elplat1_] (I_ p1_t.)

Perfom_nc_ degradation, quallftcetlon

po_e_pl ant

]g_l Pump rtlll asptrltor

blocked by small

foret_ object; caused

progressive fuel cell

f1oodlng wtth result-

ant high pX _d vol-

tage los$

1974-75 Insufficient process

control and Quallty
checks

1979-80 Calctum depostts on

_ode

i

O_her

Pump redestqn (ftlte_, f_creesed cleerence, l_rger dt_teP
tmellerl

Impellm- rtm _rge port md Bptretm" tnsta11Et$on. _mo

curre_ _lelturgmflts, pumP/Se_aritor redestQn, le_t-h_d/

right-hand _plonts (|spit|toP suctto_ tube kttsl

lmroved contmteatton control; _ _'e_est_ (eliminated

p_ rlm ilSpJr|tor); lmlterlil change (pert; changed to

stelflless_; Stltnless ste_l ftlte5

Iterov_d process control tn plate prork_ctton and tin,roved

nondestructive evaluation techniques

Flocctng I_l leechtng

Oy_mtcs (vibration) 1975 A11o_mble comported-

stress levels exceede_

Condenser f_brtcatton (burrs) 1982 L_c'k of quality control

in COndenser retroftt

esplretor

-Theme1 control velves 1977 Contamtn|tion tn ptston

_eltef slot

1_ Thl_lal exponsto_, en-

treated flutd

Water tr_ 1979 Corro$tcm tn housing -

_ter_el 1ncomf_tt-

blllty

Coolant P_O setzure 1980 Coolant flutd e_Pinded

wtth tncreised tmer-

ature forct_J can

into stator

Dual pressure regulator (venttflg) 1979 Cont_mJnattoo

Su_o_t 11_es idded, o_her ftxes _mlmented to reduce
stress levels

Monuf_cttrrt_j procedures Pevtsed to tnclud_ dehu_rtng;
condensers re_o_ked

Improved clem_tnq methods

Improved mMtuf|cturtng requtrments, groove redestqfl
fo_ 3-subst_ck fuel coli

Waterlal cb_n_e - A1 to Income1 r_O

StuPor ¢en perforated to _ccept coollmt volume chinQe

Oual|ty Cofltrol lmro_ed

The optimization techniques developed in the OTTA and HTTA technology programs led to the selec-
tion of double silvertzed Kapton multilayer insulation with nylon net spacers, although heat leak
minimization requirements were not as demanding because of planned higher reactant usage rates. Col-
lectively, these improvements resulted in significantly lower cost, complexity, and weight for the -
Shuttle reactant storage system.

A third major improvement in the Shuttle tanks compared to the Apollo tanks is in the electri-

cal protective circuitry. Each Shuttle hydrogen/oxygen tank set contains an electrical control box
(mounted on avionics cold plates), which contains differential current level detectors, control pres-
sure conditioners (CPC's), remote power controllers (RPC's), control drivers, and the logic required
to control the tank heaters and to provide overload protection in case of heater fault.

The fourth item requiring considerable attention in the development program was GSE. In an ef-
fort to avoid the difficulties of loading the Apollo tanks, much consideration was given to the GSE
early in the program. As a result, larger lines," better insulation, and the absence of tank loading
problems were characteristics of the Shuttle program. At JSC and Beech Aircraft, hydraulic pressuri-
zation techniques were developed to pressurize the tanks after loading, and procedures were developed

at JSC to assure adequate reactant purity at filling. These techniques and procedures resulted in
decreased tank loading times.

Although the reactant storage system development program was relatively smooth compared to the
fuel cell program, several problems were encountered. These problems can be loosely separated into
three categories: dynamics, thermal-acoustic phenomena, and fabrication techniques.

Dynamics (i.e., vibration) problems were of two types. The first - definition of the vibration
environment for the system- involved no hardware failures but has been an annoyance from the
beginning of the program to the present time. Because of the complex configuration of the
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interreactingsupport struts and straps with their multiple degrees of freedom, it has been virtually
impossible to perform an adequate dynamic analysis of the system to determine correct vibration

levels for dynamic testing. This difficulty has caused many changes in the test requirements, and this

issue is still not fully resolved, although the latest tank configuration has been certified for the
required 100 missions. The second dynamics problem was related to the first in that it was partly
due to a lack of understanding of the vibration environment, but was strictly a components problem.
Many components (e.g., tank heaters, capacitance probe, and vac-ion pump) were failing when vibrated
to a level believed to be much more severe than that expected in flight. The support straps failed
because of fatigue, and the electrical signal-conditioning box almost completely disintegrated dur-
ing an early development test. The signal-conditioning box was found to be reaching a resonant fre-
quency on the girth ri,.gon which it was mounted, and vibration isolators were required to solve this
problem. The fill and vent lines cracked in the hydrogen tank, and this failure led to a complete
redesign of these lines in both the hydrogen and oxygen tanks. (The oxygen tank redesign is in work.)
Only the pressure vessel, the outer shell, and the tank's girth ring needed no modification a_ter
vibration tests. Electrical problems occurred with transistors and diodes failing in the CPC. An
embrittlement problem arose in connecting the lead wires to the heater elements; this problem re-

quired a manufacturing process change. Thermal-acoustic oscillations discovered early in the pro-
gram in the hydrogen tank caused pressure change amplitudes of 20 _ 10 psi, which not only produced
problems for the pressure control system but also increased tank heat leak by 200 percent. To damp
these oscillations, an orifice was put in the fill line and the line was insulated. Extensive JSC
in-house testing resulted in both the discovery of this problem and the evaluation of the design fix.

Although extensive spark ignition tests had been'_performed in the Apollo Program to determine
minimum energy levels required for ignition of combustible materials in a high-pressure oxygen envi-
ronment, later discoveries in the 10 years following the Apollo 13 incident modified these results
somewhat. The most significant of these discoveries was that Teflon will ignite in this environment
at energy levels lower than originally expected. Extensive testing was performed on the Shuttle
signal conditioner to determine whether it was capable of delivering localized energies in the vi-
c4nity of the capacitance probe (the only tank component containing Teflon) sufficient to produce
ignition. The results were negative and no changes had to be made to the system.

Another Shuttle development problem which constituted a significant challenge concerned the

manufacturing process for the pressure vessel. To complete a pressure vessel, its two preformed
hemispherical shells are clamped together carefully at many points and, after precision alinement
and measurement checks, the hemispheres are welded together. Because no problem was suspected, the

measurements originally were not rechecked after the welding process was completed. Later, discovery
of pressure-vessel mismatches caused concern for the integrity of the vessel. An additional qualifica-
tion test was run on a pressure vessel with a known severe mismatch, and, following this test, the

vessel was subjected to a burst test which proved that excessive mismatch did not cause burst pres- .
sure problems. Tanks currently are being flown with a lower degree of mismatch than that of the
burst-test specimen, but two significant corrective actions have been initiated. The first was a

procedural modification requiring recheck of the vessels for mismatch after welding is complete.
The second corrective action involved the development of an ingenious nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) procedure to X-ray for pressure vessel mismatch on existing tanks, viz, completely fabricated
tanks with an outer vessel. Considerable cost savings were realized using this procedure, since
not all tanks have the mismatch problem.

Table 2 is a summary of major reactant supply system development problems, the time frame in
which they occurred, the determined cause, and the corrective actions taken. This table, as with the
comparable fuel cell table presented earlier, _ not intended as a complete problem list but only to

highlight some of the most challenging problems encountered in the program.

Although testing and evaluation is continuing on such issues as certification of empty reactant
storage vessels for launch, fuel cell startup heater design issues, and higher-than-anticipated vibra-
tion levels in flight, a technological plateau was reached in 1981 when both the fuel cell and cryo-

genic systems were declared ready for the first orbital flight test. From this plateau, one could
look back down the steep slope representing the challenges which had been overcome in bringing these
two systems to a state of flight readiness. Many improvements had been made in these systems
since the Apollo Program. A comparison of the most significant characteristics of these Shuttle

systems with those of Apollo is shown in tables 3 and 4. The pause at this plateau was brief,
however, because on April 12, 1981, the launch of STS-I signaled the beginning of a new era of

developmenta ! flight testing in the early Shuttle flights which held still more surprises.

FLIGHT EXPERIENCES

In the first four development flight tests, several problems were encountered in the fuel cell
and reactant storage systems. Only one of these problems could be considered major, that being the
STS-2 fuel cell failure. This problem was traced to contamination in the water removal system. It
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TASL_ 2.- P!_OBLERS ENCOUNTERED IN SHUI'FI.E REACTANT SUPPLY SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

. o . ,.,. . .:

Pr®Im Tim frm Cause Corrective sctlon

Environmental

InadeQuate tank/c0mponent
vlbration envlroresent

deflnl tlon

Cnmpenent vibration failures

Ig74-present Complex conftgurstion;

multiple degrees of

freedoi

1974-90 [nnde_lte cnmpenent

vlbrstlon e_trunnient

definition led to

overly severe test
condltions

1977-78 Thermal instabilityTherml-acousttc oscillations (H2)

[1metriCal

Vlbrttlon requlrem_nts zodlfled by fllght test data

Redesl_ of smse compeeents (e.g.. fi111vent llrms);

retest of others at reduced vibration levels; vl-
bretlon isolators

Instilled orlflce in the fill aloe and improved Insuletlon

on H2 _nd 02 fill and vent lines

Control pressure conditioner

_;_6!iLL?):._J

.': F ?. ::'_ ITL)i

-_._'_'_':_.,L:.;.-_,i

Reectont valve switch

H 2 shutoff valve feed wire short

0 2 S#Sotoff velve short

Signal conditioner combustion hazard

IgSO-present Cold solder jointso on-

petted fl Itors

1977 Excessive veltage drop
ec_oss cofltects

1977 Wire r_ntect ,dth valve

COver during mldlng

I
1976 Sherp bends in wires.

insulation failed.

Causing thor t t n_l

zgTg Potential shortlng

• t_n c_P¢cttence probe

Manuf ectorin 0

Component rudesign and improved minuficturtng techniques

Revised manufaCturing prOCedures

£mproved inspection techniques

Wiring and Insuletlon redesign

Per@o_ed hmzard analysts and additional o_f-ltmits testing

tO Drove adecp_ecy of design _nd to deftne design margins

• _ ::_ ... y_t,'_

.__i

• Heater wire nmprlttloment (H 2 tank) lgB2

(sTs-4)

Pressur_ Vessel mlsmatc_ 1980-m

Ht_ stresses developed

during high-rasper-

alert _meeling and

quld brue operations,

cm_stng mbrlttlmeeet

Welding process for

_ispheres Intro(luoed

errors; not rechecked

after melding

Instrumentation

Design changes to eliminate heater stress concentration

bends; improved InSpeCtion techniques

Improved clmmtng procedures; hegon using improved radio-

frtofltc technique to detect mismatch on extsl:tr_ vessels

(those produced before the pro_lma wes discovered)

• .- -!i_.,_:

H2 quantity transducer shift

02 quantity transducer shift

HI quentlty gem off-scale hl_ zge_ (sr$-3)

02 Pressure transducer 1976

Control lo91o failure in H2 T-O £gm
relY"

Unresolved tO date

Suspected shift tn

calibration; cause

unresolved to date

Two simultaneous o_n-
ctrcult conditions In

EMI filter sections of

st gr_l conditioner

Transducer Instability

H2 T-O valve control

log to defective . -

Tank dopletlon can be tracked by quintlty comparison wlth

other tints end known fuel cell usage

Same as H 2 transducer

Revised ret)etr/insNctlon techniques

Revised eco®tonce test procedure

Valve replaced, control IOglc revised

was found that the hydrogen pump was not operating properly because of contaminant blockage of the
pump impeller rim aspirator. The blockage caused water backflow through the pump rim into the hydro-
gen discharge port and eventually all the way to the power section and flooded several cells. This
problem resulted In yet another redesign of the hydrogen pump and the water removal system. Included
were material changes, the incorporation of filters in the water removal section of the pump, and the
elimination of the hydrogen pump rim aspirator in favor of a passive reclrculatlon system. Also,
ground checkout monitoring of pump current was emphasized. No further problems have been experienced
with thls system. A three-substack fuel cell powerplant has also been produced; this unit has recently

completed qualification testing and will be flown for the first time on STS-g. The redesigned hydro-
gen pump was installed on the three-substack powerplant and qualified along with the powerplant

after successful completion of powerplant qualification testing. Other fuel-cell-related flight
problems include reactant flowmeter malfunctions and a shift in thermal control set polnts. Both

of these are minor by comparison to the hydrogen pump problem, and design or process changes have
remedied both problems.

The reactant storage system has performed well on all fllghts through STS-7 with few problems,
none of which caused a mission compromise. The heater wire embrlttlement problem, thought to have
been solved earlier, dld recur on STS-4, resulting in a powered-down heater mode for entry, but per-
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TABLE3.- OBMPARISONOF SALIENT APOLLON(O SHUTTLE
FUrl CELLCHARACTERISTICS

r .: .,":.,: :"

Characteristic APOllo Shuttle a

Net powe_plant output, steady state
Min-max, kW ..............
Average, kW ..............

Voltage, V ................

Themal control .............

In-flightrestart capablllty .......

Restarts allowed .............

Reactant purity requtred (by volume) ....

Powerplant life, hr ...........

Powerplant weight, lb ..........

Powerplantspecific weight,
Ib/kW .................

Curren_Edensity at average load,
A/ft _ _ ................

Cost
Developmentprogram, mi11Ion
dollarsc ................
Productlonpowerplant, million
dollarsC ................

0.6-1.4 2-12 _:': '::::)"_: :
0.9 7 :::,.i:_:' _i-::_

|- :-.'_'L:: _ ."

Z7 to 31 27.S to 32.S _'-:,:_'::;::_:?

Dedicated radiator's Integrated with vehicle ATCSb i *:_:':::i';_/''

No Yes '...... :-._-. :
L "F" ," "-

N/A 50 starts wtth no maintenance _{.-:::-?_:..-:,:i.:.i
125 starts with maintenance ,__,:._.-- ......

_/':. :_,.._.' .,- L"

0.99995 0.99990 [''.:: _ --;-

400 ZOO0with no maintenance _::'::'::_'""
5000 wlth maintenance ..... ....:,

%

_-,

245 202 _...._...:..

270 _.q ...._:'-,---
_. -: ,-,,_

_, ._. ". :._.. ".:

90 230 ;_ _ -•::

61.1 ?.2.6 (through 0Vl.02) :,: .:-

i-._:"_: : _

aTwo-substack po_erplant.

bActlve thermal control system (Freon loops).

C/Koollo costs in 1971 dollars; Shuttle costs in 1982 dollars.

formance remained nominal with no mission impact. This problem is under investigation, but because
of extensive ground checkout, an extrememly low fallure rate. and an adequate amount of redundancy to
cover uncertainties, no flight impact has occurred. Only two other co, ponent failures have occurred
in the flight program (excludlngrandom instrumentationfal1_res): a remote power controller and a
hydrogen quantity gage. The RPC problem was traced to an electrical problem and resolved, and the
quantity gage signal conditionerwas replaced (twice) to preclude recurrence. The tank pressure con-
trol system works consistently, with no control band drift from flight to flight. Compared to the
Apollo pressure control system, the Shuttle system is very sophisticated. It a11ows predelivery
setting of the pressure control band higher for selected tanks, wtth all tanks in the "auto" position,
to avoid call up requirements to the crew for manual tank ,_nagement. Occasionally, pressure drops
of as much as 100 psi in the oxygen tanks, caused by destrattftcation, have been observed during
vehicle maneuvers, but these cause no concern since the tank operates at a pressure near 900 pst a
and the fuel cell minimum pressure requirement is 100 psla. Other minor problems that have occurred,
primarily instrun_ntation problems, are not mentioned here. Review of flight data for the STS-1 to
STS-4 missions revealed tank vibration levels which were higher than expected during ascent. This
revelation necessitated certain modifications to the oxygen tank fill line and resulted in a rede-
sign and certification of the tank for the more stringent dynamic environment.
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= ::::ii_-/i TABLE 4.- COMPARISONOF SALIENT APOLLO AND SHUTrl.E
REACTANTSTORAGE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristic Apollo Shuttle

Tank capacity (IOOZ quantitY),
29 H2a
330 02

.-: o

• ,: -

• :: :i

::' ::. i _' -_

lb . • • _ • • • • • • • • • • • •

Tank heat leak at dQ/_ mJn,
Btu/hr ..............

Flow rate at dD/dm mtn, lb/hr . . .

I nsu 1at t on .............

Vapor-cooled shteld ........

Structural support .........

Reusability ............

Tank operation control .......

Heater protection .........

Tank weight, Ib

........... ::...O_ .........

Cost
Development program, mtllton

dollersC ............
Production tank set (two tanks),

mtlllon dollars c ........

7

0.07 H2
0.73 02

Aluminized Mylar

' 02 (limited)
H2 (forerunner _o Shuttle)

Compressive
" 0_: load bearing

H2: partly load bearing

None

Pressure switches

Fuses
Stainless steel sheath

(02: static)

92 H2b
781 02

6.7 Hz
20 02

0.07 H2
0.62 02

Silverlzed K_pton with nylon net

02 - not required
H2 - simplified

Tensile

Epoxy-impregnated

S-glass support straps

100 missions

Cryogenic control box
(electronic)

Differential current level detector

Double stainless steel sheath (02)
High-emissivity coating

91 227
80 215

15.1 14.4

o.e _._

aApollo baseline: before Apollo 14 - t_otank sets (H2 and 02); after Apollo 14 - three tank sets.

bShuttle baseline: two tank sets, but as many as five complete tank sets can be Installed below
payload bay liner.

CApollo costs in 1971 dollars; Shuttle costs in 1982 dollars.

CONCLUSION

Looking back on the vast amount of activtty occurring from the early days of the technology pro-
grams to the present time, peaks of _ccompltshment stand out in meeting the challenges faced in
developing the present fnel cell end reactant storage systems. These accomplishments tnclude ma_or
advances tnelectrocheerlcal technolo2y, significant mechanical and electrical improvements, much prog-
ress in dynamics and thema] engineering, and major breakthroughs in nondestructive testing and
manufacturing techniques. Many of these achievements can be traced directly to the NASA
predevelopment technology programs.

Collectlvely, the decisions and efforts of a largn number of design and development experts,
test engineers, project personnel, and subsystem managers, under the direction of the Orbiter Project
Manager, have successfully guided the development of these two Shuttle systems through many problems.
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Thissuccesswas the result of a dedicated team effort by all involved, both NASA and contractor per-
sonnel. All should be proud that the challenge has been met and major difficulties overcome to pro-
duce the systems which are flyin 9 in the Shuttle Orbiter today.

In summary, no failures have occurred in flight which have compromised either crew safety or mis-
sion success, although the STS-2 fuel cell failure did cause this mission to be shortened to preplanned
minimum mission guidelines; however, more than 90 percent of all high-priority flight tests were accom-
plished (ref. 22). The STS-2 mission incident also demonstrated important "designed-in" operational
capabilities in the presence of a significant subsystem failure. From this standpoint, it can be
concluded that these systems have performed well. Development problems still exist, however, which

are being diligently worked on at the'present time (examples are cryogenic tank heater wire embrit-
tlement and fuel cell startup heater failures in ground test). Because of this continuing effort,
future flights should be even safer and better from an operational standpoint. As in any hlgh tech-
nology area, further improvements may be required and problems as _et unforeseen may arise in the
future, and we must remain prepared to face these new challenges.
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ABSTRACT

The Shuttle S-band communications system provides the Shuttle Orbiter with the capabillty to com-

municate directly with the Earth by way of the Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (GSTDN)

or by way of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), which relays Orbiter information
signals through a geosynchronous satellite to/from the Earth. S-band frequencies provide the primary
links for direct Earth and TDRSS communications during all launch and entry/landing phases of Shuttle

missions. While on orbit, the Orbiter uses its S-band links when TDRSS Ku-band is not available,
when conditions require Orbiter attitudes unfavorable to Ku-band communications, or wahen the payload
bay doors are closed. The Shuttle S-band communications functional requirenu_nts, the Orbiter hard-
ware configuration, and the NASA S-band communications, network are described. The requirements and
implenvmtation concepts which resulted in new or unique techniques for Shuttle S-band hardware devel-
opment are discussed. These areas include (I) digital voice delta modulation, (2) convolutional

coding/Viterbi decoding, (3) critical modulation index for phase _ulation using a Costas loop
(phase-shift keying) receiver, (4) opti_m digital data modulation parameters for continuous-wave fre-
quency modulation, (5) intermodulation effects of subcarrier ranging and time-division multiplexing
data channels, (6) rad iofrequency coverage, and (7) despreading techniques under poor signal-to-
noise conditions. The performance of these new and unique communication channels is reviewed, with
analytical and experimental results of performance provided.

INTRODUCTION

The Shuttle functional communication requirements are met through the use of three basic communi-
cation network modes. The NASA Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (GSTDN) mode provides

for communication links from the Shuttle to the NASA network ground stations. The U.S. Air Force
(USAF) Space Ground Link System (SGLS) mode provides for communication to the Air Force Satellite Con-
trol Facility (AF/SCF) by way of a remote tracking site (RTS). The NASA Tracking and Data Relay Sat-

ellite (TDRS) mode provides for communication links from the Shuttle to a geosy_chronous orbiting sat-
ellite for relay to the NASA White Sands Ground Terminal. These S-band links represent the primary

communication capability of the Shuttle for all mission phases when the TDRS Ku-band communication
link is not available. All Shuttle missions through STS-6 depended solely on the NASA GSTI)N and/or
the AF/SCF SGLS S-band communication modes.

Figure 1 illustrates the communication links associated with the Shuttle S-band modes. Each
mode uses a common Orbiter network subsystem, which is also shown functionally in figure 1. Table I
defines the link capabilities, the modulation techniques-employed, and unique design features. The

frequencies for each of the S-band communication modes are given in table 2. The SGLS mode uplink is
actually in the L-band frequency range for compatibility with the AF/SCF RTS transmitters.

TO provide the multiple functions such as two duplex voice channels and command data on the up-
links, a time-division multiplexing (TDM) technique is incorporated. Similarly, TDM is used on the
down links to allow simultaneous transmission of two duplex voice channels and telemetry data on a sin-

gle carrier signal.

TO achieve optimum performance on these digital channels, a phase modulation (PM) system was
developed. In addition, a frequency-modulated (FM) channel is provided for transmission of televi-

sion or other analog/digital data which cannot be handled by the PM links. The PM link used for com-
munications through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite can operate at two digital data rates. The
low-data-rate mode is provided to ensure adequate link margins if communication channel parameters op-
eraS, near their worst case tolerances. When operating through the TDRS, the phase modulation index

is optimized at ±900 , which is referred to as phase-shift keying (PSK).

An important characteristic of the S-band links is the coverage provided by the S-band PM
switched-beam antennas, which are flush mounted at four locations on the Shuttle vehicle. These an-
tennas allow nearly continuous communication when a network element is visible, without requiring
Shuttle attitude constraintS.

The Shuttle S-band GSTDN network (fig. 2) consists of 13 NASA ground stations and 2 USAF AF/SCF
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FIGURE 1.- ORBITER OPERATIONAL S-BAND SYSTEM.

remote sites. The TDRS system (TDRSS) is scheduled to be available after STS-6. The TDRSS network

(fig. 2) consists of two satellites and a spare satellite. The TDRSS network will provide signifi-

cantly more coverage than previously available. When the TDRSS is operational, the number of NASA

ground stations will be reduced and only those necessary to cover launch and landing phases will be

retained for Shuttle support.

In the following sections, the S-band communication modes are discussed in detail. The unique

techniques and designs incorporated in the Orbiter S-band network hardware to provide these links are -

highlighted. Performance characteristics, including the effects of nonldeal hardware parameters for

links that incorporate new or advanced communication concepts, are reviewed.

TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM MODE TECHNIQUES

To communicate with the Earth by way of the _DRS, the Shuttle S-band network subsystem design in-

corporated several new and sophisticated techniques. Many of these techniques are necessary to en-

hance the channel performance for adequate circuit margins, whereas some resulted from operational re-
quirements and constraints.

To optimize performance and to provide a secure communications capability, an all-digital link

design emerged. Thus, a method for digitizing voice and multiplexing the voice and data channels was

required. To maintain the data rate as low as possible for link margin purposes, a delta modulation

processwas selectedfor voicedigitizing.This techniqueallowsthe minimumnumberof bits(one)to
be used for each voice sample. In addition, the voice sampling rate was reduced to as low a value as

practical consistent wlth good quality. Two modes are provided for the TDRSS links. In mode 2, two

duplex voice channels are available, each operating at a 32-kbps sample rate on the forward and re-

turn links. In mode I, a single duplex voice channel is available. The forward link sample rate is

reduced to 24 kbps, whereas the tel;urn llnk sample rate Is maintained at 32 kbps.

Even with the efforts to minimize the required data rates for the forward and return links,

other factors eventual.ly forced incorporation of convolutional coding to achieve the needed perform-

ance. For example, communications through the TDRS must be maintained independent of Shuttle atti-

tude. This requirement dictates use of relatively broad beam; low-gain antennas to maximize the
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TABLE I.- SHUTTLE S-BAND (X)MMUNICATIONS LINK CAPABILITIES, MODULATION TECHNIQUES,
AND UNIQUE FEATURES

• . ,..

i/-C,. ..'F "

,'C:!<= ,7: ": [, ,.:

Frequency

S-band

Communications Capability Modulation Unique
link technique features

Orbiter-GSTDN Telen_try (Hi-Lo data rates) Phase modula- Linear IM baseband
(Hi-Lo)

S-band

do_link Voice (1 or 2 channels) tion (PM)
Ranging
Doppler (2-way)

data wlth ranging
on _.7-MHz sub-

carrier

Orbiter-GSTDN Payload data Frequency FM deviation opti-
downlink Recorded data modulation mized for maximum

Operational (FM_ digital data
Payload rates

Television

S-band GSTI)N-Orbiter Command PM or phase- Linear PM baseband

(Hi-Lo) uplink Voice (1 or 2 channels) shift keyed data with ranging
Ranging (PSK) on 1.7-MHz sub-

carrier

7:D::'.,_$

•: q..Q_j_,).

S-band Orbiter-TDRSS Telemetry (Hi-Lo data rates) PSI( Convolutional en-
(Hi-Lo) return link Voice (I or 2 channels) coding rate 113,

Doppler (2-way) Viterbi decoding

S-band TDRSS-Orbiter Command PSKlspread Spread sDectrum

(Hi-Lo) forward link Voice (I or _ channels) spectrum meet CCIR rqmts,
TDM convolutional

encoded rate I/3,
Viterbi decoding

i_,.._:, <=-,,?o

tT.:C-.-.._ :..'_;".:_ _ -

S-band Orblter-AF/SCF Telemetry (HI-Lo data rates) _M Secure links,
(Hi-Lo) downlink Voice (I or 2 channels) telemetry and

Doppler (2-way) voice

S-band Orbiter-AF/SCF PIL data (real-time) FM Secure data links
down link Recorded data

Operational
Payload _ =

k.:l._ .A .

j:-...: ,,- /:.. :

t"",.._=;_._.,:,,.,,--:'-.

I!!Lr_<:,, ". '

S-band AFISCF-Orbiter Command PM Secure command and

(Hi-Lo) uplink Voice (1 or 2 channels) voice links

radiofrequency (rf) coverage. A network of four (quad) antennas flush mounted on the Shuttle fuse-
lage with computer-driven switching logic is used to accomplish the needed coverage. As a result of
these antenna characteristics, the transmitter power and receiver sensitivity had to be pushed to
state-of-the-art values. A 140-watt power amplifier (traveling-wave tube (TWT)) was developed by

Watkins-Johnson, and a receiver with less than a 3.D-declbel noise figure was developed by TRW. _ven
with these state-of-the-art rf components, convolutlonal encoding was necessary to achieve adequate

link performance margins. A nontransparent rate one-third code wlth constraint length of ? was

selected. The decoding algorithm used was that developed by A. J. Viterbi (ref. I); It has been
shown to be optimum in the maximum likelihood sense.

The modulation process was also selected on the basis of optimizing the channel performance;
hence, PSK was chosen. A Costas loop provides for carrier reconstruction and data recovery of both

forward and return link signals.
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TABLE 2.- SHUTTLE S-BAND MODE FREQUENCIES

Communications mode S-band frequencies, MHz

Uplink/forward link Downlink/return link

GSTDN - high frequency
GSTDN - low frequency
AF/SCF - SGLS - high frequency
AF/SCF - SGLS - low frequency
TDRSS - high frequency
TDRSS - low frequency

2106.4063 2287.5
2041.9479 2217.5
1831.7870 2287.5
1776.7330 2217.5
2106.4063 2287.5
2041.9479 2217,5

: _':7,'-.S:,.:j. :_r_

• _" •.Z.:t:2_(,

i

Because the TDRS satellites continuously radiate the Earth with S-band energy, the forward link
S-band signal power flux density in a 4-kilohertz bandwidth must be maintained below the level consist-

ent with international agreements. To meet this requirement, a pseudorandnm code is used to spread
the TDRS-transmitted energy over a significantly larger bandwidth than would normally be required for
the information rates involved. This technique of "s_read spectrum" modulation greatly increases the
complexity of the Shuttle S-band TDRS receiver, since a despread version of the information signal
must be developed before the data can be recovered with-conventional phase-lock loop techniques. The
following paragraphs describe these new and uoique techniques resulting from the TDRSS communications
mode requirements.

DIGITAL VOICE/TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEXING

There are two reasons for including a digital (TDM) link in the Shuttle Program. The first is

that the use of the TDRSS for NASA missions provides a high rf coverage capability but results in rel-
atively weak S-band links. Analog signal designs could not provide adequate margins, but digital
links with channel coding can. The second reason for use of a digital TDM link is to satisfy the re-
quirement for message privacy.

The Shuttle system incorporated a signal design in which one or two diqitized speech channels
are time-division multiplexed with commands or telemetry. The composite data stream is convolution-
ally encoded prior to rf transmission. This approach is more efficient than analog since no power is
wasted in unrecoverable intermodul ation products and a substantial reduction in rf power is achieved
using error correction coding.

Digitizing of Shuttle voice is accomplished by delta modulation techniques. Fiqure 3 is a sim-
plified functional diagram of the delta _dulation process. Also illustrated are the analog input
and resulting digital output signals. In the modulation process, the input analog signal's instanta=
neous value is digitized according to a particular algorithm. Based on the eeneea_ed data (bit)
stream, the step size processor and feedback device reproduces the analog input m_) for comparison
with the actual input signal m(t). If _(t) < m(t), tffen a binary one Output results. If mlt) >
m(t), then a binary zero output results. In the demodulation process, the data (bit) stream is the
input to the step size processor and the feedback portion of the demodulator, which then reproduce_
a replica of the original input analog signal. _he output is filtered to smooth the samples and re-
move unwanted noise components which may result from the delta modulation processing.

Delta modulation is employed on the Shuttle because it provides approximately the same voice

intelligibility as pulse code modulation (PCM), but at one-half the bandwidth. Delta modulation is
intelligible, with speaker recognition and bit error rates as low as 10" for some adaptive delta mod-
ulation (ADM) techniques. Several ADM algorithms were tested by NASA to select one that would main-

tain high word intelligibility with reasonable voice quality at sampling rates of,32 or 24 kbps in
the presence of very high channel errors (i.e., bit error rates approximately 10-_). The delta modu-
lation alqorlthm selected by NASA to satisfy these requirements is a modified version of the _ABATE"
algorithm (ref. 2).

The TDRSS link margins are small, and convolutlonal encoding is used for efficient operation.
The errors for such a coded channel will exhibit a burst characteristic. The need to maintain voice
communications as long as possible in a burst-error environment was a key factor in the selection of

_he "Modified ABATE" algorithm. The Modified ABATE algorithm equation is illustrated in figure 4.

The unique feature of the Modified ABATE algorithm is that it was designed }o adaptively follow
the received signal with _ extremely high channel error rate (a_proximately 10-_). When an error
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FIGURE 2.- SHUT'rl.E S-BAND NETWORK (GSTDN, AF/SCF, AND TDRSS).

occurs in the received data stream, the step size processor will produce erroneous step sizes until

a correctly received data transition is detected. The average number of erroneous step sizes follow-
ing a received error in the Modified ABATE algorithm is less than in other popular ADM algorithms
(ref. 3). It is this feature that gives the Modified ABATE algorithm its good performance in the

presence of_channel errors. The Modified ABATE algorithm sounds significantly better at an error
rate of 10"z than do other ADM algorithms. This improved error performance is obtained at the ex-

pense of frequency response and dynamic range.

The ADM is relatively immune to channel errors whether they occur randomly or in bursts. Some
of the results obtained by NASA from word-intelligibility tests of the Modified ABATE algorithm are
summarized in table 3. The burst errors scored in table 3 were limited to burst lengths of 10 bits.
These bursts occurred randomly, but, during a burst, the probability of error was 0.5. The bit error
rate fBER) presented in table 3 is the average error rate. Note that the ADM is more immune to burst
errors than to random errors. Fiaure 5 shows word intelliglbillty as a function of BER for random
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TABLE 3.- PERFORMANCE OF THE MODIFIED ABATE ALGORITHM

Sampling rate, kbps Bit error type Bit error rate Word-intelliglbility
score

':. T:

32 Random 3.5 x 10 "5
2.7 x 10" 2
1.3 x 10"1

96.5
95.2
76.1

16 Random 4.6x10-5
1.7x10 "2
8.Bxl0 "2

95.1
93.6
88.8
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94.7
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FIGURE 5.- MEASURED WORD INTELLIGIBILITY FOR RANDOM BIT ERRORS - MODIFIED ABATE DELTA
MODULATION AL _ORTTHM.
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errors(i.e., not burst errors) resulting from Shuttle voice channel verification tests performed in
the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) Electronic Systems Test Laboratory (ESTL) (ref. 4).

Word intelligibility of 87.5 percent with an average BER of 1.5 x 10-i can be achieved with
burst errors. The word-intelliqibility results in table 3 and figure 5 were achieved usinq postdemod-
ulation band-pass filtering (300 to _300 hertz). The delta.demodulator is essentially an inteqrator;
thus, Its output noise power spectrum is approximately kf-z, where k is a constant the value of
which depends on the BER. The 300-hertz hiqh-pass filter was used to eliminate a large portion of
this low-frequency noise due to channel errors. The 2300-hertz low-pass filter was chosen to elimi-
nate the higher frequency con_onents due to sa_ling.

CONVOLUTIONAL OODING/VITERBI DECODING

Because of the long range to the TDRS (geosynchronous orbit] and the Shuttle's antenna charac-

teristics, the required performance for the Shuttle/TDRSS links could not be achieved by brute force
methods, i.e., by increased transmitter power and reduced receiver noise temperatures. In fact, even
with the 140-watt Shuttle transmitter power, and a low-noise parame.tric amplifier receiver, the for-
ward and return TDRSS links required error correction channel encoding to achieve the design goal BER
performance.

A simplified functional diagram for a digital cohmunlcatlon channel is shown in figure 6. Be-
cause the receive_ data bit is corrupted with noise, a finite probability of error exists in the bit
decision process. For a PSK-modulated channel assuming-optimum matched-filter detection, the proba-
bility of error at the receiver has been shown, to be

Pe " T erfc ,11)

where Ec Is the signal energy of a channel bit at the input to the decision device, No is the
noise spectral density of the receiver system, and erfc is the complementary error function.

! I
I I
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FIGURE 6.- FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A DIGITAL COMMUNICATION CHANNEL.
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If codingis notemployed,thereceivedbit is directly equivalentto thetransmittedbit. The
receiverbit decisionis thusmadeoninformationbits dlrectly. If transmittedandreceivedpower
is heldconstantfor codedanduncoded channels, then more energy is available for decisions on In-
formation bits than for decisions on channel bits (symbols), since each information bit is repre-

sented by two or more symbols. This redundancy results in lower energy-to-noise density ratios for
the coded symbols and hence a higher error rate. The decoder's task is to correct as many of these
hit errors as possible resulting in a net coding gain. For coding gain to be achieved, the informa-
tion BER must be less after decoding than it would have been for an uncoded channel.

The choice of coding parameters selected for the Orbiter/TDRSS link was the culmination of a se-
ries of tra_e studies, hardware constraints, link margins, and empirical tests. It is well documented
that convolutional codes can outperform block codes with comparable decoding hardware. The decision
then centered upon selecting either a sequential decoder or a Vlterbt decoder and their associated
rates and constraint lengths.

Use of coding was dictated by llnk margin considerations, and the design goal was to improve

channel performa)ce by 4 to 5 decibels. Since voice quality could be maintained with error rates on
the order of I0"_, the overall communication llnk had to be designed to ensure a graceful degradation
of the system to prevent premature loss .of voice communications.

The decoding of convolutlonal codes is by far a more complex operation than encoding. Since

size, weight, and power are at a premium on the Orbiter, a study of the complexity of both sequential
and Vlterbl decoders was conducted for the maximum upllnk data rate of 72 kbps. The complexity of
the decoder is a function of the rate of the code, the constraint length, the quantlzatlon of the

demodulated data bits, and the required output BER. It was found that as the code rate is decreased
and the quantization is increased, the Vlterbi decoder performance for a given complexity improves in
relation to the sequential decoder. In addition, at the BER crossover point, the Vlterbl decoder de-

_ grades gracefully but the sequential decoder does not. For the link robustness, ease of resy_chronl-
zation, and relative insensitivity to data bit quantization, the Viterbi decoder was chosen.

The coding gain of the Viterbi decoder at a BER of I x 10-5 can roughly be summarized as follows,
for constraint lengths on the order of 3 to B. The coding gain improves roughly 0.5 decibel for
every increase in the constraint length. An increase of 2 decibels in coding gain can be obtained by
increasing the symbol bit decision quantization from 2 to 8 levels (i.e., soft decision compared to
hard decision performance improvement). Another 0.5 decibel gain can be achieved by decreasing the
code rate from one-half to one-third. The Viterbi decoder complexity at these data rates roughly dou-
bles with each increase in constraint length. The design goal of 5 decibels coding gain could have
been achieved with a rate one-half, constraint length 7 code. However, an additional 0.4 decibel

coding gain was achieved by changing the code rate from one-half to one-third. This change in code
rate did not significantly affect decoder complexity.

The symbol synchronization performance is critical in a coded communication system in which
large coding gains are expected. This coding gain corresponds to a reduction in the energy per sym-
bol to noise spectral density available for symbol synchronization and detection. To achieve the

expected coding gains, the symbol synchronizer must introduce negligible degradation. The Shuttle
channel coding that was selected is the Tate one-third, constraint length 7 code. Since there is
still intelligible voice at BER's of I0"_, the symbol synchronizer must still operate properly at
this error rate. This requirement forces the symbol syhchronizer to acquire and lock at approxi-

mately -5 decibels Ec/No, which was met wlth_a digital implementation of the symbol synchronizer to
ensure repeatable and reliable operation.

The Vlterbi decoder implements a maximum llk)l_hood algorithm to estimate the transmitted data
bit. To save hardware, the algorithm performs 2_'_ decisions every bit time, where K is the con-
straint length of the system. With timing overhead, the decoder must perform an operation every 190
nanoseconds for a constraint length equal to 7. This is the limit at which the hardware can process
data with the logic family selected (low-power Schottky). The Orbiter glterbl decoder implementation

provides a coding gain of 5.4 decibels at a BER of I x I0-O. Figure ? illustrates the theoretical
performance improvement of the Shuttle convolutlonal encoded, glterbl decoded channel over the optl-
mum PSK uncoded channel (ref. 5).

SPREAD SPECTRUM MODULATION

The application of spread spectrum techniques to communications systems provides several capa-
bilities which cannot be obtained with conventional techniques. Some of the capabilities for which

spread spectrum techniques are commonly adapted include antiJamming, multiple-access communication,
message privacy, and navigation. In most 9f these applications, the ratio of the spreading chip rate
to the information data rate is large (>10s) and the signal-to-noise ratio (StiR) in the information

rate bandwidth is high (>10 decibels). For the Shuttle Orbiter application, the spreading process .is
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used to reduce the rf power spectral density. For this "case, the spreading chip rate is purposely se-
lected as low as possible to Just meet the required power spectral density levels. Hence, the ratio

of spreading chip rate to information rate is considerably less than that normally encountered. In
addition, the information is Manchester encoded,, and a_ information bandwidth of al_proxlmately twice
the data rate is required for the despreadlng process. These factors, together with operations re-
quired at SNR's close to D decibel in the information bandwidth, make the Shuttle Orbiter despreadlng
system des ign un lque.

The International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) of the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) recommends various criteria concerning rf signals and their spectra..The rf frequency
bands currently used bY conmercial communications satellites are the same as those used by the common
carriers for microwave relay systems on Earth. To allow frequency sharing, various criteria are
established by CCIR to prevent mutual interference. Many studies were made by international experts
on the subject, and several recommendations have resulted. One particular item specifies the maximum
allowable power flux density received at the Earth's surface from an Earth-orblting satellite (space
station). The power fl_x density is defined by

F - EIRP/4_rd 2 (2)
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F -flux density

EIRP - effective isotropic radiated power

d --distance between spacecraft and Earth In meters

Table 4 presents the maximum allowable power flux density at the Earth's surface from an Earth-

orbiting satellite for the Shuttle Orbiter S-band frequency. The values tabulated show that the most

stringent requirements occur for signals having an angle of incidence above the horizontal plane of

0 o to 50 and indicate how the flux-density requirements vary as a function of the angle of arrival of

the rf signal.

The TDRS to Shuttle Orbiter S-band forward communication llnk would exceed the CCIR requirements

without additional modulation to spread the flux density over a much larger bandwidth. Thus, a

spread spectrum signal design was developed for Shuttle to maintain compliance wfth the CCIR require-

ments on flux density. In the spread spectrum concept, the signal sPectrum is expanded at the trans-

mitter before transmission. This expansion distributes the signal energy over a bandwidth much greater

than the information bandwidth normally required. The spreading technique chosen for Shuttle involves

direct-sequence, pseudorandom code biphase _¢<lulatlon of the information carrier signal. Figure 8 is

a simplified block diagram of a spread spectrum system using pseudonoise (PN) code modulation.

TABLE 4.- CCIR FLUX-DENSITY GUIDELINES

Frequency band Maximum flux density in 4-kHz bandwidth, dBW/m2, for

angle of arrival (_) above the horizontal plane of -

0 o to 5° 50 to 250 250 to go °

S-band -154.0 -154 + _ -144

2

The rf carrier _ich is modulated with the data signal of rate Rd is passed to a balanced PSK

modulator. The PN code generator supplies a binary sequence of ones and zeros to the PSI< modulator.

Typically, a binary "I" is sent as unPerturbed carrier phase, w_ereas a binary "O" is sent by a

change in phase of the carrier of 1800 . This process has the effect of "spreading" the signal over

a bandwidth roughly equal to twice the rate of the PN code (Rc). The resulting spread signal is then

transmitted over the communication channel. At the _eceiver, after downconverting to a suitable in-

termediate frequency (i.f.), an identical PN code is correlated with the received code. After de-

spreading, only the original data modulation remains and is passed to a conventional PSK demodulator.

Other (interfering) signals received will not be correlated and are effectively spread by the re-

ceiver PN code, thus appearing as noise to the data demo_fulator. Figure 9 is a sketch of t_ical

spectra for the transmitted and received signals at various points in the system as indicated by the

circled numbers in figures 8 and g.

If a uniformly distributed, transmitted spread spectrum is assumed, It can be shown that the

spreading code rate must satisfy equation (3) (ref. 6).

10 log R > EIRPIdBW + log B/2 - 22 dB - 20 log d - CCIRIdBW/m2/Hz (3)

where

R - the spreading code rate

EIRPIdBW = the satellite transmitted EIRP in decibels referenced to ] watt

B - measurement bandwidth (4 kilohertz for CCIR requirement)

d - range from the satellite to the Earth surface in meters

CCIR IdBW/m2/Hz - CCIR power flux-denslty requirement

For the case of the TDRS in geosynchronous orbit and assuming the worst case CCIR requirement

for less than 50 elevation angles, the Shuttle minimum spreading code rate is 10.7 Mbps for the

S-band forward link. The actual S-band spreading code rate is 11.232 Mbps, and the code length is

2047 chips.
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As noted earlier, the Orbiter despreader design is unique because of several factors associated

with the TDRSS forward communlcation channel. To meet the CCIR flux-denslty requirements, the for-

ward link rf signal is s_l_e_ using a PN sequence with chip rate R = 11.232 Mbps and the sequence
length N = 2047 bits. e InTormation transmitted over the TDRSS forward link to the Orbiter can

be either 32 kbps or 72 kbps of data, rate one-third, convolutionally encoded. Since the despreader

must operate for either rate, the worst case condition is encountered for the 7Z-kbps mode. For

this case, the effective despreader information rate is the channel encoded s3aebol rate of 216

kbps. Thus, the ratio of c_ip rate to information rate is

Rc 11.232 x 106
-- " - BZ (4)
Rd 216 x 103

This ratio is considerably lower than normally encountered in spread spectrum systems; as a result,

several potential system design problems exist. The TDRSS forward llnk transmitted power is 46.5

decibels (referenced to I watt), which results In a nominal carrler-to-nolse spectral density (C/No)

at the Orbiter despreader of 54 decibel-hertz. Since the system must operate with a Manchester data

fomat and allow for Doppler frequency offsets and hardware frequency uncertainties, the despreader

bandwidth must be on the order of 500 ktlchertz. Thus, the nomtnel despread signal-to-noise ratio

Ps/N, assumtng 3 dectbels correlation and filter losses, ts approximately -7.0 decibels under nominal

condltlons during acquisition. With the condition Just described, a critical signal detection prob-

lem exists for reliably acquiring and tracking the spreading code.

Ftgure 10 ts a s|mpllfied block diagram of the 0rbtter despreadtng system. The spread signal is

filtered in a band-pass filter (BPF) with 3-decibel bandwidth of approximately 20 megahertz. The

filtered spread signal is then coupled to three product detectors (multipliers), where it is multl-

plied by a local replica of the PN spreading code. The process involved In acquiring code synchroni-

zation is now discussed. The local PN code is periodically stepped in phase by one half _f a chip
width at a rate sufficiently slow to allow integration of the signal plus noise for detection pur-

poses, but sufficiently rapid to ensure that maximum Doppler offset does not reduce the effective

search rate by an unreasoneble amuunt. When a phase is found at which the integrated signal plus
noise reaches a value greater than the predetermined threshold setting, then phase synchronization is

assumed, and the code stepping signal .is remK)ved. If the phase is truly correct, then the code track-

ing loop automatically pulls in, and code tracking ts established.
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Although the bas.tc operation seems simple enough, several problems were encountered. A unique
mechanization approach was necessary for updating the threshold setting in the lock decision process
to ensure that drifts In channel gain and/or noise characteristics did not significantly affect the
detection statistic. It is important to note that the same decision channel is used for signal detec-
tion and threshold updating. The threshold level is updated periodically, even when the system is
tracking, by offsetting 1_e PN code to the acquisition channel multlplter and thereby creating an un-
correlated condition and allowing 1:he detector to staple system noise for threshold adjustment. This
process is required to remove variations in system noise level due to channel gain variations and is
referred to as an adaptive threshold.

Because of the low S_'s and the Doppler frequency offsets, th_ design of the code tracking loop
required t_o loop bandwidths: a wldeband acqulsltion loop and a narrow tracking loop. To ensure that
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the loop will remain in lock sufficiently long after acquisition occurs, it is required that the loop
bandwidth be reduced after tracking has been achieved. Care must be exercised in the bandwidth reduc-
tion to ensure that the switching transient does not cause the loop to unlock. A time delay before
the loop bandwidth was switched and a stepped reduction in bandwidth was necessary to accomplish the
desired results.

Of primary importance is the strategy employed in the process of acquiring code synchronlza_ion.
Because of the low signal-to-noise condition and the desire for rapid acquisition, a strategy is
needed by which synchronization can be achieved as quickly as possible, but with a high degree of con-
fidence that the lock state is reached only when a valid synchronization condition is detected, and

by which lock will be maintained for a significant length of time (90 minutes). To accomplish this,
a serial search lock strategy is employed. The acquisition algorithm is illustrated by the flow dia*

gram in figure 11 (ref. 7). The process followed is outlined in the following paragraphs.

Search is initiated and each phase position (cell) of the code is tested for some period of time

T, which is selected to provide sufficient integration for a high probability of detection but small
enough to allow rapid dismissal and to ensure that Doppler offset does not significantly increase the-
search time. Once a cell in which the integrated signal-plus-noise level exceeds the preset thresh-
old is reached, a hit is declared. The system advances I;othe lock state, and the code tracking loop

parameters discussed previoosly are switched. Once the system is in lock, five consecutive misses
are required to cause loss of lock and reiniti_tion of the search process. Some of the significant
features and critical parameters which are required in such a search/lock strategy are as follows.

i. The search mode threshold setting should be such thatBthe probability of false alarm Is in
the vicinity of 10-2. Lower probabilities of false alarm (10-) will result in extremely rapid degra-

dation (increase) in acquisition time as the SNR decreases.

2. In lock, the probability of false alarm can be low since the desire here is to ensure that

the system remains locked and, thus, a high probability of detection is necessary. The lock mode
employs reset counters to reduce the probability of false dismissal to a sufficiently low value. A
mean time to unlock on the order of 5400 seconds at a C/No of 54 decibel-hertz is required for the
Shuttle.

The theoretical mean acquisition time as a function of carrler-to-noise density and code Doppler

offset in chips per second, for the Shuttle acquisition algorithm, is shown in figure I?.

For the Shuttle TDRS link, the forward link channel performance degradation in bit error proba-
bility (BEP) was specified to be less than 1.0 decibel. Test results obtained at the JSC ESTL veri-
fied that this specification was met. Tests also indicated that at strong C/Nq values (65 deci-
bel-hertz), the code tracking loop would false lock. Prior to the C/No at which a solid false
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lock occurs, an increase in acquisition time is seen. This effect is illustrated by the dashed
portion of the curves in figure 12, and is attributed to filtering effects giving rise to partial
correlation outside the desired lock region. Figure 13 illustrates the unwanted correlation effects
of a Tchebycheff band-pass filter on a typical Tau dither loop error signal (ref. 8).

ANTENNA GAIN/COVERAGE

Four quad antennas are used for the TDRS S-band communications. These antennas are located ap-

proximately 90° apart in the Orbiter roll plane and conform to the Shuttle inner mold!ine !fl9. _4},
which is the contour of its aluminum skin. ]2hemultlple-layer thermal protection system (TPS) is
installed over the antennas.

Each of the four quad antennas has two beam positions, providing eight total beams around the

Shuttle. These two beam positions are required to cover an angular sector of 1400 in the pitch plane

by 1000 in the roll plane. This sector coverage is required to produce the specified gain coverage
of 4 decibels over 85 percent of the sphere.

The quad antenna is a two-element array, which is oriented in the Shuttle nose-to-tail direc-
tion. The two elements are fed in quadrature, and their excitations are interchanged by an electro-
mechanical transfer switch. The element itself is a crossed dipole in a square cavity, which pro-
vides circular polarization.

A typical measured composite coverage Is shown in figure 15 for the 2041.9-megahertz frequency.
This coverage is 63 percent at the 4-declbel gain level and is substantially less than the specified
85 percent. The coverage difference between theoretical and measured corresponds to a gain differ-
ence of approximately 0.5 to 1.0 decibel depending on the S-band operational frequency. This differ-

ence may be a result of the TPS effects and loss variations In stripline, switch, and cable compo-
nents (ref. g). The initial speclfied, coverage of 85 percent at the 4-declbel level has been relaxed
to an average value of 50 percent for the four operational S-band frequencies.
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Since the'desiredgaln/coveragecapablllty has not been achlew_d with the existing TDRS
swltch_-bem quad antenna system, some limitedphased-arr_ antenna development is continuing. A
software simulationhas been developed to analyze potentlal spherical coverage capability as a func-
tion of the number of beams fom_ by the switching array. Figure 16 illustratesthe simulation re-
sults of gain over 85 percent of the sphere compared to the number of beams. Breadboard arrays are
being evaluated at JSC for potential future applicationson the Shuttle.

6STDN AND AF/SCF COMMUNICATIONMODE TECHNIOUES

One of the key areas of concern for the direct Shuttl_ to Earth communlcations system was the de-

sire for rapid and automatic signal acquisitionof the PM frequency links. Since an all-digltal link
design was dictated by TDRS and other operatlonaTconsiderations,a PSI(modulation technique should
allow acquisitionwith data modulation present on the carrier signal. However, navigationalrequire-
ments establishedthe need for a ranging function,on the S-band communicationschannel. This require-
_nt resulted In addition of a s_carrler to the upllnks and do_i_llnkswhich carried the ranging sig-
nals of the G_I)N tone rang1_ system. The su_arrler was phase m_ulated by the rang1_ tones, and
both the data and Be subcarrlerphase modulat_ the upllnk and downllnk S-band carriers. The net re-
sult of this rangingfunction addition was that PSI(mo_latlon could no longer be used for the GSTDN
links. The ground station receiver was not c_able of receiving a PSK signal; therefore, the down-
link design was residualcarrter PM from conception.

The television and recorded data are transmitted over a wldeband FM link to provide sufficient
bandwidth for the video signal or to allow dump of recorded data simultaneouslywith transmissionof
operational data on the PM links. The 6STDN and AF/SCF downlin_ frequenciesare identical;however,
the uplinks differ in frequency. Thus, the network transponder design had to be capable of operating
wlth two coherent turnaround ratios (one for NASA GST{)Nand the other for the USAF AF/SCF). Also,
since the range from the Shuttle to the Earth Is much closer than the range from the Shuttle to TDRS,
a low-power transmit mode and less sensitive receive mode was provided for the direct Earth PM links.
Broad antenna patterns for nearly continuous coverage with a minimum of vehicle attitude constraints
_re required for the PM and FM antenna systems.
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RADIOFREQUENCY ACQUISITION AND CRITICAL PM MODULATION INDEX

As initially designed, the Shuttle S-band network receiver was to operate with a PSK uplink sig-
nal modulation format. Traditionally, a Costas loop is used in such receivers to reconstruct the to-

tally suppressed carrier. However, for the Shuttle S-bend uplink when ranging and data are both pres-
ent, the Costas loop must acquire and track a residual (PM) carrier. As a result, several questions
arise relative to the Costas loop performance under these conditions. It was also found that auto-

matic acquisition could not be achieved even when PSK modulation was present because of the distor-
tion effects of the Costas loop arm filters (ref. 10). These effects created stable false-lock points
at frequencies related to the data rate and submultiples of the data rate as a result of data format
repetitions, such as synchronization words and multiplexed voice words which contain alternate ones
and zeros a vast majority of the time (when no speech is present). False locks beco_ prevalent for

some modes at carrier-to-noise density ratios as low as 58 decibel-hertz, which is only 4 decibels
greater than expected levels for TDRS operations.

The rf acquisition problem is illustrated in figure 17, which shows the primary false-lock compo-

nents associated with the uplink GSTDN mode using the high-rate data format. The TDM data rate in
this case is 72 kbps; hence, a strong false-lock component results at the carrier frequency ±72 kilo-

hertz. As seen in figure 17, false locks can also occur for carrier offsets of ±18 and +54 kilohertz
as a result of the multiplexed voice channel idle patterns (alternate-ones and zeros), and at ±36

kilohertz as a result of the basic TDM format, j

If voice is present, the _+18- and +54-kilohertz lock points disappear because of the randomizing
of the voice multiplexed word patterns. This fact, together with the introduction of rate one-third
coding to increase the basic channel symbol rate to 216 kbps, was effectively employed to alleviate
false-lock susceptibility for most of the launch trajectory (i.e., until Doppler shifts cause the one-
half dal:a-rate term to be within the receiver acquisition sweep range (ref. 11)). Figure 18 Illus-
trates the uplink false-lock components of this special launch communication mode. To ensure that

false-lock points do not exist within the carrier acquisition sweep range for a significant portion
of launch communications coverage, two basic changes were made to the launch communication mode.
First, a continuous low-level-noise modulation is introduced into the voice delta modulators. This

continuous modulation in effect randomizes the voice word patterns and removes the associated false-
lock components. Second, the data-rate multiplication due to encoding increases the channel symbol
rate to 216 kbps; therefore, the one-half data-rate term now occurs at I08 kilohertz, which is beyond
the acquisition sweep range of the Shuttle receiver with zero Doppler offset. As Doppler effects
shift the received carrier frequency, a point is reached at which the lOB-kilohertz term will fall
within the acquisition sweep region. The time into launch at which this occurs is maximized by off-
setting the launch-site transmitter frequency to compensate for Doppler effects as much as possible
without causing the opposite 108-kilohertz component to appear within the sweep range.

The on-orbit acquisition process is normally accomplished without modulation applied to the up-
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ltnk carrte_ for both direct (GSI"t)N) 11nks and TORS links. Since the ground receiver designs incorpo-

rate antt-sideband lock features, no significant false-lock problems were encountered by the GST_N or

TDRS ground station recelvers.

In addition to the basic false-lock problem encountered with the Shuttle transponder, a phenome-

non referred to as "critical modulation Index%effect was encountered, Traditionally, a Costas loop

is intended for use tn receivers that must reconstruct a carrier reference from an input signal hay-
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ing a completely suppressed carrier component (i.e., PSI(modulation). However, for the Shuttle dlrect
(GSTDN) uplink mode with ranging, the Orbiter transponder Costas loop Is requlred to acquire and track
a PM signal (i.e., when a residual carrier component is present in the signal spectrum), as is illus-
trated in figure Ig. The means by which the ranging subcarrier is extracted using the In-phase modu-
lation reference signal generated by the Costas loop Is shown in the figure.

Q

For the case of a Costas loop operating on a linear modulated signal wlth dlgltal TOM data and
a sine-wave ranging subcarrier, the error signal in the loop can be defined as follows.

If the input signal is given by equation (5)

T_ data Rangln 9 subcarrler

i

s(t,O) -_ sinF_t + _d(t) + (s)

then the error signal in the loop Zo(t) can be show to haw the fom of equation (6).

Zo(t)- [oslneOl-cos2Oi]si.,

where

%c " ranging subcarrier radian frequency and _sc >> than the low-pass arm filter 3-
decibel bandwidth

D - filter distortion factor; D - I for infinite-bandwidth arm filters
eI - TgM data PM modulation index (radians)

(6)

BANDPASS
FILTER

I BANDPASS

-1 FILTER
(_SC)

Iro")I

RANGING SUBCARRIER OUTPUT

LOWPASS
ARM FILTER

G(m)
_ ,.(D)

Low,...ARM FILTER
G(s)
(D)

q

FIGURE ig.- COSTAS LOOP AND RANGING DEMODULATOR.

LOOP FILTERF(s)

z©(a)

r

)

zm(q
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I_- ranging subcarrler modulatlon index (radlans)
• ranging tone PM modulatlon index (radlans)

R(t) - ranglng tone signals

_ = Bessel function of first kind and order zeroA stn - carrfer stgnal (unmoclulated)

Note that the error stgnal Zo(t) disappears (i.e., goes to zero) for the following conditions.

1. Oo2(ez) • O; when e 2 • 2.4 radJans

Z. e1 = cot-l_; when e I = w/4 radlans or 45 0 and infinite bandwidth (i.e., D = 1) is assumed

For the Shuttle network transponder, the Costas loop filter distortion factors have been rigor-
ously defined (ref. 12). The critical modulation index (_l)cr for which the Shuttle Costas loop

cannot acquire or track the GSTDN ranging modes for the various TD1 data rates of interest ts given
in table 5.

It is obvious from equatlon (6) that as the filter dlstortlon factor approaches _nity, the sig-
nal power avallab]e for tracking (I.e., error slgnal) approaches that for the PSK channel. For PSK,
the error slgna3 would become

Zo(t) - AD sln _ (since e2_= O and eI = _/z radlans) (7)

The acquisltlon performance of the loop in the PM mode of operatlon ,I11 always be degraded over that
for a PSK modulation mode. Table 6 Illustrates the calculated and measured acquisition threshold for
a representative Shuttle network transponder Costas loop In the PSK and PM (residual carrier) modes
of operation.

TABLE 5.- CRITICAL MODULATION INDEX (Ol)cr

TDM data rate Costas loop arm filter, Fllter distortion (B1)cr, tad
3-dB bandwidth, kHz factor (D)

,. "?!>. :i

• "" - _,'2 _ i"_

32 kbps (Low data rate, 147.5 0.886 0.8157
uncoded)

g6 kbps (Low data rate, 147.5 .6636 .8872
coded)

72 kbps (High data rate, 147.5 .8884 .851
uncoded) .

216 kbps (High data rate, _47.5 .670 1.003
coded)

The performance of the ranging channel ts also dependent on the selection of the T_ data mo_la-

"7{!:!:27.:-:::.:{_i{

tlon index. The ranging subcarrier Is extracted by demodulatlng the input signal with an in-phase ref-
erence generated by the Costas loop. The signal power available to the ranging channel is given by

Pr • 2P cos2(el) a12(e2) cos2# (8)

where

Pr = the power avallable In the ranging channel

= the data PN mode index• the ranging subcarrter modulation tndex
- the total received power level
= the Costas loop dynamic phase error

,11 • the first-order Bessel function of the first ktnd
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TABLE 6.- ACQUISITION THRESHOLDS

Parameters Threshold Pr/No, dB-Hz

Data Subcarrier Arm filter Calculated Test
PM index, PM index, bandwidth, (a)

rad rad kHz

{a)
PSK (216-kbps data)

I/2 0 147.5 47.68 45.6

216-kbps data plus ranging

1.25 1.0 147.5 55.134 56.1
1.1 1.0 147.5 61.15 61.6
1.125 1.0 147.5 59.66 60.6
1.375 1.0 147.5 '_ _.26 53.8

aSeptember 1960 ESTL test results.

As tJ_edata modulation index is increased above its critical value, the Costas loop tracks

better. However, t_ factor cos 01 decreases and hence the ranging power is reduced. Obviously,
a trade-off exists with respect to sel_tion of _. If the data modulation index falls below the
critical value or if data are removed completely, the in-phase and quadrature demodulation _ference
signals switch roles and the ranging channel power Pr tends toward zero depending on the exact
value of the loop phase error ¢. Thus, i_ extract ranging modulation, the dat_ modulation must be
present and at a modulation index _ove its critical value.

FREQUENCY MODULATION OPTIMUM FREQUENCY DEVIATIONS

For the Shuttle digital FM links, it was necessary to optimize the modulation parameters because
of the relatively low transmitter power (10 watts) and the low antenna gains of the FM hemispherical
coverage antennas. For a digital frequency-shift keying (FSK) system with coherent matched-filter de-
tection and assuming "zero" correlation between transmitted symbols, the pe_ormance has been shown
to be 3 decibels worse than for coherent PSK syst_ns. For such a system, the probability of error is

given by equation (g).

I i_ {1 _. P) EbPe = _ erfc
2 i _ 2No

(g)

_ere

Eb = the energy per bit time
NO - the receiver noise spectral density

erfc = the complementary error function

and p is the normalized s)nnbol correlation coefficient given by equation (10).

I foTp- -- Sl(t) S2(t)dt

Eb

(IO)

where Sl(t) and S2(t) are the transmitted s_nnbols. However, it is not necessary that there be
zero correlation between transmitted symbols S1(t) and S2(t). For the case of continuous-phase
(i.e., nonswitched) digital FM links, it can be shown that p can take on negative values. Equation

(11) represents the value of p for a continuous-phase FM transmitter modulated with binary non-
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return to zero (NRZ) symbols.

sin I2_r(2Af) Ts]
= . (II)

2_(2Af) T s

where

Af = the peak frequency deviation of the FM transmitter (hertz)

R = symbol data rate

T s = NRZ symbol bit time

As seen from figure 20 for orthogonal performance (i.e., p - 0), the frequencydeviation is Af =

0.25R. However, for optimum "best" performance, p = -0.22 and the frequency deviation is Af =

0.36R. Thus, performance of an optimum continuous-phase digital FM channel should be only 2.2 deci-

bels worse than performance of an optimum PSI( channel. This surprising result constitutes a perform-

ance bound on FSK systems using suboptimum detection schemes.

MAX,
NEGATIVE

1.0

.5

P

+0

" ,1

p .--,- .22

.4

(

Sin 2 = (2Af)T s

2 T (2 A f) T s

- .t o

1
Ts = -_ ; WHERE R IS THE SYMBOL

RATE

It

2Af

R

_, ,j,,, [,A, ]PEO --_ erfc -_O ORTHOGONALPERFORMANCE P=0, I_ -.5

2 A f = .72]1 [.61E b -BEST PERFORMANCE [p =-.22,PSs = _ erfc_ No

PE B .__.,. REPRESENTS PERFORMANCE BOUND ON COHERENT FSK 2.2 dB
WORSE THAN COHERENT PSK

FIGURE20.-PVERSUS FREQUENCYDEVIATIONFOR CONTINUOUS-PHASEFM DIGITALMODULATION.

In the Shuttle case, the FM link was designed for the optimum Af at the highest channel digi-

tal data rateof 1024 kb@s. Another parameter which affects the optimum performance of the linear FM

digital channel is the ratio of i.f. filter bandwldth to the data rate. Table 7 shows the values of

normalized optimum Af and ratios of i.f. filter bandwidth to data rate B/R for NRZ and biphase

data formats (ref. 13).

Experimentalresultsof Shuttlelinkperformanceusinga linearFM discriminatorfollowedby an
integrate-and-dump bit synchronizer (fig. 21) agreed quite well with the theoretical performance for

NRZ data. Figures 22 and 23 illustrate the experimental results obtained during tests at the JSC
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elN(t)_

TABLE 7.- OPTIMUM PARAMETERS FOR FN DIGITAL LINK

Data fomat Af/R B/R

NRZ 0.36D 1.4 i_(:f,/!t '_ : y:

Bi phase a ,62 2.7 _.'.):%..:_. ]:_:'.-

-_: -_.; _.-_.- ; : ,:

aBiphase optimum Af was determined experimentally. _.:_,..,,::_,.._:.

,, ._;:_ ,:>_,'-_,.-.

BAND-PASSFILTERAT e°(t) _/:;-:;-_.:_.:m:.

[.°,;_.°,],.,.,T.,o,.o.,.,N,,.o."NO""O"""I-'0 0 ,
FIGURE 21.- SHUTTLE DIGITAL FM LINK DETECTION PROCESS. _,;;"::_:':_":: ;:

_.:,_.'.-:_-:__ :

RELATIVE l.._.,.=--/IJ 0 4.0 -- ...:-:- r,:,_:

REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN = 5.0 _j_fi:%_:'.

PE: 10"4 IN (dS) 3.0 -- __ g ........ _'_ "'"

L \ /"
B/R =RATIO OF IF 3dO [ _ _"

BANDWIDTH TO DATA RATE

_f/R -RATIO OF PEAK FREQUENCY 0

..' CONTINUDUS-PHA_ FM MODULATION.

:. :,' _ -.:.
_-.__:"::..',_.'_:_-_..

_- .,"_" " ;: F "

f -- ° ,:, r. ,

r._::.ii_,:CLI!

ESTL (ref. 13). Performance in terms of the relative Eb/No required to maintain a I x 10-4 BER is
shown as a function of frequency deviation Af and receiver 3-decibel bandwidth B to digital data

rate R ratio B/R. The optimum case tested is for B/R - 1.4 and a Af of 0.36R as seen from flg-
ure 22 for RRZ digital data, and B/R - 2.7 and Af - 0.65 for blphase digital data as seen from fig-
ure 23.

P':" ," .-V'(" :" .-:" C7

DEVIATION TO DATA RATE .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 i_'_-:
2_ fir _'!Y_!_:::: .....

_-. ",!:,_,:..' _ ::..,_'

FIGURE 22.- RELATIVE BIT ERROR PEI_ORMANCE (NRZ DATA): DISCRIMINATOR DETECTION OF i,j_.-..-\._;. :
_ ._:_.'--.,, ._ :.

_;;,_ _ ,,

_:!.:::::,':v,,: .:_
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R

RELATIVE Eb/N o

REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN

PE = 10"4 IN (dB)

B
• =5

B/R =RATIO OF 3dB IF
BANDWITH TO DATA RATE

AI/R : RATIO OF PEAK FREQUENCY
DEVIATION TO DATA RATE

.2 .6 1.0 1.4 1.8

2_1 fiR

FIGURE 23.- RELATIVE 81T ERROR PERFORMANCE (BIPHASE DATA):
CONTINUOUS-PHASE FM MODULATION.

B
= 2.7

R

2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4

DISCRIMINATOR DETECTION OF

RANGING CHANNEL (SUBCARRIER MODULATION)

General Descrlption

The ranging channel is used primarily during ascent and entry to provide a precision analog meas-
urement of slant range between a P.STDN ground station and the Orbiter. The ranging signal consists
of a combination of tones which are generated by the GSTDN ground station. This analog signal phase
modulates a 1.7-megahertz subcarrler, which is then frequency-dlvlslon multiplexed (FDM) wlth a base-
band digital signal (32, 72, 96, or 216 kbps blphase-level format operational data). The resulting -
FDM signal then phase modulates the uplink carrier frequency. In the Orbiter receiver, a phase demod-
ulator recovers the FDM signal; the 1.7-megahertz tone-modulated subcarrier is separated from the FDM
signal by a BPF and amplified by an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit. This filtered, _mplified
ranging subcarrler is then FDM with a downllnk baseband digital signal (96, 192, 288, or 576 kbps
blphase-level format operational data). The resalting FDM signal phase modulates the downlink car-
rier frequency (which is coherent with the uplink carrier frequency). At the GSTDN station, a phase
demodulator recovers the 1.7-megahertz tone-modulated subcarrler, which Is then demodulated by a sub-
carrier phase demodulator. The recovered range tones are routed to a processor, in which slant range
Is determined.

Range Measurement

The range measurement data are instantaneous values of the total phase delay of a major tone
from the time of transmission of the tone from the GSTI)N station to the Shuttle to the tlme of recep-
tion of the tone back at the GSTDN station. The round-trip phase delay is provided in nanoseconds
with a l-nanosecond resolution. Each phase-delay measurement has a time tag; the measurement corre-
sponds to the •phase delay at a time within _50 nanoseconds of the associated time tag. _ach measure-
ment Is independent of previous measurements and Is unmbiguous to a range of 15 000 kilometers, with
maximum 30 range measurement errors of 10 meters noise and 20 meters blas.

The major tone currently used Is 500 kllohertz. To resolve the total phase delay through the rf
communications system, a series of lower frequency tones must be simultaneously transmitted thro_gh
the system during initial acquisition. After an initial measurement of the total phase delay has
been made, the transmission of low-frequency tones is discontinued until a loss of lock occurs and a
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reacqulsltlon Is required. The modulation steps in obtaining the initial total phase-delay measure-
ment are listed in table 8. The 500-kllohertz tone is modulated on the 1.7-megahertz s_carrler and
transmitted to the Orbiter in step I. When the return )O-kll_rtz tone has been received on the

TABLE 8.- RANGING MODULATION SEQUENCE

Sequence Tones phase modulated on 1.7-MHz subcarrier Remarks

.i

F'7 "T - . _ .

step

I _O-kHz major tone )ZL_" b:m" _ ;:_" 2 "" . @

2 500-kHz major tone
100-kHz minor tone

3 500-kHz major tone
20-kHz minor tone

4 SO0-kHz major tone
4-kHz minor tone

6 500-kHz major tone
4-kHz minor tone

7 500-kHz major tone
4-kHz minor tone

8 500-kHz major tone
4-kHz minor tone

9 500-kHz major tone

The 4-kHz minor tone is modulated

by an 800-Hz tone using upper
single sideband suppressed car-
rier (USSBSC) modulation with
the lower sideband filtered so
that it is 20 _ down.

The 4-kHz minor tone is modulated

by a 160-Hz tone using doub)e
sideband suppressed carrier

{DSBSC) modulation.

The 4-kHz minor tone is modulated

by a 40-Hz tone using DSBSC
modulation.

The 4-kHz minor tone is modulated

by a iO-Hz tone using DSBSC
modulation.

VTCF!//__..

ground and phase lock to the 500-kilohertz tone has occurred, the ranging equipment automatically
changes to step 2 by adding a lO0-kilohertz tone to the uplink. The equipment automatically proceeds
through the remaining steps until only the 5DO-kilohertz tone remains. At this point, the first
total phase-delay measurement is completed. _dbsequent measurements can be provided at selected

rates as high as 10 per second.

S-BAND NETWORK COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM

The S-band network equipment consists of 10 line replaceable units (LRU's) and associated anten-

nas as shown in figure 24. The subsystem is redundant wlth the exception of the rf contacts in the
antenna switch, the diplexers in the preamplifier, aridthe antennas with their associated rf cables.
The general redundancy approach is to use the equipment in strings and avoid cross-strapped opera-
tions. A minimal _,ount of status information such as temperatures, AGC values, and rf power outputs

is provided by the LRU's for relay In either real-time or delayed (recorded) telemetry.

The hardware is environmentally sealed and cold-plate cooled. The envlronmental design require-
ments were based on the controlled areas of the Shuttle equipment bays, and the equipment cannot
withstand exposure to space environments. All S-band LRU's operate from _B-volt dc buses, and each
LRU has the capability to operate from either of two redundant buses. The power distribution is ca_e-
fully designed to maintain the string-redundancy approach. Internal LRU redundancy is maintained by
physical separation and by including structural elements to provide isolation and prevent propagation
of failures. See table 9 for LRU physical information.
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GUAD ANTENNAS

UPPER UPPER LOWER LOWER

LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT

HEMI ANTENNAS
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AND RECEIVE
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TDRS/STON HI

POWER TRANSMIT

AND RECEIVE_

S-BAND _.
PREAMPLIFIER

ASSEMBLY

(REDUNDANT)

S-BAND S-BAND Pl

TRANSPONDER AMPLIFIER

ASSEMBLY NO. 1 (REDUNDANT)

DATA
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S-BAND

TRANSPONDER

ASSEMBLY NO. 2

CLOCK

FROM

-NSP 2

I

CLOCK
FROM

NSP 1

COMSEC COMSEC COMSEC COMSEC

(ENCRYPT) (DECRYPT) (ENCRYPT) (DECRYPT)

10 WATTS

I AT 2250 MHZ

m

L+o]LoTRANSMITTER TRANSMITTER

NO. 1 NO. 2

SE

TV VIDEO RECORDED DATA

WlDEBAND ANALOG DATA

MAIN ENGINE DATA

NETWORK SIGNAL NETWORK SIGNAL DATA AND

PROCESSOR PROCESSOR COMMANDS

(NO.1) (NO.2) NSP2

°"'"°COMMANDS VOICE; 1 DATA

NSP 1 VOICE; 1 COMMAND

LINK USAGE

DIRECT PM

HIPOWER PM
(TDRS/STDN)

_--_FM LINK

FIGURE 24.- S-BAND NETWORK COMMUNICATIONEQUIPMENT.
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TABLE g.- S-BAND LRU PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

LRU Weight, Ib Approxlmat_ Power, W
volume, in_

Network transponder 35.8 1120 B5 STDN/SGLS
(2 required) 48 STDN-HI/TDRS

Preamplifier 25.6 790 35 Turn-on
25 After 10 min

Power amplifier 32.5 850 415 OPerate
20 Standby

Switch assembly 7.7 ,, 335 2 Steady state
IS0 Switching

FM transmitter 6.B 115 120
(2 required)

FM signal processor 12 395 9

Network signal proc- 18 720 30
essor (2 required)

As indicated in figure 24, the S-band network equipment is functionally divided into the PM and
FM systems. The only common LRU is the antenna _itch assembly, which provides similar but separate
rf signal routing services for both systems. In the Shuttle operational era, the FM system will be a
"kittable n (optional) flight item since It provides services on direct links only. The PM equipment
provides four basic modes of operation, two of which are "low power" (SGLS and GSTDN) direct links
and two, "high power." One high-power mode is a direct link (GST_-Hi Pwr) and the other is the
satellite relay link (TDRS). In all cases, system control signals for operational modes are routed
through the Ground Communications Interface Logic (GCIL) and configuration control is exercised

by forward link commands. In contingencies, these controls can be exercised by onboard panel
switches or keyboard entries to the onboard general-purpose computers (GPC's).

The heart of the S-band PM system is the network transponder (fig. 25). In all primary modes,
It supports full duplex operation and is also _apable of recelve-only service. The LRU operates in

a phase-coherent mode with a specified turnaround ratio and has the capabillty to turn around ranging
data. The double conversion receiver employs a Costas detector. A spread spectrum processor is
activated in the TDRS mode. Tl_e baseband and control module chooses various parameters in accordance
with mode selection and controls the acquisition scenarios. In the low-power modes, all the transmit-

ter power amplifier stages are active and the rf output is 5 watts. When a high-power mode is
selected, the final stages are inactive to provide a lower (I watt) level to drive the S-band power
amplifier.

The S-band preampiifier supplies the dlplex function in the high-power modes and also provides

low-noise preamplification for the network transponder receiver. The preemplification is p_ovided
by uncooled parametric amplifiers follo#ed by transistor amplifiers. The diplex function is not
redundant. There are two diplexers; one is used for the high STDN frequency pair and the other, for
the low STDN frequency pair. Internal switching allows the use of either preamplifier with either
transponder and either power amplifier.

The S-band power amplifier is used in the high-power modes to amplify the output of the transpon-
der. The LRU consists of two TWT's with their associated power converters and control circuits. The
input portion of the LRU incorporates an rf switch to route either transponder output to either of
the internal amplifiers. The LRU incorporates several protective devices for the TWT's. Each output

is protected from mismatch damage by a circulator and load. The tubes are further protected from po-
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FIGURE 25.- NETWORK TRANSPONDER FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM.
p

tential collector thermal shock damage by a circult which senses the absence of rf drive and shuts

down the power supply or the high voltage to the tube. The power amplifiers typically produce 120 to
140 watts of rf output power.

The S-band antenna switch is internally redundant except for the rf head assembly. The LRU pro-

vides four transfer switches for the PM signal routing and one switch for the FM system. The input
logic and _wltch drives are fully redundant. Control signals originate with the GPC system in the
automatic mode and with the Orbiter control panel in the manual mode. The LRU logic receives inputs

that indicate the equipment in use and the mode of operation. The internal logic then recognizes com-
mands to select a given antenna and configures the rf switches accordingly. There are 16 potential
rf paths in the PM and 4 in the FM section. In all cases, the rf assembly consists of movable and
fixed reeds and fixed contacts. The contact areas are hard anodized and sealed to prevent buildup of
oxides. By careful design and process control, these contact areas provide capacitive, low-loss
coupling across the frequen_ range of interest. It should be noted that there is no interruption of
the rf during switching and the antenna switch Is a "hot switch _ design wlth the capability to switch
a 17S-watt rf signal. The rf head also includes mechanical contacts which are slaved to the rf con-
tacts and provide status information on switch positions for telemetry and antenna management use.

The network signal processor (NSP) (fig. 26) essentially provides the interface between the S-
band PM equipment and the other onboard systems. As shown, the forward link information is routed
from the transponder receiver into a symbol synchronizer. When coding is in use, the NSP then routes
the signal to the Vlterbl decoder, and, in the case of secure data, the data are routed through the
outboard COMSEC device. The information Is then demultiplexed and demodulated or decoded as re-

quired. The signals are then routed to the u_ers at the proper level and impedance. In the return
llnk, the inverse (unctions are provided; onboard voice signals are received from the audio system
and digitized in a delta modulation process us)ng a Modified ABATE algorithm. The telemetry signals
are then multiplexed with the voice. Then, depending on the operational mode, the signal Is routed
through the convolutlonal encoder or the C0MSEC unlt or both. The final processing is to convert from
_Z-L to blphase L and route the information at the proper level to the transponder modulator for rf
transmission or tO the ground-support equipment (GSE) data bus. The LRU has self-contained logic
that recognizes the desired system configuration and internally controls the routing and Processing.

The FM transmitter is frequency modulated by the output of the FM signal processor. The input
modulates a gO.B-megahertz oscillator. This signal is then mixed with the eighth harmonic of a sta-
blllzed oscillator. The resulting 7lO-nw_jahertz signal is filtered, amplified, and multiplied hy 3
to drive the output power ampllfler. The solid-state output amplifier produces a minimum of I0 watts
rf. The companion FM signal processor (fig. ZT) provides the interface function between the FM sys-
tem and the various Orbiter data sources. Such signals as main engine data, t_levtston, and payload
data are selected, level and Impedance controlled, modulated on internally generated subcarrters, and
provided as the modulating signel to the FM transmitter. An important function is the processing of
high-speed telemetry playback data from the orbtter recorders.
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GSTON/TORSS PERFORMANCE MARGINS

End-to-end data performance for communications or tracking links can be expressed in terms of a

required SI_ in an appropriate bandwidth at some point in the receiving system. For an analog chan-
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nel, this m_y be the final demodulator output SNR or it may be the first demodulator input SNR which

is necessary to provide the required final output SNR. For a digital channel, the SNR in the data-
rate bandwidth at the bit detector input that is required for a given BEP is frequently used. For

either analog or digital channels, the performance margin (or circuit margin) is the amount, in deci-
bels, by which the calculated (or measured) SNR exceeds the required SNR at the chosen reference

point in the receiving s_tem. The required $NR (and thus the performance margin) can also be ex-

pressed in terms of the received signal-to-noise power spectral density ratio Pr/No.

Table 10 summarizes Shuttle S-band network performance margins for a representative selection of
Orbiter and ground station/TDRSS modes. These margins reflect conservative, end-of-life parameter

values but are not considered to be worst case in the sense of using worst case tolerances. The
TDRSS margins reflect Orbiter antenna performance for an average 50-percent spherical coverage. The
return link margins do not include any degradation due to ground-based rf interference.

TABLE 10.- SHUTTLE S-BAND PERFORMANCE MARGIN SUMMARY

Configuration Channel Performance margin

GSTDN-to-Orbiter upIInk

".:i!._!I_L11.2! ORB: Preamp bypass "Both: On-orbit modulation, ranging
....;-'_:'._-":i_ off, high-data-rate mode,

.._: ; _- _ 270 n. mi. orbit

AF/SCF: 14 m ant; 1 kW xm_r 72 kbps data
.-_....•.....:., ORB: Preamp bypass

..::L-:: ::-_:i{:::.:,i Both: High-data-rate mode,
:..-_:.>_L_.:_ 225 n. mi. orbit

2. Same as I, except ranging on 72 kbps data 42.9 dB (10-4 BEP)

Ranging 54.8 dB (Pr/No • 49.4 dB-Hz)

3. GSTDN: g.1 m ant; 2 kW xmCr 72 kbps data 62.2 dB (10 -4 BEP)
ORB: Preamp in
Both: Launch modulation, ranging Ranging 65.6 dB (Pr/No - 4q.4 dB-Hz)

on, high-data-rate mode,
range - 460 n. mi.

AF/SCF-to-Orbtter upllnk

40.4 dB (10 -5 BEP)

...... : :2:,;-,;

:2"?,:_---:: : _':t_,

orblter-to-lSTDN l)M dc_wnlink

GSTON:
ORB:

Both:

AFISCF:
ORB:

9.1 m ant; 140 K syst temp lg2 kbps data
Power amp bypass, coherent

mode
Ranging on, high-data-rate Ranging

mode

14.2 dB (10 -4 BEP)

31.4 dB (Pr_ o - 53.5 dB-Hz)

Orblter-to-AF/SCF PM d_wnlink

. ,.: :.:. ","{..._

Both:

14 m ant; 220 K syst t_p
Power amp bypass, coherent

mode
High-data-rate mode,

225 n. mt. orbit

192 kbps data 14.1 dB (10 -5 BEP)

" .- v,,ii/

- .)
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TABLE 10.- Concluded

Configurat ion Channe I Performance marg In

Orbiter-to-GSTDN FM downlink

GSTDN: 9.1 m ant; 140 K syst temp
Both: ?70 n. mi. orbit

(1) Recorder playback - 1024 kbps data 7.9 dB (10 -4 BEP)
(2) Main engine subcarriers 60 kbps data 8.1 dB (10 -4 BEP)
(3) Digital payload data 5 Mbps data .I dB (10-4 BEP)
(4) Analog payload data 4 MHz data 1.1 dB (SNR - 13.5 dB)
(5) Television 3 MHz video 1.4 dB (SNR - 33.0 dB)

Orbiter-to-AF/SCF FM dow_link

AF/SCF: 14 m ant; 220 K syst tmp,
SGLS recei ver

Both: 225 n. mi. orbit I

(I) Recorder playback 960 kbps data g.o dB (10-5 BEP)

(2) Digital payload data 256 kbps data 14.1 dB (10-5 BEP)

T_SS-to-Orblter forward link

Low-data-rate data 32 kbps 2.1 dB (I0-4 BEP)
I_) High-data-rate data 72 kbps -1.4 dB (I0-4 BEP)

Orbiter-to-TDRSS return link

(1) Low-data-rate data 96 kbps 3.5 dB (10-4 BEP)
(2) High-data-rate data 192 kbps .5 dB (10-4 BEP)

DATA/RANGING INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

Interchannel compatibility of the GSTDN/Orbiter data and ranging channels has been well demon-

strated during the first Shuttle flights. However, earlier versions of the design had significant
interference problems which were exposed in ESTL system performance verification testing at JSC.
These initial-design problems and the resulting interference effects on llnk performance ape de-

scribed in the following paragraph.
The initial datayranging design used a major ranging tone of 100 kilohertz instead of 500 kilo-

hertz. Tests using nominal modulation indexe_ and the iDO-kilohertz major tone resulted in unusable
ranging data. Tests using nominal modulation indexes and the 500-kilohertz major tone indicated de-
graded but acceptable ranging performance (25 meters compared to 10 meters specified range accuracy,
20 seconds average acquisition time, and 2 percent probability of incorrect acquisitions). Ranging
test results using the 500-kilohertz major tone and worst case modulation indexes, however, were un-
acceptable (100 meters accuracy, 30 to 95 seconds acquisition time, and 30 to 40 percent probability
of incorrect acquisition). Based on subsequent tests and analyses, the downlink data modulation
index was reduced from 1.1 ± 10 percent redians to 0.55 ± 10 percent ra_oviding good ranging

performance (5 meters accuracy, 17 seconds acquisition time, and no incorrect acquisitions).

Down link data performance was d_graded by 4.6 decibels as a result of the modulation index reduction,
but performance margins for 10- BEP wore still very high (+18 decibels for the low-power mode).

t

: RADIOFREQUENCY COVERAGE ANALYSIS

Radiofrequency coverage analysis is to be distinguished from the closely related activity known

as circuit margin analysis. Both deal with link performance assessment and prediction, but the lat-
ter is a generalized and limited assessment. It excludes the mission time-variable factors: space-
craft orientabion and trajectory. Circuit margins are calculated for a fixed range or distance and,
in the case of omnidirectional antennas, a nominal reference value of antenna gain'and polarization.

The rf coverage analysis, on the other hand, is keyed to mission time and spacecraft position and at-
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tltude and thus provides a dynamic analysis of the rf links as the spacecraft moves along Its trajec-
tory with ever-changlng attitude and range to ground stations or the TDRSS. It is the only end-to-
end rf link performance assessment that analyzes rf links in their real form, combining the mission-
fixed and mission time-varying link characteristics.

Radlofrequency coverage analysis is also reiterative. It Is repeated during early planning

stages as mission changes or new inputs occur and, in fact, is itself sometimes the catalyst for tra-
Jectory and attitude changes. When a mission's final operational trajectory is released, a formal rf
coverage report is published, giving performance predictions for that particular mission. After the
mission, rf coverage postmlsslon analysis addresses ,nomalles, assesses actual compared to expected
rf link performance, and considers whether changes are needed to subsequent mission plansI,

Figure Z8 characterizes the rf coverage and performance analysis process (ref. 14). The baslc
characterization of the rf links is given by the familiar range equation

GtGrc2

Pr = Pt (12)
16wZRYfZI.cLm

where

Pr,Pt = received and transmitted signal power, re_pectlvely
Gr,Gt - receive and transmit antenna gain, respectively

f - frequency
R " range
c = speed of light

Lc = circuit losses (transmit and receive)
Lm = miscellaneous losses (pointing, polarization, etc.)

MATH MODELS
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- REQUIRED SNPrS, SIGNAL

POWER

- REQUIRED OEWS
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FIGURE 28.- RF C0V[RAG( AND P(RFOP,_ANC_ ANALYSIS PROCESS.
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POIrl'MII_MON
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MISSION TRAJECTORY

AND A'rI'ITUDE TAPE$

- PNELIMINART

• IqNAL

• IPlGIAL

I

!
With the Shuttle moving along its trajectory wlth changing attitude, Its range and antenna gain (for
omnidirectional antennas) are time v_rlables and must be continuously computed as a function of time.
The position and attitude at each instant is given by the state vector (posltlo_ and velocity cm_o-
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nents, X, Y, Z, 3(, Y, :P) and directional cosines, respectively. The Shuttle omnidirectional anten-

nas generally receive a final reference set of measurements at the JSC antenna test range facility,
whereas vehicle antenna blockage is usually modeled from physical structural measurements.

MISSION PHASE CONSIDERATIONS

Ascent and descent mission phases have strict navigation requirements, and the Shuttle trajecto-
ry and attitude cannot be tailored to communication needs. With certain exceptions, on-orbit naviga-
tion requirements are more flex4ble and vehicle attitude (but not trajectory) can be planned to at
least partly favor communications.

During ascent, Shuttle attitude relatlve to the Merritt Island (MIL) ground station changes rap-
idly; therefore, antenna gain of the S-band PM and FM antennas and hence the link signal strength
varies considerably. There are four PM link antennas, one for each quadrant about the spacecraft.
Switching can be manual but is normally automatic, initiated by onboard computer identification of

which quadrant contains the line of sight.

As the.Shuttle ascends and heads downrange, the radio links to"MIL operate in the low-gain aft
region and also in the solid rocket booster (SRB) exhaust plume. Figure 2g shows a typical plot of
the S-band PM signal strength at MIL from the Shuttle, from lift-off until MIL loss of sight. The pe-
riod when the line of sight with MIL passes through _he plume is indicated on the graph. The signal
strength during this period is much lower than shown because of plume attenuation (as much as 60 deci-
bels has been observed) and also erratic because of phase distortion. Figure 30 is typical of the

variation of the Shuttle-to-MIL line of sight during the ascent phase. Continuous communications
with MIL cannot be assured when the line of sight is close to or within the dashed-box plume-blockage

region• A decision was made in lg77 to locate a ground station at Ponce De Leon (PDL), somewhat
__orth of the MIL site, so that its line of sight would be outside this blockage region. Shuttle mis-
sions have confirmed that MIL does lose communications during this period and that PDL is largely un-
affected.
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FIGURE 29.- ASCENT-PHASE PM SIGNAL STRENGTH, FIGURE 30.- ASCENT-PHASE LOOK ANGLES,
SHUTTLE TO MIL (TYPICAL). .' SHUTTLE TO MIL (TYPICAL).

Circuit margin analysis for the S-band PM links between the Shuttle and the TDRS show 2 to 4 dec-
ibels margin when the line of sight lies in the main coverage region of the Shuttle S-band PM link

antennas. During ascent, however, the line of sight from the Shuttle to the TDRS is in and out of
the main coverage region (or the external tank/SRB blockage region) during the first few minutes and
continuous communication by way of TDRS is highly unlikely until after the first 4 to 6 minutes as

illustrated in figure 31. The MIL/PDL stations, on the other hand, are expected to have a strong sig-
nal from lift-off through about the first 7 to 8 minutes. Figure 32 illustrates the coverage using
MIL/PDL for the first 8 minutes and TDRSS thereafter. The MIL/PDL/TDRS combination is the baseline
projected when TDRS becomes operational.

During the descent phase, communications will again be through the S-band quads. Figure 33 il-
lustrates the signal strength of the S-band Shuttle link to both TDRSS satellites, as predicted,

using a typi;cal descent trajectory for a landing at Edwards Air Force Base in California. Figure 33
encompasses the period from an altitude of 170 OO0 feet to an altitude of about 10 000 feet. The
look angles are in and out of the fore and aft regions of the Shuttle, where the PM quad antennas
have their lowest gain, as a result of large attitude excursions by the Orbiter as it dissipates ex-
cess energy. Reliable communications for descent, like ascent, probably will require a ground sta-
tion assist to the TDRSS. Ground station links for descent are very strong, as has been demonstrated
in missions to date, because of'ground station proximity (compared to the TDRSS satellites being some
23 000 nautical miles farther away).
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A communications "blackout" occurs during descent because of a plasma/shock sheath created by -
the Shuttle's high-speed entry into the Earth's atmosphere. The blackout has been extensively ana-
lyzed, but, because the sheath and its effects are not fully amenable to analytical methods, explicit
analytical predictions should be treated only as prelfminary estimates. Furthermore, results may be
different for different missions since trajectory, velocity, and attitude all have an effect on
sheath thickness, flow, and intensity. Also, since the thickness, flow, and intensity vary at differ-
ent points around the vehicle, the amount of blackout likewise depends on which antenna is being used
and the line-of-sight direction to the ground station (or TDRS).

Blackout for the Shuttle has been predicted to be only a "grayout." For examole, the peak S-
band signal attenuation is predicted to be on the order of 20 to 25 decibels compared to 100 decibels
in the Apollo Program. The maximum effect is predicted to occur around 250 000 feet altitude or
higher, decreasing to little or none by about 200.000 feet, which is before the Shuttle normally
comes into view of descent-phase ground stations (typlcally approximately 180 000 feet). Hence, no

blackout has been observed at these ground stations for missions to date. Because of the alternate
landing at Northrop strip of STS-3, the Hawaii ground station had the Shuttle within llne of sight
and received signals briefly from about 290 000 feet to _50 000 feet, as did an advanced range instru-
mentation aircraft during STS-2 at about 210 000 feet. Although the data were not conclusive, there
were indications that plasma attenuation on the order of S to 15 decibels was present during the
STS-3 Hawaii pass.
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ABSII_ACT

Technical data on the Shuttle Orbiter Ku-band communications/radarsystem are presented. The
emphasis is on the more ch*!lenging aspects of the system design and development. The technical prob-
lems encountered and the advancementsmade in solving them are discussed. The radar functions are
presented first. Requirementsand design/implementationapproaches are discussed. Advanced features
are explained, including Doppler measurement,frequency diversity, multiple pulse repetition frequen-
cies and pulse widths, and multiple modes. The communicationsfunctions that are presented include
advances made because of the requirementsfor multiple communicationsmodes. Spread spectrum, quad-
rature phase shift keying (QPSK),variable bit rates, and other advanced techniques are discussed.
Performance results and conclusionsreached are outlined.

INII(ODUCTION

Two importantfunctions that the Orbiter must perform while orbiting the Earth are to detect and
track other objects (targets) and to communicate with Earth via the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
(TDRS). Target tracking is required to support rendezvous operations; communicationsare needed to
provide data, voice, and television transfer. By the time these program requirementswere finalized,
the Orbiter configurationhad been set and the Ku-band system design had to be made compatible with
It. As a result, the deployed assembly (DA) was mounted in the payload bay between the payload enve-
lope and the payload b_ doors (fig. I). Since rendezvous target tracking is a short-term operation,
it made possible the combining of the radar and communicationsfunctions in one system and thereby
saved weight and cost and minimized impact to the Orbiter. The challenges and innovations in the
Ku-band system are due in large part to the fact that the system had to meet two sets of complex and
sometimes conflicting requirements.

FIGURE 1.- DEPLOYEDASSEMBLYMOUNTEDIN THE ORBITERPAYLOADBAY.

Reproduced _rom

| best available copy. _)
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An overall diagram of the Ku-band system is shown in figure 2. Note that the system tracks tar-
gets and communicates, but not simultaneously. The block diagram shows that the system consists of
the DA, electronic assembly 1 (EA-1), electronic assembly Z (EA-2), and the signal processor assembly
(SPA). Display, control, and electrical power interfaces are not shown.

The radar challenges/desfgn approaches are presented first, followed by the communications dis-
cussion. Emphasis is given to technical advancements, and only ltmlted details about the Ku-band sys-
tem are presented. Further information can be found in the references given at the end of this
paper.

Ku-BAND FORWARD LINK COMMUNICATIONS

SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER _ -BAND RETURN LINK COMMUNICATIONS_ _ Ku,.BAND

DEPLOYED ASSEMBLY

FROM ORBITER

EXCITER SYSTEMS

AND

TRANSMII:TER (RETURN LINK

DATA)

TRACKING AND DATA

RELAY SATELLITE

(TDRS)

COMMUNICATIONS RADAR TRACK

TRACK DATA DATA

FIGURE 2.- ORBITER Ku-BAND RADAI_/COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM.

K.-BAND SYSTEM DESIGN

TO ORBITER

SYSTEm

(FORWARD LINK

DATA)

TDR$ GROUND

STATION

GENERAL

Early in the Ku-band system design phase, it was determined that the functions common to radar
and communications that could use common hardware were transmission, reception, and antenna control.

The system, therefore, has in common a travellngTwave tube (T__) t[ansmitter, a receiver, an antenna,
an antenna controller, and microwave components {reTs. i ana z). ine )wm _ransmtter prowoes ootn
continuous-wave (CW) and pulsed operation. The TDRS dictates a forward link (Ku-band receive) fre-
quency of 13.775 gigahertz and a return link (Ku-band transmit) frequency of 15.0034 gigahertz. The
radar center frequency is 13.883 gigahertz, which allows common use of receiving circuits and the
TWT.

The common components (receiver, transmitter, antenna and servo, and microwave components) must

satisfy diverse requirements. Specific technical challenges resulting from these requirements were
in the development of an efficient TWT; a narrow beam antenna with a lightweight, high-gain, parabo-

loidal reflector and monopulse feed; arida multifunction servo system to accomplish search, acquisi-
tion, and track during either radar or communications operation.
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The requirements for high TWT efficiency at 15.0034 gigahertz CW and variable duty cycle pulse
operation at 13.883 gigahertz resulted in the development of a permanent periodic magnet focused
helix TWT with three stages of depressed collectors. The TWT provides 55 to 60 watts of radio-

frequency (rf) power over the frequency band from 13.75 to 15.1 gigahertz with a gain of greater than
40 decibels. The electron gun is designed to provide a 65-milliampere beam at 7 kilovolts. A
modulating anode is incorporated to switch the beam current on and off. A dual-pitch helix is used
to provide optimum rf characteristics in both the radar and the communications bands with low distor-
tion. A beam scraper is introduced between the electron gun and the input end of the helix to pro-
vide thermal protection for the helix in the case of power supply malfunction or electron gun arcing.
The TWT is 14 inches long, 3.5 inches wide, and 2.7 inches high and weighs approximately 5.5 pounds.

The main technical challenges encountered in the development of the Ku-band antenna system were
(I) minimum weight and restricted stowage volume, (2) space environment, (3) right-hand circular po-
larization for communications and linear polarization for radar, (4) angle search, acquisition, and
tracking, and (5) minimum losses. These challenges were met in the design of the DA (refs. 2 and 3).

The DA consists of the antenna, a gimbal mechanism, and all electronics that are required to be
near the antenna. Transmission line losses at this frequency made it necessary to locate all rf

(Ku*band) functions near the antenna. Therefore, the DA contains all electronics to convert from in-
termediate frequency (i.f.) to rf and to amplify and transmit at the Ku-band frequency, along with
the front end of the receiver, the low noise amplifier, and the down converter. The location
selected for the DA led to two constraints on the antenna. First, the antenna depth was restricted
to approximately 14 inches. Second, a boom and a deplo,vment mechanism were required to obtain a maxi-
mum field of view. The stowage space constraint led to an edge gimbal attachment for the antenna
dish. Therefore, the resonant frequency of the boom/gimbal/dish varies with pointing angle, as does
the dish inertia. A switchable-bandwidth servo was implemented to achieve stability while meeting
the radar search requirements.

The antenna is a.prime-fed paraboloidal reflector and uses a five-element monopulse feed with a
monopod feed support. The 36-inch parabola has a focal length to diameter (f/D) ratio of 0.28 and is

constructed of epoxy-impregnated graphite tape formed over four main supporting ribs. The graphite
construction provides excellent thermal characteristics and results in a very stable and lightweight
antenna. The unique monopulse feed uses a crossed-probe-fed, dielectrically loaded waveguide horn as
a sum channel element and four resonant slots as difference channel elements. The sum port transmits
and receives either linear or right-hand circular polarization (selected by system mode of ooeration)
and is independent of the monopulse tracking function. This five-feed approach provides minimum com-

munications system signal loss since the monopulse comparator is only associated with the difference
channel elements and is not in the transmit or sum channel signal paths. The monopulse comparator
combines the difference channel signals to produce azimuth (AAZ) and elevation (AEL) error signals.
These error signals are phase coded and time division multiplexed before they are added to the sum
channel.

Another engineering challenge resulting from the location constraint was antenna sidelobe
levels. Design of a short-focal-length antenna, with a focal-point feed to minimize weight on the _
gimbal, was required. The initial design consisted of a 4- by 4-inch feed, which included the
monopulse bridge. The sidelobe levels were much too high, on the order of -17 decibels for circular
polarization and -15 decibels for linear polarization. The monopulse bridge was moved and the feed
was redesigned into a 2- by 2-inch package. Th_s change resulted in sidelobe levels of about -21 dec*
ibels for circular polarization. Even these reduced sidelobe levels may not eliminate all acquisi-
tion difficulties.

I

The combination of boom length and deployment mechanism (one-axis turntable) had a significant
impact on the angle servo system design. Resonant frequencies in the 8- and 12-hertz region severely
limited the stable bandwidth of the servo. The first design was found to be unsatisfactory. The
radar search requirements required a wide bandwidth, whereas stability indicated a narrow bandwidth.
Other challenges surmounted in the development of the Ku-band servo system were (I) wide angular cov-
erage, (2) adaptive response dependent on search, acquisition, or track function, f3) antenna scan-

ning to provide coverage and sufficient time on target for detection, (4) multimode capability provid-
ing for designation by the general-purpose computer (GPC), manual slewing, scanning variable sectors
at variable rates, operation as an autotrack system, inertial or body stabilization, and control by
an internal system microprocessor, and (S) providing coordinate transformations between the antenna
and the Orbiter coordinate axes.

To obtain the nearly 4_ steradians of spatial coverage using a two-axis elevation over azimuth
glmbal system, the servo provides rapid whiparound in azimuth whenever the elevation or azimuth me-

chanical limits are approached. These whiparounds must be accomplished in minimum time because spa-
tial coverage for moving targets is lost whenever whiparound occurs.
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A passtve themal destgn was implemented that is adequate for "beginning of llfe" surface condi-
tions. The design tncludes stlvered Teflon on parts of the DA. Thts surface is rath_ delicate and
requires careful handltng of the antenna assembly. A replacement schedule for the themal surface
will be developed as the system iS used.

RADAR DESIGN

TO perform the radar function, the Ku-band system is required to do the following.

1. Search for, detect, and track passive (nonaug_nted) and active (transponder-augmented)
targets

2. Neasure and provide target data (range rate. range, angle rates, angles) to the Orbiter for
use tn rendezvous operations

3. Provide for signal flow to and from the Orbtter for displays and comnand/control

Table 1 summarizes the radar performance requirements. The mtn challenges arise from the angle
rate and range rate accuracy requirements for the passive target case.

TABLE 1.- Ku-BAND RADAR REQUIREMENTS

Parameter P_sslve target Augmented
(1 ,F cross section) target

Search,

acquisition,

track volume:

Angle
search,
acquisition

Track Orbiter
obscuration

Range 100 ft to 12 n. mi. 100 ft to
300 n. mi.

Probabilityof
detection
(FAR - I/hr)a

0.99 0.99

Range 80 ft or 1%
accuracy, 3o

Velocity I ft/sec
accuracy, 3o

Angle 8 Fad
: accuracy, 3o

Angle rate 0.14 rad/sec
accuracy, 30

aFalse alarm rate.
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The angle tracking servo is shown in figure 3. The servomechanism includes rate integrating
gyros, gtmbal torque motors, shaft encoders, a microprocessor, and other elements. The antenna posi-
tion and motion is controlled by the Orbiter GPC, by the astronaut, or (when the servo loop is
closed) by the target's relative motion. A spiral scan is used to find the target. When the loop is
first closed, a type 2 transfer function with a short time constant is used to rapidly reduce the
angle error. A switch to a longer time constant type 2 servo then provides the required angle rate
and position accuracies. The servo time constants are switched as the range changes to meet the dy.
namtcs and accuracy requirements.
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FIGURE 3.- ANGLE TRACKING SERVO BLOCK DIAGRAM.

The Ku-band radar uses a number of advanced techniques to obtain optimum performance (refs. 4
and 5). Frequency diversity (five frequencies) is used to obtain increased detection range. Pulse
Doppler techniques provide range measurement and the required range rate accuracy. The transmitted
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and pulse width are changed with range to maximize detection probe-_
biltty and range rate accuracy. To allow for tracking at short ranges and reduce the probability of
sidelobe acquisition, a TWT bypass mode is provided. Fourier transform filtering and logarithmic
discrlmtnant techniques are used to determine the Doppler frequency (range rate), the angle rate, the
angle position, and the range.

RADAR TESTING

Various tests of the Ku-band radar have been conducted. Successful testing during STS-7 was
performed using the SPAS-01 payload as a target. Detailed tests, using dynamic targets, are to be
conducted at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (3SC) White Sands Test Facility (NSTF) later
this year to obtain performance and error model data. Some early system data obtained by Hughes and
Rockwell (Ku-band and Orbiter contractors) while tracking a helicopter are shown in figure 4. A ref-
erence system was notused; hence, the accuracy of such data remains to be determined by the _STF
tests.

COI_IUNICATIONS DESIGN

To meet the communications requirements, the Ku-band system in the communications mode receives/
transmits signals frem/to the ll)_ (table 2) (refs. 6 and 7). This capability provides a significant
increase (relative to earlier missions) in the percent of tlme during which the Orbiter is in communi-

cations contact with the ground. This capability also meant that the Ku-band system design {ref. 2)
had to meet a number of advanced requirements including those arising from (i) mutual' acquisition of

the narrow-beam Ku-band and TDRS antennas, (2) reception and processing of a spread-spectrum signal,
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(3) processing, modulating, and transmitting several data sources, and (4) synchronizing with high-
rate payload data routed over Orbiter cables.

160 90 t
120 75 RANGE

R 8o eo

Z 0 30
E

15

IJ I I I t l

0 300 600 900 1200 lS00

TIME, SEC

FIGURE 4.- PJ_DARTEST DATA, HELICOPTER TARGET.

The Ku-band forward link design was influenced by the need to be compatible with the S-band link
(ref. 8) resulting in the bit rates shown in table 2. High antenna gains and the relatively low maxi-
mum bit rate of 216 kbps eased the design difficulties.

TDR$ signal acquisition involves the following: (I) TDRS open-loop pointing at the Orbiter, (2)
Orbiter acquiring the forward link by doing a spiral scan, (3) Orbiter transmitting the return link,

and (4) TORS acquiring the Orbiter return link and pointing with a maximum of 0.5 decibel pointing
loss. Several aspects of this acquisition procedure proved challenging. First, because the TDRS

first points its antenna at the Orbiter, there is a large dynamic signal amplitude range at the Ku-
band system. Second, because of the uncertainty of Ku-ba_d pointing at the TDRS, a spiral scan is

required to find the TDRS. Finally, the dynamic range of the TDRS signal level, the Orbiter antenna
sidelobe levels, and Orbiter monopulse tracking_loop pull-in characteristics are such that the Or-
biter antenna could stop in the scan before pointing its main beam at the TDRS. This problem has

been solved by transmitted power control by the TDRS.

Another major design challenge involved bit synchronization of the high-rate payload data (refs.
g and 10). The payload data rate can vary from 2 to 50 Mbps and can have significant data asymmetry

(ref. 11). In addition, the Orbiter cables from the payload to the Ku-band system introduce risetime
degradation and amplitude modulation (ref. 12). The first Ku-band interface circuit was found to
have a range of clock/data phase offsets and to make unstable bit detections at high data rates. A

redesign was also found to have inadequate margins for bit detection. Finally, an adaptive threshold
bit synchronizer was designed and extensively analyzed to provide adequate performance margins with
respect to clock/data phase offset, amplitude, transition time, and data Jitter.

Table 2(b) shows that the return link communications design is more complex than the forward
link. To transmit TV signals (Mode 2), frequency modulation (FM) was selected because of its matu-
rity relative to digital techniques. To allow simultaneous transmission of TV and two channels of

lower rate digital data, the TV signal frequency modulates at baseband, and the digital data modulate
a subcarrier using unbalanced quadrature phase shift keying (UQPSK). Alternatives considered but not
used include time division multiplexing (TDM) and use of two subcarriers. The alternatives involved.

complexity (TDM of variable bit rates) and large bandwidths/intermodulation products with two sub-
carriers. The selected UQPSK technique uses a subcarrier frequency of 8.5 megahertz.
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TABLE 2.- Ku-BAND COHMUNICATIONS NODES AND CHANNELS

(aS Forward ltnk (ground to Orbiter, 13.775 GHz)

Node Modulation Data

1 Bi-phase-L Ch. 1

Ch. 2

Voice 1 32 kbps
Voice 2 32 kbps
Command 6.4 kbps
Sync 1.6 kbps

72 kbps

Text/graphics 128 kbps

Sync 16 kbps
144 kbps

2 Bt-phase-L Voice 1 32 kbps
Voice 2 32 kbps
Command 6.4 kbps
Sync 1.6 kbps

72 kbps

(b) Return link (O_btter to TDRS, 15.0034 GHz)

Node Nodulatlon Data

1 Unbalanced QPSK Ch. 1

Ch. 2
A.
B.
C.
D.

Ch. 3

Voice 1 32 kbps
Voice 2 32 kbps
TLM 128 kbps

192 kbps

One of the following:
P/L digital data, 16 kbps to 2 NOps
P/I. recorder playback, 25.5 kbps to 1024 kbps
OP$ recorder playback, 60 kbps to 1024 kbps
Detached payload bent-pipe data, 16 kbps to 2 Hbps

Attached P/L digital data (realtt,e or playback,
2 Nops to SO Nops)

2 High modulation
index Flq

Ch. 1 - Same as mode 1

Ch. 2 - Same as mode 1_

Ch. 3 - One of the following:
A. Television composite video, dc to 4.5 Hltz
B. Attached P/L analog data, dc to 4.5 Hltz

C. Detached P/L bent-pipe analog data, dc to 4.5 NHz

Node 1 includes the high bit rate payload data. For this mode, it was desirable to use the same
UQPSK-modulated subcarrter for the operational data and the low-rate payload data or digital recorder
data. An innovative signal design was developed (ref. 13) to combine the high-rate payload data with
the UOPSK-modulated subcarrter. The phase-multiplexing technique used is applicable to five channels
or less and is a hybrid approach which has some of the features of both quadrature modulation and the
tnterplex approach (ref. 14) used.for deep-space communication.

An additional signal design consideration for the high-rate data in Node 1 was s_gnal power re-
quired to transmit 50 NOps from the Orbiter through the _S. Error-correctloncoding was investi-
gated, but convolutlonalcoding was chosen because the decoding algorltl_s (scquentlaland Vlterbl)
provide significantcoding gains at the required bit-error probabilityof lO'Oand could be Imle-
mented at 50 _ps wlth moderate hardware {ref. 15). As a result of evaluating the convolutlonal
decoding approaches,five multiplexed lO_ps Vlterbl decoders were chosen. This approach.provlded
the best possible pe#omance (5.1 decibels coding gain at probabilityof bit error of I0"a) without
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severe penalties in cost, complexity, and reliability. In addition, the system degrades gracefully
(a coding gain of 2.7 decibels is available at a probability of error of 10"=), the Orbiter encoder

was simple to implement, and ground-based decoders were available and could be combined in a straight-
forward manner. It appears reasonable to extend the parallel lO-Mbps Viterbi decoder concept to sys-
tems requiring operation at data rates well in excess of 100 Kops, although reliability becomes a con-
cern as the number of parallel decoders becomes large. In fact, this parallel approach was expanded
and adopted as the TDRS System (TDRSS) standard.

COMMUNICATIONS PERFORMANCE

Various tests of the Ku-band comaunications function have been conducted by the contractors at
JSC and at the NASA John F. Kennedy Space Center. A sample test result, obtained at the JSC Elec-
tronic Systems Test Laboratory (refs. 16 and 17), is shown in figure 5.

10"1
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< 10 .3
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O
m

zu
_. 10 .4
m

m

10-5

10-6
82

)DE 1 CHANNEL 3 PERFORMANCE

100 Mbps ENCODED

CH.1 (192kbps);

CH.2 (2Mbps);

CH.3 (lOOMbps)

mance was not tested because the TDRS was not in position.
functions will be checked out on STS-8.

84 86 88 90 92 94 96

WATTS/dB-Hz

FIGURE 5.- SAMPLE Ku-BAND COMMUNICATIONS TEST RESULTS.

The first flight use of the Ku-band system was on STS-7 in June 1983. Co_mnunications perfor-
It is expected that the co_nications

CONCLUSIONS

Even though complete and detailed flight performance of the Ku-band system remains to be
demonstrated, sonm concluding remarks can be made. Development of a coe_oined radar and co¢_nlca-
tions system is feasible under the proper conditions. Weight, volu_, and antenna locations can be
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reduced when the functions are combined. In such a case, however, both functions cannot be performed
at the same time. One disadvantage of combining is that development and test activities for the two
functions are interdependent. Thus, a design change or a problem in one of the functions may affect
the other function and slow its progress. The more complex the system, the more likely it is that
difficulties will be encountered. Also, testing of a more complex system is more challenging and re-
quires more time because the functions cannot be tested in parallel unless more test units are built.
Factors like these should all be considered and weighed in implementing future radar and communica-
tions requlr_nts.

The development of the Ku-band system involved advances in both radar and comuntcatlons. It is
expected that the system will operate as specified. However, the system is complex, and performance
anomalies may occur. Nevertheless, it is expected that the Ku-band system will, for many years, ful-
fill its role in the Shuttle Orbiter mission.
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SHUTTLE PAYLOAD S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Dr. Bartus H. Batson, William E. Teasdale, Dr. James F. Pawlowski, and Oron L. Schmidt
NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas

ABSTRACT

_he Shuttle payload S-band communications system design, operational capabilities, and perform-
ance are described in detail in this paper. System design requirements, overall system configuration
and operation, and laboratory/flight test results are presented.

Payload communications requirements development is discussed in terms of evolvement of require-
ments as well as the resulting technical challenges encountered in meeting the initial requirements.

Initial design approaches are described along with cost-saving initiatives that subsequently had to
be made. The resulting system implementation that was finally adopted is presented along with a func-
tional description of the system operation. A description of system test results, problems encountered,
how the problems were solved, and the system flight experience to date is presented. Finally, a sum-
mary of the advancements made and the lessons learned is discussed.

IlfrRODUCT!ON

In the Shuttle payload S-band communications system, one Earth-orbiting satellite monitors and
controls various functions of another Earth-orbiting satellite. Previously, this capability resided

only in large Earth stations specifically implemented to monitor and control various manned and un-
manned satellites.

Since a wide variety of satellites will be deployed and/or retrieved by the Shuttle, a major
challenge was to engineer a communications system that could (1) generate commands having payload-
compatible formats, data rates, and carrier frequencies and (2) monitor telemetry signals having parl-
ous standard formats, data rates, subcarrier frequencies, and carrier frequencies. In addition, it
was determined that to keep the implementation complexity within the realm of possibility, the system
should provide the capability to relay nonstandard telemetry (via the Orbiter Ku-band communications
system) to the ground without onboard subcarrier demodulation and bit synchronization. Similar3y, it
was decided that the system should be capable of accommodating nonstandard commands generated onboard
the Orbiter by payload-unique processors.

This paper describes the early activities that resulted in an initial definition of the detailed

functional and performance requirements of the Shuttle payload S-band communications system. It also .
describes the design concept developed to satisfy the initial requirements and discusses a reduced
set of requirements which was later developed to simplify the implementation. The simplified imple-
mentation approach is also described in some detail.

The results of system-level testing in the Electronic Systems Test Laboratory (ESTL) are sum-
marized, with emphasis on the problem areas encounterec[and on the solutlons. _ flight experi-
ence on the S-band payload communications system (PCM) is also discussed. Finally, the advancements
made in the S-band payload communications system and some of the lessons learned by the NASA and con-
tractor engineers directly involved in its development are briefly addressed.

INITIAL PAYLOAD COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS

The Shuttle payload S-band communications system requirements evolved over a period of several
years during the mid 1970's through a series of meetings with various government and commercial orga-
nizations engaged in developing free-flying sate llites for the 1980's. A set of general requirements
directed by Level I program operational requirements concerning payload accommodations in the areas
of safety, on-orblt payload deployment, checkout and retrieval mandated implementation of a short
range payload radiofrequency (RF) communications system De the Orbiter. In the summer of 1974, an ex-
tensive meeting was held at the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) with representatives from many pro-
spective Shuttle payload organizations. They were invited to make suggestions on how the Shuttle
could best service their specific payloads (satellites). Their main points of interest were in terms
of data and command rates, formats, modulation schemes, and carrier and subcarrier frequencies. The
inputs received were quite varied. It soon became apparent that the Shuttle payload communications
system would have to be designed as _ orbltal S-band ground station (indeed, three ground stations_
that would be able to support Ground Space Flight Tracking and Data Network (GSTDN), Deep Space Net-
work (DSN), and Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) compatlble payloads (sate111tes_. In
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TABLE 1.- SHUTTLE PAYLOAD S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
(INITIAL REQUIREMENTS)

Requirement Return link (telemetry) Forward link (commands)

C arrier modul ation PM PM

Modulation index 1.0 red

Data rates 2000, 1000, 500, 250, 125,

Subcarri ers 16 kHz

Subcarr ier modu Iation

PCM formats

Special processing

1.0 rad

16, 8, 4, 2, 1 kbps
256, 128, 64, 32, 16,

8, 4, 2, 1 bps

1.7 and 1.024 MHz
512, 256, 128, 64, 32, f'

16, 8, 4, 2, 1 kHz

All subcarriers PSK except
1.7 MHz - IRIG FM/FM

Biphase L, M, S
NRZ L, M, S

Spread spectrum demodulation a

PSK

Biphase L, M, S
NRZ L, M, S

Spread spectrum demodulationa

aRequired for TDRS-compatible payloads.

_TABLE 2.- SHUTTLE PAYLOAD S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM RF CHANNELIZATION
INITIAL REQUIREMENTS

Requ Irement Frequency range, No. of Channe I spacing,
MHz channels kHz

GSTDN/TDRS compatible

pall oads

Orbiter transmit
Orbiter receive

DSN compatible payloads

Orbiter transmit
Orbiter receive

s

2025.833 t0_2118.7 808 115
2200 tO 2300.875 808 125

2110.243 to 2119.792
2290.185 tO 2299.814

29 241.04g
27 370.37

addition, because the Shuttle would act llke a ground station as far as its payloads were concerned
and would simultaneously communicate with some of the same ground station elements that employed the

same signal characteristics as the Shuttle, a technique was needed to minimize the expected inter-
ference between S-band links.

The initial system requirements and modulation characteristics from this meeting and from subse-
quent interaction between JSC and the payload community resulted in adoption of the characteristics
shown in table 1 and the RF channelization shown in table 2 to support GSTI)N, TDRSS, and DSN compati-
ble satellites. These initial requirements approved by the Shuttle Program were intended to accommo-
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date virtually every conceivable payload RF system i_lementatton that might.be fabricated to fly
•against any one of the three existing ground networks (TDRSS, GSTDN, and DSN).

The RF communication accommodation for deployable payloads was again driven by the top-level op-
erational requirement to provide onboard, real-time, command control, and monitoring of payloads to
support deployment, checkout, and retrieval activities. "

INITIAL DESIGN APPRO#CH

The design concept Initially conceived to provide the system capabilities outlined above, centered
around fabrication of two line replaceable units (LRU's) and one flush-mounted S-band antenna located
on top of the Orbiter Just forward of the payload bay opening. The two LRU's consisted of a highly
flexible mu]ttchannel S-band transponder called the payload interrogator _PI) and a many-faceted,
multtfunctton, extremely complex payload signal processor (PAP). Figure 1 illustrates the functtona_
configuration of the payload S-band communications system as it interfaces with a typical deployed
payl Dad.

The tntttal system requirements resulted in a number of stringent system design drivers for the
two LRU's. Specifically, the payload interrogator would be required to (1_ generate more than 800
pairs of transmit and receive frequencies, (2) provide multiple modulation/demodulation schemes, and
(3) perform spectrum spreading and despreadtng for TDRSS _ompatible payloads.. The payload signal
processor would have to (1) generate and modulate many command subcarrter frequencies, !2) detect and
demodulate many telemetry subcar_ier frequencies, (3) generate and process six pulse-code modulated
(PCM) formats, (4) bit synchronize on over 100 p?sslble bit rates, and (5) perform frame synchroniza-
tion for many formats.

To perform all these functions on the ground would require enormous complexity (the equivalent
of three ground stations In one); to try to perform all of these functions in space was quickly

recognized as too costly and impractical. Technica]ly, the challenges could have been met, given an
unlimited source of funding and sufficient time to develop and package the flight hardware. However,

with the funding problems the Shuttle program was beginning to encounter at that time across the
board, the need to greatly simplify the payload S-band communications system was recognized.
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The Shuttle program management then initiated a review of payload RF communications requirements
along with technical factflnding of various system simpllficatlen optlons. This series of reviews
and technical assessments resulted in the program management decision to make the following changes.

I. Delete the forward and return link spread spectrum capability.

2. Provide normal baseband signal processing functions for only a limited number of modulation
schemes, subcarrlers, bit rates, P) formats, etc. (l.e., a set of "standard" signals).

3. Implement a transparent throughput "bent-pi_" capability to relay "nonstandard" payload sig-
nals to the ground via the Orbiter Ku-band link for ground monitoring.

It was decided that these changes would result in greatly simplified Orbiter hardware and signif-
icant reductions in cost, weight, and development risk to the Orbiter. The total savings to the pro-

gram as a result of these changes was estimated at the time to be approximately $20 million.

Tables 3 and 4 show the revised set of payload S-band communications system characteristics
based on the updated system requirements and adopted standard versus nonstandard payload concept.
The RF channelization reflected in table 3 was unchanged from the initial concept. The decision was
made to pursue implementation of the total GST_/_SS/DSN complement of operating frequencies using
a frequency synthesizer approach. Table 4 shows the revised command and telemetry signal processing
characteristics for the standard payload, tr

TABLE 3.- SHUTTLE PAYLOAD S-BAND CO_NICATION SYSTEM RF CHANNELIZATION

Requirement Frequency, No. of Channel spacing,
MHz channels kHz

GSTDNITDRS

Transmit
Receive

DSN

Transmit
Receive

2025.833 to 2117.916 B01 115

2200 to 2300 801 125

2110.243 to 2119.792
2290.185 to 2299.814

29 241.049
27 370.37

Requirement

TABLE 4.- SHUI-FLE PAYLOAD S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
STANDARD COMMAND AND TELEMETRY REQUIREMENTS

Return link (telemetry) Forward link (commands)

Carrier modulation

Modulation index

Subcarrier frequency

Subcarrier modulation

Data rates

PCM formats

PM

1.0 red

1.024 MHz

PSK

16, B, 4, 2, I kbps

NRZ L, M, S
Biphase L, M, S

PM

1.0 red

16 kHz

PSK

20O0, 1000, 500, 250, 125,

NRZ L, M, S
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IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH SELECTED

The simplified Shuttle payload RF communications concept on which the final implementation ap-
proach was based called for a standard interface capability to provide normal baseband processing •
functions for a defined set of standard signals and nonstandard interface capability to provide a te-

lemetry throughput to the ground via a transparent channel (bent pipe) or to the Orbiter aft flight
deck payload station. Functionally, the nonstandard mode would be accomplished by having the payload

interrogator strip out a baseband (or intermediate frequency (IF)) unprocessed version of the non-
standard signal and route it to the ground via the Ku-band TDRSS link, time shared with television
(FM mode 2), or by routing the signal to a payload-supplied unique signal processor located in the
aft flight deck payload station.

Simplification of the initial requirements and implementation concept did not change the basic

LRU concept shown in figure 1; however, it did allow a great reduction of internal LRU complexity.
The payload interrogator complexity was reduced by eliminating the spread spectrum capability. The
PSP complexity was reduced by eliminating several modulation scheme, subcarrier, data rate, command
rate, and PCM fomat options and the attached payload (hardline) telemetry capability. This capabil-
ity already existed in the payload data interleaver (PDI) design.

Figure 2 shows the functional configuration of the final payload S-band communications system im-

plementatlon, including the added interfaces with the Ku-band signal processor and the aft flight
deck payload station. Figure 2 also shows LRU redundancy. Figure 3 illustrates how the final system
configuration interfaces with the overall Orbiter avionlcs system. In figure 2, either nonstandard
or standard telemetry formats can be sent directly to ground (unprocessed) via the Ku-band system in
the bent-pipe mode. Nonstandard payload telemetry, which must be processed onboard for display,
recording, or monitoring, is routed from the P! to the payload station distribution panel where it is
sent to a payload-supplied unique signal processor. This same processor may also be used to generate
nonstandard command formats and output them to the PI for transmission to the detached payload. Stand-
ard telemetry and command formats listed in table 4 are processed onboard by the PSP as a standard
Shuttle service.

PAYLOAD INTERROGATOR

The Pl provides the RF communication link between the Orbiter and detached payloads. For commu-
nications with the standard payloads, the PI operates in conjunction with the PSP.

During most nonstandard missions, the PI is interfaced with a Payload Station Distribution Panel
(PSDP) unique signal processor. Nonstandard data received by the PI can also be routed to the Ku-
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band signal processor, where it is processed for transmission to the ground via the Shuttle Ku-bandl
TDRSS link (bent pipe).

Simultaneous RF transmission and reception is the primary mode of PI operation with both stand-
ard and nonstandard payloads. The Orbiter-to-payload link carries the commands, while the payload-
to-Orbiter link communicates the telemetry data. In addition to this duplex operation, the PI pro-
vides for "transmit only" and "receive only" modes of communication with some payloads.

Figure 4 shows the functional block diagram for the PI. The antenna connects to an input/
output RF port which is common to the receiver and the transmitter of the Pl unit. A dual triplexer
is used because of a requirement to operate the P! simultaneously with the Shuttle/ground S-band net-

work transponder, which radiates and receives on the same frequency bands. The Shuttle S-band net-
work transponder emits a signal at either 2217.5 or 2287.5 megahertz. Both frequencies fall directly
into the PI receive band of 2200 to 2300 megahertz. Conversely, the payload transmitter, operating

in the 2025- to 2120-megahertz band, can interfere with uplink signal reception by the S-band network
transponder receiver. Therefore, by use of the triplexer and by simultaneously operating the PI and
network transponder in the mutually exclusive subbands, the interference problem is effectively elim-

inated.
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In addition to the problem of potential interference due to the mutual, simultaneous operation
of the S-band payload and S-band network communications system, there is also the problem of an ex-
tremely large range of power levels that must be accommodated. When detached payloads are tn the Im-
mediate vicinity of the Orbiter, excesslve RF power levels may impinge on the interrogator antenna.
Thus, the RF preampltffer of the receiver is protected by a combination of sensitivity control at-
tenuators and a diode breakdown limtter. The output of the preamplifier Is applfed to the ftrst
mixer where tt ts converted to the ftrst IF for amplification and level control. The first local
oscillator frequency, fL01, Is tunable and Its frequency corresponds wtth the desired Pl receive chan-
nel frequency. Except for channel selection, however, fL01 is fixed. Consequently, any unspecified
frequency difference between the received payload stgnal and fL01 wtll appear wfthin the first IF am-
I_lffier and at the tnput to the second mixer.

The recefver frequency and phase tracking loop begtns at the second mixer. As shown in figure
4, the output of the first IF amplifier is down-converted to the second 1F as a result of mixing wtth
a variable second LO frequency, fL02. The portion of the second IF which involves only the carrier
tracking function is narrowband, passing the received signal resfdual carrler component and excluding
the bulk of the sideband frequencies. Demodulation to baseband of the second IF signal is accom-
plished by mfxtng with a reference frequency, fR. The output of the tracking phase detector, after
proper filtering, is applied to the control terminals of a voltage controlled oscillator fVCO) which
provides the second local oscillator signal, thereby closing the tracking loop. Thus, when phase

track is established, fLOZ follows frequency changes of the received payload signal.

For the purpose of frequency acquisition, the fLOE may be swept over a ±50-kilohertz uncer-
tainty region. Sweep is terminated when the output_of the coherent amplitude detector (CAD) exceeds
a present threshold, indicating that the _arrier tracking loop has attained lock. The output of the
CAD also provides the automatic gain control (AGC) to the first IF emplifier. To accommodate pay-
load-to-Orbiter received signal level changes caused by range variation from a few feet to 10 nauti-
cal miles, 110 decibels of AGC is provided in the first intermediate frequency amplifier (IFA}.

A wldeband phase detector is used to demodulate the telemetry signals from the carrier. The
output of this detector is filtered, envelope level controlled, and buffered for delivery to the PSP,
PSDP, and Ku-band signal processor units.

The P! receiver frequency synthesizer provides the tunable first LO frequency and the corre-
sponding exciter frequency to the transmitter synthesizer. It also delivers a reference signal
to the transmitter phase modulator. Baseband standard or nonstandard command signals modulate the
phase of this reference signal, which is in turn supplied to the transmitter synthesizer where it is
upconverted to the transmit frequency and applied to the power amplifiers.
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Depending on the operating band selected, transmitter output is applied to either the high- or
low-band triplexer. To compensate for varying distances to payloads, each transmitter has three
selectable output power levels (5 to 10 dBm, 28 to 33 dBmo and 38 to 42 dBm).

PAYLOAD SIGNAL PROCESSOR

The payload signal processor (PSP) (1} modulates standard payload commands onto a 16-kilohertz
sinusoidal subcarrior and delivers the resultant signal to the Pl and to the attached payload ombili-

cal, (2) demodulates the payload telemetry data from the 1.024-megahertz subcarrier signal provided by
the PI, and (3) perform bit and frame synchronization of demodulated data and delivers these data
and its clock to the payload data interleaver.

The PSP also transmits status messages to the Orbiter's general-purpose computers (GPC's). The

status messages a11_ the GPC's to control and configure the PSP and validate command messages before
transmission.

The functional block diagram for the PSR is shown in figure 5. The PSP configuration and Day-
load command data are input to the PSP via a bidirectional serial interface. Transfer of data in
either direction is initiated by discrete control signals. Data words 20 bits in length (16 informa-

tion, I parity, 3 synchronization) are transferred across the bidirectional interface at a burst rate
of 1Mbps, and the serial words received by the PSP are'applied to word validation logic which exam-
ines their structure. Failure of the incoming message to pass a validation test results in a request

for a repeat of the.message from the GPC.

Command data are further processed and validated as to content and the number of command words.
The function of the command buffets is to perform data rate conversion from the Mbps bursts to one of
the: selected standard command rates. Command rate and format are specified through the configuration

message control subunlt.

From the message buffers, the command bits are fed vla the idle pattern selector and qenerator
to the subcarrier biphase modulator. The idle pattern, which often consists of alternating "ones"
and "zeros," precedes the actual command word and is usually also transmitted in lieu of command

messages. Subcarrier modulation is biphase non-return-to-zero (NRZ) only.
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The 1.024-megahertz telemetry subcarrier from the I)I is applied to the I)SKsubcarrier demod-
ulator. Since the subcarrier is biphase modulated, a Costas-type loop is used to lock onto and
track the subcarrier. The resulting demodulated bit stream is input to the bit synchronizer 5uhunit,
where a DTTL bit synchronization loop provides timing to an integrate-and-dump matched filter which

optimally detects and reclocks the telemetry data.

Detected telemetry bits, together with clock data, are input to the frame synchronizer where

frame synchronization is obtained for any one of the four NASA standard synchronization words. The
frame synchronizer also detects and corrects the data polarity ambiguity caused by the PSI(
demodulator Costa_ loop.

From the frame synchronizer, the telemetry data with corrected fran_ synchronization words and
clock data are fed to the I)DI. The telemetry detection units also supply appropriate lock signals to
the Orbiter's operational instrumentation equipment, thus acting to indicate the presence of valid te-

lemetry.

TEST RESULTS AND FLIGHT I)ERFORMAN(:E

RF compatibility tests were performed in the Electronic Systems Test Laboratory (ESTL) using the
Orbiter's I)I and PSI)to communicate with several classes of payload communications systems. The pay-

load communications systems tested were the Inertial Upper Stage (IUS); the Shuttle I)allet Satellite-01
(SPAS-01); the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) Telemetry, Tracking, and Command (_-r&C_ sys-
tem; and the NASA near-Earth and TDRS user's transponders. Additionally, the Pl and PSI) were used
during the fifth Shuttle flight (STS-5) to receive telemetry from the Satellite Business System (SBS_
payload. During the sixth flight (STS-6), the PI was used to send commands to and receive telemetry
from the IUS spacecraft. The PI and PSI)were used for TDRS predeployment communication checkout.

PAYLOAD SIGNAL PROCESSOR PERFORMANCE

A major PSP problem, uncovered during the SPAS-01 transponder testing in the ESTL, was false
locking of the bit synchronizer on NRZ-L telemetry. I)SPfalse lock could occur by thresholding the
I)I receiver (similar to going through an antenna pattern null) and then increasing the total received
power (TRP) to a value above data threshold.

The I)SI)bit synchronizer is implemented in a microprocessor. The modification to remedy the
false lock problem consisted of changing the microprocessor software and making cuts and installing
Jumpers in the microprocessor printed circuit board.

The PSP was used for the first time during flight to process the telemetry from the SBS payload

during STS-5. The aforementioned modifications had not been made to the STS-._ PSP to remedy the
false lock problem for this mission; however, the conditions for false locking did not occur durinq
SBS deployment and the PSP performance was excellent. The modifications to prevent false locking
were made in the I)SPused to support the predeployment checkout of TDRS-A during STS-6. Again, the -
PSP performance was excellent for both telemetry and command processing.

PAYLOAD INTEBROGATOR PERFORMANCE

The ESTL RF compatibility tests using the P_ with each major class of payload communication sys-
tem showed that the Pl was compatible with each and that all performance requirements were met. The

most significant finding during the IUS and SI)AS-01 tests was that simultaneous transmission of tele-
vision via the FM transmitter on 2250.0 megahertz could interfere with the Pl return link telemetry
reception. This interference is most certain to occur (1) when the payload transmit frequency is
within 15 megahertz of the FM transmitter frequency, (2) when the payload is greater than I kilometer
from the Orbiter, and (3) when television video is being transmitted via the u_per FM hemispherical
antenna. The simultanec_s occurrence of these conditions can be avoided operationally.

Excessive phase noise was detected on the ESTL prototype unit. After the unit was returned to
the vendor for repair, a faulty capacitor was found and replaced. No further design deficiencies

were uncovered during ESTL testing.

The PI was used for the first time during a mission to receive the return link telemetry signal
from the SBS payload during STS-S. The I)I performance was excellent. The Pl was also used on STS-6
for transmitting commands and receiving telemetry in conjunction with the predeployment checkout and
deployment of the IUS and TDRS-A spacecraft. Again, the PI performance was excellent.
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CONCLUS IONS

Development of a spaceboroe system to provide the capability for monitoring and controlling
nearby satellites is a significant milestone. Expansion of this capability will most assuredly be
required if a space station is to be developed. Such expansion will undoubtedly include a multi-
access capability to allow simultaneous monitoring and control of multiple satellites as Well as an
extended range capability.

The merits of designing a multipurpose system such that a standard onboard processing capability
is provided for most users while _ "bent-pipe" relay capability is provided for the relatively few
nonstandard users were found to be more than theoretical. Slgnlflcant savings in cost, weight, and
complexity were realized. These savings clearly demonstrate the necessity to "scrub" requirements
and to explore alternate design approaches before I,_)lementlng a complex system.

The necessity of performing end-to-end system performance testing for complex communications sys-
tems was (once again) demonstrated. Although the S-band payload system LRU's underwent extensive ven-
dor-level testing (prototype, qualification, and acceptance testing) and a certain level of prime con-
tractor integrated system testing, the major problems that occurred were not manifested until the sys-
tem was thoroughly tested in ESTL. Uncovering these problems through ESTL testing (detailed end-to-
end system compatibility testing) rather than during real-time mission operations allowed the opportu-
nity to adequately analyze and resolve the system performance deficiencies early on instead of risking
compromised mission success.
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Beginning with STS-9, the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) will start providing S- and

Ku-band communications and tracking support to the Space Shuttle and its payloads. The most significant

element of this support takes place at the TDRSS White Sands Ground Terminal, which processes the Shuttle

return link S- and Ku-band signals. While Ku-band hardware available to other TDRSS users is also ap-

plied to Ku-Shuttle, stringent S-Shuttle link margins have precluded the application of the Standard

TDRSS S-band processing equipment to S-Shuttle. It was therefore found necessary to develop a unique

S-Shuttle Receiver that embodies state-of-the-art digital technology and processing techniques. This

receiver, developed by Motorola, Inc., enhances link margins by 1.5 dB relative to the standard S-band

equipment and its bit error rate performance is within a few tenths of a dB of theory. The goal of this

paper is to provide an overview description of the SSRE, which includes the presentation of block dia-

grams and salient design features. Selected, measured performance results are also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Beginning with STS-g the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) will start providing communi-

cations and tracking support to the Space Shuttle and its payloads under a broad range of operating

conditions and data throughput requirements. Such support'will take place at both S- and Ku-band fre-

quencies, under forward (JSC-to-Shuttle) and re)urn (Shuttle-to-JSC) link conditions, during launch

(S-band only) and, of course, during in-orbit Operation.

To support forward link operation the TDRSS ground terminal at White Sands, New Mexico (WSGT) will act

as a ground relay between JSC and the TDRS-Shuttle link. At WSGT, necessary processing such as PN

spreading, data format conversion, doppler compensation, and baseband-to-RF conversion is performed. No

other data-related processing is performed at WSGT and the TDRS satellite further acts as a bent pipe

repeater between WSGT and Shuttle. Figure 1 highlights salient interfaces between JSC, Shuttle and the

TDRSS, while Figure 2 amplifies on TDRSS Ground Network _upport to Shuttle operations.

The most significant communications and tracking support provided by the TDRSS to Shuttle takes place

at WSGT in the processing of return link S- and Ku-band signals. Here, WSGT receiver hardware performs

demodulation, symbol synchronization and data detection (coded and uncoded), and relays the detected

data via NASCOM to JSC. Additional return link processing at WSGT involves doppler tracking, phase

ambiguity resolutio_ and closed-loop autotracking of the TDRS Ku-band antenna in the direction of
Shuttle.

To support Ku-Shuttle return link operation, WSGT receiver hardware that is available to other TORSS

Ku-band Single Access (KSA) users is uniquely configured to handle the Shuttle 3-channel modulation

schemes. This involves appropriate application of the KSA High and Medium Rate Demodulators and Symbol

Synchronizers, and a multiplexed set of Viterbi decoders to handle coded data rates up to 50 Mbps.

_or S-Shuttle return link operation the originally planned TORSS support also called for the application

of WSGT receiver hardware available to other TDRSS S-band Single Access (SSA) users. Due to stringent

Shuttle link budget considerations, however, the link margins available via the standard SSA equipment

were found to be insufficient, and it was found necessary to-develop a unique S-Shuttle receiver that
embodies state-of-the-art digital technology and processing techniques. The uniqueness of this S-Shuttle

Receiver Equipment (SSRE), developed by Motorola¢Inc., may be highlighted by several significant
features:

• all-digital processing after IF-to-baseband conversion

• integrated carrier loop/symbol sync design

e link margin enhanced by 1.5 dB relative to existing SSA equipment

a bit error rate performance within a few tenths of a dB of theory

The SSRE represents an important achievement in the development of state-of-the-art digital hardware

that implements near-optimal communication signal processors. It also serves as a benchmark for future

hardware research and development to be undertaken by NASA in support of TDRSS operations over the next

decade, and for on-going support during the post-TDRSS era.

The goal of this paper is to provide an overview description of the SSRE, involving the presentation of

block diagrams and salient design features. Selected, _asured performance results are also presented.

Toward this end Section 2 begins with a summary of S-Shuttle signal characteristics that must be sup-

ported by the SSRE and is followed in Section 3 by an overview of the SSRE and associated interfaces.

Section 4 proceeds to focus on several of the SSRE components, highlighting their specific functions

and significant features. Selected results are presented in Section B and conclusions are contained in
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2. TDRSS/S-SHUI-FLE RETURN LINK SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
AND OPERATIONS CONSIDERATIONS

Salient S-Shuttle return link signal characteristics are as follows:

I BPSK_dulation

Data Rate
- Mode l: 96 KBPS
- Mode 2: Ig2 KBRS
- Mode 3: Unmodulated Carrier

• Coding
- Convolutional

- Rate I/3, constraint length 7
Non-transparent

• Signal Format
Bi-¢ (Manchester)

From an operational viewpoint three additional aspects that warrant mentioning in this context are:

• signal dynamics f

• antenna switching transients

• degraded signal level

_nder normal conditions, S-Shuttle will operate in a coherent turnaround mode, which implies that the

uncompensated doppler at the SSRE input can exceed 130 KHz; typically, however, doppler compensation
will reduce residual doppler to well below this value. This doppler value may be significant during

signal acquisition, since under certain conditions a large doppler offset may lead to false carrier
lock.

Antenna switching transients must also be contended with. In particular, S-Shuttle employs one of four
quad antennas at a time, and when switching from one antenna to the next takes place, a brief signal
drooout occurs (e.g., < 50 ms). While data bits will, of course, be lost during the antenna switch, it

is imperative that the-SSRE demodulator stay in lock or recover quickly after the antenna switching
process is complete.

A third operational aspect of importance involves S-Shuttle operation under degraded EIRP conditions.
To compensate for this contingency both of the TI)RS SSA antennas may be used simultaneously to relay

Shuttle signals to WSGT, where they may be appropriately combined to provide up to 2.5 dB SNR enhance-
ment.

It is clear from the above discussion that the SSRE must handle three distinct data modulation modes and

simultaneously contend with a variety of other signal and channel conditions. SSRE design features and
selected performance results, and how they relate to the above discussion, are treated in the sections

i
that follow.

J

3. SSRE OVERVIE_.___W

The WSGT contains two SSRE components. Under normal operating conditions only one will be necessary,
but a second is available to support the SSA antenna combining operation briefly discussed in Section 2.

A simplified block diagram overview of the SSRE, and associated interfaces, is presented in Figure 3.
A preliminary discussion of the SSRE components shown is presented here with more detailed discussion to
follow in Section 4. The information here is primarily based on If, 2].

ANALOG/DIGITAL INTERFACE

The incoming 35 MHz IF signal is first processed by a wideband (_ IO MHz) noncoherent AGC to control
the dynamic range of the composite signal + noise into the coherent AGC and the remainder of the re-
ceiver. As seen in Figure 3, the coherent AGC output is then processed by an analog voltage controlled

amplifier (VCA), in-phase and quadrature mixed to baseband, and each low pass filtered in an analog
fashion. It is at this point that digitation takes place, via B bit A/D conversion, and all remaining

processing through NCO carrier reconstruction is then performed digitally.
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The analog/digital interface is clearly identified in Figure 3. The treatments of the coherent AGC and

the NCO are to be noted. Specifically, both are treated as lying directly on the interface since they
both accept digital inputs while producing analog outputs.

Also noteworthy are the analog in-phase and quadrature low pass filters. The one-sided 3 dB bandwidth
of each filter may take on one of three values, depending on the Shuttle mode of operation. The band-
widths are as follows:

• Mode l (288 KSPS): 1.75 MHz

• Mode 2 (576 KSPS): 3.5 MHz

a Mode 3 (unmodulated): 54 KHz

The significance of Mode l and 2 low pass filter bandwidths, as they relate to s_bsequent processing,
is discussed in Section 4.

CARRIER LOOP/SYMBOL SYNCHRONIZER

Probably the heart of the SSRE is the "integrated" carrier tracking loop/symbol synchronizer. The term
"integrated" is employed here since, contrary to conventional receivers which first perform carrier
tracking and demodulation followed by symbol synchronization, the SSRE performs both operations simultane-
ously. Implementation of_sign feature involves _he use of digital, integrate-and-dump (I-D) arm

filters in both the carrier loop and symbol synchronizer. Application of I-D arm filtering leads to a
design which is near-optimum in nature and is lherefore a very significant aspect of the SSRE in maxi-

mizing the efficient use of available carrier-to-noise ratio. A more detailed discussion of this por-
tion of the SSRE will be presented in Section 4.

AMBIGUITY RESOLVER

Because the signal format of S-Shuttle data is Bi-¢ in nature, timing ambiguity associated with the mid-
symbol and end-symbol instants, may exist. Resolution of this potential ambiguity is straightforwardly
accomplished by this component of the SSRE.

LOCK DETECTOR

The lock detector implements the post-detection accumulated {III-IQI} characteristic which is used to
ascertain when the carrier loop is in lock; the algorithm employed also prevents false carrier lock from
occurring. Noteworthy here, once again, is an interesting departure from conventional receivers.
While the typical receiver employs two separate lock detection circuits to monitor lock-up of the carrier
loop and symbol sync, the present "integrated" design requires only once such circuit. The Lock Detector
component is also expanded upon in Section 4.

SSRE OUTPUT INTERFACES

As seen in Figure 2 the SSRE provides several dYstinct outputs:

• recovered carrier

• recovered symbol clock

• 8 bit soft decision data

• lock status

The recovered carrier is externally used for doppler extraction and is further available as an output to
be used in conducting laboratory measurements (e.g., for cycle slipping measurements). The recovered
clock drives theexternal Viterbi decoder and also serves as an output for laboratory measurements
(e.g., for data bit jitter measurements). The 8 bit soft decision data outputted by each SSRE may be

combined as shown to enhance the effective output signal-to-noise ratio by approximately 2.5 dB.
Whether or not combining is employed, the 3 most significant bits per detected information are then used
as inputs to the Viterbi decoder. Finally, lock status output data is used both by WSGT and JSC for
real-time performance monitoring.

The next section proceeds to provide some more detailed design information on selected portions of the SSRE.
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4. SSRE DESIGN DETAILS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Of the SSRE components identified in Figure 3, the following are treated in more detail in this section:

• Integrated Carrier Loop/Symbol Synchronizer
• NCO
• Lock Detector
• Coherent AGC

Each is individually considered in the subsections that follow, with the major consideration being
the first item.

4.2 INTEGRATED CARRIER LOOP/SYMBOL SYNC

4.2.1 Overview

Figure 4 provides a simplified description of the carribr loop/symbol sync integrated structure,
which motivates the subsequent more detailed discussion. The I and Q A/D converter outputs of Figure
3 are fed into the carrier loop portion of the SSRE, with the I component simultaneously employed by
the symbol sync. The carrier loop accumulates I and Q samples, with each accumulator dumped once per
symbol time, under the control of the clock shown. Of special significance here is the fact that each
of the I and Q accumulators implements a digital, integrate and dump (I-D) filter and therefore each
also requires an appropriate Bi-¢ inversion operation to be performed on each of the samples accumulated
during the second half of the accumulating period. The I-accumlator output represents desired soft

decision data for external combining and Viterbi decoding. This output is also sign detected to yield
a hard decision estimate of the data, denoted by d L which is used to implement a decision directed

carrier tracking loop. The I/Q multiplier output is then digitally filtered to yield the error signal
for carrier reconstruction via the NCO.

The I input samples are simultaneously applied to symbol synchronization. As seen, mid-symbol and
end-symbol accumulations are performed, dumped by the clock at appropriate intervals and processed
by a Data Transition Tracking Loop (DTTL)-type of algorithm that is optimized for the Bi-¢ signal format.
Specifically, a mid-symbol polarity transition always occurs in each and every Bi-¢ symbol, while
end symbol transitions occur at an average rate equal to one minus the symbol transition density.
The manner in which the symbol sync algorithm takes advantage of this will be clarified shortly. Note
also from Figure 4 that the hard decision estimate, _, is simultaneously employed by the carrier loop
and symbol sync portions.

The integrated nature of the carrier loop/symbol sync structure is apparent from Figure 4 and the above
discussion. Clearly, satisfactory operation of one portion is intimately dependent on satisfactory
operation of its counterpart. This complicates the signal acquisition procedure, but once acquisition
is complete and tracking takes over, the benefit of enhanced SNR operation, via the carrier loop I
and Q I-D matched filters, readily presents itself. This lenefit is, of course, coupled with the
important advantage all digital processing provides in minimizing implementation losses.

4.2.2 Carrier Loop Details

A more detailed block diagram characterization of the carrier loop component is shown in Figure 5.

As seen, 16 samples per symbol are accumulated in each of the I and Q arms, independent of mode of
operation; this independence makes the SSRE digital processing essentially transparent to the underlying
nature of the analog inpOt to WSGT. What is necessary, however, is that the sample clock rate be adapted
appropriately. This is accoeq)llshed as follows.

The SSRE employs an underlying clock reference of 27.648 MHz, whichis used to generate a sample clock
rate matched to the mode of operation. In addition, the 3 dB bandwidth of each of the I and Q analog

arm filters in Figure 3 is chosen for coeq}atibility with sampling rate. $pecifically, from Section
2, the one-sided 3 dB bandwidth for Mode I is 1.75 MHz, which implies a somewhat greater effective
noise bandwidth. From a system theoretic viewpoint, noise samples taken at the Nyquist rate (based
on the noise bandwidth) are statistically independent. Accordingly, the l:75 MHz 3-dB bandwidth implies
that more than 12 independent samples may be accumulated over the Mode I symbol duration.* This is

* I.e., 2 x (one-sided noise bandwidth)/symbol rate = 2 x 1.75xlO6/2.B8xlO5>12.
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the basis for the 16 sample accumulation per symbol employed by the SSRE. Note that the associated
nominal sampling rate is 4.608 MHz, which represents 6 cycles of the 27.648 MHz clock reference.

Similarly, for Mode 2 the nominal sampling rate is 9.216 MHz and the associated low pass arm filter
3dB bandwidth is 3.5 MHz. As discussed below, these nominal sampling rates may be adjusted by the
symbol sync component.

The number of quantized bits available at the input to each subcomponent is also indicated in Figure
4. The quantization scaling inherent in the 8 bit input to the I and Q accumlators is derived from

the coherent AGC; the scaling reflects a dynamic range of ± 81m I and a quantization stepsize of Iml/16,
where Iml is the estimated signal mean absolute amplitude. It is apparent that negligible amplitude
information is lost via the SSRE quantization scheme.

The I/Q multiplier output is further accumulated over 16 symbol intervals to enhance SNR and is fed
into the phase and frequency components of the digital loop filter; this implementation leads to a
second order carrier loop with a nominal damping factor of 0.707. Several additi.onal aspects of the
loop filtering should also be noted:

the s_accumulator is an integral part of the overall loop filter and, it,
coupled with the other filter components shown, specifies the carrier loop
bandwidth.

e frequency and phase scaling are also necessary'for loop bandwidth specification
and must reflect the symbol accumulation rate.

• phase and frequency clipping are employed to prevent overflow, but the

probability of an overflow occurrenceis very low.

e for carrier acquisition frequency sweeping is implemented by adding
an appropriate digital word as shown in Figure 5; the frequency sweep limits are ± 70 kHz.

A more detailed block diagram characterization of the symbol sync component is shown in Figure 7.
The symbol sync error signal is generated by using a DTTL-type of algorithm that is matched to the

Bi-e symbol format employed by Shuttle. Specifically, as seen, both "end-symbol" and "mid-symbol"
accumulations are performed, with each involving 8 samples - i.e., a time interval equal to half a
symbol duration. The mid-symbol accumulator sums up to the 5th thru 12th samples of the 16 samples encompas-
sing the assumed symbol period. Under tracking conditions, the timing error will be a small fraction of

a symbol and, by virtue pf the Bi-¢ format, a polarity transition will always occur during the mid-symbol
accumulation interval; accordingly, a measure of the timing error is always available from the mid-symbol
accumulator. The output of this accumulator is multiplled by the estimate of the given symbol's polarity,
which is derived from the I accumulator output as shown; thls multiplication is necessary for appropriate
error signal generation, since it provides the direction of the timing error.

Under tracking conditions, when the timing error is sufficiently small (less than a quarter of a symbol
period) the end-symbol accumulator straddles two adjacent symbols. For the end symbol, a polarity

transition will only occur when the adjacent symbols are _in polarity _ this occurs at an average
rate equal to one minus the symbol transition density. N_at _he mul£iplication
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4.2.3 Symbol S_nc Details

A summary of salient carrier loop parameters is presented in Table I.

To complete the discussion on the carrier loop we include Ftgure 6 which describes the NCO. As seen,
a 10 bit word ts provided to the Sine Generator ROM which, in turn, generates an 8 bit word for D/A
conversion to yield the desired updated carrier reference. The associated reference frequency varies
over the range 500 kHz ± 50 kHz. Note that thts reference is mixed with a fixed 34.5 MHz IF, the output
of which yields the recovered carrier _ nominally equal to 35 MHz _ and is also an externally avail-
able output of the SSRE.

_'_:::'::.!i:;:;;::':Also of importance with regard to frequency sweeping is the issue of false lock, under Mode 1 and 2
-.L. ;'. L-;i conditions. Because of the decision-directed nature of the loop, and the fact that it employes digital

i'.'.il; ,.i:I-D arm filters, the potential for false lock presents itself at frequency offsets which are rationalmultiples of half the symbol rate [3]. The greatest possibility occurs at a frequency offset equal

.... :', to half the symbol rate which is 144 kHz for Mode l and 288 kHz for Mode 2. For anticipated doppler
..... offsets, however, these components do not occur, and other potential false lock states are automatically

: bypassed via the SSRE lock detector circuitry.
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by (d-+dn _)/2 generates the proper sense, or direction, of the timing error when a symbol transition
does Hot 6_cur and equals zero, otherwise. The fact that both end-symbols and mid-symbol transitions

can be taken advantage of is a benefit of using the Bi-¢ format, relative to NRZ.

The end-symbol and mid-symbol error signals are differenced to yield the composite error signal for

processing by a second order loop filter. This loop filter consists of an N symbol accumulator followed
by appropriate phase and frequency scaling and processing. The accumulation interval N is given by:

e N = 16 for wideband loop (acquisition)

• N = 128 for narrowband loop (tracking)

The composite effect of the N symbol accumulation and phase and frequency scaling specifies the loop
bandwidth. Also of interest is the manner in which the sample clock rate is updated. The phase scale

output is clipped to 4 bits for both Modes ] and 2. This provides a capability for changing the clock
phase as follows:

• Mode i: up to Z sample intervals in I/6 sample (_.04_s) increments

• Mode 2: up to 4 sample intervals in I/3 sample (_.D4_s) increments
I

The frequency scale output is also clipped and the output is used to either stuff or delete clock pulses
so that the effective clock rate may be effectively increased or decreased, respectively. The stuffihg
or deletion is uniformly spread over the N symbol accumulation interval prior to scaling. This frequency

correction capability of the SSRE is useful in compensating for data bit jitter that may be present
in the incoming signal.

Sa1_ent parameters of the symbol sync are summarized in Table 2.

4.3 LOCK DETECTOR

The Lock Detector circuit is shown in Figure 8. It provides lock status information to the SSRE output,

to reflect lock of the integrated carrier loop/bit sync, and further initiates loop bandwidth adjustments
to reflect switchover from acquisition-to-tracking and vice versa, if loss of lock occurs. The algorithm

displayed by the figure is self-explanatory and need not be expanded upon. As a companion to Figure
8, Figure 9 displays the SSRE state diagram which describes the flow of the acquisition/tracking/
reacquisition procedures performed by the SSRE.

4.4 COHERENT AGC

Figure 10 describes the coherent AGC circuit. The I accumulator output, under lock conditions, will
typically exceed the noise level substantially. Thus, the 256 symbol accumulator output represents
a close estimate of the signal amplitude under lock conditions. This then serves as a reference for

gain control in a typical fashion. Note that the Coherent AGC represents one of the digital/analog
interfaces of the SSRE.

5. SSRE PERFORMAflCE

Selected SSRE performance results are presented in this section to reflect both demodulator and symbol
error rate (SER) performances. These results reflect tests performed both by Motorola, Inc. and by
the Electronic Systems Test Laboratory (ESTL) at JSC.

Figures ii and 12 display results generated on SER performance and reflect SER results for both Modes
I and 2, respectively. As seen, both modes behave in essentially identical fashions, with measured
results extremely close to theoretical predictions -- i.e., discrepancies <0.5 dB for SER values from
10"I to 10"b. Note that"the Mode I Es/No _2.8 dB is the worst case Shuttle operating value. For Mode

2 the worst case Es/No is approximately -0.2 dB.

Figure 13 illustrates carrier tracking loop performance, wherein ms phase jitter is plotted vs Es/Nn.
As seen, both Mode l and Mode 2 performances are substantially better than spec requirements. Further-
more, Mode 3 results (not shown here) display phase jitter performance very similar to that of Fig. 13.

Numerous additional tests were run at ESTL [4] to assess in-depth SSRE performance under both
acquisition and tracking conditions. A brief summary of several of these results, together with per-
tinent observations now follow.
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For anticipated doppler uncertainties during acquisition Mode 2 never experienced false lock•

For Mode I and under sufficiently strong signal conditions, temporary false lock occurrences
were observed at frequency offsets of ± 36 kHz, ± 48 kHz, and ± 72 kHz, but the SSRE prevented
a false lock from taking hold; these temporary false locks are consistent with the alias lock
predictions of [3] and reflect the active arm filters employed by the SSRE. Furthermore,

at an offset of ± 144 kHz a solid false lock did occur, but offsets of this magnitude are
not anticipated during normal operation. Again, theory predicts the dominance of this 144

kHz component and its potential for yielding a false lock; specifically the dominance of this
component is based on the decision-- directed implementation of the carrier tracking loop.

Acquisition Time

At expected C/No levels (_ 62.8 db-Hz), the SSRE mean acquisition time never exceeded 0.5
seconds for both Modes I and 2.

In the absence of doppler compensation mean acquisition time never exceeded i second.

Acquisition Threshold
p

Thresholds and margins are summarized i_ Table 3. Note the much lower Mode 3
threshold which is based on the use of a much narrower acquisition loop bandwidth (See Table l).

Cycle Slipping

Under typical operating conditions, wherein the return link C/N o exceeds its forward link
couterpart by 7.9 dB, and coherent turnaround tracking operation is in progress, the cycle
slip thresholds are:

Mode 1: 55.9 dB..--Hz

Mode 2: 57.4 dB--Hz

This compares to a nominally expected C/N o level of 62.8 dB---Hz.

Antenna Switchinq

e The switching from one Shuttle quad antenna to another requires a break-before-make operation -

which, in turn leads to a signal dropout interval. At nominal C/N o values (_ 62.8 dB--Hz)
and break intervals less than 2S ms, carrier loop lock was found to be lost with a 45% probability
and < 1600 symbol errors were made. Note that redovery from an antenna switch requires relocking
of b_th the carrier and symbol sync loop_. The rapid recovery of the SSRE once again displays
its excellent performance.

i

6. CONCLUSIONS

The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Systems, once operational, will significantly enhance the communi-
cation capabilities of Shuttle at both S- and Ku-band frequencies. Because of the unique nature of the
Shuttle mission and its associated communication requirements, specialized supporting hardware and ground
station configurations had to be developed. This paper focussed on the Shuttle S-band component and de-
scribed in detail the unique S-Shuttle Receiving Equipment (SSRE) developed for incorporation into the
TDRSS White Sands Ground Terminal.

To support S-Shuttle stringent link budget requirements, a state-of-the-art all digital SSRE'design
was pursued by its developer, Motorola, Inc. This paper described several of its significant features,
including its integrated carrier-loop/sync sync component and its use of near-optimum digital-integrate-
and-dump arm filters in the carrier loop. Selected performance results were also presented and the
closeness (<.S dB) of its error rate performance to theory was highlighted.
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The SSRE represents an achievement that should serve as a basis for future state-of-the-art developments
to be supported by NASA. One such TDRSS project is already under way. It involves the development,
by Harris Corporation, of an all digital demodulator that performs A/D conversion at IF and implements

third order carrier tracking loops to significantly enhance tracking performance under high dynamics
conditions m such as occur during spacecraft unstable orbit conditions. An integrated carrier loop/s_mbol

sync feature is also included. This new demodulator should be incorporated into the White Sands receiver,
and become operational by 1985, at which time it will begin supporting S-band TDRSS users with data
rates up to 300 kbps.
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THE

COMMUNICATIONS LINK ANALYSIS

AND

SIMULATION SYSTEM

(CLASS)

Robert D. Godfrey

CLASS Development Manager

NASAIGSFC Code 831

ABSTRACT

The Communications Link Analysis and Simulation System (CLASS) is a comprehensive,

computerized communications and tracking system analysis tool under development by

the Networks Directorate of the NASA/GSFC. The primary use of this system is to

provide the capability to predict the performance of the Tracking and Data Relay

Satellite System (TDRSS) User Communications and Tracking links through the TDRSS.

This paper describes, in brief form. the general capabilities and operational

philosophy of the current and final versions of the CLASS along with some examples of

analyses which have been performed utilizing the capabilities of this system.

I. INTRODUCTION

The CLASS is a computerized analysis system for evaluating the performance of

communications and tracking links with respect to all performance parameters. The

system has been developed specifically to permit the performance evaluations of the

forward (command) and return (telemetry) llnk communications through the TDRSS. The

system modeling is, however, designed to permit other systems to be analyzed as will

be done when the CLASS is used as a design tool to support future NASA Networks

development programs such as TDAS. The initial versions of the system are currently

in operational use providing performance analysis of the TDRSS User/TDRSS interface

to insure compatibility between the TDRSS Users communications system and TDRSS

requirements. The system is also currently in use providing TDRSS user design

analysis in an effort to help these users optimize their communications link

performance when transmitting through the TDRSS.

The CLASS models all elements of the _ommunications link from the point at which the

data is generated to the point at which the data is utilized. A diagram of the

modeled TDRSS and TDRSS User systems is, shown in Figure I. The communications

channel environment models and data bases are also shown in this figure. A diagram

of the TDRSS system as modeled is shown in Figure 2. The performance of the system

modeled can be evaluated by analytical or simulation techniques or by a combination

of the techniques as appropriate. A pictorial representation of the capabilities of

the CLASS system is shown in Figure 3.
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The CLASS system has been under development since 1976 and is scheduled for

completion in mid 1985. The final system, which is coded in Fortran, is expected to
exceed 500,OqO lines of node. The initial versions of the system ere operstional on

s dedicated Perktn Elmer 3244 computer and accessed _y remote terminals. This

computer facility is also utilized in the development of the system. The system is

being developed through the efforts of contractors (primarily the LtnCom Corporation

and Stanford Telecommunications Incorporated) and tnhouse NASA/GSFC elements. The

deveJopment and operation of the system is controlled by NASA/GSFC.

A brief description of the modeling techniques used within the CLASS and the

techniques that have, and will, be used to validate the CLASS is contained in the

papers by Walter R. Braun and Teresa MoKenzle of the LinCom Corporation which are

contained in these proceedings. The first paper is titled *Modeling Techniques Used
in the Communications Link Analysis and Simulation System (CLASS)" and the second is

titled "Validation of the Communications Link r_Analysis and Simulation System
(CLASS)".

2. SYSTEM PHILOSOPHY

The CLASS system is designed to permit reliable and aonurste operation by a diverse

group of CLASS system users. This operation is attained through the use of authority

levels where, at the lowest level (General User Level), it Is configured to provide a

basic end-to-end system hit error rate analysis capability where only TDRSS User

communications system parameters can be varied. The inputs end outputs st this level

are heavily protected to insure accurate properly documented analysis. All

oommunioatlons with the system at this level are conversational and self prompting

since the user is not required or expected to have a detailed knowledge of the CLASS
or of the TDRSS.

The next higher level is the Network Systems Engineer Level and is designed for use

by personnel with i good knowledge of the TDRSS and TDR$S User systems but wlth

little or no knowledge of the CLASS. This level provides the capability to analyze

all communications link parameters on an end-to-end basis. Here again, only TDRSS

User parameters oan be modified for the analysis.

The highest level provides the capability to analyse the system on an end-to-end,

system by system or subsystem basis. At this level any communications system

parameter, TDRSS User, TDRSS or environment, can be varied or modified for the

analysis. The user st this level is required to have a detailed knowledge of the

CLASS, the TDRSS and the TDRSS Use_ systems.

£At all levels, the CLASS system is conf ured to provide conversational, self

prompting inputs and outputs in an effort to simplify the operation of a very complex

analysis system and to insure that the results derived st each level are correct and

reliable. The system itself is currently being validated and will be fully validated

when complete to insure the accuracy of the analysis techniques and models. The

system is operated under a central control system which links the appropriate

snalysis/slmulstlon modules to provide the required analysis. At the General User

and Network Systems Engineer levels, the control system selects all analysis and

system modules (except for user system data) and fully controls all exeoutlon. At

the highest level, the CLASS user can override the control system as desired to

perform other non-standard types of analysis.
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The currently oper•tional analy•i• capabllitie• of the CLASS •y•tem (the initi•l
• y•tem i• called Interim CLASS) •re •hown in Figure _ by authority l•vel for the
General U•er and NSE level•. The•e li•t• repre•ent • •ubset of the capabilitie• th•t
will be available when the system i• completed.

_. CLASS ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES

The TDRSS, which will be the primary •paceflight communication• and tr•cklng •upport
element of the NASA Network•, i• • thre•hold communication• •y•tem where normal
operating margin• are expected, and in •ome ca•e• encouraged, to be small. This
results in a communications or tracking link where maximum e_ficlency must be used.
where •ignal di•tortion• mu•t be minimized, where all channel environment par•meter•
must he considered, and where accurate, thorough and rapid analy•i• o_ all
appropriate performance parameter• must be conducted. The classical communic•tion•
system analysis technique• in use cannot provide the analysis capabilities and
accuracies required, they cannot consider •Imul_aneou•ly all of the significant
parameters and cannot consider the non-g•us•lan communication• channel environment of
the TD_SS. These classic technique• aZ•o can not provide the rapid analysis
capability needed by the Networks to ensure performance and compatibility of the
TDRSS U•er/TDRSS interface in a dynamic analysis environment.

The •olution to thi• problem l• the development of the CLASS •y•tem which can provide
all necessary analyses in the required time frame and to the required accuracy. The
CLASS also permit• many of the analyses to be performed by personnel who are not
expert• in the area of communication• •y•tem analysis thereby reducing the demand on
this limited resource. This user can for example, by inputting a desoriptlon of the
TDRSS user d•t• system, tr•nsmltter and antenna system•, perform an analysis to
determine the bit error rate of the data at the output o_ the TDRSS this analysis can
consider simultaneously the users •peclflc llnk parameters, •ii signal di•tortlon

parameter•, antenna char•cterlstlc•, user vehicle dyn•mlc•, the impact of RFI.
multlp•th, atmo•pherlcs end TDRSS hardware sad software oharacterl•tlo•. Thl•

analy•£• can be performed _or •11 TDR$$ oomp•tlble •iSnal oon_Igur•tlon•, both
forward (commend) and return (telemetry), as well a• oertaAn classes cr •i_n•l
structure• which are not totally compatible with TDRSS in,efface requirement•.

The primary perform•nee parameter• which can be analyzed by the CLASS •re data/symbol
bit error rate. date/symbol slippage •tail•tic•, cycle •lippage statistics,
signal/date •cqui•itlon •tail•tics, loss of lock probabilltle•, tracking data
accuracies, false lock •tatistlc•, system interference, and autotraok system
performance. These parameters can be analyzed o_ an end-_o-end system basis or on •
system-by-system basis. They can be per£ormed as • single point analysis _or e
single value o_ each variable, on a senaitivlty basis where the performance parameter
is computed against the variation of one or more variables or the evaluation can be
on a time llne basis where the performance parameters are evaluated against a mission
time line. Any or all elements of _he communications channel can be included in _he
performance analy•i•. Zn general the current operating CLASS system evaluates these
performance parameters off an individual b•sis whet•a• the final system will provide
for the simultaneous evaluation o_ all applicable performance parameters. The•e
parameters can be used to evaluate the performance capabilities of the TDRSS User
link or to evaluate _he performance oC the TDRSS •y•tem or any component of the
system.
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The CLASS also provides a group of ancillary, or secondary, capabilities which

complement or supplement those previously described. These provide the capability to

plot or compute statistics relative to TDRSS communications coverage of user

spacecraft, prediction of forward and return link flux density restrictions as they

affect support capabilities' for the user, subprograms to provide formatted data for

Interface Control Documents, and other TDRSS/user interface efforts, as well as the

ability to evaluate total signal compatibility when any end-to-end evaluation is

performed. Also, since the CLASS inherently contains a current description of the

interface capabilities of the TDRSS system, this information is provided to the

system user, at his request, on a subject by subject basis.

4. CURRENTLY OPERTIONAL ANALYSIS TYPES

The current CLASS system (the Interim CLASS)* is capable of performing a variety of

analyses based upon the capabilities discussed in Section 3. Some of the mere

frequently used types are discussed below to provide examples of the CLASS

capabilities.

Evaluation o£ the effect of signal distortions on bit error rate: This evaluation is

performed to determine the User Constraint Loss parameter for use in llnk performance

_redlctlons as shown in Figure 5. It can also be utilized to evaluate the

sensitivity of the TDRSS in response to variations in one or more llnk or channel

parameters as shown in Figure 6.

Evaluation o£ TDRSS User bit error rate performance margins: This type o£ analysis

is utilized to evaluate the BER performance of a given set of user parameters on a

single point or time line basis. The _esult is usually expressed as s user EIRP
margin relative to achieving a 1 in lO BER. The primary purpose of the CLASS is to

provide the User Constraint Loss, RFI Loss, Dynamics Loss, Atmospheric Loss, Antenna

Switching Loss, and Multipath Loss data as shown in the example in Figure ?. When

operated in this mode, the system also provides a full compatibility evaluation and a

llnk diagram showing all models included in the analysis along with the values of the

TDRSS variables involved. An example of this llnk diagram is shown in Figure 8.

Link acquisition time analysis: This analysis determines the acquisition time

statistics for the user llnk including all elements (total link) or for Just one

element (e.g., PN acquisition). A total link acquisition time analysis is shown in

Figure 9 for a forward llnk.

The effect of antenna switching of system performance: This type of analysis is

conducted to evaluate the effect of antenna switching on user communications channel
BER performance, loss of lock statistics and acquisition times. An example is shown

in Figure 10. This capability provides both a performance evaluation and an aid in

user design activities.

Self interference analysis: A system capability which is executed to monitor the

interference caused by the other users of the TDRSS system when support is being

provided to a specific user. The results of this continuing analysis are utilized in

NASA network planning and user mission design and planning. An example of this type

of analysis is shown in Figure 11.
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TDRSS user time line performance: A capability to provide a mission time line

analysis of any performance parameter while considering all channel and TDRSS

elements. An example of a Centaur return link BER performance margin analysis for a

planetary insertion trajectory time line Is shown in Figure 12. This example

analysis includes the effect of Centaur dynamics, antenna swltohing, plume

attenuation and signal characteristics,

TDRSS system performance evaluations: These analyses are eonducte_ to evaluate the

performance of the TDRSS system, in total or on a subsystem-by-subsystem basis,

relative to specification requirements or to characterize the system performance for

the purpose of providing the TDRSS users with current accurate performance

predictions. Examples of these analyses are shown in Figure 13 and lq.

5. SYSTEM AVAILABILITY AND USE

Access to the CLASS analysis Is currently available through the Network Systems

Engineers who are a part of the Networks Mission Support Team. The Network System

Engineer will either perform the anal[sla or refer the request to a CLASS analyst.

CLASS system analyses are automatically performed by the NSE as a part of the ICD

development efforts. The use of the CLASS for mission design or mission optimization

type efforts will normally be executed through the CLASS development contractors.

More information on this subject can be provided by contacting the CLASS Development

Manager.

For certain TDRSS users, direct access to the CLASS system will be available at the

General User authority level. The capabilities available at this level are designed

to permit TDRSS user communications system sizing and planning types of analysis.

Access at this level may be limited due to computer loading considerations.
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INTERIM CLASS CAPABILITIES

BY AUTHORITY LEVEL

General User Level

I. TDRSS Capabilities Description - Return Link

2. TDRSS Capabilities Description - Forward Link

3. User/TDRSS Link Signal Margin Calculation - Forward Link

and Return Link

(Reduced)

Network Support Engineer Level

1. TDRSS Capabilities Description - Return Link

2. TDRSS Capabilities Description - Forward Link

3. User/TDRSS Link Signal Margin Calculation - Forward and

Return Link

(Full)

_. UserlTDRSS Link BER Evaluation - Forward and Return Link

5. User/TDRSS Link Signal Performance Time Line - Forward and

6. User Constraint Analysis - Sensitivity

7. Total Link Acquisition Time

8. TDRSS Coverage

9. TDRSS/User Coverage Statistics
10. User Data Base

11. Forward Link Flux Density Analysis

12. Return Link Flux Density Analysis

Return Link

EIRP Margin

or BER

FIGURE _ -'
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MODELING TECHNIQUES USED IN THE CO_8_UNICATIONS LINK ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION SYSTEM (CLASS) ¢
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ABSTRACT

CLASS (Comuunications Llnk Analysis and Simulation System) is a software package developed for
NASA to predict the communication and tracking performance of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS)services. This paper describes some of the modeling techniques used in CLASS.

i. INTRODUCTION

The Communications Link Analysis and Simulation System (CLASS) presently under development for
NASA/&oddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is an integrated set of FORTRAN programs capable of predicting

the c_atlblllty and performance of the communicatl_n and tracking llnks for all services and signal
formats supported by the Tracking and Data Relay Sate111te System (TDRSS). CLASS contains detailed
models for the TDRSS spacecraft and ground termlnal hardware, includlng Shuttle-unlque equipment, and
models for the effects of the transmission medium (rain attenuatlon, multlpath, radio frequency
interference (RFI). CLASS allows the modeling of the transponder of a TDRSS user such as Shuttle

either based on a speclflc hardware Implementatlon or based on a set of parameters describing the
slgnal characteristics at the RF Interface between II)RSS and the user transponder. These parameters
are used by NASA/GSFC to speclfy the quallty of the user's signal at this Interface and are, therefore,
referred to as user constraints [I].

CLASS is capable of verifying the compatibility of a particular transponder design with the TDRSS
signal formats and predicting the system performance in terms of all the performance parameters of
interest to the user. These include data Integrity (btt error probablltty, btt sltppage probability,
probablllty of carrier phase slips In MPSK systems), synchronization (tracking Jitter, sllp rates, loss

of lock probablllty), tracking (range and range rate), and acquisition {acqulsltlon time, probab111ty
of false lock) performance.

The capabilities and structure of CLASS are presented in more detail in another paper In these

Proceedings, "Communications Link Analysis and Simulation System" by Robert Godfrey. The effort made
to validate CLASS is described in another paper in the Proceedings, "Validation of the Communications
Link Analysis and Simulation System (CLASS)" by the same authors as the current paper.

The purpose of thts paper ts to describe some of the modeling techniques used in CLASS. The
components of TDRSS and the performance parameters to be computed by CLASS are too diverse to permit
the use of a single technique to evaluate all performance measures. Hence, each CLASS module applies
the modeling approach best suited for a particular subsystem and/or performance parameter in terms of

model accuracy and computational speed. It was one of the challenges of the CLASS development to
design a software structure which allows these diverse m6dules to share one system database.

The following sections provide a brief description of the modeling techniques used for four major
parts of CLASS: the bit error rate performance computation (Section Z), the synchronization/tracking
subsystem (Section 3), the acquisition subsystem (Section 4), and the evaluatlon of RFI effects
(Section S).

Z. COMPUTATION OF BIT ERROR RATE

The channel model for the bit error rate analysis must account for the signal distortion occurring
in the transmitter, the relay satellite, as well as the receiver. A typical return link channel model

is shown in Figure i. The complexity of this channel model, particularly the mixing of linear and
nonlinear elements, prevents the use of strictly analytical performance c evaluation techniques.
Similarly, the low bit error probabilities of interest (the design BER Is 10"") make Monte Carlo type

simulations )rohlbltlvely slow. The approach used in CLASS combines elements of both techniques. The
slgnal is represented as a sampled waveform which allows the modeling of all user constraints. Linear

¢Thls work was supported by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center under contracts NAS 5-27240, NAS4-Z5681,
NASS-235gl. --"'"

W. Braun is currently with Brown, Boveri & Co., Limited, Baden, Switzerland.
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signal distortions are easily incorporated through a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the waveform
and appropriate processing in the freauency domain. The interaction between the signal, adjacent chan-
nel waveforms, and thermal noise in nonlinear elements (power amplifiers, limiters) is modeled through
a modified Barrett-Lampard expansion developed for this program and described elsewhere [2].

The receiver model operates on, the sempled signal and a statlstlcal representation of the thermal
noise and interference. First, the effect of the signal characteristics on the synchronization systems
(PN code, carrier, clock recovery) is computed. The effect of these subsystems on the recovered

symbols is then included in the bit error performance evaluation by computing first the BER conditioned
on the various synchronization errors and then averaging over the appropriate probability densities.

The BER in the case of coding and 8-1evel quantizatlon at decoder input is computed via the Rn
approximation [3]. The channel cut-off rate Ril, computed from the channel output probabilitie_
conditioned on channel input, is assumed to fully c_aracterize the channel. The BER is assumed to be a

function of code rate and R0 only, those functions being given in [4].

The above approach is not intended as a universal modeling tool for nonlinear channels. The
modified Barrett-Lampard expansion describes the spectral characteristics of the output of the
nonlinearity and it requires an excessive number of terms when highly nonlinear elements, such as hard
limiters, are included in the channel model. Similarly, the approximations n_de in the statistical

representation of the noise and interference become inaccurate when highly nonlinear elements are
modeled. However, for the characteristics of the TDRSS channels the accuracy of the models was
verified by analysls and comparison to Monte Carlo simulations.

To point out the importance of a comprehensive llnk model, the single parameter sensitivities with
a perfect signal and a linear, wideband channel are_compared in Figure 2 with sensltivlty results
obtained with a typical TDRSS link model. .The plots show that single parameter sensitivity results
with a perfect signal and a linear, wideban_ channel can be quite misleading. Similarly, Table i shows
that for another typical link the sum of the degradations that result from increasing each of several

parameter values separately can be different from the degradation that results from increasing all the
values at once.

3. MODELING OF THE SYNCHRONIZATION/TRACKING OPERATION

The synchronization subsystems modeled are the PN code, carrier, and clock recovery loops in their

various implementations In the TDRSS ground station. Several performance parameters are of interest:
(I) the tracking Jitter due to thermal noise and signal amplitude and phase variations,
(2) the tracking offset due to loop stress and vehicle dynamics (Doppler, acceleration),

(3) the rate of cycle slips due to all the above sources and to untracked clock Jitter,
(4) the probability of dropping lock due to vehicle and antenna dynamics and signal dropouts.

These subsystems are modeled by a combination of analysls and simulation. The analysis accounts
for the effect of thermal noise, phase noise (clock Jitter), and vehicle and antenna dynamics on the
synchronization performance (based on nonlinear tracking models [5]), while the slgnal waveform
generated for the BER performance evaluation is used to characterize the effect of waveform
distortions. The phase-tracking Jitter generated by these signal distortions is generally referred to
as pattern Jitter. By linearly combining it with the thermal noise effect the overall subsystem
performance is obtained.

The characterization of the tracking performance requires, In addition to the above aspects, an
accurate model of the low-frequency phase nols_ in the TDRSS and user transponder. All TDRSS links can

operate In a coherent turnaround mode. This means that the phase norse processes on the ground, in the
TDRS, and in the user equipment are correlatfd. However, due to the small phase error values of
interest, linear models apply and the system can be characterized by a linear network. A thorough
description is provided in [6].

4. MODELING OF SIGNAL ACQUISITION

The signal acquisition process tncludes the search for the PN code epoch (for spread spectrum
signals), the carrier frequency and phase acquisition, and the clock synchronization. In addition, the
Ku-band links require the spatial acquisition of the autotrack system.

Analytical models were developed for the different hardware implementations used in the TDRSS
ground station and various user transponders. The signal model used reflects the user constraints as
well as the linear and nonlinear distortion effects of the channel.

The PN acquisition model computes the characteristic function of the search time based on the a
priori code epoch uncertainty and the search algorithm. Speclftc cases of interest include single
dwell time, dual dwell time, and variable dwell time systems for a circular search over the whole code
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or an expandingwindow search over a small part of the lonq code (e.g. during reacquisttton). A
detailed descrlptlon of the analytlcal approach is given In [7,_].

The carrier acquisition algorithms modeled tnclude frequency-locked loop (FLL) aiding, swept
acqulsltlon, and frequency pull-ln (self acqulsltlon). The modellng is based on analytical models
[5,g,10] with appropriate modifications to account for signal distortions (user constraints and channel
effects). The FLL =wLY operate wttha low SNR at the input to the frequency discriminator. The model
includes, therefore, a spike noise component at the discriminator output. The FLL bandwidth ts small,
however, which permits the use of a lineartzed loop model.

A major component of these models is the acquisltlon/tracking monitor and the transition between

the two modes. The response time of the monitor can contribute significantly to the overall
acquisition time. Also, the implementation of this monltor determines the probability of false lock.

The clock recovery loops modeled are all self-synchronlzing. With typical clock stabilities,
these systems do not contribute significantly to the acqulsltlon time.

5. MODELING OF RFI EFFECTS

It is expected that some of the TDRSS links will be subject to hlgh-powered RFI. This
interference may be a mixture of pulsed CW signals and noise pulses of a few microseconds duration with
random arrival times.

CLASS is designed to account for the RFI effect on all aspects of TORSS performance. First we
discuss modeling of the effect on BER, then on synchronization and acquisition, and last on tracking.

Two approaches were taken in the case of BER. First an analytical model was developed based on
assumptions that hold for the general TDRSS S-band user. The model breaks down for the Shuttle S-band
return link in the prediction of decoder performance. For this reason, a second approach, a Monte

Carlo type simulation, was also taken. A benefit of having both approaches is that they serve to
verify each other.

The analytical approach in the case of BER is based on the sample-sum approximation to the
matched-filter output [11]. The approach is implemented tn different ways depending on whether the
symbol rate is high or low relative to the inverse of the RFI pulse duration. In both cases the

characteristic function of the matched-filter output is obtained. From it, in the case of a
convolutlonally encoded link, the cut-off rate Rn is computed, from which in torn BER is computed. An

early account of the modeling approach is glven-ln [12]. However, extensive testing demonstrated the
need for a host of refinements to insure good accuracy for all RFI environments and data rates. These
updated models are described below.

In the high-rate analytical model for BER at most one I_I pulse is assumed to occur in a symbol
duration. The Gausstan or non-Gausstan characteristic function of the matched-filter output is
obtained, conditioned on no I_I or on the type and power of RFI occurring in the symbol. For CW RFI
conditioning is also on the RFI frequency and initlal phase. The conditional characteristic functions
are weighted and summed to yield the unconditional function. Since Interleavers are used by the
general TDRSS S-band user (but not Shuttle) for high symbol rates, it can be assumed for the decoder
model in that case that the channel is memoryless. .'

In the low-rate analytical model for BER, e_ch RFI pulse is assumed to be wholly contained in one

symbol. The characteristic function of the contribution to the matched-filter output of one RFI pulse
is computed, conditioned as above. This characteristic function is normalized by the characteristic
function of no RFI occurring for the pulse duration. The average of all such functions is obtained.
Polsson pulse arrival statistics are employed to form the non-Gausslan characteristic function of the
matched-filter output as the product of a term involving the function just described and the no-RFl
characteristic function.

In the Monte Carlo type simulation to model the RFI effect on BER, no interleaver or deinterleaver
is present, which reflects the case of the Shuttle return links.

The models of the RFI effect on all the synchronization subsystems and most of the acquisition
subsystems are similar. In these subsystems there are a fllter with bandwidth roughly equal to the
symbol rate, a nonlinear element and possibly some other elements, and then a filter wlth a bandwidth
less than the lowest symbol rate] As in the BER model, two analytical models are actually used. For
low symbol rates the first filter is assumed to average the RFI conditions. For high symbol rates the

first filter is assumed wide enough to pass the RFI undistorted and the second fllter is assumed narrow
enough to do the averaging. The results are insensitive to the exact symbol rate that is chosen for
the cross-over point between the models. For swept carrier @cquisltlon the time during which the loop
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can pull in is assumed long enough to contain many pulses of each type of RFI.

The lIFT affects Doppler trecktng by increasing carrier phase _ltter and cycle slips.
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Table 1. CNR LOSS DUE TO SEVERAL PARAMETERS EXCEEDING NOMINAL VALUES (COURTESY OF

ROBERT GODFREY OF NASA).

Parameter Nominal Value Actual Value CNR Loss

I. Modulator Phase Imbalance 3 ° 7 ° 0.2 dB

2. Modulator Gain Imbalance +_0.25 dB +_0.8 dB 0.87

+3 ° +go 0.53. Phase Nonlinearity _ _

4. Gain Flatness +_0.3 dB +3 dB --

5. Gain Slope _+O.l dB/MHz l D.15

6. AM/PM 12O/dB 20°/dB 0.58

7. Phase Noise I • 3 ° O.l

Composite Impact , 3.18 dB

(BPSK, NRZ, Rate-I/2 Coding, No PN Spreadlng)
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ABSTRACT

CLASS (Communications Ltnk Analysis and Simulation System) Is a software package developed for
NASA to predict the com_nicatton and tracktng performance of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS) services. This paper describes the methods used to verify CLASS.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Communications Llnk Analysls and Simulatlon System (CLASS} _sently under development for
NASA _dda_ Space Flight Center Is an integrated set of FORTIUkN programs capable of predicting the
c_atlbillty and performance of the c_nlcatio_ and tracking llnks for all services and signal
formats supported by the Trackl_ and Data Re1_ Satelllte System (TDRSS).

The capabilities and structure of CLASS are presented tn another paper in these Proceedings,
"Communications Ltnk Analysis and Simulation System" by Robert Godfrey. Models of major components of
CLASS are described in a second paper tn the Proceedings, "Modeling Techniques in the Communications

_Link Analysis and Simulation System (CLASS}* by the same authors as the current paper.

The usefulness of a software tool such as CLASS depends strongly on the rellab111ty and accuracy
of the results it produces. For this reason, conslderable attention was paid to valldation throughout
the CLASS aevelo_nt. The purpose of thls paper Is to describe those efforts. The models mentioned
in thts paper were discussed tn the second paper cited in the above paragraph.

Verification has been and continues to be done by maktng four t_jpes of c_arisons: comparisons
wlth analysis (Section 2), with Monte Carlo-type simulations (Section 3), with measurements (Section
4), and with TDRSS test data (Section 5). The prediction of blt error rate (BER) on links both with
and without radio-frequency interference (RFI) has been verified in the first three ways. The
prediction of pseudo-noise (PN) code acquisition has been checked by comparison wlth analysis.
Finally, In the next couple of years the entire CLASS will be validated on both subsystem and system

levels by II)RSS test data.

2. COMPARISON WITH ANALYSIS

One approach taken to verify CLASS Is to compare its predicted results wlth those obtained by
analyses, both in-house and published. In this section we describe such efforts for slngle-parameter
sensitivities of BER, the Vlterbl decoder performance, BER for a llnk with RFI, and PN-code acquisition
time.

The BER sensitivity to each user con_tralnt (member of a set of distortion parameters that
characterize the TDRSS user's transmitter [I]) was evaluated with CLASS uslng an otherwise perfect

signal and a linear, wldeband channel. The results were then compared to analytical slngle-perameter
sensitivity results. Typical results are shown In Figure i. The slight discrepancy in Figure 1c Is
due to the fact that the sampled signal model does not allow the modeling of instantaneous phase
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transitions, It can be seen that agreement Is excellent. " :6,

Comparison of CLASS with purely analytical medels of non-ldeal channels is not practlcal because . _
of the llmltatlons t_ latter place on the channel that can be treated. Figure 2 shows that a typlcal f"_;L _:_
channel model for analysis does not include fllterlng effects on the transmltted signal, in distinction '_'_'"

from even a minimal model for simulation. . L

The RO. approximation method for computing the BER for a convoluttonally encoded Gaussian channel _:_:iii_i.
from Eb/NO (ratio of bit energy to noise one-slded power spectral denslty) was checked by comparing It L_".?-.",C=:c,_.

+This work was supported by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, under contracts i-/:':'--:.C-
NAS5-27240, NASS-Z56B1 and NASS-Z3Sgl ';'-'•" :_

*W. Braun is currently with Brown, Boverl, & Co., Limited, Baden, Switzerland. _:....._.: :



with twoother moOels: a Linkablt Corporation software model probably based on the union bound an_ an

in-house Monte Carlo-type _imulation. Figure 3 shows that the R_ approximation matches the simulation
for BER's above about 10" and is upper-bounded by the Llnkabit-model for all BER's, as It should be.

The validation of the R0 approximation for non-Gausslan, RFI links Is discussed in Section 3.

The analytical model for BER on an R_I llnk was partially validated by showing that the two sub-
models, one for high blt rates and one for low, give similar results in the range of bit rates near the
bit rate which Is the cross-over point between the sub-models, even though the sub-models themselves

are quite different. Figure 4 shows the good agreement for a typical link. The vertical scale on the
plot is omitted for national security reasons.

Finaly, the model for PN code acquisition performance, applicable to both variable and fixed
dwell-time systems, was verified by showing excellent agreement between its predictions and exact
results for t_e fixed _,ell-tlme algorithm, as described in [2].

3. COMPARISON WITH MONTE CARLO-TYPE SIMULATIONS

A variety of BER predictions made by Monte Carlo-type simulations were compared to those made byCLASS The CLASS llnk was configured as near as possible to the link used in the Monte Carlo
simulations. Three simulation programs of no-RFI links and one of an RFI link were used.

The first comparison for a no-RFl llnk was with Champ, a slmulatlon program of Comsat Corp. for
the evaluation of BER and synchronization (tracking) (see, e.g., [3]). BER results for a TOMA link
agreed within 0.5 dB.

The second such comparison was wlth'Link, a program of TRW, Inc., which is usually run without

uplink noise (see, e.g., [4]). Such published results were duplicated by CLASS.

The third comparison for a no-RFI 11nk was with an In-house program that modeled the BPSK llnk

shown in Figure 2a. Here, the pulse shaping filter is modeled as a half-Nyquist filter with a roll-off
parameter _ = .1. The sa_ellite input and output filters are of the Chebyshev type with a bandwidth
equal to three times the data rate and a ripple of .I dB. The receiver low-pass filter is matched to

the pulse-shaping filter. The high-power amplifier is linear while the satellite TWTA characteristic
is given by Figure 5. For the Monte Carlo simulation the same 63-bit slgnal used In CLASS was combined
with 32 different uplink noise waveforms to find the upllnk waveform contribution to the detector

input. _ The downlink noise effect was modeled analytically. No effort was made to smooth the resulting
performance curves in order to demonstrate the slow convergence of the results. Typical results are
shown in Figure 6 for two different operating points of t_e TWTA. Note that the Monte Carlo curves

follow the CLASS results quite well, but wlth some wild variations, despite the large number of bits
simulated.

The predictions of the analytical program for BER on an RFI link have been compared wlth those
from an in-house Monte Carlo-type program for coded links without interleaver. The two data rates used
in the c_arison were low enough that the analytical model also included no interleaver. The BPSK

link had uplink noise, a non-llnearlty, and no downllnk noise or receiver losses. The RF_ was
severe. The BER's were identical within 10%. This finding confirms not only the approach taken in the

analytical program to model the matched filter output In RFI but also the applicability of the R0
approach for coded BER computation on a channel which, is not nearly Gaussian.

4. COMP_RISON WITH MEASUREMENTS

Probably the most convincing valldatlon _f results obtained with software Is close agreement with
hardware results. Both no-RFI and RFI link predictions Were checked this way.

One comparison of OLASS with hardware was with Harris, Corp., breadboard measurements made in Ig?B
for a TDMA satellite communication system. The 11nk was nonlinear and included uplink and downli_k

thermal noise and adjacent channel interference. Agreement was within i dB.

The RFI BER ,w)del was verified wlth Harris Corp. breadboard measurements using TDRSS hardware and

an RFI test generator. Four RFI scenarios were used. Two dlstrlbutlons of RFI power and pulse arrival
rate Were used, a benign environment and a severe envlronment. On each environment were based two
scenarios, one with only nolse-tybe pulses and one with the pulses divided between noise-type and
continuous wave (CW)-type. The results In Table I demonstrate that the predictions were accurate In
most cases and that they were in all cases pessimistic. The model was designed not to underestimate
the RFI effect.
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5. COMPARISON WITH TDRSS TEST DATA

Currently an effort is under way to develop a comprehensive CLASS validation plan using the first
TDRS in orbit and the TDRSS ground station. Baseline hardware losses of TDRSS subsystems will be
measured. Then the sensitivity of all the performance measures predicted by CLASS to all the sources

of signal distortion and interference will be verified. A great effort has been made to reduce the
number of tests to the minimum necessary for a complete validation.
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Table I. VERIFICATION OF RFI MODEL: BER DEGRADATION.

RFI PULSES NOISE-ONLY

ENVIRONMENT BENIGN ENVIRONMENT

DATA RATE 200 KbDs 6 MbDs

MEASUREMENT ,9 dB 1,5 dB

CLASS PREDICTION

NOISE+CW

BENIGN ENVIRONMENT

200 KbDS I 6 MbOS

,6 dB I 1,_ OB (1.9)|

1,q6 3,02 1,19 2,84

RFI PULSES NOISE-ONLY NOISE+CW

ENVIRONMENT SEVERE ENVIRONMENT SEVEREENVIRONMENT

DATA RATE 200 KbOS

MEASUREMENT _,0 dB

CLASS PREDICTION 5._2

6 MbDs ' 200 Kbos 6 MbDs

8.0 dB -2.1 dB (3.61 6.0 dB (9,8)

H,51 5,22 11,67

INu_bers In parentheses come from "RFI Test Study Second Interim Report "

_y Horrls Cor_., 26 February 1980. Others come from "RFI Test Study
InaI Report," by Harris Coro., 24 April 1980.
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ABSTRACT

The Statistical Loop Analyzer is a new instrument for measuring acquisition, tracking'and frequency
stability performance characteristics of data acquisition and tracking systems.

l.O INTRODUCTION

The Statistical Loop _nalyzer (SLAg is designed to automatically measure the acquisition, tracking
and frequency stability performance characteristics of symbol synchronizers, code synchronizers,
carrier tracking loops, and coherent transponders. Automated phase-lock and system level tests can
also be made using the SLA. Standard baseband, carrier and spread spectrum modulation techniques can
be accomodated.

The SLA can be used to conduct tests during the initial design and checkout of breadboards, for
conducting system level tests and acceptance testing. The tests can be performed on engineering
breadboards thereby minimizing the risk of finding software (algorithm) and/or hardware problems
during the manufacturing phase; thus +i_e risk of schedule slips and associated increased costs are
minimized. Utilizing the SLA in brp_dboards and system level test set ups eliminates the need for
numerous monotonous and repetitive test procedures which require hand entry of test variables and

hand recording of test results. The SLA approach to testing minimizes the changes for operator errors
to enter into the experimental results as well as minimizing the time needed in the laboratory facility.

The test capability of the SLA is demonstrated in Table l.l. The tests are automatically per-

formed upon operator command So that manpower and laboratory test time requirements are minimized. The
SLA can serve as a stand alone piece of test instrumentation (such as needed when testing breadboards)
or it can be integrated into ground station test equipment and measurement laboratories via the SLA
IEEE 488 and RS-232 interfaces.

Tho SLA is capable of collecting data and analyzing the statistics of discrete event indicators
such as lock detectors, code sync detectors, frame sync detectors, etc. Through the SLA's phase-error
jitter and cycle sllp measurements the acquisition and tracking thresholds of the unit under test are
determined; any false phase and frequency lock events are statistically analyzed and reported in the
SLA output in probabilistic terms. Automated signal drop out tests can be performed in order to
trouble shoot algorithms and evaluate the reacquisition statistics of the unit under test. Cycle sllp
rates and cycle slip probabilities can be measured using the SLA. These measurements, combined with
bit error probability measurements, are all that are needed to fully characterize the acquisition and
tracking performance of a digital communication system.

2.0 SLA TEST MENU AND SHUTTLE COMMUNICATIONS'AND TRACKING TEST RESULTS

The test menu selectable by the test engineer is illustrated in Table l.l. Four types of acquisi-

tion tests can be performed. Typical results obtained from performing the acquisition tests on the
Space Shuttle's Payload Interrogator-Payload Signal Processor Unit is shown in Figure 2.1. Here the
joint carrier, subcarrier, bit sync and frame sync probability distribution of acquisition is plotted
for four different PSP-PI channels within the IOO MHz band. Similar SLA output data from RF signal
drop out experiments is depicted in Fig. 2.2 for the Shuttle PSP-PI frame sync circuit. The RF signal
drop-out time interval was one second.

Figures 2.3 through 2.6 illustrate typical test results obtained by performing the SLA's Tracking
Test. Measured phase error jitter in the Shuttle PSP-PI bit sync and subcarrier sync loops is
illustrated in Figures 2.)and 2.4 for Channel I and Channel 210. Similar test data obtaine_ by perform-
ing the SLA's tracking threshold test is depicted in Figure 2.5 to 2.6,

Figure 2.7 illustrates test data taken on the Frequency Stability of the Shuttle's Ku-Band high
rate MUX clock. This data was taken using the SLA automated rms fractional frequency deviation test.

+This work was supported by NASA Lyndon Johnson Space Center under contract NAS 9-166gi.
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STATISTICAL LOOP ANALYZER

Test Point Outoutl_

SLA FEATURES

I]

STATISTICAL LOOP ANALYZ(R

:.--%

• Automated Testing Under Microprocessor
Control

• AutOmated Self Test and Calibration

• Automated Phase-Lock Tests

• Automated Phase and FreQuency
Stability Tests

• Automated Signal Drop-Out Tests

• Automated Testlnq of AcQuisition and
Trocktnq Alqoritbm Deslqns in
Engtneerlnq Breodboords and at
System Level

• Com_atlble wlth Extsttno ATE via
GPIB Interface

• Hard Cooy Printing and 'Plotttno
via IEEE 488 Interface

• visual PhaSe Error and Cycle
SlID Transients

• Test Accurocv SelectoOle

• Automated Data Reduction .-

Table 1.1. $LA Test Cooablltty,

_¢ou_sltlon Tests

A -ProbabilitY Distribution of AcQuisition Time

B - ProbabilitY of ACQUIsitIOn for o FlxeO Time

C - Probability Distribution of Reocoulsltlon 0.999[

/D -SlgnoI Drab Out

Trocklnq Tests

Phase Error Jitter-Silo Rote Tests

A - Phase NOISe Jitter

B - Phase Error Jitter and Sllo Rote

C - Range Jitter

Threshold Tests

D - Tracking Threshold

E - Silo Rote

Phase and Freauencv StQ_IILtv Tests

A -Dopoler Accuracy

B - RR$ Phase Deviation

C - RR$ Fractional Freouency l)evlotlon

D - Allan Variance
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Figure 2.I. Shuttle PSP-PI Acquisition Test Result
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DIGITAL SCRAMBLING FOR SHUTTLE COMMUNICATION LINKS:

DO DPJkWBACKS OUTWEIGH ADVANTAGES? t

Khaled Dessouky

LlnCom Corporation
P.O. Box 15897

Los Angeles, CA 9001S
(213) 381-3701

ABSTRACT

Dlgital data scrambling has been considered for communication systems using NRZ symbol
formats. The purpose is to increase the number of transitions in the data to improve the
performance of the symbol synchronizer. This is accompllshed without expanding the bandwidth but
at the expense of increasing the data bit error rate (BER).

Models for the scramblers/descremblers of practical interest are presented together with the
appropriate llnk model. The effects of scrambling _n the performance of coded and uncoded links

are studied. The results are illustrated by application to the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System {TDRSS) links. Conclusions regarding the usefulness of scrambling are also given.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the communication 11nks of the Space Shuttle, as in many other communication systems, data
clock timing is extracted from the data transitions in the received signal. When NR_ baseband
signaling format is used, long data streams of O's or 1's may be encountered. This can result in
the loss of data clock synchronization.

More than one appraoch may be considered for increasing the data transition density. One

approach is using biphase signaling format. This scheme provides frequent data transitions at the
expense of increasing tl_e bandwidth by roughly a factor of two over NRZ signaling. Biphase
signaling has the same BER performance as NRZ and is used in the Shuttle links when no bandwidth

constraint is present. •

An alternate approach which does not increase the bandwidth is digital data scrambling [i].

This provldes a data transition density close to SO%. In the presence of channel noise, however,
scrambling increases the data BER and may degrade the overall system performance.

For both of the above methods, coding may or may not be additionally used to improve the
performance of the system. In the following sections we study the effects of scrambling on
uncoded and coded communication links. We then attempt to weigh the benefits gained by scrambling
against the price that has to be paid to obtain them (in terms of increased signal power to
achieve the requried BER performance).

In Sec. Z we describe the model for a 14nk that employs scrambling. In Sec. 3 we introduce
the models for the scramblers and descra_lers of interest. We then analyze the effects of
scrambling on the llnk BER performance in Sec 4_ In Sec. S We illustrate the results of Sec. 4 by
applying them to the TDRSS links. Conclusions are presented in Sec. 6.

Z. LINK MODEL

Figure 1 depicts the model of a modern communication link employing digital
scrambling/descrambling. In the transmitter the data may or may not be convolutionally encoded
and interleaved. After scrambling PN-spreadlng may be introduced. In the channel, the
transmitted waveform is corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise of power spectral density level
NO (one-slded). The received waveform Is despread (if applicable), demodulated, matched-filtered,

hard-limited, descrambled, and deinterleaved and Vlterbl decoded if appropriate.

Since the descrambler creates closely spaced multiple s_mbol errors from one channel symbol
error, an interleaver is placed after the encoder to randomize the placement of symbol errors into
the decoder. The hard-limtter after the matched filter is necessary for the operation of the
descrambler. The Viterbt decoder therefore must operate on hard-limlted symbols, on which its

_This work was supported by NASA Goddard Space _ight Center, Greenbelt, MD, under Contract No.
NAS 5-27240.
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performance is poorer than, for example, an 8-1evel-quantized symbols as frequently used in
practice.

3. SCRN_BLER AND DESCRAJ_BLER MODELS

The scramblers and descramblers of interest here belong to the family of self-synchronizing
scramblers/descramblers. They recover from the bit errors introduced by the noise in the channel

[I].

Digital scramblers/descramblers achieve two goals both of which improve the performance of
the bit synchronizer: (1) they introduce frequent transitions in the channel signal, (2) they
increase the period of periodic source sequences (an all-O or all-! sequence is periodic with
period I). The scrambler consists of two elements: a "basic scrambler" and an associated

"monitoring logic" [1].

The basic scrambler or descrambler is a shift register .circuit. It consists of a linear

sequential filter with feedback paths for the scrambler and feed-forward paths for the
descrambler. The mathematical repres£ntat._o_ of a scrambler (or descrambler) takes the form of a

polynomial. The polynomial hm(X) - x"+clx""" +...+ cm lX+Cm is called the tap polynomial of an m-
stage (m delay elements) scrambler. The tap constan£s f6r the scramblers considered here are
either i (presence of a tap) or O (its absence). For the successful operation of the scrambler
.the tap polynomial has to be "primitive" over the binary field [i]. We shall see shortly that for
practial purposes this will translate to the few simple but effective realizations shown in Figure
2.

The basic scrambler changes the period of the input, say period of length s, to the least
ucommon multiple (LCM) of s and 2"'-1 for all but one of the initial states of the scrambler where
it remains s. At this point comes the role of the monitoring logic.

The monitoring logic consists of counters, storage elements and incidental logic. The
monitoring logic detects the presence of the output data sequence that has period s and adds a 'I'
at intervals to break that periodicity [i]. The minimum output period then becomes LCM(s,zm-I).

There are two main considerations _ the choic_ of the number of stages and taps in the basic
scramb;er. First. a suitable choice for m gives 2"-I which is prime. The mlnimum output period
would then be s(2m-1) for an output of period s. Second, since it is generally true that on the

average the descrambler multiplies the channel errors at its input by w(h), where w(h) is_ the
number of non-zero terms in the tap polynomial [1], it is important to use the minimum number of
taps possible. Moreover, since this minimum number increases for larger values of m [Z], it
becomes necessary to use a scrambler with a smaller number of stages.

From the tables of primitive polynomials [2] we find that the scramblers that meet the above

requirements correspond to the polynomials

h3(x) = x3 + xz + I (1)

and

hs(x) • xs , x3 + 1_ (2)

or theit" reciprocals (o_er x2 the binary field). The reciprocals are
h_(x) " x_+ x + I and h_(x) - x + + i respectively. The basic scramblers and descramblers

corresponding to (I) and _2) are shown in Figure 2. The alternate center taps which correspond to
the realization of the reciprocal polynomials are shown dotted.

The 3- and 5-stage scramblers presented herein have values of 2m-I equal to 7 and 31,

respectively, which are prime yielding good performance with periodic inputs. These scrawlers
are also the only 3- and 5-stage realizations with the minimum number of taps possible.

4. EFFECT OF SCR/_IBLING ON LI_IKBER

In what follows we associate the term bit error rate (BER) with the output of the decoder,

and use symbol error rate (SER) with the error rate at the input or output of the descramblers.
For uncoded links BER and SER are equivalent.

4.1 Calculation of SER at Descrambler Output

Here we describe how an SER at descrambler input is mapped into an SER at descrambler
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output. We first concentrate on the basic descrambler then discuss the impact of the monitoring
logic.

For an m-stage basic descrambler the states at nwl points in the descramblers are significant
in evaluating the output SER. For the 3-stage descrambler these are indicated In Figure 2 by

Sl,...,slt}o.3 Only those states which have a connection to the output can actually cause an outputsymbol be in error. The approach to obtain the output probability of symbol error is to

examine all posslble symbol patterns occupying Sl,...,s I 3 and determine If each pattern causes an
output error. Vie then add the probabilities of occurre_fe of the patterns that lead to an output
@rror: After examining 2" . 16 patterns we have at the output of the 3-stage basic descrambler
(for ooth of the possible realizations)

SER - 3(1-p)3p+3(1-p)Zp2+(1-p)p3+p 4 (3)

where p is the input SER. Similarly we have at the output of the 5-stage descrambler (both
realizations)

SER - 3(1-p)5+g(1-p)4p 2 + lO(l-p)3p3_(l-p) 2

(4)

p4+3(1-p)p5+p6

Equations (3) and (4) can be simplified by expandlng_the different terms. After simplification we
flnd that the two equations yleldthe expression

SER • 3p - 6p2 + 4p3 (5)

Equation (5) describes how the SER at the input of a 3- or 5-stage descrambler ts translated into
an SER at its output. It is interesting to note that at small value of tnput SER, the basic
descrambler produces 3 output errors per input error, and 3 Is the number of non-zero coefficients
in the 3- and 5-stage descramblers used.

Now, how is the output SER of the basic descrambler affected by the monitoring logic? It has
been shown [1] that for relatively infrequent channel errors, say for SER less than one over a few
multlples of the number of stages, the monitoring logic has negligible effect on the SER at the
output of the basic descrambler. For higher levels of input SER (closer to 0.5) the output of the
basic descrambler tends to become completely garbled (output SER very close of 0.5). The effect
of the monitoring logic in that case +s of no significance.

In Figure 3 we illustrate the effects of scrambling and subsequent descrambling on BER - SER
for an uncoded llnk. Carrier and clock recove_ are assumed perfect and for an unscrambled llnk

the BER characteristics are given by 0.5 erfc(vt-_/IT_n). The required increase in EBbE_N to ocffsetthe effect of scrambling depends on the desired _EW performance. Typically, for _ 10"_ the
required increase in Eh/Nn is 0.5 dB. The degradation due to scrambling when other degradation
sources are present in _n [ctual system are discussed in Sac. 5.

4.2 Calculation of Coded BER

For the coded case the results are quite different. We first a_s,me that the channel is
Gausslan and that in the absence of scrambHng the Viterbi decoder would work on an 8-1evel-
quantlzed s)n_bol at the output of the matched filter. The results of simulation reveal that the

BER at the decoder output Is strongly affected _by the presence of scramblinQ/descrambipg (and the
necessary hard-limlting). Thls is seen In Figure 4 _ero a rate 1/2 constralnt length 7 code has
been used.

There are two components that contrlhute tn the _Ignl ficant degradation of BER performance of

the coded link. There Is an effective loss of 2.2 dis in Eh/N_ due to the necessa_ hard-llmltlng
(as opposed to operation on 8-1evel-quanttzed signal) [3]. There is also the degradation due to
the increase in the SER at the input of the decoder due to the de_crambler. To understand the

contribution of each of these factors, we have drawn In Figure 4 a hypothetical curve that depicts

a situation where hard-limiting is used on an unscrambled link. This curve (curve c in Figure 4)
Is separated by 2 dB from curve a. The difference between curves c and b is due to the

descrambler; T_is difference is largest (up to 2.5 dB) at smaller values of Eb/NO. In that

region, the Vtterbi decoder ts very sensitive to any increase tn SER at its input. As Eb/N 0
increases beyond 6 dB, the symbol errors at the decoder input become infrequent. As a result, the
degradation:In tts output BER due to the increase tn its input SER becomes less noticeable. At a
typical 10 "_ BER the degradation in Eb/N n due to scrambling is 3.7 dB. The degradation tn the
performance of the coded links of an actua_ system, where other sources of performance degradation
are present, is discussed in the following section.
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5. EXAMPLE: APPLICATION OF SCRAMBLING TO TDRSS LINKS

The model of a typical TDRSS return link follows closely the general 11nk model presented in
Figure I. We shall discuss here the case where no radio frequency interference (RFI) disturbs the
llnk.

Figures 5 and 6 show the results of simulation for the link using the simulation oackage
LinCsim developed by LinCom Corporation for the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. The results for
a typical uncoded and coded return links of the single access S-band service (SSA) are shown in
Figures 5 and 6 respectively. The results given reflect the presence of actual system
disturbances such 'as imperfect carrier and clock recovery, and different signal distortions like

gain and phase imbalance and data asymmetry etc. [4]. The figures give the BER performance as a
functin of delta uplink (user satellite to TI)RS) CNR for BPSK at the maximum rate _f 1Z M
symbols/sec. In each curve the nominal CNR is the CNR that yields the design BER of 10"_. Each
figure shows three curves: (a) unscrambled link and 50% data transition density, (b) unscrambled
and 10% data transition density, (c) scrambled (hence SO_ transition density) link. In obtaining
these curves the effects of the other system disturbances have been appropriately averaged out

[5]. For both figures the BER perf#rmance degrades as we go from curve a to b to c. In the
uncoded case the degradation of 10-2 BER in the scrambled case exceeds the degradation in the
unscrambled case with 10% transition density by 3.2 dB.

II

The above results are in close agreement with the general results of Sec. 4. It is worth
noting, however, that in the TDRSS the rms timing error of the symbol synchronizer at 10%

transition density is less than 1% of the symbol duration at the values of Eh/N0 of interest
[5]. This explains the relatively small degradation between curves a and b inFigures 5 and 6.
It should be noted also that the curves of Figure 5 should not be compared to the curves of Figure
6. This is because of the differences in the nominal CNR's and averaging techniques used [5].

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen from Secs. 4 and 5 that the major drawback of digital data scrambling is the
degradation in the overall BER performance of the communication llnk. This degradation is quite
significant for coded links.

If the symbol synchronizer is capable of operating at most of the reduced data transition
densities encountered (without a large degradation in the overall BER and bit slip rate) then

scrambling should not be used. If we cannot make this assertion, perhaps because of the
possibility of very low transition densities, then for uncoded links 0.5 dB is a very reasonable

price to pay for stable symbol synchronization. For coded links, on the other hand, the large
degradation in BER due to scrambling suggests that we rephrase the problem. Should we improve
symbol synchronization by scrambling at a price of about 3.5 dB, or by simply raising the SNR by a
comparable amount? The answer to this question depends on the required BER performance and the
characteristics of the particular symbol synchronizer at hand. It is apparent, though, that

scrambling is not well suited for coded links.
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NOVEL APPLICATIONS OF THE NASA/GSFC VITERBI DECODER HARDWARE
SIMULATOR

Dirk J.M. Walvis

Aaron Weinberg
Stanford Telecommunication, Inc.
McLean, Va. 22101

ABSTRACT

Denver W. Herr
John J. Schwartz

NASA/GSFC
Greenbelt, Md. 20771

NASA/GSFC has had developed an all digital, real time, programmable Viterbi decoder slmulator opera-
ring at rates up to 6 Msps. With this simulator, the BER performance of convolutionally encoded/
Viterbi decoded Shuttle-TDRSS return link channels under pulsed RFI conditions has been predicted.
The principles of the simulator are described with special emphasis on the channel simulator and the
essential interaction between CLASS software and the simulator. The sensitivity of coded BER as

function of several illustrative RFI parameters is discussed for two typical Shuttle-TDRSS return

link configurations.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Shuttle - TDRSS return links, S-band and K-band mode 1, channel 3, employ convolutional encoding
/Viterbi decoding. During certain periods the TDRSS ground receiver may have to contend with high
level pulsed RFI. These pulses may affect many consecutive information symbols depending on the
symbol rate and RFI pulse duration.

An anaiytical software package of CLASS (Communication Link Analysis and Simulation System), [1,6],

has the capability to predict the performance of the decoders under RFI conditions when the channel
can be modeled as a memoryless channel. To evaluate the performance when the decoder has to contend
with a series of consecutive pulses affected by RFI (i.e. a non-memoryless channel), NASA GSFC en-
gaged Linkabit Corporation to develop an all digital convolutional encoder/Viterbi decoder simulator
This simulator can be programmed to simulate a large variety of time-varying channels, including
pulsed RFI, and operates at symbol rates up to 6 Msps. It has been used at NASA GSFC to predict the
impact of RFI on the return link performance of TDRSS users such as Space Telescope and Shuttle.

This paper describes the major features of this simulator and its interfaces with CLASS. It pre-
sents the results of tests measuring the impact of illustrative RFI on some Shuttle - TDRSS return
links.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE SIMULATOR

The present configuration of the slmulator is shown in Figure i [2]. The slmulator is configured
and controlled via the desk top calculator, which provides the capability of automated testing. In
addition, the configuration data generated with CLASS can be downloaded to the calculator. The
error rate tester is controlled via the desk top calculator or via front panel controls. A PN se-
quence, which simulates the data source, is generated in the error rate tester and looped back to
the tester for BER measurement after being processed by the encoder, transition probability genera-
tor and decoder. Interleaving and deinterleaving is optional. The error rate tester also generates
the symbol rate clock, which allows symbol rates up to 6 Msps. The encoder and decoder are either
rate I/2 or rate I/3, with constraint length 7. The deinterleaver is integrated with the decoder
and the decoder metric growth is monitored to e_tablish interleaver/deinterleaver synchronization.

I

The transition probability generator models the discrete channel formed by the modulator, channel
characteristics and noise, and the quantlzed output of the demodulator/detector. The TPG maps each
symbol into one of the possible 8 soft decision levels at the input of the deinterleaver/decoder,
based on a probabilistic process for which the data is generated with CLASS.

_.CHANNEL MODELING

With the TPG the channel is modeled as follows: The time varying channel is divided into as many as
32 different channel conditions or states. Each of these channel conditions is time-invariant and

is modeled as a discrete, binary input to 8-ary output, memoryless channel. The time variation is
then achieved by selecting one of the available channel conditions for each transmitted symbol. The
transitions between channel conditions are modeled as a zero or first order Markov process with up
to 32 states. In addition, it is possible to specify the number of symbols the TPG is to stay (or

hold) in a channel condition, once entered. This is particularly useful when modeling pulsed RFI as
the hold time is equal to the number of channel symbols the RFI pulse overlaps. For the application

described here the transitions between channel conditions are modeled as a zero order Markov process
i.e. the probability of entering a channel condition is independent of the previous channel condi-
tion. For a pulsed RFI environment the channel condition transitions are then determined from the
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duty cycle, Tj, and pulse duration, Mj, of each associated RFI condition. When the phenomenon of
erlapping RFI pulses is neglected, which is a good approximation for low duty cycles, the proba-
bility of entering a channel condition is easily found to be:

T t " (I)

Prj : TM_ _ M_t
i-1

wtth:

Prj - the probability of entering channel condition J.

Tj - the duty cycle of the RFI associated with the j-th channel condition.

Mj - the pulse duration of the RFI associated with the j-th channel condition.

Ne - total number of different channel conditions.

Figure 2 shows a functional diagram of the TPG and a typical list of channel conditions. The two
rightmost columns show the duty cycle and pulse duration from which CLASS software calculates the
transition probabilities via (i). These probabilities are downloaded into the desk top calculator.
Most channels are modeled with the pulse duration of t_e NO-RFI channel condition, approximately an
AWGN channel condition, equal to 1 as shown in the tabl_ of Figure i. This implies that the TPG is
not forced to stay in the non-RFI condition and that the RFI channel conditions may be selected
after any number of channel symbols which are'not affected by RFI.

For each channel condition the discrete binary to 8-arymemoryless channel is fully characterized by

calculating the 8-1evel soft decision statistics, assuming that a "1" is transmitted, as the TPG
models each channel condition as a symmetric channel. These soft decision statistics are calculated
by CLASS. For full details on the methods followed in these computations see [1]. In addition to
the RFI parameters listed in F_gure 2, the following parameters must be specified in order for CLASS

to compute the soft decision statistics:

Shuttle: EIRP, Data rate

TDRSS : Return/down link noise, AM/AM, AM/PM, clipping level

The next section describes some results on decoder performance and shows typical soft-decision sta-
tistics.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results presented in this paper illustrate the capability of the simulator to assess
the impact of several RFI parameters on the performance of the Viterbi algorithm decoder. As exam-
ples, the impact of illustrative RFI on the Shuttle - TDRSS K- and S-band has been simulated.

SHUTTLE-TDRSS K-BAND

For the simulation described here the configuration data for the TPG are computed with the following
signal and channel parameters, [3],:

#

• Shuttle channel 3, up to 50 Mbps, characterized as BPSK with 47.3 dbW EIRP,
rate 1/2 coding.

• Pulsed RFI
Duty cycle: < I%
For each test a choice of:

-- Iniband or out-of-band CW
-- Two illustrative RFI power levels
-- 1, 10 or 20 consecutive information symbols overlapped

by a single RFI pulse

• TDRSS KSA return link transponder
250 MHz noise bandwidth

- 44 dBW thermal noise level

- ALC with i0 dB clipper and 1.2 degrees per dB AMIPM
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The BPSK signal characterization is an approximation to the actual QDSB signal structure and is rea-
sonable due to the 6 dB dominance of the channel 3 signal relative to the composite of the channel !
and 2 signals.

The TDRS transponder characteristics indicated reflect the actual KSA return link transponder. The
thermal noise level of 44 dBW refers to the fact that the thermal noise power within the 250 MHz
bandwidth may be equivalently obtained by having the TDRS point directly at a 44 dBW thermal noise
source on the surface of the earth that is radiating via an omnidirectional antenna.

The duty cycle of less than I% is purely illustrative, as is the number of consecutive symbols over-
lapped by RFI. The in-band RFI, modeled in CLASS with a RFI frequency which precisely coincides with
the carrier, leads to worst case performance for a given RFI power level. Six combinations of the
RFI parameters are evaluated. These are listed in Table 1. As a companion to Table I, Table 2 sum-
marizes the soft decision statistics that apply to each RFI presence. The NO RFI channel condition
is the same for each scenario and is also listed in this table.

Table 3 shows the BER obtained through simulation, as well as the channel symbol error rate for each
scenario. As seen, and expected, performance degradation is much more severe under in-band RFI
conditions.

Also to be observed from Table 3 is the expected incFeasing degradation that occurs as the RFI EIRP
and the number of symbols overlapped increases. Especially interesting is the approach of the de-
coded BER to the channel error rate for the particularly severe scenarios. This phenomenon reflects

that for those scenarios virtual each RFI pvlse is sufficiently severe and long to cause a burst of
decoding errors. Note that the degradation of the channel during the out-of-band RFI pulses is not
sufficiently severe to consistently cause a burst of decoding errors.

SHUTTLE-TDRSS S-BAND

For the simulation described here the configuration data for the TPG are computed with the following
signal and channel parameters:

• Shuttle S-band return link, BPSK with typical EIRP and 96 or 192 l(bps,
rate I/3 coding.

• Illustrative pulsed RFI
Severe RFI with a duty cycle < 2% o

i, 2, 3 or 4 consecutive information symbols overlapped by RFI

e TDRSS SSA return link transponder
- 20 MHz noise bandwidth

- 29 dBW thermal noise level

- ALC with 10 dB clipper and 1.2 degrees per dB AM/PM

The design of the rate I/3 decoder of the Shuttle unique receiver of the TDRSS ground equipment is
slightly different from the decoder used in the simulator. The major difference is the path memory
length which is 64 decoded bits instead of the 32 decoded bits in the simulator. In addition, the

metric assignment for the different decoder in,outquantization levels are probably different. The
exact assignments are proprietary. As part of the evaluation of the impact of RFI on the Shuttle
decoder, it was shown that degradation of perfoVmance for both decoders is very comparable. This
was shown by configuring the software decoder simulator "CODES", which is part of CLASS, either as
the Shuttle decoder or as the all digital, real time simulator and comparing the results.

Figure 3 shows the BER degradation due to RFI as function of the.number of consecutive symbols af-

fected by RFI, for a variety of margins of the Shuttle EIRP. We see that for the same margin the
192 kbps is degraded more severely than the 96 kbps. This is due to the higher duty cycle of the
in-band RFI, which is a result of the wider receive filter. When we compare the_-margin curves
with the B-margin curves, we see that the degradation due to consecutive symbols affected by RFI, is
more severe when the margin is higher.

It is interesting, as well, to compare the simulation speed of the software package CODES, which
a11ows detailed specification of different convolutional codes and hardware constraints, with the
simulation speed of the hardware simulator. A ten million bit simulation takes 5 to 10 hours with
CODES on the CLASS computer. With the hardare simulator such a simulation takes less than ?O min-
utes, which includes inputting the data into CLASS and operating the hardware simulator.
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TABLE I

RFI SCENARIOS CONSIDERED IN SECTION 3

Desired steal [IRP - 47.3 'row

SCENARIO RF!

NO. DUTYCYCLE

I < I%

2 < I%

3 < I%

4 < 1%

S < 15

S < 11

[2 • [1

RFI

CLASS

IN-BAND

IN-BAND

IN-BAND

0_ -0F-lINeD

OUT-Or-BAND

OUT-OF-BAND

Rrl
EIRe

e

[I

EZ"

£2

El

[2

[Z

NO. OF CONSECUTIVE
SYMBOLS OVERLAPPED

BY RFI _Jl._

zo

lo

zo

lo

zo

TABLE 2

CONDITIONAL SOFT DECISION PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR RFI SCENARIOS OF TABLE I

Ot_NTIZATION NO IN-BAND, IN-BAND, OUT-OF-BAND, OUT-OF-BAND,

LEVEL" Rfl [1 [2 [1 [2

1 1.6 x 10 -5 .052 .270 .015 .0BE,

2 10 -4 .044 .034 .013 .0,79

6.5 x 10 .4

3.1 x I0 "3

.057

.064

J .031

.0,!9

.021

.033

.03S

.O42

$ .011 .CW_3 .027 .047 .{)48

6 .033 .058 .OZ5 .063 .054

7 .074 .OSZ .026 .079 .0S9

8 .B78 .610 .SS9 .7ZB .645

Assumes transmission of a + symbol polarity.
te be symmetric.

The channel is assumed
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TABLE 3

MEASURED ERROR RATES FOR RFI SCENARIOS OF TABLE I

SCENARIO
DECODED ,
BER

1.4 x 10"4

r

1.1 x 10-3..

1.3 x 10-3

8.4 x 10"7

6.0 x IO"5

CHANNEL SYMBOL
ERROR RATE

4.7 x 10-3

5.3 x lO"3

5.3 x 10.3

4.2 x 10"3

I 4.6 x I0"3

1.6 x 10-4 I 4.6 x 10"3

i

HAD INTERLEAVING/DEINTERLEAVINGSEEN EMPLOYED DECODED BER WOULD BE

<<10-6 IN ALL CASES.
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4. SUMMARY

The NASA/GSFC Vlterbi decoder hardware simulator extends the capability of CLASS to includenon-
interleavedchannels when the impact of pulsed RFI on the coded BER of the TDRSS return link is
assessed. The discrete, bursty channel is simulated by computing a set of soft decision p_obabil-
Ity distributions with CLASS. The simulator chooses one soft decision probabilitydistributionfor
each channel symbol.

The slmulation results show the sensltivlty of coded BER to a variety of illustrative RFI parameter_

The sensitivity of coded BER to the RFI pulse duration can be easlly assessed as is shown with the
Shuttle-TDRSS S-band simulations. As an example of the"impact of the RFI power levels, pulse dura-

tion and of the RFI being on-band/out-of-band, the coded BER of the Shuttle-TDRSS K-band Is evaluated
for some illustrative RFI parameters.

p
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ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS TEST LABORATORY TESTING

OF SHUTTLE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

C. Jack Stoker and Linda K. Bromley

NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas

ABSTRACT

Shuttle communications and tracking systems space-to-space and space-to-ground compatibility and

_erformance evaluations are conducted in the NASA Johnson Space Center Electronics Systems Test Labo_
_atory (ESTL). This evaluation is accomplished through systems veriflcation/certiflcation tests
usinq Orbiter communications hardware in conjunction with other Shuttle communications and tracking
external elements to evaluate end-to-end system compatibllity and to verify/certlfy that overall sys-

tem performance meets program requirements before manned flight usage. In this role, the ESTL serves
as a multl-element major ground test facility. This paper provides a brief description of the ESTL

capahility and program concept. The system test philosophy for the Complex communications channels
is described in terms of the major phases. A summary of results of space-to-space and space-to-

ground systems tests is presented. Several examples of the ESTL's unique capabilities to locate and

help resolve potentlal problems are discussed In detail.
I

INTRODUCTION

The Electronic Systems Test Laboratory was established in 1964 as the only practical means of de-

velopment, and subsequent certification by testinq, of space/ground communications systems on an end-
to-end basis. Space vehicle communications subsystems, unlike other subsystems, must interface not
only with other subsystems on the space vehicle but also, by radiofrequency, with remotely located
external equipment. These external interfaces include the Ground Space-Flight Tracking and Data Net-
work (GSTDN), the Air Force Satellite Control Facillty (AFSCF), the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite

System (TDRSS), NASA and Department of Defense (DOD) detached payloads, and extravehicular communica-
tions systems. Descriptions of the Shuttle communications modes and systems configurations can be
found in references I to 3.

Reliable communications between the Orbiter space vehicle and its external elements are manda-
tory for successful missions. The early manned-space-fllaht programs (Mercury and Gemini) used, pri-
marily, off-the-shelf aircraft-tv_e communications systems. These systems had been developed pre-

vlously and a proven capabilltv had been demonstrated, primarily by the military. These systems were
accepted for space fllqht using ground support equipment to simulate the functions of the external
communications eaulpment. The actual space vehicle and the external communications equipment were
not interfaced untll tests at the launch facility. As the communications systems became more com-
plex, a new philosophy was needed. The advent of more complex hloh information rate communications

systems, such as the Aoollo unlfied S-band system and the Shuttle TDRSS space-to-space and space-to-
ground multiple configurations, requires a more thorough and comorehensive program for compatibility
and oerformance certification before the first use on manned missions. The ESTL was established as
the most oractical way to provide the unique capability to interface space vehicle communications
eauipment and its external counterparts In a laboratory environment. This caoability is used to de-

velop and verify that equipment is compatible and that the performance provided by these communica-
tion links meets program requirements. •

The Space Shuttle communications system _onslsts of major hardware elements that can be gener-

ally categorized as space elements and ground elements. Before release of hardware specifications,

analytical models are developed to determine system feasibility and potential performance capabili-
ties. As the analytical phase progresses, many problems/questions arise that are not analytically
tractable but lend themselves to experimental evaluation. Thus, to supplement the analysis, early

system-level tests are conducted using breadboard hardware. During hardware development {after con-
tract award), the analysis and breadboard testing continue to be essential elements in resolving
specification confllcts which arise as the hardware deign matures. After deign/development of the
system hardware, system verification testing using prototype hardware is accomplished. These tests
establish basic system compatibility and performance and provide a means to identify any modifica-
tions required if an incompatibility or performance deficiency exists. The final phase of hardware
development include system performance certification, which entails verification that the flight-
configured systems are compatible and wlll meet mission performance requirements. If problems are
encountered at this level of testing, either hardware modifications or mission constraints result.
To avoid the serious consequence of performance certification problems, the Shuttle Program Office
has established the Space Shuttle communications and tracking systems ground testing program at the

NASA johnson Space Center (JSC). This pro_ggr_ampr?yldes three basic phases: (I) system design eval-
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uation tests using breadboard hardware, (2) system verification/certification tests using prototype
hardware (or flight-type hardware when differences exist between flight-type and protot_)e hardware),
and (3) special tests involving operational configurations and/or concepts. The remainder of this

paper describes, in more detail, the test philosophies, techniques, and results associated with each
of these test phases.

' ESTL TEST CONCEPT

The ESTL provides the unique capability to interface space vehicle communications equipment with
its external counterparts in a laboratory environment under closely controlled conditions. Particu-

lar emphasis is placed on new, complex, and unproven system designs. Test conditions are closely
controlled by any combination of such factors as the total received power levels and the presence or

absence of static or dynamic Doppler, data encoding, spectrum spreading, bit Jitter, and/or data asym-
metry, etc. These factors can be varied individually to determine their effect on the system or set to
their nominal mission values to determine overall expected end-to-end system performance. Use of the
ESTL capabilities enables early verification of communications systems compatibility and performance.

The concept used in the implementation of testing in the ESTL is illustrated in figure ] for cer-
tification test phases. Operational Shuttle Orbiter hardware electrically equivalent to flight hard-
ware is obtained through the prime contractor and interconnected such that the resultant subsystem

is equivalent to the Orbiter Communications and Tracking Subsystem. The hardware is then installed
in one of four radiofrequency (RF) shielded enclosures h the ESTL. The ESTL Orbiter/spacecraft test
area is shown in figure 2. The space vehicle communications subsystem is interconnected with the ex-

ternal elements (GSTDIW,TDRSS, AFSCF, extravehicular systems, or payloads) through space loss simu-
lators. The relay satellite, extravehicular systems, and payloads are also installed in shielded
enclosures.

The space loss simulators provide precise control of the power levels for the Ku-band , S-band,
ano_ultrahigh frequency (UHF) signals delivered to the receiving systems. The ESII. space loss simula-

tor is shown in figure 3. For S- and Ku-band waveguide configurations, a dry air system is required
to maintain constant waveguide characteristics and thus preserve the space loss simulator accuracy.
The space loss simulator also provides the capability to induce dynamic or static Doppler onto the RF
signal and its modulation. Patch panels enable routing of signals between any of the four shiel'ded
enclosures, the GSTI)IWground station equipment, the AFSCF ground station equip_nt, and the TDRSS
(space and ground segment) equipment.

The GSTDN equipment installed in the ESTL was obtained through the NASA Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter (GSFC) and is identical to the equipment located in NASA's worldwide network. Equipment from one
of the AFSCF remote tracking sites was modified and provided by the Air Force to accommodate inter-

face certification with the Shuttle Orbiter. The TDRSS ground station equipment (fig. 4) installed
in the ESTL was procured from various vendors by part numbers and is identical to the S-band and

Ku-band single access equipment in the ground station at White Sands, New Mexico. The TDRSS equip-
ment located in the ESTL represents a functional simulation of the single access characteristics of
the actual satellite. Specifications for the simulation system were developed in coordination with
cognizant engineers at GSFC. A functional simulator of the TI)RS (space and ground interface segments)
is presently installed in the ESTL. TDRSS ground station hardware is updated as necessary to ensure
that high-fidelity, operational TDRSS configurations are maintained.

The test control center in the ESTL (fig. 5)_serves as the central location for coordination of

test activities. It also has the capability to generate test activities. Additionally, the genera-
tion and evaluation of audio and television video signals, measurement of blt error rates (to 150
Mbps), command evaluation, space loss simulator control, and remote control of GSTI)N equipment are
initiated from the test control center. The measurements and data comparisons performed in the test
control center are recorded by keyboard entry into the real-time data analysis and prediction system.

To perform system-level tests, several types of measurement techniques must be employed. These
techniques include the statistical measurement of bit error rate (BER) (probability), signal-to-noise
ratios (SNR's), and voicequality (made in conjunction with the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command
at Fort Huachuca, Arizona). Details of techniques to make these measurements can be found in refer-

ence 4. Several unique measurement techniques have been developed such as an automated system (Sta-
tistical Loop Analyzer, ref. 5) for measuring acquisition, tracking, and frequency stability perform-
ance characteristics. Evaluation of the performance of the Space Shuttle communications and tracking
systems requires simulated Doppler frequency shifts applied to the RF carrier and to the modulation

signal frequencies. A description of the ESTL computer-controlled range and Doppler simulation sys-
tem can be found in reference 6. Additionally, a computerized Real-Time Data Analysis and Predic-
tions System that makes data plots with performance predictions and tolerances and provides perma-
nent data _torage (ref. 7) is used to improve productivit_ by decreasing the time required to assess
the performance of the link under evaluation. The ESTL Data Processing and Graphics System is used
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FIGURE 2.- ESTL ORBITER/SPACEC_FTTEST AREA. FIGURE 3.- ESTL SPACE LOSS SII_JLATOR.

for data acquisition and statistical analysis and generationof digital data.required to perform test
operations. Techniques that can be used to evaluate early breadboar_ of telemetry channel perform-
ance (withoutRF receivers) are discussed in reference 8.
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FIGURE 4.- ESTL TDRSS _OUND STATION EQUIPMENT. r_ FIGURE 5.- ESTL TEST CONTROL CENTER.

SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY AND PERFORMANCE TESTS

Shuttle communications and tracking systems development testing in the ESTL was divided into two
broad categories. The first category, system design evaluation tests, involved the use of Orbiter
s_bsystem breadboards very early in the program. The purpose of these tests was to evaluate proposed
communications techniques, hardware, and software implementations; to provide data for Orbiter and
possibly network hardware specifications ; to determine whether problems existed, evaluate cost-
effective solutions to the problems as early as possible, and provide an early assessment of perform-
ance capability; and to establish test techniques and criteria for future tests. The second cate-
gory, system certification tests, involves operational Orbiter and network hardware and results in

the certification of the end-to-end systems compatibility and performance. Because of the complexity
of the elements involved and the amount of time required to investigate and resolve problems when

they occur, it is necessary that this category of testing begin as early as practical in the program.
Using prototype Orbiter hardware, these tests are implemented initially to certify that the perform-
ance of the system is satisfactory and that the RF communications links between all elements meet pro-
gram requirements and are ready for flight. The second category of testing is different from the
design verification tests in that the space/ground hardware configurations used are flight equivalent.
When differences exist between Orbiter prototype hardware and production (flight) hardware, either
the prototype hardware is upgraded to be fliqht equivalent or the production/fllght hardware is
utilized.

SYSTEM DESIGN EVALUATION TESTS

System design evaluation tests are accompl_hed using breadboard system hardware configurations.
Early tests were accomplished before the hardware procurement specification preDaratlon and continued
through the early vendor hardware development phase. Test results were effective in influencing spec-
ification parameter values and hardware mechanlzatlon/design. The type of tests conducted depended
on the particular area of investigation but was generally conducted on an end-to-end basis to investi-
gate system parameters whose interactions are not readily tractable through analytical means or in
areas where new math models had been derived but not verified empirically. Particular emphasis was
placed on the new, complex, and unproven aspects of end-to-end system compatibility and performance.
Figure 6 illustrates the types of sources of breadboard hardware used. The Orbiter breadboard hard-
ware obtained from in-house subsystem laboratories was integrated with a TDRSS (space segment) simula-
tor in a laboratory environment. The integrated breadboard system, was then evaluated on an end-to-

end performance basis to determine whether any potential Orbiter hardware specification and/or Oesign
deficiencies exis¢. The results of these tests provide GSFC and OOD with performance criteria to es-
tablisb system performance specifications for Shuttle-unique channels. Critical elements of both the

TDRSS S-band and Ku-band single access channels were simulated and evaluated.

The Shuttle S-band and K,-band system design evaluation tests included both preprocurement speci-
fication testing and hardware-development support testing. ESTL capabilities include system concept

and technique verification, hardware mechanization feasibility, system design requirements develop-
ment for end-item specifications, and parameter definitions for interface control documents. The fol-

lowinq specific examples are discussed to illustrate the nature of system design evaluation testing.
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During early system design evaluationtesting of the _Igltal voice svstem, five separate algo-
rlthm were evaluated in combinationwith various audio processing technl_ues and requirements(auto-
matic qain control, clipping, filtering, levels,etc.), includingthe effects of convolutional
encoding/decodlng(error statistics)on voice quallty. Frequency modulation (FM) mode parameters
were Investiqatedbefore preparing the procurement specificationfor the Ku-band hardware. The major
areas of investigationincluded carrier frequency devlatlons due to televl_ion video, receiver band-
wldth requirements, subcarrlertelevlsion interferenceeffects includlng premodulatlonand postdeteco
tlon filterinq,quadrlphase shlft-keyed(QPSK) subcarrler demodulationtechniques,and television
channel performancecriteria (i.e., SNR, response, etc.). S_ace system elements under evaluation In-
cluded the wldebaod signal processor and the K,-baod wldeband modulator. The ground system elements
under evaluation Included the K.-band wideband-demodulator(intermediatefrequency _IF) bandwidth), -
the postdetectlon filter, and tSe OPSK demodulator. The system elements and parameters could be ac-
cempllshed and optimum system specificationsestablished. Results of these tests provided the data
used In establlshingthe frequency deviation for televis|on (¢11 megahertz), the premodulation fll-
ter specfflcatfonsfor the K,-b_nd signal processor, and the receiver IF and postdetectlonfilter
specificationsfor the grounB station. In addition, it was verified that the television channel per-
formance criteria used for circuit margin calculationsprovided high-qualityvideo signals.

A second level of design evaluatlon testing occurs as the hardware design matures. During thls
phase, the ESTL end-to-end system compatibilitywas expanded and provided needed support to NASA prime
contractorsin evaluatingvendor l_)actsresulting from specificationdeficienciesand/or hardware
design deficiencies. Parmeters such as frequency deviations,bandwidth requirements,subcarrier in-
terferenceeffects, digital voice quallty, coding gain, bit Jitter effects, and RF and spread spectrum
acquisitionprobabilltleswere determined. For example, during S-band FM data performance testing, It
was determined that the optimum frequency deviation (Af) and IF for Manchester and nonreturn-to-zero
(NRZ) data formats was 0.62R (M), 2.5R (IF) and 0.36R (af), 1.5R (IF) respectively,where R Is the
transmitteddata ratE.

Of partlcular interest (because of the hlgh cost l_ects associatedwlth a "fix") was the inves-
tigation of the effects of data asymmetry on the hlqh data rate iS0 Mbps) channel performance during
Ku-band tests. The ES"TLsystem testinqprovided experlmentalresults which, combined wlth perform-
ance simulations_nd analysls, led to the decision to relax data asymmetry requirementson Shuttle
Orbiter data channels. This decision resulted in a significantcost avoidance. The results also
indicated that Inltlal analytlcal predictionsof degradationdue to asymmetrywere hlghIy pessimls-
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tic. Subsequently, it was found that analytical results varied significantly if bit synchronizer
mechanizations were mere exactly modeled. The data asymmetry analytical results (such as dc res-

toration) are discussed In references 9 and 10. The tests and analysis have shown that a qeneral
degradation model for all systems seems impractical. As a result of this activity, the K,-band hard-
ware vendor was directed to relax the asymmetry specification to 10 percent or less (from'the 3 per-
cent or less limitation that had previously been imposed). Relaxation of the specification resulted

in a NASA cost savings of several million dollars. Summaries of S-band and Ku-band design evaluation
testing are listed in tables 1 and 2 and discussed in reference 4.

During the design evaluation phase, the capability of the ESTL to perform end-to-end system

tests proved highly effective in avoiding downstream costly hardware modifications and In allowing
specification changes where reasonable. ESTL activities and hardware vendor test capabilities are
complementary in nature and result in a high probability that the hardware will be compatible and
will meet system performance requirements when integrated with the remaining communication system
elements, while minimizing vendor system test equipment capital investment requirements. The net
result of this type of system design evaluation testing is a significant program cost avoidance.

SYSTEM CERTIFICATION TEST

Shuttle communications certification tests wer_ different from the system design evaluation
tests in purpose, type of hardware used, and depth of testing. The purpose of the system certifica-
tion tests is to certify tbet the Orbiter communications systems are ready for manned flight and will
support the program requirements. For the most part, prototype Orbiter hardware that was electri-

cally equivalent to space vehicle equipment was used to implement these tests. The use of flight-
equivalent hardware ensures that differences between system design verification configurations and
flight-type equipment which affect system performance are considered in the certification process and

_certifies that any problems encountered during the system design verification have been corrected.

Shuttle system certification tests were initiated in the second quarter of 1979 and included all of
the major space and grouod element systems (i.e., GSTDN, AFSCF remote tracking station, TDRSS ground
segment, extravehicular astronauts, Spacelab, and five detached payloads). The imortance of per-
forming system certification tests cannot be overemphasized. The effects of complex techniques

end/or concepts such as unbalanced quadrlphase modulation, convolutional encoding/Viterbi decoding,
and spectrum spreading and despreading are ascertained. ESTL system test results together with theo-
retical predictions (analysis and simulation) have been used to characterize the system and to assess
end-to-end RF system performance.

Where differences exist between theoretical and measured data, detailed system analysis is
initiated. End-to-end system performance is characterized by making system test measurements as

listed in table 3. A discussion of performance examples, such as coding gain, Doppler and inter-
modulation effects, link margins, etc., is beyond the scope of this paper (see refs. 14 to Z1);
however, some of the significant findings (and problems to be avoided) are summarized in the follow-
ing paraqraphs.

Launch Confiquration RF Acquisition

The Shuttle S-band communications system design wa_ intended to provide signal acquisition with-

out interaction by the ground station operators. The Orbiter transponder and the multlfunction re-
ceiver (MFR) at the ground station were both to begin sweeping about the nominal uplink and downlink

TABLE I.- S-BAND DESIGN EVALUATION TEST SUMMARY
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Issue under Type of tests
investi gat lon

Results/outputs

Delta modulation

technl que_
Frequency response

Output noise spectrum

Voice quality

COMSEC compatibility

Selected modified "ABATE" algorithm

Determined postdetection BPF response
(300 Hz to 2.5 kHz)

Determined 90-percent word Intel-
ligibility s 10-_ BER

Determined compatfble with CONSEC
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Issue under

TABLE 1.- Concluded

Type of tests Results/outputs
investigation

Convolutional
encoding/decoding

Television
(FM link)

Coding gain

Sensitivity to receiver
parameters

Error statistics

Coding gains $ 0.3 dB from theoretical
were achievable

Codtng gain affected by receiver phase
error and IF amplifier ltmttlng

Competlbl¢ with COMSEC - actually de-
creases sensitivity to channel errors

Slgnal-to-_Ise ratio and
vldeo-to-nolseratio

RF spectrum

Postdetection filter
optimization

Frequency deviation
optimization and IF
amplifier (predetectlon)

Determined 26-dB ms/ms SNR require-
ment consistent wtth good quality video

Determined Af of 4.S-MHz optimum for
direct S-band links

Determined RF spectrum with TY Af of
4.5 MHz does not result in RFI proble_
for AF

Determined optimum IF bandwidth for
TV approximately 2 Af, for 6f > 4.0
MHz

_ - _:. :__L: ::-;

:: -.:.: :!

:_:-:._-_

Spread spectrum
techniques

FM data perform-
ance optimization
(NRZ and Manches-
ter formats)

Adaptive threshold
performance

Despreadtng algorithm
evaluations

Acquisitiontime

Tau dither loop evaluation

BERdegradation due to
spreading

Developed adaptive threshold technique

Determined acquisition algorithm
sensitivitiesto system parameters
(threshold level% search, check, and
lock stages, etc.)

Verified acquisition tlme predictions

Developed tau dither loop bandwidth
swltchlng technique

Determined despreading degradation
< 1.0 dB

BERsensitivity to, Af and
to IF bandwidth

Main engine data channel
promodulatton filter
optimization

Determined optimum 6f and IF bandwidth
for Manchester and NRZdata formats

Premodulatlonfilter characteristics
specified

Synchronlzatto'n
strat_
eval uatlon

Data transfer versus blt
error probability and votce
quallty (intelligibility
versus data transfer)

Determined data transfer of 8_ percent
or more at a BERof 1 x 10--1 required
to prevent additional voice intelli-
gibility degradation

::: ,-: -:-:c

. .. ,/,

frequencies, respectively, wtth data modulating the carriers. The do_nltnk frequency was to be pro-
vided by an auxiliary oscillator (AUX OSC) tn the Orbiter transponder when the transponder was not
locked to the uplink signal. When the transponder acquired the upltnk signal, the do_nltnk frequency
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TABLE 2.- Ku-BAND CDI_UNICATIDN SYSTEM DESIGN EVALUATION TEST SUMMARY

Issue under Type of tests Results/outputs
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investigation

Return link, FM
mode (parameter
evaluation)

Television signal-to-noise
ratio, television quality,
and l_//data interference

Baseband data BER

Subcarrier channel BER

Determined TV frequency deviation
Af = 11Mdz

Determined receiver IF BW • 45 MHz

Determined postdetection filter
B_ - 4.5 MHz '.

Specified premodulation filters to
minimize subcarrier/TV interference

Determined sensitivity of subcarrier
operational data channel to experimental
data as a function of experimental data
rates. (Worst case approximately 2 dB
when experimental data are at same rate

or twice the rate of the operational
data.)

Verified voice quality and data bit
error probability performance

Demonstrated feasibility of bent-pipe
subcarrier mode
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Return link, PM

mode (parameter
evaluation)

Dual QPSK technique Verified dual QPSK modulation technique

Determined signal suppression of low-level
channeT

High rate channel BER
.(uncoded and coded)

Determined syste_ performance at 100,
50, and 25 Mbps for uncoded and coded
data

High rate data asymmetry
degradation (uncoded and
coded)

Subcarrier channel BER

and high rate/subca_rrier
channel interference

Developed as_nmetry degradation factor
for high data rate channel

Verified subcarrier channel _it error

probability performance and voice

quality

Bent-pipe channel
evaluation

Demonstrated bent-pipe capability in
PMmode (subcarrler channel)

Return llnk,
mode (parameter
evaluation)
(cont)

L

L

t

PSK coding gain

Three-channel interplex

Verified coding gain specifications
achievable with real world hardware

Determined interference degradation

Verified unbalanced QPSK performance
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TABLE 3.- SYSTEM TEST MEASUREMENTS

System/function Test measurement System/function Test measurement

Voice Speech-to-nolse ratio Data (command/ Bit error rates
Word intelligibility telemetry) Percent information loss
Crosstalk Message rejection rates
Distortion Coding gain

Recorder jitter effects

Ranging Acquisition probability Doppler Doppler accuracy

• ;" ::::C:

4

Range data accuracy

|

Acquisition Costas loop acquisition Television
probability

Costas loop acquisition
tinw_

Spread spectrum
acquisition proba-
bility

Spread spectrum "

acquisition tlme
Acquisition threshold
Mean time to unlock

Effects on BER

Resolution

Signal-to-noise ratios
K-factor

Differential phase
Differential gain
Picture quality

-2, .'._- )

.) :'-'i

L ;.. L

:.,V

.. ' i-c.., t

,. ::._!:iI!._

source was to be switched over from the AUX OSC to the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) and the ac-
quisition process would be completed automatically.

During the uplink acquisition tests, a problem was encountered In that Costas loop acquisition of
a signal with modulation on the uplink carrier could be accomplished only at very low signal levels.
At signal levels about 4g dB-Hz, the data components in the frequency spectrum became large enough for
the transponder to false lock to them instead of the desired carrier. Figure 7 depicts the signifi-
cant components in the uplink signal spectrum (amplitudes not to scalej for modulation by high and low
data rates of 75 kbps and 32 kbps, respectively, and the transponder sweep range. As shown in figure
7, there are a large number of stationary spectral lines within the sweep range of the transponder.

Since a rework of the Shuttle transponder would have been costly and could impact flight sched-_
ules, a new acquisition procedure was developed to circumvent the false lock problems. Under the
new procedure, the uplink would be transmitted carrier-only (i.e., no data modulation on the carrier)
while the downlink would still be transmitted with data modulation present. After a good two-way
lock has been achieved, the ground station exciter operator applies uplink modulation.

Tests of the new procedure proved that it circumvented the false lock problem during initial ac-

quisitions. However, once the initial two-way lock has been achieved and modulation applied, if for
any reason the upllnk should lose lock, It Is still likely to reacquire falsely since modulation
would be on the carrier during a reacquisitlon process. In addition, this procedure adds significant

ound operator involvement and results in greatly increased total two-way RF acquisition time (fig.
• Long acquisftlon/reacquisltion times are particularly undesirable during critical mission phases

such as ascent and entry when communication dropouts will occur because of unavoidable phenomena such
as solid rocket booster (SRB) plume effects, vehicle blockage from the external tank or other Orbiter

structures, Iow-galn portions of the Orbiter antenna patterns, etc.

A new technique was developed and tested (ref. 11) to handle this problem. This technique al-
lows modulation on the uplink during acquisltlon/reacqulsltlon without ground operator involvement,
thereby simplifylng acquisition procedures and significantly reducing acquisition time. The tech-

nique involves convolutlonally encoding the high data rate (72 kbps) time-division multiplexed (TDM)
signal to provide a 2%6-kbps signal. As shown in figure g, thls alone will drive the stronger spec-
tral components out farther. It was found that the strongest spectral components were caused by the
voice idle pattern (alternatlng l's and O's) when no voice was being uplinked. Replacing this idle
pattern with a random pattern (conventlonal noise source) effectively eliminates most spectraT compo-
nents except for those at one-half the data rate (i.e., 108 kilohertz, _16 kilohertz, etc.).
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"noise mode" technique has very effectively prevented the occurrence of false locks during reacquisi-
tions and has minimized the reacquisition time, thereby eliminating excessive loss of data.

Orbiter-GSTDNRanging Channel Anmaly

A block diagram of the S-band direct link ranging channel is presented in figure 10. As shown
in the figure, the range tones phase modulate a 1.7-megahertz subcarrier. This subcarrier is then
frequency division multiplexed with the TOM and command data at the input to the transmitter phase
modulator. In the Orbiter, the uplink signal is demodulated to a baseband composite in the wldeband
phase detector. The composite signal is passed through a bandpass filter which is centered at 1.7

megahertz and has a bandwidth of approximately 2 megahertz. The turned-around ranging subcarrier and
noise are combined with the downlink TDM data in the transponder. The composite signal then phase
modulates the downlink carrier. At the ground station, the 1.7-megahertz subcarrier is detected and
then upconverted to 100 megahertz to be compatible with the GS'FDflranging equi)ment (SRE).

The SRE offers three combinations of tones which can be used to measure range. These combina-
tions are shown in table 4. The high-frequency tone, called the major range tone, is used to obtain
the fine(accurate) ranging data and is transmitted continuously after the start of the range acquisi-
tion process. The remaining lower frequency tones are used to resolve ambiguities. A more detailed
discussion of the range tone transmission sequence is given in reference 13.

The Shuttle ranging system was designed to use the lO0-kllohertz major range tone option. Tests
showed that the three-sigma range errors were in excess of the specified value of 10 meters. While
the three-sigma errors varied with test conditions, the measured errors were as large as 1042 meters
when the ranging subcarrier was multiplexed with high rate (192 kbps) _ data and 59 meters when the
ranging subcarrier was multiplexed with low rate (g6 kbp_) TOM data.

Ranging acquisition probability and accuracy tests were repeated using the 500-kilohertz major
range tone option. The three-sigma error was reduced to 20 to 25 meters. However, approximately
2 percent of the acquisition attempts resulted i_ incorrect corre)atlon of the phase of the 100-
kilohertz minor tone and a 300-meter error. Tests conducted wlth the expected worst-case TOM modu-
lation index of 1.2 radlans resulted in three-sigma errors of 1286 meters and a mean acquisition
time of gs seconds. Thus, the tests showed that the ranging system performan_1_ was not acceptable.

Further investigation of these problems revealed that the _ sl_eal itself contained a high-
level 100-kilohertz component. The hign-ra_e TOM format consists of 100 minor frames of data per sec-
ond. Each minor frame contains forty 48-blt bytes. Thus, the bytes occur 40(0 times a second. The

combination of this 4-kilohertz component at one-half the bit rate (96 kilohertz) results in the high-
level spectral component at 100 kilohertz.

The modulatlon process in which the-algebraic sum of the ranging subcarrler and the TOM data
phase-modulate the carrier also results in the TOM data phase-modulatlng the 1.7-megahertz sub-

carrier. Thus, the spectrum around the 1.7-a_gahertz subcarrier contains two 100-kilohertz compo-
nents. One of these components is the desired 100-kilohertz ,_K1or range tone. The other component
is the desired lO0-kilohertz component of the TI]Mdata. Since they are derived from different ref-
erence o_illators, the phases of the two 100-kilohertz components vary slowly with respect to each

other. The amplitude and phase of the resultant sum of these two 100-kilohertz components varied
significantly as the relative phases of the two signals changed.
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TABLE 4.- AVAILABLE .RANGETONE COMBINATIONS

Tone Combination 1

M_tor tone SO0 _z

Combination 2 Combination 3

100 kHz 20 kHz

Minor tones 100 kHz 20 kHz 4 kHz
20 kHz 4 kHz 800 Hz

4 kHz 800 Hz 160 Hz
800 Hz 160 Hz 40 Hz
160 Hz 40 Hz 10 Hz

40 Hz 10 Hz
10 Hz

As a result of these investigations, a sertes of special tests was performed ustng the GSTDN
transmitter and a frequency translator to slmulate the _llnk slgnal. Use of this combination

allowed the peak deviation of the carrier due to the ra_In9 sul_errler and T_ data to be varied.
The reduction of the (..rrler deviation due to the ) data to 0.S5 redlan significantly reduced the

thre_-slgma errors and shortened the acquisition tlm.
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An engineering model of the transponder was n_dified by reducing the modulation due to the TI)M
data to 0.55 radian. Tests of this unit showed that the three-sigma error was reduced to approxi-
mately 5 meters and the mean acquisition time was reduced to 17 seconds. Based on these results, the
Shuttle Program Manager approved a change in the Orbiter S-band transponder design. The results of
the tests accomplished with the modified transponder showed that the reduction of the TDM modulation
index resolved the range accuracy and acquisition problems.

STS-I AFSCF/ORBITER INTERFACE INCOMPATIBILITY

The Shuttle STS-I mission included ground station coverage by the AFSCF remote tracking station
located in the Indian Ocean (lOS). During DOD/AF premission readiness testing to functionally verify
Orbiter communications system/ground station interfaces, it was observed that it was impossible to
transmit Orbiter uplink data from facilities located at Sunn}-_ale, California, to the Orbiter equip-
ment located at lOS. The problem existed to some extent at both uplink data rates. Bit Jitter on
the uplink data stream was considered to be the most likely cause of the problem. As a result of the
ESTL capability, DO0 representatives expedited delivery of affected positions of the lOS Defense Com-
munications System Satellite Control Facility Interface S_tem (DSIS) to supplement the existing ESTL
Orbiter/Air Force ground station configuration," for detailed investigation and subsequent resolution
of this anomaly. The anomaly was repeated in the ESTL with the DSIS equipment. Test results showed
that the problem was caused by the lack of adequate dejitter_capability of the dejitter hardware used
at IOS. The deJitter hardware was subsequently modified in the laboratory by DOD representatives.
Space/ground syste_ retests performed with the modified dejitter unit provided acceptable perform-
ance. ESTL tests confirmed that dejitter capability is mandatory for successful uplink with the Or-
biter from lOS and that the DSIS and modified deJitter hardware are not overly sensitive to bit jitter.
Return of the DOD hardware and final end-to-end (MCC-GSFC-STC-IOS) forward link integration verifica-
tion testing were accomplished in time to enable lOS to successfully support the STS-I mission.

VOICE DISTORTION DUE TO TIME DELAY

Another event that requires special treatment is the potential for voice distortion resulting

from differential time delays when two paths are used for redundancy purposes. During Shuttle mis-
sions, audio signals are transmitted simultaneously to the Orbiter via U_ and S-band RF links. For
example, voice signals routed from the Mission Control Center (MCC) to the Merritt Island Launch Area
(MILA) utilize independent paths, resulting in differential delays before transmission. To alleviate
the distortion, commonly referred to as the "ba_'rel effect, _ tests were performed in the ESTL to de-
termf_e the amount of reduction in the UHF onboard audio level required to substantially reduce the
distortion effects but still allow for UHF communications in the event of an S-band failure. These

settings were determined and have been successfully used in all Shuttle flights to date.

FORWARD LINK PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION DUE TO RETURN LINK

There have been several cases of the forward link performance being degraded in some manner when
the return link transmitter is enabled. For example, during the GSTI)N direct link tests, it was
found that a degradation of 0.8 decibel in uplink performance occurred when the downlink power ampli-
fier (PA) was enabled (fig. 11). While circuit marglns for the direct link were such that an 0.8-

decibel degradation would not be a problem,_the degradation was critical in the TDRSS mode where the
margins were small. Tests were conducted to determine the extent of the problem when the equipment
was in the TDRSS mode and to search for its cause.

BER tests were performed for various uplink parameters (frequencies, data rates, spreading,
etc.) with the PA In standby, on, and with magnets attached to the preamplifier assembly connectors.

The tests wlth the magnets mounted on the preamplifier connectors were performed because an investiga-
tion by the preamplifier assembly vendor had sho_ that the use of magnets significantly reduced the
noise figure degradation which occurs during the use of the PA. The vendor investigation and subse-
quent investigation by the ESTL were prompted by Alert No. YI-A-75-01 (ref. 12), issued by the Naval
Research Laboratory. The data presented in this alert showed that RF nonlinearities resulting from
small quantities of ferromagnetic contaminants (In Kovar hermetically sealed connectors and stainless
steel connector shells) caused generation of intermodulatlon products that can result in substantial
performance degradation. This alert also pointed out that the presence of ferromagnetic nonlinear-
ities could be detected by application of an external magnetic fie|d positioned near the connector

in question.

Tests were designed to determine what factors were contributing to the degradation and to deter-
mine the consequences of this degradation on forward link performance in the TDRSS mode. Three fac-
tors were feund to be the major contributors ,to the degradation: ferromagnetic effects, thermal
effects, and cable length variations. These contributions to the BER degradation anomaly are sum-
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TABLE 5.- BER DEGRADATION CONTRIBUTORS

LL

LR
m

UR

UL E

FORWAR_

RETURN

LOAD

Effect Degradation, dB

Best case Worst case

Ferromagnetic 0.4 0.5

Themal .1 .2

Cable length variation 0 .5

Unknown O .I

Total O.S 1.3

marized in table 5. As a result of these investigations, the stainless steel connectors on the pre-
amplifier assembly were replaced, resulting in an 0.4- to O.5-decibel improvement.

A second example of forward link degradatiojn due to the return link occurred during tests con-
ducted on the Orbiter Ku-band system (fig. 12)._ During these tests, it was found that the forward
llnk BER degraded 10 decibels when the return llnk transmitter was enabled with full modulation (48
Mbps). The initial assessment by the hardware vendor attributed the cause of this degradation to the
failure to properly initialize a set of ferrlte switches (fig. 13) when bringing up the system in the
COMM mode. These switches are primarily used in the RADAR mode to provide a means of radar transmit/

receive blanking to eliminate ambiguities. The "radar xmt safe' control line shown in figure 13 Is
used to first enable (i.e., place switches in clockwise path) the transmitted pulse, then disable the
transmitter (i.e., counterclockwise path). While the transmitter is off, the system will "listen"
for the return of the pulse Just transmitted. The process is then repeated for the next pulse. The
last switch in the set-of four is used only in the RADARmode to provide a path for cases when a very
low power radar signal is desired to be transmitted. In this case, the traveling-wave tube (TWT)
amplifier is bypassed and the un_'nplified signal will enter the diplexer through this last switch
which will have been set to tts counterclockwise position.

In the COMM mode, these switches are to be set in a counterclockwise position, effectively ellm-
inating that path into the second dtplexer. The initial assessment by the vendor considered that, if
the ferrite switches are not properly set for COMMmode (fully counterclockwise), some wtdeband RADAR
"noise" could be added with the desired COMM signal In the dlplexer. This combined signal would then

go through the FWI)/RTN directional coupler. Although greatly attenuated, some of this combined re-
turn link signal could possibly leak through the coupler into the sum receive channel as depicted In
figure 13. The bandpass filter is centered around 13.775 gigahertz and is 100 megahertz wide. This
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FIGURE 12.- Ku-BAND SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM.

f11ter would remove vlrtually a11 of the narrowband IS,0034-glgahertz return 11nk C0N_ slgnal but
would pass a portlon of the wldeband RADAR "nolse" and therefore degrade the forward 11nk signa1_ It
was considered that tf the ferrtte swttches were removed or bypassed, the path for the "notse" would
be eltmlnated and thereby the forward 11nk degradation would be circumvented whenever the system ts
configured tn the communications mode. (This modlfJcatton was to provtde a temporary quick-fix to
enable the Ku-band system to meet communication system mtsston requirements ; It dtsabled the high-
power radar mode capability leaving the low-power capability whtch meets the tntttal radar mode mts-
ston requirements. )

Subsequently, the ESTL system was modtfted by the vendor (ferrtte swttches were removed). How-
ever, ESTL retest of the modtfted system revealed that only 1.6 dectbels Improvement was realtzed
(t.e., degradation was reduced to 8.4 declbels at 48 Mbps). Further Investigative testtng tdentlfled
the degradation to be caused by a dtode signal sampler Installed in the deployed assembly wavegutde
to provide Indication of the transmtt power level. Removal of thts sampler and replacement wttha
"matched" load for testlng purposes completely ellmlnated the de_'adatlon. Subsequent modlflcation
by the vendor to all f11ght untts was made thus eliminating the problem.

PAYLOAD INTERFACE TESTING

Space Shuttle Orbiter mtsstons wtll entatl use of tandem communications 11nks for mtsslon opera-
ttons. The payload 11nks tnclude the p_LYload-to-Orbtter to GSTDN or AFSCF remote tracktng statton
and payload/Orbtter/TDRS configurations. System certification testtng ts accomplished In the ESTL
wtth parttculer emphasts placed on the 0rbtter/payload _ Interface. RF acquisition and data (com-
mand and telemetry)tests (table 3) are performed to provide _n assessment of the Orbtter capability
for a spectftc p_load. The ESTL payload test capability ts Illustrated tn ftgure 14. After comple-
tion of ESTL RF tests, and depending on new, unproven, or untested destgns, Joint Shuttle Avtontcs
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Integration Laboratory (SAIL)/ [STL tests are performed to provide an evaluation of the hardware/
software and external RF interface capability. (Joint SAIL/ESTL tests are functional.)

To date, five payload RF comuntcattons configurations (including the Spacelab and DOO/Inerttal
Upper Stage) have completed the system certification test phase. Several problem areas and signifi-
cant findings were identified as follows.

1. The Orbiter payload signal processor was susceptible to false-lock to telemetry data. De-
sign changes were made and a retest verified the ftx.

2. Payload transpondersthat did not incorporateantl-slde-bendlock features require the
Orbiter to transmit an unmodulatedcarrier during RF acquisitions. Thls is an operational constraint
that is particularlybothersomewhenever a m_entary loss of lock occurs such as during an antenna
pattern null or blockage.

3. Test results show that some payload transponderswhen operating in the coherent mode (and no
uplink) are susceptibleto AUX OSC/VCO intermittentswitching (causlng Orbiter payload interrogatorto
lose lock) if the ranging channel Is enabled.

4. There is a high probability of return llnk false lock on turned-aroundforward llnk data
when ranging ts enabled.

S. SufficientOrbiter (onboard)crew displays of-forward llnk status (AGC, static phase error,
data good, etc.) are required to achieve and malntaln good two-way acquisition. Additional informa-
tion can be found in references _2 through 15.

The third phase of ESTL testing involves operational configurations and/or concepts. Figure 15
depicts a series of end-to-end operations integration tests, performed tn cooperation with GSFC, of
the integratedSpace Shuttle Orbiter/TracklngmndOata _elay Satellite (SSO/TORSS)communication
links utilizing SSO communicationshardware, the operational TORSS, with an on-orblt TDRS. These
tests are to be accomplishedafter the Orblter-TORSbasic certification testing has been completed ln
the ESTL and after Mission Control Center (_C), NetworkControl Center (NCC), and _C/NASA Ground
Terminal (NGT) validation testing but before the first missionuse of the TDRSS.

As depicted tn figure 15, the SSOS-bmnd and Ku-band comuntcattons subsystems will be located
in the ESTL. The TDRSSGround Terminal, located at White Sands, New Mextc_, and the TDRS-A satel-
lite, tn geosynchronous orbit, constitute the first "satellite hop" configuration. The communica-
tions links are completed b_ the second "satellite hop" from White Sands to the JSC/MCCand GSFC/NCC
by a Domestic Communications Sate111te. Thls series of tests constitutes a final demonstration of
the overall Shuttle/TORSSoperationalreadiness before first mission utilization. Primary test obJes-
tlves include determinationof RF acquisitiontracking thresholds,demonstration of S-band t_o-way
Doppler tracking capabilityfor cerrler-onlyand modulated-carrierconditions,determinationof data,
bit error rates for S-band and Ku-band as a function of totml received power, and demonstration of
the capability to accommodatethe data channels (caemand,telemetry, and digital voice) of both the
forward and return links. A description of t_ts can be found In reference 26.

_ -:; :_:_::;_

: >2::./?•:_

....._::_:._:_
_-.-.:.,::,,::!

SYSTEMTES1L EFFECTIVENESS

During the Shuttle development phases, the ESTL results madesignificant impacts on hardware de-
sign parameters and specifications. As system hardware design progressed, system certification test
results Were uttltzed to avert serious program impacts. For exanple, as noted earlier, significant
cost avoidance was accomplished by providing an understanding of the Jitter characteristics affecting
performanc_ of the 10S DSIS link. Additionally, modification of the S-band transponder by reducing
the lOM modulation index resolved unacceptlble range accuracy and acquisition problems. The effec-
tiveness of system performance and compatibility testing was well proven, both as a cost-effective
system development tool and as a htghly accurate system performance assessment method. The perform-
ance assessments achieved by these tests provide an engineering data base necessary to accomplish
cost-effective mission anomaly r_soluttons, establish mission constraints, and/or evaluate proposed
system updates/additions. At the conclusion of system certification tests for Shuttle, the perform-
ance capabilities of each communications ltnkwtll be well documented, available link margins wtll
have been measured, Incompatibilities _tll have been identified, and alternate solutions developed to
resolve the incompatibilities Implemented.
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ORBITER WHEEL AND TIRE CERTIFICATION

Carlisle C. Ca_be11, Jr.

NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas

ABST3ACT

The Orbiter wheel and tire development has required a unique series of certification tests to
demonstrate the ability of the hardware to meet severe performance requirements. Early tests of the

main landing gear wheel using conventional slow-roll testin_ resulted in h#rdware failures. This re-
sulted in a need to conduct high-velocity tests with crosswlnd effects for assurance that the hard-
ware was safe for a limited nun_)er of flights. Currently, this approach and the conventional slow-
roll and static tests are used to certify the wheel/tire assembly for operational use.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle Orbiter wheel and tire designs combined conventional aircraft materials into

one of the most highly optimized assemblies yet developed. This is not obvious until the performance
limits are compared to similarly sized equipment on commercial aircraft, which will reveal that the
Orbiter's wheel/tire load capability is nearly twice as high.

To confirm that these wheels and tires were capable of meeting Space Shuttle requirements, an un-
usually stringent and highly realistic test and analysis program was developed to demonstrate the re-

-quired capability as well as the performance margins available beyond the requirements. As more
stringent requirements have arisen, the hardware has been proven acceptable in most cases without de-
sign changes.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF HARDWARE AND CERTIFICATION

The Orbiter main tire characteristics are as follows: _r4.5-inch diameter, 16-inch width, 21-

inch bead seat diameter, 34-ply rated, ?DO-pound weight, and 315-psi inflation pressure. The tire is
of bias ply construction using conventional materials such as nylon, natural rubber, and steel bead
wire (fig. 1). The tire's unique construction, developed by B. F. Goodrich, Akron, Ohio, has pro-
vided the desired very high load capability at a minimum weight. Consequently, reuses are limited
when compared to military or commercial tires.

The main wheel is a split, forged aluminum alloy design with a steel hub pressed into the in-
board half. The bearings have conventional tapered rollers but their uniquely high preload require-
ment provides a drastic increase in landing load capability at the sacrifice of reuse life.

The nose tire characteristics are 32-inch diameter, 8.B-inch width, 18-inch bead seat diameter,

20-ply rated, 50-pound weight, and 300-psi inflation pressure. The nose tire is also of bias ply con-
struction and made of conventional materials._

The nose wheel is a split, forged aluminum alloy design but its bearings are located on a ro-
tating or "live" axle rather than in the hub such as in the main wheel design. Both nose wheels are
splined to the "live" nose axle providing a corotating feature which improves stability or reduces
the tendency to shimmy.
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Most of the vendor's qualification tests of the nose wheel and tire were similar to those of the _ii:!.i:!-'.I
main wheel and tire, the exception being that the main wheel and tire received additional off-limits --_

tests because of a wider variety' of performance requirements. In many cases, the main tire only was
tested and its performance was extrapolated for nose tire use. Rather than repeat the many similar
tests of the nose tire, the remaining material in this text will address the main tire only.

Nearly: ali wheel tests require the use of a flight-type tire to provide realistic wheel load

paths and pressure seals. Tires are frequently tested on a high-strength (but heavy) laboratory
wheel for safety and cost reasons. The most significant tests given the wheel/tire assembly are
those that are most nearly representative of an abort landing load case. In such a test, the assem-
bly is subjected to changing velocities, radial loads, and rollout yaw angles which duplicate those
that can occur on an actual landing except that the tire rolls on a tO-foot diameter dynamometer
"road wheel." This provides a cylindrical rolling surface, which is also smoother than a paved
runway. The curved rolling surface is considered to provide an even more conservative or harsh test
due to the increased stresses from the additional bending required as the tire tread conforms to the

[_ ;, l.! F_; ':;
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FIGURE 1.- _t4kINWHEEL/TIRE ASSEMBLY AFTER CROSSWIND CERTIFICATION TESTS.

dynamometer surface. The tire inflation pressure must also be increased for a dynamometer test to

maintain the same peak tire sidewall deflection at the center of the tire footprint when located
against the dynamometer.

In addition to these dynamic landing load tests, the vaheels and tires were also subjected to

many other certification tests, such as burst _ressure, slow-roll fatigue, leakage, thermal cycling,
and static ultimate strength.

Other off-limlts and engineering tests required are high velocity, extra heavy abort weight,
lifetime fatigue, low pressure, thermal vacuum, sideload, and high crosswind.

It is interesting to note that commercial and military aircraft wheels are not subjected to dy-
namlc landing load tests - only to slow-roll fatigue plus other static tests. The Orbiter could not
be subjected to multiple high-speed taxi tests and numerous landings such as is practiced in conven-

tional aircraft test programs. Therefore, the dynamic landing load tests plus the integrated system
stability tests became necessary to demonstrate operational capability. In fact, the dynamic landing
load testshave been used twice to certify the main wheel/tire assemblies for a limited number of
orbital flights due to development problems uncovered in the wheel slow-roll fatigue life tests.
Overall, wheel and tlre certification requirements over the past several years have changed and
increased into a more extensive program than the original concept.
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HARDWAREDEVELOPMENTHISTORY RESULTING IN CERTIFICATION CHANGES

The wheel/tire design, as initially developed, was used during the five Approach and Landing
Test (ALT) flights. It was lighter and had less load capability than the wheels and tires used for
orbttal flights. Even though the ALT vehicle weight was 66 percent of the ortgtnal Orbiter abort

weight, the requirements became more severe when the abort weight wa_ then increased from 227 000 to
240 000 pounds. Testing attempts to pass these increased conditions resulted tn hardware failure.
Not only was the tire failing tests but the wheel was experiencing bearing "problems. With this bear-
ing problem realization, tt was obvious that more realistic dynamic landing load conditions must be
conducted which would tn_iude c_osswtnd effects. This prompted the decision to conduct such tests at
the Wright Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB) Facility where the testing would include crosswtnds and
the testing was automated for a faster and more convenient test setup.

Subsequent test fatlures at WPAFB, which included crosswtnds, graphically revealed the inability
of the tires and wheel bearings to survive flight requirements. In addition, the wheel was subject
to cracking during the slow-rail fatigue tests resulting tn redesign of beth pieces of hardware sev-
eral times before arriving at the combination in use today.

the main tire has been mdtfted from a 28-ply-rated, ZfO-pst inflation pressure model to a 34-
ply-rated, 315-pst version. The wheel design has had its inboard bearings moved off the wheel cen-
terllne to a more inboard location and housed in a steel hub to achieve more evenly distributed bear-

in 9 loads. A dual O-ring seal system between the two wheel halves was used during the first orbital
flight because of its improved leakage characteristics, but thts design feature caused additional
cracks during fatigue tests so the design reverted back to the single O-ring approach. Finally, the
forging thickness was increased in several areas to provide protection against fatigue cracks. This
latest wheel design w111 start certification slow-roll fatigue tests this year.

TEST FACILITIES

The wheel and tire manufacturers both use conventional dynamic and static test equipment suit-

able for commercial and military requlrements. However, the maximum load capacities cannot meet the
Shuttle requirements, and thelr abllity to set up and repeat dynamic tests Is relatively slow. Chang-

ing a dynamometer test condltion is tedious, slnce it requires construction of a new load profile tem-
plate.

In contrast, the WPAFB test faclllty Is automated and test condltlons are easily varied. After
e wheel/tire assembly Is mounted on a test axle, It Is not touched by hand as It Is translated from

a cooling cage to the d_mM_ter where It is clamped to a yoke. Then It can be hydraulloally
stroked into the motor-drlven road wheel to provide the loads and velocltles required. If loads, ve-

loctttes, or yaw angles must be varied, these can be typed into the computer in a matter of minutes
and the command system ts ready before the tire can cool down for a subsequent test. All landing
load date are recorded on strtpcharts as well as on tape.

The WPAFB dynamometer used tn Orbiter dynamic landtng load tests has greater and more diversified
capabilities than any other similar facility in the free world. It not only can provide high radial
loads, tt.can also achieve high velocities, crosswtnd, an_aff_er effects. Specific dynamic capabili-
ties include radial lgad: 0 to 150 000 pounds tp 0.1 second; velocity: 0 to 300 knots; accelera-
tion: 0 to 24 ft/sec_; yaw angles: iZ0o; and _amber angles: _20 °.

The use of the WPAFB test facfltty has resulted in a better understanding of overall perfomance
capability of the main wheels and tires than other types of aircraft that have flown. Since the ef-
fects of crosswlnd on wheels and tires during landing cannot presently be adequately analyzed, a real-
Istic test is currently the safest approach.

Of the major achievements in the wheel and tire development programs, the most significant

should include (1) development of the STS-2 34 ply-rated operational "K" model tire, (2) the maln
wheel bearing high pre1oad concept, and (3) the use of the WPAFB test facility to test for crosswind
effects.
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DETAILED LISTING OF CERTIFICATION TESTS

B. F. Goodrich wheel certification tests Table I

JSC/Rockwell dynamic wheel/tire tests Table 2

Typical load/time proflle Figure 2
B. F. Goodrich tire certification tests Table 3

JSC/Rockwell off-limits tests Table 4

High velocity
Heavy weight
Low pressure
High crosswind

Engineering tests Table 5
Thermal vacuum

Cornering force
Flat tire (nose tire only) ..
Tire leakage

Integrated systems tests Table 6
Bendix main gear dynamic stability
Bendix nose gear dynamic stability
Bendix main gear braking
Langley Research Center (LaRC) nose gear stability tests

TABLE 1.- B. F. GOODRICH RAIN WHEEL CERTIFICATION TESTS

Test Wheel identification and test sequence Test location

A B C O E F G H

i : "J

?_, !

Acceptance 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1- BFG
Combined static loads

Inboard yield cond. I 2 BFG
Outboard yield cond. I 3 BFG
Inboard ultimate cond. I 4 BFG
Inboard yield cond. II 2 BFG
Outboard yield cond. II 3 BFG
Outboard ulttmate cond. II 4 BFG

.Burst pressure 2 BFG
Static pressure 2 BFG
Diffusion 3 BFG
Dynamic pressure 4 BFG
1GoD-mile roll test 5 WPAFB

Dynamic load proftles 5 WPAFB
STS-1 load profiles (INBD) 2 WPAFB
STS-1 load proftles (OUTBO) 3 WPAFB
Thermal reltef plug . 4 BFG
STS-2, STS-3, and STS-4 load profiles 2 WPAFB
Environmental tests - 2 BFG
Structural torque 3 BFG
Dynamic brake test ' 2 BFG

•,-:,iL.:}2_

TABLE 2.- _SC/ROCKWELL DYNAMIC WHEEL/TIRE TESTS
(APPLIED AFTER WHEEL COMPLETES 1ODD-MILE CERTIFICATION TESTS)

Landtng weight, Touchdown velocity, Crosswtnd velocity, Landing technique No. of tests
lb knots knots

207 000 Z12 0 Delay pttchover 2
207 000 212 10 Quick pttchover 3
240 000 225 20 Quick pitchover 1

5 : _'i
._,,<
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FIGURE 2.- TYPICAL LOAD/TIME PROFILE: 240 O00-POUND VEHICLE WEIGHT, DELAYED PITCHOVER, 20-KNOT
CROSSWIND.

TABLE 3.- B. F. GOODRICH MAIN TIRE CERTIFICATIONTESTS

Test Tire identification Test locatton
and test sequence

A B C D

Acceptance 1 1 :1 1 BFG
Deflection 2 BFG
Burst > 2 _G

Dynamic load profiles a
Delayed nose pitchover 2 WPAFB
Quick nose pitchover 2 WPAFB

aDynamtc load profile tests include 6 landings and 6 taxi tests
per tire of which: I landing is a tire chllled to -350 F, i landing
is a tire preheated to +135o F, 5 landings represent a 207 O00-pound
landing weight, 1 landing represents a 240 O00-pound landing weight
and crosswinds, and range from O to 20 knots.

• i ..J -.

r : . . _.
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TABLE 4.- JSC/ROCKWELLOFF-LIMITS TESTS

Landtng Touchdown Crosswtnd
we|ght, ]b velocity, knots velocity, knots

Pressure, No. of Ttre
psl tests ID

t • . ,

!" -. _[e

.'.

High velocity 212 000 24S
212 000 25S
240 000 25S

Heavy _tght 24S 0(30 240
251 000 240

Low pressure 240 000 225
212 000 215

Tire ltfe 212 000 215
212 000 ZlS
24O 000 225
212 000 215
240 000 225

Htgh crosswtndsa

0 to 10 315 5 A

0 315 _ 2 B
0 to 10 315 .2 B

15 to 0 315 4 C
15 to 0 315 4 O

10 256 1 E
10 256 2 E

0 to 10 315 24 F
10 315 9 G
20 315 3 G
10 315 6 H
20 315 1-1/2 H

_ __,':

t_'- ,

- .L

. • -_..!;_

./_., ,._:-

_ _-.

i : :2::"i
T"E.'- : " ,' J

aTo be conducted.

TABLE S.- ENGINEERINGTESTS

Thermal vacuum

1. 7 da_ tn vacu_ at 1 x 10-5 and at +lS ° F.

2. Subsequently subjected to 4 d_tc l_dtng load proftles _presentattve of a 207 O00-1b
lendtng weight, tn O- to 20-knot crosswtnds end using qutck nose pitchover technique.

Cornerlng force

• Yaw angles: _4o

e Velocity: 100 to 200 knots

e Radtal load: 80 000 to 100 000 lb

• TI_ pressure: 315 pst
#

Flat tire during to|lout tests - nose tire only

Abrupt load Increased at 12, 20, and 30 seconds Into roll

Tire pressure leakage studies

• Temperature: emblent to -6SO F

e Time: 7 to 197 days
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TABLE6.- INTEGRATEDSYSTEI(STESTS

Bendix matn gear dynamic stability tests

275 dynamometer runs including mass impact on ttre
Velocity range: 4 to 217 knots
"Nose up" and "nose down" tests: .40 to +19o
Tire pressures: 205 to Z80 pst
Tire unbalance: 100 to 300 tn-oz.
Strut vertical loads: 23 000 to 120 000 lb
Strut compression: 2 to 14 in.

Bendix nose gear dynamic stability tests

272 dynamometer runs Including mass impact on tire
Velocity range: 29 to 204 knots
Ttre pressures: 237 to 325 pst
"Nose up" and "nose down" tests: .40 to +40
Strut vertical load: 9000 to 60 000 lb
Strut compression: 3 to 20 in. ,,
Nose wheel steering: on and off
Tire unbalance: 25 to 75 in-oz.

Bendix main gear braklng/antlskldstability tests

18 braking tests include )he following rangi)s
Energy: 3.2 to 34.7 x 10o ft-lb (36.5 x 100 ft-lb ts reuse limit)
Velocity: 50 to 147 knots
Tires: one and two wet, one flat, all dry
Brake pressure: 0 to 1500 psi (maximum)
Anttskid: on and off
Strut vertical load: 40 000 to 114 000 lb

Langley Research Center nose gear dynamic stability tests on flat track test facility

6S runs includingmass impacton tire
Velocity: 40 to 104 knots
Vertical load: IS 000 and 30 000 Ib
Tire pressure: O, 150, and 300 psi
Sink speed: 0.5 to 3 ft/sec
Runway conditions: dry, damp, wet, and sand covered
Nose wheel steering: on and off

SUMMARY
7. ¸

The Orbiter wheel and tire designs have beenlsuccessfully subjected to an extensive and rigorous
certificationprogram to demonstrateall flight capabilityrequlrments. The approach of usi_a k_-
ernment test agency (WPAFB) in conjunctionwith the manufacturer'stest capability has prov_b be
cost and schedule effective. The unique dynamic landing loads testing imposed on Orbiter hardwaPe
has resulted in interest by other 9overn_nt agencies of the potential for applicationof similar
testing on conventionalaircraft.

The certification program appears to have demonstratedthe full range of the hardvare capmbillt_
and has provided confidencethat it is safe for flight under the conditionsexpected.
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THE SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM
FRO_4CHALLENGE TO ACHIEVEMENT

SPACE EXPLORATION
ROLLING ON TIRES

G. L. Felder
Aircraft Tire R&D

BFGoodrtch Co.
Akron, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The Space Shuttle Transportation System is the first space program to employ the pneumatic tire

as a part of space exploration. For tires (Aircraft type), this program establishes new expectations
as to what constitutes acceptable performance within a set of tough environmental and operational
conditions. Tire design, stresses the usual low weight, high load, high speed, and excellent air re-
tention features but at extremes well outside tndustry standards. Tires wtll continue to be an inte-
gral part of the Shuttle's landing phase in the immediate future since they afford a unique combina-
tion of directional control, braking traction, flotation and shock absorption not available by other
systems.

" INTRODUCTION

Unlike any preceding U.S. space venture, the decision to develop a reusable space exploration
system; namely, the Shuttle system, carried with it needs and functions never before required by
space travel. The particular need I'm referring to, is vehicle recovery by land rather than by sea;
the particular function, and the--e-_ocusof this talk, the use of landing gear tires. Recovery by land
spelled out a set of requirements that could not be met more efficiently, within state-of-the-art
technology, than by the use of a pneumatic tire system. These requiree_nts include, in particular,
braking traction, shock absorption, damping, directional control, and flotation characteristics.

The discussion to follow will include the tire design background, a description of key perform-
ance requirements which form the challenge, and the tire design which satisfied these punishing
conditions. Both the nose landing gear tires and the main landing gear tires were developed and
supplied by BFGoodrich. My comments will primarily focus on the maln landing gear tlre since It
presenled the greatest challenge and resulted in an unusual design.

TIRE DESIGN BACKGROUND

First some background information on the tire design's evolution.

Even before the Shuttle's first Orbital flight, BFGoodrich had developed three (3) successive
generations of main landing gear tires, each In response to changing performance requirements and an
ever growing vehicle weight. This total effort encompassed an eight (8) year timee span starting in
1972. One basic objective of the tire development program was to avoid new exotic materials for

which no track record existed. On this basis,_nose and main gear tires were Innovatively constructed
from industry materials.

The first generation main landing gear ttre, known as the baseline tire, was used exclusively
on the Enterprise, the first Shuttle produced. At that timee the vehicle's estimated maximum gross
weight was at 88,906 Kgs. (196,000 lbs.); as tt turns out, that would be the ltghtest weight vehicle
compared to later models. The dynamic test requirement for qualification of the tire was based on
only straight ahead landing rolls at the 88,906 Kg. (Ig6,00C Ibs.) vehicle weight. Within the spa-
tial limits of the Orbiter wheel well and tire design optimizatlon, a blas tire with a 28 PR designa-
tion was selected in a 1.13 M (44.5 in.) diameter, .41M (16.0 in.) section width, fitted to a wheel
with a .53 M (21.0 tn.) diameter and a 150 bead seat taper.

During the preorbltal approach and landing tests, Rockwell Engineers had instrumented the land-
ing gear to measure forces upon landing. From these readings, a new set of test requirements
evolved, and subsequently, a new tire meeting them. The new test parameters reflected a more accu-
rate set of vehicle reaction loads, coupled wtth a higher vehicle weight, now 108,864 Kgs. (240,000
lbs.) maximum. The new dynamic test requirements included an oscillating yaw condition to stmulate
the effect of crosswtnd. To match these conditions, the 2nd generation tire was designed and stepped
up to a 34 ply rating, while remaining the same size. (Ply rating, by the way, Is an index of rela-
tive tire strength.)
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There were difficulties in meeting the requirements for the heavier vehicle and the design work
for the 2nd generation tire was pushed to the first flight, tire delivery cutoff date. At that
point, the 2nd generation tire was reliably capable of test loads equal to the maximum weight of the
first flight vehicle; namely, 93,895 Kgs. (207,000 lbs.). This design, the 2nd generation tire, was
certified as a first flight tire only and performed superbly during the April, 1981, flight of the
Colmmbia.

Before the Columbia had been launched, a 3rd generation tire was well on its way to final certi-
fication. This tire, as proven in development tests, would pass the test requirements tor a 188,864
Kg. (240,000 Ibs.) vehicle as well as the severe crosswind yaw condition. This tire is also 34 ply
rated but of a slightly different internal design. It is this main landing gear tlre that will be

the focus of ely comments; It is this tire that is currently in use on the Challenger and Columbia.

The nose landing gear tire com_Ismentlng the main tire carries a smaller portion of the vehicle
load and as such is smaller in size: .80M (31.5 in.) diameter, .24M (9.30 in.) section width, on a
rim .41H (16.0 in.) diameter. This tire Is designated 32x8.8/20 PR. Suspended on a castered gear,
many of the changing side load and vertical load conditions experienced by the main landing gear,
while the Shuttle's weight was growing, did not affect the nose gear, therefore only one generation
of nose gear tire was developed.

THE CHALLENGE - KEY TIRE PERFORMANCE NEEDS

The Shuttle's landing configuration required a unique combination of shock absorption, damping,
and flotation capability under a variety of environmental and load conditions; something only the
pneumatic tire could provide. These performance requirements breakdown into a set of test require-
ments familiar to the aviation world,

TEMPERATURE& AIR RETENTION

First let's examine the temperature and air retention requirements. The Shuttle tire must be
capable of withstanding soak temperatures in space that cycle as low as -51oc (-60OF) and as high as
+g3°c (+200°F). These extremes are controlled by exposure of the Shuttle's surfaces In and out of
the Sun.

In the landing phase, the tire is required to perform dynamically to soak temperatures ranging
from -37oc (-35OF) to +55oc (+131°F). Initial flight data has shown the lower half of this temperature
range to be more significant.

Throughout these soaks, air retention must be kept at a maximum. After temperature, time is the
toughest parameter in retaining pressure. As it turns out, from the time the Shuttle is mated to the

main fuel tank in preparation for launch to the point of touchdown, the tire inflation pressure can-
not be serviced, only monitored. This time span can vary from a few weeks to several months.

./

WEIGHT
r

As wtth any project of thts type, the lowest possible tire weight ts foremost, tempered by the
design's abtltty to do the Job. Each MLG tire for the Shuttle weighs in at approximately (89 Kgs.)
196 lbs. Some control over this weight was predetermined when the tire size selection was made. It
would take a 1.32 meter (52.0 in.) diameter tire, such as is found on a Lockheed Trtstar L-1011, of the
same PR in a commercial aircraft tire size to carry approximately the same load as the Shuttle's 1.13
meter (44.5 in.) diameter tire. The consequence of selecting such an undersized tire for weight and
size is overloading.

LOAD

In tests, the actual tire dynamic loading for a single tire reaches more than twice its rated
load, or about 58,968 Kgs. (130,000 lbs.), to give a peak operating deflection of 66%, as compared to
a conventional commerical aircraft tire at a maximum operating deflection of 35%. This loading com-
parison is made outside the instantaneous spike loading any aircraft tire could experience upon land-
ing.
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SPEED- YAW

Landing touchdown speeds range from 394 K_/h to 422 lOm/h(245 to 262 MPH). A B-727, or Lockheed
Trlstar by comparison,would land at speed from 225 lO,/hto 257 lO_/h(140 - 160 HPH); about 161K_/h
(I00 MPH) slower than the Shuttle.

The yaw test parameter attempts to simulate the Shuttle's crabbed final approach condition under
crosswlnds,a condition not fully corrected at touchdoWn.ll_leShuttle tire must be capable of
withstandingthe lateralforces generated at 3.0 -5.4° yaw under high loads and high speeds. This
test requlr_nt, single-handedly,has doubled the difficulty of meeting the Shuttle's pe_formence
requirements.

In order to ensure that a tire will operate to a given performance level under a variety of tem-
perature, load, speed, and yaw conditions,two separate conditions are tested on an indoor roadwheel
dynar_ter. The two landing test conditions are based on two possible landingconfigurations;the
first designated "Qulck Pltchover', the second designated "DelayedPltchover'. The term "Pltchover"
refers to the lowering of the Shuttle's nose after touchdown.

In the delayed case, the nose is held up for a period of time (approximatelyI0 seconds) and
then lowered. In the quick case, the nose is lowered in_nedlatelyafter touchdown. Each landing pro-
file produces a different reaction loading at the mal_ gear.

To create for you an appreciationof some of the dynamic test conditions {deflection,yawing, im-
pact velocity),I have a brief film clip of a Shuttlemain landing gear tire, testing under the condi-
tions of a delayed pltchover landing. This @llm was taken at Wright-PattersonAFB, cumple_nts of
NASA. There are four test cycles in this clip each identifiedby maximum gross vehicle weight, cross-
wind velocity, and touchdown velocity. All four tests are conducted on the same tire.

THE TIRE DESIGN

To meet all of these requlrm_nts, the tire design had to be geared for high reliability under
long term static conditions and short term punishing dynamic conditions. The key features of the de-
sign can be described in five categories.

MOLDSHAPE

The Shuttle main landing gear ttre ts molded to a shape which is described in the industry as
smtcanttlevered. The term simply defines the shape of the mid and lower sidewall by specifying the
relationship of the wheel flange spacing to the average inflated section width. For a semi-
cantilevered tire, this ratio is in a range from 60¢ to 70¢. This mold shape has been found to be fa-
vorable to high deflection capability since the tire can be molded closer to the inflated/deflected
shape.

LINER

The Shuttle MLG tire has a heavy tnnerltner to maximize air retention. The key design variables
to achieving a mtntmualpressure decay rate over an extended period of time are material gauge and com-
pound• Balancing weight against air retention _apactty, and compoundagainst operating temperature,
a 100 ga. liner compoundwas adopted for the Shuttle main with an effective air retention rate 1.6
times better than conventional military aircraft tire materials.

Still state-of-the-art technology could not provide a virtually non-diffusing liner material.
To compensate for this, a leak rate history is established for the tlre/wheel assembly. Over-
inflation is then based on the total anticipated pad checkout and flight time, and the assembly leak
rate. The average long term static decay rate for main landing gear assemblies has been 1.38
Ktlopascals/day (.20 PSI/day) on a base of 2172 Ktlopascals (315 PSIG), for less than one-tenth of
one percent per day. In a system that has no retnflate or service capability, the normal daily loss
of 2-_ in the aviation industry would be totally unacceptable.

TREAD

At I.S4mm (.I0 in.) skid depth, only a very thin skln of tread compound covers the outer carcass
ply. High load and speed requlre_nts limit the tire to a maxl,,J of 6 landings. Thls results in a
shallow skid design and a design that lacks groove definition across the tread (grooveto rib ratio
of 1:2.5). A very cool running compound Is used in the tread, still, the phenomenon of surface blls-
terlng and reversion occur while testing on the dynan_aeterunder extreme load and speed as demon-
strated in the film.
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CARCASS

The weight savings realized from the shallow tread allowed added strength to be designed back
into the carcass design. The carcass design features a contoured cross section, very beefy in the

lower sidewall and relatively thin in the upper sidewall. The exaggerated contouring controls the
high flex point during radial loading but more importantly during lateral loading. The internal con-
tent of the tire was driven by the performance need (mindful of weight) and the ultimate manufactur-

ing boundaries. A standard nylon carcass was selected but with a larger, stronger cord (I_.__stronger
than conventionally used) to minimize the total number of plies. The insulating compound surrounding
the cord, is non-uniformly distributed ba_d on the needs of the critical stress points in the shoul-
der and lower sidewall. By minimizing insulation, the primary bias tire heat generator is reduced.
But a tradeoff occurs, in that less rubber insulating material is available to distribute shear
forces. The net result is a specialized bias tire matrix that performs in a satisfactory temperature
range with good short term durability.

BEAD

The Shuttle tire bead base is of a more conventional design, however, it Is large, to complement
the contouring of the lower sidewall.

If you study the tire's total content in terms o_ three basic components--beadwire, fabric, and
compound--and compare these to a convention_l heavy duty commerical airline tire, the Shuttle tire

contains 11__%less insulating material but 6% more fabric.

CONCLUSION

The Shuttle tire program has been a story of innovative design within the boundaries of known
materials. It has been an extensive and successful effort to balance material capability with per-

formance requirements which fall well outside industry standards.

This tire design technology has been reapplied to other aircraft products but only to a very llm-
ited extent. More realistically, this technology has led to further investigation of materials and
structures in an effort to minimize the less desirable tradeoffs of short operating intervals and

short operating life; two tire characteristics not marketable In the aviation industry. Even with
its llfe limitations, the pneumatic tire still provides that unique combination of directional con-

trol, shock absorption, flotation, and traction unlike any other system.
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SPACE SHUTTLE ELEVON SEAL PANEL MECHANISM

John G. Ripley

Rockwell International

Downey, California

ABSTRACT

The orbiter elevon seal panel mechanism controls the position of fairing panels between the

orbiter wing and elevon. Early mechanism designs use_ linkages which approximately matched the panel

motion to elevon position, depending on panel deflectiOnS to maintain sealing. These linkages were

refined during orbiter development to match panel motion to elevon motion more exactly, thus reducing

panel deflections, loads, and weight. Change_ to the adjacent cove seal resulted in the use of

curved tension-compression links. Mechanism temperatures up to 750F (locally) posed difficulties in

bearing lubrication. Despite the adverse effect of the many fabrication tolerances, the system has

successfully prevented the entry of 1200F hot Eases into the wing/elevon joint.

INTRODUCTION

Development of a space vehicle capable of both aerodynamic flight and entry into the atmosphere

posed a number of challenges in sealing the moving control surfaces to prevent the entry of hot gases.

The orbiter elevons, consisting of an inboard and an outboard elevon on each winE, posed a unique

problem at the upper wing surface. The elevon hinge line was established near the lower wing surface,

so elev0n motion resulted in large changes in the position of the upper elevon forward edge. The

structure and systems installations prevented use of a stationary seal riding on a large skin radius.

The gap between the elevons and wing required sealing sufficient to prevent interior heating by

the hot entry gases, which reach up to 1200F in that area. These high temperatures would damage the
aluminum structure (restricted to 350F maximum), and the hydraulic systems operating the surfaces could

not be allowed to exceed 275F. In addition to thermal sealing, the upper wing/elevon junction

required a falrin8 to provide aerodynamic smoothness in an area subject to high vibration, pressure

differentials, and buffet/flutter loads.

INITIAL A_PROACH

The approach to this challenge was initially developed by Grumman, the major subcontractor for the

orbiter wings. A system of overlapping panels made of high-temperature alloys bridged the gap between

the wing and the elevon. Each panel had rollers on its trailing edge, and the panels were preloaded
to maintain roller contact. Seals between the rollers and at the panel hinges prevented hot gas

ingestion.
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The use of mechanisms came about in order to maintain contact of the rollers on the elevon

surface. Predicted burst/crush loads, dynamic requirements, and magnitude of movement precluded
spring loading the panels down. Therefore, at each panel, 2 four-bar linkages were used to cause

the motion of the panel to approximately follow that of the elevon.

This initial design resulted in a set of interface points that became fixed for the remainder

of the program. As shown in Figure 1, there were 15 panels per wing. A linkage (Figure 2) connected

the elevon to a bellcrank (mou.Lted on the rear wing spar) at 17 locations. The bellcrank, in turn,

.r

_ %7

!:_-_ _._

ii.:'__; :.

connected with either one or two panels, depending on the location, for a total of 29 connections to (".i7

panels from the 17 bellcranks per wing. In general, the pivot axis of each bellcrank was skewed " _'_"_ :.7,_/ ,
relative to the elevon and seal panel hinge lines in an attempt to compromise between the latter two,

which were not parallel. Since the panel motion did not precisely follow the elevon motion, the

clevis attaching the upper link to the panel was adjustable, and a high preload was put into each

linkage by bowing the panel. This allowed the rollers to remain in contact without perfectly matched

panel-to-elevon motion.

PROBLEMS WITH INITIAL DESIGN

The initial design was used on or-101 (The Enterprise) for the Approach and Landing Tests (ALT).
The seals and materials were not fully developed for high-temperature use at that time. The ALT

program revealed that the high panel preload caused hlgh wear on the interfaces. The rollers would

sometimes fall to roll, giving hlgh friction and a jolt at each new motion. The holes in the roller

clevises elongated under the high loads, changing the adjustment and spoiling the pivot surfaces.

As n temporary measure to allow completion of the ALT program, the preload on the linkage was

reduced. The bushings in the rollers were replaced by needle-type bearings to reduce friction.

These measures provided acceptable performance in the low temperature ALT program, but the resulting

gaps at the panel trailing edge were not acceptable for operational use. In addition, no anti-

friction bearings were available that could meet the environmental requirements of the trailing edge
rollers. At this point in the development, the mechanism (linkage) weight was approximately 221

pounds per vehicle.

CHANGES FOR ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST

Following the ALT program, Rockwell International undertook the further development of the

subsystem to meet full orhital mission requirements. Primary goals were weight reduction,

simplification, and a trailing edge configuration compatible with the high entry temperatures. The

approach was to refine the kinematics so that an approximately constant gap would be maintained

between the panel trailing edge and the elevo_ surface throughout the travel, This was envisioned

as eliminating the rollers and reducing loads (a high preload would no longer be required to maintain

panel trailing edge contact). A new metal seal configuration was developed by the thermal protection

system desiEmers to have greater initial deflection and thus tolerate greater variations in trailing

edge gap, The lower loads, combined with use of lightweight swaged-end aluminum rod assemblies, gave

an anticipated weight savings of 114 pounds per vehicle (52%).

TECHNIQUES USED

The chal_enge now faced by the desigDers was the sheer magnitude of the work required.

Seventeen (17) lower stages and 29 upper stages had to be kinematically optimized to maintain the

trailing edge gap within I ,060 inch over the elevon travel° Since pivot axes, panel sizes, and

wing contours were unique at each location, separate kinematic studies were required at each, At

that time (1976), no Computer Aid Design (interactive graphics) facilities were available at

Rockwell.
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The kinematic optimization became a joint effort of the Mechanical Design Group, with

Mr. I. AwCamonow as lead designer, and the Numerical Design Group, represented by R. Chu, Supervisor,

A. Shapiro, and B. Rivera. The Numerical Design group's primary responsibility was the mathematical

modeling of vehicle lines and _he programming of large computer controlled plotters to generate lines

drawings. Using this background, the analyses developed a geometry analysis program for the main

frame digital computer. The program allowed the entry of data on the basic pivot points and lines a_

each location. The radii and angles of the bellcrank were the only parameters which could be varied

without changing the interface points built into the structure. With the chosen values entered, the

user could input the elevon angle, and the program would calculate the positions of all the joints

and _he size of the trailing edge gap.

This program was used ac each locaclou to develop the linkage geometry. The designers proceeded

much as obey would have "on the board," using the original ALT linkage as a stare and converging on a

saclsfactory solution by observing the sensitivity of the gap to each variable at the elevon up,

neutral, and down positions. By this process of "enlightened trial and error," the geometry of all

the linkages was established in about one year.

DETAIL DESIGN

As a geometry was established at each location, spot layouts were made Co assure adequate

clearances. However, _he resources were noC available to allow a detailed check layout of each

location. Design of link and bellcrank details followed the establishing of Ehe geometry.

Convential aerospace llgbC weight design practices were followed. The _ost significant obstacle co

detail design was the high temperature anticipated at the rod end attaching to the seal panel. A

rod end using carbon-graphite-MoS2 hearing inserts was specified in order to withstand the

approximately 800F temperature predicted. Bearings of the same material, but in a different

configuration, were used in other orbiter systems - e.g., the Payload Bay Door Hinges.

The final loads iteration for the subsystem was completed in 1977, when detail design was well

underway. Analysis revealed chat the light links had insufficient stiffness based on flutter/buffet

criteria. As s result, _osc tube/link details were redesigned. The larger diameter and wall thickness

resulted in a weight increase, hut the subsystem weight remained close to the target weight of 107

pounds.

LATER CHANGES

The elevon cove seal on the lower wing/elevon surface was redesigned in 1977. The diameter of
the seal increased to _he point that the lower links would interfere with the seal as shown in

Figure 3. This problem was discovered in spot layouts _rlor to completion of detail release. Changes
in the critical seal were not feasible, so the lover links were redesigned to clear the seal. The

resulting curved links added 21 pounds per ve_icle to the subsystem.

The body of the curved links was hollow aluminum, the curved and straight portions being one

continuous part (Figure 4). The initial fabrication sequence consisted of forming an oversized

machined tube to the curvature, chemically milling and machining final dimensions, and heac treatment.
Difficulties were encountered due _o the higher race of chemical material removal in the screeched

(formed) areas as well as dimensional changes induced by heat treatment. Manufacturing technique

development eventually produced trouble free fabrication. The sequence evolved into the following:
machining the straight Cube Co final dimensions; forming the tube to a smaller radius of curvature

than the final requirement; and heat treatment, during which the cube straightened out co final

dimensions. The amount of overbending required to achieve the correct curvature after heat treatment

was determined by experiment.
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At some locations, an additional clearance problem precluded the use of the large diameter

curved tubes. In these areas, the curved portion of the tube entered a channel fitting with the

elevon up (Figure 5). An alternate design was developed as shown in Figure 6. The narrower section

and anti-rotatlon lugs provided the additional clearance required. However, the greater weight

of these links resulted in the total subsystem weight increasing to 196 pounds per vehicle.

These heavier Inconel 718 links were used at seven of the nine inboard lower stages.

i

BEARING MATERIAL CHANGE

As described above, the high temperature end of the upper links used a carbon-graphite-MoS2

bearing insert material. This material will withstand temperatures up to 2500F. However, the

manufacturer of the bearings found that the spherical ball rod end with carbon-graphite bore

presented unanticipated fabrication problems. Cracking of the insert material during fabrication

resulted in an extremely high rejection rate. Virtually no bearings were delivered 1-1/2 years afteT

the first order.

In mid-1978, the decision was made to give up on t_e carbon-graphite inserts. A rod end using
a ceramic MoS2 dry film lubricant was specified instead. The new lubricant was restricted to a

maximum of 750F for short duration only, which corresponded to the expected environment with no

margin. The dry film lubricant was therefore being pushed to perform at its maximum capability.

However, experience had been gained by this time with this dry film lubricant in other orbiter

mechanisms, resulting in confidence that the life would be adequate.

INITIAL INSTALLATION PROBLEMS

The installation and adjustment of the first operati'onal system occurred on OV-102 (Columbia).

Owing to the simplicity of the hardware and its similarity to other orbiter mechanisms, a full

qualification program was not performedo Consequently, a number of problems were encountered on

the first article. The primary problem was an inability to hold the trailing edge gap tolerances

originally targeted. The buildup of fabrication tolerances was enough to force the gap tolerance

to increase from ÷ 0°060 (original) to I 0.130 (neutral position), + 0.160 (elevon down), and

+ .215 (elevon upS. The tolerances involved included those on the _levonmoldline (contour), panel

_etails, bellcranks, wing spar fittings, elevon hingeline, and elevon clevis fittings. Adjustments

of the link lengths (upper and lower) from nominal were made based on calculated sensitivity until

the beet results were achieved. Fortunately, the seal design had enough margin to absorb the

increased gap variations°

Other first article problems included low clearances to hydraulic lines and fasteners, and rubbing

of rod end locking devices against adjacent rod bodies. Tbe problems were considered minor for the

first installation of a system without complete check layouts or mockups. R. Holt of

Rockwell International was the responsible engineer during the subsystem installation phase.

Installation of 0V-099 (Challenger) encountered very few problems. However, many trailing edge

gaps were at the low side of the tolerance band, and excessive seal wear was noted on many seals

following elevon tests. The damage was found to be caused by rubbing of an area of the seal not

intended to contact. A change in the seal mounting geometry solved this problem and avoided any

change to the mechanism or the seal itself.

SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Figure 7 illustrates a typical linkage of the final configuration° The mechanism performance

has been satisfactory on all orbital flights. No functional or leakage problems have been

encountered. The final design, as developed from the ALT version, meets the original challenge

in the intended way - simply and directly.
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SPACE SHUTTLE WHEELS AND BRAKES

Renton B. Carsley

Rockwell International Corporetion

Downey, California

ABSTRACT

The Space Shuttle Orbiter wheels have been subjected to a combination of tests which are

different than any previously conducted in the aerospace industry. The major testing difference is

the computer generated dyna_n.], c landing profiles used during the certification process which

subjected the wheels and tires to simulated landing loading conditions.

The orbiter brakes use • unique combination of carbon composite linings and beryllium beat sink

to minimize weight. The development of a new lining retention method was necessary in order to with-

stand the high temperature generated during the braking roll. As with many programs, the vol_e into
which this hardware had to fit was established early in the program, with no provisions made for

growth to offset the continuously increasing predicted orbiter lending weight.

Both wheels and brakes were designed, manufactured, and certified for Orbiter operational use

by B. P. Goodrich Company, Troy, Ohio.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle, as with all space vehicles, requires a minimumwelght configuration in order
to maximize the payload weight to orbit lift capability. Using this philosophy, and drawing from the

years of experience and techniques utilized in commercla} and military aircraft applications, the

wheel/tire/brake/shock strut configuration was_ized on a predicted Space Shuttle Orbiter landius
weight established very early in the program.

The main wheel baseline design has many of the same features as a commercial aircraft wheel.

An interface with the axle, brake and tire, an over-inflatlon plug, thermal fuse release plug,

inflation valve, bearing housings, grease seals, and pressure seals.

A "live axle" configuration was chosen for the nose gear which differs in design for moat

current aircraft hut has been used in experimental and operational aircraft. With the live axle

desisn, the wheels are splined to the axle and rotate as a unit on bearings mounted in the shock
strut. The resulting _orotating wheels reduces the tendency for wheel shimmy end, therefore,

increases the stability of the assembly.

Preliminary studies by B. F. Goodrich were conducted to evaluate various combinations of materials
for both the brake heat sink and friction surfaces in order to minimize the brake weight for both

reusable and non-reusable applications. The combinations studied included full _arbon composite

heat sinks, conventional beryllium heat sinks with mechanically attached aintered metallic friction

materials and the combination of carbon composite linings and beryllium heat sink. The carbon

composite lining/beryllium heat sink was finally selected for its relatively low peak temperatures

(compared to steel and carbon composites) which allowed the minimum weight reusable heat sink. The
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carbon composite hea_ sink was the lowest weight for a non-reusable application, requiring new wheels

and Cites _o be installed after every s_op.' In comparing the levels of brake energies required for s

normal landing when the brakes would be usable and a maximum brake energy s_op where _he brakes and

wheels were expendable, the composite llning/beryllium heat sink was the mos_ efflclen_ for _he very

critical Space Shuttle welgh_ requirements.

_I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ORBITER MAIN WHEEL

The Orbiter main wheel (See Figure l) is similar _o conventional aircraft wheels in most respects.

1_ is made in _wo halves machined from 70Ag-T73 forgin_s and joined together by eighteen _ie bolts

and nu_s of MI_35 mul_i-phase 240 Ksi ma_erlal.

The inboard wheel half has a 4360 steel sleeve pressed into the hub and supports the inboard

bearing and grease seal. The wheel half, also contains the por_s for the _hree thermal fuse plugs,

over-inflation plug and inflation valve. Elevon brake drive lugs which interface with the brake
rotors are also part of the inboard half and are protected from vear by 4130 steel hard chrome

plated drive channels.

The outboard half contains _he outboard hearing, grease seal and has mounting provisions for the
hub cap.

The bearings are a standard Timken bearing size wlch special modifications and processing co help
withstand the Orbiter landing speeds and loads.

Tire pressure sealing is accomplished by the compression of an 0-rin_ in a seal cavity between

the wheel halves. The 0-ring material and seal geometry was es_abllshed as the resul_ of a separate

NASA/B. FJ Goodrich study contract. Extremely low leakage rate of _he wheel/_ire assembly was
necessarybecause of the long "storage" time from gear retraction at vehicle meting _o gear

extension at landing. Access _o the wheel wells for tire pressure check and reinfla_ion during this
time period was no_ possible.

II_. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ORBITER NOSE WI_EEL

The nose wheel (See Figure 2) differs from mos_ conventional nose wheels in that it is mounted

on a "llve" axle with corotating wheels. That is, the axle rotates with the wheels using bearings
mounted in the nose sear strut, thereby, elimlna_inE _he bearings from the wheel and replacln_ _hem
wi_h s spline/hushing configuration.

The nose wheel configuration is similar to _he main wheel excep_ for the lack of brake system

in_erface. _t is made in two halves of the sam_maCerial, bolted _ogether by attachments of _he

same material and has thermal fuse plugs, over-inflation plug and an inflation valve.

Thermal fuse plugs are used as blowout protection asains_ nose wheel well overheat from plasma

flow rather than brake heac as in the case of the mein wheel. Pressure sealln8 is accomplished in
the same manner as the malnwheel.
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IV. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ORBITER MAIN WHEEL BRAKE

The Orbiter brake (See Figure 3) is a four rotor, _altiple disk brake using beryllium as the

heat sink. The friction surfaces are carbon composite linings mechanlcally attached to the

berylliu_ heat sink surfaces. The brake assembly consists of a pressure plate, back plate, rotors,

stators, support torque tube and a hydraulic actuation piston housing. The piston housing has two

separate hydraulic circuits for redundant actuation. The brake asse_ly is bolted to the landing gear

shock strut with a bracket register to the axle for support of the outboard end of the brake assembly.

V. WHEEL DESIGN CHAI.LEE_'_ TO OPERATIONAL CERTIFICATION

Modification to the wheel/tire testing philosophy, that is, the addition of the dynamic lending
load profiles had little effect upon the original nose wheal design. The nose wheel loading is not

impacted by cross_inds end only slight changes occur a_ the result of total vehicle weight change.

This is because the nose sear is s semi-free castor design and can react a li_ted side load and

the nose gear carries such a small percentage of the total vehicle static weight. In addition, the
pitch over rate and resulting nose gear impact load c_r "slap down" has not changed. Therefore, the

remaining portion of the text will address the challenges which had to be solved to certify the
main wheel and brake.

As with many programs, requlrements change over a period of t_e, and the Orbiter was certainly

not different. Not only did the vehicle landing weight increase dramatically from the initial levels,
but the methods of d_ic landing load profile sfmalation testing currently in use had never been

performed on an aircraft wheel/tire assembly in the past. This advancement of the state-of-the-art

caused several failures during the certification process.

The original or baseline wheel assembly design (See Figure 4) is s;_ilar to conventional

aircraft wheels used throughout the aerospace industry. The baseline wheel was used during f_ve

Approach and Landing Tests (ALT) where the Orbiter was released at altitude frca the 747 carrier
aircraft to prove the flying and landing ability of the Orbiter. Bowever, the Orbiter vehicle

weight increased from epprox_ately 150,O001 for ALT to 227,000 pounds for an operational abort

condition. The weight was subsequently increased again to the present 240,000 pound level. _;hat

are now called dyn_c landing load profile tests were added to the baseline conventional MIL

specification requlrements at this tlme in the program. _ecause of the drmtic increase in loading
conditions due to these changes, failures in the wheel hearings began to occur.

The dynamic load profiles (See Figure 5) are generated by computer progr_ng that "lands"

the Orbiter under given conditions of weight, velocity, nero surface configuration, e.g. location,

tire sldeload resistance capability, angle of attack, etc. Using these conditions, values for

tire/wheel radial load, tire velocity, yav angle and lateral load are obtained and used as inputs to

the Wright Patterson Air Force Base (WFAFB) eutor_ted.dynasometer.

In the baseline wheel conflgurstion, the inboard be_arlng is located at approximately the tire

centerline and is considerably larger than thei_outboard bearing. With the advent of the dynast

profiles the increased lateral load and norrespondin& increased moment " on the wheel resulted in

bearing failures.

At this point, a major redesign and development testing of the wheel was undertaken. The

final wheel configuration (See Fi&ura l) which is still, as of this writing, being tested under

straight roll, maintained the saBe interfaces between the wheel, brake and tire but the bearing

configuration was drastically changed. By adding a steel sleeve pressed into the inboard wheel
half, the distance between the bearings was increased and thereby equalized the load distribution

on the bearings.

The use of the steel sleeve was required to carry the large cantilevered inboard bearings load

and still fit within the inner diameter of the brake torque tube. Installation o_ the insert, however,

provided to be a major design problem During initial tests, it was discovered that the insert
rotated in the inner wheel half when installed with approx_ately 0.007 inch interference. The

interference was increased in steps until it reached the presently used whopping 0.022 inch
interference.
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During the testing to solve the sleeve rotation problem, a parallel program of bearing
configuration, grease and bearing axial preload test series was being conducted. The tests

showed that by "manicuring" and adding a phosphate process to a standard tapered roller bearings

and installing them with a high axial preload, dramatically increased the load capability. The

high preload is contrary to instructions in automobile maintenance manual for front wheel bearing
installation.

The preload is applied as a measure of wheel rolling resistance and requires approxinm_ely
1500 fort pounds torque on the axle nut.

The initial redesigned or "heavy duty" wheel, flown on STS-1, had a second or redundant

O-ring added st the split line to help reduce pressure loss during ma_ed and orbit operations (See

Figure 6). The 0-ring groove placement and configuration proved to be a stress riser causing a

complete circumferential crack in the outboard wheel half during the straight roll test.

The next configuration flown on STS-2, 3, 4, and 5 removed the second 0-ring groove but failed
in two areas at approximately 800 miles of straight roll. Cracks occurred in the inboard half

originating from the fuse plug hole and in the outboard half in the tie bolt hole at the wheel
split line.

In the third configuration, flown on STS-6, the fuse plug holes were repositioned to a reduced

stress area and the outboard wheel half web thickness was increased and a larger radius added in the

_ie bolt hole at _he split line. At the 500 mile poin_ of straight roll for this configuration,

non-destruction inspection revealed a crack in the steel sleeve at the outer surface of the hearing

cup housing. The failure was traced to an inclusion in the _540 steel material just below the
outer diameter surface.

For the latest sleeve configuration, flown on STS-7, as of this writing is again in the

straight roll test phase; the material specification was changed which limits the allowable size

and number of inclusions. In addition, a shot peening process was added to the highly stressed
bearing housing area.

VI. BRAKE DESIGN CHALLENGE TO OPERATIONAL USE

The main wheel brake design (See Figure 3) is an extension of the technology developed by

B. F. Goodrich on other aircraft program but with special emphasis on weight savings and

performance. The beryllium heat sink is used on the m_litary C-SA and F-14 aircraft. However,

the combination of beryllium heat sink and mechanically attached carbon composite linings is
used for the first time on the Orbiter.

As the progra_ progressed, changes were made _o the design requirements from a single stop
and replacement to a _ultiple stop and refurbishment; _ Results of development tests on various

combination of heat sink and friction llnln_ materials as well as the design requirements changes
led to the selection of berylllom as the heat sink and carbon composite for the linings.

Beryllium was chosen for its light weight an_ efficient heat absorption capability and carbon

composite was chosen because of its great wear resistant, light weight, high strength, and high
temperature capability.

The major problems encountered in the development and certification testin_ were the method

of mechanical attachment and physical configuration of the linings (See Figure 7). Several

iterations of attachment, materials, and processin_ were tried before the final configuration was
established. Included in the assembly are 1722 Rhodi_ plated steel for the "T" clips used to

react the braking torque; Colu_bi_ rivets with melybdent*_ washers to attach the lining segment;
and motel rivets to attach the "T" clips to the beryllimn disks.

Design Changes were also made in _he attachment of the back plate to the torque tube and to
the hydraulic piston seal configuration.
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Certification testing included those normally associated with conventional aircraft brakes along

with hydraulic burst and pressure cycle endurance tests. Because there was not a method to conduct
the normal rejected takeoff test on the Orbiter, a silmlated landing roll brake test was conducted

using a dynamometer. The specification requirement stated that the brake assembly shall be capable
of absorbing 36.5 million foot-pounds of energy in five separate "normal" stops and 55.5 million

foot-pounds in one return to launch site (RTLS) stop, commonly referred to as an abort landing
without failure. The certification test program verified these requirements could be _-t.

It must be pointed out at this t_e that tbe brake assembly certification document was dated _" _

August 1977. This was well over 5-1/2 years before the flight of STS-1. And because of the increased -_

landing weights, changes in wheel and axle configuration, impact of crosswinds and other factors,

certain brakes have been operated in the energy range which exceeds the reuse/refurbishment

capability during _he STS flights. For example, the brakes were designed for use on five landings
with the maxinmm Orbiter landing weight of 188,000 pounds (32K pound payload) and refurbishable,

followed by an emergency landing weight of 227,000 pounds (65K payload) with no reuse. Under these

requirements all landings above 188,000 pounds were considered an emergency and, therefore, could
result in the loss of the brakes. To date and for future planning all Orbiter landings have been

above lgg,O00 pounds.

VIII. BRAKE PERFORMANCE DURING ST$ FLIGHTS

Brake pressure data obtained after the STS-I landing indicated a considerably higher pressure

was present at the right inboard brake than for the right outboard brake. This discrepancy was

traced to a faulty connection in the brake skid control box. However, inspection of the right

inboard brake showed that damage to the No. 3 rotor drive slot had occurred. The damage was determined

to be lack of complete engagement between the wheel drive lug channels and the rotor drive slot face.
Because of axle deflection relative to the brake assembly centerline, there is axial movement

between the wheel lug and rotor slots as the wheel rotates. This axial in and out relative motion
caused the end of the channel to displace the beryllium material at the rotor drive slot face

outboard.

New longer channels were installed for STS-2 and post landing inspection revealed no further

brake damage.

Initial inspection of brakes assemblies used on STS-3 and STS-4 and subsequent analysis
revealed that the relative deflection between the _d_eel/brake/axle co=bination allow contact between

rotating and stationary parts of the brakes and wheels. There was contact between the rotor I.D.
and the torque tube lugs and between the stator O.D. and wheel lugs. Also, there was wear and

displaced metal at some rotor drive slots. Subsequent inspection made by removing the carbon
linings disclosed that berylli ,m carbide not previously visible, had formed in localized areas

beneath the linings on both the rotors and stators (See Figure 8).

In this same time frame, the landing of STS-5 took place. During the last 60 feet of the

landing roll, the left inboard tire skidded lotS0 feet and then rolled the last l0 feet. When the

brake assembly was disassembled, it was found that the No. 3 stetor was broken into 5 segments.

An in-depth analysis of all the available data from STS-I through -5 and the qualification test

report established these conclusions.

I. Beryllium carbide formations are occurring in local "Hot spots" on rotors and stators

of brake assemblies that are approaching or exceeding the reusability energy limit

of 36.5 million foot-pounds. These formations occur when beryllium reaches its

melting point of approximately 2400°F.

2. Heat generation is not distributed evenly across the lining surfaces in a radial

direction, thereby causing local "hot spots" and results in carbide formations.

3. Carbide formation causes a bulge in the lining thus increasing the localized contact

pressure and thereby self-perpetuates the temperature increase and carbide formation.
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4. Heavy braking at high velocity and extended braking causes the "hot spots" to increase

in size and spread _o include the structural load path sections, resulting in stator

failure.

5. Detection of beryllium carbide requires removal of linings. Beryllium carbide, upon

cooling, is a porous _aterial and leaves a pocket in the disk at the "hot spot." If

the brake is reused, a new "hot spot" can form in a new location radially under the

lining face.

6. Hea_ generation is not distributed evenly along the length of the brake assembly.

Rotors and stators closer tO the back plate show larger carbide formations than

those close to the pressure plate. The for_mtions are slightly lar_er at the botto_

of the stator than at the top.

7. Brake on _ime during qual tes_ reusability stops did not exceed 22 seconds. Brake on

time for the flights has ranged from 26 seconds (STS-2) with no damage to 52 seconds

(STS-5) with the failed stator.

8. Differential braking in a crosswind increases the potential for brake damage and
reduces the total brake energy capability available for stopping.

9. Continued use of the brakes close to or exceedir_ the refurbishment limit will reduce

the reusability capability of the'assembly.

i0. The stator failure on STS-5 was the result of loss of stator strength due to high

heat build-up from "extended" medium to heavy braking.

ii. Failure of a s_ator or rotor is noC a safety issue. Loss of one or all stators

reduces braking capability but does not cause complete loss. The brake would act

as a single rotor brake in the case of an all stator failure.

Prior to STS-6, a support bracket was added to the brake assembly which fits between the torque

tube I.D. and the axle O.D.. The purpose of the bracket is to reduce the relative deflection between

the axle and brake assembly during landing to,lout.

Inspection of the brakes after STS-6 landing did, indeed, show that the bracket eliminated

the contac_ noted on previous flights. However, two brake assemblies approached the refurbishable

energy level (34.7 and 32.6 _llion, respectively) resulting in carbide for_tions. In addition,
three s_ators in one other brake had cracks in the beryllium. These cracks were traced to the

forced interference fit of _he "T" retainer spacer which caused scratches in the beryllium and

subsequently caused crack propagation during brake use.

This condition has been corrected by rework on the brake assemblies installed on STS-7 as

well as the addition of steel clips on the rotor and stator drive slot faces. The clips were

added to eliminate _he galling of the beryll£u_ at slot faces caused by the relative _otlon of the

drive keys and disks. An evaluation of the clip p_rfor_ance will be made after the STS-7 landing.

B. F. Goodrich is presently performing a study to dete_ne the feasibility of increasing the

brake energy capacity within the presen_ li_ed spurs that is available, thereby _ncreasing the

refurblsh_ent capability.

.- VIII. _Y

The Orbiter _eels and brakes have been subjected to an extremely rigorous test program which

far exceeds those used for any eheel and brake presently used in the aerospace industry. Changing

requirements, increailng load conditions, and the uae of landing load profiles has been the major
conCrlbutor to the problems _hich occurred during the certificaClon program and the Space Shuttle STS

flights.
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THE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER REMOTE MANIPULATOR POSITIONING MECHANISM

BY J. H. HARDEE

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shu_le Orbiter provides the Manipulator Positioning Mechanism (MPM).

Manipulators may be mounted on either lef_ or righ_ sides of _he Payload Bay

or both sides if _wo are flown. This Manipulator Positioning Mechanism is

provided on purpose of securing the remo_e arm in stowed position during life-off,

boos_ and landing, i_ also provides _he deploy, la_ch and unlatch capabilities

of _he Remo_e Manlpula_or System Arm (RMS ARM). (See Figure I and 2).

.ATORARM &
MANIPULATORPOSITIONING
MECHANISM

Figure I. RMS ARM On Its On-Orbit Use Position
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POWER DRIVE UNIT

Figure 2. Manipulator Positioning Mechanism - General Arrangement

pESIGN _'_Pt_aTOR POSITIOninG _C_U_I_ (_)

The _ is comprised of the following major assemblies:

A. Shoulder Assembly - Support of all loads experienced as a result of in flight

operation of the arm (See Figure 3).

I. Electromechanlcal actuator - sear box, and redundant motor, power drive unit (PDU).

2. Kotary actuator - planetary sear box.

3. Base assembly - structural mount to bridge fitting.

4. Fitting assembly - supporting fittlns for RMS.

5. Drive linkage - mechanical drive from gear box to flttlng assembly.

6. Hook assembly - securir_ device for deployed position.
7 Switch Module deploy and stow indicators.

8. Retractor - device provlding separation capability.

B. Three Pedestal Assemblies - support of the arm in stowed position and provide latch
and unlatch capabilities. (See Figure 4).

|. Rotary actuator - planetary gear box.

2. Base assembly - structural mount to bridge fitting.

3. Fitting assembly - supporting flttin s for I_IS.
4. Drive linkage - mechanical drive from gear box co fitting assembly.

5. Switch modules - ready-to-latch and latch, deploy and stow indicators.

6. Retractor - device providlug separation capability.
7. Retention latch hook - device providin 8 latch and unlatch capabilities.

C. Torque Tube Assembly - Drive shaft system providing capability of simultaneous drive
on all four assemblies ( Shoulder Assembly and Three Pedestal Assemblies).

D. Thermal Blankets and Covers. Solar Shields.
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

In stowed position, the drive linkage incorporates an overcenter lock to preclude

backdrive of the actuation train (See Figures 5 and 6),

The MPM utilizes a single electromechanical actuator which drives through a torque

tube to four gear boxes at the manipulator retention locations. Operation of these

four gear boxes causes the arm to pivot outward to its on-orbit use position.

Once positioned outboard, the three pedestal assemblies release latches holding

the manipulator arm, enabling the arm to articulate and perform its mimsion

function (See Figure 7). On completion of its mission function, the arm articulates

to it s extended configuration and is rotated back to the locations of the three

aft retention systems where they capture and latch the manipulator arm.

All four assemblies (Shoulder Assembly and Three Pedestal Assemblies) then rotate

simulataneously to return the arm to i_s stowed position to allow closure of the
Payload Say Doors for entry.

In case of failures result in inability to stow or latch the arm for entry, a

pyrotechnic separation system is provided at each manipulator retention location

to allow jettison of the failed components and a safe orbiter configuration for

entry (See Figure 8). One possibility to save the system is to stow it manually,

this is called Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA).

F

DEPLOYED I

/

I -N

Figure 5. Shoulder Support - Stowed and Deployed Positions
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RMS ARM

MAXIMUM

ORBITER DYNAMIC

ENVELOPE

DESIGN - RETENTION LATCH HOOK

SEPARATION PLANE

: ;.-: ,.:% ",
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N IDl_r.a,(_.

OF POOR QUALrFi_

Requirements

2

o Secure Manipulator Arm in stowed position.

o Lift-Off, boost and landinj_.

o Latch & Stow capability of RMS Arm after usage.

Latch Design mechanically compatible with RMS Arm design & operation.

o Latch Envelope - 0.875 - In. "Z" & _ 1.50 - In. "Y" Axis.

o Final travel of hook motion to be straight be straight line.

o Z-Axis loading - approximately 2000 Lb.

o Y-Axis Loading on hooks during latchup -150 Lb.

o Operational time -7.5 sec, dual motors; 18 sec, single motor.

Reliability

o Latch driven by redundant motors.

o Dual rotating surfaces.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE SHUTTLE REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM

T.H. Ussher

Director, Programs, Remote Manlpulator Systems Division

Spar Aerospace Limited

K.H. Doetsch

Assistant Director, National Aeronautical Establishment

National Research Council of Canada

ABSTRACT

The development of the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (SRMS) was the result of a cooperative

program between the National Research Council of Canada, Spar Aerospace Lialted (Prime Contractor) and

NASA. The requirement to provide a six degree-of-f_eedom, remotely controlled menlpulator for cargo

deployment and retrieval during on-orblt operations of the Space Shuttle orbiter vehicle presented

challenges in design, development, Banufacture, test and program management, any one of which could be

described in a paper in its own right.

This paper, however, presents an overview of the system requirements and performance of the SI_S, and

provides data on some of the mechanical design considerations that were oncessary during the develop-

-_ent program.

The operational success of both the Orbiter and the SRMS during flights STS-2, -3 and -4 is ample

evidence that the SI_S performed as expected and as desired.

While some minor improvements have been made in the follow--on production systems, one of Which has

i i ,_

ii i r
.i- :,

v ... •

_'_.'.,;_ _C..

,.: ._-__,

been delivered and two are currently under construction, the system design has not changed si_-nlflc- ;_:-_'=._._

antly from that of the DDT&E hardware. Therefore, this paper is applicable to all four systems event- _._ i_i!_:i

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

ually to be operated by NASA.

During the late 1960's, when the Apollo program was nearing completlon, NASA approached the Government
of Canada to determine if there was au interest by Canada in partlclpati_ in the development of the

Space Shuttle. Canada had an interest in remote manipulator systems, often referred to as tela-

operators for operation in hostile environments such as underwater, nuclear power plant maintenance,

arctic operations and mining. The National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) was selected as the

government agency to interact with NASA. A memorandum of understanding was signed in July, 1975

.between NASA and NRCC for the design, development, tes_and evaluation (DDTaE) of the SRMS. Spar and
its industrial team members was chosen by NRCC as the prime contractor for the Canadian-funded DDT&E

program. One of the _ore significan_ activi_ies during the early dssigu period (1975-1976) was to

develop the system requirements, since there was no contract end item specification (CEI) in place.

Spar and its subcontractors, DSMA ATCON (special ground handling and system test equipment), CAE

Electronics Ltd., (display and control subsystem) and RCA Canada Ltd., (arm-based electronics) started

work to define system requirements, subsystem specifications, statements of work and commence the

control system design. Work proceeded towards a preliminary design review held in September, 1976,

followed by a critical design review in April, 1978. Management of the program was controlled by Spar

Aerospace Ltd. ou behalf of NRCC, and a -,,lti-agency Joint Review Board was set up to provide schedule

review, program guidance, technical discussion and inter-agency coordination between NRCC, NASA (JSC,

KSC, HQ), Rockwell International and Spar.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTIO_

System Requlre_ts

The manipulator arm was to occupy a volume no larger than 50 ft. in length overall and having a

15 in. dynamic envelope. The overall system weight, including the display and control subsystem,

closed-circuit television (CCTV), and manipulator controller interface unit (MC_U) was to be no more

than 994 lb. The system was required to manoeuvre a "design case" payload of 32,000 lb. having
dimensions 15 ft. in diameter and 60 ft. long. The maximum weight payload to be deployed (and

_,_ - __._

•_-.
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retrieved in a contingency operation) was 65,000 lb. A slgnlflcanC design problem i---edlately

encountered was to develop a metro control system which would be stable under all loaded and unloaded
arm conditions where the moment of inertia varies by a factor of approx/mately 106 . Further, a 32,000

lb. payload attached to the ar_ and translating at a velocity of 0.2 feet per second was required to

be brought to rest within 2 feet. The unloaded arm had to achieve the same stopping distance
criterion, but under a translational velocity of 2.0 f.p.s.

The initial design concept was a fail operational - fail safe system which required system redundancy,

particularly in the Joint motor drive. This resulted in a considerable weight penalty, and a decision
was made in the early stages of the program to desisn a system that was fail safe only. This resulted

in an overall system weight of approxinmtely 950 lbs, or && lbs. under the specified control weight
limit. Methods of redundancy, other than those requiring dual drive systems and dual electronics were

incorporated.

The entire system has been designed to have a ten-year operational Life, or the equivalent of 100

orbiter missions. _ence, considerable attention was paid to providing adequate margins in both the

electrical-electronic and the mechanical systems. A mission, from an _MS standpoint, required the

deployment and capture/berthing of up to 3 payloads.

System Conf t_uration

Figure 1 shows the arm in diagrammatic form. It has a total of six degrees-of-freedom. A shoulder

pitch and yaw Joint, an elbow pitch Joint and wrist pitch, yaw and roll Joints. The shoulder and
elbow Joints are connected by a lightweight carbon composite boom approximately 13 in. in diameter and

with s length of 16 ft. This is designated the upper arm boom. The lower arm boom, connecclng the

elbow Joint output flange to the wrist foz_ard electronics compartment, is 13 in. in diameter and

approximately 19 ft. long. There are four major attachment points to the orbiter longeron; the main

Manipulator Positioning Mechanism (MPM) for the arm is at the shoulder yaw pedestal, where a Jettison

-system and cable cutter allows the arm to be separated from the orbiter in the event of a significant

malfunction which would prevent stowage of the arm and closing of the payload bay doors. Three manip-
ulator retention latch mechanisms (MKLs) support the arm at the elbow, wrist pitch and wrist roll

electronics compartments. The MFM and MRLe roll inboard to allow payload bay doors to close.
Further, the MY.Ls exert a force of about 2000 lb. on each latch roller on the arm, thus holding the

arm firmly in posltlon durlnE launch.

WRIST CCrV

& LIGHT

WRIST PITCH

JOINT WRIST YAW END E_:FECTOR

JOINT
ELSO_N CC'rV LOWER ARM

Ik PAN/TILT UNT 800M

(OFrlONS)

UPPER ARM

SOOM

JETTISON SUBSYSTEM
WRIST

ROLL JOINT

MRL - WRIST

MPM - INRIST

"_¢OULD|R

YAW JOINT

ORSlTER

LONGERON

Figure 1 Manipulator Arm Configuration

MPM - MANIPUt.ATOR POSITIONING MECHANISM

MRL - MANIPULATOR RETENTION LATCH
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Two CC'I"V cameras are locJted on the arm. The elbow camera has provision for pan, tilt m_d loom mmmi

provides seneral payload bay, arm and payload vlelrlng. The wrist ca=-ra ts located o_ tho ml_Lllt roll

Joint and rotates vlth that Joint. Its purpose is to assist the a_nsion speclallst in oa_lILq.
the end of the arm (the end effector) over the payload-attached grapple fixture. _ arm 4. cO_ll_

over its entire lensth with a ..,Iti-lsyer i_su_tion thermal bianket =ystea whlch provl&ml pualvo

thermal control. This material consists of alternate layerl of goldlzed l_pton, Dacrom acr/_ cloth

end a _ta cloth outer covering. The thermal b_nket provides passive therlsal control duzIL_l mot

smLsslon conditions, although durlng extreme cold case conditions, thermnststlcally coQtroi_ mls_tr/_
heaters (resistance ele-.ents) attached to crltlcal mmchsnlcal and electron4¢ hardware can be l_wml_d

On.

The dleplay and control suhaystea provides the interface between the wisslon apee.ta_.ot awl the lore.
Pigure 2 shows the D&C panel and the tranalatlo_l and rotatlonal hand controllers. Ylm tranus_atlomal

hand controller provides X, Y and Z translatlon at the tip of the arm, wh1_ the rotatlom_LT hand

controller provides pitch, yaw and roll ¢omods, and is used primarily to manoeuvre th41 1_/llt _J.l_.

The D_ panel provides c_utlon and warnlng In_ormatlon, _de of operation and arm health a --/ llta_ll,

commanded and actually achieved rates, digital readout Inform_tlon of £ndlvldual Joint lol_ll Or

end effector pnsltlon in relatlon to a chosen coordinate systea. Selection can alJO ks mlll of
various operating modes, _utomatlc sequences and end effector opetstloas.

r 7r _

++

r.L__m L

E3

® +
O

m m_

PA_

IH¢

+

.+

Figure 2 Display and Control Panel, and Hand Controllers
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Electrical Subsystem

A block di'agram of the electrical subsystem is shown in Figure 3. The interface between the orbiter

general purpose computer (GPC) and the manipulator arm is via the Manipulator Controller Interface
U_tt (MCI_). Hand controller slgnals from the translational and rotational hand controllers are fed

to the MC_U which then routes these commands to the GPC. The GPC provides reformatted commands back

to. the arm via the MCTU. A serial digital data bus routes comnded rates to the arm based elect-

conics" me_vo power amplifiers (SPA) which provide drive power to the Joint motors. The GPC co0_mic-
aces wtth the MCIU every 80 ms, exchanging toe.and and response data in this time frame. The MCTU

also "provldes automatic safety features to protect the arm under certain operating conditions.

The software which controls the arm is resident in the GPC. There are ten software modules which

pe.rf0r_ command "calculatlons, interface with the THC and l_qC comm=nds, provide drives for flags,
maters.and other annunciators, actuate the digital displays and provide caution and warning informa-

t lon. In the automatic mode of operation the GPC provides four preprogram_d automatic end-of-arm

tra_eq_or'_es: Keyboard access also provides additional operator-derived automatic sequences which,
when loaded in the computer, co1_and the tip of the arm to move in a predefined trajectory.

The're"ars _ six servo power ampllfiers_ one per Joint servo motor. The shoulder electronics compartmant
contains _eo SPAs for the shoulder pitch and yaw Joints plus a Joint Power Conditioner (JPC) essenti-

al_x._ _C-to-DC converter which supplies the various secondary bus voltages needed by the shoulder and
elbow SPAs; a Backup Drive Amplifier (BDA) is also located in this compartment. The BDA is a replica

(in part) of the servo power amplifier, but Is used Co co.and one Joint at a time via a toggle switch

on the D&C panel when the system is operated in the backup mode during contingency operations. The
elbow electronics compartment contains a single SpA _o drive Its Joint motor, while the wrist forward

compartment houses the pitch and yaw SPAs and a single JPC; the wrist roll electronics compartment

contains the SPA for that Joint motor.

The arm is supplied with 28 volts nominal DC power and the D&C panel is provided wlth both DC power

and 400 Hz, llS-volt, single phase AC power for lighting. During operation, the SRMS requires e

maximum of 1 kilowatt of 28 volt DC for drive power, and a maximum of 1050 watts DC power for thermal

control. In addition, 150 VA of llS-volC, 400 Hz, AC power at a power factor of 0.75 is provided for

lighting control of the edge-lit D&C panel.

.:?/2
!/:.41

_ARDWlR_D COMMANDS r - .1

D&C TO A ¢¢ (PRIME & BACKUP)=i I / I
H----I _u I_ I

_.OMG__OG_C II I II I , TOMOu
,, ^ II / I

I M,A I I _ I I TOJOINT I THerMAL

//Mc_uA I _ li I S_A I----_. I _-.._
,o o.c _ _,_ 11' t<,.-_----------- - I_L ....

V I I I I I I I I'_rt_J",,,- FROMJOINT
. t . I - I! _ t _RO_O,NTDB_V__,V_

I

 ,ME AC /PC,'0,,,= I
Too,.c /To.c,u I t

BACKUPC_-_ANNELAC f I I I I I
_TOO,,.c ' I I
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-. : .. ,.

:- .: .%,

? :. :.:;,.!
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Figure 3 SRMS Electrical Subsystem Block Diagram
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Systea Oper•ti_ N_lee

The S_S can be swltch-aelected to operate in four standard nodes. Three of these are supported by

the GPC, that is, the co|mended rate is fed to the Joint SPAs via the serial date bus, and •U Joint

operating coumands to provide end point control of the _ •re carried out through calculations

perforwed within the SIMS software resident in the orbiter CPC. The prlsary enbodi_ent of thle

oper•tlng lode 4= in Manual Au_Inted. In this wode, the operator uses the two hand controllers to

"fly" the end of the are. Transl•tlonal comMnda provided by the T_C and rocatlonal co.m..nds provided

bY the _C are fed to the GPC vie the RCIU whereupon the CPC perforws a resolved rete algorlthu
calculation which provides serial control of each Joint independently, although such Joint-by-Joint

drive is .or apparent Co the operator. The esrvo oysCea, shown in Figure 4, provides rate and posl-

tion date at ell tise8; two rate loops ere used, an analog loop to maintain stabilit 7 of the eervo

system itself, and • digital race loops which is used to generate • rate error signal between the
achieved end co-mended races.

Alternative nodes of operation of the •us are available in (•) Single Joint control, wherein full CPC

support is provided but the individual Joints are controlled on • _oint-by-Jolut basis, by applying a

fixed drive signal to the control algorithms vie a toggle switch on the D_C panel; th_ node, rate
corn•do are provided to drive the select Joint while uaintaining Joint position control of unoelecc•d

Joints; (b) Direct Drive wherein the CPC 4= bypassed and • fixed rate co|mend is supplied to the SPA

_cor drive a-.plifiar suing _unction vie a toggle switch on the D&C panel and individual Joints are

driven on • Joint-by-Joint basis as selected on the D_ panel; (c) AutonmCic lode of operation, where
the hand controllers •re not used, all coemands being'generated by the CPC itself based on presCored

or operator cons••dad (keyboard entry) auCo sequence progress. Up to four preprogram_ed auto traject-

ories _ay be oelecced using a selector switch on the D&C panel. CPC scored control algorichl output
Joint race desendo to obtain the required end effeccor position.

;<: "-._

_'b[ :':," •

1=, 1
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INPUTS

JOINT POSITION DATA |

$1ERVO CONIR(_ LOOP I

ELECTRONICS

DIGITAL

,_,J I
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P.OC_tN_l I

.OTO. ., • a ANALOG RATE DEMAND

DRIVE I

I
I
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:"-"['_':':it-'-_.
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Figure 4 System Block Diagrm - Typical Joint
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MEC_L_NICAL CONSTDERATIONS

Joint DeslKn

Each SRMS Joint is powered by an optically co_tated, brushless DC motor providing a stall torque

capability of I00 oz/in and a no-load speed of approximately 90 radians per second. Dual commutator

electronics are used to provide redundancy inche sensitive area of the _tor. Each _otor is driven by

an SPA which provides a pulse width modulated signal to the three motor windings. The cowasnd to the
SPA via the serial data bus is a rate error signal, being the difference between the operator command-

ed rate and that rate fed beck from the digital or low speed rate loop. The rate signals for feedback

are obtained from an inductosyn tachometer mounted on the motor shaft. To obtain the high Joint

output torque needed from the relatively low motor torque available, an extremely high precision, high
reduction gearbox with an eplcycllc/planet system is used. Figures 5.and 8 show the Joint motor and a

cutaway of the shoulder pitch and yaw Joints. The motor has its own internal sear train called the GI

which, through an output pinion, interfaces with the G2 of the main Joint drive gear train system.

All Joints _st be backdrivable; virtually zero backlash is demanded to maintain posiclonin_ accurst 7

and servo stability. Figures 7 and 8 show the general arrangemant of the elbow and wrist Joints. Dry

type lubrication as opposed to the more traditional wet lubrication is used to maintain low friction

and long lubricant life under the relatively low speed, high loading conditions experienced in the

gearbox. Although these were mechanical design challenges presented early during the development

phase, the gearbox has proven to be an extremely precise and trouble-free element of the overall
design. A mechanical disc-type Joint brake is provided as an integral part of the motor, and is used

for maintaining the position of a Joint during direct drive Joint operation, and when the software-

derived position hold mode is non-operative. Posicion_information is obtained from an optical encoder
with 16 bit resolution which provides precise Joint angular position data. This is used as part of

the overall Joint control system, primarily when the arm is in the position hold mode as well as

providing Joint angular positions which are displayed by digital read-outs on the D&C panel.

- - " ' ,7"

..' :,2: ";

..- _

COMMUTATOR MOTOR _VINOINGS

SIGNAL

CONDITIONING UNIT

COMMUTATOR

ELECTRONICS

FISRE-OPTICS

MOTOR MAGNET

RADIATION

SHIELD INOUCTOSYN TACHOMETER

Figure 5 Motor Module Configuration
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Figure 7 Overall Configuration of the Elbow Joint
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WRIST ROLL ELECTRONICS

COMPARTMENT

WRIST YAW JOINT

WRIST PITCH JOINT

/

RLr_r.NTION FITTING

WRIST PITCH/YAW ELECTRONICS
COMPARTMENT

E/E ENV.

WRIST ROLL JOINT

RETENTION FrrI"ING

STRIKER

Figure 8 Overall Configuration of the Wrist Joint

Structural Considerations

Sturctural conildera_ions duriu_ _he design addressed the need to _aintaln adequate strength along the

era vhile -_Lnimizing arm weight. As a result, the output torques from each of the Joints are graduat-

ed in descending order from the shoulder out to the wrist Joint. Joint output _orques and angular-

rotation limits are shown in Table 1 below.

"TABLE 1

J

Joint Output Torque_ ft-lbe _xt_,a An_ular Rotation, degrees

(a) Shoulder Pitch 1,158 -2, +145

(b) Shoulder Taw 1,158 +180

(c) Elbow Pitch 792 _2.4, -161

(d) Wrist Pitch 347 +121.4

(e) Wrist Yaw 347 _121.3

(f) Wrist ROll 347 . ._-447

" ;2

.. a -2 • v "_

,"2,
. . ..4

Gear ratios for the various Joints vary frol 1,842 at the shoulder pitch and yaw to 739 at the wrist

Joints. The Joints had to be beckdrtveable without debasing the gear train or overstressing the
structure of any Joint under conditions of a Failed current llale circuit in the SPA. During dy_salc
braking conditions, the Iotor of each Joint acts as a generator, and the electrical energy generated
is dumped onto the DC bus. Normall 7 the current so generated _s Limited, but should the current lt_Lt
Fail at _axii,a, the Joints have to be able to withstand what essentially is a locked rotor condition.
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The stiffness and weight distribution along the length of the arm ha= been optimized within the const-

raint of maintainlng as greet a coamonallry of parts as Is possible, hence ainlatzing manufacturing
costs and schedules. As a result, the stiffness in the wrist Joint sections Is solewhat less than the

stiffness (and strength) in the shoulder Joint area. The overall effect is to maintaln an effectlwely

tapered boo= m,ch llke that seen In antenna tower supports. The Joint structures, houslnsa and gear-

boxes are designed with conventional materlals such as 17-dPH and Custo: 455 stainless steels,

aluminum alloys of the A356, 7075-T7351 and 7050-T6 materials, and tltanlum alloys of the TI-6AI-4¥

category.

A balance of strength versus stiffness yes needed in each of the Joints. The shoulder Joint, for

example, is designed primarily for strength, generally to allow it to accomlodate the failed current

limit backdrlve situatlou mantlooed. The elbow and wrist are both a _xture of strength and sclffness
designs. For example, the stiffness at the shoulder Joint Is 7.34xI0 _ ft/ib per radiao, while at the

wrist Joint it is 1.7x105 £t/Ib per radlan. The Joint weights are 258, 117 and 186 Ibs. for the

shoulder, elbow and wrist, respectively. In some of the Joints, fracture critical Items require
8peclal non-destructive testing techniques to inspect for cracks, llence, crack/flaw sizes are

extremely small so that the 100 mission life can be achieved without significant crack propagation.

End Effector

The design of the end effector for the RMS was dictated by its main functional requtremants:
iI

- initial soft dock followed by rlgidlzfng of the interface

- large capture envelope

o 4 inch deep, 8 inch diameter cylinder
o +15" error in pitch, yaw and roll.

The configuration selected is shown in Figure 9 and its function is illustrated in Figure I0. It was

selected in a trade-off vlth other types including internal and external claw-type, mainly because of

its advantages in the two iaportant areas mentioned as well as for its abillt7 to provide a stiff

load-path for handling heavy peylosds. It is designed to be used in conjunction with special purpose
end effectors (SPEEs) for the more intricate operations.

MOTOR

MODULE

BACKPLATE

PATENT PENDING

EVA HANDRAIL

/

INNER CAGE

SPRING RETURN

CABLE

HARNESS SNARE DRtVE

GEARBOX

\
END RING

Figure 9 ' End Effector Arrangement
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Figure 10 End Effector Capture and Rigidize Sequence

I¢ functions by closing three snare wires around a pin attached to a payload so that the pin is

centralized within the end e£fector. At this point the rigldlzatlon process starts when a hell-screw

_echanisa pulls the pin into the body of the end effector by means of the snares, thus bringing the

alignment came at the base of the pin into engagement with slots in the end effector. After these

ca-- are meted, a preload force of 700 Ibf Is applied at the interface which provides the required

stiffness for payload handling.

The device is thus a two-stags mechanism consisting of a large diameter snare drive ring and a mechan-

ism for pulling this ring, and the snare cables, into the body of the end effector.

In the initial design, the end effector was to be an electrically redundant device whereby two elect-

ronic units drove a single astor coupled by clutches" to the two drives. This was changed Co simplify

electrical interfaces and to save weight, so that the electronics drove both mechanisms a_ the primary
drive but the redundant portion became a backup release system activated by a positive clutch release

and driven by a negator spring motor.

End e_fector output forces and torques must be quite high while the inputs are current-liatted and are

therefore low torque systeas amplified by gear boxes. This ha_ meant that friction in the low torque

systems has been a problem and a great deal of development effort has been devoted to solving this.
Another problem has resulted froa overestimating the capability of dry lubrication (LUBECO) in an

axially-loaded bearing configuration. This led to the introduction of Braycote grease which has since

been utilized in several applications in the end effector where high speed, mederately loaded hearings
are used.

Arm Boo--

The arm boo--, constructed of graphite-epoxy, were designed and manufactured by General DTummicm o£
San Diego, to requiremnts specified by Spar. Figure 11 shows schematic details of the boca construc-

tion. Ultra high _odulus C_/70/93& graphite epoxy was selected to meet the requirements of stiffness

and strength within the boouweight lixits. Th_ upper boom uses 16 plys of 0.00§" each oriented at 0,
+38 and -38 degrees. The lower boom has II plya oriented in the same fashion. To maintain the

stability of the thin-walled booms, intermediate stiffening rings are located internally at regular
intervals along the length of each boos. The rings prevent the Brazier a_fect which can cause
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Figure 11 Arm Boom Construction

flattening of a thin-walled tube under bending, leading to prea=ture collapse of the tube wall, and to

increase the vlbrsC&on frequency of the sidewall to well above the high energy acoustic range experi-

enced during orbiter liftoff. A_u_'tnum alloy (2124-T851) end rings are attached to the boom tubes at

each end through a specially designed bolted Joi_t. Zn this area, high strength T300/934 graphite/

epoxy is used co increase the tube wall thickness locally for addltlonal strength.

Because the booms are subject co damage from impact, a special bumper system is provided. The bumper

system comprises precruehed HR-10 gomax honeycomb bonded to a one-ply 102 Eeviar fabric skin bonded to
the graphite/epoxy tube. The bumper system absorbs energy of up to 5 fC-lbe _thout indenting the

bumper material. An impact of higher eoerS_ leaves a visible indentation on the bumper as an indica-

tion of possible local boom damage, requiring a local cutaway of the bumper material and visual or
acoustic Inepecciou of the graphtte/expox7 subsurface. As a result of the combined sCiffnesses of the

indivldual Joints and the arm booms, the unloaded arm provides the highest natural frequency of

approx.tmsceZy 0.35 R= in a stralght arm configuration, and 0.027 Itz with s 32K payload attached.

SYSTEM PEI_FOI_fANCE SUI_U_Y

The on-orbit performance of the S_qS has mat or exceeded expectlons. The data taken from the unloaded

and loaded _r= durln_ flt&hcm 2, 3 sod 4 when handltr_ the PDP and the ZEQq ehov excellent _&reemaac

with the predictions of control system performance derived from both non-real-tiros and real-time

computer slmulatlons. Thermal performance was well controlled, and both hot and cold case on-orblt

cesclng showed chat arm based electronlca and =echanlcal drive temperatures were held between 28 and

96 degrees F, worst case.
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5ecause of the problems of testing a system on _he ground which is intended to operate £n =ero-_.

certain Joln_-rela_ed _es_s were run which showed that the major system requirements (forces, torques,

Joln_ stiffness), were met. An exception to _his was the overall arm stiffness, originally specified

ac I0 ib/in in _he s_ratght arm configuration, and which actually was measured at 8.4 Ib/in. The

stiffness of _he Individual Joints was within specification, hence the reduction in stiffness is

at_ribu_ed _o the boom-_o-Joint Interface stiffness no_ being as high as was thought necessary in _he

early phasee of _he design. This has been reflected in both real and non-real-rime computer slmula-

_ions and has no_ been identified as a problem, nor has i_ affected on-orbit opera_ions.

Overall force at the end of a 50 feet e_raigh_ arm was to be not less _han t5 ibs and was achieved.

Indeed, in some arm geometry conflgura_ions_ considerable force can be exerted where mechanical

advantages are greater.

SCopplng distance, position hold accuracy of +2 inch and +I degree, ra_e hold accuracy, overall

operating envelope and all operating modes, including automatic safeing, _a feature that commands zero

rates _o all Joints) and auto-braking under conditions of uncommanded motion •have all been success-

fully demonstrated. Qualification _esting of _he system has been conducted for life and environments

equlvalen_ _o i00 missions.

Because of low signal levels existing in _he inductosyn tachometer rate loop, there were concerns tha_

radiated RF fields of 2 volts per metre over _he frequency range 14 kHz to I0 GHz would cause Join_

Instab_lit 7. These were unfounded. Yndeed, _est frequencies at field s_rengths up _o 20 V/m were

shown to no_ degrade Joint performance or stability. _ Conducted interference and susceptlbili_y were

also within speclflca_ion.

The true tee_ of a system such as this Is _he ease wi_h which i_ performs Its _asks on-orbit. While

only lightweight payloads have been handled _hrough STS-4 to date, (deployed, berthed and manoeuvred)

_he crew comments about arm behaviour, stability, predictability and ease of opera_ion have all been

highly complimentary.

The successful conclusion of _his major Canada-NASA program was _he completion of the Operational

Readiness Review held in November, 1982, and, as the Space Transportation System continues regular

operational service, _he SRMS will form an important element of _he new era of manned spaceflight.

4
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SPACE SHUTTLE RUDDER/SPEEDBRAKE ACTUATION SUBSYSTEM

Ruth A. Naber

Sundstrand Advanced Technology Group
Rockford, Illinois

ABSTRACT

An electro-hydro-mechanical actuation system for control of the rudder and speedbrake aerosurfaces of
the Space Shuttle orbiter was deve(oped to meet the strict operational requirements imposed on this
mission critical function. (Reference 1 ) The re-entry and landing portions of the Space Shuttle mission
included a set of environmental and operational requirements which presented a significant engineering
challenge. The design solutions derived during this effort served to provide a reliable, safe-life actuation
system and to provide technology that will be useful in future engineering challenges.

INTRODUCTION

The Rudder/Speedbrake (R/SB) Actuation Subsystem supplied by the Sundstrand Corporation for use
on the NASA Space Shuttle Orbiter is an electro-hydro-mechanical system which provides the control
and positionary capability of the orbiter aero-dynamic pdmary flight control surface. The system is located
in the vehicle's vertical stabilizer. The Geared Rotary Actuators provide a power hinge feature of the split
panel rudder. Actuation of both panels in the same direction provides conventional rudder control;
actuating the panels differentially provides a speedbrake function intended to control both speed and
pitch. The commands may be superimposed "on one another.

The system consists of one Power Drive Unit (PDU) which responds to quadredundant avionic signals to
generate a rotary output, four Geared Rotary Actuators, which develop rotary position and torque as
outputs, and ten torque transmitting Drive-shafts. (See Figure 1)

GEARED ROTARY
ACTUATORS

ORIGINAL PAGE ,_,_'•

OF POOR QUALIT_

DRIVE UNIT (PDU)

Figure 1
Rudder/Speed Brake Actuation System
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The Power Drive Unit (PDU/ responds to electrical command signals thal operate electrohyaraulic
servovalves. The servovalve operation ports hydraulic pressure to hydraulic motors which in turn provide
rotary power to PDU gearbox. The PDU is presented schematically in Figure 2.
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Figure 2
Power Drive Unit Schematic

Within the PDU design, the areas of engineering challenge to be discussed in this paper include the
following:

1. Electrical/Hydraulic Fault Detection and Isolation,

2. Gearbox design to mechanically mix the rudder commanded movement with speedbrake
commanded movement.

The Geared Rotary Actuator shown in Figure 3 presented a significant challenge on its own. As in all flight
control systems, weight and volume are critical factors in determining the actuating mechanism package.
This results in the use of highly stressed gears to accomplish the task. This gear design required
refinement of the analytical technique and extensive testing.

X

/

Figure 3
Rotary Actuator ,.,F POOR QU_L:,
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FAILURE DETECTION AND ISOLATION

The operational capability of the R/SB system is critical to the successful completion of the orbiter
mission. Therefore considerable design emphasis was placed on electrical and hydraulic system
redundancy and further fault detection and isolation. Referring to Figures 2 and 4, the electronic input
commands are quadredundant, coming te the PDU from four independent avionic sources. These four
commands act on four separate electro-hydraulic servovalves within the PDU. Pressures from the
servovalve second stages act on areas of a single structural power spool valve, causing it to move from its
null position. This movement opens ports that supply hydraulic pressure to the three hydraulic motors
providing rotary power to the PDU gearbox.

,_¢

L J 1

I_'_1 1_-__1 _..__u] _._

FDI MONITOR

-- -_ 11'14 TRIP.

LEVEL

AP'=2 AP_3 A

,_'_, J 1 I i I 1
.=,,LE=T T T

_ .................. TRIPLEVEL

/ POWER R1 Pl R1

1 v,L,,, "//A l,..//J k/HA l,,..,,

LINK

Iql:. Itl

e_. 113

Figure 4
Channel Fault Detection

Should a servovalve output to the power valve be significantly different from the other three (due to failure
of the valve, or its associated avionics, for instance), the second-stage differential pressure of that
servovaive will rise as it force-fights the three opposing good servovalves. This rise in pressure (Figure 4)
is monitored by second-stage pressure transducers, and, when a trip level is attained indicative of a failed
channel, a solenoid valve is commanded to open, bypassing the failed channel. The PDU, meanwhile,
continues operating normally in response to the commands of the three good channels. Should a second
servovalve failure occur, a similar two-versus-one vote would result in its bypass. Inthis way, the PDU is
tolerant of two avionic failures while maintaining full performance.

During early development testing of the PDU:it was found that channel failure and isolation, while the
PDU was operating at a high output rate, could result in very high ihternal pressure pulses as a result of
transfer of kinetic energy to potential energy by compressing the oilas a spring between the motor and the
valve. This problem was resolved by making several system modifications, including avionic command
filtering, elimination of a power valve positioning linkage, and strengthening of pressure passages within
the PDU.

A hydraulic system failure is monitored by and managed by the switching valve. This pressure actuated
valve is arranged to accept the three on-board independent hydraulic systems. The valve automatically
switches from an out-of-tolerance hydraulic source to a standby source. Isolation of motor pressures is
maintained.

MECHANICAL MIXER

The Space Shuttle Orbiter combines in the rudder flight controlsystem two functions: conventional rudder
operation and a speedbrake function. In order to produce the desired output of the functions the PDU
gearbox design was required to accept the power inputs of either or both the rudder and speedbrake
controls and integrate and deliver those inputs to the geared rotary actuators.
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A combination of gears and differentials was selected to perform this PDU function (See Figure 5). in the
first series of gears/differentials the three motor outputs of each flight control system (rudder or
speedbrake) are speed summed into a single shaft entering the mixer, in the final series of

gears/differentials, the mechanical mixer algebraically sums the rudder and speedbrake motor outputs
and delivers the resultant to the aerosurface via the system drive shafts and actuators. Successful design
and development of this mechanical mixer concept has greatly reduced the system complexity and
weight while permitting simultaneous rudder and speedbrake motion.

SUMMING DIFFERENTIALS

•"" \ _" _ TO LEFT PANEL OF RUDDER/

"1 \ SPEEDBRAKE ACTUATORS

\

IOLERGEAR\\\ _ _..." ._

Figure S
Mechanical Mixer

PLANET GEAR DESIGN

The Geared Rotary Actuator is a planetary-type gearbox with a 474-to-1 gear reduction system. The unit
acts as a power hinge for the aerosurfaces. Within the system there are two basic sizes, with barrel
diameters of 8.8 in. and 11.4 in. The two sizes are designed for maximum load capacity of 338,000 in lb.
and 732,000 in II0. ;-

The planet gears in the actuator assembly a_e the critical, life limiting component. These gears are

designed to withstand high stresses in order to minimize weight and envelope. During eady program
testing a problem was encountered with root cracking in these highly stressed gears. This test result lead
to extensive evaluation of material and manufacturing processes as well as load distribution analysis and
cumulative damage analysis.

The material and manufacturing processes' evaluation lead to requirements for additional shot peening of
the gear roots to increase precompression and for a new process: grit-blasting of gear roots to remove the
presence of intergranular oxidation. The absence of these two items was not considered the cause of
initial failure but provided added reliability to final design configuration.

Considerable test work and analysis was conducted to study the effect of load distdbution on the planet

gears. Testing revealed that under maximum load conditions the relatively long planet gears deflected
several thousandths of an inch, resulting in a considerable load concentration on the inside comers of the
gear teeth. Using the test information the analytical model was reviewed and after several iteration a
solution was recommended. That solution required optimizing the gear tooth thickness and providing a
crown on the mating ring gear so that under loaded conditions the planet would deflect into a more uniform
gear contact. These changes were thoroughly tested and verified before implementation into production.
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The ability to predict the fatigue life of a gear critical actuation system 10ecame the subiect of concern. It
was determined that a more detailed model of the mission load spectrum was requirecl, in studying this
design, Dr. Philip S. Oyoung developed a method to synthesize the load spectrum for the
Rudder/Speedbrake mission profile so that actuator life capability could be calculated. The method,
applicable to general fatigue analysis, provides a much improved accuracy to gear life prediction.

Conclualon

All of the design challenges of the Rudder/Speedbrake Actuation Subsystem, and specifically those
addressed in this paper, have been met and solutions derived that yield a highly reliable actuation system.
The channel self test features of the PDU and its ability to isolate bad control channels and to switch
hydraulic power supplies combine to give a depth of redundancy that is unique to a flight control system.
The mechanical mixer provided a light weight, simple gear system that permits simultaneous rudder and
speedbrake operation. Safe-life design concepts for primary load carrying components were utilized to
maximize output potential for given weight and envelope.

Successful test programs and, now, successful operational status of the orbiter vehicle are the evidence
of meeting the challenge this aircraft has presented the technical community.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE
BODY FLAP ACTUATION SUBSYSTEM

Clifton R. Bogge
Sundstrand Advanced Technology Group

Rockford, Illinois

ABSTRACT

Development of the Body Flap Actuation Subsystem included alterations from the original design to
mechanical stops, planet gears, control valves, and solenoid valves. The mechanical stops were
redesigned to absorb stall load and rotating inertia of the hydraulic motors instead of only stall load. The
institution of a quill shaft (torsion spring) was a successful solution. The planet gears inthe geared rotary
actuators developed cracks during testing. This failure was alleviated via modification to the gears. A
motor pressurization - brake release timing technique was developed thru analysis and testing. This
resulted in a control valve configuration which would n'otpermit "freewheeling" of the body flap surface.
Finally, several solenoid valve configurations were tested to obtain the desired performance.

Conceptual redesigns and modifications were weighed against each other to optimize a solution.
Tradeoffs were usually made between life, performance, failure tolerance, and reliabilityversus weight,
envelope, and maintainability.

INTRODUCTION

The Body Flap of the Space Shuttle Orbiter is an aerosurface which protects the rocket engines from the
heat of re-entry and also acts as a flight control surface to augment pitch control. The actuation system is
an on-off system which consists of a hydraulic valve module/gearbox, (Power Drive Unit) and geared
rotary actuators (Figure 1). The valve module contains three redundant valve packs, one for each
hydraulic system. Each valve pack has a power control valve, which controls flow to a hydraulic motor.
Two solenoid valves shift the control _'alve to the "up" or "down" position and are respectively marked.
The three motor outputs are speed summed in the gearbox to obtain a single output. This output is further
speed reduced in the gearbox before being transmitted to the geared rotary actuators. The actuators
attach the body flap surface to the orbiter and also function as a hinge. The actuator transmits torque
reduced loads to or from the gearbox via torque shafts.

The rate of movement for the body flap surface is controlled in the valve pack. A command in the "up"
direction energizes the UP solenoid valve, thus hydraulically shifting the controlvalve. Flow is circulated
thru orifices #2 and #3, which limit the flap rate of movement. A command in the "down" direction
energizes the DOWN solenoid valve, thus shifting the controlvalve in the opposite direction. Inthis case,
the flow rate is limited by orifice #1, which limits the flalS"rate of movement.

910 1
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Other features are included in the actuation subsystem. An enable valve isolates hydraulic supply to each
valve pack. A pressure released brake at the output of each motor prevents backdriving of the motor when
it is not pressurized. Mechanical stops limit travel of the body flap surface. A quill shaft (torsion spring)
absorbs rotating inertia when the mechanical stops are engaged. A recirculation valve maintains a flow
thru the valve pack to stabilize the valve pack temperature.

Development of the Body Flap Actuation Subsystem required the selection of various design concepts
and optimization of the selected concepts thru analysis and testing. Areas requiring development effort
were the mechanical stops, planet gear,_ in the rotary actuators, brake release timing, and solenoid
valves. The mechanical stops need to withstand the rotating inertia of the subsystem moving atfull rate.
The planet gears need to withstand extremely high loads. The brake needs to be engaged and released
only when the motor is carrying the load - to prevent "freewheeling" of the body flap surface. Finally, the
solenoid valves need to facilitate the specified subsystem response time (under.0.20 seconds) and
withstand a burst pressure of 7500 psi. The following sections give a synopsis of the development effort
given in the areas listed above.

MECHANICAL STOPS

Mechanical dog stops limit the amount of travel of the body flap surface. The initial design required the
stops to react only the stall load expected by the hydraulic motors. This requirement was determined to be
unacceptable. The requirement was upgraded to also require the stops to absorb the full load of the

hydraulic motors going at full speed. The inertial loads olrthb motors would fail the dog stops of the original
design. Several new design approaches were investigated and are detailed below.

A. Mechanically driven limit switches could be used which would be tripped at the end of travel. The
solenoid valves would be de-energized thereby stopping the motors and engaging the brakes. Note
that the control valve automatically engages the brake when flow is restricted from the motors.

B. Stops could be instituted on each of the four actuators as shown in Figure 2. The inertia of the

hydraulic motors would be absorbed by the torque shafts (acting as torsion springs) between the
actuators and gearbox.

C. Stops which are located at the input to the two inboard actuators could be utilized as shown in Figure
3. The inertia of the motors would be absorbed by the two torque shafts between the gearbox and
inboard actuators.

D. Dog stops internal to the gearbox with a quill shaft (torsion spring) designed to absorb the motor inertia
could be used. See Figure 4.

GEARED
ROTARY • "; "
ACTUATOR.

11{ I
/)'7-,

U* ll..Js "

ADJUSTMENT
REQUIRED

\ .w
PANEL

'ATTACH
POINTS

Figure 2 __
Stops Located on lctuatorOu[l_ ....
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/_ _ FIXED DOG STOP _'_

/ _TiAVELING DOG STOP NUT

OP

Figure 3
Stops Located on Inboard Actuator

DOG STOPS

/-

_'igure 4
Quill Shaft and Dog Stops in PDU Gearbox

QUILL SHAFTS

(TORSION SPRING)

Investigation into each of these design techniques determined that option D was best. Design D required

an increase in envelope dimensions along with a weight increase of 5 Ibs. to the Power Drive Unit (PDU)

(valve packs and gearbox) from 55 to 60 Ibs. The other approaches were discarded for the following

reasons:

A. Electrical limit-switches were considered to have a marginally acceptable reliability level. A

mechanical solution was also philosophically preferred to an electrical solution.

B. Actuator stops entailed a significant weight increase along with a major redesign of the rotary
actuators.

C. Inboard actuator stops would require a redesign of the inboard actuators along with the PDU. A weight

increase of 11 Ibs. would have occurred. In addition, testing and rigging of the subsystem would be

more complicated.

The design utilizing the dog stops and quill shaft was incorporated into the subsystem. Development and

qualification tesT.ing of the subsystem has proven the design with no further changes required.
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PLANET GEARS

The planet gears in the Geared Rotary Actuators are highly stressed to minimize the weight and envelope
of the Bocly Flap Subsystem. Inspection of planet gears after early development testing revealed cracks
in the gear teeth roots (Figure 5), Analyses prior to development testing had shown that the planet gears
would survive fatigue testing of 400 mission duty cycles without developing any cracks, investigation into
the failure showed that at maximum load the planet gears deflect several thousandths of an inch. This
deflection caused the gear teeth to carry a higher percentage of the load on the inside of the gear teeth
than was previously calculated. Refer to Figure 6. Several solutions to increasing the fatigue life were
investigated.

PLANET GEARS

LOCA_ON OF CRACKE
GEAR TEETH

/

RING GEARS

INPUT SHAFT

MOVABLE RING GEAR
(ACTUATOR OUTPUT)

Rgure 5
Geared Rotary Actuator

FORCE

I PLANE

REACTION REACTION

Figure 6
Deflection of Actuator Planet Gears Under Load
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A. The actuator could be increased in size.

B. The tooth thickness of the planet teeth could be increased and the tooth thickness of the ring gear
decreased,

C. The planet gear teeth could be crowned.

D. The ring gear teeth could be crowned. (See Figure 7)

RADIUS

Figure 7
Crowned Ring Gear Tooth

A solution to rectify the failure was extensively investigated. Increasing thesize of the actuator was least

preferable since this type of change would have a significant weight impact• Crowning of the planet gear
teeth would give a minimal increase in life. With this change the stress distribution across the gear tooth
root would be improved but more material would be removed from a highly stressed tooth. The solution

instituted was s combination optimizing gear tooth •thicknesses as in B and crowning the ring gear teeth as
in Figure 7. These changes alleviated the stress concentration at the ends of the planet gear teeth. The
changes instituted resulted in a significant improvement in fatigue life analytically and was confirmed thru
fatigue testing.

MOTOR PRESSURIZATION - BRAKE RELEASE TIMING

The motor pressurization and brake release sequence is considered critical to obtaining the desired
operation characteristics of the Body Flap Actuation Subsystem. If a brake is released prior to
pressurization of its respective motor, the body flap surface _'ould "freewheel"• The desired sequence is
for the motor to become fully pressurized (stalled) against the brake. Then the brake can be released.
When the system is de-energized the desired s_quence is reversed• The motor pressurization - brake
release timing was considered a development problem.

The initial design concept of the valve pack entailed a 4 land power valve with the brakes released off of
pilot passages from the "up" and "down" solenoid valves. Refer to Figure 8. The pilot flow fed from a
commanded solenoid valve and thru an orfficed relief valve to release the brake. A remote type of relief
valve failure could restrict the brake from engaging upon loss of pilot pressure and de-pressurization of
the motor• This failure could permit the body flap surface to "freewheel". A single failure mode of this kind
is not permitted. In addition, this concept could produce a timing sequence for the motor and brake which
is not desirable or easily modified.

A design, concept which showed the most indication of success entailed adding the brake release valve
onto thespool and sleeve of the power valve as in Figure 10. Two slight hydraulic short circuits were
designed into the valve, one in the brake section, and one in the motor section. This feature would soften
brake and motor pressurization. As the spool travels from the null position to the up position (or down
position) the short circuits occur just after the supply is opened and just prior to closing the return. See
Figure 10. The short circuits occur in the brake and motor simultaneously. Tests on this design confirmed
the intended results. As the brake reduced its load holding capability, the motor increased load holding
capability, thus preventing a "freewheel" condition.
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Figure 11
Modified Control Valve Moving From Null to Up Position

Several undesirable effects occurred with the "short-circuit" style design. The firsteffect was a pressure
spike on the supply line as the spool moved into the up or down position. During transition a high flow
occurred when the short circuitswere open. This high flow quickly slowed, thus causing a pressure spike.
The second effect occurred in failure mode testing. With hydraulic system #1 force driving electrically

inhibited systems #2 and #3 an excessive amount of lost motion in the linkage would cause incomplete
travel of spool #3. The #3 spool would travel to the short circuitposition and stop, thus rendering the #3
system stalled.

The final design of the valve pack entailed minor modifications to the "short-circuit" design. The
short-circuits were eliminated by increasing several land width dimensions. In addition, the lands were
shifted slightly to permit complete motor pressurization prior to pressurizing the brake (i.e. releasing it).
See Figure 11. The valve spool linkage was modified to minimize lost motion due to freeplay and bending.
Development and qualification testing has shown this design to be very successful.

SOLENOID VALVES

Two types of solenoid valves considered for use in the valve pack were (a) spool and sleeve and (b)
poppet. The initial valve pack design used the spool and sleeve type as shown in Figure 12. This type of
solenoid has several advantages over the poppet type shown in Figure 13. The spool and sleeve solenoid
valve requires a smaller coil for actuation, the valve portion of the solenoid can be made smaller and it is
less expensive to manufacture than the poppet solenoid valve.

ELECTRICAL COIL

1
) ,.,o,_.,,o.

SPOOL

Figure 12

Spool and Sleeve Solenoid Valve 3-Way, 2-Position
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Figure 13
Poppet Solenoid Valve, 3-Way, 2-Position

Development tests performed with the initial valve paok gave an adequate response time for activating
the subsystem (.15 seconds) but an inadequate response time for deactivating the subsystem (.20
seconds). An investigation determined that the ports frorffcylinder to return on the solenoidvalve were too'
restrictive to permit the control valve to shuttle to the null position (from an UP or DOWN position) in the
required time. The ports were enlarged and the valves successfully retested. Subsequent testing failures
revealed that the edge of the spool land was catching on the edge of the enlarged port holes• These
failures triggered a re-evaluation of the selection of a spool and sleeve type solenoid valve.

Re-evaluationofthesolenoidvalveledtotheselectionofapoppetstyle•valve.The poppetsolenoidvalve

islesspronetocontaminationtypefailuresand has a lowerleakagerate.Inaddition,the aerospace
industryissomewhat biasedtowardspoppetstylesolenoidvalves.Development ofthisvalveresolved
problemswithexcessivetimeresponse and weak flanges.The flangesaredesignedtocontaina burst
pressureof7500 psi.Qualificationtestinghas shown the valveto have excellentperformance and
reliability.

CONCLUSION

Development of the Body Flap Actuation Subsystem entailed testing, small redesigns, and various
modifications. Development testing assisted in identifying areas requiring improvements. The test results
triggered redesigns and modifications in items such as stops, planet gears, control valves, and solenoid
valves.

Conceptual redesigns and modifications were weighed against each other to optimize the solution to a
problem. Tradeoffs were usually made between life, performance, failure tolerance, and reliability versus
weight, envelope, and maintainability to obtain the optimum package.

Qualification testing has demonstrated the fin_ configuration's ability to meet endurance, operation, and
performance requirements for 4 times life. (Lifetime = 100 mission duty cycles). This configuration has
high reliability and failure tolerance while meeting the performance and life requirements to minimize
weight.
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MECHANICAL FEATURES OF THE

SHUTTLE ROTATING SERVICE STRUCTURE

John M. Crump

Reynolds, Smith and Hills
Jacksonville, Florida

ABSTRACT

With the development of the Space Shuttle launching facilities, it became mandatory to develop a
Shuttle Rotating Service Structure to provide for the insertion and/or removal of payloads at the
launch pads. The Rotating Service Structure is a welded tubular steel space frame i_9 feet high, 65
feet wide, weighing 2,100 tons, bridge which rotates about a pivot column at one end and travels on two
8 wheel trucks at the opposite end. This structure, as shown in Figure i, has three basic support
points. At the pivot column the structure is supported on a 30 inch diameter hemispherical bearing.
At the opposite terminus the structure is supported on two truck assemblies each having eight 36 inch
diameter double flanged wheels.

INTRODUCTION

There was no known "first" Shuttle Rotating Service Structure upon which to adapt, develop, and
base various fundamental decisions. Thus because of its first of a kind requirement, a number of
interrelated functional features had to be determined simultaneously. The fundamental purpose of this

structure is to position a 50 foot wide, 45 foot deep by 130 foot high environmentally controlled pay-
_ad changeout room in a mated position with the Orbiter Cargo bay such that payloads can be inserted
and/or removed without exposure to the outside environment, following which the structure can be moved
away from the launch pad during launch of the Shuttle from the Mobile Launchers. Certain features of
the existing Saturn vehicle launch pad together with the existing flame trench and existing Mobile
Launcher Mount Mechanism also influenced and placed restraints on the configuration of the Rotating
Service Structure. Other related factors which influence the mechanical features of this "structure
are: location of Fixed Service Structure, Cabin Access Arm, routing of fuel piping systems and
@lectrical services from the pad to the Orbiter, locations of Orbiter access requirements, hinged
access stairs to tail service masts and Orbiter contingency access locations, Cargo Bay door torque arm

hoists and access platforms, motor operated bi-folO 6_ foot high doors, pneumatic environmental seals,
payload canister hoisting and guide rails, HVAC and hypergol spill emergency purge system, telescopic
platform for access to interior of Orbiter Cargo Bay, and related configuration of Launch Pad. All
previous launch facilities utilized movable structures that moved to remote locations for vehicle
launches. The approach used for the Space Shuttle is a relatively fast moving structure that remained
in the immediate vicinity of the launch environment. The challenge clearly was to design a Rotating
Service Structure that achieved all of the related functional requirements. The Rotating Service
Structure was designed to satisfy these interrelated functions, and the significant mechanical features

are described in this paper.

FROM CHALLENGE TO A_HIEVEMENT

Thus at the program's inception an intensive effort was made to investigate all feasible alterna-
tives, innovative approaches and techniques in order to meet the challenge. Fundamental to the chal-
lenge was the question of how to provide for insertion and/or removal of payloads 15 feet in diameter
by 65 feet long weighing up to 65,000 pounds within a controlled environment and without "hard physical
contact" with the Space Shuttle Cargo Bay. The synergistic features demanded that this activity be
accomplished using a rotating structure that could be moveO into a mated position with the Orbiter and
subsequently moved to a retracted position for Space Shuttle launch without interfering with the normal
movement of the Space Shuttle to the launch pad from the Vehicle Assembly Building. The rotating serv-
ice structure achieved this objective. Handling of the payload canister was explored using a variety

of different innovative approaches, including movement through the rear, top and bottom of the rotating
service structure. The technique selected was the most innovative and offered the highest degree of

operational simplicity which would result in the maximum reliability. Basically the technique inclu_e_
a payload canister having an exterior mold line raatching that of the Orbiter around the Cargo Bay.
This provided for a synergistic effect whereby the side of the rotating service structure which mated
with the Orbiter could be configured to mate with the payload canister and the Orbiter using the same
environmental seal features. The payload hoisting machinery was located on top of the rotating service

structure and provided the means for hoisting the payload canister to and from the pad surface, mating
the canister with the payload changeout room environmental seals, opening the 65 foot tall payload : :

cnangeout room doors, and opening the payload canister doors, all without exposing the payload to t_e : / i
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ambient environment. In this position, the payload can be removed from the canister into the payload

changeout room, payload changeout room doors closed, canister doors closed, canister lowered to pad
surface, and subsequently the rotating service structure rotated into mated position with the Orbiter.
See Figure Z.

Once mated with the Orbiter, the same pneumatic seals that mated with the payload canister are
used to provide an environmental seal with the Orbiter. Thus the 65 foot tall payload changeout room
doors can be opened, the Orbiter cargo bay doors open and the payload inserted into, or removed from,
the Orbiter Cargo Bay without exposure to the ambient environment. See Figure 3.

Since the rotating service structure performs a variety of other Shuttle related support func-

tions, it remains mated with the Orbiter until the appropriate time in the launch countdown at which
time it is rotated to its retracted position for launch. The entire front side of the rotating service
structure is configured to a]l ow for mating with the Orbiter with approximately 6 inches clearance be-
tween "hard points," thereby allowing for personnel access to numerous Orbiter access locations. See

Figure 8.

Other secondary functions which illustrate innovative solutions to challenging requirements in-
clude flip down access platforms and pneumatic hoists, located on the payload changeout room 65 foot
high bi-fold motor operated doors, for handling and Installation of "torque arm" that must be installed
on the Orbiter Cargo Bay doors prior to opening these doors while the Orbiter is in the vertical posi-
tion at the launch pad. Flip down access stairs are provided on both sides of the rotating service
structure providing access to the tail service masts a_d the Orbiter. Additional features of major ro-
tating service structure elements are included in the following discussions and i11ustrated in the ap-
pended Figures 1 through 10.

BASIC STRUCTURE

The basic structure, as shown in Figure i, is a tubular steel space frame bridge spanning 160 feet
from the pivot column at one end to the two 8 wheel drive trucks at the other end. Central to the
structure is the Payload Changeout Room w_ich, in its mated position with the Orbiter Cargo Bay, deter-
mined its relative location to the Launch Pad and Flame Trench. The pivot column is located just out-
board of the Mobile Launcher clearance envelope and in line with the front truss of the structure. At
the outer end of the structure the two truck assemblies travel on a double 175 pound rail system having
a 3 foot gauge. Mechanical wedge type tiedowns are provided at each terminus of the rail system. The
160 foot radius of the rail system being determined by the Mobile Launcher Mount Mechanism clearance on

the opposite side of the flame trench from the pivot column. Thus the Rotating Service Structure ro-
tates about a pivot column with two electric motor driven drive trucks traveling on a 160 foot radius

curved track system.

PIVOT COLUMN AND BEARINGS

The pivot column is 42 inches outside diameter by 33 inches inside diameter. At the top of tl_is
pivot column, as shown in Figure 2, is a bearing assembly comprised of a 30 inch diameter ASTM B 148-
955-HT aluminum bronze hemispherical thrust bearing race rotary on a 41 inch diameter ASTM A182-304
S.S. Alloy steel thrust bearing.the hemispherical ball_ Just below this main support bearing is a 61
inch diameter side thrust bearing race and bal!. This pivot bearing assembly has a 6 foot 2 inch diam-
eter, A441 housing with a removable cover retained in the housing by means of a tapered shear key ring,
thereby allowing for bearing changeout in the unlikely event the need should ever arise. The vertical
resultant load support at this bearing assembl_ during rotation of the structure is in the order of

Z,OOO,O00 pounds (1,000 tons).

A lower side thrust bearing is provided on the pivot column to accommodate resulting side loads
and is configured similarly to the side thrust bearing at the top of the column.

Figure 4 shows the 3 point support system comprised of the pivot column top hemispherical bearing
assembly and two eight wheel drive truck assemblies. The relative size of the top hemispherical bear-
ing assembly is illustrated in Figure 5 as it was being assembled on the ground prior to erection onto
the pivot column during initial construction. Figure 5D shows the bearing assembly erected onto the
pivot column.

BEARING CHANGE OUT

The bearing at the top of the pivot column incorporates provisions for installing six hydraulic
jacks which in conjunction with three bearing changeout bolts will allow for complete bearing changeout
should the need for repair ever occur. The jacks and locking belts allow the load to he removed from
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the bearings after which the housing cover can be removed and the bearings subsequently removed from
the housing, repaired and/or replaced.

The lower side thrust bearing assembly incorporates similar means for bearing changeout. An in-
teresting feature of the hemispherical side thrust bearings is that the ball can be rotated 180 degrees
to allow insertion or removal from the race. Thus the top side thrust bearing is made in one piece.
The lower side thrust bearing is made in three segments to allow installation and/or removal from
around the pivot column.

The uniqueness of the pivot column and bearing assemblies resides in their not so obvious relative
simplicity together with the means to allow for the unlikely need for bearing repairs and/or changeout.

DRIVE TRUCK ASSEMBLIES

The configuration and functional requirements of the Rotating Service Structure made it necessary
for the structure to travel on a 160 foot radius curved track utilizing two drive truck assemblies,
thereby providing a stable three point support system for the structure. Each truck assembly has a
resultant vertical load during rotation on the order of 1,400,000 pounds during rotation. The question
of single rail versus double tall resolves itself down into a question of space requirements for the
truck assemblies. Utilizing 36 inch diameter wheels a total of 8 wheels are required on each truck
assembly. Dn a single rail, the length of the truck assembly when incorporated into a load equaliza-
tion system would be extremely long. The length of single rail truck assemblies could not be utilized
due to Space constraints when the structure fs mated w_th the Orbiter and also when rotated to the
retracted position. Thus a double rail truck assembly was selected as most feasible for this applica-
tion.

Each truck assembly is comprised of four two wheel bogies connected to a structural wellment frame
by means of load equalization pins. At one end of the truck assembly th_ load equalization system

incorporates two load equalization pins perpendicular to one another, thereby providing load equaliza-
tion not only along the axis of the rails but also between the two rails. This system functions much
like a tricycle. Each truck assembly is 8 feet wide by 20 feet long, weighing in the order of 70,000
pounds. See Figures 6A and 6B.

The truck assembly is driven by four 15 HP D.C. drive motors which are capable of moving at any

continuous speed between I/B inch per second and 4 inches per second when delivering maximum rated
torque. Each individual 2 wheel bogie has a drive motor connected to the two wheels through a gear re-
ducer and gear train. The control system is a four quadrant regenerative D.C. drive system with solid
state components capable of maintaining a preset speed during varying wind conditions that would try to
accelerate or decelerate the structure during rotation. The control system is split into two sections,
each section driving I/2 of the number of drive motors. The two drive units are interconnected with a
load sharing logic system that will allow any combination of drive motors to provide the necessary
driving force.

THERMAL EXPANSION/CONTRAC;T_ON OF STRUCTURE

Mounted on top of each drive truck assembly is a hemispherical ball joint which is connected to

the main 36 inch diameter, tubular structural members supporting the Rotary Bridge Structure. This
assembly will accommodate the normal thermal expansion and contraction of the 16D foot long structure
while maintaining load equalization onto the "tricycle" type load equalization system of the main truck
frame. See Figure 7.

HURRICANE TIE DOWNS

Incorporated into each main truck frame weldment is a provision whereby the two side skirts move
between two related tie down plates located on the pad surface. Dnce the structure is positioned at
either of its two extreme operating positions, four steel wedges can be inserteO thereby locking the
structure into position. Unique with the tiedown system is the capability of jacking the _rucks up
approximately I/2 inch and moving the wedges in further, thereby placing the load onto the wedges dur-
ing hurricane load conditions. This allows the wheels and bogies to be designed for a lesser load con-
ditlon of 40 knot winds during rotation as opposed to 120 knot hurricane wind loads. This feature also
allows for removal and/or replacement of truck components, should the need arise. See Figure 6C.
Details of the drive trucks and hurricane tie downs are best seen in Figure 7.
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PAYLOAD CHANGEOUT ROOM (PCR) MAIN DOORS AND PCR-TO-ORBITER SEALS

To provide for payload cbangeout without exposing the payloads to the outside environment, two
sets of two-panel bi-fold doors 29 feet wide by 62 feet high are provided. These doors together with
the PCR-to-Orbiter seals provide the means whereby this can be accomplished. After the Rotating Serv-
ice Structure is moved into its mated position with the Orbiter, the pneumatic seals are inflated into
contact around the periphery of the cargo bay doors of the Orbiter. Following this operation, the cav-
ity space between the exterior of the maln doors and Orbiter Cargo Bay is cleaned with an air wash
which is part of the PCR environmental control system. After the cleaning operation the main doors are
opened, following which the Cargo bay doors may be opened and payload changeout operations conducted.
The main doors also provide hinged platform and hoist features whereby a special torque arm can be in-
stalled onto the Orbiter Cargo bay doors to allow their operation when in the vertical position. See

Figure 8.

PAYLOAD GROUND HANDLING MECHANISM (PGHM)

This system located inside the PCR can be described as a bridge crane supporting a 217 ton manipu-
lator for insertion or withdrawal of the 15 foot diameter by 60 foot long by 65,000 pound shuttle pay-
loads into the Orbiter cargo bay. This system was designed by NASA and FMC.

(

PAYLOAD ACCESS PLATFORMS

Five adjustable platform access levels are provided on each side of the PCR to provide access to

any size payload configuration. Each platform is composed of an 8 plank adjustable module whereby the
planks are pneumatically adjusted in and out to interface and provide access to any payload configura-

tion. See Figure IOA.

ORBITER CARGO BAY ACCESS

An adjustable cantilevered access platform Is provided to allow for access to the cargo bay inte-

rior payload attachment features. This platform in its retracted position is stored below the PGHM.
When utilized, it is rolled out into position in front of the Cargo bay connected to hoisting cables
and stabilizers. The platform can then be hoisted to any level of the vertical Cargo bay. Incorpo-

rated into the platform are two telescoping platform segments which can extend out into the Cargo bay,
thus allow operating personnel access to any location inside the Cargo bay. See Figure lOB.

PCR CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT

The Payload Changeout Room (PCR) is a controlled environment room 50 feet wide by 45 feet deep by
130 feet high. The ten_oerature, humidity, cleanliness and pressurization are controlled by circulating
52,000 cfm of air through HEPA filters mounted on the ceiling with the return air passing though a preZ
filter bank and chilled water cooling coils located above the fan room. The room is maintained at 0.5
inch W.G. positive pressure to prevent outside air from entering the room. Provisions are also pro-
vided for shutdown of the normal HVAC cooling pressurizdtion system in the event of toxic hypergolic

propellant spillage within the PCR. Should a pcopellant spill occur, the normal HVAC system is changed
to a fresh air purging system by the coordinated interlocks between control dampers outside air supply

fan, and purge air exhaust fans. See Figure 9.

go TON CANISTER HOIST

A 90 ton, 2 speed 176 feet left, payload canister hoist is located in the hoist room on the PCR
roof. This hoist system provides the means for lifting from the launch pad, or lowering to the launch
pad, a payload canister. The canister is raised in&o position in front of the PCR main doors and mated
with the pneumatic seals similar to that which is done with the Orbiter. Thus a payload can be in-
serted into or removed from a canister without being exposed to the outside environment.

ORBITER ACCESS PLATFORMS

A system of hinged flip down access platforms are provided for access to all required Orbiter ac-
cess locations including a rolling window access ladder for Orbiter windows.
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Figure 5A

Top Bearing Housing & Pivot
Column Being Assembled

Figure 5B

Top Hemispherical Bearing
Assembled Inside Housing

FIGURE 5.
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Figure 5D

Top Bearing Assembly Erected
on Top of Pivot Column

Figure 5C

PIVOT COLUMN BEARING ASSEMBLY
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Figure 6A.Top-View

Figure 6B. Side View
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Figure 6C.

DRIVE TRUCK ASSEMBLIES

Hydraulic Jacks and
Locking Wedges
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FIGURE 9. PCR CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM
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Figure IOA. Extendable Payload Access
Platforms

Figure lOB. Orbiter LRU Access Platform

tI'

FIGURE i0. ORBITER LRU ACCESS AND PAYLOAD EXTENDABLEACCESS
PLATFORMS
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ORBITER PROCESSING FACILITY: ACCESS PLATFORMS
KENHEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA

"FROM CHALLENGE TO ACHIEVEMENT _

by Michael Haratunian, P.E.
President
Seelye Stevenson Value & Knecht

ABSTRACT '

The challenge presented to Seelye Stevenson Value & Knecht (SSV&K) by the National
P_ronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was to provide a system of access platforms and

equipment within the Orbiter Processing Facility to completely service the orbiter. NASA
presented unusual design criteria to the firm: create a structure that allows service access to
all areas of the orbiter without the need to step or lean on any portion of the craft; create a
design that does not interfere with the movement of the orbiter during roll-in or roll-out of
the facility; and, due to the concurrent development of the final version of the orbiter's
geometry, design the structure with minimum clearances using preliminary data for Outer Mold

Lines.

Towards this end, SSV&K developed a system of_platforms that is responsive to the maintenance

and testing requirements of the orbite_ between space missions.

INTROOUCTION

Specified _esign criteria was met by the firm through research and development. Numerous
studies were made using the clearance and load criteria specified by NASA. Final design was met
by the interplay of concepts between NASA and SSV&K engineers during the detailed review of each
section's needs; For example, the hydraulic actuators used for the platform's movements were
chosen after discarding previous suggestions: use of an electric motor was rejected due to the
danger of sparking within a hazardous environment; a non-sparking motor was eliminated due to
excessive cost; and the use of compressed air was also contemplated, but was rejected due to
lack Of its availability at the site. 0ii hydraulic actuators, fully sealed to prevent oil
spill ages, were flnally chosen as the most advantageous method of providing the platform
movement.
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The design of the overhead bridge was also developed through close collaboration. The need

for further access to the top of the Orbiter and payload bay was desired. Towards this end, the

concept of an overhead structure was quickly recognized. By adding movement to this overhead

structure, its versatility was greatly increased. A combination of longitudinal, transverse,

vertical and rotating movements were subsequently developed.

The platform system which was ultimately developed consists of a series of fixed, moveable

and cantilevered platforms. The moveable platforms include flip-up, flip-down, telescopinq

horizontal and vertical, scissor-type and completely moveable units. The overall platform

structure is some 140 feet long, 91 feet wide and 58 feet high, and can support substantial dead

loads, hoist loads, and live loads. Fixed stationary platforms were first developed, for

required access elevations of the orbiter by working closely with NASA as the concurrent desian

of the orbiter was progessing. From these fixed areas, the moveable platforms were subseauently

designed. These non-stationary platforms, closing within eight inches of the orbiter, are moved

by manual or mechanical means in accordance with the size, location and type of motion reauired.

To permit the orbiter uninterrupted access and egress into the OPF, the platforms flip-up,

retract or swing free from the main structure. The_,are closed around the orbiter once it is in

place and ready for servicing. Another feature of _he design included the ability to cut back

on the platform edges without affecting the structure's integrity. Therefore "hard steel", as

we called it, was set back seven inches from the edge of platform. This seven inch section

became known as "soft steel".

To facilitate design, a working scale model was constructed by SSV&_= This model proved to

be a great aid to the firm and NASA in furthering the design to the construction stage.

Orbiter Access Platform
Front Isometric View
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NASA Clearance Envelopes

The concurrent design of the orbiter along with OPF platforms presented an unusual design
challenge for the firm. Achieving platform clearances specified by NASArequired close
collaboration between NASAand SSV&Kengineers. During orbiter roll-in/out, jacking, and
leveling, a minimum of 18 inch as clearance was permitted from the orbiter's Outer Mold Lines to
each platform edge. Once the orbiter is in position and reedy for servicing, _ eight inches
was permitted between the platform and the orbiter. During the moveable operation of a
platform, four inches clearance from any moveable part of the platfon_ to the orbiter was
allo_ed. As mentioned earlier, the outer seven inches of each panel was constructed of "soft
steel" to allow notching, penetrations or cutting away without affecting the structural
integrity of the panel. The main structural support of each pl_form was set buck seven inches
from the panel edge. This become known as "hard steel'. This _biltty to cut away portions of
the platforms greatly increased the flexibility of the platform's design.

Load Criteria

Another challenge presented to the firm was to design cantilevered and moveable platforms
that also meet unusual live loads and deflection restrictions. SSV&Kengineered a structural
design that met deflections limited to L/360 of the s_an for nearly all platforms. Cantilevered
elements, and the panels that swing-up and down were limited to L/240 of the span for live loads
and equipment wheel loads. ."

Pl atform Movements

The movements of the platforms are an integral aspect of the design scheme. To provide
complete accessibility as well as to maintain required clearances, platform extremities are made

of hinged panels. The hinges are designed for both the swinging movement of the panels and as a
support when the panels are in service.

The direction of a platform's movement was determined by the clearances below and above each
platform. When a platform swings up, the hinge uses an integral bolt stop; when it swings down,
the same hinge is rotated 180 degrees, and is supplemented with a toggle latch. This design
permitted the use of a simple clevis-type hinge.

Several means of panel actuation are provided for swing-up platforms: a simple bar for
lighter panels and manually operated winchs, and hj_Iraulic rotary actuators for larger, heavier

platforms. Hydraulic rotary actuators consist of a vaned heavy-duty torque motor with integral
load-carrying bearings. In this case, the unit functions as both a hinge and actuator.

..-c/

$_n_ Up/Down _mllorm
Hln_d w/A_lu_lof
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Where clearances were such that a hinged platform interfered with the orbiter's movement,
platforms were made extensible by telescoping.The telescoping platforms are manually activated
and have anti-friction bearing rollers that ride on hardened steel'guides.

Manually operated hoists are also used for lighter swing-up •and down platforms. These are of
a simple-geared winch type with removable hand cranks.

t _
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Horlzonllil Telescopir_ RaUorm

Augmenting the main structure of platforms are two 50,000 pound moveable bridges that
traverse along the length of the orbiter's 60 foot payload bay. Each bridge has two vertically
telescoping platforms that move laterally across the width of the bridge as well as in a 360
degree rotation. These four vertically telescoping platforms (also called telescoping buckets)
further enhance accessibility into and about the orbiter. A dual electrical motorized trolley
s/stem directs these g foot x 3 foot buckets traversely. They are positioned vertically usinq
an electrically powered variable speed two-rope winch whlch actuates the telescoping bucket
support. These buckets are supported by two electrically motor drawn bridges which use a chain
drive system. The bridge rides on flanged wheels upon a rail equipped with anti- trip rollers
for stability.

i

Rolling Bridges w/Buckets
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APPLICATIONS OF MOVEABLE PLATFORMS

Using the series of movements, the platforms are flexible enough to successfully service the

orbiter in accordance with each section's special needs.

Beginning with the front section of the craft, Platforms i, 2, and 3 provide service

personnel access to the nose, using flip-up and down movements. When these platforms are raised,

they are secured away from the entering orbiter's nose section. Once the orbiter is in place,

these platforms flip down and permit servicing of the instrumentation in this section, including

antennae, the Orbiter Reaction Control Subsystem, and Startracker Well.

The Startracker Well requires a Class 10,000 clean room for servicing. To meet this need, a

moveable anti-static nylon closure was devised to ride on fixed guide tracks and sliding

assemblies. An air distribution system was also designed providing a positive air atmosphere.

To permit the use of normal service equipment and consoles, these platforms are designed to

hold a live load of 100 pounds per square foot, orr2,000 lbs. concentrated load over a 2'-6"

square area.

Servicing the wing sections are Platforms 4 ands. These also Flip-up and down Dermittinq

safe roll-in, jacking, and leveling of the orbiter. The larger platforms in this section are

powered by hydraulic actuators, while the smaller panels are manually raised and lowered, usino

a special hook designed for this purpose. These platforms permit service personnel to perform

general maintenance on the wing, such as replacing the thermo-tiles. Platforms 4 and 8 can

handle live loads of 100 pounds per square foot.

The payload bay area, 60 feet long with a 15 foot diameter, posed another special challenQe

in the design of the platform system: providing access to this section with the payload bay

doors in a fully opened, closed or 145 degree, partially opened position.

This was accomplished using the combined mov(_nents of Platforms 11, 11a, 12, and 13. Platform

13 swings up and down along the length of the payload bay doors, and is therefore able to

service the skin of the orbiter when the doors are fully closed. It also provides access into

the payload bay cavity when the doors are fully extended by precisel_ fitting over the opened

doors.

The overhead bridge and telescoping buckets further facilitate accessibility using four

separate movements: the bridge with the telescoping buckets can move laterally along the length

of the bay; the bucket platforms telescope vertically, up to 20 feet in either direction,

thereby servicing the payload bay cavity itself or servicing the orbiter's skin when the cargo

bay doors are closed; it can rotate 360 degrees and can also move along the width of the brid_e, -

and therefore the orbiter. The 360 deqree movement is controlled by a hand cranked gear reduced

sjstem operated from the bucket. A catwalk runs along the length of each bridge. This

serves as a crossover platform as well as a service platform for the bridge and bucket drive

system. Each bucket can support a 500 lb. Joad, while the bridge can accomodate I000 Ibs.

• _ • ',w,,=_-v/ Vortical Telescoolng -
Buckel8
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The design of the two bridges included provisions for support of the Zero- Gravity device
used in opening and closing the payload doors.

Clearance of the C-Frame Support posed a serious problem. The C-Frame, which is attached to

the Cargo Door Strong Back, swings down in an arc past the plane of the main platform truss
line. Clearance envelopes were therefore developed and truss members positioned and shaped to

give maximum clearance. There are six Co Frame locations on each side of .the orbiter.

Platforms 10, 16, 17, 18 and 19 service the Rear Section, comprised of the Vertical Fin, Air
Brake Actuator, Elevons, Orbiter Maneuvering System Pod and Main Engines. These platforms,
composed of five levels, actually constitute a single structure, hinged to the fixed platforms.

G

Orba__rsoAmCCt_cSPl:tform

Split into two hinged sections, the overall size of each is 17 feet x 20 feet x 50 feet.
high. Platforms 10, 16 and 19 swing up and down and _ervice the engines and parts of the fin.
They operate using h_draulic actuators and also telescope horizontally.

f

This section posed a major challenge: provide personnel access to external and internal
service points at the rear of the Orbiter while also permitting the orbiter unobstructed

movement during roll-in and roll-out.

After much research and study, the two 50 foot high rear swing platforms were each attached

the main platform structure using a column as a pivot point, and then were swung from this point
on a single rail embedded in the building floor. Each half of the platform structure has a 103

degree maximum swing, weighs a total of 98,000 Ibs. and is operated by an electric motor drive.

The design of platforms which service the rudder and air brake actuators presented a further

challenge to the firm. This required two sets of platforms of different configurations that can
occupy the same area at different times. To meet this challenge, Platforms 17 and 18 were
placed +n this section with hinges at right angles to each other. Panel sections 3 and 6 of
these platforms service the outer skin of the rudder, while sections 4 and 5 of the platforms
service the rotary actuators inside, as well as the inner surface of the speed brake. Using

this d_sign, the two platforms can occupy the same area.

940
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Removal of the Orbiter Manuevering System Pod required very close coordination between NASA
and SSV&K, due to the concurrent design of the handling fixture and their respective platforms.
Platforms 6, 11, 12 and 15 were designed to handle this section. The trolley and hoist used to
remove the Pod is supported from platform 15. The Pod is then transferred to the overhead

building crane.

Platforms 5, 6, 20 and 21 are stationary platforms. Platform 6 acts as a transit level to
other platforms. Platform 21 is used for testing the antennae.

CONCLUSION

The concurrent design of the orbiter and the facility that would maintain it required close
collaboration between SSV_,K and NASA. The design of the system of platforms was the most
challenging of the entire Orbiter Processing Facility concept. Near the end of the platform
system's design, NASA developed, as a final check, a clearance envelope using a computerized
matrix for the orbiter. A similar envelope was developed for the OPF platforms and
their movements. Entry of the orbiter was then _emonstrated using these two clearance
envelopes. 0nly one platform within the entire system interfered with the orbiter clearances,
which was easily rectified by cutting back part of the 7 inch soft steel section.

Our engineers recognized the need for a versatile and responsive system of movable and
stationary platforms to meet all the needs of the service personnel in the maintenance and
repair of the orbiter. The series of movements that were subsequently developed, and the
mechanisms that permitted these movements, have resulted in a flexible system that permits free
access around and within all areas of the orbiter.

Shwttle ent*tlml the Orb;tuw Ptooes_g T_._l|Aty (Offrh

The principle SSV&K engineers of the OPF platform project were Fidele V. Plastini, P.E.,
project manager, Albert Thompson, P.E., structural, and James CampbeIX, P.E., mechanisms.
Assisting in the preparation of thls paper was J111 Bonamusa and Fidele V. P1astini.
Graphics by Michael Bet1, Peter Ruiz, and W1111am Soto. The NASA KSC Project Manager was

Ron Htnson.

Photoscourtesy of NASA.
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 IB5 -16969' EXTERNAL TANK GH2 VENT ARM
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NASA-KSC

KSC, Florida

and
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Planning Research Corp.
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ABSTRACT

Because the venting of free hydrogen gas to the atmosphere presents an extremely hazardous situa-
tion, it was necessary to devise a means for safe, controlled venting of the Shuttle external tank (ET)
gaseous hydrogen (GH2) during and after liquid hydrogen (LH2) tank loading. Several design concepts
that were considered-initially were discarded as unfeasible- because of vehicle weight restrictions,
high cost, and because the proposed structure was itseYf deemed a hazard due to the vehicle's nonverti-
cal launch trajectory. A design concept employing a support structure/access arm attached to the
Fixed Service Structure (FSS) was finally selected. The various design problems resolved included vent
arm disconnect/drop interference, minimizing refurbishment due to launch damage, disconnect reliabil-
ity, vehicle movement tracking, minimizing vent line pressure drop, and the presence of other vehicle
services at the same centralized supply area. Six launches have proven the "system" to be reliable,
efficient, and of nearly zero refurbishment cost.

INTRODUCTION

After a device or system has been developed, even we engineers who were involved in the develop-
ment sometimes tend to look at the end product in its most obvious and most simplified form without
thinking about how it got to be what it is. In almost all cases (be it a washing machine, car, house,
or Shuttle system), that end product has evolved. The evolution is initiated by a need, which in turn
causes development facets which we label es_concept, analysis, hard design, fabrication, testing,
and utilization. In between are literally hundreds of steps, decision points, and iterations that in-

fluence the end product. The most obvious major influences, though, are requirements, requirement
changes, design accuracy as proven by test, and subtle operational changes that only become visible
during the testing and operations application.

Such complexity as noted above is related in this paper on the Space Shuttle ET hydrogen vent arm
system. The history of how that system evolved is an interesting blend of requirements and technology
utilization.

The basic requirement that initiated the vent arm design effort was, and still is, to provide a

controlled means of safely venting the GH2 that is boil@d off in the Shuttle L_2 ET during and after
LH2 loading. This paper relates how that requ_ement was met. We will start where the initial need
was first delineated and the challenge set. We will then progress through each step of the evolution
to relate what was done and why, and will conclude with the present system.

THE CHALLENGE

As noted earlier, the basic requirement was to safely vent the GH2 that is boiled off during and

after ET LH2 loading. This translated into more specific requirements gs follows:

o Provide a system to transfer the GH2 boiloff to cross-country vent piping and thence to a burn
pond.

o Ensure that the system is connected and operable until Shuttle launch is certain.

o Track all vehicle motions due to wind, solar, cryo, or other effects.

A secondary (but important) requirement was to provide an intertank purge system. This was never
a design driver, but it is noted herein because the purge system was always considered to be coinci-
dental with the GH2 vent system. The systems physically had to go to the same vehicle area and could
thus physically be (literally) tied to each other.
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CONCEPT I

The initial concept was a straightforward and simple venting method. As shown in figure I, the

system would pipe the GH 2 directly from the top of the LH2 tank down the side of the ET to a rise-off

umbilical disconnect system in a tail service mast (TSM). From there, the GH 2 would be piped around

the Mobile Launcher Platform (MLP) to the LH 2 disconnect tower and then to the burn pond.

Although this concept was simple, it was shelved rather quickly. At the same time the concept

was being developed, Shuttle weight was becoming more and more a prime design driver. In the con-

cept's final form, the weight of the piping, insulation, and tunneling was considered excessive unless

no other viable alternative could be found.

CONCEPTS II AND Ill

The obvious appnoach to reducing vent system and purge system weight was to pipe directly from/to

the intertank area. The major portion of the piping system's weight, then, would not be a direct part

of the Shuttle. To do this would require a new umbilical plate, some sort of hanging or extended pip-

ing, and a disconnect method. Two concepts were thence developed which utilized tall structures to

satisfy the accompanying vent and purge lines location, type of routing, and control needed. Concept

II is shown in figure 2. It would utilize a new tower that would be built on the north end of the

MLP. Concept Ill is shown in figure 3. It would utilize the FSS as its design base, namely, one cor-

ner of the 203-ft level. Both concepts first used the_raditional horizontal swing-away umbilical sys-

tem. However, in both cases, layouts and articulation analyses showed that the lengths of access arms

needed, masses of the arms, and amount of rotation needed versus time to rotate for T-O operations were

all incongruent with design of a practical system. Thus, the drop-away umbilical-line approach was

used, as shown in figures 2 and 3.

Both concepts had to meet the same physical restrictions of the Shuttle. These were: track the

vehicle motions (regardless of cause), impose minimum forces on the Shuttle, and establish disconnect

reliably, all without harming the vehicle. As the concepts developed, it became apparent that another

requirement existed. The vehicle liftoff is not just up, but it also has an associated drift. Thus,

whatever support structure was to be used and the vent and purge systems themselves could not be in the

way of the vehicle. The restrictions on the physical location of Concept II's tower on the MLP were

such that the tower would interfere with Shuttle liftoff. That in itself was enough to eliminate Con-

cept II from further consideration. Added to this was the fact that the MLP would have to have major

(expensive and technically undesirable) modifications to its north end to support the tower.

Concept Ill remained, then, as the most viable basic concept. As figure 3 shows, it consisted of

a fixed arm, a retractable access (swing) arm for vent line hookup, and a vent line consisting of flex-

ible and hard sections. (The intertank purge line would be piggyback.) The vent line was to be dis-

connected with a conventional mechanical advantage mechanism, i.e., a "hockey-stick" device, activated

at the proper time by use of a lanyard. The vent line then would drop in a guided path. It would be

expendable and thus be replaced after each launch.

At this point in time, many situations seemed to develo p almost simultaneously. Studies of other

ET systems kept resulting in more and more systems and requirements being added to the "vent arm assem-

bly." Improvements in systems control, vehicl_weight reduction, physical limitations or improvements,

and/or safety aspects were the design drivers for these new systems requirements. It became apparent

that a centralized access ground support equipment (GSE) grouping was needed. For example, GSE ET

liquid oxygen (LOX) vent valve control was deemed necessary, so the pneumatic and electrical systems

for that control were routed with the vent arm. Range safety needs (electrical), nose cone purge

(pneumatics), ET instrumentation (electrical), and anti-icing/bipod heater power/control (electrical)

were other needs routed with the _ent arm. All of these, of course, affected the umbilical plate de-

sign itself and design iterations thereof. In addition, the access hatch to get into the intertank

area was moved to the swing arm area to allow access on more than a contingency/emergency basis.

As the "group system" grew In total systems being accommodated, studies continued on the vent

line itself. The line was sized several times. This was not an easy task because the diameter(s) had

to be minimum to allow the total line to be manageable, hard sections were needed to support all of

the pneumatic lines and electrical wires that were by then being routed with the vent line, and flex-

ible sections were needed to account for vehicle tracking and similar movement aspects; yet the pres-

sure drop through the line had to be minimal. (0.5 pound per square inch differential (psid) was the

final design goal for the total vent line from the umbilical plate to the burn pond.)

One vent study showed that the line and its umbilical plate would, when released, scrape the side

of the ET -- even if the vehicle did not "move into" the plate at disconnect. This situation forced a

design change to provide for linear retraction of the vent arm at disconnect before the line would be
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allowed to "fall." That change was a dropweight mechanism balanced to pull back the vent line about
24 inches before line drop.

Due to tracking requirements and refined draft analysis, the lanyard-activated hockey stick um-

bilical disconnect device did not clear the vehicle trajectory in the worst case. It was considered

that pyrotechnic bolts fired at T-O would be a more positive and technically sounder way to release

the ground-to-flight umbilical plates, giving the system more time to release and clear the vehicle.

After much deliberation and many ministudies, it was decided to use the pyrotechnic bolts as the pri-

mary release and the lanyard as a backup. (The lanyard becomes taut only after the vehicle moves up
26 inches.)

Another major system study was cost. The expendable approach was shown to cost about $50,000,000

for the Shuttle launch series of about 450 launches. That cost was excessive. So, a major effort was

started to minimize launch damage. The result was to guide the vent arm back under a blast structure,

put protective blankets over the flexible line sections, and install a deluge_ater system to saturate

the vent arm during vehicle ascent. This was determined to reduce refurbishment cost to 25% of re-

placement cost. Indeed, these "fixes" have been good enough to reduce refurbishment cost to essential-

ly zero.

TESTING

Testing was done primarily on a system basis_ The total "group system" was tested at KSC's

Launch Equipment Test Facility (LETF). The tests did _ot show any major design deficiencies. Basical-

ly, the system was fine tuned with the tests as well as being qualified mechanically. The only design

aspect that was questioned aggressively, i_., the disconnect method, was settled by the tests. The

first concept verification testing (CVT) series of the lanyard umbilical disconnect was conducted be-

fore the pyrotechnic bolts were selected as the design approach. The second test series system quali-

fication testing employed the bolts and proved the design concept.

PRESENT ASSEMBLY

In summary, the external tank GH2 vent arm presently provides for more than just venting GH 2. It

is an access system for the ET intertank area, and it provides for GH 2 venting, for all ET electrical

and pneumatic support subsystems (including all gas purges), and for umbilical plate service in itself.

The assembly is best described in two parts: ET vent umbilical system and intertank access arm.

El" HYDROGEN VENT UMBILICAL SYSTEM

This system provides for continuous venting of the Shuttle ET during and after LH 2 loading. It

also provides the pneumatic line and electrical cables between the ground systems and the umbilical

interface. The umbilical system disconnects at solid rocket booster (SRB) ignition command. The hy-

drogen vent line then pulls back, drops away, and is secured during vehicle liftoff. Figure 4 depicts
the system.

Vent Line Assembl_

This assembly consists of two vacuum jaci(eted flexhoses and one double wall hardline. The aft

flexhose makes the connection between the hardline subassembly and the facility vent line interface.

The forward flexhose makes the connection between the hardline subassembly and the intertank hydrogen
vent umbilical interface.

Structural Platform Extension

The platform extension has four levels floored with steel grating. It provides space for equip-

ment installation and personnel access for service, maintenance, and checkout of the vent line and ac-

cess arm. A platform is attached to the side of the main platform providing a base for mounting the

hinge actuation mechanism of the access arm, the haunch pivot fixture, the withdrawal mechanism, and
the deceleration unit.

Haunch Pivot Fixture

This is a structural enclosure mounted on the top level of the fixed platform extension. The

haunch pivot fixture contains the pivot links which support the facility end of the vent line and al-

low the vent line to adjust for vehicle movement and misalignment. The haunch also provides mountings
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for the pivot link shock absorbers, latch back mechanism, guide sheaves for the withorawal weight
cables, and bulkhead for pneumatic and electrical interface with the vent line.

Withdrawal Mechanism

This mechanism is located at the back of the haunch fixture. The mechanism has side rails which

guide a dropweight. Wire rope cables attached to the weight are routed over the guide sheaves in the
rear of the haunch and are connected to the pivot links.

The potential energy of the suspended weight retracts the vent line via the pivot links after um-
bilical disconnect. The unit utilizes a manually operated winch to raise and reset the dropweight and
shock absorbers mounted at the bottom of the side rail frame to _ecelerate the dropweight at the end
of its travel.

Deceleration Unit

The deceleration unit is an arresting device utilizing a tension shock absorber. A cross beam
with sheaves is attached to the rod end of the shock absorber. The wire rope arresting cable is rout-
ed through sheaves located horizontally and vertically. The routing geometry of the arresting cable
allows the falling vent line to be decelerated and stopped approximately 92 inches after contact with
the vent line support bracket. A mechanical latching device secures the vent line in the retracted

position.

Ground Umbilical Carrier Assembl_

The ground umbilical carrier assembly is a structural housing for the ET service line couplings

which are mated to the ET umbilical panel. The carrier assembly is attached with a pyrotechnic sepa-
rator which bolts the carrier assembly to the ET skin panel. The umbilical carrier is released from
the ET panel when the pyrotechnic separator receives a triggering signal.

Static Lanyard Mechanism

The static lanyard mechanism is designed to increase the reliability of the ET vent line discon-
nect function by providing a secondary release system. The static lanyard is attached t_ each side of

the ground umbilical carrier plate and to the structural platform extension. The lanyard is routed
through a sheave and pivot arm mechanism, which allows the lanyard to track the vehicle during prelift-
off excursions. The pivot arm is weighted to maintain lanyard tension and to minimize lanyard cate-
nary. The mechanism is designed to allow 6 inches of cable feedout prior to the secondary disconnect.

INTERTANK ACCESS ARM

The intertank access arm provides a movable work platform for prelaunch servicing and checkout of
the Space Shuttle ET intertank area. It provides the capability of lifting and positioning the vent
line, installation with the ground umbilical carrier plate, personnel access for umbilical servicing,

personnel access to the intertank tank compartment, AC power, lightin9, and environmental control sys-
tem service. Figure 5 depicts the arm.

I

Truss Assembl_

The top surface of the truss is floored with grating, which serves as a walkway for personnel ac-
cess. The line handling fixture is attached to the outer end of the truss and provides an air motor
driven winch. The winch is used for lifting the vent line into position for installation with the um-
bilical and supports the vent line until the access arm is retracted.

Hlnge Actuatin) Mechanism

The hinge actuating mechanism is a hydraulic cylinder actuated roller chain and sprocket drive
unit. The two hydraulic cylinders are powered by hydraulic fluid supplied from the facility hydraulic
system. A manual valve on the control panel controls rotation of the access arm.
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The roller chain is a triple-strand chain which drives a sprocket. The sprocket is attached to
the bottom of the hinge assembly, which is supported by a large self-aligning spherical roller bear-
ing. This bearing acts as the lower pivot of the hinge and carries the thrust and radial loads of the
access arm. The upper pivot of the hinge assembly has a smaller self-aligning spherical roller bear-
.Ing, which carries the moment loads of the access arm.

Extenslble Platform Assembl_

This assembly consists of a fixed platform attached to the outboard end of the truss assembly to-

provide personnel access to the intertank area. A sliding platform can be extended from the side of
the fixed platform, allowing personnel access for servicing the hydrogen vent umbilical, pneumatic
service lines, and vent line. The sliding platform is extended or retracted by a handwheel-operated
chain and sprocket drive.

SUMMATION

The challenge to provide a safe and reliable means to ven_ the hydrogen from the Shuttle ET was

met through innovative design of a mechanism evolving from changing requirements and employment of
basic concepts striving to be both cost effec)ive _ arid highly rellab]e. The "Shuttle ET GH2 vent arm
"system" began as a simple vent llne running down the side of the ET and'_d(d as a rather complex cen-

tralized servicing system built onto and out from the F_S. Primary desSgn drivers were vehicle weight,
vehicle movement on the pad, vehicle launch t_ajectory, launch damage/refu_T_i_ent/replacement costs,
physical limitations to ensure no damage to the vehicle at disconnect, and the number of vehicle ser-

vices other.th_n GH2 venting through or at the same location. The "system" has operated almost flaw-

lessly for six launches, with refurbishment costs nearl_ zep_r..., ,
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PAYLOAD TRANSPORTATION AT KSC

Michael E. Donahue

Planning Research Corp.
KSC, Florida

ABSTRACT

Cargo ground processing at John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) involves either a horizontal or ver-

tical mode of assembly and processing of the Shuttle Transportation System (STS) payloads. Consequent-
ly, cargos are commonly referred to as horizontal or vertical payloads. The process flow for each mode

requires different facilities and transportation requirements. Occasionally, a mixed mission cargo
containing both horizontal and vertical payload elements will require a combination of horizontal and
vertical transportation between facilities. This paper presents some of the engineering challenges and
innovative solutions to satisfy the unique on-site payload transportation requirements at KSC. In
particular, some of the more demanding design requirements of the Multiuse Mission Support Equipment
are presented, and the "resulting engineering designs and unique solutions are outlined.

INTRODUCTrbN

Horizontal cargos are assembled and tested in the Operations and Checkout Building (O&C) where all

electrical, fluid, and mechanical interfaces between payload segments and Shuttle Orbiter are checked

and tested. When integration and testing are complete, the payload is transported to the Orbiter at
the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) and installed in the Orbiter payload bay. A vertical payload
undergoes similar assembly and integration at the Vertical Processing Facility (VPF) and is then trans-
ported to the Shuttle launch pad where it is hoisted up to the Payload Changeout Room (PCR), a part of

the Rotating Service Structure (RSS). It is then picked up by the payload ground handling mechanism
(PGHM) for installation into the Shuttle Orbiter.

Mixed payloads require a combination of horizontal and vertical processing that culminates in the

vertical transportation of the mixed cargo to the launch pad PCR. The rotation from horizontal to ver-
tical is accomplished using two bridge cranes at the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB). A flow chart of

these requirements is shown in figure I. The system created to accomplish the unique on-site transpor-
tation requirements for complete payload cargos and/or payload segments during line STS processing is
called the Multiuse Mission Support Equipment (MMSE).

MMSE

The MMSE system was conceived to include a payload canister to structurally support and environ-

mentally protect the payload during transportation operations, and a transporter to move the canister
with the payload between KSC facilities for processing into the STS Orbiter. In addition, a complement
of payload services to support the payload during transportation is required. It includes an electrical
power unit, an environmental control unit, a fluid and gas services supply unit, and an instrumentation
module to monitor the payload environment and critical payload measurements. The design and operation-
al requirements for each element of the MMSE pre_ented a unique engineering challenge.

PAYLOAD CANISTER

The payload canister must support all payloads that are possible for an STS mission; therefore it
must accommodate a cargo volume of 15 feet in diameter and 60 feet long, with a maximum cargo weight
of "65,000 pounds. The cargo can consist of one to five segments at one time, and the payload must be
kept in a clean-room environment during transportation operations. The canister with payload has to be
hoisted and rotated between the horizontal and vertical positions with only small deflections allowed

in the canister structure so that loads are not induced into the payloads. This dictated a relatively
stiff structure; however, gross weight is limited to 180,000 pounds because of the hoisting capacity at
the launch pad for lifting the payload up to the PCR. Also, the canister must physically fit into all
payload facilities (PCR, O&C, VPF, OPF) with Its payload doors opened for removal of the payload.

The evolution of the canister design resulted in the configuration shown in f)gure 2, which is
very similar in shape to the center body of the Shuttle Orbiter. The basic outside dimensions are 65
by 18 by 18 feet 7 inches high when horizontal (22 feet 7 inches high to the tip of the spike on the
aft bulkhead). The inside geometry approximates that of the Shuttle Orbiter payload bay.
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Cant ster Structure

To satisfy the strength and particularly the rigidity requirements, the canister structural design
consists of rigid steel "U"-shaped frames located approximately 10 feet apart with rtgld steel bulk-
heads on each end of the payloed bay. The frames are tted together wtth four steel rectangular box
beams and a k_el beam along the center of the canister bottom. Two of the box beams, called the longe-
ron beams, along the side of the canister also provide support for the longeron trunntons of the pay-
load, and they anchor the hinged end of the canister plyload doors. The outside steel sktn of the can-
tster acts as a shear plate to stiffen the entire structure. To the inside of the sktn are bonded
blocks of rtgtd foam for insulation. The inside of the canister payload bay ts ltned wtth aluminum
sheet to provide a floor for personnel access and to environmentally seal the payload bay. Two
personnel hatches for access to the payload bay are provided, one through the forward bulkhead and one
through the stde of the structure at the aft end.

On the inside of the canister at each end, itftlng trunntons are provided for both horizontal and

vertical hoisting and for rotatton but_en hortzont&l and vertical. All ltfttng is accomplished with
two cranes except at the launch pad where a stngle 90-ton hoist ts used to lift the vertical canister
up to the PCR for payload transfer to the PGHM. To stabilize the canister during thts lift, a patr of
retractable guide shoes are provided on the forward end of the canister. These shoes "slip" Into gutde
channels on both sides of the PCR to preclude swaying of the canister during hoisting. Stnce the
weather seals around the payload door opening of the PCR must Interface wtth the Shuttle Orbiter during
STS operations, their geometry, as well as the geosx_try of the canister bulkheads, must duplicate the
mold llne of the Orbiter. _"

Installed in the aluminum floor of the canlster payloed bay are flve payload interface panels that

provide electrical power, fluid and gas, and Instrumentation hookups for the payload. These panels are
connected to umbilical panels on the outside of the aft end of the canister to which service is sup-
plied from outside the canister.

Canister Pa]load Ba_ Doors

The canister payload bay doors posed a parttcullrly challenging engineering problem tn that they
had to be thtn in order to be opened in the space available at the PCR and in the OPF for removal of
the payload and yet be strong and stiff enough to contribute to the structural integrity of the canis-
ter. When the payload doors are opened wtth the canister horizontal, the free edges must not sag into
the payload envelope over their entire 80-foot length. Wtth the doors closed, the doors needed to be
an Integral part of the load-carrying structure to provide rigidity to the canister, thus minimizing
deflections during transportation of the peyload.

The demanding requirements for the payload bay door design are satisfied by utilizing an aluminum
monocoque structure very similar in construction to an airplane wing, The doors encompass the entire
upper half of the canister; therefore, each door ts configured int_ a quarter segment of a circle with
an B-foot radius and 5 inches thick. The design uttltzed "ribs" and "spars" bent from aluminum sheet
and riveted between aluminum skins. The doors are attached to the lower structure by a continuous
hinge between the door and the longeron beam of the lo_ep structure. For a horizontal canister, the
open doors provide a convenient personnel access along tht longerons of the payload bay.

Special load-carrying latch mechanisms were designed to lock the two doors together along their
interface at the top of the canister. The door l_tch mechanisms can he actuated from elther end of the
door by a torque tube that runs the length of the door. As I latch ts locked utilizing an over-center
mechanism, the torque ts transferred to the next latch unit1 a11 seven latches on the door are locked.
Torque is applied to the torque tube by a ratchet turnbuckle-lever arm tool that ts attached to etther
end of the torque tube. With the doors closed and locked, a pneumatically tnflated seal is activated
to environmentally seal the doors.

With the canister horizontal, the doors are opened using a screwJack mechanism that ts mounted on
the sides of the canister lower structure. The end of the strew ts attached to a fold-down lever arm
bracket mounted on the outside of the door. Two scre_Jacks and one air motor actuate each of the
doors. With a vertical canister, the doors are operated manually wtth a technician pushing the doors
by hand. During vertical operations, the door power mchontsm are folded out of the way and stored.

Payloed Support Fttttngs

Payloads are supported tn the canister tn the sam way they are supported tn the Shuttle Orbiter.
Primary longeron payload trunntons are supported tn both the longitudinal (Xo) and verttcal (Zo) direc-
tions; secondary trunntons are supported only tn the Z0 direction. A split-block bearing housing
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mounted on a slide rail is used such that the secondary fitting is allowed to slide along the Xo direc-
tion, yet remain fixed in plus or minus Zo direction. For primary trunnion support, shear blocks are
added to each side of the fitting to lock it to the rail for reaction of loads in the Xo direction.
Before insertion of a payload into the retention fittings, a spherical bearing is slipped onto the

payload trunnion. During insertion of the payload, only the outer race of the GSE bearing contacts
the housing of the retention fittings, thus protecting the polished surface of the payload trunnion.

The payload keel trunnion is supported in the canister between two longitud|nal support rails that
are mounted to the bottom of the canister payload bay. The keel trunnlons require support only in the

lateral direction (Yo). To protect the surface finish on the keel _ruhnion and to act as a guide for
the payload during insertion, a trunnion cover is placed on the keel trunnion prior to insertion of the

payload into the canister.

PAYLOAD CANISTER TRANSPORTER

A vehicle to transport the payload canister required a motorized prime mover capable of transport-
ing the canister in either a vertical or horizontal position at speeds up to 5 mi/h loaded (I0 mi/h un-
loaded) and able to carry the necessary modules that provide services to the payload during transport
in addition to the 90-ton maximum weight of the loaded canister.

To solve the transporter problem, technology waslborrowed from the heavy construction industry --

particularly shipbuilding, where prime movers are used to transport large hull structures in the
assembly of ships.

Description

The payload canister transporter, procured by performance specification, consists of a flat struc-
tural bed approximately 60 feet long and 22 feet wide, supported on twelve hydraulically lifted and
steered bogies with four rubber tire wheels per bogie (see figure 3). Motive power is provided by hy-
draulic motors on the drive bogies. The transporter has two operator cabs, one on each end, and it can
be controlled from either cab. The steering system, which is a servo-control system, allows the trans-

porter to operate in a conventional Ackermann steering mode, a diagonal/transverse mode, or a carrousel
mode in which the transporter can turn about its own centerllne axis. This steering capability allows

operation in very close quarters and provides a transporter/canister positioning accuracy of tO.2S
inches.

Transporter llftlng power, steering power, and motlve power is provided by hydraulics. The hY-
draulic pump system is driven mechanically by a diesel englne or, alternatively, by electric motors.
This allows the transporter to be propelled by an internal combustion engine while over the road, by
plug-in electrical power while Inslde clean-room payload facilities, and by an external electrical
power generator in emergencies.

Transporatation r Rotatingp and Holstln9 Operations

The bottom of the canister has four steel-plate pa_s on which the canister rests when horizontal

and four similar pads on the aft bulkhead on _which it rests when vertical. The transporter bed has
mating steel pads which support the canister both horizontally and vertically. Holddowns are provided
at the four support points to stabilize the canister when it Is in the vertical transportation mode and

to keep it from overturning. Vertical operations can proceed in winds up to 39 knots. The horizontal
and vertical modes of transportation are shown in figure 4.

during transportation operations the _ISE payload services are provided to the payload through the
umbilical panels on the canister. The umbilical lines, including supply and return alr ducts for the
environmental control system (ECS), are laid on the transporter deck. Sufficient length is provided

for the drag-on lines so that they can remain attached and supplying services during hoisting and rota-
tion operations at the VAB and during hoisting of the canister up to the PCR at the launch pad.

during hoisting operations at the launch pad when the vertical canister is lifted off the trans-
porter by a: single hook, the canister-payload center of gravity (cg) is placed under the hook by
utilizing the bee-tilting feature of the transporter. To preclude the bottom (aft bulkhead) from

"kicking-out" at the start of the lift, the transporter bed and the vertical canister are pitched over
to allow the cg and the forward lifting trunnions on the canister to align with the lifting cable. The
design of the canister is such that with any possible payload-canister cg the tilting is always in the

. same direction from vertical. The pad hoisting operation is shown in figure 5.
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MMSE SERVICES SUBSYSTEMS

The electrical, environmental, fluid and gas, and instrumentation services required by the payload
during transportation are supplied by separate subsystems. Because of the size and weight of these
subsystems, it was necessary to keep them separate from the canister and to "pipe" the services to the

canister through umbilical lines. The subsystem modules were uniquely packaged to fit under the bed of
the transporter, allowing the most efficient use of space and maintaining a compact MMSE transportation
system. The subsystem modules are identified in figure 3.

The ECS Module

The ECS module, mounted under the front end of the transporter bed, provides condltloned alr to
the payload through flexible supply and return ducts. Air is maintained at 65° to 75°F, 30% to 50%
R.H., and Class-5000, with a flow rate of 75 to 150 pounds per minute.

The Fluid and Gas Subsystem (F&GS) Module

The F&GS module consists of K-bottles, a mounting rack, and a control panel. It can provide 30-
pounds-per-square-inch-gage (psig) gaseous helium (GHe) and 30-psig gaseous nitrogen (GN2) to the pay-

load canister interface panel through umbilical hoses. _his module is mounted under the aft center of
the transporter bed.

The Instrumentation and Communication Subsystem (i&cs)

The I&CS consists of various instrumentation, electronics, recording devices, and displays pack-
aged primarily in a module under the aft end of the transporter. The system provides a real-time dis-

play and recording capability for payload environmental measurements and monitors payload parameters
during transportation. The module allows for an operator and observer to ride along inside the I&CS
module during transportation.

The Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS)

The EPS c_nsists of two diesel-engine-generator modules, distribution and control panels, and

necessary cabling. The diesel generator modules are mounted one on each side of the transporter. They
supply 120 V ac, 1.8 kVA single-phase power to the payload, ECS power, and I&CS power. In addition,
the units can be used to drive the motor pumps of the transporter in case its mechanical drive engine
should fail.

SUMMARY

Payload transportation at KSC is accomplished with a MMSE system. The payload canister, the can-

ister transporter, and the services subsystem modules represent a unique system solution of some very
demanding and challenging design requirements. The challenge was magnified because a complete Shuttle
cargo is transported, not just individual payload componehts. The overall system goals were accom-
plished by combining these subsystems into a versa_cile tool for the STS program.

Many of the detail deigns that went into the systems presented an engineering challenge. Those
mentioned here, namely, the canister structure, payload doors, door-latch mechanisms and opening ma-
chinery, payload retention fittings, the transporter prime mover, and the subsystem modules, represent
only a few of the many unique detail design problems that had to be solved. The MMSE system has
achieved the system design requirements. This has been demonstrated successfully by tests using simu-
lated payloads in and between all the payload facilities at KSC and by the successful transportation of
entire cargos in support of seven STS launches to date.
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STS PAYLOAD GROUND HANDLING MECHANISM

AT JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER

Vincent Cassisi
NASA DD-MED-34

KSC, Florida

and

Bemis C. Tatem, Jr.

Planning Research Corporation
KSC, Florida

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the payload ground handling mechanism (PGHM), which lifts payloads out of the
payload canister that brings them to the launch pad. The PGHM then loads the payloads into the Orbiter
through the wide-open payload-bay doors.

The challenge was to provide this capability in time for Space Transportation System Flight No. 5

(STS-5). Meeting this STS requirement was considerably_nore challenging than using the stacking method
for loading payloads on top of expendable vehicles. This paper describes the new mechanism and its
main features. -"

INTRODUCTION

The STS requires effective payload handling on the ground and specifically at the launch pad in
order to carry out its mission. This has been accomplished with the new PGHM, which went on line at
Launch Complex 39 Pad A for STS-5.

Expendable vehicles required a relatively simple means of payload loading for vertically stacking
the payload on top of the carrier vehicle. One challenge of the STS was to provide an effective means
of loading multiple payloads into the payload bay of the Orbiter through the large, open doors while
the Orbiter is in a vertical position at the launch pad, which precludes the previous sinKole stacking

approach. The challenge was met by the new PGHM.

Satisfying the numerous operational requirements placed on this mechanism provided no small
technical challenge. In addition to the gross X, Y, and Z translations required to position the pay-
load, the lifting nooks themselves required cushioned X and Z vernier adjustment as well as uncushioned
Y vernier adjustment capabilities. The cushioning of X and Z is necessary to protect the bearing
blocks that support the payloads in the Orbiter payload bay during flight. These bearing blocks have a
somewhat limited tolerance to bumping of the trunnions against them during payload insertion• Wind
causing small motions of the space vehicle (because of its large sail area) is also a factor.

Generally speaking, friction is a nuisance in a mechanical system that requires accuracy of con-

trol and positioning; however, an understandin_ of coulomb friction and how it functions can be used to
advantage. It is this use that is considered a state-of-the-art improvement. There was a significant
payoff in obtaining this understanding, as it led to elimination of the oeed for a coniplex, electronic,
strain-gage, load-measuring system and also Idd to development of self-compensating means of load
assumption. The latter takes advantage of coulomb friction's characteristic of pushing back only as
hard as it is pushed upon, up to the point of incipient sliding.

The fitting designs are a state-of-the-art i_rovement in that, within a limited space, they pro-
vide the functions of the necessary X, Y, and Z compliance, including remote control of X and Z vernier
adjustment by means of hydraulic power. The necessary cushioning of X and Z is provided by hydraulic

accumulators precharged with gaseous nitrogen (GN2).

OVERVIEW AT LAUNCH COMPLEX 39 PAD A

The Orbiter has about 75 percent of its cargo installed in its payload bay at the launch pad. A

series of problems had to be understood and overcome to develop the PGHM, which was designed and
installed at the John F. Kennedy Space Center, to do this. To understand the details of the design,

some background information is required.
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TheSTShastwosolid rocketboosters(SRB's)withanexternalfuel tanksupportedbetweenthem.
TheOrbiter is thensuspendedfrom the side of the external tank, so the SRB's support the entire
vehicle. At the launch pad, this assembly rests on the mobile launcher platform where a rotating ser-
vice structure (RSS) can be positioned so that the payload changeout room (PCR) inside it encloses, but
does not hold, the Orbiter. The payloads are inside the PCR, from which they are installed into the
Orbiter (figure I).

The portion of the Orbiter that carries the cargo is referred to as the payload bay and is a void

large enough to contain a cylinder 15 feet in diameter, 60 feet long, and weighing 65,000 pounds
(figure 2). While the cylinder represents the maximum space available for payloads, the actual pay-
loads are of various shapes, sizes, and weights. There can be as many as five main elements on each
flight, each individual in design but all having a common method of attachment to the Orbiter payload
bay along the longeron beam and at a keel point with standard trunnions. The payload longeron trun-
nions are 3.25 inches in diameter by approximately 8.75 !nct?es long, and the keel trunnion in 3 inches
in diameter by approximately 11.5 inches long. They are:_de of heat-treated, steel or titanium with a
chrome plating polished to B microinch root mean .square.

)__I_PICAL PAYLOAD

Figure 3 shows two views of a slnq)lified.pay'_ad: a 90-inch-radius cyllnder that has some arbi-

trary length. The top view shows that the payload tr,u_nion.line is offset by 14 inches from the geo-
metric center of the allowable 15-foot-diam_te'r ?clrc1:e. In general, but not always, the center of
gravity (cg) of the payload is near the geometric center. From the lower view, it is evident that
there is a moment caused by the cg that has,to be r.ounteracted by the Orblter attach points.

_ PAYLOAD RETENTION IN THE ORBITER"

Due to flight flexure of the Orbiter, each attach point has a certain job to perform and is ex-

plained using the Orbi'cer coordinate reference system (figure 3). The X direction runs from nose to

tail, the Y direction is from wing tip to wing tip, and the Z direction is from belly to payload-bay
doors. ,-',.. . '_ ,. _ ,

During flight, the Orbiter'_lexes and twistS; and if the payload were firmly fixed to the Orbiter,

it also would be caused to flex, twist_ an'd/pull. Therefore, to minimize unwanted stresses, the pay-
load is restrained as follows: At the'1_ngeron area of the Orbiter there is a primary restraint that
reacts the load in the X and Z direstions but allows movement in the Y direction. A secondary re-
straint reacts the loads in the Z d,lr_ctign but allows free movement _e the Y.and X directions. The
keel restraint reacts in the Y direci_Ion'but _llows free movement in the_ and Z directions.

Figure 3 shows that force F2 will counteract the weight"in'the X direction, and the couple F and

-F in the Z direction will counteract the moment of the weight W with its ]4-inch offset. The keel
only reacts side-to-side Y loads and thus mainly reacts flight'_oads.

The Orbiter has two types of longeron restraints. One, called the passive longeron fitting, is
closed and bolted on the ground and stays that way for nondeployable payloads. The other is opened and
closed remotely by the astronauts for deploying payloads ih orbit and is known as the active longeron
fitting. Both are attached to the longeron beam_through use of a bridge assembly and both can be used

as primary or secondary. In primary use, the fitting is firmly attached to the longeron beam; and in
secondary application, it is allowed to slide.

The keel is attached to the bottom of the Orbiter payload bay by use of a bridge assembly and is
powered open and closed by the astronauts. When open, it presents about a 9-inch-diameter opening.
The closing motion draws both halves together linearly in the X direction until, at the closed posi-
tion, there is only a 3-inch hole. When locked on the trunnion, motion is allowed by sliding the
entire unit along the X direction,.but the payload is held rigid in the Y-Y direction. The polished
trunnion is allowed to slip longitudinally through the Orbiter fittings at all three attachments. Both

the longeron fittings and the keel fitting contain a split bushing that could be damaged during payload
installation if a misalignment of the trunnion to fitting causes a bushing force of approximately
3,000-1b shear.

VEHICLE AND PGHM STRUCTURE

The Orbiter is a cantilevered load hanging from the side of the fuel tank, which is a thin struc-
tural member that will flex under load. Deflections are produced when the load on the Orbiter is

changed either by adding or removi.ng a payload. The fuel tank's also suspended from the SRB's, so
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more flexibility is added to the system; the bending moment from the weight of the Orbiter and the

payload will cause the SRB's to deflect. The assembled STS vehicle sitting at the pad also presents a

sail area to the wind. These wind effects, which vary with direction and velocity, produce additional

periodic movements that modify the static deflections. The result of all the loads is a deflection

that has a point of apparent rotation located somewhere toward the base of the SRB seg_nts. Looking

at the STS vehicle from the side shows that'the Orbiter is not only above but also off to the side of

the vertical centerline of the SRB's. The effect of this is to create not only a deflection in the X

direction, but a simultaneous deflection in the Z direction. The amount of deflection will vary along

the length of the Orbiter, as can be seen by extending one radius line from the basf of the SRB's to

the top of the payload-bay area and another to the bottom. If both radii are rotated counterclockwise

equally a few degrees, it is apparent that there are differences in the X and Z movements of the ends.

The structure that houses the PGHM is on a base separate from the STS vehicle. It also presents a

sail area to the wind, resulting in a periodic deflection. The frequency of this movement is different

from the frequency of the vehicle's movement. In addition, there are static deflections caused by
variation in the amount and location of loads within.

Transferring a payload from the ground to the flight vehicle thus requires transferring the pay-

load from one moving structure to another with the accuracy to align the trunnion to the flight fit-

tings and to con_oensate for the additional change of deflections when the loads are actually trans-

ferred. At no time is the Orbiter tied to the ground, since this would cause unknown loads to be

transmitted to the Orbiter and possibly damage the flight vehicle.

The new device is shown in figure 4. A bridge similar to that from a bridge crane is supported

from ceiling rails that allow the unit to traverse the room from front to back to clear the doors that

maintain clean conditions during absence of the Orbiter. Hanging from the bridge is a structural stem

that is the supporting frame for the mechanisms mounted on its front (Orbiter) side. The stem also

contains five levels for personnel and equipment, and slung below these levels are access platforms.

These access platforms allow variable positioning for personnel to service the cargo elements.

GROSS PAYLOAD TRANSLATIONS

To best explain the operation of the mechanism, a typical usage will be described. This w_ll

cover the arrival of the cargo from its preparatory facility, the transfer of the cargo to the PGHM,

and finally its insertion into the Orbiter.

The method chosen to carry the cargo around the John F. Kennedy Space Center is a simulated mid-

body of the Orbiter called the payload canister. This structure duplicates the space within the

Orbiter payload bay, along with the retention points and methods of holding the cargo. This canister

is carried from point to point on its transporter; and for carrying payloads to the pad, it is used in

the vertical position. Once it arrives at the pad, a 90-ton hoist on top of the PCR is used to lift

the canister so that it is positioned in front of the PCR in exactly the same spot as the Orbiter will

be later. Once it is secured to the PCR structure (which is the only difference between this operation

and the Orbiter operation), the doors to the room and the doors to the canister are opened. This now

. allows the PGHM to move forward from the rear of the room so that it can remove the payloads from the

canister. A fast movement is first used to approach the p_load rapidly, but then motion automatically

reverts to a slow mode for the final approach..Manual adjustments then make the final extention to

engage the PGHM payload-retention fittings to the'payload trunnions.

VERNIER PAYLOAD TRANSLATIONS

The payload fittings on the PGHM (figures 5 and 6) are pairs of small, relocatable mechanisms that

allow the operator to create precise linear movements in three mutually perpendicular (X, Y, and Z)

directions to engage the trunnion and then, after unlocking the canister retention fitting, to move the

payload away from the canister. These fittings are positioned by use of water-based hydraulic

systems. The primary fitting has independent adjustments in the X, Y, and Z directions, while the

secondary fitting has a single powered movement in the Z direction and is allowed to pivot freely in

the remaining directions. A compressed-GN 2 accumulator overload-protection system has been incorpor-

ated into the hydraulic system to protect the Orbiter from bearing contact damage. Any out-of-plane

trunnion is automatically accounted for through this accumulator system. The use of this system will

be discussed more later.

Once the payload weight has been assumed by the PGHM fittings, hydraulics are used to move the

payload a few inches away from the canister fittings. Further retraction is made by use of manual

adjusters contaif_ed in the front mechanisms, followed by engagement of the slow-speed movement and fast
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movement to the rear of the room. The doors to the canister are closed, the doors to the PCR are

closed, and the canister is removed.

At the rear of the PCR, provisions have been made for accessing the various work points on the

payloads (figure I). When the Orbiter is ready to receive the payload, the RSS is pivoted around so

that it encompasses the same portion of the Orbiter as it previously had on the canister. The differ-

ence now, however, is that the RSS does not hold on to the Orbiter as it did the canister, but, in-

stead, stands free. The door to the PCR is again opened, and the doors to the Orbiter are opened. The

PGHM moves forward, as it did before, and approaches the Orbiter. At this point, since the Orbiter and

RSS are free of each other, different alignments must be made to account for tolerances inherent in the

stacking and assembly of the STS vehicle. The Orbiter side of the PGHM contains adjusters tha'. allow

the entire cargo assembly to be moved as a unit to align with the plane of the Orbiter. The top of the

mechanism contains large jackscrews for gross vertical adjustments; the crossheads contain side-to-side

(Y) adjusters that move either together or opposite from each other to allow angular adjustment when

combined with the vertical motion of the strongback beams. Individual adjustments can then be made on

each side for X- and Z-direction motion. Once the payloads are aligned with the Orbiter, the hydraulic

systems are used to place them within a fraction of an inch of seating in the Orbiter fittings. At

this point, the Y adjuster on the PGHM fitting is used to center the payload keel in the Orbiter keel

fitting prior to its closing.

CUSHIONING OF VERNIER TRANSLATIONS

The closing action of the Orbiter keel, if not precisely aligned to the keel trunnion, will side-

load the payload. This side load will then cause a deflection within the hydraulic/pneumatic system of

the PGHM fittings and allow compliance with the "wishes" of the Orbiter, thus preventing any possibil-

ity of Orbiter overload. The limitation of load is achieved by varying the pressure of the gas in the

accumulatrs so that any additional load on the hydraulic cylinder will cause compression of the gas

_rapped within the system (figure ?). The force required to cause compression can be varied by the

initial precharge pressure. Thus, any misalignment or movement between the Orbiter and the PCR will

cause a deflection in the ground system through a force low enough to prevent damage to the Orbiter.

Once the keel is locked, the PGHM fittings move the payload trunnions into the Orbiter fittings,

protecting them through the gas spring action, and the Orbiter fittings are locked. At this point, the

PGHM is lowered away and prepared for retraction. Since the stem portion of the PGHM is hanging from

the bridge on a pivot, a change of load on the front end could cause the stem to change the hang

angle. This is prevented by use of clamps between the bottom of the stem and the PCR floor. Once the

payloads are transferred onto the PGHM from the canister or given up to the Orbiter, the stem must be

brought to its neutral angle for the new load condition. This is. done simply by adjusting the screw-

jacks between the stem and the floor, once the load in the jack is zero, the clamps are opened and

motion can begin.

TESTING

The completed PGHM was proofloaded at 125 percent of the maximum design load and then successfully

used to install payloads in the Orbiter for STS-5.
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THE ORBITER MATE/DEMATE DEVICE

Arthur J. Miller, P.E.
and

William H. Binkley, P.E.
Connell Associates, Inc.
Coral Cables, Florida

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to describe the numerous components and systems of the Orbiter Mate/
Oemate Device (MDD), with special emphasis on mechanisms and mechanical systems; to discuss in general
their requirements, functioas, and design; and, where applicable, to relate any unusual problems en-
countered during the initial concept studies, final design, and construction. The MDD and its electri-

cal, machinery, and mechanical systems, including the Main Hoisting System, Power Operated Access
Service Platform, Wind Restraint and Adjustment Mechanism, etc. were successfully designed and con-
structed. The MDD was used rout,inely during the initial Orbiter-747 Approach and Landing Test (ALT)
and the more recent Orbital Flight Tests (OFT's) recovery and mate operations at the Dryden Flight
Research Center (DFRC), Edwards Air Force Base, California.

i!

INTRODUCTION

The Orbiter Mate/Demate Device is only one small part of NASA's overall Space Shuttle Program.
However, at the time of its planning, development, design, and construction during the 1974 to 1976
period, it was of utmost importance. It was to be the only facility, at that time, capable of lifting
_d mating the Orbiter on the NASA 747 carrier aircraft and providing for all the numerous services and
access requirements.

The firm of Connell Associates, Inc. was selected by NASA, Kennedy Space Center, Florida, to per-
form initial studies to develop, in a very limited amount of time (approximately 5 weeks), an accept-
able MUD concept and, based on that acceptable concept, to provide the complete design. With the im-
portance of °the MDD in mind and aware of the very tight calendar time schedule, Connell Associates

assigned its entire team of structural, machinery, electrical and mechanical engineers to the project
to meet the challenge of developing an acceptable concept.

A schedule of mandatory coordination meetings, almost daily, between the engineering trades was

initiated to expedite the concept design and to determine, as nearly as possible, the ideal geometery
of the MDD structure and its principal components. An important design aid during this phase of the
project was a scale model of the MUD which we made and continually revised as the concept was devel-
oped. The MDD model was constructed to the same scale as the model of the Orbiter, which was loaned to

Connell Associates by NASA. The Orbiter model was mated on a plastic model of the Boeing 747 aircraft
which we made from an "off-the-shelf" kit and then placed under the MDD model, thereby providing a
three-dimensional view of the concept as it was being developed.

The concept design was successfully accomplished by-)reparing an Initial Studies Report and the
model of the recommended concept and submittin_them to NASA for review. After a few changes were
incorporated into the design, the concept was approved and final design started. The on-going support,
technical aid, and response provided by the NASA, KSC technical personnel of DD-MDD, DD-EDD, and
DD-MED during all of the design phases were invaluable in helping to complete the project successfully
and on schedule.

The MDD is a unique facility that could be classified somewhere between the categories of a con-
ventional service structure and a fixed-frame multi-hook derrick. Its structure and components will be
discussed in later paragraphs.

OUTLINE OF OPERATIONS, FUNCTIONS, AND SERVICE PROVIDED FOR ON THE MDD

The MUD )s designed and constructed to routinely handle and accommodate the following operations,
functions, and services:

1. Access to Orbiter jack points

2. Access to Orbiter fore and aft lift points

3. Hoisting the Orbiter high enough to allow a 747 aircraft to be positioned beneath it
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4. Lowering the Orbiter and mating it with the 747 aircraft

5. Precise hoist load vertical positioning control system at each main hoist

6. Access for mating the Orbiter and 747 aircraft

7. Access for servicing each side of the Orbiter when it is in the following positions:

a. On jacks

b. Mated on 747

c. Secured for _O-knot wind while suspended from the MDD

8. Wind restraint and adjustment system to control positioning the Orbiter while it is suspended

on the main hoists in winds up to 12 knots

g. Safety tie-down system to secure the Orbiter while suspended on the main hoists in winds up to

40 knots

10. Access/egress route to accommodate self-contained atmospheric protection ensemble (SCAPE)-

suited personnel

11. All equipment/services are hazard proofed per KSC safety standards.

12. Accommodate services to the Orbiter such as_APU hypergols and fuel cell gaseous oxygen and
hydrogen. Requirements include cable trays, pipe traces, etc. for routlng'the services.

13. Installation of an airlock for access to the Orbiter crew hatch at on-jacks position and at
the mated on 747 position.

14. Other components and systems provided or provided for on the MDO are the following:

a. Electrical systems such as electrical power service and distribution, lighting,

receptacles, cable trays for GSE, flre alarm, obstruction lighting, and lightning

protection

b. Mechanical (plumblng) systems such as compressed air system, wash-down stations, and

personnel emergency shower system

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ORBITER/741 MATING OPERATIONS

The following events, in numerical sequence, are required to perform a typical Orblter/747 mating
operation at DFRC.

I. The Orbiter is towed Into proper position at the mating device.

2. The Orbiter Jack set is installed; connect hydraulic, cooling and electrical ground power

lines; position Orbiter cabin access room,

3. Jack Orbiter to the "ground' service position (Orbiter ref: Zo - 400, 2_'-I" above and
parallel wlth ground surface),

4. Ingress ground crew and acttvate ECLSS, electrlcal power, and hydraulic systems.

5. Lower and position the power-operated access/servlce platforms to proper distance above the
Orbiter (top of platform approx. 16'-I" above ground level ) for servicing operations at the

"ground" position.

6. Attach the fore and aft lifting s11ngs to the Orbiter 11ft points.

7. Retract landing gear and doors.

8. Deactivate and secure system; egress ground crew.

g. Disconnect hydraulic 11nes and T-O umbilical, end remove Orbiter cabin access room.

10. Prepare for hoisting Orbiter (detach Jacks, etc.).

II. Retract (raise) the access/service platforms to proper position necessary,
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12. Hoist the Orbiter to the "mate ready position" (to required elevation to provide clearance for

747).

13. Tow 747 into proper position beneath the Orbiter.

14. Utilizing the wind restraint and adjustment mechanism system, lower the Orbiter and mate to

the 747.

15. Lower and position the access serv'te platforms.

16. Remove the fore and aft lifting slings.

17. Complete servicing; perform final inspection and closeouts.

18. Retract (raise) the access service platforms to required height to clear Orbiter for tow away.

Ig. Perform pre-tow checklist.

20. Backtow 747 clear of mate/demate facility; tow to ramp area.

iI

SPECIAL FEATURES

TRANSPORTABILITY OF THE MDD

c -irA,demanding17y feature of the MDD during the design and detailing was that all components of the fa-including the structural framing, platforms, machinery, electrical systems, mechanical

(plumbing), etc., be designed and detailed for erection and disassembly into units for transport on

either trucks or C5 cargo planes to relocation and routine reassembly at a different site. The struc-

ture, for example, consists of all-welded units which are sized to just fit in or on the carrier and to

be reassembled using bolted connections. A similar solution is provided for the electrical sys£em. A

major portion of the electrical system's installation has been grouped together and mounted on a re-

movable "ladder-like" substructure. The substructure and attached electrical installation is broken

down into individual sections of nominal length and each section is independently bolted to the MDD

main structure. The length of each section depends upon the spacing of the main members of the struc-

tural panel to which the section is attached. On. one end Of each section the wiring terminates in a

large disconnect (splice box), and on the other end terminates with lengths of flexible conduit with

circuit conductors extending from them. When in place on the MDD, one half of a union fitting on each

flexible conduit of one section is joined with a matching half union fitting on the disconnect box of

the adjacent section, and the circuit conductors are spliced to matching conductors inside the discon-

nect box. Each disconnect box is divided into two sections to isolate the control and power circuits

as required by the code.

ACCESS/EGRESS ROUTE FOR SCAPE-SUITED PERSONNEL

An interesting requirement was to provide a safe method of access and egress from the ground level

up to work positions at the outer end of the access service platform for personnel in heavy and cumber-

some SCAPE suits. The SCAPE suit limits a person's movement and instead of stepping he must "shuffle

along" at a slow pace, which could create a serious problem for the worker in an emergency situation

when he needs to make a speedy exit. During the preliminary studies, several solutions were considered

including using two mobile, self-powered, manually adjustable hydraulic platforms. However, after ad-

ditional study, it was decided to provide a more conventional route of access and egress. Adjustable

ramps are provided for access between the access service platforms and main level work platforms. For

vertical transportation of the SCAPE-suited personnel., a personnel hoist is provided at the forward end

of each of the two towers of the MDD. The personnel hoists are standard catalog units and have a cage

size capable of accommodating several SCAPE-suited personnel at a time.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

The MDD structure is a fixed base (anchored) cantilevered-type space frame as indicated on plates

1, 2, 3, and 4. Its final size and geometry are the result of many trial concepts and provide the

necessary horizontal and vertical clearance envelopes for accommodating the Orbiter and 747 aircraft

and the numerous platforms and components required for the mating operations.

A strong effort was made during the design to keep the weight of the structure to a minimum due to

the transportability requirement. Structural aluminum and also high-strength alloy steel were briefly
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considered. However, these metals are not efficient when trying to limit deflection within that per-

mitted by criteria; therefore, ASTM A36 steel was used for wide flange sections and ASTM A500, Grade B

steel for the tubular steel members. The tubular steel sections, which have excellent torsion-resis-

tant properties as well as efficient axial load members, were used throughout the structure for diago-

nal members. Wide flange sections were used for members subject to flexure and also for the main col-

umns.

The structure is designed for unlvensal-type loading criteria, including 125-mi/h hurricane winds,

ar.J for Seismic Zone 4 (Z-l), the most severe earthquake loading. The space frame structure was de-

signed by computer analysis using the MRI-STARDYNE Ill program.

MACHINERY

MAIN HOISTING SYSTEM

The main hoisting system is installed as an integral part of the MDD and is a special hoisting

system consisting of three separate two-speed, 50-ton-rated hoist systems, each providing a separate

pick-up point on the Orbiter. Each of the 50-ton-ra_ed systems consists of a hoist machine, two de-

flector sheave blocks, a special three-sheave assembly, hook block with antifriction bearing swiveling

safety latch hook, 50-ton hydra set unit, rope,, and forged fittings. All of the above listed compo-

nents for each system are identical for maximum intercMangeability. The hoist machines are located at

level 4'-0" in the base of the MDD towers.. The deflector sheave blocks are located at approximate

levels 80'-0" and 100'-0" and are at the top of the MDD towers and also at the top of the connecting

framing between the towers. The three-sheave assemblies are located at level 100'-0" in the cantilever

part of the MDD and are directly above the hook blocks. All three 50-ton-rated hoist systems are con-

trolled from one plug-in portable operator-controlled station. There are two receptacles on the MDD

that the operator control station can plug into, and these are located at level 5'-0" at columns IA and

ID.

The operator control station controls all functions of the main hoisting system and has provisions

for operating two or more of the 50-ton-rated hoists simultaneously. Also, each of the hoists can be

operated separately and completely independently of one another. The operator control station controls

the raising and lowering of the hook blocks in either of two fixed speeds and each speed has its own

separate lever control. Each hoist has a control-on and control-off switch with a green light to indi-

cate control-on condition. AI_ hoisting controls have full inching capacity.

All hoist machinery for the main hoisting system is identical, and each consists of a 15/5 hp,

1800/600 rpm induction-drive motor; two fail-safe spring-set solenoid released shoe brakes immediately

after the drive motor; double reduction Helical gear motor speed reducer; single grooving steel drum,

wire rope, upper and lower geared limit switches; and a welded steel base. The total gear reduction is

approximately 900:1, and all shafting is parallel. The drive motor is connected through a flexible

coupling. The drive motor has discreet separate windings, one winding for low speed and one winding

for high speed. Failure of either winding does not affect the use of the other speed.

Each of the three 50-ton-rated hoist systems is reeved 6 ps (6 parts single), and the wire rope is

1-1/8-inch diameter, improved plow steel, uncoated, bright, 6 x 19 IWRC, preformed, prestressed, with

56.5 tons breaking strength.

Each hook of the three hoisting systems comprising the main hoisting system has a rated hook ca-

pacity of 50 tons and a rated maximum lift of go feet. Each hook has two fixed hoisting speeds: I fpm

and 3 fpm, both raising and lowering.

Each of the three 50-ton-rated hooks is equipped with a 50-ton Hydra Set, which is positioned be-

tween the hook and the load. The Hydra-Set unit Is a precision load positioner in the vertical axis

and positions the load within O.O01-1nch increments. The Hydra-Set unit works on the principle of a

piston and cylinder, and during descent, oil is bled from the bottom of the piston; during ascent, oil

is pumped to the bottom of the piston.

The

a,

MDD main hoisting system is designed to operate under the following duty cycle:

Each hoist will raise and lower the specified rated hook load from ref. el. 0'-0" to 75'-I0"

for one full complete and continuous raising and lowering cycle at a sustained hook speed of 3
fpm.

b. Two observer control stations, one port and one starboard, are provided at ground level with a

"stop" button on a 100-foot cord plugged into a receptacle 5 feet above ground on the main

structure. Operation of either "stop" button will trip the main hoist electric supply circuit
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The power-operated access/service platform system consists of two complete and identical, verti-

cally adjustable, power-operated tilting platforms and their equipment, one on the port side and one on

the starboard side of the MDD. This system provides the following:

a. Access to the sides of the Orbiter above Orbiter wings and within longitudinal range of plat-

form; access to the lift points and pins on the sides of the Orbiter; access for operation of

the 50-ton Hydra Set precision vertical positioners; and all other access and service required

within the operating range of the equipment.

bo An adjustable pivoting ramp on the outboard side of the forward end of each of the two plat-

forms. These ramps provide passageways for personnel and equipment to proceed on and off the

platforms when the platforms are at their working positions.

C. A manually operated ratchet hoist for each of, the port and starboard side platforms to facili-

tate raising and lowering the small flip-doWn platforms positioned along the inboard edge of

each of the two main platforms. The ratchet hoist positioned manually into and out of the row

of pad eyes located along the center truss of each main platform.

Each of the two power-operated access/service platforms has its own separate operator control sta-

tion located on the MDD tower on that platform side. Also, each platform has an observer control sta-

tion provided with a "stop" button. Operation of the "stop" button will trip the access/service plat-

form electric supply circuit breakers causing the platform to stop. The circuit breakers must be reset

manually before the platform can be operated again.

The platforms have a vertical speed of 5 fpm both up and down, with full inching movement in both

directions. Each of the two platforms is powered vertically by two self-locking worm gear hoisting

systems, one hoisting the aft end of the platform. The two hoisting systems of any one platform can be

run simultaneously or individually. When one hoist system of one platform is run individually, the

platform will tilt, which is required to accommodate the various angular attitudes required of the

Orbiter. When the Orbiter is in a tilt attitude, the power operated access/service platform has to be

similarly tilted to provide the required access and service to the Orbiter. Each platform tilt is

limited within a range of minus 5 degrees to plus 10 degrees, measured from horizontal in reference to

the forward end of each platform. The platforms can be power hoisted in a tilted or horizontal atti-

tude within the limits of the tilt.

Each platform is guided and supported by two sets of rectangular telescoping steel tubing. The

aft set of telescoping tubes is connected to the top of the platform through a pivot pin joint, and the

forward set of telescoping tubes is connected to the top of the platform through a link-pin joint. T-._,::.

Through these two connections the platform can be tilted, within its tilt range, without binding the ,_- ;

rigidly connected sets of telescoping steel tubing. All.four sets of telescoping tubing assemblies are )i_ ii "rigidly connected to the outside surfaces of the cantilever part of the MDD. A friction-type bearing- -_ i I

for the sliding, telescoping tubing sections _j_s selected instead of ball bearing. This was done to

limit the freedom of the sliding action and with an average speed of 3 fpm (maximum of 5 fpm). This

works well and produces a smooth running assembly. The antifriction bearing pads are preloaded with a

precompressed silicone sponge rubber backing material. This produces an assembly with no shake and

provides a cushioned and shock absorbing condition between the tubing sections.

The four self-locking worm gear hoisting machines are located on top of the IDO-foot level of the

cantilever part of the MDD. All are reeved 3 ps with 9/16 inch diameter wire rope, and the single part

of rope proceeds from each hoist drum approximately horizontally to the side of the cantilever struc-

ture and in line with the vertically mounted, rectangular, telescoping steel tubing. At that point the

rope is deflected through a double sheave deflector block vertically downward to a single sheave load

block which is attached to the top of the inner section of the telescoping steel tubing. The rope then

continues up to the double sheave and then down with dead end anchored to the single sheave load block.

Each platform is equipped with five, angled-arm-type limit switches mounted under the platform's

personnel deck and arranged to prevent the extreme bottom outline of either platform from being less

than 12 inches from the top of the Orbiter wing surface.
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40-KNOT-WIND SAFETY TIE-DOWN SYSTEM

The Safety Tie-Down System is provided to secure the Orbiter while it is suspended on the main
hoist hooks near level 60'-0" during strong wind conditions above 12 knots and to 40 knots maximum.
The principal function of the wind ties is to limit horizontal or longitudinal movement of the Orbiter
and prevent any damage to it due to contact with the MDD.

The tie-down system is symmetrical about the longitudinal centerline of the Orbiter and consists
of anchorage mechanisms which secure the Orbiter°s forward lift beam to the MDO and the aft lift beam
to the access/service platforms. At the aft end, the anchorage mechanism consists of two assemblies
extending horizontally at 45° from the access/service platform. Each of the assemblies consists of a
combination tension-compression, barrel-enclosed spring assembly (8-I/2 ton rated), coupled to a re-
versible ratchet load binder. Each of these assemblies is rigid from end to end and provides push and
pull capacity.

At the forward end, the anchorage mechanism consists of a single assembly similar to the assem-
blies at the aft end except it is an 8-ton tension type, connected directly to the adjacent MDD column
at one end and to the Orbiter lift beam at the other end. It is designed and installed to pull paral-
lel with the centerline of the Orbiter lift pin. Also, at the forward end and as part of the tie-down
system is a mechanism which anchors the forward end of the access/service platform to the MDD main
column. This mechanism includes two assemblies, one from each corner of the access/service platform to
the connection plate at the column. Each assembly consists of a reversing ratchet and integral handle
and has a 28-ton-rated capacity. This portion of the _ie-down system pulls a wedge seat, provided on

the forward end of the access/service platform, into and snug against a tapered wedge lug on the MDD
and secures the platform to the structure.

PERSONNEL HOISTS

Two personnel hoists are provided, mainly for use by SCAPE-suited personnel. These personnel
hoists are standard catalog units regularly manufactured for a variety of industrial uses. A personnel
hoist is located next to the extreme forward side of the stairs of each of the two towers. The two

personnel hoists are identical; each Is a counterbalanced rack and pinion drive type. The hoisting
pinion drive machinery is located in the cage, and the rack is attached to the mast. Each hoist has a
single speed of 160 fpm raising and lowering and a live load capacity of 5,000 pounds.

A complete operator control panel is located inside the cage, and all control of the personnel

hoist system is from within the cage, with the exception of a safety stop switch located on top of the
cage (required by ANSI AI0.4-1973). All cage gates and locks and all hoistway gates and locks are
operable only from within the cage, with the exception of the lowest landing, and these have an exte-
rior key lock in compliance with ANSI AI0.4-1973.

A separate cage safety mechanism, a part of each cage hoisting machinery, tracks the primary
hoisting rack attached to the mast. The cage safeties are of the rack and pinion type. A second pin_
ion, running on and driven by the rack, is assembled together with the overspeed governor and the safe-
ty brake to form an integral unit. The governor, on the same shaft as the pinion, senses when the pin-
ion exceeds normal rated speed and sets the safety brake, The safety brake, in turn, applies a re-

tarding force on this shaft and, therefore, on )he pinion gear, stopping the cage.

WIND RESFRAINT AND ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM

The wind restraint and adjustment mechanism is an integral part of the MDD and provides the fol-

lowing: •

a. Restraint to the movement of the Orbiter when suspended from the main hoisting system during a
maximum 12-knot wind. The restraint provided is not 100%, but it reduces the amount of

Orbiter movement to a workable and safe degree while It is being hoisted from the jacked posi-
tion to the mated position. The restraint equipment provides a stiffness factor in the hori-

zontal plane to the rope-suspended Orbiter and does not detract from the smooth ana precise
vertical positioning requirement. When the Orbiter is in the mating mode the restraint equip-
ment prevents the Orbiter from excess movement that would bring it into contact with the
access/service platforms and the MDD.

b. Six-inch plus or minus adjustment of the Orbiter in the X-axis and the Y-axis horizontal plane
when Orbiter is suspended from the main hoisting system. The adjustment is required for min-
ute movement of the Orbiter during the process of m_ting and attaching the Orbiter to the py-
lons of the 747 and during the reverse process of demating the Orbiter from the pylons of the
747.
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Thewindrestraint andadjustmentmechanismis one complete system, and each of the two functions
is achieved with the same equipment and simultaneously. At the same time that adjustment is being ac-
complished, restraint is inherent and automatic. The wind restraint and adjustment mechanism consists
of four telescoping square steel tubing assemblies; fourteen universal joints; four ball joints; three
10-ton electric motor driven, machine screw, self-locking worm gear actuators, each with fail-saf_
motor brake and extreme travel, geared limit switches; three welded steel brackets for actuator mounts;
two links; and one operator control station. The telescoping tube assemblies are mounted vertically,
and the top end of each assembly is attached to the MDD at the approximate 100-foot level. A universal
joint is provided between the top end and the 100-foot level connection. The lower end of each tele-

scoping tube assembly is attached through ball joints to one of the two main hoisting system spreader
bars. The spreader bars are part of the hoisting equipment between the Orbiter and the Hydra Set/hook
assemblies. Two telescoping tube assemblies are vertically located in the Y-axis line of the Orbiter

at Xo582 and the forward main hoisting hook, and two telescoping tube assemblies are vertically located
in the Y-axis line of the Drbiter at Xo1307 and the aft main hoisting hooks.

The wind restraint and adjustment mechanism operates and produces adjustment of the Drbiter in a
horizontal plane through the horizontally mounted, motor drive, screw actuators. The displacement of
the actuators in the X and Y axes at the approximate 8D-foot level is transmitted to the Orbiter
through the telescoping steel tubing assemblies which are connected to the Orbiter lift system spreader
bars. Because the tubing telescopes, the actuator movement at the BO-foot level can be transmitted to
the Orbiter at any elevation within the range of thejrequipment. Wind restraint is simultaneously and

automatically achieved with the same equipment used for Orbiter adjustment andrestraints at any eleva-
tion within the range of the equipment. When the actuators are inoperative, the system equipment in a
horizontal plane is rigid and provides the required wind restraint. Due to the telescoping capability
of the tubing assemblies, precision vertical movement of the Orbiter is accomplished while horizontal
wind restraint is functioning.

- One operator control station controls all adjustment functions of this system. Each actuator has
a separate and complete set of controls, and there is no provision for simultaneous control of any of
the actuators. All movement controls have complete inching capacity and are "dead man" type of con-
trols which return to "off" position when released.

MATING ACCESS SYSTEM

The mating access system provides access to the forward and aft attach points of the Orbiter to
the pylons of the 747. The aft equipment portion of this system is government furnished equipment
(GFE), consists of two manually adjustable hydraulic platforms, and is cataloged under KSC P/N
7gK05143. One platform is required for the port pylon, and one is required for the starboard pylon.

The equipment that provides access to the single forward attach point pylon consists of two manu-
ally operated rolling platforms. One is located in the port side MDD tower, and the other is located
in the starboard side MDD tower, both of which are at the approximate 35-foot level. The two forward

rolling platforms are similar, one right hand and one left hand.

The forward access rolling platform is special, and each platform consists of a rolling platform,
four vertical support roller assemblies, four horizon_cal side guide roller assemblies, one hand-

operated winch and stand, I/4"-diameter wire r_pe, three wire rope sheaves, two sheave brackets, one
wire rope anchor bracket, forged fittings, ladder and landing to the rolling platform; two horizontal

support beams that the platform rolls within.

Operation of each
winch has a gear ratio
roller-bearing rollers.

rolling platform is manual through the operation of a l-ton hand winch. The
of 10.5:1; the rolling platform rolls on and is side guided by antifriction

Each of the rolling platforms is reeved I ps (one part single) with I/4"-diameter, fiber-core pre-
formed wire rope. This results in a safety factor of 1.74. The wire rope is one continuous piece and
has three turns around the drum for good traction. A turnbuckle is provided in the reeving to maintain
proper rope tension. Each rolling platform rolls out to the centerline of the MDD, and the two plat-
forms provide 360-degree access to the forward pylon attach point to the Orbiter.

NOSE PLATFORMS WINCH SYSTEMS
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A winch system is provided to raise and lower the nose platforms and the hinged access stairs at ;i:i_ :
the 15'-7" level of the MDD. There are two winch systems, and they are s_milar -- one being left hand

and one right hand. One is located in the port side MDD tower, and one is located in the starboard :;
side MDD tower. Both systems are manually operated, and each winch system consists of two l-ton hand-

operated winches on one common stand, I/4"-diameter wire rope, five snatch blocks, two swiveling safety
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latch hooks, forged chain, fittings, and pad eyes. All components of both port and starboard winch

systems are identical for interchangeability. The winches and stands are located on the 20 -10" leve_,

and all pad eyes are located just under the 40'-0" level. When platforms are in the raised position,

they are secured in a vertical position by safety chains.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

The major electrical system installations provided on the MDD are electrical power service and

distribution, lighting, receptacles, cable trays for GSE, fire alarm, obstruction lighting, and _ight-

ning protection. In addition to meeting their basic functional requirements, tne design of the above
installations includes special provisions for:

a. Operation under hazardous conditions

b. Demountability of electrical installations

c. Minimum power operation

ELECTRICAL POWER SERVICE AND DISTRIBUTION

The electrical power service and distribution installation provided for the MDD is designed to

receive a 480-volt, 3-phase, 3-wire electric service from the site on which it is erected; to distri-

bute this 480-volt power to all 480-volt loads on the MDD and to several loads located on the site im-

mediately adjacent to the MDD; to produce 208Y/120-volt, 3-phase, 4-wire power and distribute it to all

120-volt loads on the MDD; and to provide capacity for the future addition of a nominal amount of elec-

trical load. The electric service from the site interfaces with the MDD at the line side connections

of the main circuit breaker in a power panelboard on the outboard side of the MDD's port leg. This

main breaker serves both as the service overload protection and disconnect. The breaker is equipped

with a shunt trip coil controlled by a momentary contact switch located separately above the panelboard

to permit rapid removal of all power from the MDD without having to open the panelboard enclosure. The

electric service from the site must have a capacity of not less than 400 amperes at 480 volts. The

total connected MDD load is 352 kVA with an estimated maximum concurrent demand of 282 kVA. Power is

distributed to all 480-volt loads from two 480-volt distribution panel boards, one on each side of the

MDD at ground level. The panelboards are located at ground level because the larger 480-volt loads are

all at that level and also to allow ready access to the panelboards. Spare capacity has been provided

in all panelboards in the form of spare circuit breakers and spaces for future circuit breakers.

LIGHTING

The lighting installation is designed to provide task and area illumination during MDD operational

periods and minimum access illumination during nonoperational periods. Task and area lighting consists

of Noodlights mounted on poles that are separate from the MDD structure. This method was selected to

permit locating the luminaires outside of the hazardous area of the MDD, thereby utilizing higher effi-

ciency, nonexplosive-proof-type light sources. Supplementary floodlighting is provided on the two

access/service p_atforms and nose platforms to provide a "high level of illumination for #ocalized work

areas where the general task lighting may be ir_adequate. These floodlights are tungsten-halogen type,
explosion proof because of their location on the MDD.

F IRE ALARM

The fire alarm system provided on the MDD comprises only one zone of a complete system for the en-

tire Shuttle approach and landing test (ALT) facilities. The central control for this system is lo-

cated in the nearby maintenance hangar and shops. One alarm-initiating circuit is extended fro_ the

system control panel to the MDD. This circuit is provided with manual stations and water flow

switches. The flow switches are located upstream of the manual deluge valves and wil3 operate upon

opening of the respective valve. An alarm-sounding circuit is extended from the syste_ control panel

to the MDD. This circuit is provided with an alarm-sounding bell on the stairw_, for each of the MDD

legs.

OBSTRUCTIONLIGHTING

Obstruction lighting is provided on the MDD because its normal location will always be close to an

operating airstrip. The obstruction lighting system is equipped with photoelectric control, mounted at

the top of the MDD to automatically control the lights. A manual.bypass switch is provided at ground
level to override the photo control.
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LIGHTNING PROTECTION

The lightning protection system is designed to provide protection for the entire structure and for
personnel on the platforms and catwalks. The system design is based on the •"cone of protection" con-
cept using cones of I to 1 for a single point, and 2 to 1 between two adjacent points.

MECHANICAL (PLUMBING) SYSTEMS

CDMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM

The air system is designed to supply shop air to pneumatically operated tools and purging air to
electrical equipment located in a hazardous environment. The air system capacity _ll serve up to
seven pneumatic tools in simultaneous operation and also provide a cubic-foot-per-minute airflow to 82
purging enclosures for a total air supply demand of approximately 115 cubic feet per minute. The air
compressor is a self-contained factory package unit. The belt-driven air-compressor electric B_otor,
starter, air receiver, and refrigerated air dryer are mounted on a common base and located at ground
level, forward of the structure to avoid purging requirements of its electrical components due to the
hypergol environment. The electrical components selected for the design are suitable for outdoor use.

The supply air piping system is divided at ground level for separate routing of shop air supply
and purging air is reduced to 55 psig. The piping is Pouted through the tower to serve shop air out-

lets and purging enclosures on the left and right sides of the tower ("fixed levels") and, for shop air
only, on left and right sides of the access/service platforms.

EMERGENCY SHOWER AND EYE/FACE WASH FIXTURES

A combination emergency shower and eye/face wash fixture is located on each side of the MDD
"fixed" platforms at levels 20' and 40' An eye/face wash fixture is located on each access/service
platform. These units will serve as temporary relief for accidental spillage of hazardous or irritat-
ing fluids. The showers are designed for deluge type flow for full decontamination.

WASHDOWN STATIONS

The washdown stations will enable washing of inadvertent fuel spill on the Orbiter or adjacent
areas. The stations are located on the access/servlce platforms and consist of a 4O'-long, retractable
water hose reel. The terminal fitting provided is a stanaard adjustable-type fog nozzle.

PERSONNEL SHOWER SYSTEM

A deluge-type shower system is designed for personnel protection against hypergol spills and
ground level fire. The personnel shower system requires manual activation via two butterfly valves.
Dual butterfly valves are used to preclude system flow by accidental opening of one valve. Manual
activation will require two observers stationed on each side of the towers "fixed" level (either level
20 or level 40, depending on location of the access/service platform).

Each access/service platform has 30 spray nozzles. In addition, deluge-type sprinkler heads are
located on the "fixed" levels to provide full egress protection between access/service platforms and
"fixed" level stairways. Three additional spray nozzles are located on the access/service platform and
are aimed toward the Orbiter's gaseous hydrogen and hydrazine servicing interfaces.

The entire system is supplied from an B-inch underground main, reduced to 5 inches for routing to
four separate manually controlled deluge stations located on the tower. Each control station (dual
butterfly valves) has a waterflow aetectin9 device electrically wired to an alarm system.

PIPING SPECIALTIES

The shop air, fire line, and poZable water supply between the "fixed" level and access/service

platform is supplieO through flexible rubber hoses. The hoses must be disconnected when raising or
lowering the access/service platform and reconnected to the applicable level (20 or 40) men the
access/service platform is positioned at the desired level.

Swivel jbints are located on the access/service platforms in order to maintain a vertical position
at the hose connections while the access/service platforms are in variable til_ing positions. This
eliminates undue stress on piping and hoses.
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Safety flow-cutoff valves are located in the air supply immediately upstream to the air hoses.

These valves will automatically stop airflow in the event of hose rupture and eliminate hose whiplash.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

The Orbiter Mate/Demate Device at the Kennedy Space Center, Florida, is basically a twin facility

to the MDD at DFRC, Edwards AFB, California, which is the subject of this paper. The two facilities

have identical and interchangeable components and systems for mate and demate operations; however, some

of the functions and services provided for at DFRC were not required for the design at KSC, such as the

following:

a. Access/egress route for SCAPE-suited personnel

b. Personnel hoists

c. Compressed air system

d. Emergency shower and eye/face wash fixtures

e. Washdown stations

f. Personnel shower system

Both of these facilities have been used for each of NASA's Space Shuttle Orbiter's successful

series of Orbital flight tests (OFT), with the recovery, and mating operation at the MDD at DFRC and the

demating operation at the MDD at KSC, where the Orbiter is prepared and readied for each of its space

flights.

Related to the MDD's at DFRC and KSC is•-NASA's Orbiter Mate/Demate Stiffleg Derrick facility at

the White Sands Missile Range, Northrup Strip, New Mexico (secondary landing site) (foundation and site

design by Connell Associates under direction of NASA, KSC). It is designed and constructed to handle

and accommodate the necessary operations, functions, and services for deservicing and mating the

Orbiter for its return to KSC. This facility was recently used to recover the Orbiter after one of its

OFT return flights and safe landing at WSMR.

In addition to the Orbiter _te/demate facilities at DFRC, KSC, and WSMR, to ensure safe landing,

proper servicing, and quick turnaround for the next scheduled space flight, contingency landing sites

(CLS's) have been selected by NASA around the world in case the Orbiter needs to make an emergency

landing. The CLS's are located at the following airfields:

Naval Station, Rota, Spain

Kadena Air Base, Okinawa, Japan

Hickam AFB, Oahu, Hawaii

Dakar, Senegal

A Mate/Demate Stiffleg Derrick Unlversal Foundation hat been designed for each of these sites to

accommodate installation of the stiffleg-derrick system (GFE) and the forward and aft guy systems

(GFE). All items needed to construct the facility, except for concrete and reinforcing steel, will be

provided in a "fly-away foundation kit" which Is GFE. Actual construction at any of the sites will not

begin until an actual emergency landing of the Orbiter occurs at that particular site and the "go" sig-

nal is given by NASA. .

REFERENCES FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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I. NASA Technical Report TR-1355, July 1975, Design Data Manual - Orbiter Mate/Demate Device,
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2. NASA Drawing No. 7gKO545g, Orbiter Mating Device, NASA DFRC, Edwards AFB, California

(July 1975)

3. NASA Drawing No. 79K08112, Orbiter Mate/Demate Device, NASA, Kenneay Space Center, Florida

(December 1976)

4. NASA Drawing No. 7gK16871, Mate/Demate Stiffleg Derrick, White Sands Missile Range, N.M.

(June 1979)
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COMPUTER AIDED PROCESSING USING LASER MEASUREMENTS

Richard M. Davis, DF-PEO
and

John C. Koch, PRC Systems Services Co.
Kennedy Space Center, FL

ABSTRACT

We now have the challenge of processing the STS and its cargo through KSC facilities in the most
timely and cost effective manner possible. To do this we have established a 3-D computer graphics
data base into which we have entered the STS, payloads and KSC facilities. The facility drawing

data are enhanced by laser theodolite measurements into an "as-built" configuration. We have
combined elements of the data base to study orbiter/facillty interfaces' payload/facillty access
problems and design/arrangement of various GSE to support processing requirements. With timely

analysis/design utilizing the 3-D computer graphics system, costly delays cao be avoided. Better
methodology can be analyzed to determine procedures for cost avoidance. Some day we hope to'have
not only a KSC, but an inter-center data exchange network.

CHALLENGE

The challenge before us today is to process the Space Transportation System and its total
complement of payloads (cargo) through the various facilities at the Kennedy Space Center in the
most timely and cost effective manner possible.

One of our more pressing problems is the interaction of three primary elements: Space Shuttle,

Cargo, and Facilities.

First, the Orbiter must be processed in the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) without interference
from the many platforms necessary te. gain access for post-flight inspection, maintenance, and

premate checkout prior to payload installation.

Next, Shuttle elements - the Orbiter, the External Tank (ET) and the Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB's)
must be successfully integrated and stacked on a Mobile Launch Platform (MLP) inside the Vehicle
Assembly Building (VAB) midst its assorted platforms and levels of access.

Numerous experiments and payload elements must be integrated into cargos for each mission. This

integration and checkout is accomplished in the Horizontal Processing Facility (HPF), various
hangars, and the Vertical Processing Facility (VPF). Each facility/_SE (Multi-Mission Support
Equipment) must be able to accept and not interfere with the myriad of payload elements.

Finally, the cargo must be entered into the (_bi_er. This may be done either in the OPF or at the

'launch pad in the Payload Changeout Room (PCR). Here all three, the Shuttle, the cargo, and the
facility, must interface precisely to accomplish a successful mission.

METHODOLOGY

Our methodology is common throughout for these challenges and their solutions; let us introduce our

procedure.

We have established a computer graphics data base utilizing a three-dimensional color graphic
system. The Shuttle configuration, the various cargos, and all the facilities utilized for buildup
and processing are inserted into this data base utilizing dimensioned drawings and various input
techniques. Single operator input time can vary from hours or a few days for a simple subject, to
a month or more for a detailed facility.

Once the data base is built, it is relatively easy to produce the interrelationships between the
three elements of Shuttle-Cargo-Facilities. Through the use of the computer graphics system,

various components can be manipulated, shrunk, stretched, moved, modified, etc., at will. This is
especially useful when arranging or medifying Ground Support Equipment (GSE), or moving an
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experiment from one payload to another, or arranging different payloads according to the ever

changing cargo manifests. Our zoom ability is very useful when a detail must be examined closely,
plus, a measurement capability is available to determine clearances, interferences, line lengths,

etc. Real-time working documentation can be obtained by a CRT copy machine. Final drawings are
procured on a large 36" x 54" plotter on milar or vellum. This procedure, prior to the computer
age, was accomplished by using basic drawing with overlays and cutouts.

A major uncertainty in facility definition is the difference between the design drawings and the
final as-built configuration. To account for this variation, we at KSC have attempted to survey as
much of each of the facilities as possible.

Our survey instrument is a laser theodollte, which is self-powered and field-transportable. It
utilizes micropressor calculation with digital display of the data. Data presented is horizontal
distance, slant range, height, cross range, azimuth angle, and elevation angle. It does all this
with an instrumentation accuracy of +5 mm in 5 km (0.0001%). The laser target is an optical
prism, which is placed at the point_o be measured. In its raw form, the transit data is not
compatible with the format utilized by our computer; therefore, we have produced a special program
that converts the theodolite data into our Orbiter X, Y, Z coordinate system.

Once we have the survey data entered into the computer graphics data base, we apply the selected
points to the medel constructed from the design drawings. Here is where you find the interesting
discrepancies: doors are misaligned; walls are not plumb; platforms at odd levels; columns moved;
and especially outlets for power, fluids, and gases seem to show up on the survey data as "as-

built" locations. We have a very high level of confidence that our as-built computer models truly
represent the actual facility.

The facilities we now have in our data base include the Vertical Processing Facility (VPF); Orbiter

Processing Facility (OPF); Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB); Payload Changeout Room (PCR); and the
Horizontal Processing Facility (HPF), including the N&S Level IV workstands, Spacelab workstands 2
and 3, Cargo Integration Test Equipment (CITE) workstand 4, Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) cleanroom,
and various Spacelab handling and access. We have recently completed the Launch Equipment Test
Facility (LETF) where we check out the various umbilical and access arms utilized in Space
Transportation System (STS) servicing at the launch pad. We can now analyze Orbiter/umbilical
motion in three dimensions simultaneously. We do not necessarily have all of each facility
surveyed at this time, but we are working on it.

The Orbiter contractor provided us with the Columbia's exterior mold lines, which we input into our

data base. We also have Challenger's payload bay in the data base. While we have the Remote
Manipulator System in the data base, we have input small details, such as the handrails and
antenna, only when we were requested to work a specific problem. Results from various studies show
that our Orbiter model is very accurate.

Starting with OSTA-1 which flew on STS-2, we began entering payload information into the data base
to assure integrability with the various facilities. Some of our payload models were created from
highly detailed drawings; others were created from drawings with very few dimensions that were
digitized with our computer equipment. -

Any payload in our data base can be positioned 4nto any facility we identify as having a
requirement for analysis. We can determine access problems in the various processing facilities.
What may be easy access from a workstand in the horizontal position may present a difficult problem
when inserted in the Orbiter in a vertical position with only limited levels from which _o work.
We have an overall high confidence level in our data facillty/cargo base and feel comfortable with
any challenge presented for solution.

• ACHIEVEMENTS

We are utilizing our computer graphics capability to help simplify and expedite the STS and cargo
processing at KSC. The survey enhanced data base has enabled us to analyze difficult three-
dimensional problems quickly and with a very high level of confidence in the answers. We have
studied a rather broad spectrum of problems from orbiter stacking and payload accesr to

facillty/GSE layout.
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EXAMPLES

The following is a sampling of how our system is being utilized with examples taken from studies
that have been performed at KSC.

Assure Orbiter/OPF Compatibilit_

Prior to Che arrival of Columbia at KSC, there was concern if any of the access and service
platforms in the OPF would interfere or damage the Orbiter when placed in position.

The Orbiter was moved into the DPF; the OPF workstands were positioned around the Orbiter--all done
with the computer graphics system! At those points where interferences were identified on the
computer simulation, platforms were physically modified to give adequate clearance. The simulation
was verified when the Columbia was actually towed into the OPF; the platforms were moved into

position--and no interference! Note Figures I and 2 which also indicate our zoom capability.

i i i i L.
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Figure I. ORBITER/OPF MOVEABLE ACCESS PLATFORMS Figure 2.

Orbiter/ET/SRB Stacking Eohancement

On STS-6, the MLP was placed 1.5 inches off the_predetermined set point. The stacked configuration
of the Orbiter/ET/SRB on the off-center MLP was constructed in the data base. Then the VAB

extendable platforms were moved into position around the off center stacked configuration. No
excessively close tolerances were observed at any of the work levels; therefore, the MI.Pwas
allowed to remain off center, and the stacking effort continued without having to move the MLP.
But more importantly, time was not wasted, personnel were not endangered and STS e_uipment was not
damaged.

A similar condition occurred when we were asked if the Orbiter could be lowered through the
platforms in the VAB w_th the forward bipod already attached to the ET (Figure 3). Previously, the
bipod was attached after the Orbiter was lowered and soft mated to the rear struts -- a difficult
and time-consuming operation. Again the model was constructed in the data base, and the operation
proved that the Orbiter could be successfully lowered through the platforms, past the bipod,
without interference.

Another exercise was run to see if the body flap in a 200 below the null location could be passed

by the bipod. Again, the simulation indicated that we could lower the Orbiter with the body flap
in the designated configuration. This exercise eradicated the need to power up the Orbiter after
transfer from OPF to VAB to allow.hydraulics to zero the control surfaces before stacking th the
VAB.
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Figure 3. ORBITER/BIPODCLEARANCE DURING MATING

Filament Wound SRB Stud,v

The proposed filament wound _B will have more
flexibility than the present steel cases. This
will result in greater Orbiter/ET umbilical
connection motion. The Tail Service Mast (TSM),
which contains the T-O umbilical and linkage was
modeled to study the motion in three dimensions to
determine maximum travel limits and element

fatigue levels. Various T-O excursions were
analyzed to determine what facility modifications
would be necessary (Figure 4). In addition, the
entire Launch Equipment Test Facility (LETF) was

input into the data base to determine what
modifications were required on the LETF to test
these new excursions. This facility consists of
five major test structures/systems.

KSC
X=O
Y=,O
L'58.752
i=O

CONDI T IOr,I Q

Figure 4. FILAMENT WOUND SRB EXCURSION STUDY
TSM MOD ANALYSIS
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Parallel Processin 9 of Cargo in the HPF

In order to study the impact of increased traffic in the out years, all cargo processing equipment
and facilities are being entered into the data base. We have already taken a look at the problem
of having SL-2, SL-3, and three elements of mixed cargo in the Level IV workstands at the same
time. Various elements of access GSE were modeled to determine optimum use with minimum

modification, or hindrance to other elements. It is very easy to cut and try with this system. We
plan to model all the handling equipment and GSE necessary to identify all cargo placement in each
workstand, at a given time slice, per month and year. This will provide maximum GSE utilization

(Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 5. OAST-I ACCESS STANDS -- O&C LEVEL IV
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.Figure 6. OAST-I ACCESS STANDS -- O&C LEVEL IV

INTEGRATION AREA (ELEVATION VIEW)
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Accessibilit>' of Cargo in Facilities

Accessibility is always a critical element at KSC, and when the cargo is placed into the Orbiter,
things get even more difficult.

One of the first challenges we met was determining placement of a Dewar on the platforms in the OPF
and PCR. This placement is necessary for servicing two experiments utilizing cryogenics, and line
length is critical.

To Service experiments on SL-I, it was determined

that the present extendable bucket originall_
designed for access in the payload bay was too
large for the limited space available. A smaller
16" x 20" platform was designed on the computer
graphics system. An orthopormorphic man was
designed to test positioning, movement, and reach
from the platform. Engineering and cargo
operations conducted the COR on the computer.
This was a first for us, but we believe i_is the

beginning of many more to follow (Figure 7).

Figure 7. ACCESS PLATFORMS/ORTHOPOR_ORPHIC MEN
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We have simulated several different cargo elements in the VPF to determine access from |tl wrk
platforms, One of our more famous elements is the space telescope, which requires consldc_rlb|e
access to several different panels and compartments on board (Figure 8).

I I

Figure 8. SPACE TELESCOPE IN VPF
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The PCR at the Pad provides many challenges for our computer graphics system. Here in the PCR, is
where all elements of the mission finalize. Often experiments have late access requirements, which

are sometimes quite difficult to achieve in an environment that has rotated 90 degrees, and are now
confined by the envelope of the payQoad bay. OSTA-I battery access was our first exercise in the
PCR. SL-2 cryogenic servicing is a persistent problem we are still modeling (Figure g).

I

I

I

Figure 9. SL-2 IN PCR -- PGHM LEVELS I-5

We have recently started constructingthe data base to model the GSE necessary for a contingency
landingsite. Here, we must have maximum utilizationfrom a minimum amount of equipment.

i

Sometimes,when a problem is identifiedto us. we can point to a solution that saves a great deal
of time and money, such as the stacking exercises mentioned earlier, which can be equated in time
and dollars saved. Sadly, we sometimes also prove that a clever idea Just won't work.

We also must realize that there is a cost saving in preventing problems. These are very hard to

quantify. A lot of the things done in the cargo processing world could be done on a drafting board

or just by going out and measuring something (sometimes a brave or foolhardy thing to do at the VPF

or PCR). As an example, we didn't have to service the OSTA-! battery at the pad, but w_ knew that

if we had to, we could not exten_ the center platform Das: the antenna. So, an alternate method

had to be worked out in advance in the event servicing was necessary. How much do _u save by

putting the access stand up once, right, the first time?

We feel that one of the most valuable things we save is analysis time; time we don't have as the

traffic increases.
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PROPOSED RESPONSE TO MEET FUTURE CHALLENGES

At this time, KSC Engineering Development is making an in-depth study to determine our next
generation computer system. We have asked our friends in the cargo and vehicle processing world to
coordinate their efforts with us to provide an optimum system capable of meeting all our needs.
Design engineering requires a large scientific computational capability while, in addition,
Operations requires considerable graphics capability. Our intentions are that, in the future, we
will design, coordinate, review, and sign off on the computer.

We intend to strive toward a controlled data base. With the new generation of engineers who are

accustomed to working with computers we believe an entire engineering effort can be acco_lished
within the computer data base system.

Once a facility, cargo or flight vehicle, has been defined, it can be baselined and controlled
within the system. Engineers can draw this information out of the controlled memory data base and
perform operations or modifications at a remote terminal. However, the system would require

appropriate sign-off/releases for the mods to be incorporated into the controlled data base. We
believe this would also reduce/eliminate the huge volume of paper required and time consuming
release boards. We have made the first steps towards these goals and when our new generation
system comes on line, we hope to attain all of our goals.

r'
Another important step we would like to propose is to have inter-center coordination for all of our
common information requirements. At the present time, our computers and their great store of
information in their data bases cannot communicate with each other. KSC has very detailed launch
and cargo processing information and other centers such as MSFC, JSC and GSFC have payload
information in their computers. Currently, KSC cannot transfer this information from one system to
another.

We would like to propose 2 NASA-wide common data base where we all could exchange information.
Perhaps we all do not require the same type of computer, but we should coordinate the effort so
that the data bases are compatible, thereby releasing a great amount of transferable detailed
information.

We believe that by utilizing such state-of-the-art technology to its fullest, we can minimize
unknowns and process Shuttles and their cargo in a timely and cost effective manner. That is the

ever present challenge.
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IN-FLIGHT TESTING OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
THEI_MAL CONTROL SYSTEM

J. Thomas Taylor
NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas 77058

ABSTRACT

The challenge of defining and successfully executing in-flight thermal control system testing of
a complex manned spacecraft such as the Space Shuttle Orbiter and the considerations attendant to the
definition of the tests are described in this report. Design concerns, design mission requirements,
flight test objectives, crew vehicle and mission risk considerations, instrumentation, data require-
ments, and real-time mission monitoring are discussed. In addition, an overview of the test results
is presented.

INTRODUCTION

The value and utility of a manned spacecraft suc_ as the Space Shuttle Orbiter are enhanced

greatly by its operational flexibility and capability to perform a multitude of varied and partly
undetermined mission objectives. In this light, it was the initial design goal.that the thermal de-
sign of the Orbiter be accomplished with minimum constraints with respect to vehicle attitude and
time in attitude as well as power and weight,-

The classical approach, whether for an unmanned or a manned spacecraft, is to define a thermal
design mission which provides a design envelope and then to verify the design performance by ground
testing to the extreme environments of the envelope, or by performing a simulated mission profile
with minimal in-flight testing supported by analyses. This approach, however, was fostered in part

by the fact that previous spacecraft were not reusable and a high degree of confidence in the design
was necessary before committing to flight.

Program funding limitations and the fact that the Orbiter was a reusable spacecraft led to the
consideration of in-flight testing for thermal design verification. At first glance, it would appear
that this was a hlgh-risk approach from a crew and vehicle safety standpoint as well as for mission

success. Also of concern was the potential impact to the overall program schedule which might result
if far-reaching design changes were necessary. However, systems redundancy, failure design require-
merits, and the capability to return to Earth in a short time minimized these risks. The overall
test/verification approach and considerations which led to the total definition are described.

In-flight testing of the Space Shuttle Orbiter integrated thermal control design was success-

fully completed during the initial five orbital flights of the Space Transportation System (STS).
The data base for verification of the thermal design to meet specified operational requirements was
obtained with minimal ground tests through the definition and implementation of a comprehensive in- -
flight test program. Adequate data were obtained to either demonstrate capability or provide a data
base for correlation of the vehicle- and subsystems-leve] thermal math models (TMM's) for analytical
definition of the vehicle thermal performance capability.

TCS DESIBN OVERVIEW

The Orbiter thermal control system (TCS) is required to control and establish the thermal envi-

ronments for all systems outside the crew module. However, cer_aln systems that require internal
thermal control as an intimate part of their operations are not included in the TCS. These are the

fuel cells, the auxiliary power units (APU's) and cryogenic tank internal heaters, the active thermal
,control system Freon loop, the flash evaporator and steam ducts, and the hydraulic system water-
boiler heaters.

The Orbiter ll)Smaintains subsystems and components within specified temperature limits for all
mission phases (prelaunch, ascent, Earth orbit, entry, and postlanding). Integrated thermal control

management is accomplished through use of fibrous and multilayer insulation (MLI) blankets, and avail-
able heat sources and heat sinks supplemented by passive thermal control (PTC) techniques such as
coatings, heaters, thermal isolators, and, where practical, subsystems operating modes.

The basic Insulatlon design consists of bulk fibrous insulation (TG-15000) sized to protect sub-
syste_ from overheating during entry and postlandlng thermal soakback and supplemented by MLI for

low weight, high thermal efficiency on orbit. The general vehlcle-level application of bulk Insula-
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tion and MLI is shown in figures I and 2. A typical frame insulation installation is showT, in fig-

ure 3, and typical fluid line applications are shown in figure 4.

Heater systems are used extensively as depicted in figure 5. These consist predominantly of

two types: rope for fluid lines and patch heaters for area radiant heating and direct component

heating such as aerodynamic control surface (aerosurface) actuators. A typical fluid line installa-

tion is shown in figure 6. Radiant heater designs are applied in the forward reaction control sys-
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FIGURE I.- THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM BULK INSULATION.
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FIGURE 2.- THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM MULTILAYER
INSULATION.
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tem (RCS) compartment and the auxiliary propulsion syste_ (APS) pods. The APS pod radiant heaters

consisted of patch heaters applied to existing structural panels as depicted in figure 7. Most Or-

biter heater systems are thermostatically controlled_ exceptions are heaters required for special

systems functions and operating modes, such as fuel cell purge line and vent heaters and main land-

ing gear brakeline heaters, which are manually controlled.
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FIGURE 4.- LINE INSULATION CONFIGURATION AT SUPPORTS.
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ARRANGEMENT.
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Except for drain lines and actuators, where heaters are applied for local thermal Control, Or-

biter hydraulic system temperatures are maintained on orbit by operation of circulation pumps which
distribute the pump waste heat and heat picked up by way of a heat exchanger from the active TCS
waste-heat-rejection loop to the various lines and components. Tl_e initial thermal requirement for
the pumps was for prelaunch thermal conditioning of the main propulsion system (MPS) engine components
and also for postlanding ther,ml conditioning to prevent local overheating of hydraulic system seals
r_ulting from entry-heating soakback into the vehicle. On-orbit control of the circulation pump op-
eration is achieved by a software thermostat mode driven by 40 temperature transducers located in the
3 hydraulic systems or by a computer-driven timer mode. In addition, specified movement of the
aerosurfaces during main pump operations before entry interface is required to flush cold hydraulic
fluid from stagnant lines and components to achieve full performance temperature levels during entry.

The vehicle-level air and gaseous nitrogen purge system (fig. B) provides supplemental environ-

ment conditioning during prelaunch and postlanding phases. The primary thermal control function of
the purge system before launch is to minimize heater usage and thereby to lower peak power require-
ments at lift-off and, in particular, to minimize stratification in the aft fuselage compartment dur-
ing the MPS cryogenic chilldown conditioning and to raise the resulting compartment temperature
levels. During the postlanding entry-heating-soakback period, the purge provides attenuation of the
potential peak temperatures to which subs_tems components would be subjected without the purge.

External vehicle surface coatings were dictated by thermal protection system (TPS) requirements
for a black coating on the high-temperature reusable insulation and leading edges and a white coating
on the low-temperature reusable insulation and felt (fig. 9). A white glass-fabric material was
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FIGURE 8.- PURGE SYSTEM, 0V-I02.
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chosen for payload insulation b_anket covers to reduce the effect of direct solar heating in the
cavity and to provide acceptable temperatures for payloaos. Internal insulation surfaces are
metallized to provide a low e_ittance ang thereby to reduce heat transfer tc and fro_ the structure.

THERMAL DESIGN MISSION

The initial thermal design mission definition for the Orbiter was quite simple; that is, provide

adequate thermal design capability for the prelaunch, ascent, entry, and postlanding thermal environ-
ments and provide a 160-hour attitude-hold capability on orbit. The only constraints to the atti-
tude-hold capability which evolved early in the Orbiter development were associated with preventing
violation of the external TPS and structural bondline lower temperature and, in a hot case, providing

preentry conditioning to cool the TPS bondlines below allowable maximum initial entry temperature
levels.

The TPS bondline lower limit of -1700 F could potentially be violated for any attitude which al-
lowed continuous deep-space viewing. This possibility led to the requirement to limit such attitude
holds to 6 hours followed by 3 hours of thermal conditioning before resuming the hold. This require-
ment applied only to attitudes that excluded solar or planetary exposure to a surface of the Orbiter

during an orbit period. These attitudes were local-vertical orientations at high beta angles. A beta
angle of 600 to 90° was chosen to define these orbital conditions. The beta angle is defined as the
angle between the Earth-Sun line and the orbit plane.

During the course of the development program, additional attitude constraints were accepted by
program management in lieu of design changes. These constraints are as follows.

I. Earth or solar viewing by the active thermal control system radiators is limited; the limita-

tion varies dependent on water storage and power levels.

2. Tail to Sun attitudes are limited to 24 hours to prevent overheating of orbital maneuverin_

system (OMS) engine feedlines.

3. Nose, tail, and side Sun attitudes are limited to 33 hours to prevent violation of the main
landing gear strut actuator and hydraulic dump valve lower limit of -350 F.

An additional requirement arose by which, for contingency early mission termination, thermal con-
ditioning would be limited to 155 minutes and should not result in catastrophic conditions during
entry or after landing. However, degradation in mission life would be accepted. The basic thermal
design mission is outlined in figure 10; the basic thermal conditioning mode (PTC) and the beta angle
(B) are i11ustrated.

PTC - 2 TO S RPH ROLL ABOUT THE
LONGITUDINAL AXIS PERPENDICULAR
TO THE SOLAR VECTOR

• BETA ANGLE 0 ° TO 60 °

• ANY ATTITUDE HOLD FOR > 160 HR (RADIATOR, MAIN
LANDING GEAR, AND OMS ENGINE CONSTRAIN
CERTAIN ATTITUDES)

• PRE-ENTRY THERMAL CONDITIONIRG UP TO 12 HR

• BETA ANGLE 60* TO 90*

• INERTIAL ATTITUDE HOLDS > 160 HR (RADIATOR, MAIN
LANDING GEAR, AND OMS ENGINE CONSTRAIN
CERTAIN ATTITUDES)

- PRE-ENTRY THERMAL CONDITIONING UP TO 12 HR

• WORSE-CASE COLD EARTH RELATIVE ATTITUDE
HOLDS FOR 6 HR FOLLOWED BY 3 HR OF THERMAL
RECOVERY (PTC)

- PRE-ENTRY THERMAL CONDITIONING UP TO 7 HR

SUN

BETA ANGLE ($) = ANGLE BETWEEN
SOLAR VECTOR AND ORBIT PLANE

FIg.IRE I0.- THERMAL DESIGN MISSION PROFILE.
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CONCERNS AFFECTING ON-ORBIT TESI DEFINITION

The initial program decision to consider in-flight thermal test and verification in lieu of
ground thermal vacuum tests understandably caused much apprehension and concern. Verification by
means of thermal ground tests and analysis supported by a minimum of in-flight testing was considered
as the optimum technical approach. This conclusion was fostered in part by the design immaturity and
unknown design problems at that time (late 1974 and early 1975).

Major concerns centered around (1) potential impacts to the thermal test time lines by other mis-
sion objectives, (2) the adequacy of flight instrumentation from the standpoint of quantity and loca-
tion for both real-time anomaly identification and math model correlation, (3) the potential for early
mission termination (mission success), (4) potential design changes which could impact the total
orbital flight test (OFT) program, (5) commitment to flight by unverified analyses, and (6) the ques-
tion of whether adequate thermal response for math model validation could be obtained. Ideally, the
best approach for determining full capability and for providing sufficient data for math model verifi-
cation and analytical extrapolations to actual fliqht design environments is to subject the vehicles
and subsystems to the extreme hot and cold environments. This situation obviously is not desirable

on initial flights from a crew or vehicle safety standpoint or for mission success. Basic advantages
and disadvantages of ground thermal vacuum testing and in-flight testing were presented and summa-
rized (tables l(a) to 1(c)) along with the thermal vacuum test requirements (table 2).

Although Orbiter systems redundancy had a major impact in negating some of the basic risks and
safety concerns, the potential of basic design flaws had to be faced in the design of redundant heat-
er systems. A number of small fluid line heater tests were implemented to provide a level of confi-

dence in the design approach. The in-flight tests, which are discussed later, were designed to mini-
mize the impact of design flaws.

Other vehicle design features such as the caution and warning and the fault detection and annun-
ciation (FDA) systems provide a method of defining systems failure redlines for early anomaly identi-
fication and resolution. These systems are used extensively for monitoring heater system performance.
In addition, concerns over undercooling or overheating of RCS engines due to either heater system
inadequacy or engine firing effects are minimized by an automatic deselect system.

VEHICLE MONITORING AND INSTRUMENTATION

Of major in_)ortance in any type of testing is the adequacy of the test instrumentation. As
previously mentioned, this factor was a prime concern since a flight vehicle has inherent limitations
as to the number of instruments that can be accommodated. In addition to the basic instrumentation

needed to control operating modes of the various subsystems and to determine their general status, in-
strumentation was required to meet the objectives of the thermal flight tests. The overall verifica-
tion and subsystem requirements which led to the definition of the flight test instrumentation are
delineated in table 3.

Each subsystem area was reviewed for instrumentation to verify thermal math models for design-

peculiar problems and for minimum real-time flight monitoring. The initial requirement was to add,
to the existing 219 real-time operational flight instruments (OFf's) and 633 recorded develooment
flight instruments (DFI's), ]460 new DFI's, of which 441 would be available in real time over the OFI
system to support real-time monitoring and anomaly identification and resolution. This assessment
was conservative but provided for the highest level of confidence in correlating math models for
analytical design verification. However, such programmatic considerations as modifications, added
costs, and schedule impacts inherent in accommodating this large amount of instrumentation on the ve-
hicle suggested an alternate approach. Such an approach which would provide acceptable real-time
monitoring capability but represented minimal instrumentation for math model verification purposes
was presented and accepted. The former consideration affected to a great extent the definition of
the flight test program, which is discussed later. It was agreed to add 410 DFI sensors to the
Orbiter and to provide 410 data channels for real-time monitoring of selected existing and new DFI

sensors. This addition brought the initial complement of real-time and recorded thermally related
sensors to 629 and 633, •respectively.

As a result of design changes and particular problems or concerns that arose during the design,
development, and test phases of the vehicle, the number of real-time sensors approached 800. It was

evident that such a large number of sensors could not be monitored adequately by means of manual
plotting. Since no preflight data on vehicle thermal control performance were available to provide
intelligence as to actual thermal response times or time to reach limits, it became evident that a
real-time or near-real-time system of monitoring temperature response and trends was required. A sum-

mary of real-time monitoring requirements is presented in table 4. It was estimated that approxi-
mately 90 people (30 per 8-hour shift) with expertise in the thermal design area would be required
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TABLE _- ADVANTAGES /_D D_SJ_DVINTAGES I_

INteGRATED GR(NND THE_AL VACUU_ TESt M_ ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST

(a) ]ntegrlte_ 9_oun_ thermal vlcu_m te_t

AOvlntlges O11idvlnt19e_

I F1exlb111t7 In v|rylng l.d ¢ontro11_ng
known eev Irorle_t

• H_9h level of cowfleJence

• Early des1_m verlf_cl_1o_

• l_n_ulzes p_og_m _l_ct

• Supports ope_itlonll dlta eook (008)

• Prov_de_ _le_Ib|11ty |n obtl_ntng iddlttoR41 _lta
Is varranted by prior tes_ phase results (tnt
cO_dltlo_Is and 8dd1_onal Instr_mllntlt_ofl)

i A11ovs testln 9 to e_trele condlt_o_s (c_IpM)11|ty
_etemlnat10n Ind 111 lure slmulltlon)

• Tilt dltl I1|1_ St111 _l_|re $o11
tnte_PPetitlon I_ extrlpolltlon
_o _11_ht co_gm-itlo_ 8nd f11g_
e_ tPonumts

• _l_lres d_dtcate_ test _Pttc|ls
oP shared test Irt_¢l_ wtt_ high

pote_t_81 for scKedultng tmplct

(b) O_ltil _11ght test

_lvlnt Iges O|lidv_t Ig_]

• ACtUII InvtPorl_l_t

e Actull ermine ft_Sngs

• Comlt]tam_t to f1_ght by _lll_lilS 0ni¥

• Cr_ tlm l_ne |ll_cted for thn_ll
I requlre_mts

• Detntnllt_on Of l_v_ro_t dlff_cult

• Llr_ _lount o_ _nst_me_tlt|on

• L1mlted re11-t11N dltl

• Dedlclted thet_ll f_Ight test -
Mln111ze 11lxlct fr_l Othe_
i_$$Im_ obJectlvel

• Mo_|torlng sj_tml for _11_t
d_y c)_:Im a_d power 1olds
rwqulred

• Insl_flcIL_t t_te111g_ce for p18ce-
l_nt O_ _flsty_Jentlt_o_ im(r heater

controls

• Insuff_c_ent Inte11_g_ece to deter-
mlne M_Ich Iftlt_l_fltltlon I$

r_Ir'qld _n _'II11 t1_e

• O_ctltm conse_'vatlye f1_ght tlest tlme
11he to avert potellt11; lx-oblel$

(ItSSIO_ SUCClS$. Cr'l_ sl/ety)

• Hl_h _1"Obllbtlit.v Of fnldequ_te dat_
(iddtttOn11 flight test
rNutr_)

• I_eltto_M)le clpablllty for rllll-t11_
i_al_ rBol_totl _¢1 evilu_tt08
f11ght plan ¢hllmJ_lS

• Ht_ p_Og_m lm_ct potenttl_

(c) S_ry

Test CharllCtl_t st tc

Inte_rstqKr Lherlml wcuun _est

O_l_ttel fl_glit riSE

• Hilly desirable fo_ "no attitude

c_nltrltnt$" t_ilfll411 deSl_

1 R_md_ltory for flxed-ilttttude/tlm-
1trait des_ tf _-ogrm does not
_'ov|de dedtcltH theme1 OFT lind
ImJtrum_ntst_on or does not W-o_lde

fhmtbtllt¥ for aore thon _ll im|-
tlple_b.tectlw DFT vtth sufficient
tnltrulm_t _ Ion

1 M_ntmlm $u_|qmel_tal OFT _nstrm_-
tatlcm

1 Certification _)_ test an_ |_41_rsls

befm-e flight

1 _ldtclted them11 OFT Ilmno_torjf

o Se_rlll flight tests r_qulred

• Hlgl_ potlmttll for _'Sle m-o_p-im

tm_lct

1 _rlat),v tflc]-eaed tnstr_m_tst_o_
scar wt|ht

• Hl|ston success _wttonabll

• Cmtt_le_t to mln_ed fllght b¥ 8n11-
_t$ only
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TABLE 2.- REQUIREMENTS FOR THERMAL VACUUM TESTS

• INTEGRATED THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM VERIFICATION

• Functional verification of integrated subsystems, interfaces, and active/passive thermal con-
trol systems while exposed to extreme mission environments

• Subsystems qualification environment verification

• Flight operations support by demonstrating off limits and contingency operation of subsystems

• OBTAIN DATA FOR CORRELATION OF THERMAL ANALYTICAL MATH MODEL

• Certification analysis tool

• Mission planning tool

• Establish operational capability (operational data book)

• Real-time mission support tool

per flight to plot data and identify potential problems and to support real-time decision activities
for problem resolution.

i"

4 •

, .'C.

D;

} -- F

I/T_i .,

An interactive computer terminal system, or trend monitoring system (TMS), was instituted by i-._i._;_".
which six terminals were provided for retrieval and plotted display of data in near real time. The i_.-/:_.._.....

-number of terminals was determined by appropriate grouping of subsystems and major vehicle areas -__:';- '
allowing the use of minimum personnel while not overloading a particular individual. Data were pro- iLi__"ILI_
vided to the host computer by computer-compatible tapes (CCT's) obtained from the Mission Control "-_.'.-:-
Center network interface processor (NIP). The normal lag between real-time data and TMS data-base _v.<+:-

updates was approximately 2 hours. Use of an on-line printer enabled review and scanning of real-
time cathode-ray tube (CRT)data displays by the thermal analysts. Data comparison with preflight _:/.-_::.i_.

prediction and previous flight data, data extrapolation, flight plan changes, and real-time anomaly ,....._.
investigations were supported by the reel-time CRT data displays and TMS data sources, which proved _._..:-.--

to be a very effective combination. The real-time data flow and analysis is depicted in figure 11. :-/C

IN-FLIGHT TEST PHILOSOPHY AND APPROACH -_.,:.';C

As in the case of ground thermal vacuum testing, it would have been ideal from a thermal stand- _:'_/_"

point to subject the vehicle to design conditions immediately during the flight test program. This __!C:--_."_i_
exposure would have the advantage of providing the best possible data for desig_ verification as well ii'_•_

as of minimizing the number # test conditions and the flight test time. However, as discussed pre-
viously, crew safety and mission success considerations were primary. Basic to these considerations :---*:
was the demonstration of launch, orbit insertion, deorblt, entry, and landing capabilities and pro- _. ....
cedures. In addition, such an approach would requ.ire that critical procedures for payload bay door _-__
closure, TPS preentry thermal condltionin_, and hydraulic system entry warmup as well as the wheel "
brakeline heaters (which are only used just before an_ during entry) would have to work properly the ;_:: "
first time. With these considerations and concerns in mind, the philosophy was adopted to subject _.....-.
the vehicle initially to a benign thermal environment to allow identification of any gross design ....t" : _
flaws and to minimize the potential risk and mission impact. The vehicle would, within the OFT pro-
gr_ constraints such as launch schedules, number of flights, mission length, and payload require- _/_':--'?"
ments, then be subjected to increasingly more severe thermal environments on follow-on flights. __.:;_

i_.._

In line with the stated philosophy, it was necessary that such test requirements as environ- ) "':_'"

ments, vehicle attitudes, and special tests be defined consistent with program, constraints and still iii "
provide for in-flight, capability demonstration or provide adequate data for correlation of TM_'s tc _ ._
be used for analjrtical design verification. This need resulted in requirements for both low- and _IITL
high-beta-angle flights. The distinction between high and lo_.bet_ angles is that high beta angles _.'F--..
(600 to 900), depending on orbit altitude, approach or provide 100 percent sunlight conditions or no ,:' -_
Earth shadow time as opposed to lo_ beta angles. The rationale for low-beta-angle missions was as :__-:_....
fol lows. t'__._.

I. To provide benign environment for early identification of gross desig_ inadequacies __ "

2. To provide level of confidence in design to commit to more severe environments _T _
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TABLE 3.- _ER_IAL TEST INSTRUMENTATION

REQUIRI_MENT FOR ADDITIONAL THEiSt INSTRUMENTATION

o Integrated thermal control system verification

- O_}tatn data for theru_l math model correlation and subseeNent verlflcattun by imalysls

a Operational program support

- Mission planning tool

- Data source for COB

- Real-tired mlssto_ support and contingency identification imd resolution

INSTRUMENTATION IDENTIFICATIOIN GROUND RULES

u Utilize vehto'_e/subsyste_ destpn symmetry and similarity to minimize number of measurements

• Identify crtttca; areas re(Nlred for real-time on-orbit monitoring to prevent contingencies

$TRU_TURE/$UBSYST_M REOU] REMENT$

* Tanks

- Identify gradients caused by heaters end local environment

- Determine heat gain/loss through mounts

- Determine interaction with surrounding structure/subsystems

- Determine heater siztng and controller ideation adequacy

e Lines

- Identify cold spots and verify heater/Insulation sizing and controller location

- Determine heat gain/loss through mounts

- Oetemine Interaction with surrounding structure/subsystems

U Heet-ge_eratlng ecNil_t (fuel cells, _UMJ, pumps, etc.)

- Determine Interaction with surrounding strocture/subsystems (heat balance and heat

dlstrt but 1on )

- Verify design envlroneents

u ]nsulattor

- Yertfy Rdextuac_ of performance tn installed configuration

- Verify design environments

• Structure

- Verify subsystems deslgm envtrommnts (boundary conditions)

- Bondllne mo_suremonts for preentry thenmal conditioning, verify structural gradients

- Verify c_tn heat lelk

e Hydraul t_

- Verify circulation loop flow balance and duty c_le rebutted for on-orblt therm_1 control

- Verif.v adequate ten_rature control during main pump operations

- ¥ertfy he,tar/insulation sizing and controller" locations for stagmant ltn_ and _ssootated
cumponents

e _S/OMS e_tnes d

o Verify engine firing soMcback effects

Verify engtnt heater sizes/duty c}_:les

Determine heat gain/loss through engines

Detemtne local cooling effects from cr)mgentc 11nes and effect of ergtne firing

on aft fuselage subsysteem

- Determine effects of heat gstn/_oss through e_glne on aft comp_rtment and

subsyst eem

Payload b_y (PLB)

- Vertt_ effec_ of open doors on lower midfuselage cunponents

- V_-lfy PLB envtroneeflts

doors

- Substantiate analytical design gradients Is they affect cloor operations

- Yertfy temperatures of seals and mochantsm

General - Verify OFI and heater controller locations

°

• MPS
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TABLE 4.- REQUIREMENTS FOR REAL-TIME THERMAL FLIGI{T DATA

a GENERAL - Provide Intelllgence for precluding, identifying, and resolving anomalous conditions in

those areas where analysis and ground test data are inadequate for preflight verification

• SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

Adequacy of hydraulic circulation pump for on-orbit operation and preentry aerosurface
actuator/power drtve untt warmup

Monitor operation of subsystem heaters (heater sizing, controllers and OFf instrumentation

location)

Monitor areas which constrain vehicle attitudes

Effect of OMS/RCS engine ftrtng/soakback on subsystem components and interfaces

Requirement for and adequacy of preentry themal conditioning of _S/structure and related

door closure components (seals, motors, etc.)

a THERMAL MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

- Lack of test data and knowledge of vehlcle/sub(_tems response characteristics and TCS design

adequacy requires timely access to real-tlme data and playback (as available) In a readily

available and usable form for evaluation and declslonmaking to:

a Determine vehicle status

• Identlfy/forecast potential or impending anomalous conditions

m Recommend or concur on remedial actions or flight plan changes

- Approximately BOO temperatures must be monitored

- Additional data required (available from existing sources) - Vehicle Earth/Sun look angles,

orbital position, systems configuration and operating modes, power loads, engine firing

times, overboard dump time lines, and consumables usage history

• VEHICLE STA_S REQUIREMENTS

High and low 11mlt flags

- Thermal summary tabs - Quick scan of all real-tlme thermal data

a PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION/FORECASTING REQUIREMBWTS - Real-tlme temperature history plots

Capability to select parameters and plot scale (real-time update and playback interleaved)

Storage and retrieval

Overlay/comparison of predicted and flight data .

Vehicle-Earth/vehicle-Sun look-angle plets

• REMEDIAL ACTION/FLIGHT PLAN CHANGE REQUIREMENTS - Same as problem identlflcation/forecasting

a WHY ARE NEAR-REAL-TIME PLOTS WITH INTERLEAVED PLAYBACK AND STORAGE RETRIEVAL CAPABILITY REQUIRED?

Manned Test - ReQuires timel_ recognition of impending problems and definition of alternative
sol utions

- Lack of test exoerience - Unknown level of confidence in preflight _ requires thorough

understanding of avail'able--r_ data be maintained at all times

- Flight data will be the me,_or tool for recognizine potential problems and recommendino
avoidance actions and flight plan changes

- Time to reach limits - Transient thermal response, which is _ or, environment, heater

size, and design, can o_talned fr_p-------_ed data

- Data extrapolation for more than a few hours (depending upon response rate) is questionable

Volume of data - Volume of data cannot be efficiently managed, plotted, handled, or unde.__._r-

stoo____ddwithout adequate computer hardware/software support
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I REAL-TIME i
CRT 4

I REAL-TIMEDATA LINK

I RANGE STATION I

MISSION CONTROL

NETWORK INTERFACE PROCESSOR

(NIP)

THERMAL ANALYST_

TMS
HOST COMPUTER

TMS

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS
TERMINALS

(NEAR-REAL-TIME

e

• IIOLATE POTENTIAL • PREDICT POTENTIAL • IDENTIFY CONITRAINTI

PROBLEM AREAl PROBLEMB • RECOMMEND ALTERNATEI

• ALL DATA MUST BE • DEFINE ALTERNATE • GREAT MAJORITY OF

REVIEWED lOLU130NI DATA MUIT BE

• ALL DATA MUBT BE REVIEWED

REVIEWED

FIGURE 11.' RF.JtL-TIHE DATA FLOW AND ANALYSIS SCHEHATIC.

• DETERMINE CAUIE

• RECOMMEND REMEDIAL

ACTION

• IPECIFIC DATA

REQUIRED FOR REVIEW

3. To 9atn level of com_Jdence tn analyt'tcal capability requtred for in-flight problem resolu-
tion and to support mtsslon planntng

I

4. Potentially Inadequate data availability, both tn sensor quantity and tn sensor locations as
well as that associated wtth lon9 pertods between ground statton passes at htgh beta angles, requtres
previous fltght test experience in support of anomaly resolution and mtssJon planntng

High-beta-angle fltght requirements stemmed from the followJn9.

1. Concern that'temperatu_e levels and the emplltude of transient responses at low beta angles
would be _nade_uate for TI_ correlation and analytical verification

Z. Opportunity afforded at htgh beta angles to subject the vehicle or porttons of the vehlcle
to extreme hot or cold condftlons and provision of the best envtrooments for T_ correlation or demon-
strat_on of design capability

FLIGHT TEST REqUIREmENTS AND TEST DEFINITION

The fundamental driver for test definition was to prove the the_al capability of the varfous

L
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subsystems to meet the thermal design mission and to identify any existing constraints for the pur-

pose of determining operational acceptability or redesign requirements and providing basic capability
definition to support operational mission planning. To obtain the necessary test data, each system
must be subjected to cold and hot environments during each mission phase to either demonstrate capa-
bility or correlate thermal math models. Since each vehicle compartment area with few exceptions can
be treated as a box, the basic on-orbit test attitudes were defined to subject each side to hot and
cold environments with variations dependent on peculiar subsystems and component test requirements.

In addition to determining environmental tes_ requirements, it was also necessary to define spe-
cific systems functional tests to verify thermally sensitive operating modes. Initial test require-
ments and test definition were derived from the thermal design data-base analyses which identified ve-
hicle and subsystems sensitivities. This process obviously was iterative since the overall thermal
design was subject to the design maturity of other subsystems which affected the integrated thermal
characteristics of the vehicle. A number of analysis cycles were required to update test reauire-
ments in addition to mission planning and actual preflight time-line analyses to arrive at the final
test definition. The manner in which the various analyses are fed into the test definition and ulti-
mately support the data correlation activities leading to the final TCS verification is shown in fig-
ure 12.

Prelaunch and ascent testing was basically a matter of obtaining data since systems operating
modes are defined by launch operations and the external"environment cannot be controlled. Likewise,
systems test requirements, other than TCS, critical to entry defined the entry phase requirements.
Each system was reviewed to determine data and test requirements for each mission phase. The general
requirements are delineated in table 5.

Flight test requirements can be divided into two test groups.

I. Normal system operation and response to a given or specified environment

2. Operation of a system in a specified mode in a given or specified environment

Therefore, the first task in defining the flight test was to identify the required environments-end
vehicle on-orbit attitudes. Since the prelaunch, ascent, and entry phase environments and systems

operating modes could not be varied to any_great extent for TCS testing, the major portion of TCS
tests was centered around the on-orbit phase. As discussed previously, it would have been ideal to
subject the vehicle to extreme environments, which could be achieved by testing at high beta angles.
This approach would also result in a minimum number of test conditions. However, in addition to(the
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FIGURE 12.- TEST DEFINITION DETERMINATION.
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TABLE 5.- SYSTEMS TEST REQUIREMENTS

1. GENERAL

a. Verify adequacy of heater system designs to maintain temperatures during all mtsston
phases

b. Verify adequacy of insulation system in conjunction wtth the TPS to protect subsystems
durtng aeroheattng phases and postlandtng entry-heating soakback

c. Verify that subsystem allowable environments are maintained during all mission phases

2. THERMALPROTECTION SYSTEM

a. Define on-orbtt cold attitude-hold capability and thermal conditioning requ.ireemnt

b. Determine preentry thermal condlttontng requirements to prevent violation of maximum allow-
able initial entry temperatures

3. STRUCTURES

a. Determine structural gradients to support entry and landing stress and loads analyses

b. Provide data to support determination of structural deflection effects on payload bay door
(PLBD) closure and payload interfaces

p

4. HYDRAULICS

a. Verify adequacy of prelau_ch hydraulic system thermal conditioning of main propulsion system

b. Verify adequate temperature control of hydraulic system during main pump operations for all
mission phases

c. Determine adequacy of circulation pump on-orblt operation as a moans of maintaining hydrau-

lic system temperatures

d. Determine minimum preentry maln pump operation and aerosurface actuator activity to achieve

mlnlmum full performance system and actuator temperatures

e. Determine postlandlng circulation pump operational period to prevent local system
overheating resulting from entry-heating soakback

5. ICS/OMS ENGINES

a. Verify that acceptable structure and subsystems temperatures are maintained following engine
firings

b. Determine engine firing constraints (l.e., overheatlng or undercoollng of engine components),
if any.

c. Verify ONS engine feedllne tail to Sun attitude-hold constraint

6. MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM - Determine effect of main engine cryogenic chllldow_ during prelaunch and

ascent and verify aft fuselage subsystem environments

7. PAYLOADBAY DOORMECHANISMS ..

a. Verify that door latches, drive motors, mechanisms, and seals can be maintained within allow-

able temperature limits

b. Verify closure capability for various vehicle on-orblt attitudes

8. PAYLOADBAY

a. Verify envlroument definition for payload integration for all mission phases

b. Verify adequate insulation performance at payload bay and lower equipment bay interface to

maintain acceptable lower equipment bay subsystems environments

9. MAIN LANOIN6 GEAR (MI.G)- Verify or determine cold attltude-hold constraints envelope to prevent

violation of strut actuator and hydraulic dump valve minimum allowable temperature

I0. STAR TRACKER - Verify that hot and cold attitudes do not result in thermal distortions affecting
s tar-tracker accuracy

II. PAYLOAD RETENTION FITTIN6$

a. Obtain data for math model correlation to support payload integration analyses for defini-
tion of retentlon-fittlng temperatures affecting payload and Orbiter interface loads

b. Determine preentry thermal conditioning requirements to prevent violation of specific pay-
load retention-flttlng minimum temperature allowables
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concerns which guided the test philosophy, there were also flight schedules which dictated the capa-
bility to achieve high beta angles. Also, the number of test flights initially was uncertain.

Since the number of flights and the beta-angle conditions which could be achieved were uncer-
tain, a matrix of attitudes and beta-angle conditions categorized as mandatory, highly desirable, and
desirable was developed. This matrix formed the basis for defining flight tests which best fit the
overall objectives for a given mission. Table 6 is a summary of test attitudes, purpose, beta

angles, and hold time. The attitudes are defined in vehicle coordinates: -X nose, +X tail, +Z top,
-Z bottom, +Y starboard side, and -Y port side. The attitud_ holds are defined as solar inertial
(SI) or three-axis hold, Earth local vertical (LV), and orbital rate or single-axis inertial.

Passive thermal control, which consists of a continuous roll of 2 to 5 revolutions per hour
about the X-axis with the X-axis perpendicular to the solar vector, and +ZLV (payload bay or top to
Earth) for low beta angles were chosen as the most thermally benign attitudes to best satisfy the de-

sire of minimizing the vehicle and subsystems thermal stress for the first mission. Also, PTC was
chosen as a method of thermally conditioning the vehicle before entry to satisfy TP$ initial entry re-
quirements and before test attitude holds to minimize structural gradients and provide initial known

t_mperature levels to minimize the error associated with initiating thermal math models for analyses
and comparison with flight data. The +XSI, tail to Sun attitude provided a relatively cold environ-
ment for forward fuselage and midfuselage heaters, the hydraulics system, the star tracker, struc-

tural thermal deflection analyses (relating to payload bay door closure), and the main landing gear,
as well as a hot condition for the (]MSengine and aft RCS engine housing.

The -ZSI, bottor_ to Sun attitude provided a hot environment for TPS and structural heating, warm
lower midfuselage systems environment, and structural gradients for thermal deflection analysis sup-
port. This attitude followed by PTC provided data for verification of the preentry thermal condition-

--ing of the TPS bondlines to meet entry temperature constraints.

The +YSI, starboard side to Sun attitude subjects one OMS pod to a relatively hot environment
and the other (port) pod to a cold environment to obtain heater performance data. Other objectives
were to obtain side-to-side gradients to support thermal deflection analyses and to obtain additional
main landing gear constraint data. The -XSI attitude with the nose pitched up 10°immediate]y follow-
ing the +YSI attitude provided for a prolonged port (]MS pod cold soak, which was desired, and pro-
vided data to verify the Sun-angle envelope associated with the main landing gear constraint.

The main objective of the pure -XSI (nose to Sun) attitude was to obtain data on aft fuselage
systen_ and heaters in a cold environment, to verify another portion of the expected main landing
gear cold attitude-hold constraint, hydraulic system response, and to provide a moderately warm envl-
ronment for the forward RCS compartment. A secondary objective was to obtain additional (]MSpod
heater performance data.

Two attitudes, tail to Sun with top to space orbital rate roll followed by 3 hours of PTC
for three cycles and pure tail to Sun with top to space orbital rate roll, were identified as
candidates to provide the best data for cold TPS bondline, payload bay environment, and payload

retention-fitting thermal response as well as to provide data on the cold main landing gear and
hot orbital maneuvering engine ((]ME) line constraints. The +ZSI (payload bay to Sun) attitude
was identified tdsupport verification of payload maximum environments, payload retention-fitting
warmup response, and star-tracker performances:in a hot environment, and to provide additional
data for structural thermal deflection analysis for top-to-bottom thermal gradients which affect
payload bay door closure. This attitude also provides the best environment for Ku-band antenna
performance in a hot environment, whereas the +XSI (nose pitched down 150 ) attitude would provide
for the best Ku-band antenna performance in a cold environment.

Two additional attitudes of lower priority, +YSI (side to Sun) with payload bay of +Z-axis
rolled 40o toward the Sun and +XLV (nose to Earth) as described in table 6, were identified for

flight tests if they could be flown with minimal impact. The attitudes categorized as mandatory
represent the minimu_set of data required for TCS verification. Beta-angle ranges were identified
as shown in table 6 as acceptable, highly desirable, and no requirement. This tabulation provided a

guide for determining the most appropriate mission for planning specific tests. As can be seen, the
highly desirable category fell mainly in the high-beta-angle range since this range provides the op-
portunity for actual demonstration of capability with minimum reliance on thermal math model correla-
tion to data at lower beta angles. Attitude-hold periods were best estimates, based on analyses, of
time required to approach steady-state structural temperatures.

The second task was to identify subsystems functional tests for verifying thermally sensitive
operating modes. The subsystems test objectives and test attitudes are summarized in table 7. These
tests required specific crew activity to implement particular subsystems operations which'would not

normally occur.
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TABLE 6.- THERMAL TEST _ATI_IX

Generic attitude P_-pose Attitude Beta er_le end

(given in Orbiter dem approximate ttm_ re_Ntreaent$ _

structural body require-

coordinate system) ant
durtng OFT

Low beta M_erato beta Htgli betel
(Oo to 45o) {4S o to _73 o) lO_ Sun

(>73 ° )

Ekentg_ env end initial _b A c (10 he) A 1t0d

condt tinning before
any mtsslon thermal

attitude sequonce

Benign env Earth viewing÷ZLV (to_ Earth,
X orlv)

+XSI (tail Sun, SI) Cold ate for f_l IICS,
star tracker, PLBD clo-

sure, and hyd. ML(;
constratne_ attitude

HOt (]ME lines at htgh
beta

-ZS[/PTC (boer PLBD closure, warn bott

Sun, SI/FTC) structure/reCovery to
sequence mendstory below desi_ entry

interface _esps

÷YSI (S1)O stde Sun, APS her dean. nonsi_-

SIS metric attitude for

h_d _nd PLBO. ML6
constrainud ate

-ISI (nose Sun. 51) Cold ate for mid, sit.
eng APS her syltems and

hyd. MLG constrat_d
its

-IS! (nose up 10°) Sme ms abo_, only
colder for _PS pod hers
ann 4n @_LGconstraint

envelope limit

6/3 dem (tail Sun, Cold bondllne COnstraint,

tOp space orb rate deep-sPace vievtn 9, PLB0
for ( _r. The_ closure, coldest F_B

3 hr FTC, then liner, cold P/!. attach-

re,eat cycle 2 merits
more times wlth

final FIZ of I0

hr, i.e.,

6/3/(/3/6/10)

+ZSI (top Sun, Sl)

÷YSI top rolled

towar_ Sun 4C°

Tatl Sur,, too sr_lce

OCt rate

÷XLV (tall Eerth

LY)

+XSI (nose down

M A (72 hr) me

M A (80 hr) A A

M NO re_m't NO recIm't M4
(40 hr

for OME

lines)

M A (iO/|O A " )10f

-" hr)

M A (40 _r) A .0

M A (SO _r) A HO

A (_ _) A

M NO re(Ira'S A (3¢ hr) HO f

_t PLB aed warm overall M A {40 hr) A lO @

Orbiter; warm stlr
tracker

HOt Ku-b4md antenoeg (g) NO reqm't NO reclm't HO
(,20 hr)

MI.G constraint envelope 14D HD (40 hr) A A
limit

Cold bendllne constraint, FI_ No reqm't HD (20 hr) NO re_'t

desp-sp_ce v_j_Ing at
moderate beta, cold P1.B

liner, cold P/I. attacll-

meres I

genlgo or l_sslbly cold Dh It_ O (20 hr, HO reqm't
bOndllno constraint at B _( 60 °)

moderato beta

Cold Ku-bind entenn4g {q) A (._S hr) A A

aThe assignment Of categories (mmdntory, hilly deslrmbleo accePtable, etc.) relative to l_a

angle IS based solely on analysis and sub_lect tO chn_ge Is later data becol_ ovellable. Tim
(duration) recM_Iremnts doped on attitude sequences to some extent. (See note foll_Ing footnote.)

I_ , _ndatony,

CA • eCclptaple.

dHo • highly deslra/_le.

_ • not required if mendatory, highly desirable, |ccmot_le, m" deslrable category achieved.
Additional risk In overall certification may exist If these Attitudes not Oemnstrate_ at hl_

beta angle.

glf Ku-bend afltemla Is not installed during OFT fltg_ts. WlC dis_nstratton attituOes
statler to these are required after OFT (unless _abe ground ther_ll vacuul testing occwi).

nO - desirable.

AI_rlTHOE sEQUENCES: (1) It is highly desirable that the -XSI. nose pitched up 1C_ attitude follov

the +YS1 attitude to provide a long cmbtnud APS heater system demonstration.

(2) It tS highly desirable that the -Z$I/PTC seduenca end the *Z$| _ttitode
follow i cold vehtcle attttode (such Is +XS| or -XS]) to demonstrate
vehicle wemup from cold conditions.
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TABLE 7.- SUBSYSTEMS FUNCTIONAL THERMAL TESTS

Subsystem Test obJectlve Test attitude

Payload bay doors • Demonstrate door closure capability • PTC (benign),. +ZLV

(benign), +XSI, -XSI,

e Determine effect of structure thermal +ZSI, -ZSI, and +X to

deformation in various attitudes Sun with +Z to deep

space orbital rate

e Determine any constraints to payload

bay door closure

• Obtain KS engine continuous and duty

cycle firing thermal data to support

analytical definition of any firing

constraints which might exist (9 tests e
• total )

,-?-.?. •

KS engines m Forward engines - +XSI,

-ZSI, or ÷ZLV

Port aft engines -

-XSI, -ZSI, +YSI, or
+ZLV

(]MS engine • a Port engine - -XSI,
+YSI, or +ZLV

Hydraulics • • +ZLV (benign)

+ZLV or postentry inter-

face period following a

benign attitude

Star tracker a +ZSI (top Sun)

+XSI (tail Sun)

Obtain thermal response data to assess

thermal soakback effects on engine

components and Orbiter structure and

subsystems

Operate each hydraulic system circula-
tion pump to obtain independent thermal

performance data (no thermal interaction

test)

a Operate all three hydraulic syste_ • +ZLV (benign)

sequentially to obtain interactive

thermal performance data (3 system

interaction test)

• De_w)nstrate circulation pump operation • +ZLV (benign)

in the software thermostat mode in a

benign environment (single system

thermal test)

Obtain data to verify aerosurface e

actuator cycling as a viable technique

for obtaining operational hydraulic

fluid temperatures to provide proper
actuator response during entry aero-

dynamic operations {entry thermal

conditioning)

a Provide data to verify the automatic a +XSI {tail to Sun)

software timer mode operation of the

hydraulic circi}lation pumps

Obtain data in nonoperating and opera- •

ting modes under hot and cold environ-
mental conditions to determine thermal

effects on star-tracker accuracy

• Inhibit flash evaporator operation to • -XSI (nose to Sun)

obtain line heater performance during

a period of fixed cold bias environmen-
tal conditions with no waterflow

Obtain data during a defined water dump •

period in a cold bias environment to

verify llne and nozzle heater performance

Post-OFT, obtain data in the heater-only •

mode in both cold and hot environments

followed by a defined period of opera-
tion in the minimum and maximum heat •

dissipation operating modes, respective-

ly_ to verify thermal performance

Flash evaporator

system feedwater
lines

Potable water and

wastewater dump
lines and nozzles

• -X or +XSI

Ku-band antenna e +XSI, nose pitched
down 15 0 (cold)

+ZSI, top Sun (hot)
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AS-FLOWN OFT THERMAL TEST PROGRAM

As the OFT program solidified, it became evident that the high-beta-angle tests could not be ac-
complished within the designated four flights. In conjunction with this limitation, program manage-
ment recognized that a number of tests would have to cascade into the post-OFT or operational phase
of the Space Shuttle Program. As a result, it became necessary to identify post-OFT test require-
ments and instrumentation at an early stage for the purpose of defining and implementing instrumenta-
tion hardware requirements and to facilitate mission planning.

In light of the concerns over the adequacy of low-beta-angle data for verification, it was de-
cided to fly as many of the mandatory tests as practical during OFT at low beta angles, ev.er,though
the high-beta-angle tests were more desirable, and to define a critical set for post-OFT testing at
high beta angles. This approach would allow getting the plan in place to assure adequate verifica-
tion but would also allow cancellation of the post-OFT tests if the data from the first four flights
proved to be adequate.

The first Space Transportation System flight (STS-I) was flown in a +ZLV attitude with the tail
or +X-axis on the velocity vector to provide the desired benign environment. Program payload commit-
ments prevented accomplishment of TCS attitude tests during the $TS-2 flight, which was flown in a
+ZLV attitude with the nose or -X-axis on the velocity vector as required by the payload. However,
scheduling changes for delaying removal of flight test instrumentation until after the fifth flight
(designated as the first operational flight) enabled a_cnmplishment of the four flight test programs
in the first five flights.

In figures 13(a) to 13(c), STS-3 to STS-5 test attitudes are shown. The attitudes chosen for

STS-3 were PTC for thermal conditioning befor_ and after the first attitude hold of +X (tail to Sun
with top to space) orbital rate roll followed by -XSI (nose to Sun) and +ZSI (top to Sun). It should

be noted here that, contrary to the initial categorization shown in table 6, the continuous +X to Sun

• " _ TAIL TO SUN

TOP TO SUN _'_-"! _ ,__ "I_M_NOSE TO SUN
+Z $1 (27 HR)' V _ oX SI ($0 HR)'

(a) STS-3.

/ _,v \-,,- "r_,LTOSU,_, I S,_>:, \"-

( .._ ),_,,_,.. z-,e,.x s, (,, .,, /_.'_) )__."'

BOTTOM TO SUN, PTC, ÷X ROLL --

-Z Sl (22 HR)

(b) STS-4.

I

:. SlOE SUN,

+Y El X-PEP ATTITUDE

{,N,Nn)

NOSE SUN,

-X Sl ATTITUDE NOSE UP 10"

(=4Nn)

(c) STS-5.

FIGURE 13.- THERMAL TEST ATTITUDES.
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orbital rateroll test conditionwaschosenoverthethreecyclesof 6 hoursof +Xorbital rate roll
followedby3 hoursof PTCtest condition. It wasdeterminedthat acontinuousholdwouldprovide
better responsedatafor TPSbondlinesandthepayloadbay,for thebetaanglesthat wouldbeen-
countered,thanwouldthecyclic test condition. The+XSI(tail to Sun)and-ZSI(bottomto Sun)at-
titudesfollowedbyPTCwereflownonSTS-4.TheSTS-5test attitudeswere+YSI(starboardsideto
Sun)followedby-XSI(noseto Sun)pitchedup100. In figure 14,simplifiedattitude timelines
flownonSTS-1to STS-5areshown.

In general,theTCStest attitudeswereflownasplanned.AnexceptionwasSTS-4,duringwhich
it wasdeterminedthat anunacceptablequantityof moisturehadbeeningestedbytheTPStiles and
bakeoutof thetiles wasrequired. Thisdeterminationresultedin reversingtheatE+Etudeprofile se-
quencefrom+XSIandoZSIfollowedbyPTCto +ZSI,PTC,and+XSI. Lossof datafor thermal response
of the black TPS tiles from a cold to a hot condition resulted.

Four test attitudes were designated as post-OFT test requirements: +ZSI, +XSI, -7.El followed by
PTC, and the cyclic 6 hours of +X to the Sun with -Z to Earth orbital rate roll followed by 3 hours
of PTC. The post-OFT tests and objectives are summarized in table 8. Since the Ku-band antenna
would initially be flown in benign environments in the post-OFT period and in light of ground thermal
test results, it was determined that the two test attitudes, +ZSI and +XSI (nose down 15o), for the
Ku-band could be treated as demonstration tests when convenient. All systems functional tests were
completed with the exception of the ONE engine firing tests, one of nine RCS engine firing thermal
soakback tests, the potable water and westewater dump te_ts, and two payload bay door closure tests.
In addition, three hydraulic system tests were abbreviated and redefined as a result of STS-2 being
shortened from 5 days to approximately 54 hours because of a fuel cell failure (table 9).

The (}MEfiring and water dump tests were deleted since adequate data were obtained as a matter
of course. In the case of the ONE firing, the requirement was reevaluated because of propellant

MISSION ELAPSED TIME (MET). Hill

0 lS N IS 1411 75 IKt lOS 120 111 110 111 110

I I I I I I t i I I I I I

_ _ " -- El (ENTRY INTERFACE)

_ -__ V MET,:,,

,T,, k G+LFL" @+E,i,,.Z,,'ETA'NO'E("'-
GO = GRAVITY GRADIENT

ITI-! L -ZLV

_ _7 El MET U,'41

_'Xll T T÷zII

8 _4Hill R R
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+
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-Xll (NOIE SUN)
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÷Zll (TOP IUN)

lt_ 11 _ EIMET

- N, P-.'_71mmlo

l '+c lll'_"
÷xsI+_+ZSl

q

+ +' MR: + + raN. + H. |
,T,-, [--'---r I I IGoI "" I I l"+'I<"°TEuN)I ,'T,:l
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- _.m

t "° 1tl
+xm+ t ,,.zsl

w mt_ R
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+++ ,+-Xll . _EI MET 1|1,'U

I<NO,ER,TOHUP,')I,TO I I 1)_..2,.,.-.T.,.
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FIGURE 14.- STS FLIGHT TEST ATTITUDE TIME LINE.
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TABLE 8.- POST-OFT TC$ HIG_-B_TA-A_GLE FLIGHT TESTS

Yehtcle attitude Primary test o_Jeottves

+ZS! (top to Sun) a Hot payload bay envtronlent verification

• Determine effects of hot payload bay on lo_er mldfuselage subsystems

enviromients

• Payload bay door (PLBB) closure de_nstrotton

• !dentlfy and define ONE propellant feedltne hgld constraint to

prevent exceeding mutmul allowable o_eratlonal temperature

a Demonstrate Iq.G cold attitude-hold clpabtltty

a PI.BO closure demonstration

I Oeftne cold TPS boodltne constraint . '

• Cold payload bay, cold anvtrorment vertflcltton and obtain payload

retention-fitting thermal response data

I Oemnstrate maximum TPS bondltne temperatures and themal condition-

lng recovery required to cool to _xtmum allovable tnttlal efltry
taper ture I eve!s

• Determine effects on lover mtdfuselage subsystems environments

+xS! (till to Sun)

6/3 attitude cycle

-ZSI (bottom to Sun)

folloved by PTC

TABLE 9.- TCS FUNCTIONAL 1TST AC_0_P_ISh_TS

Test planned Fltght

STS-1 STS-2 STS-3 STS-4 STS-5

Payload bay door I ÷ZLV • +X orbital • -ZS! (re-

closure rite (re- (mired themal

_lred conditioning
themll con- to close and

dltlontng to latch)
close and

latch)

• *XS! e ÷IS! (deleted

reel tlm)

e +_I

lOS engine firings e -IS! I +XSI e +YSl _2

(2 tests) (3 t_tm) tests)

o -1$I {I test o -xSI

deleted) pitched

Hydrmullcl

a No themil Inter-

action, 3 S_tem

tot•fiction, and

s 1ogle syitm

t hemostlt test

(3 tests)

e Entry theme1

conditioning

e Ctrculitton pimp

timer mde

Stir tracker

Fl•ah evBrator

system fe_oter

lines

Potable water m_d

wast•voter dump

llnes in_ nozzles

Vernier RC$ engtne
belial- test

_U fuel and lltor

11no themll response

with hooters *off"

o +ZLV (3 tests

redefined real

tl_ for short-

e_ed mlsslon )

o ÷ZLY

• +ZSl

i -XSI

o +ZLV

(added fol low-

ing STS-1)

o ÷XSl

• +XSI

• _eleted (data

obtained fro_

fll_t 3)

o ÷Z_V
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availability. The RCS engine firing, a ]DO-second continuous burn of the aft-firlng port engine, wa_
deleted in real time as a result of other mission conflicts and was not rescheduled. A progr_.man-
agement decision was made during the STS-4 mission to discontinue actual closing and latching of pay-
load bay doors in the thermal test attitudes. However, thermal data and structure deflection meas-
urements were obtained to support payload bay door verification.

Two functional tests were'added during the OFT program. As a result of In-fllght evidence that

the forward vernier RCS engine heaters appeared to be incapable of maintaining temperatures above
those indicative of leaking propellant valves during prolonged nonfiring periods, a special test was
defined and performed on STS-2 to provide engine thermal response with the engines !nhibited. Re-
sults of the test proved that either a hardware redesign or operational procedures would be required.
The second test resulted from concern over "failed on _ APU fuel line heaters overheating the fuel
lines during entry and posing a safety hazard. The only immediate solution would be to inhibit the
heaters; therefore, a test of the fuel line thermal response with heaters inhibited was implemented
on STS-4 to determine whether the lines would freeze before landing. This problem is discussed in
the following section.

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS OVERVIEW

The data presented herein are intended as an overview only for completeness of this report. De-

tailed evaluation, correlation of thermal math model_, and TCS analyses to verify the Orbiter design
are expected to be complete approximately 1.5 years following completion of the required TCS tests.

The primary prelaunch concerns were with the aft fuselage cooldown associated with the main pro-
pulsion system cryogenic propellant effects, which normally occur approximately 4 hours before launch
when initial filling and conditioning of propellant lines within the aft fuselage begins. The aft fu-
selage prelaunch thermal model which was correlated to main propulsion system ground test data pro-

vided very good predictions for the actual vehicle. Bulk _as and structure temperature predictions
were a maximum of 140 F warmer than actual prelaunch data (table 10).

On-orbit structure and TPS bondlines generally were warmer in flight than predicted. Figures
15(a) to 15(c) are comparisons of STS-3 flight temperatures with preflight predictions for two repre-
sentative forward fuselage locations and one OMS pod TPS bondline location. Maximum deviations are
on the order of 300 F. It can also be seen that the structure transient thermal response tends to be
slower than predicted. In figure 16, the large gradients between the starboard (+Y) and port (-Y)
midfuselage sides experienced during the +YSI attitude on STS-5 are shown.

T

! r'%k. "" T

:"':d;.:

V Y-i:':

2:_/tT(i:,

?2 ;;?_;2

warmer structure temperatures experienced. In instances in which heater duty cycles were g_eater than
predicted, the increase was not of a magnitude that would cause alarm. Design performance acceptabil-

ity will be determined in the verification program. Exceptions were the forward vernier RCS engine
and forward RCS compartment radiant heater panels.

Most Orbiter heater syste_ performed better than predicted as would be expected in light of the i_ii-!!i__

TABLE 10.- SUI_MARYOF AFT FUSELAGE ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS
VERSUS STS-1 DATA BEFORE LIFT-OFF

_:413 !/

!2::!'i•¢);;:

Aft fuselage location Temperature, OF

S_-1 data Preflight predictions

Forward bulk gas 66 70

Mid bulk gas 43 53

Aft bulk gas 35 40

Fuselage port sidewall 47 4_

Fuselage starboard sidewall 40 43

Fuselage bottom centerline 40 43

Base heat shield 32 46

r :
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FIGURE 15.- STS-3 0N-ORBIT STRUCTURE TEMPERATURE PROFILE.

During a 4-hour period on STS-I, the vernier RCS engines were inhibited from firing. The engine
heaters exhibited a 100-percent duty cycle, and temperatures continued to drop until the engines were
enabled to fire. Data from STS-1 were inadequate for analysis ; therefore, a test was implemented on -
STS-2 for a prolonged nonfiring period to obtain heater response data. In figure 17, the response of
the port and starboard vernier engine oxidizer injector tubes, which are indicative of heater perform-
ance and are also used for leak detection, is shown. The dlfferences in temperature respor,se and
heater "on _ times result from the fact that, be_cause of the moderate beta angle and +ZLV attitude

being" flown, sunlight was impingi6g on the port engine. The decrease in starboard engine temperature
continued after the heater activated, and the t_porature reached the engine valve leak detection

limit of 1300 F in approximately S hours 45 minutes after engine firing was inhibited. Inspection of
engine installations revealed higher than expected conduction shorts and increased radiation losses.

Also on STS-I, the forward RCS compartment radiant panel heaters exhibited a lO0-percent duty

cycle until they were disabled for entry (fig. 18). The heaters had been predicted to function ini-
tially at a mission elapsed time (MET) of 16 hours as compared to an actual time of 35 hours 20 min-
utes at a duty cycle of 25 percent. Inspection of the thermostat installation disclosed that the pre-

pellant llne bracket next to the thermostat was made of aluminum rather than fiber glass and was
attached to an RCS purge and drain panel, which was more closely thermally coupled to the vehicle
cold structure than had been calculated. The increased conduction and the high radiant view factor
from the thermostat to the panel caused the high heater duty cycle. The initial concerns were that

overheating of RCS system components could occur and that an unnecessary amount of power was being
consumed. However, further analyses and flight data showed that overheating would not be a problem,
and the increased power usage did not Justify a redesign.

Failed-on APU fuel line heaters during entry would require a crewman to deactivate the failed

heaters during a high crew activity period and therefore was undesirable. To negate this possibiI-
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ity, it was desirable to determine whether the heaters could be deactivated before entry without
freezing before ground power hookup after landlng. A test was conducted on STS-4 by deactivating the
heaters in an environment representative of that expected Just before entry. In figure 19, the
cooldown response of three locations on the APU I fuel service line is shown. It can be seen that
the coldest location, curve I, near the thermostat would reach the APU fuel freezing temperature of
350 F in less than.the 3 hours desired by flight operatlons and would require crew intervention.
Therefore, the heaters were not deactivated for entry.

The first data for determining the tail tojSun attitude-hold constraint for the OME feedlines
were obtained on STS-3 durin_ the 24 hours of +X to Sun orbital rate attitude. Temperature of the
engine feedlines reached 110° F at the end of the hold and was still increasing. Extrapolation of
the flight data indicated that the equilibrium temperature for th_ moderate beta angle that was flown
would have been 1200 F if the attitude had been held longer. This indication was verified during the
67-hour +XSI attitude hold on STS-4, in which the oxidizer line temperature reached approximately
1200 F (fig. 20). Results of preliminary analyses indicate that the lines will exceed the 1450 F
limit for engine firing at beta angles exceeding 600 .

As expected, STS-4 provided the best data for supporting definition of the main landing gear
strut actuators and hydraulic dump valve cold attltude-hold capability. The actuators and dump
valves reached minimum temperatures of -240 F and -280 F (-350 F minimum allowable), respectively,
at the end of the 67-hou_ +XSI attitude hold. The flight and predicted response for the strut ac-
tuator is shown In figure 21. Thermal model correlation and analyses will be required to define
the constraint envelope.

The first flight data on the adequacy of running the hydraulic system circulation pumps on orbit
as a means of maintaining fluid temperatures above the minimum limit of 0° F were returned on STS-2.
A typical hydraulic line (system 2 body flap) response to a series of approximately 20 minutes "on,"
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45 minutes "off" cycles (manual operation by the crew) is compared with predictions in figure 22. It

can be seen that the temperature rise rate and levels are higher than predicted. Follow-on flight re-

sults have shown required pump duty cycles to be much less than predicted.

The thermal response of a forward primary RCS engine during and after a 30-second continuous

test firing on STS-4 is shown in figure 23. Shown are the oxidizer and fuel injector tube and oxi-

dizer valve temperatures. The cooling effects of propellant flow and postfiring propellant evapora-_

tire cooling can be seen beginning with the initiation of the firing at 142 hours 47 minutes MET

followed by a temperature rise as a result of thermal soakback after the firing. The data provide

a portion of the data base for thermal model correlation used to define any potential engine fir-

ing constraints.

Entry and postlandlng thermal soakback effects on subsystems were minimal for the first five

flights. Detailed analyses Will be required for, hotter entry environments than those flown. How-

ever, no problems are anticipated.

POST-OFTTESTING

During the course of the first five test flights, It became evident that the quality and the

fidelity of the flight test data were much better than expected. More importantly, the TC._ desion

appeared in most areas to exhibit greater margins and capability with respect to specified require-

ments when compared to preflight uncorrelated anal_ical predictions, k recommenaation was maOe and

accepted by the program management to accept the data from the first five flights as a basis for

design verification. Also, except for some minor tests to investigate design differences-between
vehicles, the POst-OFT TCS tests were deleted.
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CONCLUSIONS

The definition of comprehenslvethermal test requirementsand integrationof these requirements
with basic mission objectives,operational and crew activities, payloads, and other systems test re-
quirements led to the successfulimplementationand completion of the OFT thermalflight test pro-
gram. The approach of initiallytesting in benign environmentsto minimize risk and gain confidence
in the design before thermally stressing the vehicle proved to be sound. The approach also provided
a basis of known performancefor mission planning in critical areas such as payload bay door closure
and preentry thermal conditioning.

The success of the test program was due largely to the dedicationof mission planning, program
requirements, and engineering personnelworking as a team to integrate the variousobjectives and re-
quirements into cohesive and practical crew activities and time lines for each test flight. Adequate
data were obtained to support verificationof the Orbiter TCS design. Results of preliminary analy-
ses indicate that the TCS design will meet or exceed the vehicle specification requirements.
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SHUTTLE SYSTEM ASCENT AERODYNAMIC
AND PLUME HEATING

Lee D. Foster and Terry F. Greenwood

NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama

Dorothy B. Lee
NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas

ABSTRACT

The Shuttle program provided a challenge to the aerothermodynamicist due to the complexity of
the flowfield around the vehicle during ascent, since the configuration causes multiple shock interac-
tions between the elements. An extensive wind tunnel test program was required to obtain data for
the prediction of the ascent design heating environment which involves both plume and aerodynamic
heating phenomena. This paper discusses the approach for the heating methodology based on ground
test firings and the use of the wind tunnel data to formulate the math models.
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The Space Shuttle is America's most versatile space vehicle. It is the first to be designed for +'-_.++.,._....

reusability. This concept of reusability not only provided the economic payoffs which led to the ex........ -v
istence of the Space Shuttle, but also provided the designers with unique challenges requiring innova-

++rive solutions. The economic and reuse considerations, in conjunction with the ambitious launch

schedule (up to 60 launches per year originally projected), dictated the parallel burn concept and
required that each element's design enable ease of manufacture and assembly.

The Space Shuttle (fig. 1) is composed of elements which include an Orbiter, three main. engines
(SSME), two solid rocket boosters (SRB)and an external tank (ET). The complexity of this arrange-
ment required an extensive wind tunnel test program. This wind tunnel test program provided data to

predict the design heating environment for the launch vehicle. The design evolution of the launch ve-
hicle configuration and the wind tunnel test program is discussed in reference I.

The configuration of the Space Shuttle provided unique challenges to the aerothermodynamicists.
Never before has there been a launch vehicle with so many elements and one held together with so many
struts. The flowfield around and through this configuration, compounded by the presence of interact-

ing shocks, is exceedingly complex..Adding to the complexity of the flow_ield is the presence of dis-
tinctive protuberances on each element quite different from the aerodynamically shaped fairings used
on previous launch vehicles. As examples, the SRBs have several thousand boltheads protruding above
the skin line and several structural rings of T-shaped cross section which present a thin "lip" to
the approaching flow leading to high localized heating. The E-Fhas cable trays and various fuel and
pressurization lines which are elevated above the surface of the tank. Also the spray-o_ foam insula-
tion (SOFT) which covers the ET results in a rough and wavy external surface.

The ascent design environment involves two t_es of heating phenomena: plume heating and aerody-
namic heating. Plume heating consists of radiative and convective heating from the solid rocket
motor (SRM) and main engine plumes. Plume radiative environments were generated analytically with
the use of several different computer models. The plume convective heating environments were devel-
oped with the use of a combined analysis/wind tunnel approach. The aerodynamic heating predictions

were developed from math models formulated on wind tunnel data obtained for a range of angles of at-
tack and yaw, Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers.

TRAJECTORY

Choosing a thermal Oesign trajectory for ascent was a_ important challenge faced by the aero-
thermody_am)cists. Total system integration anal_is cycles are required to develop trajectories.
Thus, trajectories were not frequently updated through the Shuttle design phase. Each cycle provided
trajectories for a myriad of conditions such as launch from the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and

Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB), all potential flight missions, nominal and abort cases, and cases
with dispersed atmospheric conditions, wind intensities, and wind directions. Thermal assessment
showed the mission 3A trajectory launched from VAFB to be the most severe. Characteristics of this
thermal design trajectory are: I) launch into a polar orbit with a 32,000 pound payload; 2) a g5 per-
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FIGURE 1.- SHUTTLE LAUNCH CONFIGURATION.

centlle wind profile with a right quartering head wind direction; 3) the equivalence of 3_ disper-
sions on parameters that affect the tr_ectory (atmosphere, thrust, guidance and control parameters,
etc.), and 4) one SSME out at 260 seconds into flight necessitating an abort-once-around (AOA) where
the ET Is separated at an altitude of 57 nautical miles and the Orbiter makes one revolution before
landing at the launch site. Some properties of this thermal design trajectory are shown in figure 2.
The heating indicator (_I) which ts the heating to a one-foot sphere flying this trajectory, shows
that the highest heating rates are associated wlth flrst stage flight. Figure 3 shows the envelope
of possible vehlcle attitudes during first stage f11ght. The excursions in sideslip angles around
115 seconds are caused by the potential differential thrust in the SRB's during tailoff.
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FIGURE 3.- ENVELOPE OF POSSIBLE ATTITUDES - FIRST
STAGE FLIGHT.

During the second stage flight, many abort conditions are possible. Early in this portion of
the flight, the Orbiter/ET can be turned around for a return to the launch site. This maneuver,
called a return to launch site (RTLS) abort, is very risky and involves flying backwards into the
SSME plumes. If an abort condition occurs later in the flight, an AOA or a Transatlantic (or Pacific)
abort landing (TAL) would be elected depending on the number of SSME's which fail. Each of these
aborts involves different flight conditions and were analyzed in the design cycle.

PLUME HEATING

An extensive effort to accurately predict the ascent base heating environment was undertaken

early in the Shuttle program. A paper documenting the preflight Shuttle base heating methodology is
given in reference 2. The ascent base heating environment is a combination of SSME and SRM plume ra-
diation, freestream air convective cooling, and reversed plume flow convective heating. Each base re-

gion design point receives different levels of radiation and convective heating depending upon its lo-
cation relative to the plumes, base gas absorption, structural blockage, general base configuration,
and local surface temperature. The radiation environment varies with the plume shape and the inci-

dent radiation to any base location depends upon the emission/absorption and afterburning characteris-
tics of each contributing plume and by the magnitude of atfenuation of the base region gases. Convec-
tive cooling occurs during early first stage fli@ht as cool freestream air is drawn through the base
by the aspirating action of the plumes. At higher altitudes when the plumes become highly expanded
and interact, hot gases from the SSME and SRM nozzle boundary layers are reversed into the base re-
sulting in base convective heating to most base surfaces. The magnitude of this reversed flow con-
vective heating during the last 30 to 40 sec. of first stage flight is significantly greater. It af-
fects more surfaces than was anticipated before flight data were obtained. Photographs taken of the
ET base during this time period show the reverse flow is so strong that the ET base appears to be

burning. Actually, this observation is caused by aluminum oxide particles and ET aft dome ablation
products glowing in the reversed flowfield.

Typical flight data measured at the center of the Orbiter heat shield illustrate the various en-
vironment ccrnponents and their relative magnitudes throughout ascent in figure 4. Base heating is

significant at this location from SSME ignition until main engine cutoff (MECOI3. Radiatior, during
first stage flight is at a maximum near sea leve_, decreases as the altitudes increases, and is re-
duced by convective cooling during the first 70 seconds of flight. At 70 seconds, the plume bounda-
ries intersect and begin to recirculate exhaust gases toward the base. There is then a rapid buildup
in convective heating until SRM thrust tail-off begins which reduces the intensity of the reverse
flow (and the heating). Approximately 7 seconds before SRB separation, a sharp spike in heating oc-
curs associated with SRM shutdown. This "shutdown" heating spike is the result of motor liner mate-
rial and other high radiators burning and flowing out the nozzle.
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During second stage flight, the SSMEplumes radiate at a nearly constant low leve_ (note shaded

area of figure 4). Convective heating is essentially constant as the flow into ane out of the Or-

biter base reaches a choked condition and becomes independent of altitude. This convective heating

declines at the center of the Orbiter heat shield when the SSMEs throttle down at approximately 450

seconds. This decline is a result of flowfield changes in the base cause_ by variations in the main

engine pitch position.

Radiative and convective heating components of the total base heating environment prediction

methodology have different methods.

ing paragraphs.

They are computed independently and are summarized in the follow-

_DIATIVE PLLI_E HEATING
I

Solid Rocket Motor

The sea level math model for the SRM plume radiation was originally based on experimental data
taken on sea level firings of the Titan IIIC solid motor 3. Then it was scaled to the SRM motor size.

This sea level model was subsequently updated based on data obtained during static firing tests of
the SRM. Narrow view angle radiometer data were obtained along the plume centerline. This was aone

to characterize the plume missive power. Wide angle radiometer data were obtained at positions that
simulated locations on the Shuttle vehicle. From these data, a new sea level plume _nissive power ra-
diation model was developed 4. Subsequent testing of the SRM (QM-3) provided narrow view angle radiom-

eter measurements near the nozzle exit plane. These were slightly higher than measurement_ taken
earlier and the data resulted in an update of the SRM plume emlssive power radiation model .

With the math model for sea level plume emissive power defined, radiative heating rates t9 vari-

ous design points on the Shuttle were calculated with a radiation view factor computer programo. Ini-

tial predictions assu_d no altitude variation. Later predictions _before flight data became avail-

able) considered altitude effects with a Monte Carlo radiation code/. The predictions coupled with
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detailed, two-phase plume flowfield calculations resulted in the plume model discussed in reference
8.

Space Shuttle Main Enqine

Radiative heating rates fr_ the SSME plumes were initially calculated using the basic NASA band
model gaseous radiation program _. An extensive effort was made to correctlymodel the Mach disk re-
gion and the viscous shear layer of the plume. To calculate SSME radiation to the large number of de-
sign points required for a design environment, a geometrical repres-ntation of th_ SSME plume radia-
tion model was constructed. This allowed for view factor calculations to be made _. At low alti-

tudes, the plumes do not interact. Therefore, detailed radiation calculations were made for each

plume. The environment was generated at a given design location by adding the contributions from
each plume. The co,_lex three-dimensional flowfield which occurs at high altitudes was approximated
using two-dimensional techniques c.

CONVECTIVE BASE HEATING

Convective base heating predictions were based almost entirely on short duration, hot firing
model test data. Eigb_ }_parate base heating test programs were conducted to support the convective
environment analysis._U, II The model used throughout_these tests for first stage conditions was a
2.25_ scale model of the fully integrated launch vehicle. These tests had short duration techniques
that included hot firing hydrogen-oxygen simulation of the SSME, hot firing simulation of the booster
SRM, and simulated external air flow over the model. The model used for second stage test conditions

was a 4_ scale model of the Orbiter base region, vertical fin, OMS pod, and body flap which included
hot firing hydrogen-oxygen simulation of only the SSMEs. These tests were conducted in altitude cham-
bers with no external flow, only a variable chamber back pressure.

During these tests, model heating rates and gas temperatures were measured over a range of simu-
lated altitudes. All factors affecting convective base heating were parametrically varied to provide
a detailed base heating data base. When the flight conditions were established, this data base was
used to extract the model heat transfer coefficient corresponding to the specific flight condition.
The techniques used to scale from model to full scale were based on the Colburn Turbulent Scaling
Law. Analytical predictions for the mass average base gas recovery temperature were made by estimat-

ing_the mass flowrate of exhaust products into the base region. Then integrating the total energy _
flowrate in the nozzle boundary layer from the nozzle wall to this mass flowrate. Details of these
analytical techniques are provided in reference 2.

FLIGHT RESULTS

Flight instrumentation to monitor ascent base heating consisted of total calorimeters, radior_-

eters, and gas temperature probes. With the exception of the gas temperature measurements, the data

were generally good, consistent from component to component, and were of significant value in under-
standlng the base heating environments. No valid gas temperature measurements were obtained. Com-
plete presentations of all base heating data for STS-1 through 5 are presented in references 12
through 16. An overview of all the base heating flight data is given in reference 10.

Close examination of the flight data indic'_tes that two changes were necessary in the basic SRM

plume radiation prediction methodology. One change involved the sea level radiation model modified
to account for the combustion zone between the SRMs from the outgassing ET base TPS material combust-

ing as it flows downstream between the SRM plumes. The other change was a correction factor to ac-
count for altitude changes developed from the flight experience. The altitude correction factor elim-
inated the launch stand correction factor that was present in the earlier methodology. It also ac-

counted for the SRM shutdown spike at the end of the SRM burn. These methodology changes are dis-
cussed in reference 11.

The Shuttle flight data generally validated the convective methodology. For most base surfaces,

the 9Odd agreement between prediction and flight data indicated that the scaling methods were cor-
rect. However, at three distinct base locations, the prediction methodology was obviously incorrect.
These locations were the upper interior region of the Orbiter base heatshield, the upper ET aft dome
surface, and the outboard SRB skirt. At the upper heatshield location, the preflight methodology
overpredicted convective heating during second stage. Conversly, the methodology underpredicted ET
dome and outboard SRB skirt convective heating during the intense recirculation period at the end of

first stage boost. Final operational flight environments will account for these discrepancies.

A comparison of actual flight data with the DCR environments and the current operational environ-
ments is show_ in figure 5. This comparison is representative of the complete data base obtained on
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Shuttle flights STS-1,)hrough 5. There was generally good agreement overall between flight data and
preflight prediction. _y
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AERODYNAMIC HEATING

The choice of aerodynamic heating methodology and the technique of generating the thermal design
criteria proved to be the most important challenge faced during the Shuttle ascent design effort. -
While heating to the Orbiter was assessed for ascent flight, the majority of the Orbiter thermal pro-
tection system (TPS) was designed by the entry environment. The base region was designed by ascent
plume heating. To develop a comprehensive ET and SRB TP_ design, the thermal analysts required as*
cent heating prediction environments at many locations (body points) on the elements. The ET has ap-
proximately 1600 body points, the SRB approximately 600, and the Orbiter approximately 2000. Math
models and computer programs had to be developed _that were capable of accurate but rapid calcula-

tions. These calculations would accommodate the large number of body points and trajectory time
steps. Simplified flowfield and heat transfer models were derived and checked with wind tunnel test
data and results from large and cumbersome exact analytical solutions.

The wind tunnel test program I for the baseline Space Shuttle configuration beqan in 1973 and con-
tinued through late 1982. Thousands of hours of wind tunnel facility time were used to test the Or*

biter, ET and SRBs as Indlvidual elements and as integrated vehicles for the first and second stage
flight configurations. There are a limited number of aerothermal test facilities and those used were
Arnold Engineering and Development Center (AEDC), NASA Ames, Langley, and Cornell Aeronautical Labora-

tory (CN.). Testing was performed on small scale models mainly with the use of thin-skin thermocouple-
instrumented models. Additional testing was done with the phase change paint technique where stycast
models are coated with paint which melts at known temperatures. One of the challenges involving the

wind tunnel testing was associated with small scale models. Very little data were obtained for protu-
berances. A scaled Shuttle vehicle limits the size of a protuberance which precludes obtaining mean-
ingful data. Therefore, data from the literature were used to develop heating predictions for most
protuberances. A few tests were conducted with large scale protuberances mounted on flat plates.
Another challenge was that the flowfield over the models differed from flight because of size limi-
tations in the wind tunnels, facility flight simulation constraints and lack of plume simulation for
the SRM and SSME.
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The basic methodology for the calculations of the design heating rates involved analytically cal-
culating undisturbed heating histories for each element and modifying these histories for interfer-

ence effects of the integrated elements measured in the wind tunnel. Undisturbed heating is defined
as the heat flux to the single element without protuberances. The analytical predictions were veri-
fied with wind-tunnel data obtained on each element without protuberances.

i ¸ :: _'i:"

Early in the program a conservative design philosophy was adopted to assure safety of flight. !_._:.:
This philosophy consisted of the worst possible vehicle orientation for the undisturbed heating calcu- , .--
lations coupled with the worst vehicle attitude for the interference heating. This conservatism was i,:"_,i,.,-
identified as the envelope technique which used the maximum values of interference over undisturbed _:

heat transfer coefficients (hi/hu). i_,.i_"_!i

L, .' .

_.,T-. C "

d

_ *.°" ".L •

flight values since a conservative dispersed trajectory was used for predicting the design heating en- _"":,_ '-,.i-_
viroement. An exact vehicle attitude method will reduce the preflight envelope technique. Reduced

trajectory dispersions and updated aerodynamic heating math models should lower the design opera- : ..
tional values sufficiently to reduce the ET and SRB TPS requirements. -- :.,

FLIGHT RESULTS

The first six Space Shuttle flights were instrumented with heat flux sensors (calorimeters) on

the ET and SRBs to measure heating rates to verify or modify the prediction methods. Instrumentation

installation of the SRBs was relatively straightforward. However, installing sensors on the cryo-
genic ET proved to be a challenge. The sensors had to be placed in islands to insulate them from
the cold structure and to preclude ice formation. Since this concept protruded above the surround-
ing TPS, shallow angle ramps were designed to surround the islands to minimize local flow disturb-

ances. Surface thermocouples and pressure taps were installed in the Orbiter TPS tiles to measure
surface temperatures and local static pressure. The surface temperatures were used to obtain
heating rates for comparison with preflight predictions.

Examination of ET flight data became a new challenge with the necessity to "correct" the flight
measurements. Calorimeters on the forward ogive of the ET were affected by wall temperature mis-

-match. This occurs when the air flows from the hot Spray on Foam Insulator (SOFI) surface to the

cold calorimeter surface resulting in an erroneously high heat transfer measurement. Once these cor-
rections and other data manipulations were made. such as subtracting out the radiation heating from
those sensors which measure both convective and radiative aerodynamic heating, the flight data were

then compared with the predictions.

The flight data evaluation has revealed that on the ET nose cap, the flight data were higher
than the predictions. This is because the predictions were based on laminar flow wind tunnel data
whereas during flight the flow was turbulent. This was a very localized effect and the predictions
were updated to reflect this higher testing.

For most of the Space Shuttle areas the flight data are in reasonable agreement with the predic-
tions when they are based on the actual flown trajectory. This gives confidence in the calculation
of the undisturbed heating and in the applicability of the wind tunnel derived interference factors.
The design values, however, are significantly higher than the flight data. This is because worst-
on-worst trajectory parameters were used in the design environments. Removing the undue conservatism

caused by the worst-on-worst envelope approach is the biggest remaining challenge. New approaches
using exact vehicle attitudes have been developed resulting in optimized environments when the upcom-
ing operational flight design heating values are published.

C_NCLUSIONS

The Space Shuttle Program provided the opportunity to develop a complex two-phase plume flow-
field calculation which will contribute immeasurably to future predictions of plume radiative heat-

ing. Flight results revealed the combustion affects of TPS outgassing on the sea level plume radia-
tion model. Also they provided corrections for altitude effects near sea level and effects of the
shutdown spike at the end of SRM burn.

The plume convective methodology was generally validated with flight data. However, the pre-
flight methodology oVerpredicteO the plume heating at the upper exterior region of the Orbiter base

heat shield during second stage. And it underpredicted the ET dome and outboard SRB skirt during the
recirculation period at the end of first stage.

The aerodynamic heating predictions are in reasonable agreement with the flight data everywhere

except the El" nose cap. There the measurement exceeded the prediction because of an assumed laminar
flow for an actual turbulent flow environment. The design values greatly exceeded the measured
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THERMAL DESIGN OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER

Robert R. Fisher, Jerold L. Vaniman, and William J. Patterson

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812

ABSTRACT

The chall_nge of designing reusable space transportation systems has resulted in defining new and

unique requirements. These requirements led to development of new Thermal Protection Systems (TPS) to

meet the quick turnaround and low cost required foe reuse of the SRB hardware. The TPS development had

to take into account the ease of application, changing ascent/reentry environments, and the problem of

cleaning the residual insulation upon recovery. This development led to a sprayable ablator TPS material

which was developed at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). This paper discusses the challenges

that were involved in designing and development of this unique thermal system.

INTRODUCTION

During the early stage of the Solid Rocket Booster _sRB) design, thermal design environment data

were not well developed. The initial low heating rates _redicted indicated that a "heat sink" design

approach would be feasible and that no thermal protection material would be required. The structural

design approach of the external skin line was primarily to simplify manufacture. Examples of the struc-

tural design approach are shown in Figure i by the attach ring and kick ring protuberances, the pro-

truding bolts in the nose cap, frustum, and aft skirt, and the externally milled-out forward skirt.

O O

i

Figure i. Sketch of SRB Showing Structural Elements.
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As design trajectories changed and aerodynamic heating data from wind tunnel tests became avail-

able, the thermal design environment became much more severe, signlflcantly increasing the predicted

structural temperature levels. Maximum structural temperatures predicted for an uninsulated SRB are

shown in Table I. The allowable maximum temperatures for all SRB elements with the exception of the

steel Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) case were exceeded, as shown by comparison to Table 2. Therefore, it

was concluded that the "heat sink" approach was no longer feasible and that an external TPS would be

required to maintain acceptable temperatures.

TABLE 1. MAXIMUM STRUCTURAL TEMPERATURES

PREDICTED FOR AN UNINSULATED SE_

Maximum Temperature'

SRB Element Range

Aluminum Structure

o Nose Cap 310"F to 820°F

o Frustum 310°F to 460°F

o Forward Skirt 240°F to 500°F

o Systems Tunnel 410°F to 590°F

o Aft Skirt 295OF to 530°F

Steel Structure

o ET/SEB Attach Ring 380°F to 700°F

o Kick Ring 425°F to 600_F

o SRM Case 140°F to 480°F

TABLE 2. SELECTED SRB THERMAL DESIGN LIMITS

Maximum Allowable

Component Temperature

o Reuseable Structure

- Aluminum " 300°F

- Steel 500°F

o Parachutes 200°F

o Electrical Wiring 200_F to 250°F

o Pyrotechnic Components 120°F to 250°F

_o Sealant Material 300=F

(Fastener and faying surfaces

p corrosion protection)

o Electronic Components 122°F to 185°F

TPS DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGE

The initial material under consideration was bonded cork, due to its availability and extensive

prior use as an ablative insulation. However, it was recognized early in this program that the cork

presented serious drawbacks from initial application time/cost and refurbishment for multi-flight use.

The cork bonding process on major flight hardware structures is extremely labor intensive, resulting in

significant cost penalties over a large number of vehicles. Also, the high density cork with its

discreet layer of adhesive on the metallic substrate proved _o be extremely difficult to remove during

refurbishment studies.

Therefore, the initial challenge to the SRB project was the development/quallfication of a primary

TPS system for large acreage application (nose cap, frustum, and forward skirt). The drivers for this

development were as follows:

a. Thermal performance in I0 to 15 Btu/ft2-sec range.

b. Low material denslty/high thermal efficiency.

c. Low material cost.

d. Applicable to spray processing utilizing robot technology.

e. Compatible with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Occupational Safety and Health

Adm/nlstratlon (OSHA), and Kennedy Space Center (KSC) facility restrictions.

f. Spray/cure process relatively insensitive to environment variables.

g. High material strength/damage tolerance.

h. Ease of removal for refurbishment.

This rather formidable set of requirements was the focus of a large scale development activity by

Materials and Processes Laboratory within MSFC. Followin 8 an intensive formulation screenin 8 and spray

development phase, a system was dhosen which utilized an aromatic, amlne-cured, urethane-modified epoxy

binder (or matrix resin) filled with glass and phenolic mlcroballoons as well as glass reinforcing

fibers. The system was demonstrated to be routinely sprayed in i/4-1n, thickness using chlorinated

solvents as the spray carrier. The ablator composition, designated as Marshall 5prayable Abla_or

(MSA-I) is shown in Table 3.

The ablator is routinely sprayed in a spiral-wrap, continuous mode by robot manipulator and

requires an elevated temperature cure of 150"F to 160"F for a 6-hr period. The cured MSA-I material

is characterized by properties as shown in Table 4.
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TABLE 3.

Component

Phenolic Microballoons

Glass Microballoons

Chopped Glass Fibers (1/4 in.)

Milled Glass Fibers (1/16 in.)

Crest 7344 (Resin)

Crest 7119 (Catalyst)

Bentona 27 Clay

Ethanol (Bentone Activator)

Spray Solvents :

MSA- i FORMULATION

% By Weight

37.7

12.6

1.3

3.1

36.8

5.1

3.5

60/40 volume percent of

methylene cholorlde to

perchloroethylene

TABLE 4.

Flatwide tensile strength

Density

Strain compatibility

Thermal conductivity

Heat rate limit

Flammability

MSA-I CURED MATEEIAL PROPERTIES

80 to 100 psi at 75"F

15 to 17 ibs/ft 3

1.6X at 75°F

0.48 to 0.6 Btu-in/
ft2-hr-OF

10 tc 15 Btu/ft2-sec

Self extinguishing on

i/8-in. A1 substrata

(NHB 8060.1)

(

THERMAL CHARACT_-RIZAT ION

Once the MSA-I met the material requirements, thermal characterization was required for develop-

ment of computer thermal models which could size the SRB TPS. The MSA-I material performs as a charring
ablator and, therefore, requires that the material ablation properties be determined, as well as the

usual thermal properties of specific heat and thermal conductivity, etc. Thermal test facilities

utilized for the MSA-I thermal characterization were selected on their ability to simulate design

thermal environment parameters such as heat rate, enthalpy levels, and aerodynamic shear forces. A Hot

Gas Facility (HGF) was designed and built at MSFC for the purpose of screening candidate TPS and verl-

lying design configurations. The yon Karman Gas Dynamic Facility wind tunnel "C" at the Arnold Engineer-

ins and Development Center (AEDC), Tullahoma, Tennessee, was used extensively to obtain TPS thermal
characterization data.

Flat panel specimens were prepared with the MSA-I material sprayed on an aluminum substrate with

the same surface finish as the SRB structure as shown on Figure 2. The panels were subjected to known

heating rates for specific periods of time. The aluminum substrata temperature was monitored durin E

the test and the MSA-I material remaining after the test was measured. A typical post-test MSA-] panel

is shown in Figure 3. An ablation rate was determined by dividing the amount of material lost by the

total test time. This type of data was obtained over the applicable beat range for the MSA-I, plotted

and a nominal curve fit determined as shown on Figure 4. Thermal computer models were developed using

the ablation rate curve. Effective MSA-I material properties, such as ablation temperatures, heat

capacitance, and thermal conduction values were adjusted in the computer models until the best correla-

tion was obtained. With the thermal characteristics for the MSA-I determined (Table 5), thermal models

were developed to predict inflight structural temperatures with a specified thickness of MSA-I material.

Figure 2. Pretest Photo of i/4-in. Thick MSA-I Panel to be Tested in Hot Gas Facility.
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Figure 3. Post-Test Photo of i/4-in. MSA-I Panel Tested in Hot Gas Facility. Test Duration:
60 sec; Average Heating Rate: 13.5 Btu/ft2-sec (12 to 39 Btu/ftZ-sec)

TABLE 5. MSA-I TRERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
USED IN COMPUTER MODEL

4.

.o

°
i

1.0

Z ,8

_o
E

.4-

i

TEET DATA

llANO

SS% CONFIDENCE _ /

(DESIGN)

Parameter Value

iI Density, ib/ft 3 16

Thermal Conductivity, 70°F to 600"F;

NO_l t Btu-in/ft2-hr-°F 0.32 to 0.46

Specific Heat, Btu/ibm-°F 70°F to 600°F;
0.17 to 0.35

Recession Rate, mil/sec 0.0501 _1.754
_CW

Ablation Temperature, "F 620

Note: Qcw " Cold Wall Heat Rate

.I ! I ! i ! I i

2 4 6 | 10 _

COLD WALL HEATING RATE, BTU/FT2--$EC

Figure 4. Recession Rate Versus Heating Rate for
MSA-I Panels Run at AEDC in Tunnel C.
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TI'S SIZING

After thermal computer models were developed, the next challenge was to slze the TPS to the SRB.

A 95 percentlle deviation of the nominal ablatlon rate curve (Fig. 4) was used to size the MSA-I thick-

nesses for the SRB structure. This conservative design approach ensures adequate thermal protection

without undue weight penalty. A "design" heating environment, developed by perturbatlng trajectory

parameters such as air density, vehicle angle of attack, wind direction, etc., was also utilized for

sizing the TPS to cover '_orst case" conditions. Aerodynamic heating rates vary at dlffe_ent locations

on the SRB due to boundary layer growth, SRB configuration, influence of adjacent protuberances and

influence of the adjacent External Tank (ET) and Orbiter. The aft areas of the SRBs are heated by

radiation from its own SRM pl_e and from the Orbiter engine plt_es. Thermal computer models were con-

structed for each SR3 structural configuration requiring TPS and the appropriate heating environments

for the ascent and descent portions of the flight imposed. Various MSA-I thicknesses were then analysed

at each location until one was found that would maintain the structure within the design temperature

limits. Results of these analyses indicated MSA-I material could furnish adequate thermal protection

on the SRB nose cap, frustum, forward skirt, and a significant portion of the systems tunnel, as shown

on Figure 5. However. the maximum sprayable thickness of MSA-I was found to be limited to 1/4 in. to

ensure consistent material characteristics. High heating rates on the aft attach ring. kick ring, aft

portion of the systems tunnel and the aft skirt precluded utilization of MSA-I on these structures due

to thickness limitation, and/or low tolerance to alrstream shear forces. Consequently, cork insulation

was utilized on the aft skirt and local areas on the systems tunnel. However. phenolic glass fairings

were selected to protect the aft attach ring and klck _ing areas. This design was driven by the require-

ment for easy refurbishment, the ring structural conf_guratlons and the high (130 Btu/ft2-sec) Space

Shuttle Main Engine (SSM_) plume impingement heating during SRB separation. The SRB TPS Is shown on

Figure 6.

!
|

• ,FT_T

Pn

I POeWA_ _mT

• • , - • r .........

Figure 5.

i

'lny,r_ _ I.Jow7 W_LT U_D. indue.71

SEB Elements TPS Thermal Requirements Compared with the Thermal Capability of MSA-I.

Q_J_L,c

CORK

CORK

I_ENOLIC __DPlK

• GkAI_

Figure 6. Sketch of SR3ShowingTES Utilized.
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After the MSA-I had been analytically sized, verification tests were performed to verify the

thermal and structural integrity of the baselined ITS to physically survive simulated flight pressure
and thermal loads.

The philosophy used in planning the verification test conditions was:

a. Utilize a heating rate representative of the average expected during ascent, staging, and
descent.

b. Select a test time adequate to produce the maximum predicted integrated flight heat load.

c. Orientate the TPS test panel in the test facility such that the flight aerodynamic pressure

loads can be simulated without compromising the average heating rate determined in (a) above.

d. Provide a combined environments teat to simulate heating slmultaneously with structural and

acoustic loads.

The success criteria established for the TPS verification tests were as follows:

a. The predicted integrated flight heat load must be applied.

b. The measured ITS recession rate must not e_ceed the 95 percentile design value.

c. The aubstrate temperature must not exceed the maximum predicted flight temperature.

d. The TPS must physically survive the comblne_ imposed environments of thermal, shear, acoustic,

and pressure loads.

After the TPS successfully completed the verification test phase, it was certified as flight-

worthy, and requirements for the minimum thicknesses were specified to the designers. Actual TPS cover-

age on an SRB may be greater than analytically determined patterns because of the economics involved in

TPS application.

The MSA-I spray development optimization, accomplished at MSFC, allowed a technology transfer tc

KSC where the SRB prime contractor, United Space Boosters, Inc. (USBI), currently applies MSA-I to all

forward elements of SRB flight hardware (as well as to systems tunnel cover segments). Application of

MSA-I on the frustum is shown on Figure 7. This material has proven to be totally compatible with the

Figure 7. SRB Frustum with MSA-I Applied.
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rigorous Florida EPA requirements and Is applied in the vertical assembly building (VAB) low bay area

with only modest temperature/humidity controls. The nonfla1_able spray solvents are compatible with the

stringent VAB flammability requirements. The ease of removal of MSA-I by high pressure water impinge-

ment (hydrolaser) has proven to be exceptlonally valuable, since it allows rapid removal of material

from a recovered structure and results in a resldue-free surface without damaging the protective Bostlk

paint system on the aluminum. The cured MSA-I is typically sprayed with a white hypalon-based topcoat

(Fig. 8) to minimize moisture absorption.

Figure 8. SRB Frustum wlth MSA-I and Hypalon Paint Applied.

Replacement of the labor-intensive cork bonding operation by robotic spray application of MSA-I

results in a cost reduction of at least $I00,000 per shipset (based on two nose caps, two frustums,

and two forward skirts). This estimate includes the significant savings realized in removal of MSA-1

versus cork on the forward skirts and frustums.

CONTINUING TPS CHALLENGES

Although MSA-I has effectively met the challenges of cost and refurbishment for the nose cap,

frustum, and forward skirt, the aft skirt still requires cork insulation. The thermal environments for

this structure were predicted to be considerably above the performance range for MSA-I, considering its

thickness limitation (I/4 in.). Considering the undesirable features of cork mentioned earlier, a

second challenge was presented in the form of an improved ablation system which could accommodate

greater application thicknesses to provide more thermal protection.

Thus, as soon as the MSA-I optimization/quallfication was completed, the development of a second

generation sprayable abl_tor was undertaken to provide a system that could be sprayed in thicknesses up

to i/2 in. to replace cork on the clean-skin areas of the aft skirt. The MSA-2 development philosophy

was based on minimizing the modification of MSA-1 formulation/processing to allow carryover of the

maximum amount of M3A-I experience and technology, as well as meintainln E its favorable chemical and

thermal properties. While the specific target for MSA-2 was to replace bonded cork on the aft skirt,

it is currently planned to utilize MSA-2 as a single system for all SEB sprayed eblator requirements.

The original MSA-2 formulation development work involved screenin 8 several epoxy and modified epoxy

resin binders, including conventional Epon 828 resin, rubber-modified 828, and phenolic-modlfied 828.

As these formulations were screened by spraying i/2 in. thick test panels, it became evident that curing

stresses and shrinkage considerations would be the overriding factors in defining the formulation. A

substantial effort was carried out to minimize cure stress, both from formulation ingredient selection
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and application/cure parameters. As a result of this effort, the flexible epoxy resin EC-2216 (3M

Company) was chosen as the binder, together wi_h replacement of 15 percen_ by volume of phenolic micro-

balloons (from the MSA-I formulation) with ground cork. The cork particles provided additional stress

relief in the matrix resin to minimize cracking/delamination. The final MSA-2 formulation is repre-

sented in Table 6. The sprayed formulation is typically applied to the substrate in two I/4-in. layers,

with up _o i hr delay between applications. The current elevated temperature cure utilized for test

panels is 150°F to 160°F for a 6-hr period.

TABLE 6. MSA-2 FORMULATION

Component % By Weight

EC-2216 Resin/Catalyst 43.04

Ground Cork 3.12

Phenolic Microballoona 32.88

Glass Microballoons 12.89

Chopped Glass Fibers (i/4 in.) 1.29

Milled Glass Fibers (I/16 in.) 3.22

Bentone 27 Clay _ 3.55

(A small amount of ethyl alcohol is added to

activate the Bentone for viscosity control.)

SPRAY SOLVENTS: I/I mixture of perchloroethylene

and methylene chloride.

The cured ablator, MSA-2, is characterized by the properties as shown in Table 7. Recession rates

for MSA-2 as a function of cold wall heating rate derived from TPS panels _ested at AEDC are shown on

Figure 9. The _hermal evaluation performed to date on I/2-in. _hick HSA-2 panels has been qui_e

successful, and _his system potentially provides the means for replacing cork on the aft skirt as shown

on Figure I0. The MSA-2 system appears, at this point in i_s development, _o meet all the design

challenges. The development/qualification schedule for MSA-2 calls for qualification _esting and all-up

spray verification to occur in late 1983 with implementation on $RB hardware by early 1984.

TABLE 7. MSA-2 CURED MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Flatwise tensile etran&th

Density

Strain compatibility

Thermal conductivity

Heat rate limi_

Flammability

10.

60 to 80 pEi _t 75"7

16 to 18 lbs/ft 3 s.

1.4 to 1.6% 4.

0.4 I:o 0.5 3tu-in/ft 2-

hr-'FI0 to 15 B_u/ft2-sec _"

Self extinguishing on" "|

t/S-ln. AA subett_ate _"

(_tm 8060. I) _ u

|:

T

I TEET DATA /_

IANI1 i CONIIID|NCE \ _/_/_(_

[DillON) /_

//_ -"-HOUINAL

.I
! i i 1 i _ i

| 4 | | 10 _ 40

COLD WALL HEATING RATE, ITUIFT2--SIC

FiKure 9. ReCesaion rate versus heating rate
for MSA-2 Panel8 Run at AEDC in Tunnel C.
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Figure 10. SRB Elements TPS Thermal Requiremen;s Compared with the Thermal Capability of MSA-2.

The estimated cost reduction in replacing cork with MSA-2 on the aft skirt is at least $50,000 per
shipset (2 aft skirts). This estimate includes the significant cost savings in refurbishment for MSA-2
versus cork.

FLIGHT RESULTS AND FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

The MSA-I thermal protection material has been successfully flown on six Space Shuttle flights and

has performed as expected. Temperature sensors were installed at selected locations on the SEB struc-

ture covered by MSA-I and were recorded throughout flight. These temperature measurements correlated

•tell with the predicted temperatures as shown on Figure ii. However, the flight trajectories flown to

date have resulted in aerodynamic heating environments that are siEniflcantly less severe (>50%) than

the design heating environment used to size the SRB TPS. Consequently, only limited MSA-I ablation has

occurred on the Space Shuttle flights to date, This has instigated a SRB TPS optimization study at

MSFC with the goal to minimize SRB TPS requirements. It is believed that the current thermal desiEn

environments can be made more commensurate wi_h planned flight thermal environments by revising the

current methodology applied, and by incorporating new data obtained from flight and wind tunnel tests.
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Changes in the ground rules for establishing SRB TPS are also being contemplated. The SR3 TPS

requirements were determined based on a design heating environment with the structural constraint being

reusability. However, the design environment would seldom be encountered during an actual flight.

Therefore, TPS reductions on the SRB should be possible if the TPS,requirements for reusability were

based on a "nominal" heating environment and the design thermal environment considered only for the

ascent portion of flight to assure SRB structural integrity. If a design heating level was encountered,

Space Shut=le safety would not be compromised, but the SRB reusability would have to be evaluated.

Studi s are also in progress to simplify TPS closeout and installation on the SRB systems tunnel

and the aft attach ring areas. The attach ring structural configuration modification beingpursued is

to change the angle stiffener at the edge of the ring to a flac ring stiffener. This change will sig-

nificantly reduce aerodynamic heating effects as it will eliminate the small radius angle edge projecting

into the airs_ream. Flight experience has also enabled a significant reduction in the design SSME plume

impingement heating rates tha_ occur during SRB separation. However, the sealant material on the ring

fasteners will still have to be thermally protected or a new sealant material selected that will survive

temperatures in the neighborhood of 500"F to 6000F. The systems tunnel configuration currently used

requires a significant amount of time to close out the gap between the systems tunnel fairing and the

tunnel floor plate. This precludes hot gas (high temperature boundary layer air) intrusion which would

damage electrical wiring and could auto-ignite the range safety linear shaped charge housed within the

fairing. This closeout is required after the SltB's are stacked on the Mobile Launch Platform (MLP),

and has a direct impact on the launch turnaround time. 'An entirely new systems tunnel design is being

evaluated that would significantly reduce the TPS closeout time on the MLF.

SUMMARY

The challenge of effectively providing thermal protection for the SRB has been accomplished. A

ITS material, MSA-I, has been developed at MSFC and flown successfully on six Space Shuttle flights.

However, cork insulation is currently being flown on the aft skirt because the thermal environments are

considerably above the performance range for MSA-I, considering its thickness limitation of I/4 in.

Application/refurbishment costs of this cork is not cost effective. Consequently, development of a

second generation sprayable ablator, MSA-2, is underway at MSFC to furnish an economical replacement

for the cork. Results of thermal tests performed to date on I/Z-in. thick MSA-2 panels have met all

expectations. The development/qualification schedule for MSA-2 calls for qualification testing and

all-up spray verification to occur in late 1983 with implementation on SRB hardware by early 1984.

Flight experience, wind tunnel _hermal data, and thermal protection material improvements are con-

tinuing to be utilized at MSFC to make the SP._ ITS more efficient and economical. Structural configura-

tion changes for the aft attach ring and systems tunnel are also being pursued to further simplify/

eliminate SRB TPS requirements. Consequently, challenges still exist to establish a thermal protection

system for the SRB that can truly be considered as operational.
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ABSTRACT

The Shuttle External Tank thermal design presented many challenges to NASA and the aerospace indue-

try in meeting the stringent requirements established by the structures, main propulsion systems, and

Orbiter elements. The selected thermal protection design had to meet these requirements, as well as

take into account ease of application, suitability for mass production considering low weight, cost,

and high reliability. This development led to a spray-on-foam (SOFI) which covers the entire tank.

This paper discusges the need and design for a SOFI material having a dual role of cryogenic insulation

and ablator, and the development of the SOFI over SLA concept for high heating areas. Further issues of

minimum surface ice/frost, no debris, and the development of the TPS spray process considering the

required quality and process control are discussed.

i_RODUCTION

The External Tank (ET) is the largest of the Space Shuttle Vehicle elements and serves as the fuel

tank for the liquid oxygen (L02) and liquid hydrogen (LH 2) propellants used by the Orbiter's three main

engines. Since both of the propellants are cryogenic (LO 2 at -297°F and LH 2 at -423"F) the Thermal

Protection System (TPS) for the ET must function as a cryogenic insulation to limit propellant boiloff

and th_s maintain the propellant quality. Furthermore, during ascent the ET experiences heating from

aerodynamic and plume sources which requires the TPS to also function as an ablator provldin 8 protection

against structural overheating. The challenge to the ET deslg_ers was: provide a low cos_, lightweight,

and reliable TFS, capable of providing the required protection while maintaining its integrity over the

wide range of operating temperatures.

INITIAL ET TPS CONCEPT

Although the current ET design is much the same as the design which existed at the inception of the

ET program in 1972, there has been a significant TPS design evolution driven by both changes in require-

ments and _he design maturing. The ET with the initial TPS design as it existed in 1972 is shown in

Figure I. The ET consists of an ogive-shaped LO 2 tank with attached nose cap and a larger LH 2 tank -

supporting the orbiter and the SRBs. An intertank structure connects the two propellant tanks and
reacts the SRB thrust load. Both the intertank and the nose cap form separate compartments which con-

tain various electrical and propulsion components. Exterior to the tank are a multitude of protuber-

ances.on an o_herwlse smooth conflguratlon-- pr_pellant lines, cable trays, and interface structural

members.
I

The initial TPS design shown in Figure I consisted of BX-250 spray-on foam insulation (SOFI) on

most of the LH 2 tank and an ablator, SLA-561s, on high heating areas of the LO 2 tank, the Intertank,

and the LH 2 aft dome. Although _hese materials had been used on previous programs, both were being

utilized in a novel way on the ET program.

BX-250 is a low density SOFI (2. 9 pcf density) which was used on the Saturn S-If stage and also

commercially as a cryogenic insulation. This material is a rigid closed cell polyurethane foam which

has excellent insulation qualities at low temperatures. Therefore it is possible to limit the heat

transfer through the insulation (and ultimately into the propellant) with a minimum of foam thickness.

BX-250 was applled to the entire LH 2 tank (except the aft dome) to control boiloff of the super-cold

LH 2 and to prevent the formation and runoff of liquid air. SOFI materials of this type are generally

not thought of as being capable of withstanding the high temperatures expected from aerodynamic heating.

For example, BX-250 begins to decompose at 255"F whereas the insulation surface temperatures could be

expected to reach 1500_F or higher during ascent. Early testing of BX-250 however, showed that it

responded favorably to moderate heating rates, and acted similar to an ablator, providing limited pro-

tection from ascent heating.
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Figure i. Initial ET TI_S Configuration.

An "ablator" is a material which is designed specifically to withstand high temperatures through

controlled sacrificial degradation (energy absorption) and is traditionally used in areas which require

protection from high ascent or re-entry heating. Ablators can thus withstand significantly higher

heating rates than foams, however, ablators are heavy end do not provide the same degree of cryogenic

insulation properties. The ablator selected for the ET was sprayed SLA-561 (16 pcf density), a deriva-

tive of the light weight ablator developed on the Viking Project.

Prior to the ET program, whenever protection of cryogenic surfaces was involved, ablators were

generally applied to separately attached heat shields or standoff panels. This was due in part to the

implied problems of strain compatlbilltles between the substrate and the ablator material when subjected

to cryogenic temperatures. The Martin Marietta Corp._ r_cognizing the cost and weight advantage of

applying an ablator directly uo the cryogenic substrate, performed a feasibility program to develop

this type system with SLAb61. Based on the successful results of this study, the application of SLAb61

directly to the LO 2 and LH 2 tanks was baselined initially and maintained to the current design.
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Therefore the early design philosophy for the ET TPS was to utilize the capability of the SOFI

wherever possible, supplementing with an ablator applied directly to the cryogenic tank wall. Although !_ _

this was later impacted by an increase in the predicted ascent heating environments, this novel

approach -- using a foam insulation as both a cryogenic insulation and an ablator -- continued throughout

the program.

CHALLENGES IN THE TPS DEVELOPMENT

'-: i

Since the ET is not reusable (discarded Just prior to orbit) the total program cost of the ET is

sensitive to recurring (per vehicle) costs, which of course is affected by TPS related labor and

material costs. In addition, ITS contributes a small but significant part of the ET weight. The

original thermal requirements imposed on the ET TPS design did not present significant challenges per ee, i" :_i :

since there were state-of-the-art ITS materials and techniques available; however, the weight and cost _" _--'"

impacts would have been high. The challenge was to use the existing materials or their derivatives in

new ways to develop a highly efficient, lightweight, and low cost system which would be consistent with

a mass produced disposable vehicle such as the ET while maintaining _he quality and reliability which

is required of spacecraft design.
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TPS MATERIALS

The first key to an efficient TPS was the use of a SOFI in a dual role of cryogenic insulator and

ablator as discussed earlier. Shortly into the program, however, increases in predicted ascent heating

quickly exceeded the capability of the original SOFI (BX-250) and the system became unable to accommo-

date the new environment without a major increase in the use of the SLA-561 ablator. A new urethane

modified isocyanurate foam meterlal (CPR-421) was selected to replace the BX-250 foam and concurrently

reduce the quantity of SLA-561 required. Thls new material (selected from commercially available '_igh

temperature" foams) possessed the required ablation characteristics and was compatible with the as-

designed production concepts. This material was not flight qualified however and tighter control on

processing parameters would be necessary to assure the desired material properties. It should be noted

that this material was to be used in an environment unlike any previous commercial use and required

considerably greater quality control than in previous applications. Material properties such as

consistent density, bondllne strength, tensile strength, and ablation characteristics were imperative

for success on the ET whereas its low conductivity and durability were always important in commercial

uses. Therefore, a complete development and verification program was initiated to characterize this

"off the shelf" product. Early in thls development program, the material was reformulated as CPR-488

to enhance its ablation characteristics and eliminate any toxic concerns.

A light-weight ablator capable of being applied directly to the cryogenic tank surface was the

second key to an efficient TPS. Beginning wlth the baseline sprayed version, the ET SLA development

extended to the installation options of mold-ln-place_ premold-and-bond, and hand packed in place, each

tailored to suit design and production needs. However _s the ablator thickness was later increased in

response to growing ascent heat loads, problems began to appear with bondline integrity. Thls led to a

substantial analytical and test effort to understand and characterize the stress relationships between

the ablator and the substrate at cryogenic temperatures. Because of the inherent variability of

material properties in composite mixtures and the low margin in the SLA561 bondline strength at flight

conditions, the challenge was to control processing parameters and thus material properties to maintain

a positive margin.

ICE/FROST AND DEBRI5 REQUIREMENTS

The problem of ice forming on the ET cold surfaces during loading operations and then dislodging

during ascent and damaging some other portion of the vehicle was recognized initially as a potential

issue. However, no attempt was made in the design to preclude ice until later in the program when a

"no ice/debrls" requirement was imposed. At that time the LO 2 barrel was bare and was thus a large
potential area for ice formation.

Icing on the general tank acreage was eliminated by adding an appropriate layer of SOFI, wlth the

associated weight impact. The prevention of ice at the numerous protuberance areas however was a much

more difficult design prob_lem since these areas typically involved movable Joints which are difficult

to insulate. In addition, SOFI and ablator stress cracking, SOFI divots due to cryopumping, and other

minor TPS discontinuities or anomalies which had previously been tolerated now could be a source of ice

and/or TPS debris which had to be addressed. The challenge of preventing ice and TPS debris was com-

pounded by the fact that most of the vehicle and ground systems had already been designed.

ET TPS DESIG_N

Today's TFS design, although greatly evolved from the original concept, still adheres to the basic

design philosophies of a SOFI and ablator system_ Because of increased heating environments and the

requirement to preclude ice formations on the tank, I in. or more of SOFI is now specified for all

cryogenic surfaces. In those local areas where the capability of the SOFI is exceeded (generally near

and around protuberances) an underlayer of ablator is retained. The latest ET TPS design showing the

areas of SOFI and ablator coverage as well as other ITS elements is shown in Figure 2. The majority of

the ET TF$ is CPR488 SOFI, used on all exterior acreage except the aft dome. Ancillary to this, urethane

foams (BX-250 or PDL-403A) are used for closeouts, ramps, and the domes within the inter_ank due tc

these foams' liberal application parameters. Another commercially available polylsocyanurate SOFI,

modified for ET use (NCFI 22-65) was selected for the LH 2 aft dome where the high pl_me heating rates
exceeded the capability of CPR488.

The ET TPS uses two ablator materials. SLA-561 is for primary use on the general acreage under

the SOFI and most attachments, and MA25s is used on a few select protuberances which experience heating

in excess of the capebillty of SLA-561.

The SOFI design thicknesses are basically defined by prelaunch requirements where maintaining good

quality and stable propellants and m_nlmizlng Ice are the primary considerations. A low heat transfer

rate through the insulation is desired to maintain the insulation surface temperature above freezing

(to preclude icing) and to limit propellant boiloff. Figure 3 shows propellant boiloff rate and a
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typical surface temperature versus CPR-488 SOF1 thickness for the LH 2 _ank. The surface temperature is

based on a set of combined ambient environments (i.e., wind, temperature, humidity, etc.) which repre-

sent the 95% cold conditions at KSC. As seen from this data, a l-in. thickness of SOFI is very effective

in limiting propellant bolloff and maintaining a surface temperature close to ambient (ambient is 55_F

for thls case). Increasing the thickness above 1 in. provides minimal improvement considering the

corresponding weight increase. Therefore, a l-in. thickness of SOFI was selected for the LH 2 and LO 2
tank acreages.

The ascent environments primarily define the ablator thicknesses and the thickness of the SOFI on

the LH 2 tank aft dome. Maintaining the primary structure and subsystem components within the design

temperature lim/ts and minimizing unusable propellants due to stratification are the primary consldera-

tions. The thermal environments considered include: aerodynamic heating, radiant and convective heat-

ing from the engine exhaust plumes, SRB separation motor plume impingements, radiative and conductive

transfer with the other elements of the Shuttle vehicle, and internal heating due _o the autogenous

tank pressurization gas. The TTS requirements were determined analytically based on these environments

and material properties derived from test data.

Another function of the TPS occurs during ET entry when structural temperatures and tank pressures

contribute to the ET fragmentation and the subsequent debris slze and impact footprint. Except for some

sections of the cable tray where MA25s ablator was added to protect RSS charges, the TPS defined by

ascent requirements Is adequate to meet entry requirements.

Other elements related to the thermal design of the ET include thermal isolators on LH 2 tank attach-

ments, cryopumped propulsion lines, electrical heaters primarily for ice/frost protection, and several

heated purge systems for compartment condltlonlng and also for ice/frost protection. The icing problem

at the several brackets and attachments which penetrate the general acreage SOFI was eliminated by

various combinations of insulation, isolators, heaters and purges.

TPS DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION

The development and design verification effort for the ET TPS involved many activities ranging from

material ablation testlng _o development of manufacturing techniques. All of these efforts can not be

addressed adequately in a paper of thls scope, therefore the following Is an overview of the more

important and unique a%_pec_s of _hls effort.

PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

As discussed earlier, the original SOPI, BX-250 was replaced by a new material CPR-421 which was

subsequently reformulated as CPR-488. R_sults from the CPR-4S8 development program revealed that the

critical materials properties required by the fllgh= mechanical and thermal loads were predominantly

influenced by applications processing parameters. Systematic material evaluations were undertaken to

develop the acceptable ranges of critical processing conditions. It was determined that material tem-

peratures at application had to be controlled to near 135"F and _ank substrata temperatures to 140°F. -

The spray envelope of ambient temperature and relative humidity was also found _o be more restricted

than the conventional BX-250 foam as shown in Figure 4. In addition, spray overlap time and gun-to-

tank separation distance was also found to be critical and needed proper controls.

With these very restrictive processing controis in place, critical material performance parameters,

including structural strain compatibility, ineulatl_n efficiency, and ablation rates, were all consistent

and repea_able.

The SLA-561 ablator material exists in three appllcatlon modes; bonded premolded panels, a spray-

_ble mix for large or complex surfaces, and a trowelable version for small closeouts and repairs. The

primary focus of the development program was to develop a process for the sprayable ablator material

which yielded repeatable physical properties of strength and density. Systematic material evaluations

determined the need to seal the surfaces of the cork filler particles to minimize the absorption and

subsequent retention of _he spray solvent. The retention of thls solvent was found to inhibit the cure

of the silicone resin binder wlth resultant large variations in material properties. A cork coating

process utilizing an epoxy resin was developed to control the solvent absorption and provide _he

required consistency in materials properties.

MANUFACTURING AND QUALITY CONTROL

The key to meeting hlgh volume production, schedule, and budget constraints was to facilitate for

critical TPS manufacturing operations using automated techniques in large envlronmentally-controlled

TPS application cells. The two-component SOFI is sprayed using totally automated apparatus, where a
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computer system is employed to control and monitor spray applications to the LH 2 tank and the LO2/IT

subassembly. All parameters during production runs are controlled and recorded throughout the spray

operation. Each tank is coated as a single unit on a large rotating turntable. Spraying begins at the

bottom and the gun carriage progresses upward at a predetermined rate to produce a uniform foam thick-

ness of shingled layers. This technique with tight control on the processing parameters enables the

system to produce a finished product on one pass with no nmchining of the "net sprayed" surface required

afterward.

In acreage applications, $LA ablator is premolded to required thickness, cured, and then bonded to

the tank using vacuum bagging techniques since this pliant material conforms to the large curvature.

In complex configuraclon/large applications, such as the nose cap and the crossbeam, the SLA, thinned

to a slurry with solvent, is hand sprayed, heat cured, and ;trlnnned. Small complex components such as

cable tray brackets have mole-in-place SLA applied.

Quality control for both SOFI and ablator application is effected by inspections, testings, and process

control starting with material receiving and continuing through application to the tank. In the case of

automated processes, all parameters are recorded and the process is automatically aborted if parameters

are out of range. For material formulation and applications, witness coupons are slmultaneousIy produced

and later tested for certain key properties. Selected post-manufacturing tests including TPS plug pulls

and an adhesive plough test are also performed at selected tank locations.

The most critical defect which must be controlled and is also difficult to detect, is a weak TP$

bondline. This type of:defect typically manifests itself only under loaded cryogenic conditions at

which time the TPS may debond. Therefore, the first several tanks produced have had a cryogenic "ITS

proof test" performed at KSC, which is basically a propeliant loading test designed to load the TP$

above flight loads. The successful results from these tests have verified the quality and process

controls currently in place, and the "TPS proof test" are to be discontinued.

TPS STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

The ablator material, which is an elastomer at room temperature undergoes a change of state at

approximately -180°F and becomes brittle due to the silicone resin binder passin E through the brittle

transition temperature. In this state the strain capability of the able,.or is limited and excess loads,
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particularly in thick layers undergoing flexure, may cause the material to crack and ultimately debond.

During the ET design phase, the predicted heating environments increased significantly driving the pro-

gram to ablator thickness in excess of 0.75 in. under which the induced loads were near the strain

capability of the material with little margin remaining. To regain an acceptable ITS structural margin,

a re-ordering of the launch procedures was implemented to take advantage of the change in the ablator's

properties with temperature.

Normally the ET is loaded with little or no ullage pressure in the tanks. The tanks are then sub-

sequently pressurized for launch and ascent to meet structural and propellant delivery requirements.

The two primary loads applied to the ablator are due to the cryogenic chilldown of the ta_k (thermal

strain) and to the internal tank pressure (substrate strain). It was shown analytically (and by test)

that if the strain due to tank pressurization is applied prior to loading when the ablator is near room

temperature, rather than after loading when the ablator is at cryogenic temperatures, that the resultant

ablator structural margin is increased. This is because the final stress in the ablator is dependent

on the temperature varying matezlal properties that exist when the loads are applied. Therefore, the

current propellant loading procedure for the ET LH 2 tank is to pressurize prior to loading. This pro-

vides an increase in ITS margin at the expense of a longer propellant loading timeline. Reductions in

ablator coverage since the first vehicle have lessened the need for this procedure, and continuing

efforts to reduce ablator application will hopefully eliminate the need altogether.

ET ITS ABLATIO_ TESTING

Design and testing of ablative heat shields for spacecraft had traditionally been performed by

testing materials in plasma arc facilities and correlating the erosion and pyrolysis reactions with

kinetic chemical reactions in complex computer programs. This technique was necessary because most

applications involved subjecting materials to the wide range of environments associated with re-entry

or ballistic applications which did not always match the test (plasma arc) environment. Although this

approach was used in the initial ET design phase it was subsequently replaced with a simpler semi-

empirical design method.

The most significant difference between the ET program and other programs was that the primary ET

ITS material was an extremely low density polyurethane foam rather than the normal higher density

ablators. The foam recession appeared to be more of a char erosion process than actual ablation. In

addition facilities and techniques were used which allowed TPS testing in environments which closely

approximated those expected during flight.

The yon Karman Gas DynaSt Facility's tunnel "C" at the Arnold Engineering and Development Center

(AEDC) was selected to characterize the ET ITS as an alternative to plasma arc testing. This facility

was chosen because it had the capability of matching flight recovery temperature and had a flow field

which could produce turbulent flow heating and shear conditions over the range of flight environments.

It was also capable of testing large samples (17 x 24 in. versus 6 x 6 in. for plasma arc) and had

multiple test specimen capability.

Ablation test data obtained from this facility was correlated with test conditions and an empirical

relationship established between material recession rate and heating rate. This relationship was then

used with the predicted flight heating profile to perform the flight erosion analysis. This simplified

technique (rather than the previously mentioned complex 6omputer programs) was possible due to the close

approximation of the test to flight environmen_offered by this facility.

When the design environments were increased_however, the AEDC facility could not produce turbulent

heating at levels as high as required, particularly for ablator testing. The AMES 3.5 ft hypersonic

wind tunnel with the Math 7 nozzle was selected for TPS testing since it could achieve the higher

environments and offered moat of the same desirable aspects as the AEDC facility. Tests in the Ames

facility provided the ablation data at the higher heating rates, and also duplicated and provided con-

fidence in the AEDC simulation.

ITS testing in these facilities also included tests with simulated interference heating. This was

accomplished by generating shock waves which were allowed to impinge on the ITS sample. Another

approach used was to include a protuberance directly on the ITS sample. The heatin 8 rates obtained in

these tests, however, were often too hlgh to test SOF_ materials due to the inherent tunnel conditions

CMach numbers of 7 and I0 as compared to 4 in flight). Lower heating rates could only be obtained with

flat plate (shockless) testing although in many cases they represented an interference heatin E area on

the ET. This presented a design concern, since _he flat plate t_e testing was not representative of

these special design cases, and because of th_s a substantial design margin was used for TPS sizing.

In early 1981, AEDC modified the Tunnel "C" facility with the addition of a Math 4 nozzle. No

facility previously existed at Math 4 with corresponding total temperature and heating rate capabilities.
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Test hardware was developed and calibrated to obtain the shock impingement environments in a flow field

duplicating the flight environments at the lower heating rates needed for SOFI testing. Results of

tests on the SOFI materials have provided the data and confidence to further utilize the ablative cap-

abilities of CPR-488 with a subsequent substantial reduction of ablator coverage required on the ET.

Testing techniques are currently being developed to further reduce the ablator coverage on the ET.

The technique involves a specimen design which will form an extension of the Mach 4 nozzle and take

advantage of the relatively thick boundary layer in the nozzle (as compared to testing on a wedge shaped

holder in the stream centerline_. Specimens simulating the "_e/frost ramps on the hydrogen tank at the

cable tray/barry mount locations will be tested to demonstrate that the protection provided by the ramps

is sufficient to virtually eliminate ablator coverage on the hydrogen tank at the attachment region of

these brackets.

TPS VERIFICATION TESTING

The verification tes= program for the ET TPS included the wind tunnel tests discussed above

together with several cryogenic, radiant heating, and combined environment tests. These tests were

designed to verify the TPS integrity under the various predicted flight induced environments. There

was no one test (other than flight) which simulated all of the pertinent flight parameters. Confidence

in the TPS system was achieved by the successful results of these tests taken together.

r_

Minitank tests were used to evaluate TPS cryo-strain compatibility, primer and TPS adhesion, and

TPS cracking and susceptibility to cryopumplng. The minitanks were 3-it diameter alumin_ tanks with

TPS applied and were tested under repeated cryogenic fill, drain and pressurization cycles. These tests

did not simulate any ascent pressure, heating or acoustics loads.

± A larger 10-it cryogenic tank was also tested similar to the minitanks to assess any large scale

application issues. The 10-it tanks, llke the minitanks, were tested with LH 2 under repeated cryogenic

cycles. The 10-it tank also included a radiant heat test to assess TPS recession and propellant quality

on a large scale tank. Note that the 10-it tank was the largest scale application of flight type TPS

prior to STS-I.

Radiant beating tests were conducted to verify the TPS recession characteristics under the aft dome

environment where heating was due primarily to the exhaust plume radiation and recirculation, rather

thanaeroheatingas simulated in the windtunnel tests. These tests were conducted in two facilities;

one simulated radiant heat and acoustics, and the other radiant heat and ascent pressure decay.

The key element in the TPS qualification was the "combined enviornment" tests conducted on 4 X _ ft

TPS panels configured to represent the substrate and TPS in specific critical areas on the ET. These

panels were subjected simultaneously to blaxial substrate loads, cryogenic backface temperature, ascent

heat load (radlant), and either acoustics or ascent pressure. The panels were tested in a thermal/

vacuum chamber, and/or in a thermal/acoustic facility depending on the specific test objective. Both

facilities employed a large load cell structure which could be programmed to induce biaxial load pro-

files in either tension or compression. These were used to simulate various degrees of predicted flight

substrate loads to demonstrate the TPS structural margin. The panels were cooled with liquid helium to

simulate hydrogen tank substrate temperatures and the flight heat loads were simulated by an infrared

lamp bank. These unique tests allowed the TPS to be subjected to neazly all the flight conditions

(except aeroheating) and on a scale large enoug_ to verify production methods.

FLIGHT RESULTS

The first six ETs were instrumented to provide flight verification of the thermal analysis and TPS

design. The prime interest in evaluation of TPS performance are the heating rate and structural tem-

perature data. Many of the instruments were intended to measure the conditions in the boundary layer

on the ET TPS surface. The challenge was to mount this instrument such that it would not create a

disturbance which would alter the parameters being measured, and such that the instruments would not be

exposed to cryogenic temperature which would render them useless. Since the general TPS thickness on

the ET is 1 in., there was very little room within the ET moldline to mount the transducers and still

maintain isolation from the cryogenic tank wall. Furthermore the TPS surface may be receeding due to

heating during flight which would uncover the instruments. To overcome these problems, the transducers

were mounted in hardened instrumentation islands as shown in Figure 5. The islands were '"hardened" to

the aeroheating environment by surrounding the island core with a non-receeding ramp which would main-

tain a constant geometry during ascent. The transducers were mounted within the core which was isolated

and insulated from the tank wall. This resulted in transducer temperatures that were acceptable and a

stable surface surrounding the measurements.
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Fllghc ineCru_,enta_ion included aerodynamic heating measurements aC 30 locations on the _ank side-

wall and aC 8 loca_ions _n the base region. In addlCion, temperatures ac 59 locations on the tank

structure were also measured during fllghC. A comparison of _he predlcced _emperacure and measured

Cemperacures from STS-5 for the LO 2 tank and LH 2 tanks,are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The

good correlation was par_ of the Coral TPS veriflca_ion. In addition _o the fllghc instr_enCatlon

data, cameras mounted in _he orbiter were used to pho_o_raph _he ET during ascen_ and after ET/orblcer

separation. These photographs confirm the loc_tlon of the higher hea_ing regions and the adequacy of

the ET TPS.
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SUMMARY AND CONTINUING CHALLENGES

The major remaining challenges of the ET TPS design are to further reduce cost and weight and to

enhance launch operations. In 1982, the first lightweight ET was delivered with e reduction of 6000 Ib

(including TPS) from the vehicle weight of the first series of tanks. Additional improvements are near

term, such as the ablator reduction effort discussed earlier. Other efforts include the reduction of

design heating rates and alternate designs which would not require ablators. This is basically a "fine

tuning" of the design based on the experience and confidence gained from both production and flight

•results.

Components which still receive a covering of SLA will have automated ablator application using one

of the newly developed methods of GIM, VIM or SAM (gas injected, vented injected, screen and applied

molding), each of which eliminates final machining. Components requiring foam coverages or ramps made

of foam will use the industrially familiar RIM (reaction injection _Iding). These are processes which

will save material, "reduce touch labor, and yield consistent sub-products.

Alternate and back ups to the p¢imary TPS materials and their precursor ingredients are being

identified and qualified in the event of supplied problems. Also, since the SLA-561 is essentially

being underworked in ET environments, efforts are underway to tailor formulations into cheaper/lighter

ablators (and/or cheaper/heavier foams) to replace the SLA-561 completely.

Efforts related to the enhancement of launch operations include the elimination or simplification

of TPS closeout required at the launch site, simplification of the active thermal control systems

(purges and heaters), and elimination of the residual Ice/Frost prob]em_ particularly at the _andenberg

launch site.

Based on the present TP$ design, weather conditions at VAFB result in a much higher probability of

ice formation and thus launch delays than at KSC (23% versus 5Z). Increasing the SOFI thickness would

decrease the icing probability, however, the weight impact would not be acceptable at VA_B where Shuttle

performance is already marginal. Many concepts were investigated to decrease the probability of forming

ice. The concept finally selected, based on an analytical effort performed by CHAM of North America,

Inc., consisted of two hot air jets directed vertically between the ET and Orbiter. The two Jets

entrain and mix with the ambient air and result in a warm high velocity flow over the tank surface

which maintains the surface above freezing. The concep= is currently undergoing scale model tea_ing

and the results look very promising.

The challenge of developing an efficient TPS system for the ET has been accompl_shed. Additional

effort is continuing to upgrade the design based on flight and production experience. Today's ET TP$

designers and engineers are addressing the technologies which will assure the future delivery of an

already good product.
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ORBITER ENTRY AEROTHERMODYNAMICS

Robert C. Ried
NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas 77058

ABSTRACT

The challenge in the definition of the entry aerothermo_ynamic environment arising from the chal-
lenge of a reliable and reusable Orbiter is reviewed in light of the existing'technology. A balanced
use of prior, current, and advanced levels of technological sophistication was employed to achieve
reasonable design requirements, design heating, and preflight confidence, respectively. Select prob-
lems pertinent to the Orbiter development are discussed briefly with referenc_ to more comprehensive
treatments. These problems include boundary-laJ_r transition, leeward-side heating, shock/shock in-

teraction scaling, tile gap heating, and nonequilibriom effects such as surface catalysis. Sample
measurements obtained from test flights of the Orbiter are presented with comparison to preflight

expectations. In summary, a reliance on both numerical and wind-tunnel simulationshas afforded an
efficient means for defining the entry environment and an adequate level of preflight confidence.
The high-quality flight data provide an opportunity to refine the operational capability of the Or-
biter and serve as a benchmark both for the development of aerothermodynemic technology and for use
in meeting future entry heating challenges.

"INTRODUCTION

The goals of the Space Transportation System (STS) have been to provide routine, cost-effective,
and reliable means for carrying man and cargo to Earth orbit and return. Evaluations of achieving
these goals led to the challenges of designing and developing a reusable Orbiter vehiclewhich could
both perform atmospheric braking and achieve a land landing. These conflicting configuration require-
ments for the Orbiter were reconciled by altering the flight configurationwith a high angle of at-
tack for entry and then a low angle of attack for approach and landing. The high angle-of-attack
entry configuration, the associated entry flight regime, and the relatively large size of the Orbiter
provided some relief for the development of a weight-effective and reusable entry thermal protection
system (TPS).

Guidelines for the Shuttle program {emanatingfrom constraints on funding rate and minimum devel-
opment costs) included limiting technology development,except as required, to meet the progr_ goals.
The developmentof reusable engines and a reusable TPS, however, required the development of conceptu-
ally new systems and an associated level of technology necessary to provide a level of confidence that
these systems could perform adequatelyto meet the program goals. The challenge for the definition of
the Orbiter entry heating was to develop reliable predictionson the basis of existing facilities and
state-of-the-artcapabilities,supplemented {as required) by advances in technology and understanding
necessary to provide preflightconfidence of success. This challenge was significant in light of [he
geometric complexity of the Orbiter configuration,the penalties of unnecessaryweight in the system,
the reuse requirement,and the basic severity of the entry environment. The Orbiter could not afford
the weight associated wlth a conservative approach toward defining the entry TPS requirements. This
approach would have mitigated the challenge and maintained the precedent set by previous entry vehicle
designs.

A quantitativeunderstandingof the entry 'heatingphenomena for the windward surface of simple
configurationswas well established in the IgSO's. Analysis and experiment had characterized con-
vective heat transfer in a highly dissociatedgas including the basic effects of finite-ratechemical
and thermodynamicreactions. The flight mechanics leading to an optimum entry from the standpointof
entry heating for simple configurationswas also well established in this era. This technologywas
used in the design and development of the orbital entry Mercury and Gemini vehicles and extended for
the design and development of 'the more severe lunar return of the Apollo command module. These cap-
sules all employed nonreusable ablators, but most important, they were designed with a level of con-
servatism which could not be tolerated on the Orbiter. This conservatism stemmed from the compound-
ing of conservatism in the l_S requirements, the l_S performance, and the entry heating. An ad-
ditional level of sophistication required by the Orbiter was the imposition of heating-rate and
boundary-layertransition constraintson the entry flight trajectoriesto accon_Bodatethe reusable
ll_Scapabilitiesand the insulation requirements,respectively.
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TRIAD DILEMMA AND APPROACH

The Orbiter system and performance requirements dictated a more accurate, more precise, and more
intricate definition of entry heating than for any previous system. On the other hand, the three-

dimensional geometric complexity and the large scale of the Orbiter (compared to wind-tunnel models)
posed a greater challenge to the definition of the entry flowfield and subsequent heating than had
any previous system. To complete the triad, resources were extremely limited, particularly with re-
gard to technology development. This triad dilemma was dealt with by a triad approach based heavily
on experience with previous entry heating problems (ref. 1). The lowest level was a simplified heat-
inn model (developed at representative locations on the vehicle) for early system design and for
entry trajectory design (ref. 2). The second level of the approach, the oesign methodology t employed

the current state-of-the-art aerothermodynamic technology in around testing, data correlation, and
analysis of both ground test and flight (ref. 3). This effort provided "nominal" entry heating for
all locations on the vehicle as TPS design requirements (ref. 4). This heating was considered "nom-
inal" since no uncertainties or conservative factors were applied to the correlation of wind-tunnel
data or analysis of the design environment for the design trajectory. To provide adequate preflight
confidence in the use of "nominal" heating for design and to address technology deficiencies, the
third level of the approach involved select advanced state-of-the-art efforts (ref. 5), parametric
studies, and preflight uncertainty evaluations of the entry heating and TPS performance (ref. 6).

SIMPLIFIED HEATING MODEL

The simplified heating model used on the Orbiter was comparable to the design methodology used
on the previous blunt manned entry capsules. At representative locations on the Orbiter, a first-
order scaling of wind-tunnel data to flight conditions was performed for laminar and turbulent con-

vective heating as well as for boundary-layer transition. Local heat transfer at a given angle of at-
tack was correlated with the heat transfer to the stagnation point of a sphere (assuming equilibrium
air). Boundary-layer transition and turbulent heating were correlated as a function of the Reynolds
number behind a normal shock. Use of this Reynolds number is a first-order attempt to account for
the equilibrium real air effects between flight and wind tunnel and is particularly applicable to
blunt entry vehicles dominated by high-entropy flow. This approach was sufficiently straightforward
to incorporate into the entry flight mechanics trajectory design (ref. 7). Thus, entry trajectories
which were consistent with reusable TPS material capabilities were obtained as illustrated in figure
1. The reusable TPS requirement was a constraint on the geometric configuration and primarily on the

entry trajectory corridor. Previous manned entry vehicle traJectohles, such as Apollo, were only con-
strained by acceleration (_dynamic pressure) and control.

This simplified model was also used to eliminate the largest contribution to unnecessary conser-
vatism in previous manned entry vehicle TPS design: the difference between design and actual require-
ments. The value of this activity is illustrated in figure 2 by comparison of the Shuttle Orbiter
and the Apollo command module experience. The small difference between the STS-I environment and the
design environment was within the preflight uncertainty of the environment and TPS performance (ref.

6). Also, comparison of the Apollo orbital test environments with the Shuttle Orbiter environment is
a valid illustration of the heat-load penalty incurred as a result of the reusable TPS requirement.
For a given insulation material, the required thickness is roughly proportional to the square root of
the heat load.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY

As with previous manned entry vehicles, the foundation for the definition of the entry aero-
thermodynamic environment for the Shuttle Orbiter was based on wlnd-tunnel data taken on geomet-
rically scaled models of the Orbiter. Extensive parametric testing was not performed; rather,
testing was performed only where the best local flow parameters of significance to the high-heating
flight regime could be approached. Despite the fact that wind-tunnel enthalpies are on the order of
one-fiftieth of flight (a suitable dimensionless enthalpy parameter for this scaling does not exist),
a wind-tunnel free-stream Mach number of about B provides the best simulation of the Orbiter entry

heating flight regimes (ref. 1). Early aerothermodynamic model testing was performed with a phase-
change paint test technique, but the bulk of the design test data were obtained with thermocouple-
instrumented models at the Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tunnel B.

The flight design entry heating data were obtained by analysis and correlation normalized by
wind-tunnel data. Correlations of equilibrium boundary-layer solutions (and turbulent correlations)

obtained for simple (two-dimensional) flowfields (refs. 3 and 8) were applied and normalized at
wind-tunnel conditions. These normalized correlations were then applied to flight conditions along
an entry trajectory (ref. 4). This process is illustrated schematically in figure 3. It should be
noted that the Orbiter entry configuration is not a true blunt entry vehicle nor is it a slender

flight vehicle. The flow dynamics vary along the vehicle from the high-entropy blunt-body nose flow
to an asymptotic approach toward low-entropy slender-body flow (ref. g).
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Smooth,bodyboundary-layertransition at any loca_lon on the vehicle was found to correlate at
wind-tunnelconditionsby momentum-thicknessReynolds number divided by local Mach number (ref. 4).
This correlationwas then applied to flight In terms of the same parameter. The results were not
drasticallydifferent from those for the simplifiedmodel. It should be noted, however, that the
Orbiter shape had to be "smoothed"to obtain a-laminar entry heating vehicle. It had been observed
experimentallythat configurationswithout a continuouslydifferentiablewindward surface geometry
gave rise to premature boundary-layertransition (refs.I and 10). This is an overall configuration
effect as opposed to a local surface-roughnesstripping effect.

TECHNOLOGYADVANCEMENT

Although there can sometimes be a subtle distinctionbetween state-of-the-artand advanced tech-
nology, aerothermodynamicsis in the midst of a revolutionarychange from a predominantly experimen-
tal simulationbase to a heavy reliance on numerical simulation. In the case of the Orbiter, en_y
heating numerical simulations (fig. 4) provided benchmark informationfor incorporation into the d_-
sign methodology (refs. g and 11to 18). This informationincluded the scaling of three-dimensional
flows and heating from wind tunnel to flight as well as addressingthe influencesof finite-ratechem-
istry on the flow and heating. Although numerlcal flowfield computationshave not yet encompassed
the entire Orbiter, if the Shuttle program were initiated today, this capabilitywould be the founda-
tion of the design methodology.
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Parametric analyses, tests, and data correlations were performed to obtain a better understand-

ing of critical flow phenomena and the sensitivity of the environment and system. Off-nominal test-

ing and analysis were discouraged as a main-line activity (to reduce development cost), but in-house

and university studies (refs. 19 to 21) accomplished the required activity. The numerical flowfield

simulations were extremely valuable for quantifying the sensitivities to given uncertainty parameters

(ref. 6).

Early in the Shuttle program, arc:Jet testing of candidate Orbiter TPS materials pointed to the

significance of atom recombination surface catalysis to the Orbiter entry heating. Resource limita-

tions prohibited completion of the necessary test data and analyses for the design. However, surface

catalysis was characterized before flight (ref. 22). The process for obtaining flight predictions of

this phenomenon is illustrated schematically in figure 5. In previous entry vehicle design, this phe-
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nomenon had always been masked by the complex processes associatedwith ablation.

A number of technologyquestions and issues have arisen as a result of the deve]opment of the
Orbiter entry heating model. Several of these are addressed under the particular problem area.

SELECT PROBLEMS

BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITION

The phenomena of turbulent flow and boundary-layertransition have been under Intense investiga-
tion for more than a century with somewhat limited success. This limitation is possibly measured by
the anxiety which develops when engineers are required to predict boundary-layertransition outside
the range of experimentaldata. The approach to predicting smooth-bodytransition has already been
discussed. Early assessmentsof the influenceof roughness on boundary-layertransition on the Or-
biter did not indicate a problem; however, concern arose based on slender-bodyexperience, the large
differencebetween wind-tunnel and flight wall/gas temperatureratio, and the significanceof early
boundary-layertransition to the TPS. The ensuing activity pushed geometric similitude in wind-
tunnel models of entry vehicles to new limits and incorporatedpretest chilling oF the model to cryo-
genic temperatures(refs. 23 to 25). Speciallzedtesting, correlation,analysis, and debate finally
ed to an acceptable level of confidence that roughness associatedwith the Orbiter TPS tiles would
not slgnificantly alter boundary-layertransition from the smooth-bodydesign methodology predic-
tions. The approach used to establish the influenceef distributed tile roughness is illustratedin
figure 6.
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LEEWARD HEATING

Previous experience with entry vehicle leeward TPS design had generally resulted in a very con-
servative approach because of the large uncertainty in the hypersonic near-wake flowfield. This un-
certainty was of particular importance to the Orbiter because of its large slze and the fact that

more than half the exterior surface is in a separated-flowregime during significant entry heating.
The uncertainty with regard to the leeward environment still exists. However, the conservatism in

the leeward TPS was minimized by a reliance on experience with previous manned entry vehicles. This
experience is tantamount to assuming a blunt-body controlled flow in that the leeward wlnd-tunnel
data were normalized by heat transfer to the stagnation point of a sphere and applied directly to
flight. This problem remains empirical and awaits advances in numerical fluid mechanics simulation
capability and efficiency.

SHOCK/SHOCK INTERACTION

Although the Shuttle Orbiter at angle of attack is a relatively clean configuration, there are
areas of complex flows which cause concern as to local entty heating and in particular the scaling of
wind-tunnel data to flight. One of these areas is the intersection of the fuselage shock and the
wing shock. After rather sophisticated wind-tunnel testing, data correlation, and first-order anal-
ysis, it was Judged that the angle of attack and the_wing sweep of the Orbiter did not indicate an
overly severe local heating problem for the wing leading edge (ref. 26). However, it was discovered

in the pursuit of this problem that scaling of wind-tunnel data to flight when the flow has encoun-
tered two shocks (inboard of the shock/shock interaction) resulted in an amplification relative to
single-shock scaling (ref. 27). The entropy change obtained by a dual-shock process can be less than

that obtained for a single shock. This dual-shock scaling was incorporated in the preflight certifi-
cation heating environ_nt.

TILE GAP HEATING

Much to the chagrin of the aerothermodynamicist, the Orbiter entry TPS has thin gaps between the
6-inch-scluare surface insulation tiles. The resulting heat leak afforded by these gaps is a complex
coupling of convective heating, radiation exchange, and predominantly conduction down the sidewall of
the tile. On the basis primarily of arc-jet tes_ (which attempt to simulate this coupled environment/
system interaction) and analysis, this heat leak can generally be accommodated by an increase in the

average insulation thickness. The exception occurs when a pressure gradient causes a hot breeze into _
the gap (refs. 28 to 30). In this case, it became necessary to stuff the gaps to prevent flow intru-
sion along with the associated heating. It should be noted that since the nonadiabatic flow of air
through a gap is driven by the pressure distribution and the pressure level, the importance of gap

convective heating is greatest late In the trajectory after peak surface heating. This behavior
was first realize_ when calculations were performed to ascertain the elevon/wing seal requirements

(ref. 21}. A postflight assessment is that the late turbulent flow regime is of greater significance
to gap convective heating.

NONEQUILIBRIUM EFFECTS

Although significant entry heating occurs_in the continuum gas dynamic regime, manned entry vehi-
cles fly at sufficiently low pressure levels that chemical and thermodynamic nonequilibrium air phe-
nomena are a concern (refs. 31 and 32). This concern was particularly significant for the Orbiter
since it was constrained to lower pressures by the heating rates required for a reusable TPS (fig.
I). A considerable effort was required to confirm that the finite-rate air chemistry does not sig-
nificantly alter the Orbiter windward flow dynamics (ref. 14). This same question has not yet been
answered for the leeward region, where the potential influence of finite-rate chemistry on the gas dy-
namics is much greater. The finite-rate air chemistry and thermodynamics do, however, significantly
alter the entry heating depending on the catalysis characteristics of the particular surface coating.
This aspect is discussed in the Orbital Flight Test (OFT) Program results.

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

The success of the Space Shuttle Program is very evident from the flight experience to date. An
assessment of the job done in defining the entry heating and the flight capability of the Orbiter re-
quires rather extensive analysis of the OFT data. The predominant source of entry heating data con-
sisted of surface thermocouples mounted all over the Orbiter (ref. 33). These thermocouples were in-

stalled in the same fashion as in ground arc-jet and radiant tests of the TPS. The OFT Program has
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provided a large amount of high-quality data for ascertaining the entry heating on the Orbiter config-
uration. In turn, these data have given rise to a large number of publications comparing predictions

and data with a definite trend toward convergence. However, the most important achievement in entry
heating has been the contribution toward an adequately designed system (refs. 5 and 34) and well-
designed entry trajectories (ref. 7).

Figure 7 is a comparison of selected flight measurements wlth preflight predictions (refs. 5
and 35). All predictions of boundary-layer transition were conservative, although some were close
(refs. 6 and 23 to 25). A detailed presentation of the Orbiter flight boundary transition data is

contained in reference 36. The data indicate a definite "tripping" and rapid transition, although
whether the cause is distributed roughness (ref. 36), single governing roughness (ref. 37), or con-

figuration (ref. 1) is under debate. Predictions of laminar convective heating are generally conser-
vative (ref. 38), although the extent to which this is due to flowfield assumptions or to surface
catalysis effects is under study (refs, 37 to 41). Fortunately, a series of Shuttle flight experi-
ments with catalytically coated tiles (refs; 42 and 43) has provided vivid illustration of finite sur-
face catalysis effects (fig. 8). Turbulent heating levels were very well predicted on the basis of
normalization to wlnd-tunnel data. Thls agreement was somewhat expected because of the lower sensi-
tivity of turbulent heating to local flow parameters when compared to the laminar case. It should be
noted that there is an apparent trend for the entry heating in the highest temperature surface areas
to increase (refs. 40 and 44) with flight experience. This trend would indicate changes in surface
properties such as emittance or catalycity. Except for this observation, the flight data are quite
repeatable.

In the light of the complexity of th£ Orbiter flowfield, the various phenomena involved, and
the limitations of wind tunnels in simulating the flight environment, it is fortuitous that the
simplified model works quite well. On the leeward side of the vehicle, where the simplified model
equals the current level of sophistication, agree_nent is also reasonable. Figures 9 and 10 illus-
trate the normalized film heat-transfer coefficient (inferred (ref. 45) from sure'ace temperature
measurements) as a function of Reynolds number and angle of attack, respectively. As can be seen,

the flight data are quite repeatable and the potential for heat transfer is quite sensitive to angle
of attack.
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FIGURE 7.- CO+4PARISON OF STS-3 FLIGHT DATA WITH PREFLIGHT TEST PREDICTIONS.
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.6

CONCLUSIONS

The definition of entry heating to the Space Shuttle Orbiter was an exciting challenge to the

aerothermodynamics community from the standpoint of technology, engineering, and management. It was

met by a balanced effor t of varying levels of sophistication weighted heavily with experience and

adherence to basic engineering principles such as similitude. The use of nominal heating predictions

for design was not a low-risk approach but one that helped to provide vehicle performance and an ade*

quate TPS. The treatment of boundary-layer transition is without precedent, except perhaps for the

design of a wing for the P-51 airplane.

The reliance on both numerical and wind-tunnel simulations has afforded an efficient means of

defining the entry environment and an adequate level of preflight confidence. The high-quality

flight data provide opportunity to refine the operational capability of the Orbiter and serve as a

benchmark both for the development of aerothermodynamic technology and for use in meeting future

entry heating challenges.
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ORBITER THERI¢_L PROTECTION SYSTEM

Robert L. Dotts, Donald M. Curry, and Donald J. Tillian
NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas 77058

ABSTRACT

The major material and design challenges associated with the Orbiter thermal protection system
(TPS), the various TPS materials that are used, the different design approaches associated with each
of the materials, and the performance experienced during the flight test program are described. The
first five flights of the Orbiter Columbia and the inltial flight of the Orbiter Challenger have
provided the necessary data to verify the TPS thermal performance, structural integrity, and reusa-
bility. The flight performance characteristics of each TPS material are discussed. This discus-
sion is based on postfllght inspections and postflight interpretation of the flight instrumentation
data. The flights to date indicate that the thermal and structural design requirements for the
Orbiter TPS have been met and that the overall performance has been outstanding.

INTRODUCTION

One major technical accomplishment of the Space Shuttle program involved the development of a re-
usable thermal protection system (TPS). To meet the challenge of providing a reusable TPS for the
Orbiter, new concepts of thermal protection materials and design approaches were necessary. Before
the Shuttle Program, all manned space vehicles had used ablator materials having a one-mission capa-
bility. In contrast, the TPS for the Shuttle Orbiter had to be reusable for 100 missions to minimize
o_erational costs. It also had to be extremely weight-efficient to meet vehicle performance
requirements.

Four principal thermal protection concepts appeared to have potential application for the Shut-
tle Orbiter program. These concepts included (1) replaceable ablator panels, (2) nonablating,
nonmetallic insulative-reradiatlve materials, (3) metallic reradiative heat shields, and (4) carbon-

carbon reradiative hot structures. Extensive technology development activities were undertaken at
the various National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) centers and by the major aerospace
firms from 1969 to 1972. Although the ablator technology was well developed at the time, it was not
economically feasible to develop a low density replaceable system. The metallic reradiative heat

shields had significant disadvantages as far as temperature limitation, expensive manufacturing, and
difficult inspection techniques. The nonreceding, nonmetalllc ceramic heat shield possessed two
unique advantages from the onset; that is, design si_licity and reuse capability. In contrast, the
metallic heat shields were quite complex due to the design features needed to minimize thermal dis-
tortion, panel-to-panel Joints, as well as the insulation with its packaging that would be required
to protect the vehicle primary structure. The carbon-carbon material was the only known material

that showed potential for providing reuse capability for the high temperature areas of the Orbiter
(>2300o F) such as the wing leading edge and nose cap regions.

It was recognized that major technological developments would have to be undertaken to bring the
nonmetallic ceramic materials from the laboratory state to actual vehicle application. However, the
significant weight savings and design simpllcity'inherent wlth the ceramic materials led to their se-
lection as the primary Orbiter TPS. The carbon-carbon was the clear choice for leading-edge applica-
tions where a durable reusable material was required. Its temperature capability also added to its

preference. However, significant developments in coatings preventing oxidation would have to be made
to make carbon-carbon a multi-mission material.

This paper will cover the development activities that were undertaken for the TPS materials
selected for the Orbiter, the major pacing material and design issues that evolved, and finally the

performance based on th@ recent flight test program.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL

The thermal protection for the Orbiter is designed to operate successfully over a spectrum of en-

vironments typical of both aircraft and spacecraft as shown in figure 1. During the ascent and entry
phases of the mission, the Orbiter structure must be maintained at temperatures less than 3500 F. In
addition to withstanding the thermal environments, the TPS must also perform satisfactorily in other
induced environments, such as launch acoustics, structural deflections induced by aerodynamic loads,
_nd onorbit cold soak as well as the natural environments such as salt fog, wind, and rain.
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The exterior surfaces of the TPS must also provide an acceptable aerodynamic surface to avoid
early tripping of the hlgh-temperature boundary layer (from laminar to turbulent-flow). This would
significantly increase the thermal heat load to the structure. This requirement resulted in mainte-
nance of rigid fabrication tolerances during the manufacture of the TPS.

The key driver to the design of the TPS has been the requirement for the TPS to function for 100
missions with minimal weight, maintenance, and refurbishment.

THERMAL PROTECTION MATERIALS

The locatlon of the various thermal protdctlon materials that are applied to the Orbiter struc-

ture is shown in figure 2. The allocation was based primarily on the inherent temperature capability
of the materials. The following sections cover the individual material characteristics.

RSI TPS

Three materlal systems applled to the Orbiter are broadly characterized as reusable surface insu-
lation (RSI). Low-density silica ceramic insulation comprises two of these material systems. The
third material consists of a coated nylon felt system.

The ceramic tlles are classified in two categories: the high-temperature reusable surface insu-

lation (HRSI) and the low-temperature reusable surface insulatlon (LRSI). The primary difference in
these material systems is in the surface coating. The HRSl tiles (predominantly on the lower Orbiter
surfaces) are coated with a black borosilicate glass. Whereas, the LRSI tiles contain a white coat-
ing. Both the HR$1 and the LRSI TPS tiles are manufactured by the Lockheed Missiles and Space Com-
pany (LMSC}. The actual tile installatlon on the Orbiter structure is performed by Rockwell Interna-
tional.
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The basic insulation materia_ for the tile is manufactured in two densities: 9 Ib/ft3, which is
identified as LI-900 and 22 lb/ft_ which is identified as LI-2200. These materials cover approxi-
mately 70% of the surface area of the Orbiter structure. Most of this area is covered with LI-gO0
tiles, with the higher density material used in areas of door edges and penetrations where use of a
stronger more durable material is required, :

The basic raw material for the all-silica TPS tile consists of short-staple, 99.6% pure amor-
phous silica fiber manufactured by Johns Manville. At LMSC, the fibers are felted from a slurry,
pressed, and sintered in the form of rigidized blocks of insulation material. Tiles which have been
sized for specific thermal environments are then cut from these blocks of insulation material. The
majority of these tiles are cut with a square planform. However, other tile shapes are required be-
cause of vehicle geometry. The tiles are then coated with a thin borosilicate glass coating. The
HRSI tiles have a coating containing a black pigment (silicon tetraboride) for the proper high-
temperature emittance value (¢ > 0.8) which is needed in the high-temperature applications on the
Orbiter. This coating also provides a barrier to moisture absorption. The LRSI tiles have a white
coating with the proper optical properties (solar absorptance to total hemispherical emittance ratio
(a/¢ < 0.4) that is needed to maintain the proper onorbit temperatures for vehicle thermal control

purposes. After the coating process, the ti_es are treated with a water repellenZ material under
controlled heating/vacuum conditions that imparts a hydrophobic film. This prevents wa_er absorption

by the low-density insulation. The tile insulation then remains water repellent until exposure to
temperatures greater than 10500 F. The tiles are then shipped to Rockwell in the form of large
arrays (_20 tiles/array) which are applied to the Orbiter structure.

Tl_eflexible reusable surface insulation (FRSI), which is the simplest TPS used on the Orbiter,
consists of a needled Nomex felt. It is coated with a thin silicone elastomeric film. This material

is provided in the form of 3- by 4-foot sheets ranging in thickness from 0.16 to 0.32 in. by the Globe
Albany Company. This material is installed on the Orbiter structure by Rockwell International.
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RCC MATERIAL

A unique structural material called reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC), manufactured by the Vought

Corporation, protects the Orbiter's nose cap and wing leading edge in the regions of highest tempera-
ture on the Orbiter.

The fabrication of the RCC begins with a rayon cloth, which is graphitized and impregnated with
a phenolic resin. This impregnated cloth is layed up as a laminate and cured in an autoclave. After
cure, the laminate is pyrollzed (baking the resin volatiles out) at high temperature to convert the
resin to carbon. The part is then impregnated with furfural alcohol in a vacuum chamber, cured, and
pyrolized again to convert the alcohol to carbon. This process i5 repeated three times until the
required carbon-carbon density of go to 100 Ib/ft3 is achieved.

The resulting RCC part is a hard carbon structure possessing reasonable strength and low coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion. This provides excellent resistance to thermal stresses and shock. The

carbon-carbon is protected from oxidation by converting the outer surface to silicon carbide (SIC) in
a diffusion coating process. The oxidation-resistant coating is applied to the part by packing it in
a retort with a dry-pack material made up of a mixture of alumina, silicon, and silicon carbide. The
retort is placed in a furnace and the coating process takes place in argon with a stepped time-
te_)erature cycle of up to 32000 F. A diffusion reaction occurs between the dry pack and carbon-
carbon. This causes the outer layers of the carbon-carbon to convert to silicon carbide (whitish-
gray color) with effectively no thickness increase of the uncoated part.

Further oxidation resistance is provided by impregnation with tetrethyl-orthosilicate (TEOS).
When cured, TEOS leaves a silicon dioxide (S_02) residue throughout the coating and substrate to fur-
ther reduce the area of exposed carbon. The final step in the fabrication process is the application
of a surface sealant (sodium silicate/SiC mixture) to fill any remaining surface porosity or
microcracks.

THERMAL PROTECTION DESIGN

RSI DESIGN

The HRSI and LRSI tiles are bonded to the Orbiter structure. A silicone adhesive and an

intervening layer of nylon felt material as shown in figure 3 are used. The low-density silica tile

is an excellent thermal insulator. However, as it is a ceramic material, it possesses low strength
and is brittle. For that reason, a nylon felt material, known as a strain isolation pad (SIP), is
used to isolate the structural strains and deflections of the Orbiter airframe from inducing criti-
cal stresses in the tile. Tiles are densified by a ceramic slurry process at the inner moldline
assuring adequate strength at the tile/SIP interface. Densification was implemented to assure ade-
quate tile structural margins for the predicted load cases. Since so many parts are involved (ap-
proximately 31,000 tiles), pull tests were performed to verify that each tile system (tile/SIP/bond)-
installed on the Orbiter possessed adequate strength margin. Tile-to-tile contact resulting from
acoustic-induced tile movement or from contraction of the airframe in the cold extremes of space
is prevented by providing gaps between the tiles. The filler bar material in the bottom of the

tile-to-tile gaps is used for thermal insulation from tile-to-tile gap heating.

In the higher pressure gradient regions of _he Orbiter, open tile-to-tile gaps could result in
sufficient ingestion of high-temperature gas flow during entry. This could cause local overtempera-
ture of the various TPS components and the structure. To preclude this from happening, two basic
types of gap fillers, "pillow" or "layer', are bonded to the top of filler bar as shown in figure
4. Thermal barriers made from the same cloth and filled with soft insulation and metallic springs
are used to fill the larger tile-to-tile gaps around movable hatches and doors.

The FRSI TPS insta]lation is the least complex of the TPS materials used on the Orbiter. In
this case, 3- by 4-foot blankets of Nomex felt which has been heat-treated and coated with silicone
elastomer are bonded with a silicone rubber adhesive to the structure. Figure 5 shows a cross sec-
tion of this insulation system.

The RSI material characteristics and detailed description of the design applications have been
presented in reference 1-3.

• LESS DESIGN

The leading-edge structural system (LESS) of the Orbiter consists of the RCC nose cap (figure 6)
and wind leading-edge panels (figure 7), the metallic attachments to the Orbiter structure, the inter-
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FIGURE 3.- TILE SYSTEM CONFIGURACION.

nal insulation system, thermal barriers, and the interface tiles between the RCC and acreage reusable

surface insulation.

The wing leading edge and the nose cap are structural fairings which transmit aerodynamic loads to

the forward bulkhead or to the wing spar through discrete mechanical attachments. Inconel 718 and A-286

stainless steel fittings are bolted to flanges formed on the RCC components. They are attached to

the aluminum wing spar and fuselage forward bulkhead. The fitting arrangement provides thermal isola-

tion, allows thermal expansion, and accommodates structural displacement. The wing leading edge con-

sists of 22 panels joined by 22 T-seals. This segmentation is necessary not only to facilitate the

high-temperature fabrication process but also to accommodate the thermal expansion during entry of

the leading edge while preventing large gaps o_interference between the parts. In addition, the T-

seals prevent the direct flow of hot boundary-layer gases into the wing leading-edge cavity during

entry. The nose cap seal design and structural attachments are similar to the wing leading edge.

The RCC parts form a hollow shell, which promotes internal cross radiation from the hot stagna-

tion region to the cooler leeward surface area. This reduces the stagnation temperatures and thermal

gradients around the shell. The operational temperature range of the RCC is from -2000 to 30000 F.

Since RCC is not an insulator, the adjacent aluminum and the metallic attachments are protected from

internal radiant heating by internal insulation. Dynaflex insulation, contained in formed and welded

Inconel foil, protects:the metallic attachment fittings from the heat emitted from the inner surfaces

of the RCC wing panels. The nose cap internal insulation system consists of blankets fabricated from

AB-312 ceramic cloth, saffil and Dynaflex insulation. HRSI tiles protect the nose cap bulkhead ac-

cess door from the heat emitted fro_. the hot inside surface of the RCC.

The RCC material characteristics and detailed description of the design application have been

presented in references 4-7.

ELEVON/ELEVON ABLATOR

Before the first flight of Columbia and late in the Orbiter fabrication cycle, thermal

analysis/wind tunnel testing indicated that the areas between the inboard and outboard elevons would
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encounter temperatures that were too high for tiles to survive even a single mission (@3200 o F).
Therefore, an ablative material was installed between the split segments of the elevons (outboard end
of each inboard elevon and inboard end of each outboard elevon) as shown in figure 8. The ablative
material (AVCOAT 5026-39HC/G) was the same as the Apollo heat shield material. It consisted of an

epoxy-novolac resin filled with microballoons and a mixture of silica and E-glass fibers. The resin -
mixture was injected into a fiberglass, open-faced honeycomb core which was bonded to an aluminum
plate. Since the ablator chars and undergoes surface erosion, it was replaced after each flight. As
a result, the ablator system was mechanically attached to the wing structure for easy installation"
and removal. The first five flights indicatedqower temperatures than initially predicted. All
Orbiters are now being returned to the original reusable silica tile design in the elevon split area.

I

THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

RSI MATERIAL SELECTION

Early in the lg70!s, contractors began developlng a lightweight, rigid ceramic TPSs for the Shut-
tle program. The technology programs from 1970 to 1972 consisted of three distinct development
phases. The first phase covered materials screening and initial laboratory formulation of materials.

Lockheed developed the all-silica system. A mullite system was developed by McDonnell-Douglas. Dur-
ing this phase, initial mechanical and thermal properties were obtained from materials produced in
the laboratory. A second phase of development activities was undertaken with the initial contractors

as well as with General Electric who was also using mullite materials at the time. During this phase,
the design methodology for these brittle materials was developed and a reasonable understanding of
the behavior under various load conditions evolved. A major advance occurred with the improvements
of the thermal stability characteristics of the silica fiber. A third technology phase was imple-
mented with these contractors. The primary emphasis during this phase was the development of at-
tachment methods for these low density ceramic materials. These materials possessed a low strain
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to failure capability. The very low density silica material LI-gO0 proved to be a feasible material.

Enough experience had been gained through these technology programs to undertake the selection proc-
ess for the Orbiter TPS. It was found that the silica strength properties were not adversely affected

by high temperature exposure. In contrast, the mullite material had significant strength loss with
temperature. Additionally, the mullite contractors failed to strengthen the mullite material to
levels compatible with the induced thermal stresses of entry heating. Failures were predicted and
experienced during test. Mullite materials ini_ally were expected to have higher temperature

capability than silica. However, the low density silica possessed better thermal performance charac-
teristics due to the small fiber diameter material used in its formulation. All of these factors

clearly indicated that the rigidized silica ceramic material was the superior product. It was
selected in January 1973 as the baseline TPS material. The evolution of the RSI TPS has been
presented at a number of conferences (references 8-i0).

PRODUCTION

In June 1973, Lockheed was selected to provide the silica RSI TPS for the Orbiter. The reusable
ceramic tile engineering, design, and installation to the Orbiter remained a Rockwell responsibility.

This allowed for •integration of the tile system with the structure design and numerous TPS penetra-
tions that were required. This was in contrast to the leading-edge structural system which was
awarded to the Vought Corporation. Vought was responsible for the design, manufacturing, and engi-
neering for the RCC parts. Whereas Rockwell was responsible only for the attachment interface to the
structure and the internal insulation. This separation of the design was acceptable because of the
configuration of the Leading Edge Structural Subsystem (LESS).

The transition from laboratory and pilot plant production of the silica RSI to a full production
status was not accomplished without the usual attendant scale up problems. One key aspect in the ini-
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tial process developing phase was control of the purlty and consistency of the silica fibers. The
a_rphorous silica f!ber, a key ingredient In the proOuction of the silica tile, impedes the forma-
tion of crystalline forms of the silica. These crystalline forms have a thermal expansion coeffi-
cient 30 times greater than the morphorous form. Transformation from the amorphorous structure to
crystalline form is associated wtth totally unacceptable shrinkage and distortion of the stntered sil-
ica composite, To achieve the required dtmenslonably stability ultra pure silica fiber greater than
99.6% pure was necessary.
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Early in the production phases, fiber with sufficient purity to meet the high production capabil-

ity for the Orbiter became a major concern. The fiber delivered by Johns-Manville did not meet all
the purity requirement and extensive post-treatment was needed. At one point, an alternate high pu-
rity fiber source was considered. However, the fiber dia_ters were larger than the JM fibers which
would have adversely affected the thermal performance. Rigid process controls were established from
the starting point, that is, from the sand used in making the fiber, through to the fiberizing and
cleaning process. These controls minimized contaminants and lead to the delivery of sufficiently

pure fibers for the Orbiter tile application.

The next key material development issue encount_.'ed during the production phase involved the
glass coating. During manufacturing and during thermal tests, the multi-layer glass coating applied
to the tile had a tendency to crack or foam. This caused problems related to tile moisture absorp-
tion and dimensional stability. A single layer coating, Reaction Cured Glass (RGG), was developed at
the Ames Research Center. It did not foam during.processing and had a better match with the thermal
expansion coefficient of the silica insulation material. This process was eventually implemented in
the LMSC production facility after a lengthy verification test program. These tests demonstrated its
superior performance as compared to the previous multi-layer coating system.

Rigid process controls were needed to take the tile from the laboratory to production scale-up.
A modern manufacturing facility was created at LMSC's main plant in Sunnyvale, California. That
plant contained the latest blending and slurry casting and coating equipment, precision controlled
kilns and furnaces with low contaminant requirements', and sophisticated numerically controlled ma-

chinery to fabricate the TPS tile. Fabricating the tile from a basic block of insulation material
was indeed a formidable engineering manufacturing task. The Rockwell master dimension engineering
data base and vehicle configuration coordinates were converted into computer tapes that drove the nu-
merically controlled mills that machined the tiles to precise dimensions. After the coating and

waterproofing process, Lockheed's job was finished. The tiles in large array form were shipped to
-Rockwell. Rockwell subsequently bonded them to the Orbiter structure•

RSI DESIGN CHALLENGE

First the RSI material is produced in the form of tiles with dimensionally stable planforms.

The next major technical problem became one of assuring adequate attachment to the Orbiter vehicle

structure. As mentioned previously, the RSI ceramic TPS is a relatively brittle, low strength mate-
rial. Therefore, a strain isolation system is needed providing mechanical isolation of the tile from
structure deformations. To accomplish this function, the tile was bonded to a low-modulus nylon felt

pad with a silicone adhesive. Then the composite was bonded to the structure with the same adhesive.
For the load conditions predicted during the initial design study there was every reason to believe

that the design approach would function properly. However, as the mission requirements became better

/-

_LC:i)5C:

defined, the updated environments indicated higher load conditions. These loads would have exceeded ....ii__I_'-!!;-_

the strength capability of the low density tile/SiP system. In addition, structural integrity tests ,'_

of the tile/SIP system indicated the presence of discrete stress concentrations. They were caused by _ii_!!_the needling characteristics of the SIP, w_ich significantly reduced the strength of the system, i i_

Many different approaches were explored to solve this problem. The most effective procedure involved _:_ "L_
a densification process. The inner mold line of the tile was densified by filling the voids in the _ _.
tile fiber material with a ceramic slurry. It was found that this densificatior, process distributed
the loads induced by the individual fiber bundles in the SIP. It also provided adequate strength _*
such that the failure of the tile/SIP system_lways occurred in the tile and not at the SIP to tile _,;....._
joint. With this deficiency corrected, a truly functional design of the Orbiter TPS had been ii_"_'_"_i__
achieved. The various sources of tile stresses, the stress analysis methodology, description of the '_:._*'_""
various structural integrity tests, and verification activities were described in reference 11. _:_:'__;__:__:,.::_._

REINFORCED CARBON-CARBON ;,"i_._"
o

i_._ -.

Materials Selection ::__ ; "

Carbon-carbon material development during the Shuttle technology phase programs in the early ;_/

!970's was conducted at the McDonnell-Douglas and Vought Corporations (reference 12 and 13) These _ "_::_
early material investigations were divided into two classes, substrates and coatings. The ultimate _:'_-_
test of the materials was their comparability as a system. Many combinations of carbon filaments, _.._;
binder materials, inhibiting and coating materials were developed and tested. Both yarns and cloths ili_';i_i_!_i_:_
of carbon and graphite, with phenolic and epoxy as initial binders were evaluated for basic strength c::_.__.
properties. Further strengthening was accomplished by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) reimpreg- * _: _
nation process and by reimpregnation with pitch and furfural alcohol. Various metal and boride oxide- :; /
tion inhibitors were considered as diffused-in coatings and as additives to the initial binders. The /" •
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add-mix oxidation inhibitors reduced the interlaminar-strength properties. Extensive oxidation and

structural testing indicated that the cloth with carbon binder and a silicon carbide diffusion coat-
ing provided the highest temperature and strength reuse capability.

The selected material used on the Orbiter is an all-carbon composite produced by the Vought Cor-

poration. Graphite fabric, preimpregnated with phenolic resin, is laid-up in complex shaped molds
and cured. Once cured, the resin polymer is converted to carbon by pyrolysis. The part is then
impregnated with furfuryl alcohol and pyrolyzed three more times to increase its density and strength.
The carbon-carbon is protected from oxidation by converting the outer carbon plies to silicon carbide
in a diffusion coating process. Further oxidation protection is provided by (1) impregnation of the
laminate with tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) which, when cured, leaves a silicon dioxide residue

throughout the coating and substrate and (2) a final surface sealant treatment consisting of sodium
silicate and graphite fibers.

LESS DESIGN CHALLENGES

The primary purpose for the LESS is to provide thermo-structural capabilities for the regions

of the Orbiter that exceed 230000 F. Operational requirements include the retention of aerodynamic
shape of the outer moldlines and interface control between the RCC and the RSI tiles. Additionally,
control of the aluminum structure temperature to less than 350° F., servicability for easy access
and removal of the RCC components, and the capability to sustain 100 missions with minimal refur-
bishment are required.

The life expectancy of the RCC system'is reached in one of two ways. The first is by erosion

of the SiC coating which exposes the unprotected carbon substrate to direct oxidation. The second
is by subsurface oxidation where the substrate is oxidized with the coating intact in such a way
that either the strength of the substrate is diminished or the adherence of the coating is lost.

During the NASA technology phases (lg70), coating erosion performance was primarily emphasized.
At temperatures above the oxidation threshold of silicon carbide (@27000 F), the coating will ablate.
Thus it will tolerate only a limited number of entries (ref. 14). Therefore, a post-coating heat
treat process was applied to the coated RCC part at 32000 F for 45 minutes in argon. This process
step was a standard procedure to enhance the coating resistance to oxidation. However, plasma arc
tests performed in 1972-73 at NASA/JSC and NASA/Ames indicated that non-heat treated RCC specimens
experiences less mass loss than the heat treated RCC. Further investigation revealed oxidation of
the substrate at the coating substrate interface. This was a result of inherent microcracks in the
silicon carbide coating. Extensive air oxidation tests over a wide range of temperature and pres-
sures, microanalyses, and mechanical property tests were conducted. These tests characterized the
subsurface oxidation and its impact on RCC mission life (ref. 15 and 16).

The resultant strength degradation caused by the substrate mass loss restricts the mission life
capability through the inability of the RCC to sustain the predicted loads. Therefore, the TEOS im-

pregnation process was developed which infiltrated the silicon carbide coating and carbon substrata.
This resulted in increased oxidatlon protection. Before delivery of the Columbia, element tests
revealed the possibility of getting porous substrate in some areas of the production parts. High po-

rosity in the substrate reduces the effectiveness of the basic SIC coating and the TEOS impregnation.
Consequently, the oxidation rate in the porous region is increased. In some cases, the mission life
of the affected part is reduced. A post-coatingtreatment of sodium silicate and graphite fiber

sealing the surface porosity has minimized this undesirablesurface condition.

Critical manufacturing challenges were to hold _ 10 mil tolerance on large molded parts. Addi-
tional challenges were high temperature tooling and developing Non Destructive Evaluation (NDE) tech-
niques to monitor process and insure consistent hardware.

The most difficult technical problem was maintaining dimensional tolerances for the gap and step
requirements (fig. g) in the LESS design. An extensive manufacturing tolerance and p_'ocess program
characterized the dimensional changes of an RCC part. Dimensional fit and control was then achieved

by designing the growth and expansion of the RCC into all stages of tooling. Since all trim and
drilling of the RCC parts is performed before the coating process, the ability to predict any growth
or shrinkage after coating is most important. A final assembly fixture (fig. 10) was used for fit-
up of the RCC wing panels and seals Just before coating as well as for final assembly of the coated

panels with the attach fittings. A similarly employed assembly fixture is used for the nose cap and
seals.

Continual inspection,acceptancetestlng, and weight measurements are performed during the RCC
fabrication process. NDE inspection (visual, x-ray, ultrasonic and eddy current) of the parts along
with strength and mass loss testing of control panels processed with each part assures acceptable
substrate in all hardware.
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sulation system for the protection of these attachments, and the adjacent a1_minum structure. Thermo- .-, _ .
physical properties of the RCC material (i.e., good conductor) and the hollow shell design promote in- _?I_::

ternal cross-radiation from the hot stagnation region to the inherently cooler regions. Since struc- {_i!i_!_i_!!-
tural fasteners were required to be held below 1200o F., they needed to be located inside the outer
moldline (OML). However, as the attachment flange was lengthened, it also intercepted more cross-

radiation from the panel surface. Since the attach hardware also intercepted the OML radiation, it
was necessary to provide insulation to limit the temperatures. Heat resistant metals such as Inconel
718 and A-286 steel interface between the RCC and aluminum suppor_ structure. These metal co_ponents
are protected with various insulation packages composed of Dynaflex, AB-312 ceramic cloth, saffil or
RSI tiles. Dynaflex contained in formed and welded Inconel 601 foil, is the primary insulation sys-
tem used in the wing leading edge. Blankets of Dynaflex and saffil wrapped with AB-312 cloth are
used in the nose cap cavity along with RSI tiles on the forward face of the access door. Paradoxi-
cally, the internal insulation which prevents exceeding the maximum temperature for the metallic
attachments also retards the cooling rate of the RCC lugs. This contributes to the undesirable
oxidation rate.

ORBITER FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

RSI FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

The RSI tile performs its required thermal protection function during entry by two primary means

of heat dissipation. A large percentage (_98%) of the heat energy is reradiated to the atmosphere by
the high-emittance glass coating on the tile surface. The remaining heat energy is effectively re-
tarded by the low diffusivity of the basic insulation material. The basic thermal performance of the
RSI tiles can _e evaluated by three important parameters: the induced surface temperature profile,
the transient response of the RSI interior, and the structural temperature response.

I, .. ~ .
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Figures 11 to 13 show comparisons of flight data from STS-5 with predicted performance. In this

case, the measured RSI surface temperature was the driving function for the thermal math model. In

general, good agreement is shown between the flight data and predictions. Figures 14 and 15 show the

distribution of peak surface temperatures and structural temperatures experienced during representa-

tive Orbiter test flights. The temperatures on some localized areas such as the OMS pods were higher

than expected. Therefore, modification of the.TPS was required for the later vehicles that will be

flown at the more severe entries typical of the Western Test Range. For the most part, the measured

surface temperatures during entry have been lower than expected for the flight tests flown from the

Eastern Test Range. The lower surface temperatures indicate lower surface heating rates and a lower

heat load into the structure. The lower heating rates are attributed to the noncataly_cic effects of

the TPS tile coatings. Other contributing factors include later than expected transition from

laminar to turbulent flow and internal convective cooling effects on the structure during the later

part of entry which had not been accounted for in the thermal math models. These effects are

summarized in figure 16.

Tile structural integrity for the most part has been excellent during the flight test program.

Since there are so many parts (_'31,000 tiles), the tile attachment to the structure has always been

one of the major concerns. None of the HRSI tiles on the lower surface have been lost during the

flight test program. Some undensified white tiles were lost on the OM$ pods during STS-I. This was

because of improper machining operations of the diced LRSI tiles in this area. Also, loss of

undensified tiles during the STS-3 mission on the upper forward fuselage area and the upper body

flap area was attributed to excessive application of the tile rewaterproofing agent. Keeping

moisture out of the tile has been one of the major technical problems encountered during the flight

test program. The anomalies due to moisture absorption that have occurred during the flight test

program, the corrective actions, and ongoing improvement activities are discussed in reference 17.
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Overall, the TPS tiles have performed exceptionally well despite exposure to adverse weather con- _'_ "
ditions and debris damage during ascent. Because this material has low impact resistance, minor sur- _-:.-
face damage in the form of dents, gouges, and coating chips has occurred during all of the flights. -
This damage is attributed to ascent debris from the external tank and t_ solid rocket boosters ,.--
(SRB). A worse case example after entre is shown in figure 17. Some of the conditions have been T ..:_.:;_:/
corrected. A smaller amount of damage occurred during the STS-4, STS-5 and STS-6 flights. The ,:-'k::"."-
damage that has occurred has not resulted in any significant degradation of the overall Orbiter tile F_\._.:C.:':

thermal performance. The majority of the damaged areas were readily repairable by use of ceramic fll- _-i_',?_..:-:.:'.
ler agents. There has also been some surface contamination of the TPS outer surface. This contamlna- _._.....
tion comes primarily from the decomposition of silicone materials that are used in the gap fillers. ;-.i."":':
Additional contamination is from the aluminum oxide in the SRB plumes and decomposed external tank in- _IT::-
sulation. The deposits for the most part are surface effects and have not resulted in any loss of _ "' "

thermal performance or life. _::'::_._i

Excessive tile-to-tile gap heating has occurred in a number of locations and has been a contin- i:i_i:_"
ual problem during the flight test program. Extensive analyses of the flight data and ground test re- '-,
sults have been undertaken to understand this complex flow phenomenon. The excessive gap heating, F. :
attributed primarily to excessive tile-to-tile steps and gaps, has resulted in tile sidewall shrink- ;:-_:- :

age, filler bar charring, and localized severe structural temperature gradients in one instance. Gap !:ii:i.i!!:,:.:i
fillers that have been installed in those areas where excessive gap heating occurred have been com- '- _-....

pletel3' effective, ili_illiii.:'
In conclusion, even though a number of anomalies have occurred during the first five flights of .•,

the Orbiter Columbia and the first flight of the Challenger, the overall thermal-structural perform- i_. ,_
ance of the _er'F-_-_-silicatiles has been far better than expected. The flight performance character- _..-. -
istics of the RSI TPS during the STS-I through STS-5 missions has been presented in reference 2, 3,
and IB.
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LESS FLIGICT PERFORMANCE

Successful completion of the first five development" flights of the Orbiter Columbia have pro-
vided sufficient engineering data, coupled with postflight inspections after each, to assess
the thermostructural design and capability of the LESS. Peak nose cap radiometer temperature measure-
ment (STS-5) of the inner meldline (IML) of the RCC shell are presented in figure 18. A comparison
of the predicted and measured stagnation polnt-IML transient temperature histories (fig. 19) shows
the $T$-5 flight data 1800 F. higher than the prediction but approximately equal to the predicted de-

sign temperature using the 14414.1C design trajectory.

Nose cap internal insulation, attachment, and bulkhead measured temperatures for the STS-2, 3

and 5 flights are shown in figure 20. These temperatures agree with predictions made using the ther-
mal math models developed to support flight certification. Postflight visua] inspections of the RCC
external surface and the nose cap conic internal insulation blankets have indicated no anomalies or

degradation. However, damage to the nose cap's lower windward surface interface tiles has occurred
as a result of excessive tile-to-tile and RCC-to-tile gap heating. Corrective action in terms of
redesigned gap fillers and flow stoppers has been incorporated into thls interface area. This elimi-

nates the overheating condition. Radiometer measurement of wlng leading edge IML te:.perature as a

function of semi-span is shown in figure 21. The maximum heating zone (45% to 55% semi-span) results
from the interaction of the nose cap bow shock and wing shocks producing higher boundary-layer pres-
sures and heat rates. Comparing predicted and measured RCC shell IML temperatures indicates heat

flux levels substantially lower than predlcted for panels 4 and 22. There was excellent agreement
for panel 16 and heat flux levels higher than predicted for panel g. Wing panel g is located in the

"double shock" heating zone. The results shown in figure 22 indicate the measured RCC IML tempera-
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FIGURE 13.- STS-5 FLIGHT DATA (DASHED LINES) VERSUS ANALYSES (SOLID LINES): BODY POINT 1801.

ture (26010 F.). A comparison of measured temperatures of the RCC attachment hardware, internal insu-

lation, and wing spar structure for the STS-2, 3 and 5 _lights are shown in figure 23. These tempera-

tures agree with the preflight/postflight predictions made using the math models verified from certi-

fication tests.

The wing leading edge panels have all been examined externally for evidence of any anomalies,

i.e., coating chips, cracks, etc., after each SIS flight. In addition, selected wing panels have
been removed for detailed internal inspection of the interior surfaces of the RCC, attachment hard-

ware and Inconel/Dynaflex insulation. The associated upper and lower access panels have also been

inspected after flight for evidence of deterioration.

During the SIS-2 postflight inspection, areas of discoloration were evident on the wing lead-

ing-edge upper accessinterface panel at RCC left-hand panels g through 13 and right-hand panels 10

through 13. This discoloration (white deposit/streaking on black tiles) was the result of gas flow

through the subject panels entering the RCC/RSI lower access panel interface. An examination of the

lower access panels show gap filler/thermal barrier heating, embrittlement, and discoloration. In-

spection of the wing leading-edge front spar showed evidence of gas flow streaking and heating of the

tile filler bar (discoloration, scorching, burning) at the RCC panel/T-seal Joints. Before the STS-

3 flight, larger diameter corner gap fillers were added to the four corners of the lower access

panels. Postflight inspections of SIS-3 - 5 indicate virtual elimination of hot gas flow-through in

those RCC panels which had experienced extensive flow-through heating on SIS-1 and 2. The flight per-

formance characteristics of the LESS during the SIS-1 through SIS-5 missions has been presented in

references 6, 7 and 19.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

LESS PANEL g.

Five successful flights have been accomplished on the Orbiter Columbia TPS and one on the Orbiter
Challenger. Satisfactory thermal/structural performance during thefts indicates that the proper
thermal protection materials and design approaches were selected for the Orbiter. There are some minor
localized areas of the Orbiter where heating or damage exceeded expectations. However, these areas
are amenable to minor design modifications. Satisfactory performance is expected during the opera-
tional phases of the Shuttle. Degradation of the Orbiter thermal protection system (RSI a=_dLESS)
has been minimal, and satisfactory vehicle turnaround operations have been accomplished.
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ABSTRACT

One of the many challenges presented by the development of the Space Shuttle s_tem was ensuring

compatibility of the system with payloads and payload measurements. Early in the development of the
system, the contamination environment associated with Shuttle flight was addressed through working
group activities involving broad representation. Through these activities, an extensive set of quanti-
tative requirements and goals w_s developed and implemented by the Space Shuttle Program management.
Assessment of performance of the Shuttle system as measured by these requirements and goals has been
partly obtained through the use of the induced environment contamination monitor on Shuttle flights 2,
3, and 4. Contamination levels are low and generally w_thin the requirements and goals established.
Additional data expected to be available from near-term payloads and already planned contamination

measurements will complete the environment definition and allow for the development of contamination
avoidance procedures as necessary for any payload.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle was originally conceived and developed to be the primary space transportation
system for the United States through the 1990's. Development of the components of the system pre-
sented a unique challenge in many aspects such as development of reusable thermal protection systems
and primary propulsion engines as well as other devices such as the remote manipulator system.

Equally unique was the challenge of providing maximum operational flexibility and at the same time sat-
isfying the needs of the wide range of payloads which were to use this orbital delivery system. Previ-
ous experience was very limited or not available since prior space programs had specific objectives to
achieve and other delivery systems did not have to be reusable or manned or be compatible with measure-
ments from attached payloads. To ensure a successful operational system, therefore, it was necessary
to effectively integrate the wide range of requirements presented by Space Shuttle development.

To address requirement development and integration, the Space Shuttle Program management estab-

lished working groups to address each of several critical areas. These working groups had broad mem-
bership, generally including each cognizant NASA center as well as representatives from the user commu-
nity, and were responsible for addressing needs, developing requirements, and guiding program implemen-
tation of these requirements. One of the critical areas defined was control of the environment to
which the payload would be exposed during Shuttle flight. Aspects of the environment which were to be
addressed consisted of mechanical loads, both static and dynamic; thermal, electromagnetic, and contam-

ination (used here to refer to particles and gases in the Environment which produce undesirable effects
primarily on payload optics). A historical descc_ption of the activities associated with the contami-
nation requirement development is provided with emphasis on particular challenges and problems en-
countered. Also, measurements made to define this aspect of the environment are summarized and system

performance is assessed by comparing the results of these measurements with program requirements.

SHUI-[LE CONTAMINATION ORGANIZATION APPROACH

The Shuttle contamination working group (initially called the Particles and Gases Working Group

(PGWG)) was established :in 1973 at the NASA Lyndon B. Oohnson Space Center (JSC) and ini:ially con-
sisted of representatives from OSC, the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), the NASA George C.

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), the NASA Oohn F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC), the NASA Ames Re-
search Center (ARC), NASA Headquarters, Rockwel_ International, Aerospace Corporation, and the Euro-
pean Space Research and Technology Center/European Space Research Organization (ESTEC/ESRO). This
group, currently called the Particles and Gases Contamination Panel (PGCP), is primarily responsible
for contamination requirements implementation. Concurrently, a group was formed at MSFC in 1974 (the
Contamination Requirements Definition Group (CRDG)), with membership similar to that of the PGCP with
the addition of U.S. Naval Research Laboratory and NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) representa-
tives. The CRDG was primarily _esponsible for developing a complete set of contamination requirements,
the evolution and definition of which are discussed in the following section.
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REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPMENT AND DEFINITION

NO clear precedents existed at the inception of the Space Transportation System (STS) Program for

the development and incorporation into documentation of a complete set of contamination requirements
for a reusable space transportation system. Somewhat of a previous experience base had been developed
for the Skylab Program in invoking contamination control measures for the Apollo telescope mount (ATM).
At about the same time (circa 1972), a group of scientists with a common interest in using the Space
Shuttle s_tem convened at Wood's Hole, Massachusetts. Out of the discussions, which were centered
around the Orbiter-induced environment and potential effect on payloads, came a set of proposed re-
quirements for the environment surrounding the vehicle in orbit. Using this set of generalized re-
quirements and the Skylab experience, the Particles and Gases Contamination Panel develoPed workable
and realistic requirements which could be feasibly implemented into the STS Program documentation.
Whereas molecular contamination on orbit was mainly addressed by the Wood's Hole group, ground
facilities contamination control and the Orbiter's exposure to these ground facilities as well as
to the launch, on-orbit, and entry environments from a molecular and particulate standpoint had
_o be addressed.

Part of the problem in addressing ground particulate contamination control was the nomenclature
in use at the time for previous programs. Contamination centrol on the ground was based on the con-
cept of "clean room cleanliness," such as class 10 0(30,class 100 O00, and so on, specifying particles
suspended in the air. This concept was not appropriate for use on the Shuttle program in that payload

integration to the Orbiter required that any payload area be exposed to a large airplane, or at least
part of it, for a considerable length of time. Therefore, a somewhat new approach to defining the

cleanliness levels associated with Shuttle flight had i_o be developed. The "clean room" concept was
replaced with a definition of the extent of control on all aspects of the environment such as tempera-
ture, humidity, condensable gases, and particulate control both on surfaces and in free air. Ap-
proaches developed had to be flexible enough to serve a wide variety of needs yet be constrained to be
compatible with the relatively short Shuttle ground turnaround and with operational cost. As a re-
sult, the standard cleanTiness approach developed was based on a _visibly clean" surface criterion.
This category of requirements has been subsequently divided into three levels of surface contamination
control and along with other parameters, such as free air cleanliness, and temperature and humidity,
form the basis for ground contamination control. The complete set of-requirements developed for con-
tamlnation control was incorporated into the Shuttle documentation, sPecifically Volume X of JSC-07700
(ref. I).

In contrast to contamination control during ground-based operation for which requirements are
qualitative and general, requirements for on-orbit contamination control can almost be completely

defined quantitatively. To address aT_ aspects of the environment, these requirements are of neces-
sity complex and extensive. This complexity presented problems in implementing these requirements
in that program management was concerned about the difficulties created and the program capability to
verify performance to these requirements. Because of this concern, most of the on-orbit environmental

requirements were accepted by the Shuttle program as "goals." The key parameters of the environment
such as gas cloud density definition and particle release requirements were included in the baseline
Shuttle documentation. A more detailed set of environmental definitions developed by the CRDG (ref.

2) essentially constitutes the set of Shuttle goals for control of the gases and particles associated
with the environment and their effect on background light scattering and emissions.

A summary of the requirements and goals appllcable-to the on-orbit, or more generally flight
phase, environment is included in table 1. Key parameters addressed are molecular column density,
which defines the gas cloud density associated with the Orbiter vehicle, and return flux, which
addresses the component of this cloud which is scattered back to surfaces in the payload bay because
of interaction with the ambient environment. Other requirements address deposition of matter on sur-
faces either directly or by scattering by the atmosphere and light background in the various spectra]
regions also essentlally due to the gases or particulates in the environment. These requirements and
goals were implemented in the Shuttle program in March 1974. No changes or revisions of these require-
ments have been necessary over the intervening _ars.

REQUIREMENT IMPLEI4ENTATION

As inferred previously, the STS Program management was hesitant in accepting the outlined require-
ments unless there was some reasonable assurance that these "goals" were viable; that is, assurance
that they could be met by the STS. Two methods of "verification" were considered and implemented:
analysis and measurements. The subject of performance assessment using onboard measurements is dis-
cussed in the next section. Although Skylab used math modeling somewhat in performing contamination
anal_is, the STS Program marked the first time that the development of a contamination math model
coincided with the development of a space vehicle. This coincidence allowed, for the first time, the
use of contamination modeling as a design tool in the performance of trade studies.
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TABLEI.- SUMMARYOF CONTAMINATION SPECIFICATION

AND MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS ON ORBIT

Contamination specifications Specific
references

Measurement required

Molecular column density less than:

- 1012 H20 particles/cm Z I

- 1011H20 + CO2 particles/cm 2 2

- 1013 N2 + 02 particles/cm 2 Z

- 1010 other molecules/cm 2 2

Scattered/emission light background
less than:

/
- mv - _Oth m@gnitude star/ I

arc-sL (10-_= Be in ultraviolet)

- 10-14.2 Bo in visible 2,3,5

- 10-14.0 ge in ultraviolet 2,3,5

- 10-11W/m2/sr/nm _ <30 _m 2,3,5

- 10-10 W/m2/sr/nm k <30 _m 2,3,5

Fewer than one 5-_ particle per 1,2
orbit in 1.5 x lO-b-sr field of view

Molecular return flux such that:

- H20 < 1012 molecules/cm2/s 1

- Deposition <10 -7 g/cmZ/30 days 2
0.1 sr on 300-K surface

- Deposition <10 -5 g/cm2/30 days 2
2= sr on 30O-K surface

- Deposition <10 -5 g/cm2/30 days 2
0.1 sr on 20-K surface :

- Degradation of optics <1% s : I

Molecular column density

Background spectral intensity

Particle size and velocity
distribution

- Molecular return flux

- Molecular deposition on an
ambient surface

- Molecular deposition on an
ambient surface

- Molecular deposition on a
cryogenic surface

Degradation of optical
surfaces

The (molecular) contamination math model, as developed by JSC with Martin-Marietta Aerospace as
subcontractor, is a computer program which accepts certain time-dependent input parameters such as ma-
terials gas emission, reflection, and adsorption characteristics, engine and vent characteristics, am-
bient and emitted gas interaction, and their associated mass transport mechanism and vehicle geometry.
The model provides a time-dependent output of such parameters as gas density, column density, return

flux, and deposition which define the induced environment of the Space Shuttle Orbiter and payload on
orbit. The model is currently being used for special studies associated with flight data correlation
and STS performance assessment as well as payload integration activities.

During the 1973-74 time frame, the model was used to assess the effects of design changes such as
reaction control engine location on the upper payload bay viewing region. Additionally, locations of
the supplemental flash evaporator system (FES) nozzles, which are used to dump as much as 7.2 kilograms
of water per hour in orbit, were selected on the basis of model output.
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The larger benefit derived from having a functional model during the Space Shuttle _evelopment
was the ability to understand the design relative to its performance from a contamination standpoint.
This understanding not only provided confidence to program management that acceptable designs were
being developed but also provided effective description of the evolving system and its associated envi-
ronment to potential users. It is strongly recommended that such a model be formulated inJuture pro-

grams at the earliest stage of development.

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

In addition to the extensive modeling efforts to describe and better understand the Shuttle con-
tamination environment, a program was established to make measurements of the environment on the early

flights to assess performance and provide data for correlation with and refinement of the model. The
large number of environmental parameters to be measured resulted in the need for 10 instruments. This
group of instruments was integrated into one package referred to as the induced environment contamina-
tion monitor (IECM), which was funded Jointly by the Space Shuttle Program and the NASA Office of Aero-
nautics and Space Technology. The Marshall Space Flight Center provided the technical development and

management for the IECM.

At the onset of this measurement program, it was understood that the IECM would provide defini-

tions of most aspects of the environment. Certain parameters, especially those related to far infrared
and far ultraviolet measurements, are best obtained'from near-term payloads. Originally, the IECM was

planned for six flights of the first Shuttle Orbiter_ For several reasons, this schedule was abbrevi-
ated to three flights, which are reported here and seem adequate for the intended objectives.

INDUCED ENVIRONMENT CONTAMINATION MONITOR

Background

The objectives of the IECM project were to provide a self-contained instrument complement compat-

ible with the development flight instrumentation (DFI) pallet and to provide capabilities to do the

following.

1. Measure major aspects of the particle and gaseous contamination during_ground handling,

launch preparation, ascent, orbital operation, descent, landing, and payload removal to verify the re-
quirements and goals developed by the PGCP and the STS Payload CRDG.

2. Provide diagnostic data to identify any sources that contribute to out-of-specification condi-
tions so that corrective action may be taken.

3. Measure the contamination effects from delivery, deployment, retrieval, and landing of a

free-flying payload.

4. Perform routine monitoring to detect any anomalous operation conditions such as leaks in the
hydraulic, cool ant, or fuel system; sloughing-off of particulates from the thermal protective surface,
insulation, or experiments; and outgassing from new components or various experiments.

Brief )ECM Description

The IECM (fig. i) is a 35S-kilogram, desk size (121.3 centimeters long by 82.2 centimeters wide
by 79.1 centimeters high) package and consists of 10 instruments designed to obtain environment and
induced contamination measurements during preflight ground operations and ascent, on-orbit, descent,

and postlanding operations. The 10 instruments and their functions are (I) a humidity monitor; (2) a
dewpoint hygrometer, which measures water vapor content and air temperature on the ground and during
ascent and descent;(3) an air sampler, which provides sampling for hydrocarbons, hydrogen chloride
(HCl), and nitrogen oxide (NO) products in the cargo bay; (4) a cascade impactor, which measures size
and quantity of airborne particulates in the cargo bay; (5) an optical effects module (OEM); (6) a pas-
sive sample array (PSA), which provides a measure of molecular contamination effects on optical prop-
erties as rwell as size distribution and effects of particulate accumulation; (7) a temperature-

controlled quartz crystal microbalance (TQCM); (8) a cryogenic quartz crystal microbalance (CQCM),
which measures nonvolatile residue at various temperatures; (g) a camera/photometer, which measures

size, range, and velocity of on-orbit particulates as well as background brightness; and (10) a mass
spectrometer, which measures quantity and mass of molecular flux. Table 2 gives the IECM instrument
characteristics and description summary.
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FIGURE I.- INDUCED ENVIRONMENTCONTAMINATIDI_MONITOR.

The IECM engineering subsystems consist of a programable,microprocessor-baseddata acquisition
and control system (DACS),a power distributionand control unit (PDCU),and a thermal control system.
Reference 3 gives a more complete descriptionof the IECM instrumentsand subsystems.

The IECt4and the release/attachmechanim (REM)were mounted on the DFI at station xo - 1179,
Yo " O, z(_- 474 (top center of IECM). The REM was developed at MSFC to provide release/attach
capabilitiesfor small payloads such as IECM and the Universityof Iowa's plasma diagnostic package
(PDP).

Flight HistorE .

The IECM was installed in the Columbia for the STS-I flight. It was later decided that the IECM
would be deleted from the flight to.prove weight margins. Considerableeffort was made at this late
date to installa passive optical sample assembly (POSA) to obtain some, albeit limited, contamination
data from the first flight. Following the success of this effort, permissionwas obtained to install
another POSA at the landing site for the ferry flight.

The IECM subsequentlywas flown on STS-2, STS-3, and STS-4. Between each flight, the entire pack-
age was returned to MSFC for refurbishmentthat included (1) postflightfunctionaltests, (2) individ-
ual instrument refurbishmenton changeout, (3) reprogramingthe DACS for next flight operationalre-
quirements, (4) cleaning,and thermal vacuum bakeout, (5) installationof new batteries,and (6) pre-
flight functional tests. Turnaround time for these activities at MSFC was as short as 10 days (be-
tween STS-3 and STS-4). The REM was also returned to the MSFC for checkout and refurbishmentbetween
each flight.

Measurements

The IE_ measurements began on each mission following installationand checkout of the package in
the Orbiter payload bay during the Orbiter ProcessingFacility (OPF) operations. Measurementsof tem-
perature, humidity, aerosols,h3_Irocarbons,and nonvolatileresidues were made over a 12-hour period
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TABLE 2.- IECM INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS AND DESCRIPTION SUMMARY

Instrument Measurement Operation

(a) (b)
Resolution

Humid Ity mon itor

Dewpoint hydrometer

Air sampler

Cascade impactor

PSA

OEN

TQCM

Relative humidity, temperature

Dewpoint

Gaseous contaminants

Particulate contamination of
nonvolatile residue

Optical degradation due to
accumulated contamination

Degradation of optics at
253.65 mm r

Condensed molecular contam-
Ination at 213_o 303 K

(-600to +300C)

GPL,A,O,PL _+0.5%

GPL,A,D,PL +0.5%

6PL,A,D,PL @1 ppm

GPL,A,O,D,PL _1.5 x 10-9 g

6PL,A,O,D,PL (c)

GPL,O,D,PL _-_).8%

GPL,A,O,D,PL _1.56 x I0-9 q

+1.65 x 10-9 gCQCM Condensed molecular contam- 6PL,A,O,D,PL _
ination at 133 K (-140° C)
to ambient

Camera/photometer Particulate velocity, direction; 0 2_-_m particle
photometry at I m/s

Mass spectrometer Molecular return flux 0 _1 count

apSA - passive sample array, OEM - optlcal effects module, TQCM - temperature-

contrglledquartz crystal microbalance, and COoC_n- cryogenic quartz crystal microbalance.
GPL ground prelaunch, A ascent, O orbit, D - descent, and PL - postlanding.

CSamples for lab analysis.

when Orbiter power was available and the payload bay doors were open. Dustfall and residues from the
total stay time in the OPF were measured from PSA-exposed samples. On STS-4, the payload bay doors
were opened on the pad and the preflight measurements were obtained for the periods between the OPF
and the Payload Changeout Room (PCR) and during the time the payload bay doors were open to the PCR.
These measurements were also performed during ascent and descent and after landing. In addition, air

was sampled for exhaust gas products ingested, into the payload bay.

The on-orbit measurements consisted of continuous monitoring of optical transmittance at a wave-

length of 253.7 micrometers, return flux of molecular species emanating from the Orbiter, melecular
mass deposition at various substrate temperatures, and particulates and induced brightness from
scattered light. During the STS-4 mission, the IECM was maneuvered about the Orbiter to more directly

measure outgasslng, leaks, vernier reaction control system (VRCS) exhausts, and FES effects.

OTHER MEASUREMENTS

In addition to the aforementioned POSA and ferry flight POSA (flown on STS-I to STS-4), Orbiter

and payload facilities environment data were monitored by KSC personnel. Postflight nonvolatile resi-
due measurements were made on the Orbiter radiator surfaces. Visual and laboratory measurements were
made on various Orbiter and payload materials, surfaces, and paints (including the IECM paint) for con-
tamination and environmental effects. Flight crewmembers were queried about contamination observa-
tions and impressions (window fogging, particles, engine firing, and water dump events). Onboard
video and film photographs were reviewed for further information.
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RESULTS AND COMPARISON TD GOALS

During the preflight 12-hour sampling periods, the IECM data showed that the facilities were with-

in specifications for air temperature and relative h__idity_ 220 ± 20 C and 30 to 50 percent, respec-
tively. Nonvolatile residue was not detected to <10- -g/cm levels on surfaces exposed during the en-
tire ground flow. (Goal is <10 -6 g/om2.) Table 3 gives the par'ticle fallout measurements from the

PSA during ground flow for STS-2 to STS-4. These results generally exceed Level 3DOA but show improve-
ment on STS-4.

Particle accumulation was subsequently measured by the cascade impacto- during ascent and de-
scent, where redistribution is provided by airflows. These results are given in table 4 for different
particle sizes contained in a volume of air. Comparing these results to lOOK clean-room-air aerosol

content goal,-the results from STS-2 and STS-4 indicate that this goal was exceeded for particles as
large as 5 micrometers diameter. These results are, however, highly dependent on assumed values for

density and average diameter. The air sampler results indicate that engine exhaust products are not
ingested into the payload bay during ascent or descent. Some volatile hydrocarbons were trapped and
analy_ed. Tables 5 and 6 summarize the air sampler results. Slight molecular mass depositions (@I00
ng/cm L) detected on the TQCM's during the first minute after launch subsequently dissipated within 15
minutes.

Descent and postlanding temperatures of air pumped _into the IECI_air sampler manifold were be-
tween about 100 and 20° C and the relative humidity ranged between 15 and 25 percent on the three
flights (figs. 2(a) and 2(b)). Ascent temperature change and relative humidity were not measurable in
the dry nitrogen purge gas.

<1_v on-orbit goals for molecular flux scattered back into the payload bay (-z-axis return flux)is water (H20) molecules/c_2/s and mass deposition of <10 -5 g/cm2/30 days. Table 7 gives the
mass spectrometer H20 return flux and resultant calculated column densities for the three flights.
This goal, a particular concern for infrared observations, was attained on the STS-3 mission, which
was free from water absorption by the thermal protection system (TPS) as occurred on STS-2 and from

hail damage as occurred on STS-4. The goal was exceeded, as anticipated, during door closing and pri-
mary reaction control system (PRCS) engine tests.

TABLE 3.- PREFLIGHT PARTICLE FALLOUT, PASSIVE SAMPLE ARRAY

Contamination specification Averaged preflight exposure results

Particle density - optical surfaces STS-2 19 days exposure: OPF
p = 1.4 x 104 particles/cm 2
Level 750 to 1500< Level 300

Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF)
at KSC subjected to cleanup fol-
lowing rollout of STS-2

During OPF operations, samples and

instruments of the IEC_ designated
for flight were protected by covers
until final access prior to rollout

STS-3

STS-4

19 days exposure: OPF
p = 6.5 x 104 particles/cm _
Level 500 to 1500

5 days exposwre:^OPF
p = 1.3 x lOa/cm c
Level 500 to 750

In-translt OPF-PCR (25 days)
p = 6.7 x I02/cm2
Level 200 to 500

16 days exoosure in PCR
p = 5 x i02/cm 2
Level 300 to 750

Samples exposed from first

access OPF tQ laEt access PCR
p = 2.7 x 10O/cm(
Level 500 to 750
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TABLE 4.- STS-2 to STS-4 SUMMARY RESULTS - CASCADE IMPACTOR

- r: L;

Measurement Requirements Mission Results, ug/m 3

Ascent Descent

>5-_m size particles <375 ug/m3(assuming d = 25 1_m, STS-2
p = 2 g/cmj)

STS-3

_30 ¢10

@I0 ¢10

STS-4 Non-. _20
functional

l- to 5-pm size

particles

<lOO _g/m3(assuming d = 5 _m, STS-2 @500 @250

p - 2 g/cm_)
STS-3 <iO <I0

r

STS-4 veiO0 ¢I0

:/ . .'i '¸

0.3- to 1-um size

particles I_ ug/m 3 _as_uming d - 1 um, STS-2 @250 _1252 g/cm_)
STS-3 <iO <IO

STS-4 =150 Non-

functional

" '> "."";i

TABLE 5.- INDUCED ENVIRONMENT CONTAMINATION MONITOR - AIR SAMPLER RESULTS:
CONTAMINANT TOTALS FOR REPRESENTATIVE ASCENT AND DESCENT PHASES

':. _ :_._

L., -i

" : _r;

• .: L-!
• 5. ;

!

Location Species Levels expected, Detection Observed

spec. method

(a)

Ascent Volatile Unknown, no spec. A _50 ppm by welght_

hydrocarbons b @10 ppm by volume _

Ascent Reactive HCf Unknown, no spec.. B None detected to

i ppm sensitivity

Descent Reactives Unknown, no spec. C None detected to

NO, NO2, NH 3 ' i ppm sensitivity

Descent Volatile Unknown, no spec. A @20 ppm by welght,

hydrocarbons b • _4 ppm by volume b

aA - concentrationon adsorbent;postfllght gas chromatograph/massspectrome-
ter (GC/MS)analysis.

B - reaction with silver oxide/hydroxide surfaces; postflight analyses by

electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA).

C - reaction with ruthenium trichloride surfaces; postflight analyses by

EscA.
bCovers Cg to Cz4 range and uses _C12 as average molecular weight to obtain

ppm by volume.
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TABLE 6.- AIR SAMPLER RESULTS: CONTAMINANT TOTALS FOR REPRESENTATIVE
STS GROUND, ASCENT, AND DESCENT PHASES

Mission phase Species Detection Observed
method

(a)

Preflight (OPF) Volatile A 3 pp_ by weight
hydrocarbons b I ppm by volume

Ascent Volatile A 50 ppm by weight
hydrocarbons b 10 ppm by volume

Ascent Reactive HCf B None detected to
I ppm sensitivity

Descent Reactlves C None detected to

NO, HO2, NH3 1 ppm sensitivity

Descent Volatile . I A 20 ppm by weight

hydrocarbons b 4 ppm by volume

aA - concentration on adsorbent; postflight GC/MS analysis.
B - reaction with silver oxide/hydroxide surfaces.
C - reaction with ruthenium trichloride surfaces.

bCovers Cg to C24 range and uses @C12 as average molecular weight
to obtain ppm by volume.
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FIGURE 2.- IECM MEASUREMENTS ON STS-2 TO STS-4.

Table 8 gives a summary of -z-axis mass deposition at a sensor temperature of 300 C, also extrap-
olated to 30 days for STS-3 and STS-4. (STS-2 -z-axis TQCM segsor was inoperative.) Only for ¢ snort

period of time on STS-3 did the deposition rate exceed I x 10-_ g/c_/30 days. Further, table 9 gives
a similar summary for an average of all five TQCM sensors (+x, +y, -z directions). These data indi-
cate that mass depositions on surfaces with direct views to-the-Orbiter should not be significant.

The CQCM (-z-axis) sensors, with temperatures ranging between -1010 and 35o C, indicated even less
total mass accumulation during the missions, ranging from 3.5 x 10-6 g/cm2/30 days on STS-2 to nega-

tive values on STS-4. The OEM optical samples showed I to 2 percent increased transmittance trends,
and the mass spectrometer indicated insignificant return flux for masses greater than 50 amu.

The TQCM, the CQCM, and the mass spectrometer were used to monitor the STS-3 PRCS engine test
(L2U test). The accumulation on the QCM's dissipated with 1/e time constant of about 15 minutes )t
300 C sensor temperature. The mass spectrometer measured pressures to its limit of about 5 x 10-_
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TABLE 7.- H20 RETURN FLUX AND CALCULATED COLUMN DENSITIES

Mission Return flux, partlcles/cm2-sr-s Column density, particles/cm2

Maximuma Final Maximum Final

STS-2b 1.5 x 10la 1.8 x 1013 2.0 x 1013 2.7 x I012

STS-3 9.8 x 1011 2.6 x I011 1.5 x 1011 4.0 x i0I0

STS-4 2.1 x 1014 6.6 x 1012 3.2 x 1013 1.0 x 1012

aExcept for PRCS firings and payload bay door closings.
bThe STS-2 values are considered upper limits.

TABLE 8.- DATA FROM -Z-AXIS TQCM MASS DEPOSITION SENSORS AT
300 C EXTRAPOLATED TO 30-DAY MISSION

p

TABLE 9.- DATA FROM ALL TOOl SENSORS AT 300 C
EXTRAPOLATED TO 30-DAY MISSION

MET, Mission Measure_ valve' Value extrapolated MET, M1sslon Measure_ valve, Value extrapolated
hr ng cm-_ hr-_ to 30-dJlymission, hr ng cm-- hr"z to 30-_ay mission,

•- gm cm'_/_O days g cm'C/30 days

003.8 STS-3 <O <O 2.1 STS-2 <0 <O

016.6 STS-4 5.7 4.1 x 10-6 3.8 STS-3 (O <0

021.9 STS-3 14.6 1.0 x 10-s 13.8 STS-2 20 1.4 x 10-5

034.9 STS-4 3.2 2.3 x 10-6 16.6 STS-4 <0 cO

040.0 STS-3 1.0 7.Z x 10"7 Z1.9 STS-3 S 3.6 x 10-6

058.0 STS-3 0 0 26.4 STS-Z 7.7 5.5 x 10-6

076.0 STS-3 <O <0 34.9 STS-4 1.8 1.3 x 10-6

084.7 STS-4 .4 2.9 x 10 -7 38.2 STS-3 4.6 3.3 x 10-6

102.9 STS-4 4.2 3.0 x I0 -6 40.0 STS-3 23 1.7 x 10-5

112.5 _S-3 14.8 1.1 x 10-5 50.0 STS-2 22.6 1.6 x 10-5-

121.4 STS-4 4.2 3.0 x 10-6 58.3 STS-3 9.7 7.0 x 10"6

125.7 STS-3 <O <0 .._ 76.3 STS-3 7.9 5.7 x 10-6

139.5 STS-4 7.6 5.5 x 10=6 84.7 STS-4 <0 <0
I

157.9 STS-4 <O <O 94.4 STS-4 35.3 2.5 x 10-5

102.9 STS=4 2.5 1.8 x 10-6

112.S STS-3 11.1 8.0 x ]0-6

121.4 STS-4 3.8 2.7 x 10-6

125.7 STS-3 <0 <0

139.8 STS-4 2.7 1.9 x 10-6

157.9 STS-4 <0 <0

tort during door closings. Partial pressures of carbon dioxide, also a concern for infrared obser-
vations, were insignificant.
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The STS-4 contamination mapping with the IECM using the remote manipulator s_tem (RMS) results

indicate qualitative agreement of direct molecular flux and return flux outgassing levels of high mo-

lecular weight (>50 amu) too small to be quantified, and cabin leakage was not detectable. A Freon 21

leak in the FES/cooling system loop was clearly detected.

More detailed IECM results are given in references 4 and 5. The camera/photometer stereopalr pro-

vided O.24-steradian (32 o) field-of-view film records of contaminant particles as small as 25 micro-

meters illuminated by the Sun against a dark sky or Earth background, and background brightness levels

during these periods as well as levels during orbital nighttimes. A summary of particles detected dur-

ing the first 48 hours of the missions is given in figure 3, excluding water dumps. Only the first 4B
hours are shown because of the short mission time of STS-Z and camera failure at 50 hours mission

elapsed time (MET) on STS-3.. On STS-4, continued low levels of particles are shown beyopd 48 hours.

The particle population goal is less than one 5-micrometer particle/orbit in a 1.5 x lO-_-steradian

field of view. After about 15 hours MET, the number of >25-micrometer particles observed is about

0.03/orbit in a 1.5 x 10-5-steradian field of view, suffTclently small to make it unlikely that the

goal would be exceeded significantly by smaller particles. During water dumps, the particulate count

is very high, again as expected and excluded by the goal definition (>100/frame), and the scattered

light from the particles limits the photometer-controlled exposure to 1 second. When the water dumps

are terminated, the particle count decays rapidly with a time constant 1/e of 5 minutes as shown in

figure 4. Particle count increases have not been seen with operation of the FES.

Sky background brightness after about 15 hours MET _nd during the absence of water dumps consis-

tently shows no difference during orbital nighttimes and daytimes, indicative of no contribution from

molecular or particulate scattering, which is a requirement goal. Stars as faint as m v = 10 are con-

sistently seen during these day and night observations; the exposures were terminated by integrated

starlight in both cases. No evidence has been found of light that can be attributed to the glow phe-

nomenon.

ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS

The OEM and PSA samples show no discernible optical or physical effects on such optical materials

and coatings as lithium fluoride, calcium difIuoride, magnesium difluoride (MgF2), barium difluoride ,
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sapphire, crystalline quartz, fused silica, gold, platinum, MgF 2 over aluminum, and pyrex. Some coat-
ings, however, apparently formed oxide resulting from the exposure to oxygen atoms. Thin films of
osmium (15 nanometers) on fused silica flown on STS-3 and STS-4 were removed, presumably, by the forma-
tion of osmium tetroxide, which has a vapor pressure of 760 torr at 250 C. A vacuum-deposited 300-
nanometer carbon film and a 255-nanometer silver film, both on quartz, were added to STS-4. The car-
ben film was removed and the silver film was converted to a transparent blue-green film, determined to

be Ag20 (ref. 6).

Silver-plated nuts on the PSA and the fixed part of the REM for the PDP showed apparent heavy oxi-

dation, even though located such that a direct view to space was never possible. Osmium films depos-
ited over a flash coating of nickel were flown on STS-S. The samples were positioned to have both di-
rect and indirect view to space. The resul_s indicate that most, if not all, of the osmium was re-

moved (ref. 7).

Leger (refs. 8 and 9) has reported weight loss of various organic material's exposed to atomic oxy-

gen. Mass measurements on Kapton surfaces showed losses of as much as 4 to 5 micrometers thickness
on STS-3. Other film samples and Orbiter organic paints showed effects such as mass loss and loss

of binder, leaving pigment-rich surfaces. The S13G silicone-based paint on the IECM, however,
did not degrade physically or optically during the mission.

OPEN ISSUES

Several of the requirements and goals listed in table I could not be completely verified using
IECM data. One example not completely verified is the particle environment during the on-orbit phase

of flight since the IEC]_camera particle size detection limit is 25 micrometers and the goal addresses
particle size down to 5 micrometers. Verification of this requirement will require data generated by
a cryogenically cooled infrared telescope. Such a device Is planned for flight on the Spacelab II mis-
sion, and plans have already been made to examine data generated by this system for contamination
effects. Data from other near-term payloads will also be examined and used to provide a complete defi-
nition of the environment and acceptable operational techniques for hopefully all types of payloads.

One aspect of the Shuttle system which was not covered by the use of the IEC_ was contamination
of the upper stages. Measurements now being planned should provide the necessary data.

The complete approach for control of contamination during ground turnaround is still being devel-
oped. Part of the reason for this delayed development was the lack of an experience base associated
with operation of the Shuttle in ground facilities. Th_ necessity for the development of tnis data
base was recognized during the development of the requirements; however, progress has been somewhat
slow in this area. This problem was highlighted by the contamination concerns which developed during

preparations for launch of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite A (TDRS A) on STS-6. With the em-
phasis generated by this event and some additional test data, detailed contamination control proce-
dures which will be acceptable to all can be developed.

CONCLUSIONS

The Space Shuttle contamination control program has been completed with the measurements of the
environment made during the orbital flight test program using the IECM. Performance of the Shuttle
system has been assessed by comparing the measured environment with the contamination requirements and
goals developed by the two contamination working groups. This comparison shows that, in general,
where measurements were performed, contamination requirements and goals have been met. Molecular con-
tamination, In terms both of gas£_us and condensable species, is below the requirement levels and
should be adequate for all payloads with minimal need for covers or other forms of protection. Parti-
cle release rates during quiescent periods appear to be within the requirements established based on
cryogenic infrared telescope needs. Further measurements are required to fully verify this require-
ment for particles smaller than 25 micrometers. Except for surface glow effects first observed and

photographed on STS-3, light background levels in the visib]e spectral region are within required
levels. Verification of this requirement for the infrared and utraviolet spectral regions will have

to await further elements by near-term payloads. Light emitted by the primary and vernier reaction
control system jets during firings may require changes from standard operational techniques for cer-
tain contamination-sensitive payloads.

Ground contamination control needs additlonaldefinition of proceduresto be used for payload in-
tegration and ground facility operation. Part of the higher than expected particle content in the pay-
load bay during ascent may be due to a lack of implementationof adequate control during ground turn-
around for the early Shuttle missions. This situation should improve with continued emphasis and the
development of a significant experieece base.
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The approach used for the development of the contamination control program was very effective
in developing a system with excellent performance and in defining the vehicle-associated environment.

Broad participation in panel activities led to a better understanding of payload concerns by system
design engineers and also to a better understanding of Shuttle development problems on the part
of payload developers and the scientific community in general. Indeed, contamination control was
treated in Shuttle development as a fu11-fledged discipline for perhaps the first time, in that
the program provided support from requirements development to the final environmental measurements.
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*Because of the large volume of material prepared for the conference, this publication is

divided into two parts. Part 1 - 597 pages, Part 2 - 530 pages.

This publication is a compilation of the papers prepared for the Space Shuttle Technical
Conference held at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas, June 28-30,

1983. The purpose of this conference was to provide an archival publication for the

retrospective presentation and documentation of the key scientific and engineering

achievements of the Space Shuttle Program following the attainment of full operational

status by the National Space Transportation System.

To provide technical disciplinary focus, the conference was organized around 10 technical
topic areas: (i) Integrated Avionics, (2) Guidance, Navigation, and Control, (3) Aero-

dynamics, (4) Structures, (5) Life Support, Environmental Control, and Crew Station,
(6) Ground Operations, (7) Propulsion and Power, (8) Communications and Tracking,

(g) Mechanisms and Mechanical Systems, and (10) Thermal and Contamination Environments
and Protection Systems.

The papers in each technical topic which were presented over the )-day conference period

provide a historical overview of the _ey technical problems and challenges which were
met and overcome during the developmen_ phase of the Space Shuttle Program. Taken as a

whole, these papers provide a valuable archival •reference to the magnitude and scope of

this major national achievement.
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